*FRANCE*

Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821). Emperor of the French (1804-1814; 1815). W says of him:
Napoleon dominated European and global affairs for more than a decade while leading France against a
series of coalitions in the Napoleonic Wars (1799-1815). He won most of these wars and the vast majority of
his battles. One of the greatest commanders in history, his wars and campaigns are still studied at military
schools worldwide.
Napoleon had an extensive and powerful influence on the modern world, bringing liberal reforms to the
numerous territories that he conquered and controlled, especially the The Netherlands, Belgium,
Switzerland, and large parts of modern Italy and Germany. He implemented fundamental liberal policies
in France and throughout Western Europe. His lasting legal achievement, the Napoleonic Code, has
influenced the legal systems of more than 70 nations around the world.
British historian Andrew Roberts has written of Napoleon:
“The ideas that underpin our modern world—meritocracy, equality before the law, property rights,
religious toleration, modern secular education, sound finances, and so on—were championed, consolidated,
codified and geographically extended by Napoleon. To them he added a rational and efficient local
administration, an end to rural banditry, the encouragement of science and the arts, the abolition of
feudalism and the greatest codification of laws since the fall of the Roman Empire.”
One of his most celebrated quotations retains its dynamic intensity even in my enervated age:
“Impossible is a word to be found only in the dictionary of fools.”
(Page 6)—263.175 1. Eugénie et Léonce, ou la robe de bal 2. Reconnaissance et Probitê: Two Short
Stories\fn{by Stéphanie de Félicité, Comtesse de Genlis (1746-1830)} Château de Champcéry, Issy-l’Évêque, Départment
de Saône-et-Loire, France (F) 9
*
(14)—287.132 Address Before A Joint Meeting Of The U. S. Senate And House Of Representatives,
December 10, 1824\fn{by the Marquis de Lafayette aka Marie-Joseph-Paul-Yves-Roch-Gilbert du Motier (1757-1834) }
Chavaniac-Lafayette, Haute-Loire Department, France (M) 1
*
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(15)—90.1 Mirza, or Letter Of A Traveler\fn{by Madame Germaine de Staël aka Anne Louise Germaine Necker (17661817)} Paris, France (F) 5
*
(21)—59.141 An Episode Of The Terror\fn{by Honoré de Balzac (1799-1850)} Tours, Indre-et-Loire Department,
France (M) 7
1819
(29)—59.148 Excerpt from The Three Musketeers\fn{by Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870)} Vilers-Cotterêts (now
Aisne), Aisne Department, France (M) 17
(48)—59.165 Excerpt from Les Misérables\fn{by Victor Hugo (1802-1885)} Besançon, Doubs Department, France
(M) 25
(76)—59.203 The Marquise\fn{by Ammandine Lucile Dudevant aka George Sand (1804-1876)} Paris, France (F) 9
*
(87)—59.247 One of Cleopatra’s Nights\fn{by Théophile Gautier (1811-1872)} Tarbes, Hautes-Pyrennes Department,
France (M) 13
(103)—59.260 Excerpt from Maison de Penarvan: “The Last Of An Old Family”\fn{by Léonard Sylvain Jules
Sandeau (1811-1883)} Aubusson, Creuse Department, France (M) 4
(107)—59.264 The Yule Log\fn{by Jules François Simon Suisse (1814-1896)} Lorient, Morbihan Department, France
(M) 7
*
(115)—230.95 Excerpt from My Literary Life | Mes premières armes littéraire et politiques\fn{by Juliette Adam
aka Juliette Lambert (1836-1936)} Verberie, Oise Department, France (F) 13
*
(128)—59.308 The Attack On The Mill\fn{by Emile Edward Charles Antoine Zola (1840-1902)} Paris, France (M) 14
*
(144)—54.86 & 95.1 1. The Ballet Of The Nations 2. The Doll: Two Short Stories \fn{by Vernon Lee aka Violet Paget
(1856-1935)} Chateaux St. Leonard, Boulogne-sur-Mer Sub-prefecture, Pas-de-Calais Department, France (F) 9
*
(153)—59.339 The Stricken Doe\fn{by Pierre Mille (1864-1941)} Choisy-le-Roi, Val-de-Marne Department, France
(M) 3
(154)—104.78 The Shepherd And The Snake: A Folktale\fn{told by François Castellani (1865- )} Rutali, Haute-Corse
Department, France (M) 1
(156)—59.353 Excerpt from Jean-Christophe\fn{by Romain Rolland (1866-1944)} Clamecy, Niévre Department,
France (M) 6
*
(165)—59.379 The Hand\fn{by Sidonie-Gabrielle Claudine Colette (1873-1954)} Saint Sauveur-en-Paisaye, Yonne
Department, France (F) 1
(166)—54.76 The Godmother\fn{by Lucie Delarue-Mardrus (1874-1945)} Château Gontier, Honflair, Calvados
Department, France (F) 3
(169)—59.380 The Resident Assistant\fn{by William Somerset Maugham (1874-1965)} Paris, France (M) 14
(185)—46.133 Excerpt from The Journal Of Marie Lenéru\fn{by Marie Lenéru (1875-1918)} Brest, Finistère
Department, France (F) 2
*
(187)—104.69 1. The Goat, The Kids, And The Wolf 2. Coué Or Couette: Two Folktales\fn{told by Mme Lavaud
(1880- )} Montjean, Charente Department, France (F) 2
(189)—104.53 1. The Seven-Headed Monster 2. The Search For The Lost Husband 3. Gold Feather 4. The
Orange Tree 5. March And April: Five Folktales\fn{told by Jean Tobie (c.1880?- )} Missillac, Loire-Atlantique
Department, France (M) 11
(202)—104.75 1. The Charcoal Burner 2. The Singing Bone: Two Folktales\fn{told by Veuve Marie Rouzaud
(1882- )} Montgailhard, Ariège Department, France (F) 3
(206)—104.44 1. Yann The Fearless 2. Old Fench 3. Ugly Yann: Three Folktales\fn{told by Veuve L’Héréec
(1886- )} Prat, Côtes-du-Nord Department, France (F) 7
2

(212)—174.28 Excerpt from Batouala: A True Black Novel\fn{by René Maran (1887-1960)} Fort-de-France,
Martinique, France (M) 14
(226)—59.459 The Lovely Day\fn{by Jacques de Lacretelle (1888-1985)} Cormatin, Saône-et-Loire Department,
France (M) 8
*
(235)—104.72 The Girl And The Thief: A Folktale\fn{told by Marie Arnoux (1893- )} Abriès, Queiras Regional
Park, Hautes-Alpes Department, France (F) 1
(235)—104.64 Tom Thumb: A Folktale\fn{told by Mme Bellion (1895- )} Chaillé-les-Marais, Vendee Department,
France (F) -1
(236)—104.73 The Little Evil Of The Forest: A Folktale\fn{told by Françoise Dupérier (1895- )} Jarsy, Haute-Savoie
Department, France (M) 1½
(237)—54.72 Excerpt from Die Katrin wird Soldat: Ein Roman aus Elsaß-Lothringen: “Katrin Becomes A
Soldier”\fn{by Adrienne Thomas (1897-1980)} Metz, Moselle Department, France (F) 2
1920
(240)—59.479 Prisoner Of The Sand\fn{by Antoine de Saint Exupéry (1900-1944)} Lyon, Rhône Department, France
(M) 14
(254)—43.176 The Trojan Horse\fn{by Raymond Queneau (1903-1976)} Le Havre, Seine-Maritime Department,
France (M) 4
(259)—95.11 Ragtime\fn{by Anaïs Nin (1903-1977)} Neuilly, Hauts-de-Seine Department, France (F) 2
(260)—59.489 The Wall\fn{by Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980)} Paris, France (M) 8
(271)—59.497 Madame Parpillon’s Inn\fn{by Noël Devaulx (1905-1995)} Brest, Finistère Department, France (M) 4
(275)—43.171 The Fashionable Tiger\fn{by Jean Ferry aka Jean Lévy (1906-1974)} Capens, Haute-Garonne
Department, France (M) 1
(277)—17.1 FTP\fn{by Edith Thomas aka Edith d’Auxois (1909-1980)} Montrouge, Hauts-de-Seine Department, France
(F) 3
*
(280)—47.10 The Mouse\fn{by Marianne Hauser (1910-2006)} Strausburg, Bas Rhin Department, France (F) 6
(286)—271.189 Excerpt from Outwitting The Gestapo\fn{by Lucie Aubrac (1912-2007)} Mâcon, Saône-et-Loire
Department, France (F) 12
(299)—43.172 The Offensive\fn{by Henri Joseph Thomas (1912-1993)} Anglemont, Vosges Department, France (M) 4
(303)—43.5 The Gift\fn{by Joseph Zobel (1915-2006)} Rivière Salée, Martinique, France (M) 4
(307)—151.124 Excerpt from The White Negress\fn{by Lucette Ceranus aka Mayotte Capécia (1916-1955)} Carbet,
Martinique, France (F) 7
*
(314)—59.501 The Secret Room\fn{by Alain Robbe-Grillet (1922-2008)} Brest, Finistére Department, France (M) 2
(316)—50.92 Excerpt from The Cat-fish\fn{by Monique Lange (1926-1996)} Paris, France (F) 10
(327)—43.168 The Finest Story In The World\fn{by Annie Saumont (1927- )} Cherbourg, Manche Department,
France (F) 2
(329)—130.34 Excerpt from Bozambo’s Revenge: Or Colonialism Inside Out—A Novel\fn{by Bertène Juminer
(1927-2003)} Cayenne, French Guiana, France (M) 8
(338)—46.236 Excerpt from The Opoponax\fn{by Monique Wittig (1935-2003)} Dannemarie, Haut-Rhin Department,
France (F) 1
(339)—43.186 The Challenge\fn{by Philippe Sollers (1936- )} Bordeaux, Gironde Department, France (M) 9
(349)—74.244 Abbreviated World\fn{by Angelina Muñiz-Huberman (1936- )} Hyères, Var Department, France (F)
1½
(351)—17.67 Observation Of Quadranges\fn{by Jean Pierre Andrevon (1937- )} Bourgoin-Jaillieu, Isère
Department, France (M) 8
(359)—59.503 Wayang Kulit\fn{by Maryse Condé (1937- )} Point-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe, France (F) 4
(362)—43.1 Excerpt from The Bridge Of Beyond\fn{by Simone Schwarz-Bart (1938- )} Point-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe,
France (F) 4
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(367)—46.57 Excerpt from As The Sorcerer Said (Le Quimboiseur l'avait dit)\fn{by Myriam Warner-Vieyra
(1939- )} Guadeloupe, France (F) 6
*
(373)—294.79 The Mountain Of The Living God\fn{by Jean-Marie-Gustave le Clézio (1940- )} Nice, AlpesMaritimes Department, France (M) 9
(383)—43.203 The Operation Of The Ground\fn{by Jean Échenoz (1947- )} Orange, Vaucluse Department,
France (M) 2
*
(386)—44.42 Sweat, Sugar And Blood\fn{by Suzanne Dracius (1951- )} Fort-de-France, Martinique, France (F) 4
(390)—43.209 Héloïse\fn{by Sylvie Germain (1954- )} Châteauraux, Indre Department, France (F) 4
(394)—43.159 The Check-up\fn{by Hervé Guibert (1955-1991)} Saint-Cloud, Hauts-de-Seine Department, France
(M) 2
*
(397)—95.70 Bessombè: Between Homeland And Exile\fn{by Natalie Etoké (1977- )} Paris, France (F) 2
Permanentlyh Inhabited Dependencies;
the texts themselves are arranged under France alphabetically, but here are grouped together by
administrative responsibility.
New Caledonia
[Jean-Marie Tjibaou (1936-1989)] … 2009 census, 245,580 … 7,172 sq. mi. (land only) … special collectivity; limited self-rule; France is
responsible for military, foreign affairs, immigration, the police force, currency, and some aspects of the administration of justice in the
penal system.]

*
(Page 450)—276.57 Excerpt from Kanaky: “Portrait Of A Colonised Person”\fn{by Jean-Marie Tjibaou (1936-1989)}
Nienghéne, Nord Province, New Caledonia, France (M) 4
French Polynesia
[Mo’o (before 1825- ) Borabora Island, Society Islands; Tamera (before 1833- ) Tahiti, Society Islands; Mare (before 1849- ) Tahiti,
Society Islands; Chief Taroi-nui (before 1893- ) Tuamotu Archipelago; Haapuane (before 1921- ) Atuona, Hiva Oa Island, The
Marquesas Islands; Taaria Walker (1930- ) Rurutu Island, Austral Islands; Fariua (before 1934- ) Fangatau Island, Tuamotu
Archipelago; Louise Peltzer (1946- ) Huahine Island, Society Islands; Célestine Hitiura Vaite (1966- ) Tahiti, Society Islands … 2012
est., 273,814 … 1,359 sq. mi. (land only) … overseas collectivity, limited self-rule; France is responsible for justice, education, the police
force, and national defense, the collectivity retaining control only over health, town planning and the environment.]

*
(399)—144.78 Turtle, Fowl And Pig: A Folktale\fn{by Mo’o (before 1825- )} Borabora Island, Society Islands,
French Polynesia, France (M) -1
*
(400)—144.75 1. Tangora Maker Of All Things 2. Havaiki The Land: Two Folktales\fn{by Tamera (before 1833- )}
Tahiti, Society Islands, French Polynesia, France (F) 3
*
(402)—144.78 The Woman In The Moon: A Folktale\fn{by Mare (before 1849- )} Tahiti, Society Islands, French
Polynesia, France (M) –1
*
(416)—144.79 The Conflict Of The Gods: A Folktale\fn{by Chief Taroi-nui (before 1893- )} Tuamotu Archipelago,
French Polynesia, France (M) 1
*
(418)—144.82 1. Kae And The Whale 2. Tahia The Fragrant Girl: Two Folktales\fn{by Haapuane (before 1921- )}
Atuona, Hiva Oa Island, The Marquesas Islands, French Polynesia, France (M) 10
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*
(428)—144.125 Excerpt from Rurutu: Mémoires d’avenir d’une ile Australe\fn{by Taaria Walker (1930- )} Rurutu
Island, Austral Islands, French Polynesia, France (F) 6
*
(435)—144.80 Maui-Of-A-Thousand-Tricks: A Folktale\fn{by Fariua (before 1934- )} Fangatau Island, Tuamotu
Archipelago, French Polynesia, France (M) 2
*
(438)—144.131 On A Strange Ship\fn{by Louise Peltzer (1946- )} Huahine Island, Society Islands, French
Polynesia, France (F) 4
*
(442)—144.2 Excerpts from Breadfruit And Frangipani\fn{by Célestine Hitiura Vaite (1966- )} Tahiti, Society
Islands, French Polynesia, France (F) 9
Saint Barthélemy
[Justina Melander

(c.1843- )] … 2009 est., 8,902 … 8.5 sq. mi. … French overseas collectivity

*
(402)—101.99 1. The Three Companions 2. The Five Wild Ducks 3. Who Speaks First?: Three Folktales\fn{told
by Justina Melander (c.1843- )} Gustavia, St. Barthélemy Island, St. Barthélemy Collectivity, France (F) 1
Saint Martin
[Ashley Richardson (1911-

)] … 2009 est., 36,824 … 53 sq. km. … French overseas collectivity

*
(417)—255.63 1. Can Poached Eggs Hatch? 2. Seven-Headed Beast: Two Brothers 3. He Meets The King’s
Conditions 4. He Saves The Vessel: Four Folktales\fn{by Ashley Richardson (1911- )} Philipsburg, Saint Martin
Island, Saint Martin Collectivity (F) 1
St. Pierre and Miquelon
[Désiré Orsini (1883- ); Désiré Poirier (1892- )] … 1999 est., 6,966 .. 93 sq. mi. … became a territorial collective in 1985.]

*
(404)—158c. 27 1. La Canne de Fer 2. P’tit Jean: Two Folktales\fn{by Désiré Orsini (1883- )} Miquelon, St. Pierre
et Miquelon, France (M) 4
*
(408)—158c. 31 1. La Bête à Sept Têtes 2. L’engagé 3. Le Fin Voleur: Three Folktales\fn{by Désiré Poirier
(1892- )} Miquelon, St. Pierre et Miquelon, France (M) 8
Wallis and Futuna Islands
[Malino Nau (c.1960?- )] … 2008 census, 13,484 … 102 sq. mi. (land only) … oversesas collectivity; limited self rule: France is
responsible generally for justice, defense and foreign affairs.]

*
(455)—276.71 Excerpt from Les Transformations De La Tradition Narrative A L’ile Wallis (UVEA) : “Preface
Wallisienne de Malino Nau”\fn{by Malino Nau (c.1960?- )} Wallis Island, Wallis & Futuna Collectivity, France (M)
2
†
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263.175 1. Eugénie et Léonce, ou la robe de bal 2. Reconnaissance et Probitê: Two Short Stories\fn{by Stéphanie
de Félicité, Comtesse de Genlis (1746-1830)} Château de Champcéry, Issy-l’Évêque, Départment de Saône-et-Loire,
France (F) 9
1
Mme de Palmène, jeune encore, et veuve depuis plusieurs années, se consacrait entièrement à l’éducation d’une
fille unique, objet de toute sa tendresse comme de tous ses soins. Son mari, en mourant, avait laissé beaucoup de
dettes, et Mme de Palmène n’avait pu les acquitter qu’en se résignant à quitter Paris pour habiter une terre qu’elle
possédait en Touraine, à une petite lieue de Loches. Le château était antique et vaste. Son pont-levis, ses fossés et ses
tours rappelaient les siècles mémorables des du Guesclin et des Bayard, ces beaux jours de la chevalerie qu’on
devrait regretter sans doute, si la loyauté et la vaillance de quelques preux chevaliers pouvaient tenir lieu de police et
de lois. L’intérieur du château répondait an dehors. Tout y retraçait la noble simplicité de nos ancêtres. On n’y
trouvait ni dorures, ni cette ridicule profusion de porcelaines, de magots, de petits vases qui remplissent nos maisons
modernes; mais on y admirait de belles tapisseries représentant des traits intéressants d’histoire. On s’y promenait
dans de grandes galeries ornées de portraits de famille, et l’on y découvrait, des fenêtres du salon, d’un côté une
superbe forét, et de l’autre les bords agréables de l’Indre. Ce fut là qu’Eugénie (c’était le nom de la fille de Mme de
Palmène) passa les premières années tie sa jeunesse, et qu’elle prit le goût des amusements champêtres, de la vie
paisible et retirée.
Durant les beaux jeurs du printemps et de l’été, elle faisait avec sa mère de longues promenades; vers le soir, on
allait chercher dans la forêt l’ombre et la fraîcheur. Tantôt Eugénie s’y exerçait à la course, tantôt elle cueillait des
plantes dont sa mère lui apprenait les noms et les propriétés. Souvent elle y prenait des leçons, y écoutait des lectures
intérssantes; et, sur le déclin du jour, on quittait la forêt pour aller sur les bords riants de la rivière. Lorsque Eugénie
fut dans sa huitième année, elle devint plus sédentaire. Mille occupations la retenaient au château; mais elle se
levait avec le jour; elle allait déjeuner dans le parc ou dans les champs, et le soir elle faisait encore une on
deux lieues avec sa mère.
Elle avait pour compagne de ses jeux la fille de sa gouvernante. Cette jeune personne, appelée Valentine, de
quatre ans plus âgée qu’Eugénie, était d’un heureux naturel; elle avait un bon cœur et montrait de
l’application. Elle se trouvait à toutes les leçons que recevait Eugénie, et elle en profita de manière que sa jeune
maltresse la regarda toujours avec raison comme son amie.
Cependant Eugénie atteignit sa seizième année. Elle joignait à la gaieté, aux grâces naïves de son âge, un esprit
cultivé, de la discrétion, une douceur inaltérable et la plus parfaite égalité d’humeur. Sa tendresse et sa
reconnaissance pour Mme de Palmène étaient sans bornes. Constamment occupée de sa mère et saisissant tous
les rnoyens de lui plaire, il n’était point d’occupation qui n’eût un attrait sensible pour elle. Apprenaitelle des vers
par cœur, elle se disait:
«Maman me les entendra répéter avec plaisir. Ce soir, en nous promenant, je les lui dirai. Elle louera ma
mémoire, mon application.» Etudiait-elle l’anglais ou l’italien:
«Quelle sera, disait-elle, la surprise, la joie de maman, lorsqu’elle verra qu’au lieu de la page prescrite, j’en ai
traduit deux!» En écrivant, en dessinant, en faisant de la musique, elle faisait les mêmes réflexions:
«Ce tableau ornera le cabinet de maman. Toutes les fois qu’elle le regardera, elle pensera à son Eugénie. Cette
sonate, que jebarbouille à présent, quand je la saurai bien, enchantera maman.» Cette idée, qu’elle appliquait à
tout, lui faisait trouver un charme inexprimable dans l’étude, lui aplanissait les difficultés, et changeait en plaisirs
délicieux tous ses devoirs.
Afin d’achever de perfectionner l’éducation d’Eugénie, Mme de Palmène prit la résolution d’aller passer deux ans
à Paris. Elle s’arracha de son agréable solitude sur la fin de septembre; arrivée à Paris, elle loua une petite maison dans
laquelle Eugénie regretta plus d’une fois les bords délicieux de l’Indre et de la Loire. Mme de Palmène retrouva avec
plaisir plusieurs poeersonnes qu’elle avait connues autrefois. Dans ce nombre, elle distingua surtout un ancien ami de
son mari, nommé le comte d’Amilly, digne en effet de cette préférence par son mérite et ses vertus. Veuf depuis
plusieurs années, il n’avait qu’un fils unique âgé de dix-huit ans, et dont il venait de se séparer pour deux ans. Ce jeune
homme, appelé Léonce, était en Italie, et devait ensuite voyager dans le Nord.
Le comte d’Amilly venait tous les soirs souper chez Mme de Palmène; à dix heures et demie, Eugénie allait se
coucher. Aussitôt qu’elle était sortie, le comte parlait d’elle, et c’était toujours pour faire son éloge. Il admirait ses
talents, sa modestie, sa réserve, un certain air de douceur et de franchise qui répandait un charme inexprimable sur
ses moindres actions. Puis il parlait de son fils, il vantait son esprit, son caractère, son cœur. Mme de Palmène
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n’écoutait pas sans un secret plaisir l’éloge d’Eugénie; elle n’entendait pas sans quelque émotion prononcer si
souvent le nom de Léonce, et dans ces doux entretiens l’heure fut oubliée plus d’une fois; plus d’une fois on
s’écria avec surprise:
«Comment donc! il est trois heures?»
Le comte d’Amilly continua toujours ses assiduités, mais sans s’expliquer davantage. Seulement il dit un jour:
«Mon fils aura une fortune considérable; mais avant de la partager avec lui, je veux lui apprendre à en jouir. A
son retour il aura vingt ans; je le marierai avec une femme aimable, dont les grâces, l’exemple et la douceur
puissent lui rendre tous les devoirs agréables et lui faire chérir la vertu.»
Mme de Palmène reconnaissait bien dans le portrait de cette femme celui d’Eugénie; mais, en réfléchissant à
l’extrême disproportion qui se trouvait entre sa fortune et celle du comte d’Amilly, elle avait peine à se persuader
qu’il eût réellement des vues sur sa fille.
Il y avait déjà prés de deux ans que Mme de Palmène était à Paris. Eugénie touchait à sa dixhuitième année,
lorsqu’un soir le comte d’Amilly, entrant chez Mme de Palmène, lui demanda la permission de lui présenter luirnême son fils, qui venait d’arriver. Un jeune homme de la figure la plus intéressante s’avança vers Mme de Palmène
et la salua d’un air à la fois empressé et timide, qui ajoutait encore à ses agréments naturels. Le comte et son fils
restèrent à souper. Léonce parla peu, mais il regarda beaucoup Eugénie; il ne dit pas un mot qui ne montrât son vif
désir de plaire à Mme de Palmène.
Le lendemain le comte revint avec son fils, et Mme de Palmène déclara qu’elle s’était fait une loi irrévocable
de ne point recevoir chez elle de jeunes gens de l’âge de Léonce.
«Mais, madame, reprit le comte, il faut pourtant bien que vous jugiez s’il peut vous convener …
—Comment! que voulez-vous dire? …
—Eh quoi! ne voyez-vous pas que son bonheur et le mien en dépendent? Donnez-vous donc le temps de le
connaître; s’il est assez heureux pour vous plaire, tous mes vœux et les siens seront exaucés.»
C’était parler clairement. Mme de Palmène témoigna au comte la reconnaissance que ce discours lui inspirait.
Cependant elle ne prit point d’engagement, voulant auparavant consulter Eugénie, et prendre quelques informations sur le caractère de Léonce. Tout ce qu’elle apprit ne fit que redoubler son désir de l’adopter pour son fils;
et le comte la pressant de nouveau de lui donner une réponse, elle ne balança plus. Tout étant d’ac cord, on
signa le contrat de mariage. Le lendemain, Léonce reçut avec transport la main de l’aimable Eugénie, et l’on
conduisit aussitôt les nouveaux époux dans une terre charmante que possédait le comte à dix lieues de Paris. Il
fut décidé qu’on ne retournerait à Paris que sur la fin de l’automne.
Mme de Palmène passa trois mois avec eux. Au bout de ce temps elle fut obligée de les quitter. Comme elle
comptait s’établir définitivement à Paris, l’arrangemnent de ses affaires exigeait qu’elle fit un voyage en
Touraine. Quoiqu’elle dût être de retour avant l’hiver, Eugénie cut abesoin de toute sa raison pour supporter une
séparation si douloureuse. Son chagrin et sa mélancolie, aprés le départ de sa mère, la rendirent plus
intéressante encore aux yeux de Léonce. Il trouvait une douceur secrète a la contempler dans cet état
d’abattement et de tristesse. En voyant couler ses larmes, il se disait:
«Quels seront un jour mes droits sun un cœur si sensible, et si reconnaissant!»
Eugénie, cependant, dans la crainte d’affliger Léonce, lui cachait une partie de son chagrin; mais elle se
dédommageait de cette contrainte avec Valentine, cette jeune fille qui avait été la compagne de son enfance. Les plus
douces consolations d’Eugénie étaient de parler de sa mère, de lui écrire tous les jours de longues lettres.
Près de deux mois s’étaient écoulés depuis le départ de Mme de Palmène; Eugénie, pendant tout ce temps,
n’avait pas fait un seul voyage à Paris. Léonce chaque jour lui devenait plus cher. Souvent ils allaient se promener
tête à tête dans les bois et dans les champs. Eugénie questionnait Léonce sur ses voyages, et goûtait le plaisir de
s’instruire en l’écoutant. D’autres fois, assis l’un et l’autre sur le bord des ruisseaux, Eugénie chantait, et sa voix
douce et mélodieuse attirait les moissonneurs; ils quittaient leur ouvrage et accouraient pour l’entendre. Un soir,
Eugénir remarqua au milieu d’eux un vénérable vieillard; elle apprit qu’il se nommait Jérôme; quoique âgé de
soixante-quinze ans, il était pourtant le seul soutien d’une sœur paralytique et de cinq petits-enfants orphelins.
Eugénie n’avait qu’une trésfaible pension. Son beau-père, il est vrai, possédait une fortune considérable, il était
noble et bienfaisant; mais, voulant donner à son fils et à sa belle-fille de l’ordre et de l’économie, il avait la
sagesse et le courage de ne point partager encore sa fortune avec eux.
«Quand vous m’aurez prouvé, leur disait-il, que vous savez faire un digne ernploi de l’argent, nous ferons
bourse commune; dans cinq ans, par exemple, si je suis toujours satisfait de votre conduite, je serai heureux de me
dépouiller en faveur d’un fils économe et raisonnable; je n’abandonnerai point à un insensé, à un dissipateur, une
fortune que je ne dois qu’à moi seul, et dont je ne puis disposer à mon gré.
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—Ah! mon père, répondit Léonce, en me donnant Eugénie, ne m’avez-vous pas tout donné?»
Eugénie, de son côté, trouvait sa pension suffisante. Elle apportait dans tout la plus grande économie, et trouvait
encore le moyen d’être généreuse et bienfaisante. Tout occupée du bon vieillard Jérôme, le soir, en se couchant, elle
dit à Valentine qu’elle la prierait de lui porter quelques secours. Le lendemain matin, le comte d’Amilly vint,
comme à l’ordinaire, déjeuner avec sa belle-fille:
«Voici, lui dit-il, une invitation à une magnifique fête que l’on donne à Paris dans quinze jours; je désire, ma
fille, que vous vous y montriez. Il vous faut une robe de bal, et je veux vous l’offrir.»
En disant ces mots, le comte posa sur une table une bourse contenant soixante louis. Quand Eugénie fut seule,
elle appela Valentine, et lui montrant le présent qu’elle venait de recevoir:
«Avec cinquante louis, dit-elle, j’aurai une assez belle robe. Ainsi, je vais prendre dix louis sur cette somme
pour les donner au pauvre Jérôme; et toi, Valentine, va t’informer dans le village si tout ce qu’on m’a dit de ce
vieillard est bien conforme à la vérité; s’il n’y a pas d’exagération dans le récit qu’on m’a fait, je lui porterai moimême l’argent que je lui destine.»
L’après-midi, Valentine revint au village et dit à sa jeune maîtresse que non-seulement elle avait pris des informations chez le curé et chez plusieurs villageois, mais qu’elle avait été dans la cabane du vieillard: elle y avait vu la pauvre
sœur paralytique, gardée par l’aîné des petits-enfants de Jérôme, jeune fille âgée de douze ans; la malade était dans une
chambre bien propre, avec un assez bon lit, tandis que le vieillard couchait dans une espèce de petite grange, sur de la
paille; Jérôme, enfin, était le paysan du village le plus honnête homme, le plus maiheureux, ainsi que le meilleur frère
et le meilleur grand-père.
«Allons, dit Eugénie, j’ai sur moi la bourse que m’a donnée mon beau-père, portons-lui sur-le-champ dix louis.»
Eugénie prit le bras de Valentine et sortit avec elle, en faisant dire à Léonce, qui achevait une partie de whist,
qu’elle allait du côté de la petite allée de saules voir travailler les moissonneurs.
Eugénie, arrivée dans le champ où Jérôme travaillait ordinairement jusqu’au déclin du jour, le cherche des
yeux; ne le voyant pas, elle demande où il est; on lui répond qu’accablé de chaleur et de fatigue, il est allé
se reposer un moment à l’ombre, et qu’il s’est endormi sur le bord du ruisseau, auprès de la grande haie
d’églantiers.
Eugénie et Valentine tournent leurs pas de ce côté elles aperçoivent bientót levieillard endormi et entouré de
ses petits-enfants. Elles approchent avec précaution, dans la crainte de le réveiller, et s’arrêtent à quelques pas
pour contempler le tableau le plus touchant. Le bon vieillard dormait profondément. Une jolie petite fille de huit
ou neuf ans attachait doucement son tablier à la haie de rosiers sauvages au-dessus de la tête de son grand-père,
afin de former un abri contre l’ardeur du soleil: un de ses frères l’aidait dans ce soin, tandis que les deux autres,
armés de branches de saules, et à genoux aux côtés du vieillard, chassaient les mouches et les cousins qui
s’approchaient de son visage. La petite fille, en voyant Eugénie, lui fit signe de la main de ne pas faire de bruit.
Eugénie sourit, et s’avançant sur la pointe des pieds, elle embrassa la petite fille et lui dit tout bas:
«Il faut que je parle à votre grand-père lorsqu’il se réveillera. Allez-vous-en là-bas jouer avec vos frères; vous
reviendrez quand je vous appellerai.»
La jeune fille fit quelque difficulté de s’éloigner, ainsi que les petits garçons, qul ne consentirent à s’en aller
qu’à la condition qu’Eugénie et Valentine promettraient de bien chasser les mouches à leur place.
Cet accord fait, Eugénie prit les branches de saule, et s’assit avec Valentine auprès de la haie d’églantiers; et la
petite famille s’éloigna et disparut. Alors Eugénie, tirant sa bourse de sa poche, la mit sur ses genoux pour y prendre
les dix louis. Ensuite, craignant de faire trop de bruit en comptant l’argent, elle s’arrêta, et jetant les yeux sur le
vieillard, elle le regarda avec attendrissement.
«Comme il dort paisiblement! dit-elle; bon et respectable vieillard! … Que sa figure est impo sante! …
Soixante-quinze ans, quel âge vénérable! … Durant une si longue carrière, que de fatigues il a supportées! et
maintenant que ses forces l’abandonnent, il est encore obligé de travailler sans relâche!»
En achevant ces mots, Eugénie laissa couler quelques larmes.
«Songez, madame, dit Valentine, à la joie que vous allez lui procurer en lui donnant dix louis …
—Ce présent, reprit Eugénie, cette légère somme ne peut faire le bonheur de sa vie! … Oh! qu’il serait doux
d’assurer la tranquillité de ses vieux jours! Dix louis ne seront qu’un soulagement à sa misère; mais cinquante le
mettraient dans l’aisance. Cinquante louis! … ce que coûtera ma robe! Et quel plaisir en retirerai-je? à peine sera-telle remarquée: j’en verrai mille plus riches que la mienne! … Et d’ailleurs, croistu, Valentine, que Léonce m’en
trouve plus jolie? Aujourd’hui il a tant loué ma figure! je n’ai pourtant qu’une robe blanche, et des bluets qu’il a
cueillis ce matin. Valentine, avec dix louis, je pourrais avoir une robe neuve, simple à la vérité, mais elle me siérait
mieux: des fleurs, de la gaze conviendront mieux à mon âge; qu’en penses-tu?
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—Moi, madame, je serais charmée, je vous l’avoue, de vous voir bien parée.
—Ah! Valentine, regarde ce vieillard, et tu oublieras une si vaine idée. Songe done à la satisfaction que
j’éprouverais en tirant de la misère ce bon père de famille! … Avec quelle gaieté ce soir il souperait, entouré de ses
petits-enfants! comme il les embrasserait et recevrait leurs caresses! … Et moi, demain matin, je pourrais en faire
part à ma mere! … O ma mère! combien elle serait heureuse en lisant ma lettre! …
—Mais, madame, vous serez la seule à cette fête mise aussi simplement: cela peut déplaire à monsieur votre
beau-père. …
—Et peut-être il Léonce … Cependant, us sont l’un et l’autre si bons, si bienfaisants! … Allons, Valentine, je
consulterai Léonce. … Je ne dois rien faire sans son avis. Mais éloignons-nous d’ici, car la vue de ce vieillard me
cause une tentation à laquelle je ne pourrais résister. Allons chercher Léonce; nous reviendrons après.»
En disant ces paroles, Eugénie allait se lever, lorsqu’elle entendit derrière elle un bruit de feuilles qui lui fit tourner
la tête; et au même instant elle aperçut Léonce qui, franchissant la haie, vint se jeter à ses pieds. Un instant après le
départ d’Eugénie, il était sorti du château pour l’aller rejoindre: sachant qu’elle cherchait Jérôme et ne doutant pas que
ce ne fût pour lui porter des secours, Léonce était venu se cacher derrière la haie d’églantiers, afin d’écouter leur
conversation; et quoique Eugénie ne parlât qu’à demi-voix, comme il n’était séparé d’elle que de quelques pas, il
n’avait pas perdu un seul mot de l’entretien.
«O ma cliarmante Eugénie! s’écria-t-il en tombant à ses genoux, j’ai tout entendu. En vous occupant des moyens
d’assurer le bonheur de ce vieillard, vous avez mis le comble au mien, vous m’avez appris combien vous méritez d’être
aimé.»
Léonce parlait encore lorsque Jérôme se réveilla. Aussitôt Eugénie se dégage des bras de Léonce et s’approche
du vieillard. Ce dernier la regarde avec étonnement, et, par respect pour elle, veut se lever. Eugénie l’invite à
rester assis. Il s’en excuse en ajoutant:
«Il faut que j’aille travailler.
—Non, dit Eugénie: reposez-vous aujourd’hui. …
—Et ma journée? …
—Je vous la payerai. Tenez, acceptez cette bourse: puisse-t-elle vous faire autant de plaisir que j’en éprouve à
vous l’offrir!»
A ces mots, elle se penche d’un air attendri et respectueux, et remet dans les mains tremblantes du vieillard la
bourse qui contenait cinquante louis. Léonce contemple Eugénie avec ravissement: jamais elle ne lui avait paru
aussi charmante; jamais elle n’avait fait sur son cœur une impression aussi profonde.
Cependant le vieillard, en ouvrant la bourse, éprouve une espèce de saisissement; il n’a vu de sa vie une
somme aussi considérable. Ii se frotte les yeux et croit rêver. Eugénie en silence jouit de l’excès de la surprise.
Enfin, Jérôme joignant fortement es deux mains”
«Mais, mon Dieu, dit-il d’une voix entrecoupée, qu’ai-je fait pour mériter un si grand don?»
Et levant la tête, il regarda Eugénie avec des yeux remplis de larmes:
«O madame, s’écria-t-il, que le Seigneur, pour vous récompenser, vous accorde des enfants qui vous ressemblent!»
Il n’en put dire davantage, ses pleurs lui coupèrent la parole. En ce moment, toute la petite famille de Jérôme
revint en courant. Eugénie pria le vieillard de serrer la bourse et de taire à tout le monde cette aventure; elle
embrassa de nouveau la jolie petite Simonette, et disant adieu au bon vieillard, elle reprit avec Léonce le chemin
du château.
Eugénie, par une délicatesse très-naturelle, ne voulait pas que son beau-père apprît cette aventure avant le jour où
devait avoir lieu la fête, dana la crainte que le comte ne lui donnât une autre robe de bal. Ce jour arriva enfin. Le
comte resta à la campagne, et Léonce et Eugénie partirent pour Paris. Eugénie, au bal, attira et fixa tous les yeux,
non-seulement par les charmes de sa personne, mais par l’élégante simplicité de sa toilette que ne rehaussaient ni les
diamants ni les perles; rien ne nuisait à ses grâces naturelles. Le doux souvenir du vieillard vint plus d’une fois
s’offrir à son imagination et ranimer sa gaieté; plus d’une fois considérant l’excessive et folle magnificence des
jeunes personnes de son âge, elle se dit:
«Que je les plains! elles ne connaissent pas les vrais plaisirs.»
Au point du jour, Léonce ramena Eugénié à la campagne: il voulait que son père la vît avec sa toilette de bal: car il
brûlait d’impatience de lui conter l’histoire du vieillard, et il jouissait d’avance du plaisir qu’il allait lui procurer. Eu
effet, le comte écouta ce récit avec un attendrissement mêlé de joie; il serra mille fois dans ses bras l’aimable
Eugénie, et de cet instant il eut pour elle tous les sentiments du père le plus tendre. Le lendernain Eugénie et
Léonce allèrent visiter le vieillard. Léonce lui annonça qu’il se chargeait du sort de deux de ses enfants, la
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jolie petite Simonette et son second frère. Simonette fut envoyée à Paris chez une lingère, et son frère placé en
apprentissage chez un menuisier. Le comte d’Amilly mit le comble au bonheur du vieillard en lui don nant une
vache et un arpent de terre voisin de sa chaumière. L’heureuse mère d’Eugénie, Mme de Palmène, qui revenait
de la Touraine, reçut en route la lettre qui contenait tous ces détails.
Mes enfants, ce n’est pas encore à votre âge qu’il est possible d’imaginer l’impression qu’une semblable lettre
peut produire sur le cœur d’une mère! … Enfin, la sensible et charmante Eugénie se retrouva dans les bras de Mme
de Palmène, qui ne quitta plus sa fille. Eugénie fit toujours les délices de sa mère, de son époux, de sa famille; elle
trouva dans son cœur et dans l’estime publique la juste récompense de ses vertus et de sa conduite; et, pour mettre
le comble à sa félicité, le ciel exauça les vœux du vieillard: elle eut des enfants dignes d’elle, et qui lui firent
goûter tout le bonheur qu’elle-même procurait à sa mère.
2\fn{Cette histoire n’est point d’invention; elle est consignée dans les mémoires de l’Académie française, et elle a eu la plus grande
publicité. On a conservé fidèlement les noms de deux héros }
Dans le fond de l’Auvergne, à peu de distance de Clermont, vivait un honnête cultivateur, que divers accidents
avaient entièrement ruiné, malgré la sagesse de sa conduite. Il était veuf, et ne s’étant marié qu’à l’âge de
cinquante-deux ans, il était déjà un vieillard lorsque son fils unique n’avait encore que dix ans. Ce bon paysan,
nommé Furcy, habitait une petite cabane délabrée; il travaillait en journée, et son modique salaire suffisait à peine
pour sa subsistance et celle de Bourguignon, son enfant; cependant il avait conservé une chèvre, uniquement
destine à la nourriture de Bourguignon. Le pauvre Furcy se privait de tout pour subvenir aux besoins de son fils;
mais, à la fin, sa misère devint telle, qu’il fut obligé de l’envoyer à Paris pour y chercher fortune; un roulier de ses
amis se chargea de l’y conduire gratis. Ce roulier consola de son mieux l’infortuné Furcy.
«Votre petit Bourguignon, lui dit-il, est avisé, intelligent; d’ailleurs il est robuste, accoutumé à gravir nos
montagnes, il fera les commissions mieux qu’un autre; et puis je l’établirai dans la rue Saint-Honoré, à côté de la
maison neuve des Feulillants; j’ai là des connaisances; entre autres celle du portier Chassin, qui est jeune, et un
bien brave homme; je vous réponds qu’il prendra en amitié Bourguignon, et qu’il lui sera bien utile.»
Ces promesses adoucirent un pen la douleur de Furcy; il donna à son fils ses plus tendres bénédictions. Bourguignon, tout en pleurs, lui promit de revenir au bout de six mois. Durant le voyage, qui fut trèsheureux, il pleurait
souvent; le roulier chantait. Malgré son chagrin, Bourguignon ne perdait pas une occasion de se rendre utile: placé
sur sa grande charrette, il se hâtait d’en descendre au moindre accident; il étonnait le roulier par sa force, son
adresse et son agilité; et il acheva de gagner entièrement son affection.
Eufin, on arriva à Paris; Bourguignon fut bien surpris de trouver cette ville beaucoup plus grande que Clermont.
Le roulier, suivant sa promesse, le présenta, le jour même, au portier Chassin; celui-ci le reçut parfaitement, et lui
donna des marques non équivoques de bienveillance et d’intérèt. Il obtint pour lui la permission de passer une
huitaine de nuits sous un hangar qui se trouvait dans la cour; en outre, il lui donna à manger; et, dès le lendemain, il
parla en sa faveur à quelques-uns des locataires, et leur inspira le désir de voir son protégé. Chacun fut charmé de
la vivacité et de la gentillesse du petit Auvergnat; on lui promit de le choisir pour cormmissionnaire, quand il
connaîtrait un peu les rues de Paris. Bourguignon acquit promptement cette connaissance, grâce aux conseils et aux
renseignements de son protecteur Chassin, et alors il eut un grand nombre de pratiques. Malgré son jargon
auvergnat, il se faisait entendre parfaitement; il était si diligent, si exact et si fidèle, qu’on le préférait aux
commissionnaires les plus expérimentés, et qu’on le payait toujours avec une libéralité particulière.
Tandis que Bourguignon prospérait à Paris, son pauvre père, en Auvergne, endurait les fatigues du travail le
plus pénible, les angoisses de la misère et les tourments des inquiétudes paternelles. Il n’était nullement soulagé
dans sa dépense par le départ de son enfant: car non-seulement il ne voulait pas profiter des travaux particuliers de
Bourguignon, mais il avait formé le projet de mettre de côté pour lui quelques petites épargnes de son propre
travail.
«J’aurai du moins en mourant, se disait-il, la consolation de lui laisserune bonne petite somme pour héritage.»
Cette idée donnait un grand courage à Furcy, malgré l’épuisement de ses forces physiques. Un matin, au mois
de décembre, il retournait à pied lentement chez lui, lorsque, succombant à sa lassitude, il fut obligé de s’arrêter et
de s’asseoir sur une pierre. Il se trouvait an pied de la fameuse montagne dont le sommet était habité par la
respectable famille des Pinon.\fn{Communauté célèbre de riches et vertueux laboureurs, possesseurs de la montague et de
tous les champs d’alentour, formant une espèce de petite république, ayant ses lois particulières, et dont le père on l’aïeul de la
famille était le chef. Leurs costumes, leur piété, leurs mœurs simples, semblaient réproduire et réaliser toutes les traditions de
l’âge d’or. L’auteur de cet ouvrage a vu cet établissement, et tout ce qu’elle va décrire relativement à cette famille sera de la plus
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scrupuleuse exactitude. On ignore si, par un heureux oubli, la révolution a laissé subsister, sur la cime de cette montagne,
l’ordre, la paix et un bonheur d’autant plus pur que la religion et la piété filiale en étaient les bases }

«Hélas! dit Furcy, en levant les yeux vers la montagne, si je pouvais monter là-haut, j’y trouverais tous les
secours dont j’ai besoin; mais il faudra peut-être que je meure ici, à côté des meilleurs amis des pauvres
voyageurs; ils sont là, ils ne peuvent m’entendre et je ne puis profiter de leur compassion et de leur charité!
Cependant le maiheureux Furcy, faisant un effort en s’appuyant fortement sur son bâton, essaya de faire
quelques pas sur le chemin escarpé de la montagne; mais il ne put continuer, et, sans son bâton, il aurait fait une
chute dangereuse: alors perdant tout espoir, il pensa à son enfant, et ne put retenir ses larmes; mais, appelant à son
aide Celui qui nous entend toujours, il invoqua Dieu, lui demanda de bénir son fils, de lui tenir lieu de père;
résigné à son sort et confiant dans la divine providence, il croisa ses bras sur sa poitrine, ses yeux se
fermèrent il s’évanouit! …
Quelques minutes après, un des jeunes Pinon, revenant à la montagne sur un char à bancs, aperçut le,
vieillard; il s’approcha, et voyant qu’il était sans connaissance, il le prit dans son char à banes et continua sa
route. Pendant le trajet, Furcy reprit l’usage de ses sens: la vue d’un visage humain lui causa une telle joie,
qu’il se ranima tout à fait, et lorsqu’il examina ce jeune homme, dont la douce physionomie exprimait une
tendre compassion, il crut voir un ange libérateur.
Arrivé dans l’habitation des Pinon, on le fit entrer dans la vaste et belle cuisine qui servait de salle à manger et
de salon à toute la famille. Le vieillard reinarqua, en entrant, quinze ou seize jeunes filles vètues uniformément de
calmande brune, et portant attachés sur leurs têtes de longs voiles blancs, modeste parure qui les distinguait des
femmes mariées; chacune d’elles tenait une quenouille et filait. Leurs mères et grand’mères, assises vis-à-vis d’elles,
filaient aussi, mais au rouet. Cette intéressante réunion, qui offrait le contraste de la grave expérience un peu sévère
avec la douce et timide innocence, charma les yeux du vieillard; les jeunes filles se levèrent à son approche et le firent
asseoir au coin du feu, dans le grand fauteuil d’hospitalité: c’est ainsi qu’on appelait dans cette maison le siége commode et bien rembourré que l’on destinait an voyageur malade ou fatigué. Lorsque aucun étranger n’était dans cette
salle, le fauteuil restait vide. Deux jeunes filles s’empressèrent de ranimer le feu pour réchauffer le vieillard; d’autres
lui préparèrent un bouillon, tandis que le grand-père, chef de la famille, donnait des ordres pour son dîner et pour
qu’il fût loge durant deux ou trois jours.
Il y avait toujours dans cette maison un logement séparé pour un ecclésiastique infirme ou octogénaire, oncle
ou grand-oncle des maîtres de cette ferme immense: car, de temps immémorial, à chaque génération un cadet de
famille entrait au séminaire et se faisait prêtre; et, s’il arrivait qu’il ne fût plus en état d’exercer les fonctions du
saint ministère, il était reçu avec vénération dans ce paisible asile. A cette époque, il y en avait un âgé de quatrevingt-six ans; comme Furcy se trouva beaucoup mieux dans l’après-midi, it témoigna le désir de recevoir la
bénédiction du pieux et vénérable ecclésiastique. On le conduisit vers lui; il était dans son oratoire. Furcy éprouva
une joie mêlée d’esperance en voyant un vieillard âgé de vingt-quatre ans de plus que lui! … Mais son âme fut
remplie d’une bien douce consolation quand il eut entendu ses saintes exhortations, et qu’il eut reçu de sa main un
chapelet bénit.
A son retour dans la salle, Furcy y retrouva les jeunes filles qui, toutes à l’unisson, chantaient des noëls (car on
était à la surveille de cette grande fête); ces voix si fraîches, si justes et si mélodieuses, lui causèrent un tel
ravissement, que la nuit suivante, durant un tranquille sommeil, il crut toujours entendre les célestes concerts des
anges.
Il fut convenu que Furcy passerait plusieurs jours sur la montagne. Le lendemain matin, il alla de bonne heure
faire sa prière dans l’oratoire, et après le déjeuner, comme il faisait beau, on le mena dans le verger, où il fit une assez
longue promenade. Le chef de la famille ramena Furcy à la maison et le fit asseoir dans le fauteuil hospitalier. En ce
moment on vint annoncer la visite de la marquise de …, qui voyageait avec quelques autres personnes, et qui ne
voulait pas quitter l’Auvergne sans avoir visité la célèbre communauté des Pinon. En entrant dans la salle, la marquise
s’approcha du feu pour se chauffer, et le maître de la maison, se tournant vers elle, lui dit en lui montraut Furcy:
«Madame, je ne vous offre pas la place d’honneur; vous le voyez, elle est occupée par un étranger malade.»
Comme le diner était servi, on y invita la marquise, qui accepta avec plaisir, ainsi que les amis qu’elle avait amenés.
On se mit à table avec les bons paysans; la marquise admira leur politesse naturelle; on parla des, merveilles de
l’Auvergne, de ces volcans éteints qui forment de profondes cavités en entonnoir où l’on pent descendre, et au fond
desquels on trouve souvent quelque grand châtaignier. On vanta la beauté de la grotte de Royat avec ses nombreuses
cascades, près de Clermont. On n’oublia pas de mentionner les fontaines de poix, et celle qui a la propriété de pétrifier
prompternent les substances végétales on animales qu’on y plonge, en les recouvrant d’un sédiment qui acquiert avec le
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temps une excessive dureté. Un desjeunes Pinon fit un long éloge de l’étendue des bois et de la beauté du château de la
terre de Randan.
Aussitôt après le diner la marquise quitta ses hôtes, emportant de cette montagne et de ses habitants un
souvenir que le temps n’a point effacé; et quelques jours après, Furcy, comblé de leurs bontés et bien reposé de ses
fatigues, reprit le chemin de sa chaumlère.
Pendant que ce bon vieillard employait ses forces défaillantes à grossir la somme qu’il destinait à son enfant, ce
dernier de son côté, pensant toujours à son père, travaillait avec une ardeur infatigable; il continuait à être protégé des
personnes qui habitaient la maison neuve des Feuillants, et l’honnête portier Chassin avait pour lui une veritable amitié;
il le nourrissait presque entièrernent; toutes les commissions de la maison lui étaient toujours généreusement payées; le
propriétaire, M. de Villiers, lui donnait en outre de quoi se vétir, tantôt des habits, tantôt des gilets, tantôt des bas, et il
lui avait réservé un petit refuge bien clos et bien propre dans sa maison: de sorte que Bourguignon, logé, entretenu et
nourri, pouvait, sans manquer de rien, mettre de côté tout l’argent qu’il gagnait. Au bout de sept mois, il se trouvait
posséder un peu plus de trois cents francs; il fit tous les petits préparatifs de son voyage, et partit avec joie pour aller
enrichir et revoir son père, qu’il retroutva en assez bonne santé, mais tout aussi pauvre. Il lui remit ses trois cents
francs, que Furcy alla secrètement deposer aussitôt dans un sac contenant ses anciennes épargnes, et qu’il avait
caché dans sa paillasse.
Dans les derniers jours de l’automne, Bourguignon partit de nouveau pour retourner à Paris. Il y retrouva le
même asile, les mêmes protecteurs, et ne démentit point son caractère; sa conduite fut toujours aussi pure, sa vie
aussi active.
Un jour, l’un de ses protecteurs le fit venir pour le charger de porter une lettre aux Missions étrangères, à l’abbé de
Fénelon, ce respectable ecclésiastique qui avait rétabli l’ancienne institution des Savoyards, auxquels il associa les enfants
auvergnats et limousins. Bourguignon donna la lettre au domestique de l’abbé de Fénelon, qui la porta sur-le-champ à son
maitre; au bout de quelques minutes, le domestique revint dire au petit Auvergnat que M. l’abbë voulait lui parler; il le
conduisit dans son cabinet. M. de Fénelon reçut Bourguignon avec sa bonté naturelle; il lui expliqua en peu de mots le
but de l’association des petits Savoyards et des enfants de l’Auvergne et du Limousin.
«Je sais, ajouta-t-il, que vous êtes sage et laborieux; je vous admettrai avec plaisir dans cette intéressante société:
ce sera vous adopter au nombre de mes enfants.»
Bourguignon, transporté de joie, exprima sa reconnaissance avec la gentillesse et l’ingénuité de son âge. Il était
au comble de la joie. Au moment où il allait se retirer, le bon abbé le retint pour attacher à sa boutonnière l’honorable
médaille de cuivre; il fut convenu qu’il irait tous les dimanches recevoir l’instruction chrétienne qui devait donner une
base solide à ses excellentes qualités morales.
Bourguignon retourna précipitamment à il hotel des Feuillants, pour y remercier ses proteteurs qui l’avaient si
bien recommandé à l’abbé de Fénelon. Il passa encore quatre ou cinq mois à Paris, au bout desquels, possesseur de
cent écus, il alla rejoindre son père. Mais cette réunion fut bien triste: le pauvre Furcy était dans l’état de santé le plus
déplorable; cependant il reçut avec un air satisfait les trois cents francs que lui remit son fils.
«Mon enfant, lui dit-il, tu retrouveras cela après moi, car je sens que j’ai bien peu de temps à vivre.
—O mon père, s’écria Bourguignon, it faut ne s’occuper que de votre santé et employer toute cette somme
pour la rétablir; j’en gagnerai d’autres.»
Le vieillard secoua la tête et ne répondit rien; mais il serra et cacha l’argent, se promettant bien intérieurement de n’en pas dépenser une obole.
Bourguignon voulut en vain faire appeler un médecin; Furcy répétait toujours que c’était inutile. Malgré tous
les soins les plus tendres, le vieillard dépérissait sensiblement; le sentant lui-même, il appela un matin son fils, et,
tirant de sa paillasse un sac de toile qu’il y avait caché:
«Tiens, cher enfant, lui dit-il, voilà mille francs que j’ai amassés pour toi; tu as gagné par ton travail la plus
grande partie de cette somme, qui t’appartient tout èntière: quoique tu ne sois que dans ta treizième année, tu
feras, j’en suis sûr, un bon usage de cet argent: il poirra commencer ta fortune; reçois-le avec les plus tendres
bénédictions de ton père.
—Oui, dit Bourguignon en sanglotaut, j’en feral un bon usage.»
En proférant ces paroles, il se jeta à genoux; son père le bénit, implora pour lui la protection divine, et lui
recommanda de serrer son argent dans une vieille commode délabrée, mais dont l’un des tiroirs avait encore une
serrure et une clef. Alors, retombant sur sa paillasse, le bon vieillard ordonna à son fils d’aller sur-le-champ
chercher un prêtre. Bourguignon éperdu courut chez le curé; de là il envoya à Clermont un mes sager chargé d’en
ramener un médecin. Il donna d’avance six francs à son courrier, en lui recommandant d’aller à toutes jambes.
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Furcy reçut les sacrements, tandis que son fils, prosterné au pied de son lit, priait avec la ferveur la plus
touchante. Après avoir rempli les devoirs de la religion avec une édifiante piété, le vieillard eut encore le temps
d’embrasser son fils et de le presser contre son cœur. Quelques minutes après il tomba en paralysie, et perdit en
même temps la connaissance et la parole. La désolation de Bourguignon fut au comble; cependant, comme son père
respirait encore, il conserva quelque espérance; ii supplia le curé, prêt à sortir de la chaumière, de lui envoyer la
meilleure garde-malade du village, en lui montrant mille francs, toute sa fortune, qu’il était decide à sacrifier pour
contribuer au rétablissement de son père. Le curé, touché de sa piété filiale, l’exhorta à y persévérer, et l’assura que
Dieu l’en récompenserait.
Le médecin trouva Furcy dans un trés-grand danger:
«On pourrait peut-être le soulager, dit-il, mais il faudrait prescrire un traitement qui coûterait bien cher.
—N’épargnez rien, dit Bourguignon au médecin, disposez de tout ce que je possède.»
En effet, Bourguignon loua une baignoire, fit venir de Clermont les médicaments prescrits. Il dépensa de grand
cœur sept ou huit louis, et comme une seule garde ne suffisait pas, il en fit venir une seconde.
Furcy resta trois mois dans le même état; son fils n’épargnait rien pour le soulager; il fallut acheter des draps, des
serviettes, des chemises. Mais tout fut superflu; le pauvre malade, à la fin tombant dans l’agonie, expira dans les bras
de son fils, qui dépensa Presque tout ce qui lui restait pour le faire enterrer et faire dire des messes pour le repos de
son âme.
Ces devoirs remplis et toutes les dépenses payées, il ne restait à Bourguignon qu’environ cent francs; mais il
s’en consolait en disant:
«Du moins cet argent a un peu prolongé son existence!»
Il se décida à quitter l’Auvergne pour jamais, et, sans différer davantage, il partit pour Paris. Il y travailla
d’abord sans ambition et avec indolence; mais l’encouragement que lui donnèrent ses protecteurs ranima son
courage et son émulation. Le curé de son village avait un parent à Paris, auquel il écrivait quelquefois; dans
une de ses lettres, il lui conta une partie de ce que Bourguignon avait fait pour son père. Ce parent connaissait
M. de Villiers, propriétaire de l’hôtel des Feuillants; ce récit toucha d’autant plus M. de Vil liers, que
Bourguignon ne s’était pas vanté de sa conduite, et qu’il s’était contenté de dire qu’il avait eu le malheur de
perdre son, père; on voulut, non récompenser sa piété filiale, mais le remettre un peu en argent: on fit en secret
pour lui une petite quête, qui produisit trois cent soixante francs, qu’on lui donna sans lui expliquer le vrai
motif de cette libéralité, dans la crainte de renouveler sa douleur; on se contenta de l’exhorter à travail ler avec
activité, ce qu’il fit par reconnaissance pour ses protecteurs.
A mesure que Bourguignon avançait en âge, le portier Chassin lui devenait de plus en plus utile: deux ou trois
personnages fort riches vinrent successivement loger dans cet hôtel; Chassin leur recommauda d’une rnanière
particulière son jeune ami, pour lequel il obtint d’eux un service particulier qui valut beaucoup d’argent à
Bourguignon. Comme il savait très-bien lire et même écrire, il se rendait utile de mille manières; et à seize ou dixsept ans, ayant plus que doublé ses fonds, il se trouva possesseur de la somme de quinze cents francs. Il poursuivit
sa carrière avec le même succès et le même bonheur, sans perdre un seul protecteur, et toujours secondé par le bon
Chassin avec un zèle paternel. Il parvint ainsi à l’âge de trente-huit ans, ayant placé une somme de quatre mille
francs, qui aurait pu être beaucoup plus considérable si la charité chrétienne ne l’eât habitué, dès sa premiere
jeunesse, à distribuer aux pauvres des aumônes réglées, et à donner de temps en temps des secours à ses
compatriotes maiheureux.
Le ciel, voulant sans doute récompenser une vie laborieuse entièrememt consacrée au travail et à la vertu, l’appela à
lui de la manière la plus inopinée. Un jour, dans une de ses courses, il fit une chute et se donna un violent coup à la tête;
il fit peu d’attention à cet accident, ne pritaucune précaution: un abcès se forma dans sa tête, bientôt il en ressentit les
atteintes; enfin, au bout de quarante jours, il se trouva si mal qu’il se fit porter à l’hospice de la Charité: là on lui déclara
qu’il n’y avait aucun espoir de le sauver; alors, après avoir rempli tous les devoirs de la religion, il fit venir un notaire,
et lui dicta un testament dans lequel, déclarant qu’il n’avait ni frère, ni sœur, ni proche parent, qu’il ne s’en
connaissait pas même d’éloigné, il disposait de la somine de quatre mille francs de la manière suivante: cinq cents
francs l’hospice de la Charité; quatre cents francs pour les pauvres; cent francs pour des messes, et mille écus
pour son bienfaiteur et son ami Chassin, portier de l’hôtel des Feuillants.
Peu d’heures après avoir fait et signé son testament, il reçut la visite de Chassin, qui n’avait aucun soupçon de
cette disposition testamentaire, et qui, depuis sa maladie, venait le voir régulièrement tous les jours. Chassin fut
effrayé de le voir si faible; jugez de sa douleur en apprenant qu’il était désespéré. En effet, Bourguignon, entouré de
toutes les consolations de la religion et de l’amitié, fortifié par de vertueux souvenirs, expira doucement dans la
soirée de ce même jour.
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Jugez de la surprise de Chassin, lorsqu’on mi porta lui testament de son ami et les mille écus qu’il lui avait
légués. Après une courte réflexion:
«Non, dit-il, je ne garderai point cet argent; mon ami n’avait que douze ans lorsqu’il quitta 1’Auvergne; il est
bien possible qu’il ait dans ce pays, sans le savoir, quelque parent dans la misère, et c’est de quoi je dois
m’informer.» Tout occupé de cette idée, Chassin écrivit sur-le-champ en Auvergne pour y prendre à ce sujet les
informations les plus détaillées.
Ces perquisitions ne furent point infructueuses; on découvrit, au bout de quelques mois, qu’il existait auprès de
Thiers un parent, à la vérité trèséloigné, de Bourguignon, mais qui s’appelait aussi Furcy, et qui, père de sept enfants,
était dans la plus grande pauvreté. Le vertueux Chassin n’hésita pas; il envoya sur-le-champ les mille écus à cet
homme. Il ne se vanta point de cette action; mais comme il avait employé beaucoup de personnes pour les
recherches qu’il avait faites en Auvergne, ce procédé généreux fut généralement su dans la maison. Le maître de
Chassin, M. de Villiers, en fut vivement touché; et comme il témoignait à Chassin son admiration, celui-ci lui
répondit qu’il n’avait aucun mérite à ce qu’il avait fait; que cet argent l’aurait tourmenté; et d’ailleurs il n’avait
aucun besoin d’une telle somme avec un si bon maître, qui ne le laissait manquer de rien, et qui sûrement aurait
soin de lui dans ses vieux jours.
M. de Villiers conta cette histoire à plusieurs personnes, entre autres à M. Marmontel, qui legeait dans son
hôtel.\fn{Ainsi que l’abbé Merellet}
On venait de fonder depuis peu, à l’Académie française, un prix pour récompenser l’action la plus vertueuse
faite dans le cours de l’année: ce prix consistait en une médaille d’or de douze cents francs. M. Marmontel,
trouvant avec raison que Chassin en était digne, proposa à l’Académie de le lui décerner, et l’obtint pour lui.
Chassin fut bien étonné lorsqu’il vit un matin entrer dans sa loge des députés de l’Académie française, parmi
lesquels se trouvait M. Marmontel; ils lui annoncèreut qu’ils lui apportaient, au nom de l’Académie, la médaille
d’or comme un hommage rendu à sa vertu. Chassin, ne comprenant rien à cet hommage, en demanda l’explication; a’ors, de plus en plus surpris:
«Messieurs, dit-il, je vous suis bien obligé, mais en vérité je ne mérite pas une pareille récompense, car je n’ai
agi que pour ma tanquillite.»
La simplicité sublime de cette réponse acheva de prouver combien Chassin était digne de l’honneur qu’on lui
décernait.
Cette aventure eut le plus grand retentissement: chacun voulut voir Chassin, et même de grandes dames de
la cour allèrent lui rendre visite. On fit son portrait, que l’on plaça dans l’une des salles de l’Académie.
La Providence récompensa véritablement Chassin; cette gloire humaine ne l’enivra point; il trouva le prix de sa
vertu dans l’affection de son excellent maître, M. de Villiers. A l’âge de soixante et quelques années Chassin devint
aveugle. M. de Villiers le fit conduire dans une de ses terres et lui donna un doinestique; là, Chassin vécut jusqu’à
quatre-vingt-quatre ans, objet constant des plus tendres soins, toujours aimé, honoré, et sa vieillesse, jusqu’à la fin
de sa longue carrière, fut parfaitement heureuse.\fn{ Cos détails sont de la plus grande exactitude; l’auteur les tient d’une
personne respectable (belle-sœour de M. de Villiers), qui a bien voulu les communiquer dans une notice remplie de charme et
d’intérêt, à laquelle on doit les traits les plus touchants de ce récit }

287.132 Address Before A Joint Meeting Of The U. S. Senate And House Of Representatives, December 10,
1824\fn{by Marie-Joseph-Paul-Yves-Roch-Gilbert du Motier, The Marquis de Lafayette (1757-1834) } Chavaniac-Lafayette,
Haute-Loire Department, France (M) 1
Mr. Speaker, and Gentlemen of the House of Representatives:
While the people of the United States and their honorable representatives in Congress have deigned to make
choice of me, one of the American veterans, to signify in his person their esteem for our joint services, and their
attachment to the principles for which we have had the honor to fight and bleed,\fn{ He was wounded at the Battle of
Brandywine} I am proud and happy to share those extraordinary favors with my dear revolutionary companions.
Yet it would be, on my part, uncandid and ungrateful not to acknowledge my personal share in those testimonies of kindness, as they excite in my breast emotions which no adequate words could express.
My obligations to the United States, Sir, far exceed any merit I might claim. They date from the time when I
have had the happiness to be adopted as a young soldier,\fn{ He was 19} a favored son of America. They have been
continued to me during almost half a century of constant affection and confidence; and now, Sir, thanks to your
most gratifying invitation, I find myself greeted by a series of welcomes, one hour of which would more than
compensate for the public exertions and sufferings of a whole life.\fn{He was everywhere received with rapturous joy}
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The approbation of the American people, and their representatives, for my conduct during the vicissitudes of
the European revolution, is the highest reward I could receive. Well may I stand “firm and erect,” when, in their
names, and by you, Mr. Speaker, I am declared to have, in every instance, been faithful to those American
principles of liberty, equality, and true social order, the devotion to which, as it has been from my earliest youth,
so it shall continue to be to my latest breath.
You have been pleased, Mr. Speaker, to allude to the peculiar felicity of my situation, when, after so long an
absence, I am called to witness the immense improvements, the admirable communications, the prodigious
creations, of which we find an example in this city, whose name itself is a venerated palladium; in a word, all the
grandeur and prosperity of these happy United States, which, at the same time they nobly secure the complete
assertion of American independence, reflect on every part of the world the light of a far superior political
civilization.
What better pledge can be given of a perservering national love of liberty, when those blessings were evidently
the result of a virtuous resistance to oppression, and of institutions founded on the rights of man and the
republican principle of self-government?
No, Mr. Speaker, posterity has not begun for me—since, in the sons of my companions and friends, I find the
same public feelings, and, permit me to add, the same feelings in my behalf, which I have had the happiness to
experience in their fathers.
Sir, I have been allowed, forty years ago, before a committee of a Congress of thirteen States, to express the
fond wishes of an American heart. On this day I have the honor, and enjoy the delight, to congratulate the
representatives of the Union, so vastly enlarged, on the realization of those wishes, even beyond every human
expectation, and upon the almost infinite prospects we can with certainty anticipate.
Permit me, Mr. Speaker, and gentlemen of the House of Representatives, to join, to the expression of those
sentiments, a tribute of my lively gratitude, affectionate devotion, and profound respect.\fn{ He visited all 24 states in
the Union before he died}
90.1 Mirza, or Letter Of A Traveler\fn{by Madame Germaine de Staël aka Anne Louise Germaine Necker (1766-1817)} Paris,
France (F) 5
Permit me, Madame, to relate to you an adventure which I met with in my travels, which may perhaps prove
interesting to you.
About a month ago I was informed at Gorée that the Governor had determined to settle a Negro family at the
distance of some leagues from that place, in order to establish a plantation similar to those in St. Domingo, doubtless flattering himself that such an example would excite the Africans to the cultivation of sugar, and that drawing
amongst themselves the free trade of this commodity, the Europeans would not tear them from their country to
expose them to the dreadful yoke of slavery. Vainly the most eloquent writers had endeavored to obtain this
revolution from the virtue of mankind. The enlightened statesmen, of conquering selfish interest, would leave the
question to humanity or would withdraw the advantages for which it is maintained; but the Negroes, thoughtless
of the future even on their own account are still more incapable of looking ahead for future generations, and reject
present evil without comparing it with the lot which they might avoid.
One African, delivered from slavery by the generosity of the Governor, alone agreed to his project. A prince in
his own country, some Negroes of. inferior rank had followed him, and cultivated his land under his direction. I
desired to be conducted to him. I walked one part of a day, and the following evening arrived near a house, which
the French, they told me, had assisted to build, but which had still a primitive appearance.
When I approached, the Negroes were enjoying their season of recreation: they amused themselves with
drawing the bow, perhaps regretting the time when this pleasure was their sole occupation. Ourika, the wife of Ximeo, the Negro chief, was seated at some distance from the games, looking anxiously at her daughter, two years
old, who was playing at her feet. My guide, advancing towards her, asked shelter for me in the name of the Governor.
“Is it the Governor who has sent him?” cried she: “let him come in, he is welcome; all we have comes from
him.”
She approached me with eagerness: her beauty enchanted me: she possessed the true charm of her sex, whatever can be imagined of softness and grace.
“Where is Ximeo?” demanded my guide.
“He has not returned,” she replied: “he takes his evening walk when the sun is not above the horizon; when the
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twin light ceases to shine he will return, and it will be no longer night for me.”
In finishing these words she sighed and departed, and when she again approached I perceived some traces of
tears upon her face.
We entered the hut, where we were served with a repast composed of every fruit of the country: I tasted them
with pleasure, pleased with new sensations. On a knock at the gate, Ourika started, rose with precipitation, opened
the door of the hut, and threw herself into the arms of Ximeo, who embraced her without appearing to know what
he did or what he saw. I went up to him.
*
You cannot imagine a more delightful figure: his features had none of the defects usual in men of his color: his
look produced an effect which I have never since felt; it pierced the soul: the melancholy it expressed penetrated
the hearts of those on whom it fell. The form of the Apollo Belvedere is not more perfect: it may, perhaps, be
rather too small for a man, but the expression of sorrow which was announced by all his motions, and painted in
his looks, accorded more with delicacy than strength. He expressed no surprise at seeing us, and appeared
inacces-sible to every feeling which was foreign to his predominant idea. We told him were come from the
Governor, and the intention of our journey.
“Governor,” said he, “has a right to my gratitude: in the estate in which I am, would you believe it, I have still
a benefactor?”
He sometimes spoke to us of the motives which had determined him to cultivate the lands, and I was
astonished at his understanding and his facility of expression. He perceived it and said:
“You are surprised when we are not a horde of brutes, whose destiny you may determine.”
“No,” I replied, “but a Frenchman would not speak his own language better than you.”
“Ah, you are right,” said he, “we long preserve some rays of light when we have lived near an angel; and her
beautiful eyes were cast down to see nothing but me.”
Ourika burst into tears, which Ximeo at length perceived.
“Pardon me,” cried he, taking her by the hand, “the present belongs to thee; suffer remembrances. Tomorrow,”
said he, turning to me, “we will go together over our plantation; you will see whether I may flatter myself with its
answering the wishes of the Governor. The best bed is prepared for you; sleep in peace; I wish you comfort here.
The wounded heart,” said he in a low voice, “fears nothing for itself, but wishes to see the happiness of others.”
*
I went to bed, but could not sleep. I was penetrated with the sadness of which everything I saw bore the impression, though I was ignorant of the cause; but I felt an emotion similar to what we feel on beholding a picture
which represents melancholy.
I rose at break of day, and finding Ximeo still more depressed than on the preceding evening, I inquired the
reason.
“My grief,” replied he, “is fixed in my heart, and can neither increase nor diminish, but uniformity of life
makes more imperceptibly, and new events, whatever they may be, produce new reflections, which are always
fresh sources of tears.”
With extreme care he showed me the whole of his plantation, and I was surprised at the order I everywhere observed. The land produced quite as much as a similar space cultivated at St. Domingo by the same number of
men, and the happy Negroes were not overwhelmed by labor. I saw with pleasure that cruelty was absent. I asked
Ximeo who had instructed him in the culture of land, and upon the proper division of the day for labor.
“I have had,” said he, “little instruction, but reason can accomplish what reason discovers to be necessary:
since we are forbidden to die, we must consecrate our lives to others. What could I do for myself? I had a horror
of slavery: I would not have conceived the barbarous designs of men of your color: I sometimes thought the Deity
was the enemy of ours, and had commanded them to make us suffer; but when I learned that one of our own
productions, neglected by us, alone occasioned the cruel sufferings of the Africans, I accepted the offer which was
made me of giving them an example of cultivation.
“May a free commerce be established between the two parts of the world! May my unhappy countrymen
renounce a savage life, devote ourselves to labor, to satisfy your greedy desires, and contribute to save some from
their unfortunate destiny! May those who are flattered by the hope of avoiding such a lot be occupied by an equal
zeal to serve others.”
Whilst he thus addressed me we approached a gate which led to a spacious wood, with which one side of the
estate was bounded. I believed that Ximeo was about to open it, but he turned aside to avoid it.
“Why,” said I, “do you not show—”
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“Stop,” cried he, “you have a look of feeling; can you bear the long recital of misfortune? It is two years since
I have really spoken—what I say is not speaking. You see I have need to pour out my heart, but you ought not to
be battered by the confidence, yet I am encouraged by your kindness, and expect your pity.”
“Fear nothing,” cried I, “you shall not be deceived.”
*
“I was born,” said Ximeo, “in the Kingdom of Cayor: my father was of royal extraction, and the chief of some
tribes, which were confided to him by the sovereign. I was early exercised in the art of defending my country, and
from my infancy the bow and the javelin were familiar to me.
“From that time I was destined to be the husband of Ourika, the daughter of my father’s sister: I loved her as
soon as I was capable of love; and this feeling was first developed in me for her and by her.
“We were frequently at war with the Jaloffes, our neighbors; and as we mutually continued that atrocious
custom of selling our prisoners of war to the Europeans, a profound hatred, which even peace could not suspend,
did not permit any communication between us.
“One day, in hunting over our mountains, I was insensibly drawn to a greater distance than I intended: I heard
a female voice remarkable for its sweetness: I listened to the song, but heard not the words usually sung by young
women; the love of liberty, the dread of slavery, were the subject of those sublime hymns which arrested my
admiration.
“I approached; a young female arose: struck with the contrast between her age and the subject of her meditations, I sought to find something supernatural in her features which might announce that inspiration, which is
supplied by the continued reflections of advanced age.
“She was not beautiful, but her noble and regular form, her enchanting eyes, her animated countenance, left
love nothing more to desire in her appearance. She came up to me, and spoke long before I could reply. At last I
described my astonishment, which increased when I learnt that she had composed the words I had heard.
“‘Cease your surprise,’ said she: ‘a Frenchman established in Senegal, discontented with his lot, and miserable
in his own country, retired amongst us: this old man has deigned to take care of my youth, and has given me what
is most desirable amongst the Europeans, the knowledge which they abuse, and the philosophy whose lessons
they so little follow. I have learnt the French language: I have read some of their books, and I amuse myself with
thinking alone upon these mountains.’
“Every word she uttered redoubled my interest and curiosity: it was no longer a woman, it was a Grace I
seemed to hear; and those men who amongst us consecrate themselves to the worship of the gods never had
appeared to me animated by such noble enthusiasm.
“On quitting her I obtained permission to see her again: everywhere I was followed by the remembrance; but I
carried away more of admiration than of love, and for a long time, confiding in this distinction, I saw Mirza,
which was the name of the young woman, without conceiving I should offend Ourika.
“At last, I one day inquired if she had ever loved. I trembled on putting this question, but her easy wit and open
character made all her replies easy.
“‘No,’ she said, ‘I have been loved sometimes: perhaps I have been desirous of being sensible of that passion. I
wish to know this sentiment which I diffused through life, and creates from itself alone the fate of every instant of
time; but I believe I have reflected too much to prove this illusion. I feel all the emotions of my own heart, and I
see those of others. I have not to this time either deceived myself or been deceived.’
“This last word afflicted me.
“‘Mirza,’ said I, ‘how I pity you! The pleasures of thought are not the whole of occupation; those of the heart
can alone suffice to fill all the faculties of the soul.’
“She instructed me in the meantime with a patience that nothing could weary, and I was not long in learning all
that she knew herself. When I interrupted her with encomiums she ceased to listen; when I paused she continued;
but I saw by her conversation, though I had praised her, it was of me alone she thought.
“At last, intoxicated with her grace, her understanding, and her looks, I felt that I loved her, and I dared to
declare it. What expressions did I not employ to make her conceive the idea of that elevation I found in her mind!
I was ready to expire at her feet with passion and fear.
“‘Mirza,’ repeated I, ‘place me above the world by telling me you love me; open to me the view of heaven, that
I may mount it with you.’
“On hearing this she was moved, and tears filled those beautiful eyes, where I had only seen the expression of
genius.
“‘Ximeo,’ said she, ‘tomorrow I will answer thee; expect not from me the arts of thy countrywomen; tomorrow
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thou shalt read my heart—reflect upon thy own.’
“Saying this she quitted me long before sunset, the usual signal for here retreat and I sought not to detain her.
The ascendancy of her character made me submissive to her will.
*
“Since I had known Mirza I saw less of Ourika.
“I deceived her; I pretended journeys; I retarded the time for our union; I dismissed the future from my mind
instead of concentrating upon its demands.
“At last arrived the morrow, which seemed to have been separated by ages from the preceding evening. Mirza
advanced first to me. She had passed the morning in tears.
“‘Ximeo,’ said she, in a firm but gentle voice, ‘art thou sure that thou lovest me? Is it certain that in these
extended regions no object has fixed thy heart?’
“Protestations were my reply.
“‘Well, I will believe thee. Nature, which surrounds us, is the only witness of thy promises. I know nothing
certain of thee but what I have learned from thy own mouth. My loneliness, my solitude form the whole of my
security. What distrust, what obstacle have I opposed to thy will? Thou wilt not deceive my esteem for Ximeo;
thou wilt not injure me for loving thee. I have distanced myself from my family, my friends, my country, to
depend alone upon thee. I ought in thy sight to be as sacred as decrepitude, childhood and misery. No, I can see
nothing: no—’
“I interrupted her. I knelt at her feet. I believed myself true. The force of the present made me forget the past
and the future.
“O God! What passionate expressions did she find! How happy was she in loving. Ah!
*
“During two months thus passed, whatever there is of love and happiness was collected in her heart. I rejoiced;
but insensibly I became calm.
“Strange caprice of human nature! I was so struck with the pleasure she had in seeing me that I soon began to
visit her rather for her sake than my own. I was so secure of a reception that I no longer trembled before her.
“Mirza did not perceive this. She spoke, she replied, she wept, she consoled herself; and her ardent mind acted
upon itself. Ashamed of her error, and more ashamed of myself, I was obliged to leave her.
“War was declared in another extremity of the Kingdom of Cayor, and I resolved to go, but it was necessary to
announce this to Mirza.
“At that moment I felt how dear she was to me. Her confiding and gentle security took from me the power of
announcing my project. She seemed so wholly to live in my presence that my language froze when I wished to
speak of my departure. I resolved to write: this art, which she had taught me, was to be used for her misery.
Twenty times I quitted her, but as often returned. The unfortunate being gladly mistook my pity for love. At last I
departed, and wrote to her that my duty obliged us to separate, but that I should return to her feet more tender
before.
*
“What a reply did she send! Ah! Language of love, what are thy charms when embellished with thought! What
was her despair at my absence, her desire for my return! I shuddered at the remembrance of her excessive love;
for my father never would have acknowledged as a daughter a wife taken from the country of the Jaloffes.
*
“All these obstacles appeared when I withdrew the veil that had hid me from myself.
*
“I again saw Ourika. Her beauty, her tears, the strength of a first attachment, the entreaties of all my family,
what shall I say? Whatever appears insurmountable when the heart is enervated—all conspired to render me
unfaithful; and my union with Ourika was ratified in the presence of the gods.
“The time fixed for my return to Mirza in the meantime approached. I wished to see her: I hoped to lessen the
blow I was to inflict; and I believed this possible. When we no longer love, we no longer divine its effects; even
memory refuses to aid us. What were my sensations in traversing those scenes, the witnesses of my protestations
and happiness! Nothing was changed but my heart; yet I scarcely knew them again. No sooner was I beheld by
Mirza, than I believe she experienced in one moment more of happiness than is generally spread over the whole
of life. How can I describe to you by what dreadful gradations I led the unfortunate Mirza to the knowledge of my
heart?
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“My lips trembled when they pronounced the word friendship.
*
“‘Friendship!’ cried she, ‘thy friendship! Barbarian, ought such a sentiment to be offered to my mind? Give me
death, that now is all thou canst do for me.’
“Her excessive grief seemed nearly to produce this effect. She fell at my feet without motion. Monster that I
was, it was then that I should have deceived her, but it was then I was true.
“‘Leave me, unfeeling man,’ said she; ‘the old man who watched over my infancy, and who was a father to me,
may yet live some time; I must exist for him. I am indeed dead already,’ added she, placing her hand upon her
heart, ‘but my cares are necessary to him—leave me—”
“‘I cannot,’ cried I, ‘I cannot support thy hatred!’
“‘My hatred?’ replied she; ‘fear it not, Ximeo; there are hearts which alone know love, and in which every
other passion acts only against themselves. Farewell, Ximeo, another is about to possess thee.’
“‘No, never, never,’ said I.
“‘I believe thee no longer now,’ replied she; ‘yesterday thy words might have made me doubt whether the sun
shone. Ximeo, press me to thy heart; call me thy beloved mistress; recall thy former accents which I yet hear, not
as before, to enjoy them, but as a remembrance.
“‘But that is impossible. Farewell, I shall again find them when I am alone; my heart will hear them always;
they are the cause of that death which I bear and retain in my heart. Ximeo, farewell!’
*
“The affecting sound of this last word, the effort she made to depart, all are present to my mind, her image is
before my eyes. God! Render this illusion still more strong, that I may still see her one moment, or rather feel
what I then lost.
“I remained a long time motionless in the place she had quitted, distracted, agitated like the wretch who has
committed some monstrous crime. Night surprised me before I thought of returning home.
“Remorse, remembrance, the feeling of Mirza’s misery were attached to my soul. Her shade appeared before
me as if the termination of her happiness had been that of her life.
*
“War was declared against the Jaloffes, and I was called to fight against the countrymen of Mirza. I wished to
acquire glory in her eyes, to justify her choice, and still to merit the happiness I had renounced. I had little fear of
death, and had made so bad a use of life that I risked it perhaps with a secret pleasure.
I was dangerously wounded, but learned, on my recovery, that a female daily placed herself before the
threshold of my door motionless, but starting at the least noise; and that, when I was one day worse, she fainted;
that on her recovery she exclaimed,
“‘Let him not know the state in which you have seen me; to him I am even less than a stranger; my concern
would irritate him.’
“At last one day, a day how memorable! Still faint and weak, my family with Ourika came to visit me. I was
calm when I dismissed the remembrance of her whom I had caused to despair; at least I believed I was, I thought I
had been conducted by fate. I had indeed acted as one thus governed; and I so much feared the time of repentance
that I employed every effort to keep my thoughts fixed upon the past.
*
“The Jaloffes, our enemies, broke suddenly into the town we inhabited. We were without defense, and sustained a long attack; but at last they succeeded, and made many prisoners, amongst whom was myself. What were
my feelings when I beheld myself loaded with fetters! The cruel Hottentots only destine the vanquished to death;
but we, more infamously barbarous, serve our common enemies and justify their crimes by becoming their accomplices.
“A detachment from the Jaloffes made us march all the night. When day appeared we found ourselves upon the
banks of the Senegal, where barks were already prepared. I saw white men, and was convinced of my lot.
“Our conductors soon began to make vile conditions for their infamous exchange. The Europeans examined
with curiosity our strength and our age to found upon them the hope of our being longer able to support the evils
to which we were destined.
“I had already taken my determination. I hoped that in passing to this fatal bark my chains would be loosened,
and leave me the power of plunging into the river, and that in defiance of the ready assistance of my avaricious
possessions the weight of my irons would carry me to the bottom. With my eyes fixed upon the ground and my
thoughts attached to the terrible hope which I had embraced, I seemed to be separated from surrounding objects.
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*
“Suddenly a voice, which happiness and grief had made familiar to me, made my heart bound and tore me
from motionless meditation. I looked, and beheld Mirza. not as a mortal, but beautiful as an angel; for her mind
was painted upon her countenance. I heard her demand from the Europeans to be heard. Her voice trembled, but it
was neither with fear nor tenderness.
“‘Europeans,’ said she, ‘to cultivate your lands you condemn us to slavery—your interest renders our misfortunes necessary to you; you resemble only the God of evil; and to make us suffer is the only object of that
misery to which you destine us.
“‘Behold this young man; weakened by his wounds, he can neither support the length of the voyage nor the
labors you demand. You see my strength and youth. My sex has not enervated my courage.
“‘Take me as a slave instead of Ximeo.
“‘I will live, since this is the price at which you grant him liberty. I will no longer regard slavery as degrading.
I will respect the power of my masters over me shall they retain it; and by their benefits it shall be consecrated.
“‘Ximeo ought to cherish life; Ximeo is beloved. I belong to no one upon earth. I can withdraw from it without
leaving a void in any heart which will feel that I exist no more. I go to finish my days; a new happiness makes me
survive my heart.
“‘Ah! Allow yourselves to be moved; and when your pity does not oppose your interest, resist not its voice.’
“On finishing these words, the noble Mirza, whom the fear of death would never have induced to fall at the
feet of kings, humbly bent her knee, but preserved in this attitude all her dignity; and admiration and shame were
the lot of those she implored. For one moment she might think I accepted her generosity; for I had lost the power
of speech, and was tormented with my inability to regain it. The ferocious Europeans cried with one voice:
“‘We accept the change; she is young, she is beautiful, she is courageous; we will take the Negress and leave
her friend.’
They approached Mirza.
*
“‘Barbarians!’ cried I, ‘take me! Respect her age, her weakness. Jaloffes! Will you consent that a female of
your country shall be a slave instead of your most cruel enemy?’
“‘Stop!’ said Mirza, ‘cease to be generous.
“‘It is alone for thyself that thou dost this act of virtue. Had my happiness been dear to thee I should not have
been abandoned. I loved thee more when I knew thee insensible.
“‘Leave me the right of complaint, since thou canst not withdraw my misery. Fear not from me the only good
that remains—the delicious thought of belonging to thee by the service I have done thee.
“‘I have followed thy destiny. I shall die if my life is no longer useful to thee. Thou hast only this means of
saving my life. Darest thou persist in thy refusal?’
“I have since recalled all her words. At the time I believed I should hear them no more. I shuddered at the
design of Mirza. I prayed the vile Europeans should not accede. I dared not to declare that nothing should separate
me from her. These greedy merchants would have dragged away both of us. Their hearts, incapable of feeling,
perhaps already conceived this would ensue; already even they promised themselves in future to choose as
captives those who from love or duty would be redeemed or followed, studying our virtues only in subservience
to their interest.
“But the Governor, informed of our combats, of self-devotion of Mirza, and of my despair, advanced towards
us as an angel of light.
*
“‘Be free!’ said he to us both; ‘I give you back to your country and to your love. So much greatness of soul
would have shamed the Europeans who had called you their slaves!’
*
“They soon took off my irons. I embraced his knees, blessing, in my heart, his goodness, as if he had sacrificed
his legitimate rights. But ought usurpers, in renouncing their injustice, to expect they should rank as benefactors?
I rose, and believed that, like myself, Mirza was at the feet of the Governor, but saw her at some distance seated
under a tree in profound thought.
“I ran towards her. What love, what admiration, what gratitude, did I feel and express at the same time!
“‘Ximeo,’ said she, ‘there is no longer time for this. My misery is too deeply engraved to be obliterated by thy
hand. I cannot hear thy voice without shuddering with sorrow; and thy presence freezes in my veins the blood
which once flowed only for thee. Impassioned hearts know only extremes. When thou acquainted me with thy lot,
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I doubted of it for a long time. Thou mightest return. I should have believed that thy inconstancy had been a
dream; but now, to annihilate this remembrance, I pierce the heart from which it cannot be effaced.’
“In pronouncing these words, the mortal dart pierced her bosom.
*
“Gods, who at that time suspended my life, have you prolonged it only the more to avenge Mirza by the
protracted punishment of my grief? During a whole month the chain of remembrance of thought was entirely
interrupted. I sometimes believe myself in another world, the hall of which is the remembrance of the first.
“Ourika made me promise that I would not attempt my life. The Governor has convinced me that I must live to
be useful to my unhappy countrymen, and to respect the wishes of Mirza, who conjured me, in dying, to take care
of myself, to be consoled for her sake.
“I have obeyed.
“I have enclosed in the tomb the remains of her whom I love, though she is no more; of her whom I knew not
in life. There, when the sun sets, when Nature seems dressed in mourning, when universal silence allows me to
attend to nothing but my own sad thoughts, prostrate upon her tomb I feel the indulgence of misery, the full
feeling of my trouble.
“My raised imagination sometimes creates phantoms; and I believe I see her, but never as an irritated lover. I
hear her console and partake of my grief. In fact, uncertain as to our future state, I respect the remembrance of
Mirza in my heart, and fear that in inflicting death upon myself I should annihilate all that remains of hers.
“Two years are passed; and you are the only being to whom I have confided my grief; but I expect not your
pity. Should a barbarian be pitied who caused the death of such a being as he laments?
“Promise me only that you will never forget the name of Mirza; tell it to your children; and preserve after my
death the remembrance of this angel of love, this victim of misfortune.”
*
On finishing this recital a gloomy melancholy was depicted over the charming countenance of Ximeo. I was
bathed in tears and attempted to speak.
“Can you believe,” said he, “that it is possible to console me?
“Can you conceive that any thoughts respecting my misery have not been suggested by your own heart? I have
been wishing to inform you of these circumstances; but I knew full well you could not soften them. I should die
were the remembrance taken away. Remorse with its burning sterile pains would usurp the place and entirely
occupy my heart.
“Farewell; I thank you for having heard me.”
His gloomy calm, his despair, not vented in tears, readily convinced me that every effort be in vain.
I dared not to address him on the subject; for there is something sacred in misery, and I quitted him with a
heart full of bitterness, to accomplish my promise, to recount this history, and as far as I am able, to perpetuate the
unfortunate name of Mirza.
59.141 An Episode Of The Terror\fn{by Honoré de Balzac (1799-1850)} Tours, Indre-et-Loire Department, France
(M) 7
On the 22nd of January, 1793, toward eight o’clock in the evening, an old lady came down the steep street that
comes to an end opposite the Church of Saint Laurent in the Faubourg\fn{Suburb} Saint Martin.
It had snowed so heavily all day long that the lady’s footsteps were scarcely audible; the streets were deserted,
and a feeling of dread, not unnatural amid the silence, was further increased by the whole extent of the Terror beneath which France was groaning in those days;\fn{ A period of time dating approximately from the execution of Louis XVIII
(January 21, 1793) to the overthrow of Robespierre (July 27, 1794), during which some 300,000 people were arrested, of which 17,000
were condemned to death and executed (many more being killed or dying in prison without any form of trial) } what was more, the old

lady so far had met no one by the way. Her sight had long been failing, so that the few foot passengers dispersed
like shadows in the distance over the wide thoroughfare through the faubourg were quite invisible to her by the
light of the lanterns.
She passed the end of the Rue des Morts, when she fancied that she could hear the firm, heavy tread of a man
walking behind her. Then it seemed to her that she had heard that sound before, and dismayed by the idea of being
followed, she tried to walk faster toward a brightly lit shop window, in the hope of verifying the suspicions which
had taken hold of her mind.
So soon as she stood in the shaft of light that streamed out across the road, she turned her head suddenly, and
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caught sight of a human figure looming through the fog. The dim vision was enough for her. For one moment she
reeled beneath an overpowering weight of dread, for she could not doubt any longer that the man had followed
her the whole way from her own door; then the desire to escape from the spy gave her strength.
Unable to think clearly, she walked twice as fast as before, as if it were possible to escape from a man who of
course could move much faster; and for some minutes she fled on, till, reaching a pastry-cook’s shop, she entered
and sank rather than sat down upon a chair by the counter.
*
A young woman busy with embroidery looked up from her work at the rattling of the door-latch, and looked
out through the square window panes. She seemed to recognize the old-fashioned violet silk mantle, for she went
at once to a drawer as if in search of something put aside for the newcomer. Not only did this movement and the
expression of the woman’s face show a very evident desire to be rid as soon as possible of an unwelcome visitor,
but she even permitted herself an impatient exclamation when the drawer proved to be empty.
Without looking at the lady, she hurried from her desk into the back shop and called to her husband, who appeared at once.
“Wherever have you put …?” she began mysteriously, glancing at the customer by way of finishing her question.
The pastry-cook could only see the old lady’s head-dress, a huge black-silk bonnet with knots of violet ribbon
around it, but he looked at his wife as who should say, “Did you think I should leave such a thing as that lying
about in your drawer?” and then vanished.
The old lady kept so still and silent that the shopkeeper’s wife was surprised. She went back to her, and on a
nearer view a sudden impulse of pity, blended perhaps with curiosity, got the better of her. The old lady’s face was
naturally pale; she looked as though she secretly practiced austerities; but it was easy to see that she was paler
than usual from recent agitation of some kind.
Her headdress was so arranged as almost to hide hair that was white, no doubt with age, for there was not a
trace of powder on the collar of her dress. The extreme plainness of her dress lent an air of austerity to her face,
and her features were proud and grave.
*
The manners and habits of people of condition were so different from those of other classes in former times
that a noble was easily known, and the shopkeeper’s wife felt persuaded that her customer was a ci-devant,\fn{One
of the former nobility} and that she had been about the Court.
*
“Madame?” she began with involuntary respect, forgetting that the title was proscribed.
But the old lady made no answer. She was staring fixedly at the shop window as though some dreadful thing
had taken shape against the panes. The pastry-cook came back at that moment, and drew the lady from her
musings, by holding out a little cardboard box wrapped in blue paper.
“What is the matter, citoyenne?”\fn{Citizenness} he asked.
“Nothing, nothing, my friends,” she answered, in a gentle voice. She looked up at the man as she spoke, as if
to thank him by a glance; but she saw the red cap\fn{ Worn by all males loyal to the Revolution .} on his head, and a cry
broke from her.
“Ah! You have betrayed me!”
The man and his young wife replied by an indignant gesture that brought the color to the old lady’s face;
perhaps she felt relief, she blushed for her suspicions.
“Forgive me!” she said, with a childlike sweetness in her tones. Then, drawing a gold louis from her pocket,
she held it out to the pastry-cook. “That is the price agreed upon,” she added.
*
There is a kind of want that is felt instinctively by those who know want. The man and his wife looked at one
another, then at the elderly woman before them, and read the same thoughts in each other’s eyes.
That bit of gold was so plainly the last.
Her hands shook a little as she held it out, looking at it sadly but ungrudgingly, as one who knows the full extent of the sacrifice. Hunger and penury had carved lines as easy to read in her face as the traces of asceticism and
fear. There were vestiges of bygone splendor in her clothes. She was dressed in threadbare silk, a neat but wellworn mantle, and daintily mended lace—in the rags of former grandeur, in short. The shopkeeper and his wife,
drawn two ways by pity and self-interest, began by lulling their consciences with words.
“You seem very poorly, citoyenne—”
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“Perhaps Madame might like to take something,” the wife broke in.
“We have some very nice broth,” added the pastry-cook.
“And it is so cold,” continued his wife. “Perhaps you have caught a chill, Madame, on your way here. But you
can rest and warm yourself a bit.”
“We are not so black as the devil!” cried the man.
The kindly intention in the words and tones of the charitable couple won the old lady’s confidence. She said
that a strange man had been following her, and she was afraid to go home alone.
“Is that all?” returned he of the red bonnet. “Wait for me, citoyenne.”
He handed the gold coin to his wife, and then went out to put on his Nation Guard’s uniform, impelled, thereto,
by the idea of making some adequate return for the money; an idea that sometimes slips into a tradesman’s head
when he has been prodigiously overpaid for goods of no great value. He took up his cap, buckled on his saber, and
came out in full dress. But his wife had had time to reflect, and reflection, as not unfrequently happens, closed the
hand that kindly intentions had opened. Feeling frightened and uneasy lest her husband might be drawn into
something unpleasant, she tried to catch at the skirt of his coat, to hold him back, but he, good soul, obeying his
charitable first thought, brought out his offer to see the lady home, before his wife could stop him.
“The man of whom the citoyenne is afraid is still prowling about the shop, it seems,” she said sharply.
“I am afraid so,” the lady said innocently.
“How if it is a spy? A plot? Don’t go. And take the box away from her. …” The words whispered in the pastrycook’s ear cooled his hot fit of courage down to zero.
“Oh! I will just go out and say a word or two. I will rid you of him soon enough,” he exclaimed, as he bounced
out of the shop.
The old lady meanwhile, passive as a child and almost dazed, sat down on her chair again. But the honest
pastry-cook came back directly. A countenance red enough to begin with, and further flushed by the bake-house
fire, was suddenly blanched; such terror perturbed him that he reeled as he walked, and stared about him like a
drunken man.
“Miserable aristocrat! Do you want to have our heads cut off?” he shouted furiously. “You just take to your
heels and never show yourself here again. Don’t come to me for materials for your plots.”
He tried, as he spoke, to take away the little box which she had slipped into one of her pockets. But at the
touch of a profane hand on her clothes, the stranger recovered youth and activity for a moment, preferring to face
the dangers of the street with no protector save God, to the loss of the thing that she had just paid for. She sprang
to the door, flung it open, and disappeared, leaving the husband and wife dumfounded and quaking with fright.
*
Once outside in the street, she started away at a quick walk; but her strength soon failed her. She heard the
sound of the snow crunching under a heavy step, and knew that the pitiless spy was on her track. She was obliged
to stop. He stopped likewise. From sheer terror, or lack of intelligence, she did not dare to speak or to look at him.
She went slowly on; the man slackened his pace and fell behind so that he could still keep her in sight. He might
have been her very shadow.
Nine o’clock struck as the silent man and woman passed again by the Church of Saint Laurent.
It is in the nature of things that calm must succeed to violent agitation, even in the weakest soul; for if feeling
is infinite, our capacity to feel is limited. So, as the stranger lady met with no harm from her supposed persecutor,
she tried to look upon him as an unknown friend anxious to protect her.
She thought of all the circumstances in which the stranger had appeared, and put them together, as if to find
some ground for this comforting theory, and felt inclined to credit him with good intentions rather than bad.
Forgetting the fright the he had given the pastry-cook, she walked on with a firmer step through the upper end of
the Faubourg Saint Martin; and another half hour’s walk brought her to a house at the corner where the road to the
Ballière de Pantin turns off from the main thoroughfare.
Even at this day, the place is one of the least frequented parts of Paris. The north wind sweeps over the Buttes
Chautmont and Belleville, and whistles through the houses (the hovels rather) scattered over an almost uninhabited low-lying waste, where the fences are heaps of earth and bones. It was a desolate-looking place, a fitting
refuge for despair and misery.
The sight of it appeared to make an impression upon the relentless pursuer of a poor creature so daring as to
walk alone at night through the silent streets. He stood in thought, and seemed by his attitude to hesitate. She
could see him dimly now, under the street lamp that sent a faint, flickering light through the fog.
Fear gave her eyes. She saw, or thought she saw, something sinister about the stranger’s features.
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Her old terrors awoke; she took advantage of a kind of hesitation on his part, slipped through the shadows to
the door of the solitary house, pressed a spring, and vanished swiftly as a phantom.
For awhile the stranger stood motionless, gazing up at the house. It was in some sort of a type of the wretched
dwellings in the suburb; a tumble-down hovel, built of rough stones, daubed over with a coat of yellowing stucco,
and so riven with great cracks that there seemed to be danger lest the slightest puff of wind might blow it down.
The roof, covered with brown moss-grown tiles, had given way in several places, and looked as though it might
break down altogether under the weight of the snow. The frames of the three windows on each story were rotten
with damp and warped by the sun; evidently the cold must find its way inside.
The house standing thus quiet by itself looked like some old tower that Time had forgotten to destroy. A faint
light shone from the attic windows pierced at irregular distances in the roof; otherwise the whole building was in
total darkness.
Meanwhile the old lady climbed not without difficulty up the rough, clumsily built staircase, with a rope by
way of a hand-rail. At the door of the lodging in the attic she stopped and tapped mysteriously; and old man
brought forward a chair for her. She dropped into it at once.
*
“Hide! Hide!” she exclaimed, looking at him. “Seldom as we leave the house, everything that we do is known,
and every step is watched. …”
“What is it now?” asked another elderly woman, sitting by the fire.
“The man that has been prowling about the house yesterday and today, followed me tonight. …”
At those words all three dwellers in the wretched den looked in each other’s faces and did not try to dissimulate the profound dread that they felt. The old priest was the least overcome, probably because he ran the greatest
danger. If a brave man is weighed down by great calamities or the yoke of persecution, he begins, as it were, by
making the sacrifice of himself; and thereafter every day of his life becomes one more victory snatched from fate.
But from the way in which the women looked at him it was easy to see that their intense anxiety was on his
account.
“Why should our faith in God fail us, my sisters?” he said, in low but fervent tones. “We sang His praises
through the shrieks of murderers and their victims at the Carmelites. If it was His will that I should come alive out
of that butchery, it was, no doubt, because I was reserved for some fate which I am bound to endure without murmuring. God will protect His own; He can do with them according to His will. It is for you, not for me that we
must think.”
“No,” answered one of the women. “What is our life compared with a priest’s life?”
“Once outside the Abbaye de Chelles, I look upon myself as dead,” added the nun who had not left the house,
while the Sister that had just returned held out the little box to the priest.
“Here are the wafers. … But I can hear someone coming up the stairs!”
At this, the three began to listen. The sound ceased.
“Do not be alarmed if somebody tries to come in,” said the priest. “Somebody on whom we could depend was
to make all necessary arrangements for crossing the frontier. He is to come for the letters that I have written to the
Duc de Langeais and the Marquis de Beauséant, asking them to find some way of taking you out of this dreadful
country, and away from the death or the misery that waits for you here.”
“But are you not going to follow us?” the nuns cried under their breath, almost despairingly.
“My post is here where the sufferers are,” the priest said simply, and the women said no more, but looked at
their guest in reverent admiration. He turned to the nun with the wafers.
“Sister Marthe,” he said, “the messenger will say Fiat Voluntas in answer to the word Hosanna.”
“There is someone\fn{The text has: some} on the stairs!” cried the other nun, opening a hiding place contrived in
the roof.
This time it was easy to hear, amid the deepest silence, a sound echoing up the staircase: it was a man’s tread
on the steps covered with dried lumps of mud. With some difficulty the priest slipped into a kind of cupboard, and
the nun flung some clothes over him.
“You can shut the door, Sister Agathe,” he said in a muffled voice.
He was scarcely hidden before three raps sounded on the door. The holy women looked into each other eyes
for counsel, and dared not say a single word.
They seemed to be about sixty years of age. They had lived out of the world for forty years, and had grown so
accustomed to the life of the convent that they could scarcely imagine any other. To them, as to plants kept in a
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hothouse, a change of air meant death. And so, when the grating was broken down one morning, they knew with a
shudder that they were free.
The effect produced by the Revolution upon their simple souls is easy to imagine; it produced a temporary
imbecility not natural to them. They could not bring the ideas learned in the convent into harmony with life and its
difficulties; they could not even understand their own position. They were like children whom others have always
cared for, deserted by their maternal providence.
And as a child cries, they betook themselves to prayer. Now, in the presence of imminent danger, they were
mute and passive, knowing no defense save Christian resignation.
The man at the door, taking silence for consent, presented himself, and the women shuddered. This was the
prowler that had been making inquiries about them for some time past. But they looked at him with frightened
curiosity, much as shy children stare silently at a stranger; and neither of them moved.
*
The newcomer was a tall, burly man. Nothing in his behavior, bearing or expression suggested malignity as,
following the example set by the nuns, he stood motionless, while his eyes traveled around the room.
Two straw mats laid upon planks did duty as beds. On the one table, placed in the middle of the room, stood a
brass candlestick, several plates, three knives and a round loaf. A small fire burned in the grate. A few bits of
wood in a heap in a corner bore further witness to the poverty of the recluses. You had only to look at the coating
of paint on the walls to discover the bad condition of the roof, and the ceiling was a perfect network of brown
stains made by rain water.
A relic, saved no doubt from the wreck of the Abbaye de Chelles, stood like an ornament on the chimney
piece. Three chairs, two boxes, and a rickety chest of drawers completed the list of furniture, but a door beside the
fireplace suggested an inner room beyond.
The brief inventory was soon made by the personage introduced into their midst under such terrible auspices. It
was with a compassionate expression that he turned to the two men; he looked benevolently at them, and seemed,
at least, as much embarrassed as they. But the strange silence did not last long, for presently the stranger began to
understand. He saw how inexperienced, how helpless (mentally speaking), the two poor creatures were, and he
tried to speak gently.
“I am far from coming as an Enemy, citoyennes. …” he began. Then he suddenly broke off and went on,
“Sister, if anything should happen to you, believe me, I shall have no share in it. I have come to ask a favor of
you.”
Still the women were silent.
“If I am annoying you—if—if I am intruding, speak freely, and I will go; but you must understand that I am
entirely at your service; that if I can do anything for you, you need not fear to make use of me. I, and I only,
perhaps, am above the law, since there is no King now.”
There was such a ring of sincerity in the words that Sister Agathe hastily pointed to a chair as if to bid their
guest be seated. Sister Agathe came of the house of Lengeais; her manner seemed to indicate that once she had
been familiar with brilliant scenes, and had breathed the air of courts. The stranger seemed half pleased, half
distressed when he understood her invitation; he waited to sit down until the women were seated.
“You are giving shelter to a reverend father who refused to take the oath, and escaped the massacres at the
Carmelites by a miracle …”
“Hosanna!” Sister Agathe exclaimed eagerly, interrupting the stranger, while she watched him with curious
eyes.
“That is not the name, I think,” he said.
“But, Monsieur,” Sister Marthe broke in quickly, “we have no priest here, and …”
“In that case you should be more careful and on your guard,” he answered gently, stretching out his hand for a
breviary that lay on the table. “I do not think that you know Latin, and …”
He stopped; for, at the sight of the great emotion in the faces of the two poor nuns, he was afraid that he had
gone too far. They were trembling, and the tears stood in their eyes.
“Do not fear,” he said frankly. “I know your names and the name of your guest. Three days ago I heard of your
distress and devotion to the venerable Abbé de ——”
“Hush!” Sister Agathe cried, in the simplicity of her heart, as she laid her finger on her lips.
“You see, Sisters, that if I had conceived the horrible idea of betraying you, I could have given you up already,
more than once. …”
*
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At the words the priest came out of his hiding-place and stood in their midst.
“I cannot believe, Monsieur, that you can be one of our persecutors,” he said, addressing the stranger, “and I
trust you. What do you want with me?”
The priest’s holy confidence, the nobleness expressed in every line in his face, would have disarmed a murderer. For a moment the mysterious stranger, who had brought an element of excitement into lives of misery and
resignation, gazed at the little group; then he turned to the priest and said, as if making a confidence,
“Father, I came to beg you to celebrate a mass of the repose of—of—of an august personage whose body will
never rest in consecrated earth. …”
Involuntarily the abbé shivered. As yet, neither of the Sisters understood of whom the stranger was speaking;
they sat with their heads stretched out and faces turned toward the speaker, curiosity in their whole attitude. The
priest, meanwhile, was scrutinizing the stranger; there was no mistaking the anxiety in the man’s face, the ardent
entreaty in his eyes.
“Very well,” returned the abbé. “Come back at midnight. I shall be ready to celebrate the only funeral service
that it is in our power to offer in expiation of the crime of which you speak.”
A quiver ran through the stranger, but a sweet yet sober satisfaction seemed to prevail over a hidden anguish.
He took his leave respectfully, and the three generous souls felt his unspoken gratitude.
*
Two hours later, he came back and tapped at the garret door. Mademoiselle de Beauséant showed the way into
the second room in their humble lodging. Everything had been made ready. The Sisters had moved the old chest
of drawers between the two chimneys, and covered its quaint outlines over with a splendid altar cloth of green
watered silk.
The bare walls looked all the barer, because the one thing that hung there was the great ivory and ebony
crucifix, which of necessity attracted the eyes.
Four slender little altar candles, which the Sisters had contrived to fasten into their places with sealing-wax,
gave a faint pale light, almost absorbed by the walls; the rest of the room lay well-nigh in the dark. But the dim
brightness, concentrated upon the holy things, looked like a ray from Heaven shining down upon the unadorned
shrine.
The floor was reeking with damp. An icy wind swept in through the chink here and there, in a roof that rose
sharply on either side, after the fashion of attic roofs. Nothing could be less imposing; yet perhaps, too, nothing
could be more solemn than this mournful ceremony. A silence so deep that they could have heard the faintest
sound of a voice on the Route d’Allemagne, invested the night-piece with a kind of sober majesty; while the
grandeur of the service—all the grander for the strong contrast with the poor surroundings—produced a feeling of
reverent awe.
The Sisters kneeling on either side of the altar, regardless of the deadly chill from the wet brick floor, were
engaged in prayer, while the priests, arrayed in pontifical vestments, brought out a golden chalice set with gems;
doubtless one of the sacred vessels saved from the pillage of the Abbaye de Chelles. Besides a ciborium, the gift
of royal munificence, the wine and water for the holy sacrifice of the mass, stood ready in two glasses such as
could scarcely be found in the meanest tavern. For want of a missal, the priest had laid his breviary on the altar,
and a common earthenware plate was set for the washing of hands that were pure and undefiled with blood.
It was all so infinitely great, yet so little, poverty-stricken yet noble, a mingling of sacred and profane.
The stranger came forward reverently to kneel between the two nuns. But the priest had tied crape around the
chalice of the crucifix, having no other way of marking the mass as a funeral service; it was as if God himself had
been in mourning.
The man suddenly noticed this, and the sight appeared to call up some overwhelming memory, for great drops
of sweat stood out on his broad forehead.
*
Then the four silent actors in the scene looked mysteriously at one another; and their souls in emulation
seemed to stir and communicate the thoughts within them until all were melted into one feeling of awe and pity. It
seemed to them that the royal martyr whose remains had been consumed with quicklime, had been called up by
their yearning and now stood, a shadow in their midst, in all the majesty of a king.
They were celebrating an anniversary service for the dead whose body lay elsewhere. Under the disjointed
laths and tiles, four Christians were holding a funeral service without a coffin, and putting up prayers to God for
the soul of a King of France.
When the priest came to the Latin words, Introibo ad altare Dei a sudden divine inspiration flashed upon him;
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he looked at the three kneeling figures, the representatives of Christian France, and said instead, as though to blot
out the poverty of the garret,
“We are about to enter the Sanctuary of God.”
Those words, uttered with thrilling earnestness, struck reverent awe into the nuns and the stranger. Under the
vaulted roof of St. Peter’s in Rome, God would not have revealed Himself in greater majesty than here for the
eyes of the Christians in that poor refuge; so true is it that all intermediaries between God and the soul of man are
superfluous and all the grandeur of God proceeds from Himself alone.
The stranger’s fervor was sincere. One emotion blended the prayers of the four servants of God and the King
in a single supplication. The holy words rang like the music of heaven through the silence. At one moment, tears
gathered in the stranger’s eyes. This was during the Pater Noster; for the priest added a petition in Latin, and his
audience doubtless understood him when he said: “Et remitte scelus regicidis sicut Ludovicus eis remisit
semetipse. …” Forgive the regicides as Louis himself forgave them.
The Sisters saw two great tears trace a channel down the stranger’s manly cheeks and fall to the floor. Then the
office for the dead was recited; the Domine salvum fac regem chanted in an undertone that went to the hearts of
the faithful Royalists, for they thought how the child-king\fn{ Louis XVII (1785-1795). On July 3, 1793, Louis (a delicate
child, known to have been frequently ill) was taken from his mother, Queen Marie Antoinette, and put under the surveillance of the first of
a series of custodians, who treated “the Capet child” (as he was known in Republican circles) as a ward of the People of France, with
varying degrees of salutary neglect. He was recognized as ill on July 28, 1794; and it was discovered on December 19 that he was suffering
from a tumor of the elbow. He was found to be extremely weak and unresponsive on May 6, 1795; and he passed away on June 8, 1795, an
inquest (June 9) finding that he had died of scrofula. (There is no real evidence that he was poisoned.) He was buried the following day in
the cemetery of St. Marguerite, with nothing to mark the site of his grave. There was great secrecy surrounding the last months of his life,
and the climate of opinion surrounding this produced at one time or another over thirty pretenders to his identity, giving rise to a vast
literature which culminated in the foundation of the monthly Revue Historique de la Question Louis XVII (1905). Nevertheless, the
argument that he died and was replaced by another child, advanced by Louis Hastier [“ La Double Mort de Louis XVII” (1951); “Nouvelles
Révélations …” (1954)] does not stand up to critical examination:H } for whom they were praying was even then a captive in

the hands of his enemies; and a shudder ran through the stranger, as he thought that a new crime might be
committed, and that he could not choose but to take his part in it.
*
The service came to an end. The priest made a sign to the Sisters, and they withdrew. As soon as he was left
alone with the stranger, he went toward him with a grave, gentle face, and said, in fatherly tones:
“My son, if your hands are stained with the blood of the royal martyr, confide in me. There is no sin may not
be blotted out in the sight of God by penitence as sincere and touching as yours appears to be.”
At the first words, the man started with terror, in spite of himself. Then he recovered composure, and looked
quietly at the astonished priest.
“Father,” he said, and the other could not miss the tremor in his voice, “no one is more guiltless than I of the
blood shed. …”
“I am bound to believe you,” said the priest. He paused a moment, and again he scrutinized his penitent. But,
persisting in the idea that the man before him was one of the members of the Convention, one of the timorous
voters who betrayed an inviolable and anointed head to save their own,\fn{ Louis XVI was originally condemned to death
on January 18, 1793, by a vote of 387-334. The question of whether the sentence was to be suspended having been moved the following
day, he was again condemned to death, this time by a vote of 380-310 } he began again gravely:

“Remember, my son, that it is not enough to have taken no active part in the great crime; that fact does not
absolve you. The men who might have defended the King and left their swords in their scabbards will have a very
heavy account to render to the King of Heaven. … Ah! yes,” he added, with an eloquent shake of the head, “heavy
indeed! For by doing nothing they became accomplices in the awful wickedness. …”
The priest hesitated. The stranger was glad; he had put the Royalist precisian\fn{ One rigidly or ceremoniously exact
in observing rules or forms, especially in religious matters } in a dilemma, between the dogma of passive obedience on the
one hand (for the upholders of the Monarchy maintained that obedience was the first principle of military law),
and the equally important dogma which turns respect for the person of a king into a matter of religion. In the
priest’s indecision he was eager to see a favorable solution of the doubts which seemed to torment him. To prevent too prolonged reflection on the part of the reverend Jansenist,\fn{ Jansenism was “a Catholic theological movement,
primarily in France, that emphasized original sin, human depravity, the necessity of divine grace, and predestination.”W,H } The
movement originated from the posthumously published work of the Dutch theologian Cornelius Jansen, who died
in 1638. he added:
“I should blush to offer remuneration of any kind for the funeral service which you have just performed for the
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repose of the King’s soul and the relief of my conscience. The only possible return for something of inestimable
value is an offering likewise beyond price. Will you deign, Monsieur, to take my gift of a holy relic? A day will
perhaps come when you will understand its value.”
As he spoke the stranger held out a box; it was very small and exceedingly light.
The priest took it mechanically, as it were, so astonished was he by the man’s solemn words, the tones of his
voice, and the reverence with which he held out the gift.
The two men went back together into the first room. The Sisters were waiting for them.
*
“This house that you are living in belongs to Mucius Scaevola, the plasterer on the first floor,” he said. “He is
well known in the section\fn{The neighborhood} for his patriotism, but in reality he is an adherent of the Bourbons.
He used to be a huntsman in the service of His Highness, the Prince de Conti, and he owes everything to him. So
long as you stay in the house, you are safer here than anywhere else in France.
“Do not go out. Pious souls will minister to your necessities, and you can wait in safety for better times. Next
year, on the 21st of January”—he could not hide an involuntary shudder as he spoke—“next year, if you are still in
this dreary refuge, I will come back again to celebrate the expiatory mass with you—”
He broke off, bowed to the three, who answered not a word, gave a last look at the garret with its signs of
poverty, and vanished.
Such an adventure possessed all the interest of a romance in the lives of the innocent nuns. So, as soon as the
venerable abbé told them the story of the mysterious gift, it was placed upon the table, and by the feeble light of
the tallow dip an indescribable curiosity appeared in the three anxious faces.
Mademoiselle de Langeais opened the box, and found a very fine lawn handkerchief, soiled with sweat; darker
stains appeared as they unfolded it.
“That is blood!” exclaimed the priest.
“It is marked with a royal crown!” cried Sister Agathe.
The women, aghast, allowed the precious relic to fall. For their simple souls the mystery that hung about the
stranger grew inexplicable; as for the priest, from that day forth he did not even try to understand it.
*
Before very long the prisoners knew that, in spite of the Terror, some powerful hand was extended over them.
It began when they received firewood and provisions; and next the Sisters knew that a woman had lent counsel
to their protector, for linen was sent to them, and clothes in which they could leave the house without causing
remark upon the aristocrat’s dress that they had been forced to wear.
After a while Mucius Scaveola gave them two civic cards; and often tidings necessary for the priest’s safety
came to them in roundabout ways. Warnings and advice reached them so opportunely that they could only have
been sent by some person in the possession of state secrets.
And, at a time when famine threatened Paris, invisible hands brought rations of white bread for the proscribed
women in the wretched garret. Still they fancied that Citizen Mucius Scaevola was only the mysterious instrument
of a kindness always ingenious, and no less intelligent.
*
The noble ladies in the garret could no longer doubt that their protector was the stranger of the expiatory mass
on the night of the 22nd of January, 1793; and a kind of cult of him sprang up among them.
Their one hope was in him; they lived through him.
They added special petitions for him to their prayers; night and morning the pious souls prayed for his
happiness, his prosperity, his safety; entreating God to remove all snares far from his path; to deliver him from his
enemies, to grant him a long and peaceful life.
And with this daily renewed gratitude, as it may be called, there blended a feeling of curiosity which grew
more lively day by day. They talked over the circumstances of his first sudden appearance, their conjectures were
endless; the stranger had conferred one more benefit upon them, by diverting their minds.
Again, and again, they said, when he next came to see them as he promised, to celebrate the\fn{ The word the is
not in the text.} sad anniversary of the death of Louis XVI, he should not escape their friendship.
The night so impatiently awaited came at last. At midnight the old wooden staircase echoed with the stranger’s
heavy footsteps. They had made the beset of their room for his coming; the altar was ready, and this time the door
stood open, and the two Sisters were out at the stair-head, eager to light the way. Mademoiselle de Langeais even
came down a few steps, to meet their benefactor the sooner.
“Come,” she said, with a quaver in the affectionate tones. “Come in, we are expecting you.”
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He raised his face, gave her a dark look, and made no answer.
The Sister felt as if an icy mantle had fallen over her, and said no more. At the sight of him, the glow of gratitude and curiosity died away in their hearts. Perhaps he was not so cold, not so taciturn, not so stern as he seemed
to them, for in their highly wrought mood they were ready to pour out their feeling of friendship. But the three
poor prisoners understood that he wished to be a stranger to them—and submitted.
The priest fancied that he saw a smile on the man’s lips as he saw their preparations for his visit, but it was at
once repressed. He heard mass, said his prayer, and then disappeared, declining, with a few polite words, Mademoiselle de Langeais’s invitation to partake of the little collation made ready for him.
After the 9th Thermidor, the Sisters and the Abbé de Marolles could go about Paris without the least danger.
The first time that the abbé went out he walked to a perfumer’s shop at the sign of the Queen of Roses, kept by
the Citizen Ragon and his wife, court perfumers. The Ragons had been faithful adherents of the Royalist cause; it
was through their means that the Vendéen leaders kept up a correspondence with the Princes and the Royalist
Committee in Paris. The abbé, in the ordinary dress of the time, was standing on the threshold of the shop, which
stood between Saint Roch and the Rue des Frondeurs, when he saw that the Rue Saiont Honoré was filled with a
crowd and he could not go out.
“What is the matter?” he asked Madame Ragon.
“Nothing,” she said, “It is only the tumbril cart and the executioner going to the Place Louis XV. Ah! We used
to see it often enough last year; but today, four days after the anniversary of the 21 st of January, one does not feel
sorry to see the ghastly procession.”
“Why not?” asked the abbé. “This is not said like a Christian.”
“Eh! But it is the execution of Robespierre’s accomplices. They defended themselves as long as they could, but
now it is their turn to go where they sent so many innocent people.”
The crowd poured by like a flood. The abbé, yielding to an impulse of curiosity, looked up above the heads,
and there in the tumbril stood the man who had heard mass in the garret three days ago.
“Who is it?” he asked. “Who is the man with …?”
“That is the headsman,” answered M. Ragon, calling the executioner—the exécuteur des hautes oeuvres—by
the name he had borne under the Monarchy.
“Oh! My dear, my dear! M. l’abbé is dying!” cried out old Madame Ragon. She caught up a flask of vinegar,
and tried to restore the old priest to consciousness.
“He must have given me the handkerchief that the King used to wipe his brow on the way to his martyrdom,”
murmured he.
“Poor man! There was a heart in the steel blade, when none was found in all France. ...”
The perfumers thought that the poor abbé was raving.
1819
59.148 Excerpt from The Three Musketeers\fn{by Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870)} Vilers-Cotterêts (now Aisne),
Aisne Department, France (M) 17
… The town of Meung was used to disturbances of one sort or another because of the troublous times. But on
the first Monday in April, 1625, it appeared as though pandemonium had broken loose. The citizens, bolstering up
their uncertain courage, rushed to an inn called The Jolly Miller.
Panics were frequent in France at that period. There were the nobles fighting among themselves, the King
making war upon the Cardinal, and Spain battling against the King. There were brigands, beggars, wolves and
knaves who attacked all comers.
And today, what was the cause of the riot?
No armies, no brigands, no beggars, no wolves. Only a simple young man called D’Artagnan, who came out of
the deep South of France. He boasted a steed so noteworthy that no man could fail to take note of it. A nag, it was,
twelve or fourteen years old, with a yellow coat and hairless tail, and not without swellings on its legs. This fact
proved all the more painful to our hero, because he knew how ridiculous such a steed made him. Indeed, he had
heaved a deep sigh as he accepted this gift from his father.
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But the words accompanying the gift were beyond all price.
“My son,” said the old Gascon gentleman, “this horse was born in your father’s house some thirteen years ago.
Never sell it! If you go to Court, remember you are a nobleman and have a right to do so. Endure nothing from
anyone save the Cardinal and the King.
“Nowadays a gentleman makes his way by his courage. Never avoid a quarrel: seek out the hazards of high
adventure.” After a pause, D’Artagnan’s father went on:
“I have nothing to give you, my son, except fifteen crowns, my horse and the advice you have just heard. To
these, your mother will add a recipe for a balsam which she acquired from a gypsy woman. It possesses the miraculous virtue of curing all wounds which do not reach the heart.
“Take advantage of everything that comes your way; live happily and long!” Then:
“One word more,” the old man added. “I would wish to propose an example for you.
“I mean Monsieur de Tréville. He was formerly my neighbor. As a child, he had the honor of being the playmate of our King, Louis XIII, whom God preserve! He is Commanding Officer of the Regiment of Musketeers.
Go to him with this letter. And model your behavior upon his. Accomplish what he has accomplished.”
Leaving his father, the young man went to his mother’s apartment where she awaited him with that sovereign
balm which he was to use so often in later days.
Madame D’Artagnan wept copiously, and he, too, shed tears.
*
And now, far away from his parents, the youth was in the town of Meung, and already had started a riot. It all
happened like this:
At the inn he spied, through an open window on the ground floor, a gentleman of fine figure and proud, though
sullen, mien. This person was talking to two others. The gentleman was discussing D’Artagnan’s horse. The audience was laughing.
D’Artagnan first wished to examine the insolent fellow who dared make mock of him. His haughty glance fell
upon the stranger, a man of forty, pale of complexion, with piercing black eyes, a nose boldly fashioned, and a
black, impeccably trimmed mustache. D’Artagnan had a presentiment that this stranger was to exercise a powerful influence on his future.
The man kept on mocking him and the man’s two auditors roared with laughter. This time, there could be no
doubt whatsoever: D’Artagnan had been truly insulted. Convinced of it, he pulled his beret down over his eyes
and stepped forward, his right hand on the hilt of his sword.
“Look here, Monsieur!” he cried. “Look here—yes, I mean you—Look here! Tell me what you are laughing
at!”
“I am not aware that I was addressing you, Monsieur.”
“Never mind,” countered D’Artagnan, “I was addressing you!”
The stranger eyed him again, smiled fleetingly as before and, withdrawing from the window, walked slowly
out of the inn. Seeing him approach, D’Artagnan drew his sword a full foot out of its scabbard.
“Upon my word, this horse is certainly a buttercup!” observed the stranger.
“Laugh all you will at my horse,” said D’Artagnan angrily. “I dare you to smile at his master!”
“As you may judge from my features, Monsieur, I do not laugh frequently,” the stranger replied. “But I intend
to laugh when I please.”
“As for me,” cried D’Artagnan, “I will allow no one to laugh at me!”
“Well, Monsieur, I dare say you are right.”
The stranger edged away. But D’Artagnan was not the type of youth to suffer anyone to escape him, least of all
a man who had ridiculed him so impudently. Drawing his sword at long last and for cause, he ran after the
stranger, crying:
“Turn about, turn about, Master Jester! Must I strike you in the back?”
“You strike me?” The stranger surveyed the young man with astonishment and scorn.
“Come, lad, you must be crazy.” Then, in subdued tones, as though talking to himself,
“What a bore!” he sighed.
He had barely finished speaking when D’Artagnan lunged at him so impetuously that this jest might have been
his last. The stranger drew his sword, saluted D’Artagnan and took up his guard. But suddenly, at a sign, the two
onlookers, backed up by the innkeeper, fell upon D’Artagnan with shovels, tongs and an iron pot. While this
sudden onslaught held D’Artagnan, the stranger sheathed his sword as readily as he had drawn it.
“A plague upon these Gascons!” he muttered. “Put him back on his orange nag and away with him!”
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“Not before I kill you!”
“Another Gascon boast! Really, these Gascons are incorrigible! Keep up the dance then, since that is what he
wants! When he is tired, we will cry quits.”
But D’Artagnan was never one to knuckle under. So the fight went on for a few seconds more, until D’Artagnan, exhausted, dropped his broken sword. Simultaneously, a cudgel struck him squarely on the forehead,
bringing him to the ground bloody and almost unconscious.
*
It was at this moment that the citizenry of Meung came flocking from all sides to the scene of action. The host,
fearing a scandal, carried the wounded man into the kitchen where some trifling attentions were administered. As
for the stranger, he had resumed his stand at the window whence he stared somewhat impatiently upon the mob.
“Well, how is this madman doing?” he inquired as the host poked his head through the door.
“He is better now. He fainted quite away, but before he fainted, he gathered all his strength to challenge and
defy you!”
“Why, this fellow must be the devil in person!”
“Oh no, Your Excellency, he is no devil.” The host shrugged his shoulders disparagingly. “We searched him
and rummaged through his kit. All we found was one clean shirt and twelve crowns in his purse, which didn’t stop
him from cursing you roundly.”
“Come, come, my dear host, while your young man was unconscious, I’m sure you did not fail to look into his
pocket. What did you find?”
“A letter addressed to Monsieur de Tréville, Captain of the Musketeers.”
“Indeed! Where is the fellow?”
“Upstairs in my wife’s room. They are dressing his wounds.”
“Did you take his rags and kit up? Did he remove his doublet?”
“All his stuff is downstairs in the kitchen. But if this young fool annoys you—”
“He annoys me very much. He has caused an uproar in your hostelry, a thing which respectable people cannot
abide. Go upstairs, man, make out my bill, and summon my lackey.”
“What! Is Monsieur leaving us already?”
“Of course. I told you to have my horse saddled. Have you done so?”
“Yes indeed, Your Excellency,” the host said and, examining the stranger, “Can he be afraid of this stripling?”
he wondered. An imperious look from the stranger sent him about his business and, bowing humbly, he withdrew.
“Milady must on no account be seen,” the stranger mused. “She will be passing through here soon; I daresay I
had better ride out to meet her. If only I knew what was in this letter to Tréville.” Mumbling to himself, he made
off for the kitchen.
Meanwhile the host, certain that the youth’s presence had driven the stranger from his hostelry, ran upstairs to
his wife’s room. There he found D’Artagnan, who had at last come to. Suggesting that the police would handle the
youth pretty roughly for having picked a quarrel with a great lord, he persuaded D’Artagnan, weak though he was,
to get up and be off.
*
D’Artagnan rose. He was still only half-conscious, he had lost his doublet, and his head was swathed in a linen
cloth. Propelled by the innkeeper, he worked his way downstairs. But as he reached the kitchen, the first thing he
saw was the stranger standing with one foot on the step of a heavy carriage. He was chatting urbanely with a lady
who leaned out of the window of the coach to listen.
She must have been about twenty-five years of age. D’Artagnan was no fool; at a glance, he perceived that this
woman was young and beautiful, her beauty the more striking because it differed so radically from that of the
South, where he had always lived. She was pale and fair, with long curls falling in profusion over her shoulders;
she had large blue, languishing eyes, rosy lips and hands of alabaster. She was talking vivaciously to the stranger.
“So the Cardinal orders me—?”
“To return to England at once. Should the Duke of Buckingham leave London, you are to report directly to the
Cardinal.”
“Any other instructions?” the fair traveler asked.
“They are in this box here. You are not to open it until you reach England.”
“Very well! And you? What will you do?”
“I go back to Paris.”
“Without chastening that insolent youth?” the lady objected.
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The stranger was about to reply. But before he could open his mouth, D’Artagnan, who had heard all, bounded
across the doorsill.
“That insolent youth does his own chastising,” he cried, “and this time, I trust, chastisement will not escape
him!”
“Will not escape him?” the stranger echoed, frowning.
“With a woman present, I dare hope you will not run away again.”
The stranger grasped the hilt of his sword. Milady, seeing this, cautioned,
“Remember that the least delay may ruin everything.”
“You are right, Milady. Let us go our several ways!”
Bowing to the lady, the stranger sprang into his saddle. The coachman whipped up his horses and galloped off
in one direction; the stranger tossed a purse to the landlord and cantered off in the other.
“Oh, you coward! you wretch! you bogus gentleman!” cried D’Artagnan, springing forward.
But his wounds had left him too weak to bear the strain of such exertion. A giddiness swept over him, a cloud
of blood rolled over his eyes, and he fell in the middle of the street, crying,
“Coward! Coward! Coward!”
“A coward he is!” mine host agreed as he went to D’Artagnan’s aid.
“Ay, he’s a coward, a base coward!” D’Artagnan murmured. “But the lady! How beautiful she was!”
“Who?”
“Milady!” D’Artagnan faltered, as he fainted once again.
*
D’Artagnan rose next day at five o’clock, went down to the kitchen unaided, and requested several things.
First, he asked for certain ingredients, the nature of which has not been transmitted to us.\fn{ In his Introduction to this
book, Dumas says that he discovered the text in “a completely unknown manuscript … in folio—Number 4772 or 4773, I forget which, in
the catalogue of the Royal Library—entitled Memoirs of Monsieur le Comte de la Fère, concerning some events in France toward the end
of the reign of Louis XIII and the beginning of the reign of Louis XIV,” and that it is “the first part of this precious manuscript which I now
offer to my readers, restoring the fitting title that belongs to it.” The work upon which his book his based was in fact written by one Giles
de Courtilz de Sandras in 1700-1701, but entitled Mémoires de M. d’Artagnan} Then he asked for wine, oil and rosemary, and,

his mother’s recipe in hand, he concocted a balsam with which he anointed his numerous wounds. Thanks to the
efficacy of the gypsy salve, the young man felt practically cured on the morrow.
D’Artagnan prepared to settle his score. In his pocket he found only his worn velvet purse and the twelve
crowns which it contained. As for the letter to Monsieur de Tréville, it had vanished.
He began to search for it with utmost patience … to turn his pockets inside out … to rummage in his bag … to
ransack his purse, opening it, closing it, and opening it again and again. Then, convinced at last that the letter was
not to be found, he flew for the third time into such a fit of fury that he might easily have required a fresh supply
of wine and aromatic oils.
Mine host saw this young firebrand on the rampage and heard him vow to tear down the establishment if his
letter was not forth coming. Immediately he seized a spit, his wife seized a broom, and his servants the same cudgels they had used two days before.
“Give me my letter!” D’Artagnan kept shouting.
“Give me my letter or I’ll run you through like birds to be roasted!”
“But where is that letter?” said mine host, lowering his spit.
“Ay, where is that letter?” D’Artagnan repeated. “Let me tell you that letter was addressed to Monsieur de
Tréville. It must be found and if it isn’t, Monsieur de Tréville will know the reason why!”
This threat completed the intimidation of the innkeeper. After the King and the Cardinal, Monsieur de Tréville
was probably the most important figure in the realm, a constant subject of discussion among soldiers and even
citizens. Throwing down his spit and ordering his wife and servants to cast away their respective weapons, the
innkeeper himself inaugurated the search for the missing document.
“Was there anything valuable in your letter?” he asked.
“Good Heavens, I should say so!” cried the Gascon. Had he not been counting on this letter to speed his advancement at court? “It contained my whole fortune! Drafts on the Privy Treasury of His Majesty of France!”
Having expected to enter the King’s service on the strength of this recommendation, he believed himself justified
in hazarding this somewhat misleading reply without incurring the dishonor of lying.
“God help us all!” wailed the host.
“It is of no moment!” D’Artagnan said with true Gascon calm. “It is of no moment! Money means nothing to
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me!” He paused. “But that letter meant everything! I would rather have lost one thousand gold coins than that
letter!”
Just as the innkeeper, finding no trace of the letter, was about to commit himself to the devil, a ray of light
pierced his skull.
“That letter is not lost,” he said. “It was stolen from you!”
“Stolen? Who stole it?”
“The gentleman who was here the day before yesterday. He came down here to the kitchen and was alone here
for quite a while. I’ll wager he stole your letter.”
“You think so?” D’Artagnan asked.
“Sure as I stand here! I told him you had a letter for this illustrious gentleman. He asked me where the letter
was and went straightway down to the kitchen.”
“He’s the thief, then!” D’Artagnan scowled. “I shall complain to Monsieur de Tréville, and Monsieur de Tréville will complain to the King.”
Majestically, he drew two crowns from his purse, handed them to the innkeeper, and made for the gate.
The yellow nag awaited him; he leaped into the saddle and rode off. His steed bore him without further misadventure to Paris, where its owner sold it for three crowns. The dealer to whom D’Artagnan sold it did not fail to
make it clear that he was disbursing this exorbitant sum solely because of the originality of the beast’s color.
*
So D’Artagnan entered Paris on foot, carrying his kit under his arm, roaming the city until he found a room
suited to his scanty means. It was a sort of garret situated in Gravediggers’ Row, near the Luxembourg Palace.
Having paid a deposit, D’Artagnan took possession of his lodging and spent the rest of the day sewing. His
specific task was to stitch onto his doublet and hose some ornamental braiding which his mother had ripped off an
almost new doublet of her husband’s and given to her son secretly.
Next he repaired to Armorers’ Quay to have a new blade put to his sword.
Then he walked back toward the Louvre, the Royal Palace, to ask the first musketeer he met where Monsieur
de Tréville’s mansion was. It proved to be quite close to where D’Artagnan had taken a room. The circumstance
appeared to him to augur well for the success of his journey. Next day D’Artagnan would call on Monsieur de
Tréville.
*
Monsieur de Tréville had begun life exactly as D’Artagnan. He had marched on the capital without a sou to his
name; but he possessed a wealth of audacity, shrewdness and intelligence. His insolent bravery sped him to the
top of that difficult ladder called Court Favor.
Monsieur de Tréville was a friend of the reigning king, Louis XIII, who venerated the memory of his father,
Henry IV.
Now, Monsieur de Tréville’s father had served Henry IV with unfailing loyalty during the Wars of Religion,
and when he died he left his son his sword and his motto as sole inheritance. Thanks to this double gift and the
spotless name that accompanied it, Monsieur de Tréville was admitted into the household of the young prince.
There he made such good use of his sword and proved so faithful to his motto that King Louis XIII had a genuine
liking for Tréville and appointed him Captain of the Musketeers, who were fanatically loyal to Louis XIII.
Monseigneur Cardinal, Duc de Richelieu, did not lag behind the King in this respect. Seeing the impressive
elite Louis XIII had recruited, the Cardinal, who was the actual ruler of France, determined to have his own
private guard too.
Thus there were two corps of guards, the King’s and the Cardinal’s, and these two powerful rivals vied with
each other in attracting the most celebrated swordsmen. Over their evening games of chess, Cardinal and King
argued the merits of their respective soldiery. Officially, they condemned all duels, but privately they incited their
henchmen to quarrel, deriving immoderate pleasure in victory or acute chagrin in defeat.
Loose in their ways, battle-scarred, the Musketeers roamed the city. They were to be seen lounging in the
taverns or strolling in the public walks shouting, twirling their mustaches and rattling the swords. They took immense pleasure in jostling the Guards of Monseigneur Cardinal when they met. Then they would draw their
swords in the open street, amid a thousand jests, as though it were all the greatest sport in the world. Sometimes
they were killed, but they died certain of being mourned and avenged; often they did the killing, but they were
certain of not languishing in jail, for Monsieur de Tréville was there to claim them.
Monsieur de Tréville employed his musketeers on behalf of the King and the King’s friends in the first place,
then, in the second place, on behalf of himself and his own friends. The Captain of the Musketeers was admired,
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feared and loved, a state which constitutes the zenith of human fortune.
*
Tréville’s mansion resembled an armed camp.
Groups of fifty or sixty musketeers appeared to replace one another in relays so as always to present an imposing number. They paraded ceaselessly, armed to the teeth and prepared for any eventuality. In quest of favors, the
office-seekers of Paris sped up and down those colossal staircases; there were gentlemen from the provinces eager
to enroll in the Musketeers, and flunkeys in brilliant, multicolored liveries.
In the antechamber, on long circular benches, sat the elect, that is to say those fortunate enough to have been
summoned. A perpetual buzzing reigned in this room from morning till night while Monsieur de Tréville, in an
adjoining office, received visits, listened to complaints and gave his orders.
Entering through the massive door with its long, square studs, D’Artagnan walked into the midst of a troop of
swordsmen crossing one another as they passed, calling out, quarreling and playing tricks on one another. He
advanced with beating heart through this tumult and confusion, holding his long rapier tight against his lanky leg
and keeping one hand on the brim of his felt hat.
Having got past one group, he breathed more easily, but he realized that people were turning round to stare at
him and, for the first time in his life, D’Artagnan felt ridiculous.
Things were still worse when he reached the staircase to be confronted with the following scene: four musketeers were amusing themselves fencing. Three of them were on the bottom steps; a fourth, some steps above them,
naked sword in hand, prevented or attempted to prevent the three from ascending, as they plied their agile swords
against him. Ten or twelve comrades waited on the landing to take their turn at this sport.
At first D’Artagnan mistook these weapons for foils and believed them to be buttoned, but he soon recognized
by the scratches inflicted that every weapon was pointed as a needle and razor-sharp. Incidentally, at each scratch
one of the fencers dealt an adversary, both spectators and the actors themselves roared with laughter.
At the head of the stairs, the musketeers were not fighting, they were exchanging crude jokes; in the antechamber they were exchanging stories about the Court. On the landing, D’Artagnan blushed; in the antechamber
he shuddered.
If his love of decency was shocked on the landing, his respect for the Cardinal was scandalized in the antechamber. There, to D’Artagnan’s amazement, they were loudly and boldly criticizing the policy which made all
Europe tremble.
What! Was it possible that the great man whom Monsieur d’Artagnan the elder revered so deeply served as an
object of ridicule to musketeers? D’Artagnan could scarcely believe his ears as he heard these soldiers cracking
jokes about His Eminence’s bandy legs and His Eminence’s crooked back.
“Upon my word, these fellows will all be imprisoned and hanged!” D’Artagnan thought.
Needless to add, he dared not join in the conversation. But he was all eyes and all ears, jealous lest he miss the
merest detail. Despite his faith in the paternal injunction, his tastes and instincts led him to praise rather than to
blame the unheard-of things he was witnessing.
Presently a flunkey went up to him and asked what he wanted.
D’Artagnan gave his name very modestly and requested a moment’s audience. The servant, with a somewhat
patronizing air, promised to transmit his request in due time.
D’Artagnan, recovering from his first surprise, now had leisure to examine the persons and costumes of those
about him.
The center of the most lively group was a very tall, haughty-looking musketeer dressed in so peculiar a
costume as to attract general attention. He was wearing a sky-blue doublet, somewhat faded and worn, and over it,
a long cloak of crimson velvet that fell in graceful folds from his shoulders. Across his chest, from over his right
shoulder to his left hip, blazoned a magnificent shoulder belt, called a baldric, worked in gold and twinkling like
rippling waters in the sun. From it hung a gigantic rapier.
This musketeer, who had just come off guard, coughed affectedly from time to time and complained of having
caught a cold. That was why he was wearing his cloak, he explained to those around him, speaking with a lofty air
and twirling his mustaches disdainfully.
“After all, baldrics are coming into fashion,” said the musketeer. “It was wildly extravagant of me, but still
they’re the fashion! Besides, a man must spend his money somehow.”
“Porthos, that baldric came from the heavily veiled lady I met you with two Sundays ago over by the Porte
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Saint-Honoré.”
“No, by my honor, I bought it myself!” the man designated as Porthos protested. “I paid twelve pistoles for it.”
The general wonderment grew but the general doubt persisted.
“Didn’t I, Aramis?” he concluded, turning to still another musketeer.
The companion whose corroboration he invited offered a perfect contrast to Porthos. Aramis was a young man
twenty-three years old at most, with a delicate and ingenuous countenance, black, gentle eyes and tenuous
mustaches that marked a perfectly straight line over his upper lip. He seemed mortally afraid to lower his hands
lest their veins swell up; he would pinch his ear lobes from time to time to preserve their smooth, roseate
transparency.
Porthos and Aramis then began arguing about Court gossip, the former growing even more violent and
explosive, the latter milder and more witty. Presently, conceding Aramis the victory, Porthos cried,
“What a wit this lad Aramis is! What a pity you did not follow your early vocation! What a delightful abbé you
would have made!”
“A temporary postponement!” Aramis answered, flicking an imaginary speck of dust off his sleeve. “Some day
I shall be a priest! Why do you suppose I am going on with my theological studies?”
“My dear Aramis, make up your mind. Are you to be an abbé or a musketeer? Be one or the other, not both.”
Porthos paused.
“You know what Athos told me the other day? He said you were all things to all men—and women.” Aramis
raised his arm violently.
“Come, let us not get angry,” Porthos urged. Again Aramis made an impatient gesture.
“Good Heavens, don’t bother to tell us about your luck with the ladies,” Porthos said. “No one wants to
discover your secret; everybody knows you for a model of discretion.”
Aramis looked at his friend. He sighed.
“Porthos,” he declared, “you are vain as Narcissus. I have told you this before, I tell you again. You know how
I loathe moralizing, unless Athos does it. As for yourself, my fine friend, your baldric is far too magnificent to
chime with your philosophy. If I care to become an abbé, I shall do so. Meanwhile I am a musketeer. I am pleased
to say that I find you very boring.” Their comrades hastily interfered:
“Come, come, gentlemen … Stop, Porthos … Look, Aramis. … After all, he didn’t mean it. … Now, now. …”
The door of Monsieur de Tréville’s study flew open. A lackey stood on the doorsill.
“Monsieur de Tréville will receive Monsieur d’Artagnan,” he announced.
*
Monsieur de Tréville greeted his young caller politely. D’Artagnan bowed to the ground and in his sonorous
Gascon accent paid his profound respects. His southern intonation and diction reminded Monsieur de Tréville of
his own youth and his country. But before bidding D’Artagnan be seated, Monsieur de Tréville stepped toward the
antechamber and called three names: “Athos! Porthos! Aramis!”\fn{ In his introduction, Dumas remarks that “these three
foreign names struck me. I immediately decided that they were pseudonyms under which D’Artagnan disguised names that were perhaps
illustrious. Or else, perhaps, the bearers of these names had themselves chosen them on the day when, thanks to a whim, or discontent, or
exiguity of fortune, they donned the uniform of a ranker in the Musketeers.” }

*
At his summons, only two soldiers appeared, the musketeer of the golden baldric and the musketeer who
would be an abbé. No sooner had they entered than the door closed behind them. Though they were not quite at
ease, D’Artagnan admired their bearing; they were at once carefree, dignified and submissive.
Monsieur de Tréville was pacing up and down in silence, his brows knit. The musketeers stood smartly at attention, as if on parade. Suddenly he stopped squarely in front of them, wheeled round to face them, and, surveying them angrily from top to toe:
“Do you gentlemen know what the King said to me no later than yesterday evening?” he demanded.
There was a moment’s silence. Then one of them replied,
“No—No, Monsieur, we do not.”
“He told me that from now on he would recruit his musketeers from among the Cardinal’s Guards.”
“The Cardinal’s Guards!” Aramis asked indignantly. “But why, Monsieur?”
“Because His Majesty realizes that his inferior wine needs improving by blending it with a better vintage.”
The two musketeers blushed to the roots of their hair. D’Artagnan, completely in the dark about what was
happening and considerably embarrassed, wished himself a hundred feet underground.
“Ay,” Tréville went on, growing angrier apace. “Do you know what happened yesterday evening when the
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Cardinal was playing chess with the King? Well, I’ll tell you. The Cardinal looked at me with a commiserating air
which frankly vexed me. Then he told me that my daredevil musketeers had made a night of it in a tavern and that
a patrol of his guards had been forced to arrest the rioters.” Monsieur de Tréville paused for breath.
“Come now, you must know something about it!” he resumed. “My musketeers—arrested! And you were
among them, don’t deny it. Come, Aramis, tell me, why did you ask me for a musketeer’s uniform when a cassock
would have suited you so much better? And you, Porthos? Of what use is that fine golden baldric of yours if all it
holds up is a sword of straw? And Athos—by the way, where is Athos?”
“Monsieur,” Aramis explained mournfully, “Athos is ill.”
“Ill, you say? What’s the matter with him?”
“We’re afraid it’s chicken pox, Monsieur,” Porthos improvised, determined at all costs to take part in the conversation.
“The pox! Chicken pox at his age! No, I know better. He was probably wounded or killed, I dare say.” Tréville
began pacing his office again, then turned fiercely on the culprits:
“Gentlemen, I will not have my men haunting disreputable places. Above all, I will not have them make themselves the laughingstock of the Cardinal’s Guards. These guards are decent fellows, they are law-abiding and tactful, they do not put themselves in a position to be arrested. They would prefer dying in their tracks to yielding an
inch.
“Whereas self-preservation, flight and surrender,” he sneered, “seems to be the watchwords of His Majesty’s
Musketeers.”
During his long censure, Porthos and Aramis were shaking with rage. They would cheerfully have strangled
Tréville had they not felt that the great love he bore them made him speak thus. Their ordeal was the worse because they knew that Monsieur de Tréville’s voice carried over into the antechamber. In a trice, from the door of
the captain’s office to the gate on the street, the whole mansion was seething.
“So His Majesty’s Musketeers are arrested by the Cardinal’s Guards, eh?” At heart Monsieur de Tréville was as
furious as any of his soldiers. “Six of the Cardinal’s Guards arrest six Royal Musketeers! Ha! I know what to do
now. I shall go straight to the Royal Palace and submit my resignation as Captain of the Royal Musketeers.”
“I beg your pardon, Captain,” said Porthos, flaring up, “but the truth is that we were not evenly matched, six to
six. They set upon us treacherously and unawares; before we could even draw our swords, two of our men were
dead and Athos was grievously wounded. Meanwhile, we did not surrender, we were dragged forcibly away.
Anyhow, before they got us into jail, we escaped.”
“And Athos?”
“Well, Monsieur, they thought Athos dead and what point was there in carrying off a corpse?”
“I assure you, Monsieur, that I killed one guardsman with his own sword,” Aramis put in. “Mine was broken at
the first parry. I killed him or stabbed him.”
Monsieur de Tréville appeared to be somewhat mollified.
“I did not know all this,” he admitted. “From what I now hear, I suppose the Cardinal was exaggerating.”
Profiting by the fact that his commanding officer seemed to have calmed down, Aramis hazarded:
“I beg you, Monsieur, not to say that Athos is wounded. He would be desperately unhappy if the King should
hear of it. The wound is a very serious one; the blade passed through his shoulder and penetrated into his chest. So
it is to be feared that—”
*
Suddenly the door opened, the tapestry curtain was raised, and a man stood on the threshold. He stood at
attention, his noble head erect, his shoulders squared. His features were drawn, his face white.
“Athos!”
“Athos!” Monsieur de Tréville echoed in amazement.
“My comrades told me you had sent for me, Captain,” the newcomer said in a feeble, yet perfectly even, voice.
He was in regulation uniform, buttons a-shine, boots glittering, belted as usual for duty, every inch a soldier.
With a tolerably firm step, he advanced into the room. Tréville, deeply moved by this proof of courage, sprang
to meet him.
“I was telling these gentlemen that I forbid my musketeers to expose their lives needlessly,” he explained.
“Your hand, Athos!”
And without waiting for the other’s reaction, Tréville seized his right hand and pressed it with all his might. In
his enthusiasm he failed to notice that Athos, mastering himself as he did, could not check a twitch of pain. Athos
turned even whiter than before.
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Suddenly Tréville felt the hand of Athos stiffen and, looking up, realized that Athos was about to faint. At that
moment, Athos rallied all his energy to struggle against pain, but he was at length overcome, and fell to the floor
like a dead man.
“A surgeon!” Tréville ordered. “My surgeon or the King’s! Anyhow, the best surgeon you can find. Unless you
fetch a surgeon, my friend Athos will die.”
At this, many of the musketeers outside rushed into Monsieur de Tréville’s office (for he was too occupied
with Athos to close the door upon them) and crowded around the wound man. Elbowing his way through the
throng, a physician approached Athos and asked that he be removed to an adjoining room. Tréville immediately
opened the door and pointed the way to Porthos and Aramis, who carried off their comrade in their arms. Behind
them walked the surgeon, and behind the surgeon the door closed.
An instant later, Porthos and Aramis reappeared, leaving only the surgeon and Tréville at their friend’s side.
Presently Tréville himself returned. Athos, he said, had regained consciousness and, according to the surgeon, his
condition need not worry his friends; his weakness was due wholly to loss of blood.
Then all withdrew save D’Artagnan, who did not forget that he had an audience and who, with Gascon
tenacity, sat tight.
*
“Pardon me, my dear compatriot,” Tréville said with a smile, “pardon me but I had completely forgotten you.
You can understand that. A captain is nothing but a father charged with an even greater responsibility than the
father of an ordinary family. Soldiers are just big children. But as I insist on the orders of the King, and more
particularly the orders of the Cardinal, being carried out—”
D’Artagnan could not help smiling. Observing this, Tréville judged that he was not dealing with a fool and,
changing the conversation, came straight to the point.
“I loved your father dearly,” he said. “What can I do for his son? Tell me quickly, for, as you see, my time is
not my own.”
“Monsieur,” D’Artagnan explained, “I intended to request you to enroll me in the Musketeers. But after what I
have seen here during the last two hours, I understand what a tremendous favor this would be. I am afraid I do not
deserve it.”
“It is indeed a favor, young man, but perhaps not so far beyond your hopes as you believe or affect to believe.
But I am sorry to have to tell you that no one is admitted to the Musketeers unless he has fought in several
campaigns or performed certain brilliant feats or served at least two years in some other regiment less favored
than ours.” D’Artagnan bowed without replying.
“However, on account of my old comrade, your father, I want to do something for you, as I said. I dare say you
haven’t brought any too much money up with you?” D’Artagnan drew himself up proudly; his expression
indicated clearly that he accepted alms of no man.
“Very well, young man, I understand,” Tréville observed. “I know those airs; I myself descended upon Paris
with four crowns in my purse and I would have fought with anybody who suggested that I could not buy the
Royal Palace!”
D’Artagnan drew himself up even more proudly as he realized that, thanks to the sale of his nag, he was
beginning his career with three crowns more than Tréville had possessed in similar circumstances.
“You ought, I say, to husband your resources, however great they may be, but you ought also to perfect yourself in exercises befitting a gentleman. I shall write a letter today to the director of the Royal Military Academy
and he will admit you tomorrow at no expense to yourself. You will learn horsemanship, swordsmanship of all
sorts, and dancing. You will make desirable acquaintances there and you can call on me from time to time.”
D’Artagnan could not help feeling a certain coldness in this reception.
“Alas, Monsieur!” he mourned. “My father gave me a letter of introduction to present to you. Now I realize
how much it would have helped me.” And he proceeded to relate the adventure of Meung, describing the unknown gentleman with the minutest detail and with a warmth and truthfulness that delighted Tréville.
“This is all very curious,” Tréville declared after a moment’s reflection. “You mentioned my name aloud
then?”
“Yes, Monsieur, I confess I committed that imprudence. But why not? A name like yours must needs serve me
as a shield on my journey.”
Flattery was very current in those days and Tréville loved incense as well as any king or cardinal.
“Tell me,” he asked, “did this gentleman have a slight scar on his cheek?”
“Yes, the kind of scar he might have if a bullet had grazed him. …”
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“Wasn’t he a fine-looking man?”
“Yes, splendid.”
“Tall?”
“Ay.”
“Fair complexion? Brown hair?”
“Yes, Monsieur, that’s right, that’s the man!”
“He was waiting for a lady?”
“Yes, and he left after talking to her for a few moments.”
“It is he, it is he!” Tréville murmured. “I thought he was still at Brussels.”
“Oh, Monsieur, if you know this man, pray tell me who he is and where he comes from. It would be the
greatest favor you could possibly do me. If you will, then I shall release you from all your promises, even that of
helping me eventually to join the Musketeers. The only thing\fn{ The text has: think} I ask of life is to avenge myself!”
“Beware of trying any such thing, young man,” Tréville cautioned. “On the contrary, if you ever see him on
one side of the street, make sure to cross to the other.”
“That will not prevent me, if ever I meet him, from—”
Suddenly Tréville eyed D’Artagnan suspiciously. This theft seemed an improbable thing at best. Might not the
Cardinal have sent this youth to set a trap for Tréville. His eyes fixed upon D’Artagnan’s, he spoke slowly:
“My boy, your father was my old friend and comrade. I believe this story of the lost letter to be perfectly true
and I should like to dispel the impression of coldness you may have remarked in my welcome. Perhaps the best
way to do so would be to reveal to you, a novice as I once was myself, the secrets of our policy today.”
He then went on to explain to D’Artagnan how the King and the Cardinal were the best of friends; their apparent bickering was only a stratagem intended to deceive fools.
He assured D’Artagnan of his devotion to both these all-powerful masters; the Cardinal, he added, was one of
the most illustrious geniuses France had ever produced.
“Now, young man, rule your conduct accordingly. If for family reasons or through your friends or through your
own instincts, even, you entertain such enmity for the Cardinal as we are constantly discovering, then let us bid
each other adieu. I will help you as much as I can but without attaching you to my person.”
There was a long pause.
“I hope that my frankness will at least make you my friend,” Monsieur de Tréville said at last, “because you
are the only young man to whom I have ever spoken like this.”
“I came to Paris with just the intentions you advise me to harbor, Monsieur,” D’Artagnan replied candidly.
“My father warned me to follow nobody but His Majesty, the Cardinal and yourself—whom he considered the
three leading personages in the realm of France.”
(Monsieur d’Artagnan the elder had indicated only Louis XIII and Richelieu, but his son thought the addition
of Monsieur de Tréville would do no harm.)
“You are an honest lad. But at present I can do for you no more than what I just offered. The Tréville mansion
will always be open to you. In time, you will probably achieve what you desire.”
“You mean, Monsieur, when I have proved myself worthy?” said D’Artagnan. And, with all the familiarity of
Gascon to Gascon: “Well, you may rest assured, you will not have to wait long!” Whereupon he bowed, to take
his leave, as if he considered the future so much putty in his hands to shape as he willed.
“Wait, wait!” Tréville laid a hand on his arm. “I promised you a letter to the director of the Royal Academy.”
Tréville left D’Artagnan in the embrasure of the window, where they had been talking, and moved to his desk
to write the promised letter. Meanwhile, D’Artagnan drummed a tattoo on the windowpane, and amused himself
by watching the musketeers. The letter finished, Monsieur de Tréville sealed it. Suddenly, to his amazement, his
protégé turned crimson with fury.
“What’s the matter?”
D’Artagnan leaped across the room, crying, “By Heaven, he’ll not slip through my fingers this time!”
“Who?”
“My thief!” D’Artagnan shouted as he rushed from the room.
“Ah, coward! Traitor! At last!”
*
Mad with anger, D’Artagnan was darting toward the stairs when, in his furious rush, he collided head foremost
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with a musketeer. As D’Artagnan butted the man’s shoulder, the other uttered a cry.
“Excuse me,” said D’Artagnan, trying to start off again. “Excuse me but I am in a hurry.” He had scarcely
gone down the first step when a hand of iron seized him by the belt.
“Oh! you’re in a hurry, eh?” said the musketeer, blanching. “You’re in a hurry, so you run right into me and
you say ‘Excuse me’ and you expect me to take it? Not at all, my lad, You heard Monsieur de Tréville speak
somewhat cavalierly to us today and you think we can take that sort of thing from anybody. Let me set you
straight, comrade, you are not Monsieur de Tréville.”
D’Artagnan recognized Athos, who, having had his wounds dressed by the doctor, was on his way home.
“I assure you I did not do it on purpose,” D’Artagnan apologized. “As it was an accident, I said ‘Excuse me.’
Let me go, please, let me go about my business.”
“Monsieur, you are far from courteous,” Athos replied, loosing his hold of him. “It is obvious that you are
newly come from some remote province.” D’Artagnan had already gone down several steps, but at this remark he
stopped short.
“Monsieur,” he growled, “I may come from a distance but I warn you, you are not the man to give me lessons
in deportment.”
“Perhaps.”
“If I were not in such a hurry and if I were not chasing somebody—”
“Monsieur-the-gentleman-in-a-great-hurry, you can find me again without running after me, if you see what I
mean?”
“And where, if you please?”
“Near the Carmelite convent.”
“At what time?”
“About noon.”
“About noon. Very well. I shall be there.”
And D’Artagnan set off as though borne by the devil, confident that he would overtake the man of Meung
whom he had seen sauntering down the street. But at the main gate, he saw Porthos talking to the soldier on
guard. Between the two of them there was just room for a man to pass. D’Artagnan, thinking he could whisk
through, shot forward like an arrow between them. Unfortunately, he had not reckoned with the wind. As he was
about to pass, a gust blew out the portly musketeer’s long cloak and D’Artagnan landed right in the middle of it.
Porthos doubtless had his own reasons for not wishing to abandon this essential part of his costume, for he pulled
it toward him. D’Artagnan was thus rolled up inside the velvet by a rotary movement attributable to the persistency of Porthos.
Hearing the musketeer swear, he tried to emerge from under the cloak which was blinding him and sought to
find his way from under its folds. Above all he must avoid marring the virgin freshness of the baldric Porthos set
such store by. Opening his eyes timidly, he found his nose glued between the musketeer’s shoulders flat against
the baldric.
Alas, like most things in this world which have but appearance in their favor, the baldric was aglitter with gold
in front, but behind it was of ordinary buff. Vainglorious as he was, if Porthos could not afford a baldric wholly of
gold, he would have at least one half of it. This explained the necessity of the cold he had complained of and the
necessity for the cloak he sported.
“Confound it, you must be crazy to crash into people this way,” Porthos grumbled as D’Artagnan kept wriggling behind him.
“Excuse me,” said D’Artagnan, reappearing from under the giant’s shoulder, “but I am in a great hurry. I was
running after somebody and—”
“And you always go blind when you run, I suppose.”
“No,” D’Artagnan answered, somewhat nettled. “In fact, thanks to my eyes I can see a good many things other
people don’t.”
And enchanted with his wit, he went off, still chuckling over the semi-golden baldric. Porthos, foaming with
rage, was about to fall upon him.
“Later, later!” D’Artagnan admonished. When you haven’t your cloak on.”
“At one o’clock, then, behind the Luxembourg Palace.”
“Very well, then, at one o’clock.”
*
D’Artagnan turned the corner of the street, looking carefully ahead and up and down the cross street. Then he
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inquired of passers-by if they had seen a person answering his enemy’s description. He walked down as far as the
ferry and came up again along other streets, but he found nothing, absolutely nothing.
Yet this wild-goose chase helped him in a sense, for, fast as the beads of sweat ran down his forehead, his heart
began to cool.
He retraced all the events that had occurred. In the first place, he had disgraced himself in the eyes of Monsieur
de Tréville, who could not but consider his withdrawal somewhat rude; in the second and third, he had invited
dangerous duels with two men, each capable of slaying three D’Artagnans—with two musketeers, in short.
“What a lunatic I was and what a clod I am! Poor brave Athos was wounded in the shoulder and I was fated to
butt against it! Why he did not kill me then and there, Heaven only knows! As for Porthos—dear old Porthos!—
my run-in with him was the drollest thing that every happened to me!”
At the thought, the youth could not help roaring with laughter, but he looked very carefully about him to make
sure lest his solitary laughter, unaccountable to any passer-by, be considered offensive. His mirth spent, he continued to talk to himself with all the amenity he believed to be his due:
“Look here, D’Artagnan my friend, if you escape (which seems to me highly improbable) you must learn to be
perfectly polite in the future. To be mannerly and obliging does not make a man a coward. Look at Aramis, he is
amiability and grace personified. Well, has anyone ever dreamed of calling him a coward? Certainly not, and I
vow that from now on I shall take him as a model in everything. Ah, here he is!”
*
Aramis stood before the Royal Guards’ headquarters chatting gaily with three gentlemen of the Guards.
D’Artagnan, still full of his plans of conciliation and courtesy, approached the quartet. Aramis bowed his head
slightly but did not smile. The four soldiers immediately broke off their conversation.
D’Artagnan at once perceived that he was intruding upon them, but he was not familiar enough with the manners of the fashionable world to know how to extricate himself gallantly from a false position. He was racking his
brains to find the least awkward means of retreat when he noticed that Aramis had dropped his handkerchief and,
doubtless by mistake, had placed his foot over it. Here, thought D’Artagnan, was a favorable opportunity to make
up for his tactlessness. With the most polished air he could summon, he stopped and drew the handkerchief from
under the musketeer’s foot. Holding it out, he said,
“Here, Monsieur, is a handkerchief I believe you should be sorry to lose.”
Indeed, the handkerchief was richly embroidered and one of the corners bore a coronet and crest. Aramis,
blushing excessively, snatched it from the Gascon’s hand.
“Ah, ha, my most discreet friend,” one of the guards said to Aramis, “will you insist you are not very fond of
the charming lady who lent you one of her handkerchiefs?”
The glance Aramis shot at D’Artagnan was a declaration of mortal enmity. Then, resuming his usual suave air:
“You are in error, gentlemen,” he answered. “This handkerchief does not belong to me. As proof of what I say,
here is mine in my pocket.”
Whereupon he produced his own handkerchief. As he held it up, they could all see it was ornamented with a
single cipher, its owner’s. But the others refused to be convinced by the musketeer’s denial and teased him goodnaturedly.
“The fact is,” D’Artagnan hazarded timidly, “I did not see the handkerchief fall from the pocket of Monsieur
Aramis. He had his foot on it, that is all. Seeing his foot on it, I thought it was his.”
“And you were completely mistaken, Monsieur,” Aramis replied coldly, indifferent to D’Artagnan’s efforts at
reparation.
As they all burst out laughing, the affair, as may be supposed, had no untoward sequel. After a moment or two,
the conversation ceased, the three guardsmen and the musketeer shook hands cordially and went off in opposite
directions.
“Now is my chance to make my peace with this gallant gentleman,” D’Artagnan thought, and, agog with good
intent, he hurried after Aramis.
“Monsieur, you will excuse me, I hope.”
“Monsieur, allow me to observe that your behavior in this circumstance was not that of a gentleman.”
“What, Monsieur! Do you suppose—?”
“I suppose you are not a fool, Monsieur, I also suppose that, though you come from Gascony, you must know
that people do not step on handkerchiefs without a reason.”
“Monsieur,” D’Artagnan replied, his naturally aggressive spirit gaining the upper hand over his pacific resolutions, “I am from Gascony, it is true; I need not tell you that Gascons are anything but patient. When a Gascon has
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begged to be excused once, even for a foolish act, he is convinced that he has already done once again as much as
he should have.”
“Monsieur, I am no bravo,\fn{One hired for the favor of his sword only:H} thank Heaven! I am but a temporary
musketeer. I fight only when I am forced to. This time you have involved a lady.”
“We have involved a lady, you mean.”
“Why were you so tactless as to give me back the handkerchief?”
“Why were you so clumsy as to drop it?”
“I said and I repeat, Monsieur, that the handkerchief was never in my pocket.”
“Well, Monsieur, you have lied twice, for I saw it fall. Draw your sword at once, if you please.”
“Not here, Monsieur, we do not fight in the streets! And this building is filled with servants of the Cardinal!”
“I fight anywhere—”
“Monsieur is a Gascon?”
“Yes, this monsieur is a Gascon and he never postpones a duel through prudence.”
“Prudence, Monsieur, is a somewhat useless virtue for musketeers, I know. But it is indispensable to churchmen. At two o’clock I shall have the honor of waiting for you at the Tréville mansion. There I shall let you know
the best place and time we can meet.” The two young men bowed and parted.
“Decidedly, I shall not return from my duels,” D’Artagnan mused. “But at least if I am killed, I shall be killed
by a musketeer.”
*
D’Artagnan did not know a soul in Paris. He therefore went to his appointment with Athos without any friends
to support him. He fully intended to offer the brave musketeer all suitable apologies, for he feared the usual outcome when a young, vigorous man fights against one who is weak from his wounds. If conquered, he doubles the
value of his adversary’s triumph; if victorious, he is accused of having taken an unfair advantage of a handicap.
Thinking over the different men he was about to fight against, D’Artagnan gained a clearer view of the
situation. By offering a sincere apology, he hoped to make a friend of Athos, whose lordly air and austere bearing
he admired immensely. Unless he were killed outright, he flattered himself that he could frighten Porthos with
tales of the adventure of the baldric. As for the astute Aramis, D’Artagnan was not seriously afraid of him. When
D’Artagnan arrived, Athos had been waiting only five minutes. Twelve o’clock was striking.
Thought Tréville’s physician had dressed his wounds afresh, Athos was still suffering. Seeing D’Artagnan
draw near, Athos came courteously to meet him. D’Artagnan, for his part, took off his hat and bowed deeply.
“Monsieur, I have engaged two of my friends as seconds, but they have not arrived yet,” Athos said.
“Monsieur,” D’Artagnan answered, “I have no seconds. I arrived in Paris just yesterday. The only person I
know in the city is Monsieur de Tréville.”
“Monsieur de Tréville is the only person you know?”
“Yes, Monsieur.”
“Look here, look here!” Athos grumbled. He was addressing D’Artagnan, yet half of what he said was for his
own benefit. “If I kill you, I shall be taken for a child-slaying ogre.”
“No one will say our fight was too one-sided,” D’Artagnan protested. “After all, your wounds must be giving
you considerable trouble.”
“Ay, it is all very troublesome, I must confess. And you hurt me devilishly when you charged into me. But I
shall fence with my left hand; I usually do so in such circumstances.”
“Monsieur,” said D’Artagnan, bowing again, “I assure you I am immensely grateful to you for your perfect
courtesy.”
“You are too kind,” Athos replied, ever the gentleman. “Let us speak of something else, if you please.” Then,
as a twinge of pain seized him: “Oh!” he cried. “You certainly hurt me. My shoulder is on fire!”
“If you would permit me—” D’Artagnan ventured.
“What, Monsieur?”
“I have a wonderful balm for wounds. My mother gave it to me. I have had occasion to try it on myself.”
“Well?”
“Well, after three days, when you are cured, I would still deem it a great honor to cross swords with you.”
D’Artagnan spoke with a simplicity that did honor to his courtesy without casting the least doubt upon his
courage.
“Upon my honor, Monsieur, there’s a proposition I cannot but admire. But, however carefully we might try to
guard our secret, people would learn we were about to fight and we would be prevented from doing so.” Athos
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frowned as he looked at the horizon.
“Confound it, will these fellows never come?”
“If you are in a hurry, Monsieur,” D’Artagnan suggested in the same polite tone he had used before, “we might
set to without your seconds.”
“I like you for those words,” said Athos, nodding graciously. “I see plainly that if we do not kill each other, I
shall hereafter have much pleasure conversing with you.” He had barely finished speaking when, looking up:
“Here comes one of my friends!” he cried. To his surprise, D’Artagnan discerned the gigantic bulk of Porthos
at the far end of the street.
“What! Monsieur Porthos is one of your seconds?”
“Certainly. Does that disturb you?” He paused. Then, suddenly: “Look! here comes my second friend!” he
said.
“What? D’Artagnan cried, even more astonished than before. “Monsieur Aramis is your other friend?”
“Of course. Don’t you know that we are the Three Inseparables?”
Meanwhile Porthos came up, waved his hand to Athos, then, noticing D’Artagnan, stopped short, gaping with
surprise. Incidentally he had changed his baldric and left off his cloak.
“Well, bless me! What does this mean?” he asked.
“This is the gentleman I am to fight with,” Athos explained.
“But I am going to fight with him too!”
“Not before one o’clock, Monsieur,” D’Artagnan reminded him.
“And I too am to fight with this gentleman,” Aramis announced, joining the group.
“Not until two o’clock,” D’Artagnan replied as casually as before. Aramis turned to Athos.
“By the way, Athos, what are you fighting about?” he inquired.
“By my faith, I’m none too sure. As a matter of fact, he hurt my shoulder. What about you, Porthos?”
“I’m fighting—” Porthos blushed a deep crimson. “I’m fighting because I’m fighting!”
Athos, whose keen eye lost no detail of the scene, observed a faint sly smile steal over the young Gascon’s
lips.
“We had a slight disagreement about dress,” D’Artagnan said.
“And you, Aramis?”
“Oh, ours is a theological quarrel.” Aramis made a sign to D’Artagnan begging him to keep the cause of their
difference a secret.
“An now that we are all here, gentlemen,” D’Artagnan announced. “Allow me to offer you my apologies.”
At the word “apologies,” a cloud passed over the brow of Athos, a haughty smile curled the lips of Porthos,
and a nod of refusal from Aramis proved more expressive than any words.
“Gentlemen, you do not understand me,” D’Artagnan objected. “I am apologizing only in case I cannot settle
my score with all three of you. Monsieur Athos has the first right to kill me, a fact which lessens the value of your
claim, Monsieur Porthos, and makes yours, Monsieur Aramis, practically worthless.”
With these words, accompanied by the most gallant gesture, D’Artagnan drew his sword. The blood had
rushed to his head. It was high noon; the sun beat mercilessly down upon them.
But at that moment D’Artagnan would cheerfully have tackled all the musketeers in the kingdom.
“It is very hot,” Athos remarked, drawing his sword in his turn, “but I cannot take off my doublet. My wound
has begun to bleed again.”
“Well, then I will fight in my doublet, like yourself.”
“When you please, Monsieur,” said Athos.
“I was awaiting your orders, Monsieur,” D’Artagnan replied, crossing swords. But the sound of the two blades
clashing had barely died down when a company of the Cardinal’s Guards turned the corner of the convent.
“The Cardinal’s Guards!” Porthos cried. “Sheathe your swords, gentlemen!”
But it was too late; the combatants had been seen in a position which left no doubt of their intentions.
*
“Ho, there!” Jussac, the cardinalist leader, called. “Hallo, there, musketeers! So you’re fighting here, are you?
And the laws against dueling, what about them?”
“If we saw you fighting, I can promise you we would not try to interfere,” Athos replied angrily. “Leave us
alone!”
“Gentlemen,” said Jussac, “we have our duty to accomplish. Sheathe, then, if you please, and follow us. And if
you disobey,” he warned, “we shall charge you.”
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“There are five of them.” Athos said in a low voice, “and only three of us.”
*
Athos, Porthos and Aramis huddled together as Jussac marshaled his men. This short interval was enough to
convince D’Artagnan; he must choose between King and Cardinal and forever abide by his choice. To fight meant
to disobey the law, to risk his head, to attract in one instant the enmity of a minister more powerful than the King
himself. He perceived all this quite clearly and, to his credit, did not hesitate a second. Turning to the musketeers:
“Gentlemen,” he said, “allow me to correct you. It seems to me that there are four of us.”
“But you are not one of us,” Porthos demurred.
“True, I wear no musketeer’s uniform, but I have the spirit of a musketeer and so I shall fight! Try me, gentlemen, and I swear on my honor that I will not leave this field if we are vanquished.”
“Come along now, gentlemen, have you made up your minds to make up your minds?” Jussac asked.
“We are about to have the honor of charging you,” Aramis answered, raising his hat with one hand and drawing his sword with the other.
*
At once the nine combatants rushed up to join battle furiously but not without method. Athos singled out a
certain Cahusac, a favorite of the Cardinal’s, Porthos paired off with Bicarat, and Aramis was faced with two
adversaries. As for D’Artagnan, he was pitted against Jussac himself.
The young Gascon’s heart beat as though it would burst—not with fear, for he welcomed danger—but with
emulation. He fought like a furious tiger, turning dozens of times around his opponent and continuously changing
his ground and his guard. At length these tactics exhausted Jussac’s patience. Enraged at being held in check by an
adversary he had dismissed as a mere boy, he lost his temper and began to make mistakes. Determined to have
done with him, he sprang forward and lunged to the full extent of his reach, aiming a terrible thrust at
D’Artagnan. The latter whipped his blade under Jussac’s and lunged. Jussac fell like a log.
D’Artagnan then cast a swift, anxious glance over the field of battle. Aramis was able to look after himself.
Bicarat and Porthos had just made counter-hits, but neither of these wounds was serious and they fought on ever
more doggedly. Athos, wounded anew by Cahusac, grew increasingly pale but had not yielded an inch of ground.
D’Artagnan was therefore free to assist whom he pleased. While endeavoring to ascertain which of his
comrades stood in greatest need, he caught a glance from Athos. Athos would have rather died than appealed for
help, but he could look and, in that look, ask for assistance. D’Artagnan, divining what Athos meant, sprang to
Cahusac’s side with a terrible bound, crying:
“My turn, Monsieur le Garde; I am going to slay you!”
“No, no!” Athos cried to D’Artagnan. “don’t kill him, lad! I have an old bone to pick with him. Just disarm
him, make sure of his sword. That’s it! Oh, well done, well done!” Athos cried, as he saw Cahusac’s sword fly
through the air and land twenty paces away.
Cahusac ran over to one of the guardsmen, whom Aramis had killed, seized his rapier and returned toward
D’Artagnan. But on the way he met Athos, who had recovered his breath during this short respite. A few thrusts
and Cahusac fell, pinked in the throat.
Meanwhile it was imperative to finish the fighting soon. There was danger of the watch coming by and picking
up all the duelists, wounded or not, royalists or cardinalists. Athos, Aramis and D’Artagnan, surrounding Bicarat,
called on him to surrender. Though one against four and wounded in the thigh, Bicarat was determined to hold
out. Jussac, rising on his elbow, cried out to him to yield.
“They are four to one,” Jussac remonstrated. “Leave off, I command you.”
“Oh, if you command me, that’s another thing,” Bicarat agreed. “You are my superior officer, it is my duty to
obey you.”
And, springing backward, he broke his sword across his knee to avoid having to surrender it, threw the two
pieces over the convent wall and crossed his arms, whistling a cardinalist air.
Bravery is always honored even in an enemy. The musketeers and D’Artagnan saluted Bicarat with their
swords and returned them to their sheaths. Next. D’Artagnan, with the help of Bicarat, the only adversary still on
his feet, carried Jussac, Cahusac and the guardsman Aramis had wounded, under the porch of the convent, leaving
the dead man where he lay. Finally they rang the convent bell and, taking along four cardinalist swords as trophies
of victory, they set out, wild with joy, for Monsieur de Tréville’s mansion.
“If I’m not a musketeer yet,” D’Artagnan told his newfound friends as they swung through the gateway of the
Tréville mansion, “at least I’ve begun my apprenticeship, don’t you think?”
*
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The affair caused a sensation.
In public Monsieur de Tréville scolded them roundly, but he congratulated them in private. That evening he
went to the King’s gaming table. His Majesty was winning and, being very miserly, was in an excellent humor.
Seeing Tréville at a distance, the King cried:
“Come, come here so I may chide you. Do you know that the Cardinal has been complaining again about your
musketeers, Captain? These musketeers of yours are devils incarnate and gallows-birds all!”
Tréville hastened to deny the accusation. On the contrary, he insisted, his soldiers were kindly creatures and
meek as lambs. He would personally warrant that they had but one desire, namely to draw their swords only in
His Majesty’s service.
“Hark at Monsieur de Tréville,” the King commented. “Hark at the man! Anybody would imagine he was
speaking about the members of a religious order.”
Presently, luck at the gaming table turned against the King. As his winnings began to shrink, he was not sorry
to find an excuse whereby to leave the table.
“Take my place,” he told a courtier, “for I must speak to Monsieur de Tréville.” Then, turning to Tréville, he
walked toward the window.
“Well, Monsieur, how did it happen? Tell me all about it.”
“Well, Sire, it was like this. Three of my best soldiers, Athos, Porthos and Aramis, decided to go on a jaunt
with a young fellow from Gascony, so they decided to meet at the Caremelite convent. Here they were molested
by De Jussac, Cahusac, Bicarat and two other guardsmen who certainly did not go there without intending to flout
the laws against dueling. I do not accuse them, Sire. But I leave Your Majesty to judge what five armed men could
possibly want in so deserted a place as the convent garden. Seeing my musketeers, the cardinalists changed their
minds; their private grievances gave way to party hatred.”
“So the Cardinal’s Guards picked a quarrel with the King’s Musketeers?”
“That probably happened, but I cannot swear to it, Sire.”
“Your three musketeers were not alone. They had a youth with them.”
“True, Sire, but one of the three was wounded. Thus the Royal Musketeers were represented by three soldiers,
one of whom was wounded, plus a mere stripling. They stood up to five of the Cardinal’s stoutest guardsmen and
laid four of them low.”
“What a victory for us!” The King beamed. “Four men, you say … one of them wounded … and a mere lad …
his name?”
“D’Artagnan, Sire, the son of one of my oldest friends, the son of a man who served throughout the Civil War
under His Majesty, your father. He is little more than a boy. But, Sire, Your Majesty can be proud of that lad. He
pinked De Jussac, to the Cardinal’s vast annoyance.”
“I want to see him, Tréville, I want to see him. If anything can be done, we shall make it our business. …”
“When will Your Majesty deign to receive him?”
“Tomorrow at noon, Tréville.”
“Shall I bring him alone?”
“No, bring all four of them., I wish to thank them at once.”
“We shall report at noon tomorrow, Sire!”
“Good!” the king said. Then, fidgeting nervously:
“Er—the back staircase, Tréville, come up the back staircase. There’s no point in letting the Cardinal know—”
*
At eight o’clock next morning D’Artagnan called on Athos. As their audience was not till noon, Athos had
arranged to play tennis\fn{A French invention; as golf is from the Scotts; as cricket is from the English—as singing is from the Welsh
—and so on:H} with Porthos and Aramis. He invited D’Artagnan to join them.
Porthos and Aramis were already on the court, playing together; Athos, who was an excellent athlete, with
D’Artagnan as a partner, challenged them. But though Athos played with his left hand, his first shot convinced
him that his wound was still too recent to permit of such exertion. D’Artagnan therefore remained alone.
Suddenly a smashing ball from Porthos just missed hitting D’Artagnan in the face. Had it done so, D’Artagnan
would have been compelled to forego his audience with the King. So he bowed politely to Porthos and Aramis,
declaring that he would not resume the game until he knew enough about it to play with them on equal terms.
Then he returned to a seat in the gallery close to the court.
Unfortunately for D’Artagnan, one of the Cardinal’s Guards was among the spectators.
“I am not surprised this youth is afraid of a tennis ball,” he drawled. “He must surely be a ’prentice mus44

keteer.”
“Your words are too clear to require a commentary,” D’Artagnan said. “I beg you to follow me out of here.”
“Do you know who I am?” the other asked.
“What is your name?”
“Bernajoux, at your service.”
“Well, Monsieur Bernajoux, I shall wait for you at the door.”
Bernajoux was surprised that his name had made no impression on the Gascon, for he was known to everybody everywhere as an instigator of daily brawls. When they met at the door, D’Artagnan said:
“Upon my word, though you may be called Bernajoux, it is lucky you have only a ’prentice musketeer to deal
with. But never mind, I shall do my best. On guard, please!”
“This is no place to fight,” the other objected. “We would be better off elsewhere.”
“Unfortunately, I have very little time to spare; I have an appointment at twelve sharp,” D’Artagnan objected.
“On guard, then, Monsieur, I beg of you.”
Bernajoux was not the man to entertain two requests to draw; an instant later, his sword glittered in the
sunlight and he swooped down on D’Artagnan. D’Artagnan, fresh from a spectacular victory and fired by hopes
of favors soon forthcoming, was determined not to budge an inch. So the two swords were hilt to hilt and, as
D’Artagnan stood his ground, it was Bernajoux who had to retreat. In doing so, Bernajoux’s sword deviated from
the line of guard; D’Artagnan at once freed his blade by passing it under his adversary’s, and lunged, pinking
Bernajoux on the shoulder. Then D’Artagnan stepped back and, according to the rites of dueling, raised his sword
to salute his defeated foe.
But Bernajoux would have none of it. Assuring D’Artagnan that he was unscathed, he rushed blindly at him,
actually spitting himself upon the Gascon’s sword. As he had not fallen, he refused to declare himself conquered.
Instead, he kept retreating toward the mansion of the Duc de la Trémouille, in whose service he had a relative.
By now the noise from the street had reached the tennis court. Two fellow-cardinalists rushed out, sword in
hand, and swept down upon the Gascon. Close at their heels came Athos, Porthos and Aramis, and just as the
cardinalists attacked D’Artagnan, the three musketeers intervened to drive them back. Bernajoux suddenly fell,
exhausted. Since there were now four royalists against two cardinalists, the latter cried for help:
“To the rescue! To the rescue!”
Immediately, all those in the Trémouille mansion, coming to the aid of the cardinalists, fell upon the victors.
Our four friends set up an antiphonal cry:
“Musketeers, to the rescue!”
This appeal was widely and briskly heeded, for the musketeers, notorious foes of His Eminence, were correspondingly popular.
The melée became general. Very soon, the musketeers and their allies prevailed; the Cardinal’s guardsmen and
Monsieur de la Trémouille’s servants beat a hasty retreat into the Trémouille mansion, slamming the gates just in
time to prevent their pursuers from entering after them. As for Bernajoux, he had been picked up and conveyed to
safety early in the battle; his condition was critical.
Excitement was at its height among the musketeers and their supporters. Somebody suggested that they set fire
to the Trémouille mansion to punish Monsieur de la Trémouille’s servants for their insolence in daring to make a
sally against the Royal Musketeers.
*
But suddenly the clock struck eleven.
D’Artagnan and his friends recalled their audience with the King, and because they could not fight it out then
and there, the prevailed on their friends to retire. The royalists decided to hurl some paving stones against the
gates, but the gates were too solid and they soon tired of the sport. Besides, the leaders of the enterprise had left
the group and were on their way to the Tréville mansion. Arriving there, they found the Captain of Musketeers
awaiting them; he had already been informed of their latest escapade.
“Quick, to the Royal Palace,” he said. “We must get there before the King has been influenced by the Cardinal.
We will describe this business as a consequence of yesterday’s trouble and pass the two off together.”
Accordingly the four young men and their commanding officer set off for the royal Palace. To Tréville’s
amazement, he was told that the King had gone stag hunting in the forest of Saint-Germain.
“Did His Majesty see the Cardinal?” Tréville asked.
“Most probably, Your Excellency,” the valet answered. “I saw the Cardinal’s horses being harnessed. I asked
where he was going and they told me to Saint-Germain.”
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“The Cardinal has stolen a march on us,” Tréville told his protégés. “I advise you to return home to await
further developments.”
For his part, Tréville determined that he had best register an immediate complaint. He therefore dispatched a
servant with a letter to Monsieur de la Trémouille. The two nobles met and exchanged polite greetings.
“Monsieur,” said Tréville, “each of us believes that he has cause for complaint against the other. I have come
here to attempt to clear up our misunderstanding.”
“I am perfectly willing, Monsieur, but I warn you that I have made inquiries and that the fault lies wholly with
your musketeers.”
“How is Monsieur Bernajoux, your esquire’s kinsman?”
“Very ill indeed.”
“Is he still conscious?”
“Certainly.”
“Can he talk?”
“Yes, but with difficulty.”
“Well, Monsieur, let us go to his bedside and call upon him to tell us the truth.”
La Trémouille thought the matter over for a moment, and agreed. Together he and Tréville repaired to the
sickroom.
The upshot of it all was exactly as Tréville had foreseen. Hovering between life and death, Bernajoux made a
clean breast of everything that had occurred.
This was all that Tréville desired. Wishing Bernajoux a speedy convalescence, he took leave of La Trémouille,
returned to his mansion and immediately sent word to the four friends, inviting them to dinner.
Toward six o’clock, Monsieur de Tréville announced that it was time to go. The hour of the audience granted
by His Majesty was long since past.
Still the King had not returned from hunting. The courtiers and others waited for about a half-hour.
Suddenly all the doors were thrown open and an usher announced His Majesty the King. D’Artagnan trembled
with anticipation; he was thrilled to the core, for he felt that the next few minutes would probably decide the rest
of his life.
*
Louis XIII appeared, his henchmen in his wake.
He was clad in dusty hunting dress; his high boots reached over his knees and he held a riding crop in his right
hand. At first glance D’Artagnan realized that he was vexed.
“Things are going badly,” Athos commented, smiling. “We shall not be appointed Knights of the Royal Order
this time.”
“Wait here for about ten minutes,” Tréville told his protégés. “If I do not return by then, it will be useless to
stay on.”
Obediently they waited ten minutes, fifteen, twenty; finally, apprehensive of what might be happening, they
withdrew.
Tréville marched boldly into the King’s rooms to find a very glum Majesty, ensconced in an armchair, beating
his boots with the handle of his riding crop. This did not prevent Tréville from inquiring after the royal health.
“Bad, Monsieur, bad as can be. I am bored stiff!”
“What? Bored? I thought Your Majesty had been hunting.”
“Hunting, Monsieur? Fine pleasures indeed! I don’t know whether it’s because the game leaves no scent or
because the dogs have no noses, but everything is wrong. Ah, I am a very unhappy monarch, Monsieur.”
“Indeed, Sire, I understand your discomfort.”
“And the Cardinal will not give me a moment’s respite, what with his talk about Austria, about England, about
Spain. Ah, speaking of the Cardinal, I am much annoyed at you.”
Here was the chance Tréville had been waiting for.
“Have I been so unfortunate as to incur Your Majesty’s displeasure?” Tréville asked, feigning the greatest
astonishment.
“Is this how you perform your duties, Monsieur?” the King continued. “Did I appoint you Captain of Musketeers so that your men should assassinate a soldier, disturb a whole quarter\fn{ Of the city} and try to set fire to
Paris, while you stand by without opening your mouth?” The King paused a moment, then added judiciously,
“But perhaps I am too hasty in rebuking you. Doubtless the rioters are in prison and you have come to tell me
that justice has been done.”
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“Sire,” Tréville answered calmly. “On the contrary, I have come to ask you for justice.”
“Against whom?”
“Against slanderers.”
“Well, well, here is something new! I suppose you are going to tell me that your three musketeers, plus your
lad from Gascony, did not fall upon poor Bernajoux like so many maniacs? Come now, can you deny this?”
“Who told you this fine story, Sire?”
“The prop of the State, my only servant, my only friend, the Cardinal!”
“The Cardinal is not infallible, Sire.”
“Do you propose to tell me that the Cardinal is misleading me? Come, speak up!”
“Sire, I say that the Cardinal has been misled.”
“The accusation comes from La Trémouille himself. What do you say to that?”
“Sire, I know La Trémouille to be an honorable gentleman. I therefore refer the whole thing to him—but on
one condition, Sire!”
“Which is—?”
“That Your Majesty will summon him here and that you will question him in private.”
“La Chesnaye!” the King called. “La Chesnaye!” The monarch’s confidential valet, who never left the door,
entered the room.
“La Chesnaye,” said the King, “send somebody immediately to find Monsieur de la Trémouille. I wish to
speak to him this evening.” As the valet withdrew, Tréville turned to the King:
“Your Majesty promises not to see anyone else in the meantime?”
“I promise.”
“Tomorrow, then, Sire?”
“Until tomorrow, Monsieur.”
“If my musketeers are guilty, Sire, the culprits shall be delivered into Your Majesty’s hands for you to dispose
of them at your pleasure. Does Your Majesty require anything further?”
“No, Monsieur, no. I am not called Louis the Just without reason. Tomorrow, then, Monsieur, until tomorrow.”
“Till then, and God preserve Your Majesty.”
*
On the morrow, in the King’s private antechamber, Tréville learned from La Chesnaye that they had not been
able to reach La Trémouille at his mansion the night before, that he had only just arrived, and was even now
closeted with His Majesty. Tréville was pleased at this news, for he could be certain that no foreign suggestion
could insinuate itself between La Trémouille’s testimony and himself. In fact, after some ten minutes, the door of
the King’s closet opened and La Trémouille came out.
“Monsieur de Tréville,” said the duke, “I told the King the truth, namely that the fault lay with my people and
that I was ready to apologize.”
“Monsieur le Duc,” Tréville replied, “I was so confident of your honor that I asked for no other defender
before His Majesty. I see that I was not mistaken; I thank you.” Suddenly the King appeared upon the threshold.
“Well, Tréville,” he asked, “where are your musketeers?”
“They are downstairs, Sire, and with your permission La Chesnaye will bid them come up.”
“Yes, let them come up immediately.”
The duke saluted and retired. As he opened the door, the three musketeers and D’Artagnan appeared.
“Come in, my brave lads,” the King called. “Come in, I am going to scold you.” The musketeers advanced
bowing, D’Artagnan close behind them.
“Seven of His Eminence’s Guards crushed by you four in two days!” the King exclaimed. “One man, now and
then, I don’t mind much; but seven in two days, I repeat, is too many, far too many.”
“As Your Majesty sees, my men have come, contrite and repentant, to make their apologies.”
“A fig for their contrition and repentance,” the King said. “I place no confidence in their hypocritical faces,
particularly that Gascon face over there! Come here, Monsieur.” D’Artagnan, aware that the compliment was
addressed to him, and assuming a most shamefaced air, stepped forward.
“Why, you told me he was a young man! This is a boy, Tréville, a mere boy! Do you mean to say it was he
who dealt Jussac that master stroke?”
“Yes, and he accounted for Bernajoux as well.”
“And besides this,” Athos put in, “had he not rescued me from Bicarat, I would certainly not have the honor of
making my very humble obeisance to Your Majesty at this moment.”
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“La, this lad from Gascony is a very devil! I suppose this sort of work involves the slashing of many doublets
and the breaking of many swords. And Gascons are always poor, are they not? La Chesnaye, go rummage through
all my pockets and see if you can find forty pistoles; if you do, bring me the money. And now, young man, tell me
exactly how all this came about.”
D’Artagnan related the adventure of the day before in full detail.
“That is what I fancied,” the King murmured. “Your account agrees in every particular with La Trémouille’s.
Poor Cardinal! Seven men in two days, and his very best men, too! But that will do, gentlemen, you hear, that will
do. You have taken your revenge for the tavern brawl and even exceeded it; you ought to be satisfied.”
“If Your Majesty is, then so are we,” said Tréville.
“Yes, I am quite satisfied.” Taking a handful of gold from La Chesnaye and putting it into D’Artagnan’s hand:
“Here you are!” the King said. “Here is proof of my satisfaction. There,” His Majesty added, looking at the clock,
“there, now, it’s half-past eight, you may withdraw. Thank you for your devotion, gentlemen; I can continue to
rely upon it, I feel sure.” As they retired, he turned to Tréville and added, in a low voice,
“I know you have no room in the Musketeers, so I beg you to place this young man in the company of Royal
Guards commanded by Monsieur de Essarts, your brother-in-law.”
The Captain of Musketeers nodded affirmatively.
“Ah, Tréville, I rejoice to think of the face His Eminence will make when he finds this out. He will be furious;
but I don’t care.” …
59.165 Excerpt from Les Misérables\fn{by Victor Hugo (1802-1885)} Besançon, Doubs Department, France (M) 25
I
… In 1815, Monsieur Charles François-Bienvenu Myriel was Bishop of D——.
He was a man of seventy-five, and had occupied the bishopric of D—— since 1806. Although it in no manner
concerns, even in the remotest degree, what we have to relate, it may not be useless, were it only for the sake of
exactness in all things, to notice here the reports and gossip which had arisen on his account from the time of his
arrival in the diocese.
Be it true or false, what is said about men often has as much influence upon their lives, and especially upon
their destinies, as what they do.
Monsieur Myriel was the son of a counselor of the Parliament of Aix; of the rank given to the legal profession.
His father, intending him to inherit his place, had contracted a marriage for him at the early age of eighteen or
twenty, according to a widespread custom among parliamentary families.
Charles Myriel, notwithstanding this marriage, had, it was said, been an object of much attention. His person
was admirably molded; although of slight figure, he was elegant and graceful; all the earlier part of his life had
been devoted to the world and to its pleasures.
The Revolution came, events crowded upon each other; the parliamentary families, decimated, hunted and
pursued, were soon dispersed. Monsieur Charles Myriel, on the first outbreak of the revolution, emigrated to Italy.
His wife died there of a lung complaint with which she had long been threatened. They had no children.
*
What followed in the fate of Monsieur Myriel?
The decay of the old French society, the fall of his own family, the tragic sights of ’93,\fn{ The Terror is meant}
still more fearful, perhaps, to the exiles who beheld them from afar, magnified by fright—did these arouse in him
ideas of renunciation and of solitude?
Was he, in the midst of one of the reveries or emotions which then consumed his life, suddenly attacked by one
of those mysterious and terrible blows which sometimes overwhelm, by smiting to the heart, the man whom
public disasters could not shake, by aiming at life or fortune?
No one could have answered; all that was known was that when he returned from Italy he was a priest.
*
In 1804, Monsieur Myriel was curé of B—— [Brignolles].\fn{Notes in the [ ] brackets are of an unknown origin } He
was then an old man, and lived in the deepest seclusion.
Near the time of the Coronation,\fn{ Of Napoleon Bonaparte, as Emperor of the French (December 2, 1804) } a trifling
matter of business belonging to his curacy—what it was, is not know known precisely—took him to Paris. Among
other personages of authority he went to Cardinal Fesch on behalf of his parishioners.
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One day, when the Emperor had come to visit his uncle, the worthy curé, who was waiting in the anteroom,
happened to be on the way of his Majesty. Napoleon noticing that the old man looked at him with a certain
curiousness, turned around and said brusquely:
“Who is this good man who looks at me?”
“Sire,” said Monsieur Myriel, “you behold a good man, and I a great man. Each of us may profit by it.”
That evening the Emperor asked the cardinal the name of the curé, and some time afterwards Monsieur Myriel
was overwhelmed with surprise on learning that he had been appointed Bishop of D——.
Beyond this, no one knew how much truth there was in the stories which passed current concerning the first
portion of Monsieur Myriel’s life. But few families had known the Myriels before the Revolution.
Monsieur Myriel had to submit to the fate of every newcomer in a small town,\fn{ Not a few ancient European bishoprics became situated in towns which, though once large and important places, became through the exigency of time and circumstance
places of economic and civil decay, but retained their ecclesiastical distinction out of respect for some remarkable event prescient upon
their ancient foundation} where there are many tongues to talk, and but few heads to think. He had to submit, although

he was bishop, and because he was bishop.
But after all, the gossip with which his name was connected, was only gossip: noise, talk, words, less than
words—palabres, as they say in the forcible language of the South.
Be that as it may, after nine years on episcopacy, and of residence in D——, all these stories, topics of talk,
which engross at first petty towns and petty people, were entirely forgotten. Nobody would have dared to speak
of, or even to remember them.
*
When Monsieur Myriel came to D—— he was accompanied by an old lady, Mademoiselle Baptistine, who
was his sister, ten years younger than himself. Their only domestic was a woman of about the same age as Mademoiselle Baptistine, who was called Madame Magliore, and who, after having been the servant of Monsieur le
curé, now took the double title of femme de chambre of Mademoiselle and housekeeper of Monsieur.
Mademoiselle Baptistine was a tall, pale, thin, sweet person. She fully realized the idea which is expressed by
the word “respectable;” for it seems as if it were necessary that a woman should be a mother to be venerable.
She had never been pretty; her whole life, which had been but a succession of pious works, had produced upon
her a kind of transparent whiteness, and in growing old she had acquired what may be called the beauty of goodness. What had been thinness in her youth had become in maturity transparency, and this etherialness permitted
gleams of the angel within.
She was more a spirit than a virgin mortal. Her form was shadow-like, hardly enough body to convey the
thought of sex—a little earth containing a spark—large eyes, always cast down; a pretext for a soul to remain on
earth.
Madame Magloire was a little, white, fat, jolly, bustling old woman, always out of breath, caused first by her
activity, and then by the asthma.
Monsieur Myriel, upon his arrival, was installed in his Episcopal palace with the honors ordained by the
imperial decrees, which class the bishop next in rank to the field-marshal.
The Mayor and the President made him the first visit, and he, on his part, paid like honor to the General and
the Prefect.
The installation being completed, the town was curious to see its bishop at work.
*
The bishop’s palace at D—— was contiguous to the hospital: the palace was a spacious and beautiful edifice,
built of stone near the beginning of the last century by Monseigneur Henri Pujet, a doctor of theology of the
Faculty of Paris, Abbé of Simore, who was bishop of D—— in 1712. The palace was in truth a lordly dwelling:
there was an air of grandeur about everything, the apartments of the bishop, the saloons, the chambers, the court
of honor, which was very large, with arched walks after the antique Florentine style; and a garden planted with
magnificent trees.
In the dining hall was a long, superb gallery, which was level with the ground, opening upon the garden;
Monsiegneur Henri Pujet had given a grand banquet on the 29 th of July, 1714, to Monseigneur Charles Brûlart de
Genlis, Archbishop, Prince d’Embrun; Antoine de Mesgrigny, Capuchin, Bishop of Grasse; Philippe de Vendôme,
Grand-Prior de France; the Abbé de Saint Honoré de Lérins; François de Berton de Grillon, Lord Bishop of
Vence; Cesar de Sabran de Forealquier, Lord Bishop of Glandève; et Jean Soanen, Priest of the Oratory, Preacher
in Ordinary to the King, Lord Bishop of Senez.
The portraits of these seven reverend personages decorated the hall, and this memorable date, July 29 th, 1714,
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appeared in letters of gold on a white marble tablet.
*
The hospital was a low, narrow, one story building with a small garden.
Three days after the bishop’s advent he visited the hospital; when the visit was ended, he invited the director to
oblige him by coming to the palace.
“Monsieur,” he said to the director of the hospital, “how many patients have you?”
“Twenty-six, Monseigneur.”
“That is as I counted them,” said the bishop.
“The beds,” continued the director, “are very much crowded.”
“I noticed it.”
“The wards are but small chambers and are not easily ventilated.”
“It seems so to me.”
“And then, when the sun does shine, the garden is very small for the convalescents.”
“That was what I was thinking.”
“Of epidemics we have had typhus fever this year; two years ago we had miliary fever, sometimes one hundred
patients, and we did not know what to do.”
“That occurred to me.”
“What can we do, Monseigneur?” said the director; “we must be resigned.” This conversation took place in the
dining gallery on the ground floor.
“Monsieur,” he said, “how many beds do you think this hall alone would contain?”
“The dining hall of Monseigneur!” exclaimed the director, stupefied. The Bishop ran his eyes over the hall,
seemingly taking measure and making calculations.
“It will hold twenty beds,” said he to himself; then raising his voice, he said:
“Listen, Monsieur Director, to what I have to say. There is evidently a mistake here. There are twenty-six of
you in five or six small rooms: there are only three of us, and space for sixty. There is a mistake, I tell you. You
have my house, and I have yours. Restore mine to me; you are at home.”
Next day the twenty-six poor invalids were installed in the bishop’s palace, and the bishop was in the hospital.
*
Monsieur Myriel had no property, his family having been impoverished by the Revolution. His sister had a life
estate of five hundred francs, which in the vicarage sufficed for her personal needs. Monsieur Myriel received
from the Government as bishop a salary of fifteen thousand livres\fn{In the text, it is francs; but this must be an error, as all
the enumerated lists below are in livres} The day on which he took up his residence in the hospital building, he resolved
to appropriate thus sum once for all to the following uses. We copy the schedule then written by him:
Schedule for the regulation of my household expenses.
For the little seminary
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Mission congregation
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
For the Lazaristes of Montdidier
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Seminary of foreign missions .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Congregation of the Saint-Esprit
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Religious establishments in the Holy Land
.
.
.
.
.
.
Maternal charitable societies .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
For that of Arles .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
For the amelioration of prisons
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
For the relief and deliverance of prisoners
.
.
.
.
.
.
For the liberation of fathers of families imprisoned for debt .
.
.
.
.
Additions to the salaries of poor schoolmasters of the diocese
.
.
.
.
Public storehouse of Hautes-Alpes
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Association of the ladies of D—— of Manosquer and Sisteron for the gratuitous instruction of poor girls
For the poor
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
My personal expenses
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
TOTAL .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

. 1500 livres
. 100 livres
. 100 livres
. 200 livres
. 150 livres
. 100 livres
. 300 livres
. 50 livres
. 400 livres
. 500 livres
. 1000 livres
. 2000 livres
. 100 livres
. 1500 livres
. 6000 livres
. 1000 livres
. 15,000 livres

Monsieur Myriel made no alteration in this plan during the time he held the see of D——; he called it, as will
be seen, the regulation of his household expenses.
Mademoiselle Baptistine accepted this arrangement with entire submission: Monsieur Myriel was to here at
once her brother and her bishop, her companion by ties of blood and her superior by ecclesiastical authority. She
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loved and venerated him unaffectedly: when he spoke, she listened; when he acted, she gave him her co-operation.
Madame Magliore, however, their servant, grumbled a little. The bishop, as will be seen, had reserved but a
thousand livres; this, added to the income of Mademoiselle Baptistine, gave them a yearly dependence of fifteen
hundred livres, upon which the three old people subsisted.
Thanks, however, to the rigid economy of Madame Maglioire, and the excellent management of Mademoiselle
Baptistine, whenever a curate came to D——, the bishop found means to extend to him his hospitality.
About three months after the installation, the bishop said one day,
“With all this I am very much cramped.”
“I think so too,” said Madame Magliore: “Monseigneur has not even asked for the sum due him by the department for his carriage expenses in town, and in his circuits in the diocese. It was formerly the custom with all
bishops.”
“Yes,” said the bishop; “you are right, Madame Magloire.” He made his application.
Some time afterwards the Conseil-Général took his claim into consideration and voted him an annual stipend
of three thousand livres under this head:
Allowance to the bishop for carriage expenses, and traveling expenses for pastoral visits.

The bourgeoise of the town were much excited on the subject, and in regard to it a senator of the Empire, formerly member of the Council of Five Hundred, an advocate of the Eighteenth Brumaire, now provided with a rich
senatorial seat near D——, wrote to Monsieur Bigot de Préameneu, Minister of Public Worship, a fault-finding,
confidential epistle, from which we make the following extract:
… Carriage expenses! What can he want of it in a town of less than 4000 inhabitants? Expenses of pastoral visits!
And what good do they do, in the first place; and then, how is it possible to travel by post in this mountain region?
There are no roads; he can go only by horseback. Even the bridge over the Durance at Château Arnoux is scarcely
passable for oxcarts. These priests are always so; avaricious and miserly. This one played the good apostle at the outset:
now he acts like the rest; he must have a carriage and post-chaise. He must have luxury like the old bishops. Bah! This
whole priesthood! Monsieur le Comte, things will never be better till the Emperor delivers us from these macaroni
priests. Down with the Pope!\fn{Matters were getting embroiled with Rome} As for me, I am for Cæsar alone, &c., &c.,
&c. …

This application, on the other hand, pleased Madame Magliore exceedingly.
“Good,” said she to Mademoiselle Baptistine; “Monseigneur began with others, but he had found at last that he
must end by taking care of himself. He has arranged all his charities, and so now here are three thousand
livres\fn{Again, the text has francs, but the list livres.} for us.”
The same evening the bishop wrote and gave to his sister a note couched in these terms:
Carriage and Traveling Expenses
For beef broth for the Hospital
.
.
For the Aix Maternal Charity Association
.
For the Draguignan Maternal Charity Association .
For Foundlings
.
.
.
.
For Orphans
.
.
.
.
TOTAL .
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

. 1500 livres
. 250 livres
. 250livres
. 500 livres
. 500 livres
. 3000livres

Such was the budget of Monsieur Myriel.
In regard to the official perquisites, marriage licenses, dispensations, private baptisms, and preaching,
consecrations of churches or chapels, marriages, &c., the bishop gathered them from the wealthy with as much
exactness as he dispensed them to the poor.
In a short time donations of money began to come in; those who had and those who had not, knocked at the
Bishop’s door; some came to receive alms and others to bestow them, and in less than a year he had become the
treasurer of all the benevolent, and the dispenser to all the needy. Large sums passed through his hands; nevertheless he changed in no wise his mode of life, nor added the least luxury to his simple fare.
On the contrary, as there is always more misery among the lower classes than there is humanity in the higher,
everything was given away, so to speak, before it was received, like water on thirsty soil; it was well that money
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came to him, for he never kept any; and besides he robbed himself.
It being the custom that all bishops should put their baptismal names at the head of their orders and pastoral
letters, the poor people of the district had chosen by a sort of affectionate instinct, from among the names of the
bishop, that which was expressive to them, and they always called him Monseigneur Bienvenu.\fm{ Monseigneur
Welcome}
We shall follow their example and shall call him thus; besides, this pleased him.
“I like this name,” said he; “Bienvenu counterbalances Monseigneur.”
We do not claim that the portrait which we present here is a true one; we say only that it resembles him.
*
The bishop, after converting his carriage into alms, none the less regularly made his round of visits, and in the
diocese of D—— this was a wearisome task. There was very little plain, a good deal of mountain; and hardly any
roads, as a matter of course; thirty-two curacies, forty-one vicarages, and two hundred and eighty-five sub-curacies. To visit all these is a great labor, but the bishop went through with it.
He traveled on foot in his own neighborhood, in a cart when he was in the plains, and in a cacolet, a basket
strapped on the back of a mule, when in the mountains. The two women usually accompanied him, but when the
journey was too difficult for them he went alone.
One day he arrived at Senez, formerly the seat of a bishopric, mounted on an ass. His purse was very empty at
the time, and would not permit any better conveyance. The mayor of the city came to receive him at the gate of
the Episcopal residence, and saw him dismount from his ass with astonishment and mortification. Several of the
citizens stood near by, laughing.
“Monsieur Mayor,” said the bishop, “and Messieure citizens, I see what astonishes you; you think that it shows
a good deal of pride for a poor priest to use the same conveyance which was used by Jesus Christ. I have done it
from necessity, I assure you, and not from vanity.”
In his visits he was indulgent and gentle, and preached less than he talked. He never used far-fetched reasons
or examples. To the inhabitants of one region he would cite the example of a neighboring region. In the cantons
where the necessitous were treated with severity he would say,
“Look at the people of Briançon. They have given to the poor, and to widows and orphans, the right to mow
their meadows three days before any one else. When their houses are in ruins they rebuild them without cost. And
so it is a country blessed of God. For a whole century they have not had a single murderer.” In villages where the
people were greedy for gain at harvest time, he would say,
“Look at Embrun. If a father of a family, at harvest time, has his sons in the army, and his daughters at service
in the city, and he is sick, the priest recommends him in his sermons, and on Sunday, after mass, the whole population of the village, men, women, and children, go into the poor man’s field and harvest his crop, and put the
straw and the grain into his granary.” To families divided by questions of property and inheritance, he would say,
“See the mountaineers of Devolny, a country so wild that the nightingale is not heard there once in fifty years.
Well now, when the father dies, in a family, the boys go away to seek their fortunes, and leave the property to the
girls, so that they may get husbands.” In these cantons where there was a taste for the law, and where the farmers
were ruining themselves with stamped paper, he would say,
“Look at those good peasants of the valley of Queyras. There are three thousand souls there. Why, it is like a
little republic! Neither judge nor constable is known there. The mayor does everything. He apportions the impost,
taxes each one according to his judgment, decides their quarrels without charge, distributes their patrimony
without fees, gives judgment without expense; and he is obeyed, because he is a just man among simple-hearted
men.” In the villages which he found without a schoolmaster, he would again hold up the valley of Queyras.
“Do you know how they do?” he would say. “As a little district of twelve or fifteen houses cannot always
support a teacher, they have schoolmasters that are paid by the whole valley, who go around from village to
village, passing a week in this place, and ten days in that, and give instruction. These masters attend the fairs,
where I have seen them. They are known by quills which they wear in their hat-band. Those who teach only how
to read have one quill; those who teach reading and arithmetic have two; and those who teach reading, arithmetic,
and Latin, have three; the latter are esteemed great scholars. But what a shame to be ignorant! Do like the people
of Queyras.”
In such fashion would he talk, gravely and paternally; in default of examples he would invent parables, going
straight to his object, with few phrases and many images, which was the very eloquence of Jesus Christ, convincing and persuasive.
*
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His conversation was affable and pleasant. He adapted himself to the capacity of the two old women who lived
with him, but when he laughed, it was the laugh of a schoolboy.
Madame Magloire usually called him Your Greatness. One day he rose from his armchair, and went to his
library for a book. It was upon one of the upper shelves, and as the bishop was rather short, he could not reach it.
“Madame Magloire,” said he, “bring me a chair. My greatness does not extend to this shelf.”
*
One of his distant relatives, the Countess of Lô, rarely let an occasion escape of enumerating in his presence
what she called “the expectations” of her three sons. She had several relatives, very old and near their death, of
whom her sons were the legal heirs. The youngest of the three was to receive from a great-aunt a hundred thousand livres in the funds; the second was to take the title of duke from his uncle; the eldest would succeed to the
peerage of his grandfather.
The bishop commonly listened in silence to these innocent and pardonable maternal displays. Once, however,
he appeared more dreamy than was his custom, while Madame de Lô rehearsed the detail of all these successions
and all these “expectations.” Stopping suddenly, with some impatience, she exclaimed,
“My goodness, cousin, what are you thinking about?”
“I am thinking,” said the bishop, “of a strange thing which is, I believe, in St. Augustine: ‘Place your expectations on him to whom there is no succession!’”
*
On another occasion, when he received a letter announcing the decease of a gentleman of the country, in which
were detailed, at great length, not only the dignities of the departed, but the feudal and titular honors of all his
relatives, he exclaimed:
“What a broad back has death! What a wondrous load of titles will he cheerfully carry, and what hardihood
must men have who will thus use the tomb to feed their vanity!”
*
At times he made use of gentle raillery, which was almost always charged with serious ideas.
Once, during Lent, a young vicar came to D——, and preached in the cathedral. The subject of his sermon was
charity, and he treated it very eloquently. He called upon the rich to give alms to the poor, if they would escape the
tortures of hell, which he pictured in the most fearful colors, and enter that paradise which he painted as so
desirable and inviting.
There was a retired merchant of wealth in the audience, a little given to usury, Monsieur Géborand, who had
accumulated an estate of two millions in the manufacture of coarse cloths and serges. Never, in the whole course
of his life, had Monsieur Géborand given alms to the unfortunate; but from the date of this sermon it was noticed
that he gave regularly, every Sunday, a penny to the old beggar woman at the door of the cathedral.
There were six of them to share it.
The bishop chanced to see him one day, as he was performing this act of charity, and said to his sister, with a
smile,
“See Monsieur Géborand, buying a pennyworth of paradise.”
*
When soliciting aid for any charity, he was not silenced by a refusal; he was at no loss for words that would set
the hearers thinking.
One day, he was receiving alms for the poor in a parlor in the city, where the Marquis of Champtercier, who
was old, rich, and miserly, was present. The Marquis managed to be, at the same time, an ultra-royalist and an
ultra-Voltairian, a species of which he was not the only representative. The bishop come to him in turn, touched
his arm and said,
“Monsieur le Marquis, you must give me something.” The Marquis turned and answered dryly,
“Monseigneur, I have my own poor.”
“Give them to me,” said the bishop.
*
One day he preached this sermon in the cathedral:
My very dear brethren, my good friends, there are in France thirteen hundred and twenty thousand peasants’
cottages that have but three openings; eighteen hundred and seventeen thousand that have two, the door and one
window; and finally, three hundred and forty-six thousand cabins, with only one opening—the door. And this is in
consequence of what is called the excise upon doors and windows. In these poor families, among the aged women and
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the little children, dwelling in these huts, how abundant is fever and disease?
Alas! God gives light to men; the law sells it. I do not blame the law, but I bless God. In Isère, in Var, and in the
Upper and the Lower Alps, the peasants have not even wheelbarrows, they carry the manure on their backs; they have
no candles, but burn pine knots, and bits of rope soaked in pitch.
And the same is the case all through the upper part of Dauphiné. They make bread once in six months, and bake it
with the refuse of the fields. In the winter it becomes so hard that they cut it up with an axe, and soak it for twenty-four
hours, before they can eat it.
My brethren, be compassionate! Behold how much suffering there is around you.

*
Born a Provençal, he had easily made himself familiar with all the patois of the South. He would say, “Eh, bé!
Moussu, sès sagé?” as in Lower Languedoc; “Onté anaras passa?” as in the Lower Alps; “Puerte un bouen mou
tou embe un bouen froumage grase,” as in Upper Dauphiné. This pleased the people greatly, and contributed not a
little to giving him ready access to their hearts.
He was the same in a cottage and on the mountains as in his own house. He could say the grandest things in the
most common language; and as he spoke all dialects, his words entered the souls of all.
Moreover, his manners with the rich were the same as with the poor. He condemned nothing hastily, or without taking account of circumstances. He would say,
“Let us see the way in which the fault came to pass.”
Being, as he smilingly described himself, an ex-sinner, he had none of the inaccessibility of a rigorist, and boldly professed, even under the frowning eyes of the ferociously virtuous, a doctrine which may be stated nearly as
follows:
Man has a body which is at once his burden and his temptation.
He drags it along, and yields to it.
He ought to watch over it, to keep it in bounds; to repress it, and only to obey it at the last extremity.
It may be wrong to obey even then, but if so, the fault is venial.
It is a fall, but a fall upon the knees, which may end in prayer.
To be a saint is the exception; to be upright is the rule.
Err, falter, sin, but be upright.
To commit the least possible sin is the law for man.
To live without sin is the dream of an angel.
Everything terrestrial is subject to sin.
Sin is a gravitation.

When he heard many exclaiming, and expressing great indignation against anything,
“Oh! Oh!” he would say, smiling, “It would seem that this is a great crime, of which they are all guilty. How
frightened hypocrisy hastens to defend itself, and to get under cover.”
He was indulgent towards women, and towards the poor, upon whom the weight of society falls most heavily;
and said:
“The faults of women, children, and servants, of the feeble, the indigent, and the ignorant are the faults of their
husbands, fathers, and masters, of the strong, the rich, and the wise.” At other times, he said,
“Teach the ignorant as much as you can; society is culpable in not providing instruction for all, and it must
answer for the night which it produces.
“If the soul is left in darkness, sins will be committed. The guilty one is not he who commits the sin, but he
who causes the darkness.”
*
As we see, he had a strange and peculiar way of judging things.
I suspect that he acquired it from the Gospel.
In company one day he heard an account of a criminal case that was about to be tried. A miserable man,
through love for a woman and for the child she had bore him, had been making false coin, his means being exhausted. At that time counterfeiting was still punished with death. The woman was arrested for passing the first
piece that he had made. She was held a prisoner, but there was no proof against her lover. She alone could testify
against him, and convict him by her confession.
She denied his guilt. They insisted, but she was obstinate in her denial.
In this state of the case, the procureur du roi devised a shrewd plan. He represented to her that her lover was
unfaithful, and by means of fragments of letters skillfully put together, succeeded in persuading the unfortunate
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woman that she had a rival, and that this man had deceived her. At once exasperated by jealousy, she denounced
her lover, confessed all, and proved his guilt.
He was to be tried in a few days, at Aix, with his accomplice, and his conviction was certain. The story was
told, and everybody was in ecstasy at the adroitness of the officer. In bringing jealousy into play, he had brought
truth to light by means of anger, and justice had sprung from revenge.
The bishop listened to all this in silence. When it was finished he asked:
“Where are this man and woman to be tried?”
“At the Assizes.”
“And where is the procureur du roi to be tried?”
*
A tragic event occurred at D——.
A man had been condemned to death for murder. The unfortunate prisoner was a poorly educated, but not
entirely ignorant man, who had been a juggler at fairs, and a public letter-writer. The people were greatly interested in the trial.
The evening before the day fixed for the execution of the condemned, the almoner of the prison fell ill. A priest
was needed to attend the prisoner in his last moments. The curé was sent for, but he refused to go, saying,
“That does not concern me. I have nothing to do with such drudgery, or with that mountebank; besides, I am
sick myself; and moreover it is not my place.”\fn{ I.e., the primary function of an almoner is to distribute alms } When this
reply was reported to the bishop, he said,
“The curé is right. It is not his place, it is mine.”
He went, on the instant, to the prison, went down into the dungeon of the “mountebank,” called him by his
name, took him by the hand, and talked with him. He passed the whole day with him, forgetful of food and sleep,
praying to God for the soul of the condemned, and exhorting the condemned to join with him. He spoke to him
the best truths, which are the simplest. He was father, brother, friend; bishop for blessing only. He taught him
everything by encouraging and consoling him.
This man would have died in despair. Death, for him, was like an abyss. Standing shivering upon the dreadful
brink, he recoiled with horror.
He was not ignorant enough to be indifferent. The terrible shock of his condemnation had in some sort broken
here and there that wall which separates us from the mystery of things beyond, and which we call life. Through
these fatal breaches, he was constantly looking beyond this world, and he could see nothing but darkness; the
bishop showed him the light.
On the morrow when they came for the poor man, the bishop was with him. He followed him, and showed
himself to the eyes of the crowd in his violet camail, with his bishop’s cross about his neck, side by side with the
miserable being, who was bound with cords.
He mounted the cart with him, he ascended the scaffold with him. The sufferer, so gloomy and so horrorstricken in the evening, was now radiant with hope. He felt that his soul was reconciled, and he trusted in God.
The bishop embraced him, and at the moment when the axe was about to fall, he said to him,
“Whom man kills, him God restoreth to life; whom his brethren put away, he findeth the Father. Pray, believe,
enter into life! The Father is there.”
When he descended from the scaffold, something in his look made the people fall back. It would be hard to say
which was the most wonderful, his paleness or his serenity. As he entered the humble dwelling which he smilingly
called his palace, he said to his sister,
“I have been officiating pontifically.”
As the most sublime things are often least comprehended, there were those in the city who said, in commenting
upon the bishop’s conduct, that it was affectation, but such ideas were confined to the upper classes. The people,
who do not look for unworthy motives in holy works, admired and were softened.
As to the bishop, the sight of the guillotine was a shock to him, from which it was long before he recovered.
*
The scaffold, indeed, when it is prepared and set up, has the effect of a hallucination.
We may be indifferent to the death penalty, and may not declare ourselves, yes or no, so long as we have not
seen a guillotine with our own eyes. But when we see one, the shock is violent, and we are compelled to decide
and take part, for or against. Some admire it, like Le Maistre; others execrate it, like Beccaria.
The guillotine is the concretion of the law; it is called the Avenger; it is not neutral, and does not permit you to
remain neutral.
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He who sees it quakes with the most mysterious of tremblings. All social questions set up their points of interrogation about this axe. The scaffold is vision. The scaffold is not a …,\fn{ Here the text has: mer[ ]frame, with a letter
missing between the brackets} the scaffold is not a machine, the scaffold is not an inert piece of mechanism made of
wood, of iron, and of ropes.
It seems a sort of being which had some somber origin of which we can have no idea; one would say that this
frame sees, that this machine understands, that this mechanism comprehends; that this wood, this iron, and these
ropes, have a will.
In the fearful reverie into which its presence casts the soul, the awful apparition of the scaffold confounds itself
with its horrid work.
The scaffold becomes the accomplice of the executioner; it devours, it eats flesh, and it drinks blood.
The scaffold is a sort of monster created by the judge and the workman, a specter which seems to live with a
kind of unspeakable life, drawn from all the death which it has wrought.
*
Thus the impression was horrible and deep; on the morrow of the execution, and for many days, the bishop
appeared to be overwhelmed.
The almost violent calmness of the fatal moment had disappeared; the phantom of social justice took possession of him. He, who ordinarily looked back upon all his actions with a satisfaction so radiant, now seemed to be
a subject of self-reproach. At\fn{ The text has: By} times he would talk to himself, and in an undertone mutter dismal
monologues. One evening his sister overheard and preserved the following:
I did not believe that it could be so monstrous. It is wrong to be so absorbed in the divine law as not to perceive the
human law. Death belongs to God alone. By what right do men touch that unknown thing?

With the lapse of time these impressions faded away, and were probably effaced. Nevertheless it was remarked
that the bishop ever after avoided passing by the place of execution.
*
Monsieur Myriel could be called at all hours to the bedside of the sick and the dying. He well knew that there
was his highest duty and his greatest work.
Widowed or orphan families had no need to send for him; he came of himself. He would sit silent for long
hours by the side of a man who had lost the wife whom he loved, or of a mother who had lost her child.
As he knew the time for silence, he knew also the time for speech. Oh, admirable consoler! He did not seek to
drown grief in oblivion, but to exalt and to dignify it by hope. He would say,
“Be careful of the way in which you think of the dead. Think not of what might have been. Look steadfastly
and you shall see the living glory of your well-beloved dead in this depths of heaven.”
He believed that faith is healthful. He sought to counsel and to calm the despairing man by pointing out to him
the man of resignation, and to transform the grief which looks down into the grave by showing it the grief which
looks up to the stars.
*
The private life of Monsieur Myriel was full of the same thoughts as his public life. To one who could have
seen it on the spot, the voluntary poverty in which the Bishop of D—— lived, would have been a serious as well
as a pleasant sight.
Like all old men, and like most thinkers, he slept but little, but that little was sound. In the morning he devoted
an hour to meditation, and then said mass, either at the cathedral, or in his own house. After mass he took his
breakfast of rye bread and milk, and then went to work.
A bishop is a very busy man; he must receive the report of the clerk of the diocese, ordinarily a prebendary,
every day; and nearly every day his grand vicars. He has congregations to superintend, licenses to grant, all
ecclesiastical bookselling to examine, parish and diocesan catechisms, prayer-books, &c., charges to write,
preachings to authorize, curés and mayors to make peace between, a clerical correspondence, an administrative
correspondence, on the one hand the Government, on the other the Holy See, a thousand matters of business.
What time these various affairs and his devotions and his breviary left him, he gave first to the needy, the sick,
and the afflicted; what time the afflicted, the sick, and the needy left him, he gave to labor. Sometimes he used a
spade in his garden, and sometimes he read and wrote. He had but one name for these two kinds of labor; he
called them gardening.
“The spirit is a garden,” said he.
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Towards noon, when the weather was good, he would go out and walk in the fields, or in the city, often visiting
the cottages and cabins. He would be seen plodding along, wrapped in his thoughts, his eyes bent down, resting
upon his long cane, wearing his violet doublet, wadded so as to be very warm, violet stockings and heavy shoes,
and his flat hat, from the three corners of which hung the three golden grains of spikenard.
His coming made a fëte. One would have said that he dispensed warmth and light as he passed along. Old
people and children would come to their doors for the bishop as they would for the sun. He blessed, and was
blessed in return. Whoever was in need of anything was shown the way to his house.
Now and then he would stop and talk to the little boys and girls—and give a smile to their mothers. When he
had money his visits were to the poor; when he had none, he visited the rich.
As he made his cassock last a very long time; in order that it might not be perceived, he never went out into the
city without his violet doublet. In summer this was rather irksome.
On his return he dined. His dinner was like his breakfast.
At half-past eight in the evening he took supper with his sister, Madame Magliore standing behind them and
waiting on the table. Nothing could be more frugal than this meal. If, however, the bishop had one of his curés to
supper, Madame Magloire improved the occasion to serve her master with some excellent fish from the lakes, or
some fine game from the mountain. Every curé was a pretext for a fine meal; the bishop did not interfere. With
these exceptions, there was rarely seen upon his table more than boiled vegetables, or bread warmed with oil. And
so it came to be a saying in the city,
“When the bishop does not entertain a curé, he entertains a Trappist.”\fn{An order renowned for the frugality of their
table}
After supper he would chat for half an hour with Mademoiselle Baptistine and Madame Magliore, and then go
to his own room and write, sometimes upon loose sheets, sometimes on the margin of one of his folios. He was a
well-read and even a learned man. He has left five or six very curious manuscripts behind him; among them is a
dissertation upon this passage in Genesis: In the beginning the spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
He contrasts this with three other versions; the Arabic, which has: the winds of God blew; Flavius Josephus, who
says: a wind from on high fell upon all the earth; and finally the Chaldean paraphrase of Onkelos, which reads: a
wind coming from God blew upon the face of the waters.
In another dissertation, he examines the theological works of Hugo, Bishop of Ptolemais, a distant relative of
the writer of this book, and proves that sundry little tracts, published in the last century under the pseudonym of
Barleycourt, should be attributed to that prelate.
Sometimes in the midst of his reading, no matter what book he might have in his hands, he would suddenly fall
into deep meditati0on, and when it was over, would write a few lines on whatever page was open before him.
These lines often have no connection with the book in which they are written. We have under our own eyes a note
written by him upon the margin of a quartro volume entitled: Correspondance du Lord Germain avec les
généraux Clinton, Cornwallis, et les amiraux de la Station de l’Amérique. A Versasilles, chez Poinçot, Libraire, et
à Paris, chez Pissot, Quai des Augustins.
And this is the note:
Oh Thou who art! Ecclesiastes names Thee the All mighty; Maccabees names Thee Creator; the Epistle to the
Ephesians names Thee Liberty; Baruch names Thee Immensity; the Psalms name Thee Wisdom and Truth; John names
Thee Light; the book of Kings names Thee Lord; Exodus calls Thee Providence; Leviticus, Holiness; Esdras, Justice;
Creation calls Thee God; man names Thee Father; but Solomon names Thee Compassion, and that is the most beautiful
of all Thy names.

Towards nine o’clock in the evening the two women were accustomed to retire to their chambers in the second
story, leaving him until morning alone upon the lower floor.
Here it is necessary that we should give an exact idea of the dwelling of the Bishop of D——.
*
The house which he occupied consisted, as we have said, of a ground floor and a second story; three rooms on
the ground floor, three on the second story, and an attic above. Behind the house was a garden of about a quarter
of an acre. The two women occupied the upper floor; the bishop lived below. The first room, which opened upon
the street, was his dining room, the second was his bedroom, and the third his oratory. You could not leave the
oratory without passing through the bedroom, and to leave the bedroom you must pass through the dining room.
At one end of the oratory there was an alcove closed in, with a bed for occasions of hospitality. The bishop kept
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this bed for the country curés when business or the wants of their parish brought them to D——.
The pharmacy of the hospital, a little building adjoining the house and extending into the garden, had been
transformed into a kitchen and cellar.
There was also a stable in the garden, which was formerly the hospital kitchen, where the bishop now kept a
couple of cows, and invariably, every morning, he sent half the milk they gave to the sick at the hospital.
“I pay my tithes,” said he.
His room was quite large, and was difficult to warm in bad weather. As wood is very dear at D——, he
conceived the idea of having a room partitioned off from the cow-stable with a tight plank ceiling. In the coldest
weather he passed his evenings there, and called it his winter parlor.
In this winter parlor, as in the dining room, the only furniture was a square white wooden table, and four straw
chairs. The dining-room, however, was furnished with an old sideboard stained red. A similar sideboard, suitably
draped with white linen and imitation lace, served for the altar which decorated the oratory.
His rich penitents and the pious women of D—— had often contributed the money for a beautiful new altar for
Monseigneur’s oratory; he had always taken the money and given it to the poor.
“The most beautiful of altars,” said he, “is the soul of an unhappy man who is comforted and thanks God.”
In his oratory he had two prie-dieu straw chairs, and an armchair, also of straw, in the bedroom. When he
happened to have seven or eight visitors at once, the prefect, or the general, or the major of the regiment in the
garrison, or some of the pupils of the little seminary, he was obliged to go to the stable for the chairs that were in
the winter parlor, to the oratory for the prie-dieu, and to the bedroom for the armchair; in this way he could get
together as many as eleven seats for his visitors. At each new visit a room was stripped.
It happened sometimes that there were twelve; then the bishop concealed the embarrassment of the situation by
standing before the fire if it were winter, or by walking in the garden if it were summer.
There was another chair in the strangers’ alcove, but it had lost half its straw, and had but three legs, so that it
could be used only when standing against the wall. Mademoiselle Baptistine had also, in her room, a very large
wooden easy-chair, that had once been gilded and covered with flowered silk, but as it had to be taken into her
room through the window, the stairway being too narrow, it could not be counted among the movable furniture.
It had been the ambition of Mademoiselle Baptistine to be able to buy a parlor lounge, with cushions of
Utrecht velvet, roses on a yellow grounds, while the mahogany should be in the form of swans’ necks. But this
would have cost at least five hundred francs, and as she had been able to save only forty-two francs and ten sous
for the purpose in five years, she had finally given it up.
But who ever does attain to his ideal?
Nothing could be plainer in its arrangements than the bishop’s bed chamber. A window, which was also a door,
opening upon the garden; facing this, the bed, an iron hospital bed, with green serge curtains; in the shadow of the
bed, behind a screen, the toilet utensils, still betraying the elegant habits of the man of the world; two doors, one
near the chimney, leading into the oratory, the other near the bookcase, opening into the dining room. The
bookcase, a large closet with glass doors, filled with books; the fireplace, cased with wood painted to imitate
marble, usually without fire; in the fireplace, a pair of andirons ornamented with two vases of flowers, once plated
with silver, which was a kind of Episcopal luxury; above the fireplace, a copper crucifix, from which the silver
was worn off, fixed upon a piece of threadbare black velvet in a wooden frame from which the gilt was almost
gone; near the window, a large table with an inkstand, covered with confused papers and heavy volumes. In front
of the table was the straw arm-chair, and before the bed, a prie-dieu from the oratory.
Two portraits in oval frames hung on the wall on either side of the bed. Small gilt inscriptions upon the
background of the canvas indicated that the portraits represented: one, the Abbé de Chaliot, Bishop of Saint
Claude; the other, the Abbé Toureteau, Vicar-General of Agde, Abbé of Grand-Champs, Order of Citeaux, Diocese
of Chartre. The bishop found these portraits when he succeeded to the hospital patients in this chamber, and left
them untouched. They were priests, and probably donors to the hospital—two reasons why he should respect
them. All that he knew of these two personages was that they had been named by the king, the one to his
bishopric, the other to his living, on the same day, the twenty-seventh of April, 1785. Madame Magliore having
taken down the pictures to wipe off the dust, the bishop had found this circumstance written in a faded ink upon a
little square piece of paper, yellow with time, stuck with four wafers on the back of the portrait of the Abbé of
Grand-Champs.
He had at his window an antique curtain of coarse woolen stuff, which finally became so old that, to save the
expense of a new one, Madame Maglioire was obliged to put a large patch in the very middle of it. This patch was
in the form of a cross. The bishop often called attention to it.
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“How fortunate that is,” he would say.
Every room in the house, on the ground floor as well as in the upper story, without exception, was whitewashed, as is the custom in barracks and in hospitals.
However, in later years, as we shall see by-and-by, Madame Magliore found under the wall paper, some
paintings which decorated the apartment of Mademoiselle Baptistine. Before it was a hospital, the house had been
a sort of gathering-place for the citizens, at which time these decorations were introduced. The floors of the
chambers were paved with red brick, which were scoured every week, and before the beds straw matting was
spread. In all respects the house was kept by the two women exquisitely neat from top to bottom. This was the
only luxury that the bishop would permit. He would say,
“That takes nothing from the poor.”
We must confess that he still retained of what he had formerly, six silver dishes and a silver soup ladle, which
Madame Magliore contemplated every day with new joy as they shone on the coarse, white, linen tablecloth. And
as we are drawing the portrait of the bishop of D—— just as he was, we must add that he had said, more than
once,
“It would be difficult for me to give up eating from silver.”
With this silver ware should be counted two large, massive silver candlesticks which he inherited from a greataunt. These candlesticks held two wax-candles, and their place was upon the bishop’s mantle. When he had any
one to dinner, Madame Magliore lighted the two candles and placed the two candlesticks upon the table.
There was in the bishop’s chamber, at the head of his bed, a small cupboard in which Madame Magliore placed
the six silver dishes and the great ladle every evening. But the key was never taken out of it.
The garden, which was somewhat marred by the unsightly structures of which we have spoken, was laid out
with four walks, crossing at the drain-well at the center. There was another walk round the garden, along the white
wall which enclosed it. These walks left four square plots which were bordered with box.\fn{ Box-hedge} In three of
them Madame Magliore cultivated vegetables; in the fourth the Bishop had planted flowers, and here and there
were a few fruit trees. Madame Magliore once said to him with a kind of gentle reproach:
“Monseigneur, you are always anxious to make everything useful, but yet here is a plot that is of no use. It
would be much better to have salads there than bouquets.”
“Madame Magliore,” replied the bishop, “you are mistaken. The beautiful is as useful as the useful.” He added,
after a moment’s silence,
“Perhaps more so.”
This plot, consisting of three or four beds, occupied the bishop nearly as much as his books. He usually passed
an hour or two there, trimming, weeding, and making holes here and there in the ground, and planting seeds. He
was as much averse to insects as a gardener would have wished. He made no pretensions to botany, and knew
nothing of groups or classification; but did not care in the least to decide between Tournefort\fn{ Joseph Pitton de
Tournefort (1656-1708) “a French botanist, notable as the first to make a clear definition of the concept of genus for plants.” } and the
natural method; he took no part, either for the utricles against the cotyledons,\fn{ I, too, have no wish to know what this
means} or for Jussieu\fn{Perhaps Antoine de Jussieu (1686-1758), French naturalist.} against Linnæus.\fn{Carl Linnaeus (17071778), the Swedish botanist “who formalised the modern system of naming organisms called binomial nomenclature.”W,H }
He did not study plants, he loved flowers. He had much respect for the learned, but still more for the ignorant;
and, while he fulfilled his duty in both these respects, he watered his beds every summer evening with a tin watering-pot painted green.
Not a door in the house had a lock. The door of the dining room which, we have mentioned, opened into the
cathedral grounds, was formerly loaded with bars and bolts like the door of a prison. The bishop had had all this
iron-work taken off, and the door, by night as well as by day, was closed only with a latch. The passer-by,
whatever might be the hour, could open it with a simple push. At first the two women had been very much
troubled at the door being never locked; but Monseigneur de D—— said to them:
“Have bolts on your own doors, if you like.”
They shared his confidence at last, or at least acted as if they shared it. Madame Magloire alone had occasional
attacks of fear. As to the bishop, the reason for this is explained, or at least pointed at in these three lines written
by him on the margin of a Bible:
This is the shade of meaning,
the door of a physician should never be closed;
the door of a priest should always be open.
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In another book, entitled Philosophie de la Science Medicale, he wrote this further note:
Am I not a physician as well as they? I also have my patients; first I have theirs, whom they call the sick; and then I
have my own, whom I call the unfortunate.

Yet again he had written:
Ask not the name of him who asks you for a bed. It is especially he whose name is a burden to him, who has need of
an asylum.

It occurred to a worthy curé, I am not sure whether it was the Curé of Pompierry, to ask him one day, probably
at the instigation of Madame Magliore, if Monseigneur were quite sure that there was not a degree of imprudence
in leaving his door, day and night, at the mercy of whoever might wish to enter, and if he did not fear that some
evil would befall a house so poorly defended. The bishop touched him gently on the shoulder, and said:
Nisi Dominus custodierit domum, in vanum vigilant qui custodiunt eam.\fn{“Unless God protects a house, they who
guard it, watch in vain.”}

And then he changed the subject. He very often said:
“There is a bravery for the priest as well as a bravery for the colonel of dragoons. Only,” added he, “ours
should be quiet.”
*
This is the proper place for an incident which we must not omit, for it is one of those which most clearly shows
what manner of man the Bishop of D—— was.
After the destruction of the band of Gaspard Bès,\fn{ Gaspard Bouis (1757-1781), “est un renommé brigand provençal qui a
opéré dans les massifs de la Sainte-Baume, des Maures, de l’Étoile, de l’Estérel ainsi que dans les gorges d’Ollioules.”W,H } which had
infested the gorges of Ollivolles, one of his lieutenants, Cravatte, took refuge in the mountains. He concealed
himself for some time with his bandits, the remnant of the troop of Gaspard Bès, in the county of Nice, then made
his way to Piedmont, and suddenly reappeared in France in the neighborhood of Barcelonnette. He was first seen
at Jauziers, then at Tuiles. He concealed himself in the caverns of the Joung de l’Aigle, from which he made
descents upon the hamlets and villages by the ravines of Ubaye and Ubayette.
He even pushed as far as Embrun, and one night broke into the cathedral and stripped the sacristy. His robberies desolated the country. The gendarmes were put upon his trail, but in vain. He always escaped; sometimes
by forcible resistance. He was a bold wretch.
In the midst of all this terror, the bishop arrived. He was making his visit to Chastelar. The mayor came to see
him, and urged him to turn back. Cravatte held the mountains as far as Arche, and beyond; it would be dangerous,
even with an escort. It would expose three or four poor gendarmes to useless danger.
“And so,” said the bishop, “I intend to go without an escort.”
“Do not think of such a thing,” exclaimed the mayor.
“I think so much of it, that I absolutely refuse the gendarmes, and I am going to start in an hour.”
“To start?”
“To start.”
“Alone?”
“Alone.”
“Monseigneur, you will not do it.”
“There is on the mountain,” replied the bishop, “a humble little commune, that I have not seen for three years;
and they are good friends of mine, kind and honest peasants. They own one goat out of thirty that they pasture.
They make pretty woolen thread of various colors, and they play their mountain airs upon small six holed flutes.
They need some one occasionally to tell them of the goodness of God. What would they say of a bishop who was
afraid? What would they say if I should not go there?”
“But, Monseigneur, the brigands?”
“True,” said the bishop, “I am thinking of that. You are right. I may meet them. They too must need some one
to tell them of the goodness of God.”
“Monsiegneur, but it is a band! A pack of wolves!”
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“Monsieur Mayor, perhaps Jesus has made me the keeper of that very flock. Who knows the ways of Providence?”
“Monseigneur, they will rob you.”
“I have nothing. A simple old priest who passes along muttering his prayer? No, no; what good would it do
them?”
“Oh, my good Sir, suppose you should meet them!”
“I should ask them for alms for my poor.”
“Monseigneur, do not go. In the name of Heaven! You are exposing your life.”
“Monsieur Mayor,” said the bishop, “that is just it. I am not in the world to care for my life, but for souls.”
He would not be dissuaded. He set out, accompanied only by a child, who offered to go as his guide. His obstinacy was the talk of the country, and all dreaded the result.
He would not take along his sister, or Madame Magliore. He crossed the mountain on a mule, met no one, and
arrived safe and sound among his “good friends” the shepherds. He remained there a fortnight, preaching, administering the holy rites, teaching and exhorting. When he was about to leave, he resolved to chant a Te Deum with
pontifical ceremonies. He talked with the curé about it. But what could be done? There was no Episcopal furniture. They could only place at his disposition a paltry village sacristy with a few old robes of worn-out damask,
trimmed with imitation-galoon.
“No matter,” said the bishop. “Monsieur le curé, at the sermon announce our Te Deum. That will take care of
itself.”
All the neighboring churches were ransacked, but the assembled magnificence of these humble parishes could
not have suitably clothed a single cathedral singer.
While they were in this embarrassment, a large chest was brought to the personage, and left for the bishop by
two unknown horsemen, who immediately rode away. The chest was opened; it contained a cope of cloth of gold,
a miter ornamented with diamonds, an archbishop’s cross, a magnificent crosier, all the pontifical raiment stolen a
month before from the treasures of Our Lady of Embrun. In the chest was a paper on which were written these
words:
Cravatte to Monseigneur Bienvenu.

“I said that it would take care of itself,” said the bishop. The he added with a smile:
“To him who is contented with a curé’s surplice, God sends an archbishop’s cope.”
“Monseigneur,” murmured the curé, with a shake of the head and a smile, “God—or the devil.” The bishop
looked steadily upon the curé, and replied with authority:
“God!”
When he returned to Chastelar, all along the road, the people came with curiosity to see him. At the parsonage
in Chastelar he found Mademoiselle Baptistine and Madame Magloire waiting for him, and he said to his sister,
“Well, was I not right? The poor priest went among those poor mountaineers with empty hands; he comes back
with hands filled. I went forth placing my trust in God alone; I bring back the treasures of a cathedral.”
In the evening before going to bed he said further:
Have no fear of robbers or murderers. Such dangers are without, and are but petty. We should fear ourselves. Prejudices are the real robbers; vices the real murderers. The great dangers are within us. What matters is what threatens our
heads or our purses? Let us think only of what threatens our souls.

Then turning to his sister:
My sister, a priest should never take any precaution against a neighbor. What his neighbor does, God permits. Let us
confine ourselves to prayer to God when we think that danger hangs over us. Let us beseech him, not for ourselves, but
that our brother may not fall into crime on our account.

To sum up, events were rare in his life.
We relate those we know of; but usually he passed his life in always doing the same things at the same hours. A
month of his year was like an hour of his day.
As to what became of the “treasures” of the Cathedral of Embrun, it would embarrass us to be questioned on
that point. There were among them very fine things, and very tempting, and very good to steal for the benefit of
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the unfortunate.
Stolen they had already been by others. Half the work was done; it only remained to change the course of the
theft, and to make it turn to the side of the poor.
We can say nothing more on the subject. Except that, there was found among the bishop’s papers a rather obscure note, which is possibly connected with this affair, that reads as follows:
The question is, whether this ought to be returned to the cathedral or to the hospital.

*
The senator heretofore referred to was an intelligent man, who had made his way in life with a directness of
purpose which paid no attention to all those stumbling-blocks which constitute obstacles in men’s path, known as
conscience, sworn faith, justice, and duty; he had advanced straight to his object without once swerving in the line
of his advancement and his interest. He had been formerly a procureur, mollified by success, and was not a bad
man at all, doing all the little kindnesses that he could to his sons, sons-in-law, and relatives generally, and even to
his friends; having prudently taken the pleasant side of life, and availed himself of all the benefits which were
thrown in his way.
Everything else appeared to him very stupid. He was sprightly, and just enough of a scholar to think himself a
disciple of Epicurus, while possibly he was only a product of Pigault-Lebrun.\fn{ “Charles-Antoine-Guillaume Pigault de
l’Espinoy, better known as Pigault-Lebrun,” (1753-1835) “French novelist and playwright.”W,H } He laughed readily and with gusto at infinite and eternal things, and at the “crochets of the good bishop.” He laughed at them sometimes, with a
patronizing air, before Monsieur Myriel himself, who listened.
At some semi-official ceremony, Count —— [this senator] and Monsieur Myriel remained to dinner with the
prefect. At dessert, the senator, a little elevated, though always dignified, exclaimed:
“Parbleu, Monsieur Bishop; let us talk. It is difficult for a senator and a bishop to look at each other in the eye
without winking. We are two augurs. I have a confession to make to you; I have my philosophy.”
“And you are right,” answered the bishop. “As one makes his philosophy, so he rests. You are on a purple bed,
Monsieur Senator.” The senator, encouraged by this, proceeded:
“Let us be good fellows.”
“Good devils, even,” said the bishop.
“I assure you,” resumed the senator, “that the Marquis d’Argens, Pyrrho, Hobbes, and Monsieur Naigeon are
not rascals. I have all my philosophers in my library, gilt-edged.”
“Like yourself, Monsieur le Comte,” interrupted the bishop.
The senator went on:
I hate Diderot; he is an idealogist, a demagogue, and a revolutionist, at heart believing in God, and more bigoted
than Voltaire. Voltaire mocked at Needham, and he was wrong; for Needham’s eels prove that God is useless. A drop of
vinegar in a spoonful of flour supplied the fiat lux. Suppose the drop greater and the spoonful larger, and you have the
world. Man is the eel. Then what is the use of an Eternal Father? Monsieur bishop, the Jehovah hypothesis tires me. It
is good for nothing except to produce people with scraggy bodies and empty heads. Down with this great All, who
torments me! Hail, Zero! Who leaves me quiet.
Between us, to open my heart, and confess to my pastor, as I ought, I will confess that I have common sense. My
head is not turned with your Jesus, who preaches in every cornfield renunciation and self-sacrifice. It is the advice of a
miser to beggars. Renunciation, for what? Self-sacrifice, to what? I do not see that one wolf immolates himself at the
benefit of another wolf.
Let us dwell, then, with nature. We are at the summit, and let us have a higher philosophy. What is the use of being
in a higher position if we can’t see further than another man’s nose? Let us live gaily; for life is all we have. That man
has another life, elsewhere, above, below, anywhere—I don’t believe a single word of it.
Ah! I am recommended to self-sacrifice and renunciation, that I should take care what I do; that I must break my
head over questions of good and evil, justice and injustice; over the fas and the nefas. Why? Because I shall have to
render an account for my acts. When? After death. What a fine dream! After I am dead it will take fine fingers to pinch
me. I should like to see a shade grasp a handful of ashes.
Let us who are initiated, and have raised the skirt of Isis, speak the truth: there is neither good nor evil; there is only
vegetation. Let us seek for the real; let us dig into everything. Let us go to the bottom. We should scent out the truth,
dig in the earth for it, and seize upon it. Then it gives you exquisite joy; then you grow strong, and laugh.
I am firmly convinced, Monsieur bishop, that the immorality of man is a will-o’-the wisp. Oh! Charming promise.
Trust it if you will! Adam’s letter of recommendation! We have souls, and are to become angels, with blue wings to our
shoulders.
Tell me, now, isn’t it Tertullian who says that the blessed will go from one star to another? Well, we shall be the
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grasshoppers of the skies. And then we shall see God. Tut tut tut. All these heavens are silly. God is a monstrous myth. I
shouldn’t say that in the Moniteur, of course, but I whisper it among my friends. Inter pocula. To sacrifice earth to
Paradise is to leave the substance for the shadow.
I am not so stupid as to be the dupe of the Infinite. I am nothing; I call myself Count Nothing, Senator. Did I exist
before my birth? No. Shall I, after my death? No. What am I? A little dust, aggregated by an organism.
What have I to do on this earth! I have the choice to suffer or to enjoy. Where will suffering lead me? To nothing.
But I shall have suffered. Where will enjoyment lead me? To nothing. But I shall have enjoyed. My choice is made. I
must eat or be eaten, and I choose to eat. It is better to be the tooth than the grass. Such is my philosophy.
After which, as I tell you, there is the grave-digger-the pantheon for us—but all fall into this great gulf—the end;
finis; total liquidation. This is the vanishing point. Dead is dead, believe me.
I laugh at the idea that there is anyone there that has anything to say to me. It is an invention of nurses: Bugaboo for
children; Jehovah for men. No, our morrow is night. Beyond the tomb are only equal nothings. You have been
Sardanapalus, or you have been Vincent de Paul—that amounts to the same nothing. That is the truth of it.
Let us live, then, above all things; use your personality while you have it. In fact, I tell you, Monsieur bishop, I have
my philosophy, and I have my philosophers. I do not allow myself to be entangled with nonsense.
But it is necessary there should be something for those who are below us, the bare-foots, knife-grinders, and other
wretches. Legends and chimeras are given them to swallow, about the soul, immortality, Paradise, and the stars. They
munch that; they spread it on their dry bread. He who had nothing besides, has the good God—that is the least good he
can have. I make no objection to it, but I keep Monsieur Naigeon for myself. The good God is good for the people.

The bishop clapped his hands.
“That is the idea,” he exclaimed. “This materialism is an excellent thing, and truly marvelous; reject it who
will. Ah! When one has it, he is a dupe no more; he does not stupidly allow himself to be exiled like Cato, or
stoned like Stephen, or burnt alive like Joan of Arc.
“Those who have succeeded in procuring this admirable materialism have the happiness of feeling that they are
irresponsible, and of thinking that they can devour everything in quietness—places, sinecures, honors, power
rightly or wrongly acquired, lucrative recantations, useful treasons, savory capitulations of conscience, and that
they will enter their graves with their digestion completed.
“How agreeable it is! I do not say that for you, Monsieur Senator. Nevertheless, I cannot but felicitate you.
“You great lords have, you say, a philosophy of your own, for your special benefit—exquisite, refined, accessible to the rich alone; good with all sauces, admirably seasoning the pleasures of life. This philosophy is found at
great depths, and brought up by special search.
“But you are good princes, and you are quite willing that the belief in the good God should be the philosophy
of the people, much as goose with onions is the turkey with truffles of the poor.”
*
To afford an idea of the household of the Bishop of D——, and the manner in which these two good women
subordinated their actions, thoughts, even their womanly instincts, so liable to disturbance, to the habits and
projects of the Bishop, so that he had not even to speak, in order to express them, we cannot do better than to copy
here a letter from Mademoiselle Baptistine to Madame la Viscontesse de Boischevron, the friend of her childhood. This letter is in our possession:
D——,
Dec. 16th, 18My Dear Madame:
Not a day passes that we do not speak of you; that is customary enough with us; but we have now another reason.
Would you believe that in washing and dusting the ceilings and walls, Madame Magliore has made some discoveries? At present, our two chambers, which were hung with old paper, whitewashed, would not disparage a chateau in
the style of your own. Madame Magliore had torn off all the paper: it had something underneath.
My parlor, where there is no furniture, and which we use to dry clothes in, is fifteen feet high, eighteen feet square,
and has a ceiling, once painted and gilded, with beams like those of your house. This was covered over with canvas
used as a hospital; and then we have wainscoting of the time of our grandmothers. But it is my own room which you
ought to see.
Madame Magliore has discovered beneath at least ten thicknessess of paper some pictures, which, though not good,
are quite endurable. Telemachus received on horseback, by Minerva, is one; and then again, he is in the gardens—I
forget their name; another is where the Roman ladies resorted for a single night. I could say much more; I have
Romans, men and women [here a word is illegible] and all their retinue.
Madame Magliore has cleaned it all, and this summer she is going to repair some little damages, and varnish it, and
my room will be a veritable museum. She also found in a corner of the storehouses two pier tables of antique style; they
asked two crowns of six livres to re-gild them, but it is far better to give that to the poor; besides that they are very ugly,
and I much prefer a round mahogany table.
I am always happy: my brother is so good: he gives all he has to the poor and sick. We are full of cares: the weather
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is very severe in the winter, and one must do something for those who lack. We at least are warm and lighted, and you
know those are great comforts.
My brother has his peculiarities; when her walks he says that a bishop ought to be thus. Just think of it that the door
is never closed. Come in who will, he is at once my brother’s guest; he fears nothing, not even in the night; he says that
is his form of bravery.
He wishes me not to fear for him, nor that Madame Magloire should; he exposes himself to every danger, and prefers that we should not even seem to be aware of it; one must know how to understand him.
He goes out in the rain, walks through the water, travels in winter; he has no fear of darkness, or dangerous roads, or
of those he may meet.
Last year he went all alone into a district infested with robbers. He would not take us. He was gone a fortnight, and
when he came back, though we had thought him dead, nothing had happened to him, and he was quite well. He said:
‘See, how they have robbed me!’ And he opened a trunk in which he had the jewels of the Embrun Cathedral which the
robbers had given him.
Upon that occasion, on the return, I could not keep from scolding him a little, taking care only to speak while the
carriage made a noise, so that no one could hear us.
At first I used to say to myself, he stops for no danger, he is incorrigible. But now I have become used to it. I make
signs to Madame Magliore that she shall not oppose him, and he runs what risks he chooses. I call away Madame
Magliore; I go to my room, pray for him, and fall asleep. I am calm, for I know very well that if any harm happened to
him, it would be my death: I should go away to the good Father with my brother and my bishop.
Madame Magliore has had more difficulty in getting used to what she calls his imprudence. Now the thing is settled:
we pray together; we are afraid together, and we go to sleep. Should Satan even come into the house, no one would
interfere. After all, what is there to fear in this house?
There is always One with us who is the strongest: Satan may visit our house, but the good God inhabits it.
That is enough for me. My brother has no need now even to speak a word. I understand him without his speaking,
and we commend ourselves to Providence.
It must be so with a man whose soul is so noble.
I asked my brother for the information which you requested respecting the Faux family. You know how well he
knows about it, and how much he remembers, for he was always a very good royalist, and this is really a very old
Norman family, of the district of Caen. There are five centuries of a Raoul de Faux, Jean de Faux, and Thomas de Faux,
who were of the gentry, one of whom was a lord of Rochefort. The last was Guy Etienne Alexandre, who was a cavalry
colonel, and held some rank in the light horse of Brittany. His daughter Marie Louise married Adrien Charles de
Gramonht, son of Duke Louis de Gramont, a peer of France, colonel of the Gardes Françaises, and Lieutenant General
of the army. It is written Faux, Fauq, and Faouq.
Will you not, my dear Madame, ask for us the prayers of your holy relative, Monsieur le Cardinal?
As to your precious Sylvanie, she has done well not to waste the short time that she is with you in writing to me. She
is well, you say; studies according to your wishes, and loves me still. That is all I could desire. Her remembrance,
through you, reached me, and I was glad to receive it. My health is tolerably good; still I grow thinner every day.
Farewell: my paper is filled and I must stop.
With a thousand good wishes,
Baptistine
P.S.—
Your little nephew is charming; do you remember that he will soon be five years old? He saw a horse pass yesterday
on which they had put knee-caps, and he cried out: “What is that he has got on his knees?” The child is so pretty.
His little brother drags an old broom about the room for a carriage, and says, hi!

As this letter shows, these two women knew how to conform to the bishop’s mode of life, with that woman’s
tact which understands a man better than he can comprehend himself. Beneath the gentle and frank manner of the
Bishop of D——, which never changed, he sometimes performed great, daring, even grand acts, without seeming
to be aware of it himself.
They trembled, but did not interfere. Sometimes Madame Magliore would venture a remonstrance beforehand:
never at the time, or afterwards; no one ever disturbed him by word or token in an action once begun. At certain
times, when he had no need to say it, when, perhaps, he was hardly conscious of it, so complete was his artlessness, they vaguely felt that he was acting as Bishop, and at such periods they were only two shadows in the house.
They waited on him passively, and if to obey was to disappear, they disappeared. With charming and instincttive delicacy they knew that obtrusive attentions would annoy him; so even when they thought him in danger, they
understood, I will not say his thought, but his nature rather, to the degree of ceasing to watch over him. They
entrusted him to God’s keeping.
Besides, Baptistine said, as we have seen, that his death would be hers. Madame Magloire did not say so, but
she knew it.
*
A little while before the date of the letter quoted in the preceding pages, the bishop performed an act, which the
whole town thought far more perilous than his excursion across the mountains infested by the bandits.
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In the country near D——, there was a man who lived alone.
This man, to state the startling fact without preface, had been a member of the National Convention.\fn{ A legislative body of some 750 deputies who governed France with varying degrees of authority from 1792 to 1795, saved the country from overt
civil war and foreign invasion, and gave the country its first constitution; but which was replaced by the Directory (an executive body
created by this first constitution, over which the legislature had no authority, and which ruled the country without a legislature until 1799 }

His name was G——.
The little circle of D—— spoke of the Conventionist with a certain sort of horror. A Conventionist, think of it;
that was in the time when folks thee-and-thoued one another, and said “citizen.” This man came very near being a
monster; he had not exactly voted for the execution of the King, but almost; he was half a regicide, and had been a
terrible creature altogether. How was it, then, on the return of the legitimate princes, that they had not arraigned
this man before the Provost Court? He would not have been beheaded, perhaps, but even if clemency were
necessary her might have been banished for life; in fact, an example, etc., etc. Besides, he was an atheist, as all
those people are. Babblings of geese against a vulture!
But was this G—— a vulture? Yes, if one should judge him by the savageness of his solitude. As he had not
voted for the King’s execution,\fn{ Louis XVI was found guilty of treason and sentenced to death by a vote of only 361-360. \fn
{Elsewhere the figures are different; I cannot account for this:H } He was executed on January 21, 1793, amidst cries of Vive la Nation!} he was
not included in the sentence of exile, and could remain in France.
He lived about an hour’s walk from the town, far from any hamlet or road, in a secluded ravine of a very wild
valley. It was said he had a sort of resting-place there, a hole, a den. He had no neighbors or even passers-by.
Since he had lived there the path which led to the place had become overgrown, and people spoke of it as of the
house of a hangman.
From time to time, however, the bishop reflectingly gazed upon the horizon at the spot where a clump of trees
indicated the ravine of the aged Conventionist, and he would say:
“There lives a soul which is alone.” And in the depths of his thought he would add,
“I owe him a visit.”
But this idea, we must confess, though it appeared natural at first, yet, after a few moments’ reflection, seemed
strange, impracticable, and almost repulsive. For at heart he shared the general impression, and the Conventionist
inspired him, he knew not how, with that sentiment which is the fringe of hatred, and which the word “aversion”
so well expresses.
However, the shepherd should not recoil from the diseased sheep.
Ah! But what a sheep!
The good bishop was perplexed: sometimes he walked in that direction, but he returned. At last, one day the
news was circulated in the town that the young herds-boy who served the Conventionist G—— in his retreat, had
come for a doctor; that the old wretch was dying, that he was motionless, and could not live through the night.
“Thank God!” added many.
*
The bishop took his cane, put on his overcoat, because his cassock was badly worn, as we have said, and besides the night wind was evidently rising, and set out.
The sun was setting; it had nearly touched the horizon when the bishop reached the accursed spot. He felt a
certain quickening of the pulse as he drew near the den. He jumped over a ditch, cleared a hedge, made his way
through a brush fence, found himself in a dilapidated garden, and after a bold advance across the open ground,
suddenly, behind some high brushwood, he discovered the retreat.
It was a low, poverty-stricken hut, small and clean, with a little vine nailed up in front. Before the door in an
old chair on rollers, there sat a man with white hair, looking with smiling gaze upon the setting sun. The young
herds-boy stood near him, handing him a bowl of milk. While the bishop was looking, the old man raised his
voice.
“Thank you,” he said, “I shall need nothing more;” and his smile changed from the sun to rest upon the boy.
The bishop stepped forward. At the sound of his footsteps the old man turned his head, and his face expressed
as much surprise as one can feel after a long life.
“This is the first time since I have lived here,” said he, “that I have had a visitor. Who are you, Monsieur?”
“My name is Bienvenu-Myriel,” the bishop replied.
“Bienvenu-Myriel? I have heard that name before. Are you he whom the people call Monseigneur Bienvenu?”
“I am.” The old man continued half-smiling,
“Then you are my bishop?”
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“Possibly.”
“Come in, Monsieur.”
The Conventionist extended his hand to the bishop, but he did not take it. He only said:
“I am glad to find that I have been misinformed. You do not appear to me very ill.”
“Monsieur,” replied the old man, “I shall soon be better.” He paused and said:
“I shall be dead in three hours.” Then he continued:
“I am something of a physician; I know the steps by which death approaches; yesterday my feet only were
cold; today the cold has crept to my knees, now it has reached the waist; when it touches the heart, all will be
over. The sunset is lovely, is it not? I had myself wheeled out to get a final look at nature. You can speak to me;
that will not tire me.
“You do well to come to see a man who is dying. It is good that these moments should have witnesses. Every
one has his fancy; I should like to live until the dawn, but I know I have scarcely life for three hours. It will be
night, but what matters it: to finish is a very simple thing. One does not need morning for that. Be it so: I shall die
in the starlight.” The old man turned towards the herds-boy:
“Little one, go to bed: thou didst watch the other night: thou art weary.”
The child went into the hut. The old man followed him with his eyes, and added, as if speaking to himself:
“While he is sleeping, I shall die: the two slumbers keep fit company.”
The bishop was not as much affected as he might have been: it was not his idea of godly death; we must tell
all, for the little inconsistencies of great souls should be mentioned; he who had laughed so heartily at “His
Highness,” was still slightly shocked at not being called Monseigneur, and was almost tempted to answer
“citizen.” He felt a desire to use the brusque familiarity common enough with doctors and priests, but which was
not customary with him.
This Conventionist after all, this representative of the people, had been a power on the earth; and perhaps for
the first time in his life the bishop felt himself in a humor to be severe. The Conventionist, however, treated him
with a modest consideration and cordiality, in which perhaps might have been discerned that humility which is
befitting to one so nearly dust unto dust.\fn{ As in: “Remember man that thou art dust, and unto dust thou shalt return,” which is
the injunction given by priests and parsons during certain rites having to do with Ash Wednesday:H }
The bishop, on his part, although he generally kept himself free from curiosity, which to his idea was almost
offensive, could not avoid examining the Conventionist with an attention for which, as it has not its source in
sympathy, his conscience would have condemned him as to any other man; but a Conventionist he looked upon as
an outlaw, even to the law of charity.
G——, with his self-possessed manner, erect figure, and vibrating voice, was one of those noble octogenarians
who are the marvel of the physiologist. The Revolution produced many of these men equal to the epoch: one felt
that here was a tested man. Though so near death, he preserved all the appearance of health. His bright glances,
his firm accent, and the muscular movements of his shoulders seemed almost sufficient to disconcert death.
Azrael, the Mohammedan angel of the sepulchre, would have turned back, thinking he had mistaken the door.
G—— appeared to be dying because he wished to die. There was freedom in his agony; his legs only were
paralyzed; his feet were cold and dead, but his head lived in full power of life and light. At this solemn moment G
—— seemed like the king in the oriental tale, flesh above and marble below. The bishop seated himself upon a
stone near by. The beginning of their conversation was ex abrupto:
“I congratulate you,” he said, in a tone of reprimand. “At least you did not vote for the execution of the King.”
The Conventionist did not seem to notice the bitter emphasis placed upon the words “at least.” The smiles
vanished from his face, and he replied:
“Do not congratulate me too much, Monsieur; I did vote for the destruction of the tyrant.” And the tone of
austerity confronted the tone of severity.
“What do you mean?” asked the bishop.
“I mean that man has a tyrant, Ignorance. I voted for the abolition of that tyrant. That tyrant has begotten
royalty, which is authority springing from the False, while Science is authority springing from the True. Man
should be governed by Science.”
“Ands conscience,” added the bishop.
“The same thing: conscience is innate knowledge that we have.”
Monsieur Bienvenu listened with some amazement to this language, novel as it was to him. The Conventionist
went on:
“As to Louis XVI: I said No. I do not believe that I have the right to kill a man, but I feel it a duty to extermi66

nate evil. I voted for the downfall of the tyrant; that is to say, for the abolition of prostitution for woman, of
slavery for man, of night for the child. In voting for the Republic I voted for that: I voted for fraternity, for
harmony, for light. I assisted in casting down prejudices and errors: their downfall brings light! We caused the old
world to fall; the old world, a vase of misery, reversed, becomes an urn of joy to the human race.”
“Joy alloyed,” said the bishop.
“You might say joy troubled, and, at present, after this fatal return of the past which we call 1814, joy
disappeared. Alas! The work was imperfect I admit; we demolished the ancient order of things physically, but not
entirely in the idea. To destroy abuses is not enough; habits must be changed. The windmill has gone, but the wind
is there yet.”
“You have demolished. To demolish may be useful, but I distrust a demolition effected in anger!”
“Justice has its anger, Monsieur Bishop, and the wrath of justice is an element of progress. Whatever may be
said matters not, the French Revolution is the greatest step in advance taken by mankind since the advent of
Christ; incomplete it may be, but it is sublime. It loosened all the secret bonds of society, it softened all hearts, it
calmed, appeased, enlightened; it made the waves of civilization to flow over the earth; it was good. The French
Revolution is the consecration of humanity.” The bishop could not help murmuring:
“Yes, ’93!”
The Conventionist raised himself in his chair with a solemnity well nigh mournful, and as well as a dying
person could exclaim, he exclaimed:
“Ah! You are there! ’93! I was expecting that. A cloud had been forming for fifteen hundred years; at the end
of fifteen centuries it burst. You condemn the thunderbolt.”
Without perhaps acknowledging it to himself, the bishop felt that he had been touched; however, he made the
best of it, and replied:
“The judge speaks in the name of justice, the priest in the name of pity, which is only a more exalted justice. A
thunderbolt should not be mistaken.” And he added, looking fixedly at the Conventionist;
“Louis XVII?” The Conventionist stretched out his hand and seized the Bishop’s arm.
“Louis XVII. Let us see! For whom do you weep?—For the innocent child? It is well; I weep with you. For the
Royal child? I ask time to reflect. To my view the brother of Cartouche, an innocent child, hung by a rope under
his arms in the Place de Grève till he died, for the sole crime of being the brother of Cartouche, is no less sad sight
than the grandson of Louis XV, an innocent child, murdered in the tower of the Temple for the sole crime of being
the grandson of Louis XV.”
“Monsieur,” said the bishop, “I dislike this coupling of names.”
“Cartouche or Louis XV; for which are you concerned?”
There was a moment of silence; the bishop regretted almost that he had come, and yet he felt strangely and
inexplicably moved. The Conventionist resumed:
“Oh, Monsieur Priest! You do not love the harshness of the truth, but Christ loved it. He took a scourge and
purged the Temple; his flashing whip was a rude speaker of truths; when he said, “Sinite parvulos,” he made no
distinctions among the little ones. He was not pained at coupling the dauphin\fn{Children} of Barabbas with the
dauphin of Herod. Monsieur, innocence is its own crown! Innocence has only to act to be noble! She is as august
in rags as in the fleur de lys.”
“That is true,” said the bishop, in a low tone.
“I repeat,” continued the old man; “you have mentioned Louis XVII. Let us weep together for all the innocent,
for all the martyrs, for all the children, for the low as well as for the high. I am one of them, but then, as I have
told you, we must go further back than ’93, and our tears must begin before Louis XVII. I will weep for the
children of kings with you, if you will weep with me for the little ones of the people.”
“I weep for all,” said the bishop.
“Equally,” exclaimed G——, “and if the balance inclines, let it be on the side of the people; they have suffered
longer.”
There was silence again, broken at last by the old man. He raised himself upon one elbow, took a pinch of his
cheek between his thumb and his bent forefinger, as one does mechanically in questioning and forming an
opinion, and addressed the bishop with a look full of all the energies of agony. It was almost an anathema.
“Yes, Monsieur, it is for a long time that the people have been suffering, and then, sir, that is not all; why do
you come to question me and to speak to me of Louis XVII?
“I do not know you. Since I have been in this region I have lived within these walls alone, never passing
beyond them, seeing none but this child who helps me. Your name has, it is true, reached me confusedly, and I
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must say not very indistinctly, but that matters not.
“Adroit men have so many ways of imposing upon this good simple people. For instance I did not hear the
sound of your carriage. You left it doubtless behind the thicket, down there at the branching of the road. You have
told me that you were the bishop, but that tells me nothing about your moral personality. Now, then, I repeat my
question—Who are you? You are a bishop, a prince of the church, one of those men who are covered with gold,
with insignia, and with wealth, who have fat livings— see of D——; fifteen thousand livres\fn{The text has: francs,
here and just below} regular, ten thousand livres contingent, total twenty-five thousand livres—who have kitchens,
who have retinues, who give good dinners, who eat moor-hens on Friday, who strut about in your gaudy coach,
like peacocks, with lackeys before and lackeys behind, and who have palaces, and who roll in your carriages in
the name of Jesus Christ who went bare-footed. You are a prelate; rents, palaces, horses, valets, a good table, all
the sensualities of life, you have these, like all the rest, and you enjoy them like all the rest; very well, but that
says too much or not enough; that does not enlighten me as to your intrinsic worth, that which is peculiar to
yourself, you who come probably with the claim of bringing me wisdom.
“To whom am I speaking?
“Who are you?” The bishop bowed his head and replied,
“Vermis sum.”
“A worm of the earth in a carriage!” grumbled the old man.
It was the turn of the Conventionist to be haughty, and of the bishop to be humble. The bishop replied with
mildness:
“Monsieur, be it so. But explain to me how my carriage, which is there a few steps behind the trees, how my
good table and the moor-fowl that I eat on Friday, how my twenty-five thousand livres of income, how my palace
and my lackeys prove that pity is not a virtue, that kindness is not a duty, and that ’93 was not inexorable?” The
old man passed his hand across his forehead as if to dispel a cloud.
“Before answering you,” said he, “I beg your pardon. I have done wrong Monsieur; you are in my house, you
are my guest.
“I owe you courtesy. You are discussing my ideas; it is fitting that I confine myself to combating your reasoning. Your riches and your enjoyments are advantages that I have over you in the debate, but it is not in good taste
to avail myself of them. I promise you to use them no more.”
“I thank you,” said the bishop. G—— went on:
“Let us get back to the explanation that you asked of me. Where were we? What were you saying to me? That
’93 was inexorable?”
“Inexorable, yes,” said the bishop. “What do you think of Marat clapping his hands at the guillotine?”
“What do you think of Bossuet\fn{ Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet (1627-1704) French prelate} chanting the Te
Deum over the dragonnades?”\fn{“A French government policy instituted by Louis XIV in 1681 to intimidate Huguenot families
into either leaving France or re-converting to [Roman] Catholicism. This involved the billeting of ill-disciplined dragoons in Protestant
households with implied permission to abuse the inhabitants and destroy or steal their possessions. The soldiers employed in this role were
satirized as ‘missionary dragoons’.”W,H}

The answer was severe, but it reached its aim with the keenness of a dagger. The bishop was staggered, no
reply presented itself; but it shocked him to hear Bossuet spoken of in that manner. The best men have their fetishes, and sometimes they feel almost crushed at the little respect that logic shows them.
The Conventionist began to gasp; the agonizing asthma, which mingles with the latest breath, made his voice
broken; nevertheless, his soul yet appeared perfectly lucid in his eyes. He continued:
“Let us have a few more words here and there—I would like it. Outside of the Revolution which, taken as a
whole, is an immense human affirmation, ’93, alas! is a reply. You think it inexorable, but the whole monarchy,
Monsieur? Carrier is a bandit; but what name do you give to Montrevel? Fouquier-Tainville is a wretch; but what
is your opinion of Lamoignon Báville? Maillard is frightful, but Saulx Tavannes, if you please? Le père Duchêne
is ferocious, but what epithet will you furnish me for le père Letellier? Jourdan-Coupe-Tête is a monster, but less
than the Marquis of Louvois.
“Monsieur, Monsieur, I lament Marie Antoinette, archduchess and queen, but I lament also that poor Huguenot
woman who, in 1685, under Louis le Grand,\fn{Louis XIV, one of his many epithets} Monsieur, while nursing her child,
was stripped to the waist and tied to a post, while her child was held before her; her breast swelled with milk, and
her heart with anguish; the little one, weak and famished, seeing the breast, cried with agony; and the executioner
said to the woman, to the nursing mother, “Recant!” giving her the choice between the death of her child and the
death of her conscience. What say you to this Tantalus torture adapted to a mother?
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“Monsieur, forget not this; the French Revolution had its reasons. Its wrath will be pardoned by the future; its
result is a better world. From its most terrible blows comes a caress for the human race. I must be brief. I must
stop. I have too good a cause; and I am dying.” And, ceasing to look at the bishop, the old man completed his idea
in these few tranquil words:
“Yes, the brutalities of progress are called revolutions. When they are over, this is recognized: that the human
race has been harshly treated, but that it has advanced.”
The Conventionist thought that he had born down successively one after the other all the interior entrenchments of the bishop. There was one left, however, and from this, the last resource of Monsiegneur Bienvenu’s resistance, came forth these words, in which nearly all the rudeness of the exordium reappeared.
“Progress ought to believe in God.
“The good cannot have an impious servitor.
“An atheist is an evil leader of the human race.”
The old representative of the people did not answer. He was trembling. He looked up into the sky, and a tear
gathered slowly in his eye. When the lid was full, the tear rolled down his livid cheek, and he said, almost stammering, low, and talking to himself, his eye lost in the depths:
“O thou! O ideal! Thou alone dost exist!”
The bishop felt a kind of inexpressible emotion. After brief silence, the old man raised his finger towards heaven, and said:
“The infinite exists. It is there. If the infinite had no me, the me would be its limit; it would not be the infinite;
in other words, it would not be. But it is. Then it has a me. This me of the infinite is God.”
The dying man pronounced these last words in a loud voice, and with a shudder of ecstasy, as if he saw some
one. When he ceased, his eyes closed. The effort had exhausted him. It was evident that he had lived through in
one minute the few hours that remained to him. What he had said had brought him near to him who is in death.
The last moment was at hand.
The bishop perceived it, time was pressing. He had come as a priest; from extreme coldness he had passed by
degrees to extreme emotion; he looked upon those closed eyes, he took that old, wrinkled, and icy hand, and drew
closer to the dying man.
“This hour is the hour of God. Do you not think it would be a source of regret, if we should have met in vain?”
The Conventionist re-opened his eyes. Calmness was imprinted upon his face, where there had been a cloud.
“Monsieur bishop,” said he, with a deliberation which perhaps came still more from the dignity of his soul than
from the ebb of his strength, “I have passed my life in meditation, study, and contemplation. I was sixty years old
when my country called me, and ordered me to take part in her affairs. I obeyed. There were abuses, I fought
them; there were tyrannies, I destroyed them; there were rights and principles, I proclaimed and confessed them.
The soil was invaded, I defended it; France was threatened, I offered her my breast.
“I was not rich; I am poor. I was one of the masters of the State, the vaults of the Bank were piled with specie,
so that we had to strengthen the walls or they would have fallen under the weight of gold and of silver; I dined in
the Rue de l’Arbre-Sec at twenty-two sous for the meal.
“I succored the oppressed, I solaced the suffering. True, I tore the drapery from the altar; but it was to staunch
the wounds of the country. I have always supported the forward march of the human race towards the light, and I
have sometimes resisted a progress which was without pity.
“I have, on occasion, protected my own adversaries, your friends. There is at Peteghem in Flanders, at the very
place where the Merovingian kings had their summer palace, a monastery of Urbanists, the Abbey of Sainte Claire
at Beaulieu, which I saved in 1793; I have done my duty according to my strength, and the good that I could.
“After which I was hunted, hounded, pursued, persecuted, slandered, railed at, spit upon, cursed, proscribed.
For many years now, with my white hairs, I have perceived that many people believed they had a right to despise
me; to the poor, ignorant crowd I have the face of the damned, and I accept, having no man myself, the isolation
of hatred.
“Now I am eighty-six years old; I am about to die. What have you come to ask of me?”
“Your benediction,” said the bishop. And he fell upon his knees.
*
When the bishop raised his head, the face of the old man had become august. He had expired.
The bishop went home deeply absorbed in thought. He spent the whole night in prayer. The next day, some
persons, emboldened by curiosity, tried to talk with him of the Conventionist, G——; he merely pointed to
Heaven.
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From that moment he redoubled his tenderness and brotherly love for the weak and the suffering. Every allusion to “that old scoundrel G——” threw him into a strange reverie. No one could say that the passage of that soul
before his own, and the reflex of that grand conscience upon his own, had not had its effect upon his approach to
perfection.
This “pastoral visit” was of course an occasion for criticism by the little local coteries of the place.
“Was the bedside of such a man as that the place for a bishop? Of course he could expect no conversion there.
All these Revolutionists are backsliders. Then why go there? What had he been there to see? He must have been
very curious to see a soul carried away by the devil.” One day a dowager, of that impertinent variety who think
themselves witty, addressed this sally to him:
“Monseigneur, people ask when your Grandeur will have the red bonnet?”\fn{ The red liberty cap of the Revolution is
meant}
“Oh! Ho! That is a high color,” replied the bishop. “Luckily those who despise it in a bonnet, venerate it in a
hat.”\fn{I.e., a cardinal’s miter}
*
We should be very much deceived if we supposed from this that Monseigneur Bienvenu was “a philosopher
bishop,” or “a patriot curé.” His meeting, which we might almost call his communion with the Conventionist G.,
left him in a state of astonishment which rendered him still more charitable; that was all.
Although Monseigneur Bienvenu was anything but a politician, we ought here perhaps to point out very briefly
his position in relation to the events of the day, if we may suppose that Monseigneur Bienvenu ever thought of
having a position.
For this we must go back a few years.
Some time after the elevation of Monsieur Myriel to the episcopacy, the Emperor made him a Baron of the
Empire, at the same time with several other bishops. The arrest of the Pope took place, on the night of the fifth of
July, 1809; on that occasion, Monsieur Myriel was called by Napoleon to the synod of the bishops of France and
Italy, convoked at Paris. This synod was held at Notre Dame, and commended its sessions on the 15 th of June,
1811, under the presidency of Cardinal Fesch.
Monsieur Myriel was one of the ninety-five bishops who were present. But he attended only one sitting, and
three or four private conferences. Bishop of a mountain dioceses, living so near to nature, in rusticity and privation, he seemed to bring among these eminent personages ideas that changed the temperature of the synod. He
returned very soon to D——. When asked about this sudden return, he answered:
I annoyed them. The free air went in with me. I had the effect of an open door.

Another time he said:
What would you have? Those prelates are princes. I am only a poor peasant bishop.

The fact is, that he was disliked. Among other strange things, he had dropped the remark one evening when he
happened to be at the house of one of his colleagues of the highest rank:
“What fine clocks! Fine carpets! Fine liveries! This must be very uncomfortable. Oh! How unwilling I should
be to have all these superfluities crying for ever in my ears: ‘There are people who hunger! There are people who
are cold! There are poor! There are poor!’”
We must say, by the way, that the hatred of luxury is not an intelligent hatred. It implies a hatred of the arts.
Nevertheless, among churchmen, beyond their rites and ceremonies, luxury is a crime. It seems to disclose habits
which are not truly charitable.
A wealthy priest is a contradiction. He ought to keep himself near the poor.
But, who can be in contact continually, by night as well as day, with all distresses, all misfortunes, all privations, without taking upon himself a little of that holy poverty, like the dust of a journey? Can you imagine a man
near a fire, who does not feel warm? Can you imagine a laborer working constantly at a furnace, who has not a
hair burned, nor a nail blackened, nor a drop of sweat, nor a speck of ashes on his face?
The first proof of charity in a priest, and especially a bishop, is poverty.
This is doubtless the view which the Bishop of D—— took of it.
*
It must not be thought, however, that he took part in the delicate matters which would be called “the ideas of
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the age.” He had little to do with the theological quarrels of the moment, and kept his peace on questions where
the Church and the State were compromised; but if he had been pressed, he would have been found rather Ultramontane\fn{“A clerical political conception within the [Roman] Catholic Church that places strong emphasis on the prerogatives and
powers of the Pope”:W,H} than Gallican.\fn{“The belief that popular civil authority—often represented by the monarchs’ authority or
the State’s authority—over the [Roman] Catholic Church is comparable to that of the Pope’s:”W,H }
As we are drawing a portrait, and can make no concealment, we are compelled to add that he was very cool
towards Napoleon in the decline of his power. After 1813, he acquiesced in, or applauded all the hostile manifesttations. He refused to see him as he passed on his return from the island of Elba, and declined to order in his
diocese public prayers for the Emperor during the Hundred Days.
Beside his sister, Mademoiselle Baptistine, he had two brothers; one, a general, the other, a prefect. He wrote
occasionally to both. He felt a coolness towards the first, because, being in a command in Provence, at the time of
the landing at Cannes, the general placed himself at the head of twelve hundred men, and pursued the Emperor as
if he wished to let him escape. His correspondence was more affectionate with the other brother, the ex-prefect, a
brave and worthy man, who lived in retirement at Paris, in the Rue Cassette.
Even Monseigneur Bienvenuu then had his hour of party spirit, his hour of bitterness, his clouds. The shadow
of the passions of the moment passed over this great and gentle spirit in its occupation with eternal things. Certainly, such a man deserved to escape political opinions. Let no one misunderstand our idea; we do not confound
what are called “political opinions” with that grand aspiration after progress, with that sublime patriotic, democratic, and human faith, which, in our days, should be the very foundation of all generous intelligence.
Without entering into questions which have only an indirect bearing upon the subject of this book, we simply
say: it would have been well if Monseigneur Bienvenu had not been a royalist, and if his eyes had never been
turned for a single instant from that serene contemplation where, steadily shining, above the fictions and the hatreds of this world, above the stormy ebb and flow of human affairs, are seen those three pure luminaries, Truth,
Justice, and Charity.
Although we hold that it was not for a political function that God created Monseigneur Bienvenu, we could
have understood and admired a protest in the name of right and liberty, a fierce opposition, a perilous and just
resistance to Napoleon when he was all-powerful.
But what is pleasing to us towards those who are rising, is less pleasing towards those who are falling. We do
not admire the combat when there is no danger; and in any case, the combatants of the first hour have alone the
right to be the exterminators in the last. He who has not been a determined accuser during prosperity, ought to
hold his peace in the presence of adversity. He only who denounces the success of one time had a right to
proclaim the justice of the downfall.
As for ourselves, when Providence intervened and struck the blow, we took no part; 1812 began to disarm us.
In 1815, the cowardly breach of silence on the part of that taciturn Corps Legislatif, emboldened by catastrophe,
was worthy only of indignation, and it was base to applaud it; in 1814, from those traitorous marshals, from that
Senate passing from one baseness to another, insulting where they had deified, from that idolatry recoiling and
spitting upon its idol, it was a duty to turn away in disgust; in 1815, when the air was filled with the final
disasters, when France felt the thrill of their sinister approach, when Waterloo could already be dimly perceived
opening before Napoleon, the sorrowful acclamations of the army and of the people to the condemned of Destiny,
were no subjects for laughter; and making every reservation as to the despot, a heart like that of the Bishop of D
—— ought not perhaps to have refused to see what was august and touching, on the brink of the abyss, in the last
embrace of a great nation and a great man.
*
To conclude: he was always and in everything just, true, equitable, intelligent, humble, and worthy; beneficent,
and benevolent, which is another beneficence. He was a priest, a sage, and a man. We must say that in those political opinions which we have been criticizing, and which we are disposed to judge almost severely, he was
tolerant and yielding, perhaps more than we, who now speak.
The doorkeeper of the City Hall had been placed there by the Emperor.
He was an old subaltern officer of the Old Guard, a legionary of Austerlitz, and as staunch a Bonapartist as the
eagle. This poor fellow sometimes thoughtlessly allowed words to escape him which the law at that time defined
as seditious matters. Since the profile of the Emperor had disappeared from the Legion of Honor, he had never
worn his badge, as he said, that he might not be compelled to bear his cross.
In his devotion he had himself removed the imperial effigy from the cross that Napoleon had given him; it left
a hole, and he would put nothing in its place.
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“Better die,” said he, “than wear the three toads over my heart.” He was always railing loudly at Louis XVIII.
“Old gouty-foot with his English spatterdashes!” he would say, “Let him go to Prussia with his goat’s-beard,”
happy to unite in the same imprecation the two things that he most detested, Prussia and England.
He said so much that he lost his place. There he was without bread, and in the street with his wife and children.
The bishop sent for him, scolded him a little, and made him doorkeeper in the Cathedral.
In nine years, by dint of holy works and gentle manners, Monsiegneur Bienvenu had filled the City of D——
with a kind of tender and filial veneration. Even his conduct towards Napoleon had been accepted and pardoned
in silence by the people, a good, weak flock, who adored their Emperor, but who loved their bishop.
*
There is almost always a squad of young abbés about a bishop as there is a flock of young officers about a
general. They are what the charming St. Francis de Sales somewhere calls ‘white-billed priests.’ Every profession
has its aspirants who make up the cortege of those who are at the summit. No power is without its worshippers, no
fortune without its court.
The seekers of the future revolve about the splendid present.
Every capital, like every general, has its staff. Every bishop of influence has his patrol of undergraduates,
cherubs who go the rounds and keep order in the Episcopal palace, and who mount guard over Monseigneur’s
smile. To please a bishop is a foot in the stirrup for a sub-deacon. One must make his own way; the apostolate
never disdains the canonicate.
And as there are elsewhere rich coronets so there are in the church rich miters.
There are bishops who stand well at court, rich, well endowed, adroit, accept of the world, knowing how to
pray, doubtless, but knowing also how to ask favors; making themselves without scruple the viaduct of advancement for a whole diocese; bonds of union between the sacristy and diplomacy; rather abbés than priests, prelates
rather than bishops.
Lucky are they who can get near them. Men of influence as they are, they rain about them, upon their families
and favorites, and upon all of those young men who please them, fat parishes, livings, archdeaconates, almonries,
and cathedral functions—steps towards Episcopal dignities. In advancing themselves they advance their satellites;
it is a whole solar system in motion.
The rays of their glory empurple their suite.
Their prosperity scatters its crumbs to those who are behind the scenes, in the shape of nice little promotions.
The larger the diocese of the patron, the larger the curacy for the favorite.
And then there is Rome.
A Bishop who can become an Archbishop, an Archbishop who can become a Cardinal, leads you to the conclave; you enter into the rota, you have the pallium, you are Auditor, you are Chamberlain, you are Monseigneur,
and from Grandeur to Eminence there is only a step, and between Eminence and Holiness there is nothing but the
whiff of a ballot.
Every cowl may dream of the tiara.
The priest is, in our days, the only man who can regularly become a king; and what a king!
The supreme king.\fn{According to the Pew research center, approximately 50% of the world’s Christians adhered in 2010 to
Roman Catholicism; of the total number of Christians identifying themselves as “Catholic”, this figure increases to about 53%:H }
So, what a nursery of aspirations is a seminary! How many blushing chorus-boys, how many young abbés,
have the ambitious dairymaid’s pail of milk on their heads! Who knows how easily ambition disguises itself under
the name of a calling, possibly in good faith, and deceiving itself, saint that it is!
Monseigneur Bienvenu, an humble, poor, private person, was not counted among the rich miters.
This was plain from the entire absence of young priests about him. We have seen that at Paris “he did not
take.” No glorious future dreamed of alighting upon this solitary old man. No young ambition was foolish enough
to ripen in his shadow. His canons and his grand-vicars were good old men, rather common like himself, and like
him immured in that diocese, from which there was no road to promotion, and they resembled their bishop, with
this difference, that they were finished, and he was perfected.
The impossibility of “getting on” under Monseigneur Bienvenu was so plain, that as soon as they were out of
the seminary, the young men ordained by him procured recommendations to the Archbishop of Aix or of Auch,
and went immediately to present them.
For, we repeat, men like advancement.
A saint who is addicted to abnegation is a dangerous neighbor; he is very likely to communicate to you by contagion an incurable poverty, an anchylosis\fn{ Paralysis} of the articulations necessary to advancement, and, in fact,
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more renunciation than you would like; and men flee from this contagious virtue. Hence the isolation of Monseigneur Bienvenu.
*
We live in a sad society.\fn{Les Miserables was first published in 1862}
Succeed; that is the advice which falls drop by drop, from the overhanging corruption.
We may say, by the way, that success is a hideous thing. Its counterfeit of merit deceives men. To the mass,
success has almost the same appearance as supremacy. Success, that pretender to talent, has a dupe-history.
Juvenal\fn{Late 1st-early 2nd century AD, Roman poet} and Tacitus\fn{56-117AD, Roman historian} only reject it. In our
days, a philosophy which is almost an official has entered into its service, wears its livery, and waits in its antechamber.
Success; that is the theory.
Prosperity supposes capacity. Win in the lottery, and you are an able man. The victor is venerated. To be born
with a caul\fn{A part of the amnion—the membrane covering the fetus—which sometimes envelopes the head at birth } is everything.\fn{Various superstitions were connected with this event in some peasant societies } Have but luck, and you will have the
rest; be fortunate, and you will be thought great.
Beyond the five or six great exceptions, which are the wonder of their age, contemporary admiration is nothing
but shortsightedness.
Gilt is gold. To be a chance comer is no drawback, provided you have improved your chances. The common
herd is an old Narcissus, who adores himself, and who applauds the common. That mighty genius, by which one
becomes a Moses, an Æschylus, a Dante, a Michael Angelo, or a Napoleon, the multitude assigns at once and by
acclamation to whoever succeeds in his object, whatever it may be.
Let a notary rise to be a deputy; let a sham Corneille write Tiridate; let a eunuch come into the possession of a
harem; let a military Prudhomme accidentally win the decisive battle of an epoch; let an apothecary invent pasteboard soles for army shoes, and lay up, by selling this pasteboard instead of leather for the army of the Sambre-etMeuse, four hundred thousand livres in the funds; let a pack-peddler espouse usury and bring her to bed of seven
or eight millions, of which he is the father and she the mother; let a preacher become a bishop by talking through
his nose; let the steward of a good house become so rich on leaving service that he is made Minister of Finance;—
men call that Genius, just as they call the face of Mousqueton, Beauty, and the bearing of Claude, Majesty.
They confound the radiance of the stars of heaven with the radiations which a duck’s foot leaves in the mud.
*
We need not examine the Bishop of D—— from an orthodox point of view.
Before such a soul, we feel only in the humor of respect. The conscience of an upright man should be taken for
granted. Moreover, given certain natures, and we admit the possible development of all the beauties of human
virtue in a faith different from our own.
What he thought of this dogma of that mystery, are secrets of the interior faith known only in the tomb where
souls enter stripped of all externals. But we are sure that religious difficulties never resulted with him in hypocrisy.
No corruption is possible with the diamond. He believed as much as he could. Credo in Patrem, he often exclaimed; and, besides, he derived from his good deeds that measure of satisfaction which meets the demands of
conscience, and which says in a low voice,
“Thou art with God.”
We think it our duty to notice that, outside of and, so to say, beyond his faith, the Bishop had an excess of love.
It is on that account, quia multum amavit, that he was deemed vulnerable by “serious men,” “sober persons,” and
“reasonable people”—favorite phrases in our sad world, where egotism receives its key-note from pedantry.
What was this excess of love? It was serious benevolence, overflowing men, as we have already indicated,
and, on occasion, extending to inanimate things.
He lived without disdain.
*
He was indulgent to God’s creation. Every man, even the best, has some inconsiderate severity which he holds
in reserve for animals. The Bishop of D—— had none of this severity peculiar to most priests. He did not go as
far as the Brahmin, but he appeared to have pondered over these words of Ecclesiastes:
“Who knows whither goeth the spirit of the beast?”
Ugliness of aspect, monstrosities of instinct, did not trouble or irritate him. He was moved and afflicted by it.
He seemed to be thoughtfully seeking, beyond the apparent life, for its cause, its explanation, or its excuse. He
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seemed at times to ask changes of God. He examined without passion, and with the eye of a linguist decyphering
a palimpsest,\fn{Small parchment folio:H} the portion of chaos which there is yet in nature.
These reveries sometimes drew from him strange words.
One morning, he was in his garden, and thought himself alone; but his sister was walking behind him; all at
once he stopped and looked at something on the ground: it was a large, black, hairy, horrible spider. His sister
heard him say:
Poor thing! It is not his fault.

Why not relate this almost divine childlikeness of goodness? Puerilities, perhaps, but these sublime puerilities
were those of St. Francis of Assisi and of Marcus Aurelius.
One day he received a sprain rather than crush an ant.
*
So lived this upright man. Sometimes he went to sleep in his garden, and then there was nothing more venerable.
Monseigneur Bienvenu had been formerly, according to the accounts of his youth and even of his early manhood, a passionate, perhaps a violent, man. His universal tenderness was less an instinct of nature than the result
of a strong conviction filtered through life into his heart, slowly dropping in upon him, thought by thought; for a
character, as well as a rock, may be worn into by drops of water.
Such marks are ineffaceable; such formations are indestructible.
In 1815, we think we have already said, he attained his seventy-sixth year, but he did not appear to be more
than sixty. He was not tall; he was somewhat fleshy, and frequently took long walks that he might not become
more so; he had a firm step, and was but little bowed; a circumstance from which we do not claim to draw any
conclusion—Gregory XVI, at eighty years, was erect and smiling, which did not prevent him from being a bad
bishop.\fn{Bartolomeo Alberto Cappellari (1765-1846, Bishop of Rome (from 1831), a man noted, so W, for but “his harsh repression,
financial extravagance and neglectfulness.”W,H } Monseigneur Bienvenu had what people call “a fine head,” but so benevolent that you forgot that it was fine.
When he talked with that infantile gaiety that was one of his graces, and of which we have already spoken, all
felt at east in his presence, and from his whole person joy seemed to radiate.
His ruddy and fresh complexion, and his white teeth, all of which were well preserved, and which he showed
when he laughed, gave him that open and easy air which makes us say of a man: he is a good fellow; and of an
old man: he is a good-man.
This was, we remember, the effect he produced on Napoleon. At the first view, and to one who saw him for the
first time, he was nothing more than a good-man. But if one spent a few hours with him, and saw him in a
thoughtful mood, little by little the good-man became transfigured, and became ineffably imposing; his large and
serious forehead, rendered noble by his white hair, became noble also by meditation; majesty was developed from
this goodness, yet the radiance of goodness remained; and one felt something of the emotion that he would experience in seeing a smiling angel slowly spread his wings without ceasing to smile.
Respect, unutterable respect, penetrated you by degrees, and made its way to your heart; and you felt that you
had before you one of those strong, tried, and indulgent souls, where the thought is so great that it cannot be other
than gentle.
*
As we have seen, prayer, celebration of the religious offices, alms, consoling the afflicted, the cultivation of a
little piece of ground, fraternity, frugality, self-sacrifice, confidence, study, and work, filled up each day of his life.
Filled up is exactly the word; and in fact, the bishop’s day was full to the brim with good thoughts, good
words, and good actions. Nevertheless it was not complete if cold or rainy weather prevented his passing an hour
or two in the evening, when the two women had retired, in his garden before going to sleep. It seemed as if it were
a sort of rite with him, to prepare himself for sleep by meditating in presence of the great spectacle of the starry
firmament.
Sometimes at a late hour of the night, if the two women were awake, they would hear him slowly promenading
the walks.
He was there alone with himself, collected, tranquil, adoring, comparing the serenity of his heart with the serenity of the skies, moved in the darkness by the visible splendors of the constellations, and the invisible splendor
of God, opening his soul to the thoughts which fall from the Unknown.
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In such moments, offering up his heart at the hour when the flowers of night exhale their perfume, lighted like
a lamp in the center of the starry night, expanding his soul in ecstasy in the midst of the universal radiance of creation, he could not himself perhaps have told what was passing in his own mind; he felt something depart from
him, and something descend upon him; mysterious interchanges of the depths of the soul with the depths of the
universe.
He contemplated the grandeur, and the presence of God; the eternity of the future, strange mystery; the eternity
of the past, mystery yet more strange; all the infinities deep-hidden in every direction about him; and, without
essaying to comprehend the incomprehensible, he saw it.
He did not study God; he was dazzled by the thought.
He reflected upon these magnificent unions of atoms which give visible forms to Nature, revealing forces in
establishing them, creating individualities in unity, propor-tions in extension, the innumerable in the infinite, and
through light producing beauty. These unions are forming and dissolving continually; thence life and death.
He would sit upon a wooden bench leaning against a broken trellis, and look at the stars through the irregular
outlines of his fruit trees. This quarter of an acre of ground, so poorly cultivated, so cumbered with shed and ruins,
was dear to him, and satisfied him.
What more was needed by this old man who divided the leisure hours of his life, where he had so little leisure,
between gardening in the day time, and contemplation at night? Was not this narrow enclosure, with the sky for a
background, enough to enable him to adore God in his most beautiful as well as in his most sublime works? Indeed, is not that all, and what more can be desired?
A little garden to walk, and immensity to reflect upon. At his feet something to cultivate and gather; above his
head something to study and mediate upon ; a few flowers on the earth, and all the stars in the sky.
*
A final word.
As these details may, particularly in the times in which we live, and to use an expression now in fashion, gave
the Bishop of D—— a certain “pantheistic” physiognomy, and gave rise to the belief, whether to his blame or to
his praise, that he had one of those personal philosophies peculiar to our age, which sometimes spring up in
solitary minds, and gather materials and grow until they replace religion.
We insist upon it that no one who knew Monseigneur Bienvenu would have felt justified in any such idea.
What enlightened this man was the heart. His wisdom was formed from the light that came thence.
He had no systems; but many deeds. Abstruse speculations are full of headaches; nothing indicates that he
would risk his mind in mysticisms. The apostle may be bold, but the bishop should be timid. He would probably
have scrupled to sound too deeply certain problems, reserved in some sort for great and terrible minds.
There is a sacred horror in the approaches to mysticism; somber openings are yawning there, but something
tells you, as you near the brink—enter not.
Woe to him who does!
There are Geniuses, who, in the fathomless depths of abstraction and pure speculation—situated, so to say,
above all dogmas, present their ideas to God.
Their prayer audaciously offers a discussion. Their worship is questioning.
This is direct religion, full of anxiety and of responsibility for him who would scale its walls.
Human thought has no limit. At its risk and peril, it analyzes and dissects its own fascination. We could almost
say that, by a sort of splendid reaction, it fascinates nature; the mysterious world which surrounds us returns what
it receives; it is probable that the contemplators are contemplated.
However that may be, there are men on the earth—if they are nothing more—who distinctly perceive the
heights of the absolute in the horizon of their contemplation, and who have the terrible vision of the infinite
mountain. Monseigneur Bienvenu was not one of those men; Monseigneur Bienvenu was not a Genius. He would
have dreaded those sublimities from which some very great men even, like Swedenborg and Pascal, have glided
into insanity. Certainly, these tremendous reveries have their moral use; and by these arduous routes there is an
approach to ideal perfection.
But for his part, he took the straight road, which is short—the Gospel.
*
He did not attempt to make his robe assume the folds of Elijah’s mantle; he cast no ray of the future upon the
dark scroll of events; he sought not to condense into a flame the glimmer of things; he had nothing of the prophet
and nothing of the magician. His humble soul loved; that was all.
That he raised his prayer to a super-human aspiration, is probable; but one can no more pray too much than
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love too much; and, if it was a heresy to pray beyond the written form, St. Theresa and St. Jerome were heretics.
He inclined towards the distressed and the repentant.
The universe appeared to him like a vast disease; he perceived fever everywhere, he auscultated\fn{ Listened for}
suffering everywhere, and, without essaying to solve the enigma, he endeavored to staunch the wound. The formidable spectacle of created things developed a tenderness in him; he was always busy in finding for himself, and
inspiring others with the best way of sympathizing and solacing; the whole world was to this good and rare priest
a permanent subject of sadness seeking to be consoled.
There are men who labor for the extraction of gold; he worked for the extraction of pity.
The misery of the universe was his mine. Grief everywhere was only an occasion for good always. Love one
another; he declared that to be complete; he desired nothing more, and it was his whole doctrine.
*
One day, this man, who counted himself “a philosopher,” this senator before mentioned, said to the bishop:
“See now, what the world shows; each fighting against all others; the strongest man is the best man. Your love
one another is a stupidity.”
“Well,” replied Monseigneur Bienvenu, without discussion, “if it be a stupidity, the soul ought to shut itself up
in it, like the pearl in the oyster.”
And he shut himself up in it, he lived in it, he was satisfied absolutely with it, laying aside the mysterious questions which attract and which dishearten, the unfathomable depths of abstraction, the precipices of metaphysics—
all those profundities, to the apostle converging upon God, to the atheist upon annihilation; destiny, good and evil,
the war of being against being, the conscience of man, the thought-like dreams of the animal, the transformation
of death, the recapitulation of existences contained in the tomb, the incomprehensible engrafting of successive affections upon the enduring me, the essence, the substance, the Nothing, and the Something, the soul, nature, liberty, necessity; difficult problems, sinister depths, towards which are drawn the gigantic archangels of the human
race; fearful abyss, that Lucretius, Manou, St. Paul, and Dante contemplate with that flaming eye which seems,
looking steadfastly into the infinite, to enkindle the very stars.
Monsieur Bienvenu was simply a man who accepted these mysterious questions without examining them,
without agitating them, and without troubling his own mind with them; and who had in his soul a deep respect for
the mystery which enveloped them. …
59.226 The Marquise\fn{by George Sand aka Ammandine Lucile Dudevant (1804-1876)} Paris, France (F) 9
The Marquise de R—— never said brilliant things, although it is the fashion in French fiction to make every
old woman sparkle with wit. Her ignorance was extreme in all matters which contact with the world had not
taught her, and she had none of that nicety of expression, that exquisite penetration, that marvelous tact, which
belong, it is said, to women who have seen all the different phases of life and society; she was blunt, heedless, and
sometimes very cynical.
She put to flight every idea I have formed concerning the noble ladies of the olden times, yet she was a
genuine Marquise and had seen the Court of Louis XV.\fn{ King of France, 1715-1774} But as she was an exceptional
character, do not seek in her history for a study of the manners of any epoch.
I found much pleasure in the society of the lady. She seemed to me remarkable for nothing much except her
prodigious memory for the events of her youth and the masculine lucidity with which she expressed her reminiscences.
For the rest, she was, like all aged persons, forgetful of recent events and indifferent to everything in which she
had not any present personal concern.
Her beauty had not been of that piquant order, which, though lacking in splendor and regularity, still gives
pleasure in itself; she was not one of those women taught to be witty, in order to make as favorable an impression
as those who are so by nature.
The Marquise undoubtedly had had the misfortune to be beautiful. I have seen her portrait, for, like all old
women, she was vain enough to hang it up for inspection in her apartments.
She was represented in the character of a huntress nymph, with a low satin waist painted to imitate tiger-skin,
sleeves of antique lace, bow of sandal-wood, and a crescent of pearl lighting up her hair. It was an admirable
painting, and, above all, an admirable woman—tall, slender, dark, with black eyes, austere and noble features,
unsmiling, deep red lips, and hands which, it was said, had thrown the Princess de Lamballe into despair.
Without lace, satin, or powder, she might indeed have seemed one of those beautiful, proud nymphs fabled to
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appear to mortals in the depth of the forest or upon the solitary mountainside, only to drive them mad with passion
and regret.
Yet the Marquise had made few acquaintances; according to her own account she had been thought dull and
frivolous. The roues of that time cared less for the charms of beauty than for the allurements of coquetry; women
infinitely less admired than she had robbed her of all her adorers, and, strange enough, she had seemed indifferent
to her fate.
The little she told me of her life made me believe that her heart had had no youth, and that a cold selfishness
had paralyzed all its faculties. Still, her old age was adorned by several sincere friends, and she gave alms without
ostentation.
*
One evening I found her even more communicative than usual; there was much of sadness in her voice.
“My child,” she said, “the Vicomte de Larrieux has just died of the gout. It is a great sorrow to me, for I have
been his friend these sixty years.”
“What was his age?” I asked.
“Eighty-four. I am eighty, but not so infirm as he was, and I can hope to live longer. N’importe! Several of my
friends have gone this year, and although I tell myself that I am younger and stronger than any of them, I can not
help being frightened when I see my contemporaries dropping off around me.”
“And these,” said I, “are the only regrets you feel for poor Larrieux, a man who worshipped you for sixty
years, who never ceased to complain of your cruelty, yet never revolted from his allegiance? He was a model
lover: there are no more such men.”
“My dear child,” answered the Marquise, “I see that you think me cold and heartless. Perhaps you are right;
judge for yourself. I will tell you my whole history, and, whatever opinion you may have of me, I shall, at least,
not die without having made myself known to some one.
*
“When I was sixteen I left St. Cyr, where I had been educated, to marry the Marquis de R——. He was fifty,
but I dared not complain, for every one congratulated me on this splendid match, and all my portionless companyions envied my lot.
“I was never very bright, and at that time I was positively stupid; the education of the cloister had completely
benumbed my faculties. I left the convent with a romantic idea of life and of the world, stupidly considered a
merit in young girls, but which often results in the misery of their whole lives. As a natural consequence, the
experience brought me by my brief married life was lodged in so narrow a mind that it was of no use to me. I
learned, not to understand life, but to doubt myself.
“I was a widow before I was seventeen, and as soon as I was out of mourning I was surrounded by suitors.
“I was then in all the splendor of my beauty, and it was generally admitted that there was neither face nor
figure that could compare with mine; but my husband, an old, worn out dissipated man, who had never shown me
anything but irony and disdain, and had married me only to secure an office promised with my hand, had left me
such an aversion to marriage that I could never be brought to contract new ties.
“In my ignorance of life I fancied that all men resembled him and that in a second husband I should find M. de
R——’s hard heart, his pitiless irony, and that insulting coldness which had so deeply humiliated me.
“This terrible entrance into life had dispelled for me all the illusions of youth. My heart, which perhaps was
not entirely cold, withdrew into itself and grew suspicious.
“I was foolish enough to tell my real feelings to several women of my acquaintance. They did not fail to tell
what they had learned, and without considering the doubts and anguish of my heart, boldly declared that I despised all men.
“There is nothing men will resent more readily than this; my lovers soon learned to despise me, and continued
their flatteries only in the hope of finding an opportunity to hold me up to ridicule. I saw mockery and treachery
written upon every forehead, and my misanthropy increased every day.
*
“About this time there came to Paris from the provinces a man who had neither talent, strength, nor fascination, but who possessed a frankness and uprightness of feeling very rare among the people with whom I lived.
This was the Vicomte de Larrieux. He was soon acknowledged to be my most favored love.
“He, poor fellow, loved me sincerely in his soul.
“His soul! Had he a soul? He was one of those hard, prosaic men who have not even the elegance of vice or the
glitter of falsehood. He was struck only by my beauty; he took no pains to discover my heart. This was not disdain
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on his part, it was incapacity. Had he found in me the power of loving, he would not have known how to respond
to it.
“I do not think there ever lived a man more wedded to material things than poor Larrieux. He ate with delight,
and fell asleep in all the armchairs; the remainder of the time he took snuff. He was always occupied in satisfying
some appetite. I do not think he had one idea a day.
“And yet, my dear friend, would you believe it? I never had the energy to get rid of him; for sixty years he was
my torment. Constantly offended by my repulses, yet constantly drawn to me by the very obstacles I placed in the
way of his passion, he had for me the most faithful, the most undying, the most wearisome love that ever man felt
for woman.”
“I am surprised,” said I, “that in the course of your life you never met a man capable of understanding you, and
worthy of converting you to real love. Must we conclude that the men of today are superior to those of other
times?”
“That would be a great piece of vanity on your part,” she answered, smiling. “I have little reason to speak well
of the men of my own time; yet I doubt, too, whether you have made much progress; but I will not moralize.
“The cause of my misfortune was entirely within myself. I had no tact, no judgment. A woman as proud as I
was should have possessed a superior character, and should have been able to distinguish at a glance many of the
insipid, false, insignificant men who surrounded me.
“I was too ignorant, to narrow-minded for this. As I lived on I acquired more judgment and have learned that
several of the objects of my hatred deserved far other feelings.”
“And while you were young,” I rejoined, “were you never tempted to make a second trial? Was this deeprooted aversion never shaken off? It is strange.”
The Marquise was silent, then hastily laying her gold snuff-box on the table—
“I have begun my confession,” said she, “and I will acknowledge everything.
“Listen.
“Once, and only once, I have loved, with a love as passionate and indomitable as it was imaginative and ideal.
For you see, my child, you young men think you understand women, but you know nothing about them. If many
old women of eighty were occasionally to tell you the history of their loves, you would perhaps find that the
feminine soul contains sources of good and evil of which you have no idea.
“And now, guess what was the rank of the man for whom I entirely lost my head—I, a Marquise, and prouder
and haughtier than any other.”
“The King of France, or the Dauphin, Louis XIV.”
“Oh, if you go on in that manner, it will be three hours before you come to my lover. I prefer to tell you at once
—he was an actor.”
“A king, notwithstanding, I imagine.”
“The noblest, the most elegant that ever trod the boards. You are not amazed?”
“Not much. I have heard that such ill-sorted passions were not rare, even when the prejudices of caste in
France were more powerful than they are today.
“Those ill-sorted passions were not tolerated by the world, I can assure you. The first time I saw him I expressed my admiration to the Comtesse de Ferriès, who happened to be beside me, and she answered:
“‘Do not speak so warmly to any one but me. You would be cruelly taunted were you suspected of forgetting
that in the eyes of a woman of rank an actor can never be a man.’
“Madame Ferrières’ words remained in my mind, I know not why. At the time this contemptuous tone of hers
seemed to me absurd, and this fear of committing myself a piece of malicious hypocrisy.
“His name was Lelio; he was by birth an Italian, but spoke French admirably. He may have been thirty-five,
although on the stage he often seemed less than twenty. He played Corneille;\fn{ I.e., he acted in plays written by Corneille} after this he played Racine, and in both he was admirable.”
“I am surprised,” said I, interrupting the Marquise, “that his name does not appear in the annals of dramatic
talent.”
“He was never famous,” she answered, “and was appreciated neither by the court nor the town. I have heard
that he was outrageously hissed when he first appeared. Afterward he was valued for his feeling, his fire, and his
efforts at correct elocution.
“He was tolerated and sometimes applauded, but, on the whole, he was always considered an actor without
taste.
“In those days tragedy was played ‘properly’; it was necessary to die with taste, to fall gracefully, and to have
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an air of good breeding, even in the case of a blow. Dramatic art was modeled upon the usage of good society, and
the diction and gestures of the actors were in harmony with the hoops and hair powder, which even then disfigured Phèdre.\fn{A play by Racine}
“I have never appreciated the defects of this school of art. I bravely endured it twice in the week, for it was the
fashion to like it; but I listened with so cold and constrained an air that it was generally said I was insensible to the
charms of fine poetry.
“One evening, after a rather long absence from Paris, I went to the Comédy Française to see Le Cid.\fn{By
Corneille} Lelio had been admitted to this theater during my stay in the country, and I saw him for the first time. He
played Rodrique.
“I was deeply moved by the very first tone of his voice. It was penetrating rather than sonorous, but vibrating
and strongly accentuated. His voice was much criticized: that of the Cid was supposed to be deep and powerful,
just as all the heroes of antiquity were supposed to be tall and strong. A king who was but five feet six inches
could not wear the diadem; it would have been contrary to the decrees of tastes.
“Lelio was small and slender. His beauty lay not in the features, but in the nobleness of his forehead, the iresistible grace of his attitude, the careless ease of his movements, the proud but melancholy expression of his face.
The word charm should have been invented for him; it belonged to all his words, to all his glances, to all his
motions. It was indeed a charm which he threw around me.
“This man, who stepped, spoke, moved without system or affectation, who sobbed with his heart as much as
with his voice, who forgot himself to become identified with his passion; this man in whom the body seemed
wasted and shattered by the soul, and a single one of whose glances contained all the life I failed to find in real
life, exercised over me a really magnetic power.
“I alone could follow and understand him, and he was for five years my kind, my life, my love. To me he was
much more than a man. His was an intellectual power which formed my soul at its will.
*
“Soon I was unable to conceal the impression he made on me. I gave up my box at the Comédy Française in
order not to betray myself. I pretended I had become pious, and in the evening I went to pray in the churches;
instead of that I dressed myself as a working woman and mingled with the common people that I might listen to
him unconstrained.
“At last I bribed one of the employees of the theater to let me occupy a little corner where no one could see me
and which I reached by a side corridor. As an additional precaution, I dressed myself as a schoolboy. When the
hour for the theater sounded in the large clock in my drawing-room I was seized with violent palpitations.
“While my carriage was getting ready I tried to control myself; and if Larrieux happened to be with me I was
rude to him, and threatened to send him away. I must have had great dissimulation and great tact to have hidden
all this for five years from Larrieux, the most jealous of men, and from all the malicious people about me.
“I must tell you that instead of struggling against this passion I yielded to it with eagerness, with delight. It was
so pure! Why should I have blushed for it?
“It gave me new life; it initiated me into all the feelings I had wished to experience; it almost made me a woman. I was proud to feel myself thrill and tremble.
“The first time my dormant heart beat aloud was to me a triumph. I learned to pout, to love, to be faithful and
capricious. It was remarked I grew handsomer every day, that my dark eyes softened, that my smile was more expressive, that what I said was truer and had more meaning than could have been expected.
“I have just told you that when I heard the clock strike I trembled with joy and impatience. Even now I seem to
feel the delicious oppression which used to overwhelm me at the sound of that clock.
“Since then, through the vicissitudes of fortune, I have come to find myself very happy in the possession of a
few small rooms in the Marais. Well, of all my aristocratic faubourg, and my past splendor I regret only that
which could have recalled to me those days of love and dreams. I have saved from the general ruin a few pieces of
furniture which I look upon with as much emotion as if the hour for the theater were about to stroke now, and my
horses were pawing at the door.
“Oh! my child, never love as I loved; it is a storm which death alone can quell.
“Then I learned to take pleasure in being young, wealthy, and beautiful. Seated in my coach, my feet buried in
furs, I could see myself reflected in the mirror in front of me.
“The dress of that time, which has since been so laughed at, was of extraordinary richness and splendor. When
arranged with taste and modified in its exaggeration, it endowed a beautiful woman with dignity, with a softness,
the grace of which the portraits of that time could give you no idea. A woman, clothed in its panoply of feathers,
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of silks, and flowers, was obliged to move slowly. I have seen a\fn{ The letter a is absent from the text.}very fair woman
in white robes with long trains of watered silk, their hair powdered and dressed with white plumes, who might
without exaggeration have been compared to swans.
“Despite all Rousseau has said, those enormous folds of satin, that profusion of muslin which enveloped a
slender little body as down envelops a dove, made us resemble birds, rather than wasps. Long wings of lace fell
from our arms, and our ribbons, purses, and jewels were variegated with the most brilliant colors. Balancing ourselves in our little high-heeled shoes, we seemed to fear to touch the earth and walked with the disdainful circumspection of a little bird on the edge of a brook.
“At the time of which I am speaking blonde powder began to be worn and gave the hair a light and soft color.
This method of modifying the crude shades of the hair gave softness to the face, and an extraordinary brilliance to
the eyes. The forehead was completely uncovered, its outline melted insensibly into the pale shades of the hair. It
thus appeared higher and prouder, and gave all women a majestic air.
“It was the fashion, too, to dress the hair low, with large curls thrown back and falling on the neck. This was
very becoming to me, and I was celebrated for the taste and magnificence of my dress. I sometimes wore red
velvet with grebe-skin, sometimes white satin edged with tiger-skin, sometimes lilac damask shot with silver, with
white feathers and pearls in my hair. Thus attired I would pay a few visits until the hour for the second piece at the
theater, for Lelio never came on in the first.
“I created a sensation wherever I appeared, and, which I again found myself in my carriage, I contemplated
with much pleasure the reflected image of the woman who loved Lelio, and might have been loved by him. Until
then, the only pleasure I had found in being beautiful lay in the jealousy I excited.
“But from the moment that I loved I began to enjoy my beauty for its own sake. It was all I had to offer Lelio
as a compensation for the triumphs which were denied him in Paris, and I loved to think of the pride and joy this
poor actor, so misjudged, so laughed at, would feel were he told that the Marquise de R—— had dedicated her
heart to him.
“These the dreams, however, were as brief as they were beautiful. As soon as my thoughts assumed some
consistency, as soon as they took the form of any plan whatever, I had the fortitude to suppress them, and all the
pride of rank reasserted its empire over my soul.
“You seem surprised at this. I will explain it by and by.
*
“About eight o’clock\fn{The text spells this: oclock} my carriage stopped at the little Church of the Carmelites near
the Luxembourg, and I sent it away, for I was supposed to be attending the religious lectures which were given
there at that hour.
“But I only crossed the church and the garden and came out on the other street. I went to the garret of the
young needle-woman named Florence, who was devoted to me. I locked myself up in her room, and joyfully laid
aside all my adornments to don the black square-cut coat, the sword and wig of a young college professor. Tall,
with my dark complexion and inoffensive glances, I really had the awkward hypocritical look of a little priestling
who had stolen in to see the play.
“I took a hackney coach, and hastened to hide myself in my little box at the theater. Then my joy, my terror,
my trembling ceased. A profound calm came upon me and I remained until the raising of the curtain as if absorbed
in expectation of some great solemnity.
“As the vulture in his hypnotic circling surrounds the partridge and holds him panting and motionless, so did
the soul of Lelio, that great soul of a poet and tragedian, envelop all my faculties, and plunge me into a torpor of
admiration. I listened, my hands clasped upon my knees and my chin upon the front of the box, and my forehead
bathed in perspiration; I hardly breathed; the crude light of the lamps tortured my eyes, which, tired and burning,
were fastened on his every gesture, his every step.
“ His feigned emotions, his simulated misfortune, impressed me as if they were real. I could hardly distinguish
between truth and illusion. To me, Lelio was indeed Rodrique, Bajazet, Hippolyte. I hated his enemies. I trembled
at his dangers; his sorrows drew from me floods of tears, and when he died I was compelled to stifle my emotions
in my handkerchief.
“Between the acts I sat down at the back of my box; I was as one dead until the meager tone of the orchestra
warned me that the curtain was about to rise again. Then I sprang up, full of strength and ardor, the power to feel,
to weep. How much freshness, poetry, and youth there was in that man’s talent! That whole generation must have
been of ice not to have fallen at his feet.
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lic, although he scandalized the women by the carelessness of his dress and deportment, and displeased the men
by his contempt for their foolish actions, there were moments when, by an irresistible fascination, by the power of
his eye and his voice, he held the whole of this ungrateful public as if in the hollow of his hand, and compelled it
to applaud and tremble.
“This happened but seldom, for the entire spirit of the age can not be suddenly changed; but when it did happen, the applause was frantic. It seemed as if the Parisians, subjugated by his genius, wished to atone for all their
injustice.
“As for me, I believed that this man had at most a supernatural power, and that those who most bitterly despised him were compelled to swell his triumph in spite of themselves.
In truth, at such times the Comédie Française seemed smitten with madness, and the spectators, on leaving the
theater, were amazed to remember that they had applauded Lelio. As for me, I seized the opportunity to give full
play to my emotion; I shouted, I wept, I passionately called his name. Happily for me, my weak voice was
drowned in the storm which raged about me.
“At other times he was hissed when he seemed to me to be sublime, and then I left the theater, my heart full of
rage. Those nights were the most dangerous for me. I was violently tempted to seek him out, to weep with him, to
curse the age in which we lived, and to console him by offering him my enthusiasm and love.
*
“One evening as I left the theater by the side passage which led to my box, a small, slender man passed in front
of me, and turned into the street. One of the stage-carpenters took off his hat and said: ‘Good evening, Monsieur
Lelio.’
“Eager to obtain a nearer view of this extraordinary man, I ran after him, crossed the street and, forgetting the
danger to which I exposed myself, following him into a café. Fortunately, it was not one in which I was likely to
meet any one of my own rank.
“When, by the light of the smoky lamp, I looked at Lelio, I thought I had been mistaken, and had followed
another man. He was at least thirty-five, sallow, withered, and worn out. He was badly dressed, he looked vulgar,
spoke in a hoarse, broken voice, shook hands with the meanest wretches, drank brandy, and swore horribly.
“It was not until I had heard his name repeated several times that I felt sure that this was the divinity of the
theater, interpreter of the great Corneille. I could recognize none of those charms which had so fascinated me, not
even his glance, so bright, so ardent and so sad. His eyes were dull, dead, almost stupid; his strongly accentuated
pronunciation seemed ignoble when he called to the waiter, or talked of gambling and taverns.
“He walked badly, he looked vulgar, and the paint was only half wiped from his cheeks. It was no longer
Hippolyte—it was Lelio. The temple was empty; the oracle was dumb; the divinity had become a man, not even a
man—an actor.
“He went out, and I sat stupefied without even presence of mind enough to drink the hot spiced wine I had
called for. When I remembered where I was, and perceived the insulting glances which were heaped upon me, I
became frightened. It was the first time I had ever found myself in such an equivocal position, and in such immediate contact with people of that class.
“I rose and tried to escape, but forgot\fn{ The text has: forget} to pay my reckoning.\fn{ An Anglicism for the payment of
one’s bill} The waiter ran after me; I was terribly ashamed; I was obliged to return, enter into explanations at the
desk, and endure all the mocking and suspicious looks which were turned upon me.
“When I left I thought I was followed. In vain I looked for a hackney-coach; there were none remaining in
front of the theater. I constantly heard heavy steps echoing my own. Trembling, I turned my head, and recognized
a tall, ill-looking fellow whom I had noticed in one corner of the café, and who had very much the air of a spy or
something worse.
“He spoke to me; I do not know what he said; I was too much frightened to hear, but I had still presence of
mind enough to rid myself of him. I struck him in the face with my cane, and, leaving him stunned at my audacity,
I shot away swift as an arrow, and did not stop till I reached Florence’s little garret.
*
“When I awoke the next morning in my own bed with its wadded curtains and coronal of pink feathers, I
almost thought I had dreamed, and felt greatly mortified when I recollected the disillusions of the previous night. I
thought my self thoroughly cured of my love, and I tried to rejoice at it, but in vain. I was filled with a mortal
regret, the weariness of life again entered my heart, the world had not a pleasure which could charm me.
“Evening came, but brought no more beneficial emotions. Society seemed to me stupid. I went to church and
listened to the evening lecture with a determination of becoming pious; I caught cold, and came home quite ill. I
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remained in bed several days.
“The Comtesse de Ferrières came to see me, assured me that I had no fever, that lying still made me ill, that I
must amuse myself, go out, go to the theater. She compelled me to go with her to see Cinna.\fn{A tragedy by
Corneille}
“‘You no longer go to the theater,’ said she to me; ‘your health is undermined by your piety, and the dullness of
your life. You have not seen Lelio for some time; he has improved, and he is now sometimes applauded. I think he
may some day become very tolerable.’
“I do not know why I allowed myself to be persuaded. However, as I was completely disenchanted with Lelio,
I thought I no longer ran any risk in braving his fascinations in public, I dressed myself with excessive brilliance,
and, in a court proscenium box, fronted a danger in which I no longer believed.
*
“But the danger was never more imminent.
“Lelio was sublime, and I had never been more in love with him. My recent adventure seemed but a dream. I
could not believe that Lelio was other than he seemed upon the stage. In spite of myself, I yielded to the terrible
agitations into which he had the power of throwing me. My face was bathed in tears, and I was compelled to
cover it with my handkerchief.
“In the disorder of my mind I wiped off my rouge and my patches, and the Comtesse de Ferrières advised me
to retire to the back of my box, for my emotion was creating a sensation in the house.
“I fortunately had had the skill to make everyone believe it was the playing of Mlle. Hippolyte Clarion which
affected me so deeply. She was, in my own opinion, a very cold and formal actress, too superior perhaps for her
profession, as it was then understood; but her manner of saying ‘Tout beau,’ in Cinna, had given her a great reputation. It must be said, however, that when she played with Lelio she outdid herself. Although she took pains to
proclaim her share in the fashionable contempt for his method of acting, she assuredly felt the influence of his
genius.
“That evening Lelio noticed me, either on account of my dress or my emotion; for I saw him, when he was not
acting, bend over one of the spectators, who, at that epoch, sat upon the stage, and inquire my name. I guessed his
question by the way both looked at me.
“My heart beat almost to suffocation, and I noticed during the play that Lelio’s eyes turned several times
toward me.
“What would I not have given to hear what the Chevalier de Bretillac, whom he had questioned, had said to
him about me!
“Lelio’s face did not indicate the nature of the information he had received, for he was obliged to retain the
expression suited to his part. I knew this Bretillac very slightly, and I could not imagine whether he would speak
well or ill of me.
“That night I understood for the first time the nature of the passion which enchained me to Lelio. It was a
passion purely intellectual, purely ideal. It was not he I loved, but those heroes of ancient times whose sincerity,
whose fidelity, whose tenderness he knew how to portray; with him and by him I was carried back to an epoch of
forgotten virtues.
“I was bright enough to think that in those days I should not have been misjudged and hated, and that I should
not have been reduced to loving a phantom of the footlights. Lelio was to me but the shadow of the Cid, the
representative of that antique chivalric love now ridiculed in France. My Lelio was a fictitious being who had no
existence outside the theater. The illusions of the stage, the glare of the footlights, were a part of the being whom I
loved. Without them he was nothing to me, and faded like a story before the brightness of day. I had no desire to
see him off the boards; and should have been in despair had I met him. It would have been like contemplating the
ashes of a great man.
*
“One evening as I was going to the Carmelite church with the intention of leaving it by the passage door, I
perceived that I was followed, and became convinced that henceforth it would be almost impossible to conceal the
object of my nocturnal expeditions.
“I decided to go publicly to the theater. Lelio saw me and watched me; my beauty had struck him, my sensibility flattered him. His attention sometimes wandered so much as to displease the public.
“Soon I could no longer doubt. He was madly in love with me.
“My box had pleased the Princess de Vaudemont. I gave it up to her, and took for myself a smaller one, less in
view of the house and better situated. I was almost upon the stage, I did not lose one of Lelio’s glances; and he
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could look at me without it being seen by the public.
“But I no longer needed to catch his eye in order to understand all his feelings. The sound of his voice, his
sighs, the expression which he gave to certain verses, certain words, told me that he was speaking to me. I was the
happiest and proudest of women, for then it was the hero, not the actor, who loved me.
“I have since heard that Lelio often followed me in my walks and drives; so little did I desire to see him
outside of the theater that I never perceived it.
“Of the eighty years I have passed in this world, those five are the only ones in which I really lived.
*
“One day I read in the Mercure de France the name of a new actor engaged at the Comédie Française to
replace Lelio, who was about to leave France.
“This announcement was a mortal blow to me. I could not conceive how I should exist when deprived of these
emotions, this life of passion and storm. This even gave an immense development to my love, and was well-nigh
my ruin.
“I no longer struggled with myself; I no longer sought to stifle all thoughts contrary to the dignity of my rank. I
regretted that he was not what he appeared on the stage; I wished him as young and handsome as he seemed each
night before the footlights, that I might sacrifice to him all my pride, all my prejudices.
“While I was in this state of irresolution, I received a letter in an unknown hand. It is the only love letter I have
ever kept. Though Larrieux has written me innumerable protestations, and I have received a thousand perfumed
declarations from a hundred others, it is the only real love letter that was ever sent me.”
The Marquise rose, opened with a steady hand an inlaid casket, and took from it a crumpled, worn-out letter,
which I read with difficulty.
Madame:
I am certain you will feel nothing but contempt for this letter, you will not even deem it worthy of your anger. But,
to a man falling into an abyss, what matters one more stone at the bottom?
You will think me mad, and you will be right. You will perhaps pity me, for you will not doubt my sincerity. However humble your piety may have made you, you will understand the extent of my despair; you must already know how
much evil and how much good your eyes can do. …
You must know this already, Madame; it is impossible that the violent emotions I have portrayed upon the stage, my
cries of wrath and despair, have not twenty times revealed to you my passion. You can not have lighted all these flames
without being conscious of what you did. Perhaps you played with me as a tiger with his prey; perhaps the spectacle of
my folly and my tortures was your pastime.
But no; to think so were to presume too much. No, Madame, I do not believe it; you never thought of me. You felt
the verses of the great Corneille, you identified these with the noble passions of tragedy; that was all.
And I, madman that I was, I dared to think that my voice alone sometimes awoke your sympathies, that my heart
echoed in yours, that between you and me there was something more than between me and the public.
Oh, my madness was arrant, but it was sweet! Leave me my illusions, Madame; what are they to you?
Do you fear that I should boast of them? By what right should I do so, and who would believe me? I should only
make myself a laughing-stock of sensible people. Leave me this conviction; it has given me more joy than the severity
of the public has caused me sorrow.
Let me bless you, let me thank you upon my knees, for the sensibility which I have discovered in your soul, and
which no one else has ever shown me; for the tears which I have seen you shed for my fictitious sorrows, and which
have often raised my inspiration almost to delirium; for the timid glances which sought, at least it seemed so, to console
me for the coldness of my audience.
Oh, why were you born to pomp and splendor!
Why am I an obscure and nameless artist!
Why have I not riches and the favor of the public, that I might exchange them for a name, for one of those titles
which I have hitherto disdained, and which, perhaps, would permit me to aspire as high as you are placed!
Once I deemed the distinctions conferred upon talent superior to all others. To what purpose, thought I, is a man a
Chevalier or a Marquis but to be the sillier, the vainer, and the more insolent? I hated the pride of men of rank, and
thought that I should be sufficiently avenged for their disdain if my genius raised me above them.
Dreams and delusions all! My strength has not equaled my mad ambition. I have remained obscure; I have done
worse—I have touched success, and allowed it to escape me. I thought myself great, and I was cast down to the dust; I
imagined that I was almost sublime, and I was condemned to be ridiculous. Fate took me—me and my audacious
dreams—and crushed me as if I had been a reed. I am a most wretched man!
But I committed my greatest folly when I cast my eyes beyond that row of lights which marked between me and the
rest of society an invisible line of separation. It is to me a circle of Popilius. I, an actor, I dared to raise my eyes and
fasten them upon a beautiful woman—upon a woman, you, lovely, and of high rank; for you are all this, Madame, and I
know it. The world accuses of you of coldness and of exaggerated piety. I alone understand you. Your first smile, your
first tear, sufficiently disproved the absurd fable which Chevalier de Bretillac repeated against you.
But then what a destiny is yours! What fatality weighs upon you as upon me, that in the midst of society so brilliant,
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which calls itself so enlightened, you should have found only the heart of a poor actor to do you justice. Nothing will
deprive me of the sad and consoling thought that, had we been born in the same rank, you would have been mine in
spite of my rivals, in spite of my inferiority.
You would have been compelled to acknowledge that there is in me something greater than their wealth, and their
titles—the power of loving you.
Lelio

“This letter,” continued the Marquise, “was of a character very unusual at the time it was written, and seemed
to me, notwithstanding some passages of theatrical declamation at the beginning, so powerful, so true, so full of
only bold passion, that I was overwhelmed by it. The pride which still struggled within me faded away. I would
have given all the remaining days I had to live for one hour of such love.
“I answered in these words, as nearly as I can remember:
I do not accuse you, Lelio; I accuse destiny.
I do not pity you alone; I pity myself also. Neither pride nor prudence shall make me deny you the consolation of
believing that I have felt a preference for you.
Keep it, for it is the only one I can offer you. I can never consent to see you.

“Next day I received a note which I hastily read and threw into the fire, to prevent Larrieux from seeing it, for
he came suddenly upon me while I was reading it. It read thus:
Madame:
I must see you or I must die. Once—once only, but for a single hour, if such is your will.
Why should you fear an interview since you trust my honor and my prudence? Madame, I know who you are; I am
well aware of your piety and of the austerity of your life. I am not fool enough to hope for anything but a word of compassion, but it must fall from your own lips.
My heart must receive it and bear it away, or my heart must break.
Lelio

“I believed implicitly in the humility, in the sincerity of Lelio. Besides, I had ample reason to trust my own
strength.
“I resolved to see him. I had completely forgotten his faded features, his low-bred manners, his vulgar aspect; I
recollected only the fascination of his genius, his letters, and his life. I answered:
I will see you. Find some secure place, but hope for nothing but for what you have asked. Should you seek to abuse
my trust, you would be a villain, and I should not fear you.

“Answer:
Your trust would save you from the basest of villains. You will see, Madame, that Lelio is not unworthy of it. Duke
—— has often been good enough to offer me the use of his house in the Rue de Valois.
Deign to go thither after the play.

“Some explanations and directions as to the locality of the house followed. I received this note at four o’clock.
*
“The whole negotiation had occupied but one day. I had spent it in wandering through the house like one distracted; I was in a fever. This rapid succession of events bore my along as in a dream.
“When I had made the final decision, when it was impossible to draw back, I sank down upon my ottoman,
breathless and dizzy.
“I was really ill. A surgeon was sent for; I was bled. I told my servants not to mention my indisposition to any
one; I dreaded the intrusion of officious advisers, and was determined not to be prevented from going out that
night.
“I threw myself upon my bed to await the appointed hour, and gave orders that no visitors should be admitted.
The blood-letting had relieved and weakened me; I sank into a great depression of spirits.
“All my illusions vanished with the excitement which had accompanied my fever. Reason and memory returned; I remembered my disenchantment in the coffee-house, and Lelio’s wretched appearance there; I prepared
to blush for my folly, and to fall from the height of my deceitful visions to a bare and despicable reality. I no longer understood how it had been possible for me to consent to exchange my heroic and romantic tenderness for the
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revulsion of feeling which awaited me, and the sense of shame which would henceforth poison all my recollecttions.
“I bitterly regretted what I had done; I wept my illusions, my love, and that future of pure and secret joys
which I was about to forfeit. Above all, I mourned for Lelio, whom in seeing I should forever lose, and whose
love I had found five years of happiness, and for whom in a few hours I should feel nothing but indifference.
“In the paroxysm of my grief I violently wrung my arms; the vein reopened, and I had barely time to ring for
my maid, who found me in a swoon in my bed. A deep and heavy sleep, against which I struggled in vain, seized
me. I neither dreamed nor suffered; I was as one dead for several hours.
“When I again opened my eyes my room was almost dark, my house silent; my waiting-woman was asleep in a
chair at the foot of my bed. I remained for some time ins such a state of numbness and weakness that I recollected
nothing.
“Suddenly my memory returned, and I asked myself whether the hour and the day of rendezvous were passed,
whether I had slept an hour or a century; whether I had killed Lelio by breaking my word. Was there yet time?
“I tried to rise, but my strength failed me. I struggled for some moments as if in a nightmare. At last I summoned all the forces of my will. I sprang to the floor, opened the curtains, and saw the moon shining on the trees
of my garden. I ran to the clock; the hands marked ten. I seized my maid and waked her:
“‘Quinette, what day of the week it is?’
“She sprang from her chair, screaming, and tried to escape from me, for she thought me delirious; I reassured
her and learned that I had only slept three hours. I thanked God. I asked for a hackney-coach. Quinettte looked at
me in amazement. A last she became convinced that I had the full use of my senses, transmitted my order, and began to dress me.
“I asked for my simplest dress; I put no ornaments in my hair, I refused to wear my rouge. I wished above all
things for Lelio’s esteem and respect, for they were far more precious to me than his love. Nevertheless, I was
pleased when Quinette, who was much surprised at this new caprice, said, examining me from head to foot:
“‘Truly, Madame, I know not how you manage it. You are dressed in a plain white robe, without either train or
pannier; you are ill and as pale as death; you have not even put on a patch; yet I never saw you so beautiful as
tonight. I pity the men who will look upon you!’
“‘Do you think me so very austere, my poor Quinette?’
“‘Alas, Madame, every day I pray Heaven to make me like you; but up to this time—’
“‘Come, simpleton, give me my mantle and muff.’
*
“At midnight I was in the house of the Rue de Valois.
“I was carefully veiled, a sort of valet de chambre received me; he was the only human being to be seen in this
mysterious dwellings. He led me through the windings of a dark garden to a pavilion buried in silence and
shadow. Depositing his green silk lantern in the vestibule, he opened the door of a large dusky room, showed me
by a respectful gesture and with a most impassive face a ray of light proceeding from the other extremity, and
said, in a tone so low that it seemed as if he feared to awaken the sleeping echoes:
“‘Your ladyship is alone, no one else has yet come. Your ladyship will find in the summer parlor a bell which I
will answer if you need anything.’ He disappeared as if by enchantment, shutting the door upon me.
“I was terribly frightened; I thought I had fallen into some trap. I called him back. He instantly reappeared, and
his air of stupid solemnity reassured me. I asked him what time it was, although I knew perfectly well, for I had
sounded my watch twenty times in the carriage.
“‘It is midnight,’ answered he, without raising his eyes.
I now resolutely entered the summer parlor, and I realized how unfounded were my fears when I saw that the
doors which opened upon the garden were only of painted silk. Nothing could be more charming than this boudoir; it was fitted up as a concert-room. The walls were of stucco as white as snow, and the mirrors were framed
in unpolished silver. Musical instruments of unusually rich material were scattered about, upon seats of white
velvet, trimmed with pearls. The light came from above through leaves of alabaster, which formed a dome. This
soft, even light might have been mistaken for that of the moon. A single statue of white marble stood in the middle
of the room; it was an antique and represented Isis veiled, with her finger upon her lips. The mirrors which
reflected us, both pale and draped in white, produced such an illusion upon me that I was obliged to distinguish
my finger from hers.
“Suddenly the silence was interrupted; the door was opened and closed, and light footsteps sounded upon the
floor. I sank into a chair more dead than alive, for I was about to see Lelio shorn of the illusions of the stage. I
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closed my eyes, and inwardly bade them farewell before I reopened them.
*
“But how much was I surprised!
“Lelio was beautiful as an angel. He had not taken off his stage dress, and it was the most elegant I had ever
seen him wear. His Spanish doublet was of white satin, his shoulder and garter knots of cherry ribbons, and a
short cloak of the same color was thrown over his shoulder.
“He wore an immense ruff of English lace; his hair was short and unpowdered, partially covered by a cap with
white feathers and a diamond rose. In this costume he had just played Don Juan in Festin de Pierre.\fn{A play by
Moilère, first performed in 1665 } Never had I seen him so beautiful, so young, so poetical, as at that moment. Velasquez would have worshipped such a model.
“He knelt before me. I could not help stretching out my hand to him, he seemed so submissive, so fearful of
displeasing me. A man sufficiently in love to tremble before a woman was rare in those times, and this one was
thirty-five and an actor.
“It seemed to me then, it seems to me still, that he was in the first bloom of youth. In his white dress he looked
like a young page; his forehead had all the purity, his heart all the ardor of a first love. He took my hands and covered them with kisses.
“My senses seemed to desert me; I caressed his burning forehead, his stiff, black hair, and the brown neck
which disappeared in the soft\fn{The text has: sofe} whiteness of his collar. He wept like a woman; I was overwhelmed with surprise.
“I wept delicious tears. I compelled him to raise his head and look at me.
“How splendid, how tender were his eyes! How much fascination his warm, true soul communicated to the
very defects of his face, and the scars left upon it by time and toil! When I saw the premature wrinkles upon his
beautiful forehead, when I saw the pallor of his lips, the languor of his smile, my heart was melted. I felt that I
must needs weep for his griefs, his disappointments, the labors of his life. I identified myself with him in all his
sorrows, even that of his long, hopeless love for me, and I had but one wish—to compensate him for the ills he
had suffered.
“My dear Lelio, my great Rodrique, my beautiful Don Juan!
“He spoke to me, he told me how from a dissipated actor I had made him a man full of life and ardor; how I
had raised him in his own eyes, and restored to him the illusions of his youth; he spoke of his respect, his veneration for me, of his contempt for the species of love which was then in fashion.
“Never did a man with more penetrating eloquence speak to the heart of a woman; never did Racine make love
utter itself with such conviction of its own truth, such poetry, such strength. Everything elevated and profound,
everything sweet and fiery which passion can inspire, lay in his words, his face, his eyes, his caresses.
*
“Alas! did he deceive himself! Was he playing a part?”
“I certainly do not think so,” I cried, looking the Marquise. She seemed to grow young as she spoke; and, like
the fairy Urgela, to cast off her hundred years. I know not who has said that a woman’s heart has no wrinkles.
“Listen to the end,” said she.
“I threw my arms around his neck; I shivered as I touched the satin of his coat, as I breathed the perfume of his
hair. My emotion was too violent and I fainted.
“He recalled me to myself by his prompt assistance. I found him still kneeling at my feet.
“‘Pity me, kill me,’ cried he. He was paler and far more ill than I.
“‘Listen, Lelio,’ said I. ‘Here we separate forever, but let us carry from this place a whole future of blissful
thoughts and adored memories. I swear, Lelio, to love you till my death. I swear it without fear, for I feel that the
snows of age will not have the power to extinguish this ardent flame.’
“Lelio knelt before me; he did not implore me, he did not reproach me; he said that he had not hoped for so
much happiness as I had given him, and that he had no right to ask for more.
“Nevertheless, as he bade me farewell, his despair, the emotion which trembled in his face, terrified me. I
asked him if he would not find happiness in thinking of me, if the ecstasy of our meeting would not lend its charm
to all the days of his life, if his past and future sorrows would not be softened each time he recalled it.
“He roused himself to promise, to swear all I asked. He again fell at my feet and passionately kissed my dress.
I made a sign and he left me. The carriage I had sent for came.
*
“The automatic servant of the house knocked three times outside to warn me. Lelio despairingly threw himself
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in front of the door; he looked like a specter. I gently repulsed him and he yielded. I crossed the threshold, and as
he attempted to follow me, I showed him a chair in the middle of the room, underneath the statue of Isis.
“He sat down in it. A passionate smile wandered over his lips, his eyes sent out one more flash of gratitude and
love. He was still beautiful, still young, still a grandée of Spain. After a few steps, when I was about to lose him
forever, I turned back and looked at him once more.
“Despair had crushed him.
“He was old, altered, frightful. His body seemed paralyzed. His stiffened lips attempted an unmeaning smile.
“His eyes were glassy and dim; he was now only Lelio, the shadow of a lover and a prince.”
*
The Marquise paused; then, while her aspect changed like that of a ruin which totters and sinks, she added:
“Since then I have not heard him mentioned.”
The Marquise made a second and a longer pause; then, with the terrible fortitude which comes with length of
years, which springs from the prescient love of life or the near hope of death, she said with a smile:
“Well, do you not now believe in the ideality of the eighteenth century?”
59.270 One of Cleopatra’s Nights\fn{by Théophile Gautier (1811-1872)} Tarbes, Hautes-Pyrennes Department, France
(M) 13
Nineteen hundred years ago from the time of this writing, a magnificently gilded and painted cangia was
descending the Nile as rapidly as fifty long, flat oars, which seemed to crawl over the furrowed water like the legs
of a gigantic scarabæus, could impel it.
This cangia was narrow, long, elevated at both ends in the form of a new moon, elegantly proportioned, and
admirably built for speed; the figure of a ram’s head, surmounted by a golden globe, armed the point of the prow,
showing that the vessel belonged to some personage of royal blood. In the center of the vessel arose a flat-roofed
cabin—a sort of naos, or tent of honor—colored and gilded, ornamented with palm-leaf moldings, and lighted by
four little square windows.
Two chambers, both decorated with hieroglyphic paintings, occupied the horns of the crescent. One of them,
the larger, had a second story of lesser height built upon it, like the chateaux gaillards of those fantastic galleys of
the sixteenth century drawn by Della-Bella; the other and smaller chamber, which also served as a pilot-house,
was surmounted with a triangular pediment.
In lieu of a rudder, two immense oars, adjusted upon stakes decorated with stripes of paint, which served in
place of our modern row-locks, extended into the water in the\fn{ The word the is not in the text.} rear of the vessel like
the webbed feet of a swan; heads crowned with pshents,\fn{The name of the double-crown of ancient Egypt } and bearing
the allegorical horn upon their chins, were sculptured upon the handles of these huge oars, which were maneuvered by the pilot as he stood upon the deck of the cabin above.
*
He was a swarthy man, tawny as new bronze, with bluish surface gleams playing over his dark skin; long
oblique eyes, hair deeply black and all plaited into little cords, full lips, high cheek-bones, ears standing out from
the skull—the Egyptian type in all its purity.
A narrow strip of cotton about his loins, together with five or six strings of glass beads and a few amulets,
comprised his whole costume.
He appeared to be the only one on board the cangia; for the rowers bending over their oars, and concealed
from view by the gunwales, made their presence known only through the symmetrical movements of the oars
themselves, which spread open alternately on either side of the vessel, like the ribs of a fan, and fell regularly
back into the water after a short pause.
Not a breath of air was stirring; and the great triangular sail of the cangia, tied up and bound to the lowered
mast with a silken cord, testified that all hope of the wind rising had been abandoned. The noonday sun shot his
arrows perpendicularly from above; the ashen-hued slime of the river banks reflected the fiery glow; a raw light,
glaring and blinding in its intensity, poured down in torrents of flame; the azure of the sky whitened in the heat as
a metal whitens in the furnace; an ardent and lurid fog smoked in the horizon.
Not a cloud appeared in the sky—a sky mournful and changeless as Eternity.
*
The water of the Nile, sluggish and wan, seemed to slumber in its course, and slowly extend itself in sheets of
molten tin. No breath of air wrinkled its surface, or bowed down upon their stalks the cups of the lotus-flowers, as
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rigidly motionless as though sculptured; at long intervals the leap of a bechir or fabaka expanding its belly
scarcely caused a silvery gleam upon the current; and the oars of the cangia seemed with difficulty to tear their
way through the fuliginous film of that curdled water.
The banks were desolate, a solemn and mighty sadness weighed upon this land, which was never aught else
than a vast tomb, and in which their living appeared to be solely occupied in the work of burying the dead.
It was an arid sadness, dry as pumice stone, without melancholy, without reverie, without one pearly gray
cloud to follow toward the horizon, one secret spring wherein to lave one’s dusty feet; the sadness of a sphinx
weary of eternally gazing upon the desert, and unable to detach herself from the granite socle upon which she has
sharpened her claws for twenty centuries.\fn{ Twenty-five centuries, actually; W says that “the view held by modern Egyptology
at large remains that the Great Sphinx was built in approximately 2500 BC for the pharaoh Khafra, the builder of the Second Pyramid at
Giza.”W,H}

So profound was the silence that it seemed as though the world had become dumb, or that the air had lost all
power of conveying sounds.
The only noises which could be heard at intervals were the whisperings and stifled “chuckling” of the
crocodiles, which, enfeebled by the heat, were wallowing among the bull-rushes by the river banks; or the sound
made by some ibis, which, tired of standing with one leg doubled up against its stomach, and its head sunk
between its shoulders, suddenly abandoned its motionless attitude, and, brusquely whipping the blue air with its
white wings, flew off to perch upon an obelisk or a palm-tree.
*
The cangia flew like an arrow over the smooth river-water, leaving behind it a silvery wake which soon disappeared; and only a few foam-bubbles rising to break at the surface of the stream bore testimony to the passage of
the vessel, then already out of sight.
The ochre-hued or salmon-colored banks unrolled themselves rapidly, like scrolls of papyrus, between the
double azure of water and sky so similar in tint that the slender tongue of earth which separated them seemed like
a causeway stretching over an immense lake, and that it would have been difficult to determine whether the Nile
reflected the sky, or whether the sky reflected the Nile.
The scene continually changed. At one moment were visible gigantic propylæa, whose sloping walls, painted
with large panels of fantastic figures, were mirrored in the river; pylons with broad-bulging capitals; stairways
guarded by huge crouching sphinxes, wearing caps with lappets of many folds, and crossing their paws of black
basalt below their sharply projecting breasts; palaces, immeasurably vast, projecting against the horizon the
severe horizontal lines of their entablatures, where the emblematic globe unfolded its mysterious wings like an
eagle’s vast-extending pinions; temples with enormous columns thick as towers, on which were limned processsions of hieroglyphic figures against a backgrounds of brilliant white—all the monstrosities of that Titanic architecture.
Again the eye beheld only landscapes of desolate aridity—hills formed of stony fragments from excavations
and built works, crumbs of that gigantic debauch of granite which lasted for more than thirty centuries; mountains
enfoliated by heat, and mangled and striped with black lines which seemed like the cauterizations of a conflagration; hillocks humped and deformed, squatting like the criocephalus of the tombs, and projecting the outlines of
their misshapen attitude against the sky-line; expanses of greenish clay, reddle,\fn{ Variant spelling of “ruddle”: red-ochre
color} flour-white tufa; and from time to time some steep cliff of dry, rose-colored granite, where yawned the
black mouths of the stone quarries.
This aridity was wholly unrelieved; no oasis of foliage refreshed the eye; green seemed to be a color unknown
to that nature; only some meager palm-tree, like a vegetable crab, appeared from time to time in the horizon; or a
thorny fig-tree brandished its tempered leaves like sword blades of bronze; or a carthamus-plant, which had found
a little moisture to live upon in the shadow of some fragment of a broken column, relieved the general uniformity
with a speck of crimson.
*
After this rapid glance at the aspect of the landscape, let us return to the cangia with its fifty rowers, and, without announcing ourselves, enter boldly into the naos of honor.
The interior was painted white with green arabesques, bands of vermillion, and gilt flowers fantastically
shaped; an exceedingly fine rush matting covered the floor; at the further end stood a little bed, supported upon
griffin’s feet, having a back resembling that of a modern lounge or sofa; a stool with four steps to enable one to
climb into bed; and (rather an odd luxury according to our ideas of comfort) a sort of hemicycle of cedar wood,
supported upon a single leg, and designed to fit the nape of the next so as to support the head of a person recline88

ing.
Upon this strange pillow reposed a most charming head, one look of which once caused the loss of half a
world; an adorable, a divine head; the head of the most perfect woman that ever lived; the most womanly and
most queenly of all women; an admirable type of beauty which the imagination of poets could never invest with
any new grace, and which dreamers will find forever in the depth of their dreams—it is not necessary to name
Cleopatra.
Beside her stood her favorite slave Charmion, waving a large fan of ibis feathers; and a young girl was moistening with scented water the little reed blinds attached to the windows of the naos, so that the air might only
enter impregnated with fresh odors.
Near the bed of repose, in a striped vase of alabaster with a slender neck and a peculiarly elegant, tapering
shape, vaguely recalling the form of a heron, was placed a bouquet of lotus-flowers, some of a celestial blue,
others of a tender rose-color, like the finger-tips of Isis the great goddess.
Either from caprice or policy, Cleopatra did not wear the Greek dress that day.\fn{ Greek—more accurately, Macedonian—influence had penetrated Egypt with the advent of Ptolemy I Soter, one of four generals of Alexander the Great; who, upon the premature death of their king, divided up the known world between them, Ptolemy taking Egypt as his portion, and founding a dynasty which
was to last from 323BC to 30BC and the end of the reign of Ptolemy XV Caesar (47-30BC, reigned from 44), the son of Cleopatra; he was
executed by Octavian, later to become Augustus, the first emperor of Rome } She had just attended a panegyris,\fn{A meeting of a
whole people to worship at a common sanctuary or participate in a national religious festival .} and was returning to her summer

palace still clad in the Egyptian costume she had worn at the festival.
*
Perhaps our fair readers will feel curious to know how Queen Cleopatra was attired on her return from the
Mammisi of Heremonthis whereat were worshipped the holy triad of the god Mandou, the goddess Ritho, and
their son, Harphra; luckily we are able to satisfy them in this regard.
For headdress Queen Cleopatra wore a kind of very light helmet of beaten gold, fashioned in the form of the
body and wings of the sacred partridge.
The wings, opening downward like fans, covered the temples, and extending below, almost to the neck, left
exposed on either side, through a small aperture, an ear rosier and more delicately curled than the shell whence
arose that Venus whom the Egyptians named Athor; the tail of the bird occupied that place where our women wear
their chgnons; its body, covered with imbricated feathers, and painted in variegated enamel, concealed the upper
part of the head; and its neck, gracefully curving forward over the forehead of the wearer, formed together with its
little head a kind of horn-shaped ornament, all sparkling with precious stones; a symbolic crest, designed like a
tower, completed this odd but elegant headdress.
Hair dark as a starless night flowed from beneath this helmet, and streamed in long tresses over the fair shoulders whereof the commencement only, alas! was left exposed by a collarette, or goret, adorned with many rows of
serpentine stones, azodrachs, and chrysoberyls; a linen robe diagonally cut—a mist of material, of woven air,
ventus textilis as Petronius says, undulated in vapory whiteness above a lovely body whose outlines it scarcely
shaded with the softest shading.
This robe had half-sleeves, tight at the shoulder, but widening toward the elbows like our manches-à-sabot,
and permitting a glimpse of an adorable arm and a perfect hand, the arm being clasped by six golden bracelets,
and the hand adorned with a ring representing the sacred scarabæus. A girdle, whose knotted ends hung down in
front, confined this free-floating tunic at the waist; a short cloak adorned with fringing completed the costume;
and, if a few barbarous words will not frighten Parisian ears, we might add that the robe was called schenti, and
the short cloak, calisiris.
Finally, we may observe that Queen Cleopatra wore very thin, light sandals, turned up at the toes, and fastened
over the instep, like the souliers-à-la-poulaine of the mediæval chatelaines.
But Queen Cleopatra did not wear that air of satisfaction which becomes a woman conscious of being perfectly
beautiful and perfectly well dressed. She tossed and turned in her little bed, and her sudden movements momentarily disarranged the folds of her gauzy conopeum, which Charmion as often rearranged with inexhaustible patience, and without ceasing to wave her fan.
“This room is stifling,” said Cleopatra; “even if Pthah the God of Fire established his forges in here, he could
not make it hotter; the air is like the breath of a furnace!” And she moistened her lips with the top of her little
tongue, and stretched out her hand like a feverish patient seeking an absent cup.
Charmion, ever attentive, at once clapped her hands. A black slave clothed in a short tunic hanging in folds like
an Albanian petticoat, and a panther-skin thrown over his shoulders, entered with the suddenness of an appar89

ition; with his left hand balancing a tray laden with cups, and slices of watermelon, and carrying in his right a long
vase with a spout like a modern teapot.
The slave filled one of these cups, pouring the liquor into it from a considerable height with marvelous dexterity, and placed it before the queen. Cleopatra merely touched the beverage with her lips, laid the cup down
beside her, and turning upon Charmion her beautiful liquid black eyes, lustrous with living light, exclaimed:
“O Charmion, I am weary unto death!”
*
Charmion, at once anticipating a confidence, assumed a look of pained sympathy, and drew nearer to her
mistress.
“I am horribly weary!” continued Cleopatra, letting her arms fall like one utterly discouraged.
“This Egypt crushes, annihilates me; this sky with its implacable azure is sadder than the deep night of Erebus;
never a cloud, never a shadow, and always that red, sanguine sun, which glares down upon you like the eye of a
Cyclops.
“Ah, Charmion, I would give a pearl for one drop of rain! From the inflamed pupil of that sky of bronze no
tear has ever yet fallen upon the desolation of this land; it is only a vast covering for a tomb—the dome of a
necropolis; a sky dead and dried up like the mummies it hangs over; it weighs upon my shoulders like an overheavy mantle; it constrains and terrifies me; it seems to me that I could not stand up erect without striking my
forehead against it.
“And, moreover, this land is truly an awful land; all things in it are gloomy, enigmatic, incomprehensible. Imagination has produced in it only monstrous chimeras and monuments immeasurable; this architecture and this art
fill me with fear; those colossi, whose stone-entangled limbs compel them to remain eternally sitting with their
hand upon their knees, weary me with their stupid immobility; they trouble my eyes and my horizon.
“When, indeed, shall the giant come who is to take them by the hand and relieve them from their long watch of
twenty centuries? For even granite itself must grow weary at last!
“Of what master, then, do they await the coming, to leave their mountain-seats and rise in token of respect?
“Of what invisible flock are those huge sphinxes the guardians, crouching like dogs on the watch, that they
never close their eyelids, and forever extend their claws in readiness to seize?
“Why are their stony eyes so obstinately fixed upon eternity and infinity?
“What weird secret do their firmly locked lips retain within their breasts?
“On the right hand, on the left, whithersoever one turns, only frightful monsters are visible—dogs with the
heads of men; men with the heads of dogs; chimeras begotten of hideous couplings in the shadowy depths of the
labyrinths; figures of Anubis, Typhon, Osiris; partridges with great yellow eyes that seem to pierce through you
with their inquisitorial gaze, and see beyond and behind you things which one dare not speak of—a family of animals and horrible gods with scaly wings, hooked beaks, trenchant claws, ever ready to seize and devour you
should you venture to cross the threshold of the temple, or lift a corner of the veil.
“Upon the walls, upon the columns, on the ceilings, on the floors, upon palaces and temples, in the long passages and the deepest pits of the necropoli, even within the bowels of the earth where light never comes, and where
the flames of the torches die for want of air, forever and everywhere are sculptured and painted interminable hieroglyphics, telling in language unintelligible of things which are no longer known, and which belong, doubtless,
to the vanished creation of the past—prodigious buried works wherein a whole nation was sacrificed to write the
epitaph of one king!
“Mystery and granite—this is Egypt! Truly a fair land for a young woman, and a young queen.
“Menacing and funereal symbols alone meet the eye—the emblems of the pedumn, the tau, allegorical globes,
coiling serpents, and the scales in which souls are weighed—the Unknown, death, nothingness. In the place of any
vegetation only stelæ limned with weird characters; instead of avenues of trees, avenues of granite obelisks; in
lieu of soil, vast pavements of granite for which whole mountains could each furnish but one slab; in place of a
sky, ceilings of granite—eternity made palpable, a bitter and everlasting sarcasm upon the frailty and brevity of
life—stairways built only for the limbs of Titans, which the human foot cannot ascend save by the aid of ladders;
columns that a hundred arms cannot encircle; labyrinths in which on might travel for years without discovering
the termination—the vertigo of enormity; the drunkenness of the gigantic, the reckless efforts of that pride which
would at any cost engrave its name deeply upon the face of the world.
“And, moreover, Charmion, I tell you a thought haunts me which terrifies me.
“In other lands of the earth, corpses are burned, and their ashes soon mingle with the soil.
“Here, it is said that the living have no other occupation than that of preserving the dead. Potent balms save
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them from destruction; the remains endure after the soul has evaporated. Beneath this people lie twenty peoples;
each city stands upon twenty layers of necropoli; each generation which passes away leaves a population of mummies to a shadowy city.
“Beneath the father you find the grandfather and the great-grandfather in their gilded and painted boxes, even
as they were during life; and should you dig down forever, forever you will still find the undying dead.
“When I think upon those bandage-swathed myriads—those multitudes of parched specters who fill the sepulchral pits, and who have been there for two thousand years face to face in their own silence, which nothing ever
breaks, not even the noise which the grave-worms make in crawling, and who will be found intact after yet
another two thousand years, with their crocodiles, their cats, their ibises, and all things that lived in their life-time
—then terrors seize me, and I feel my flesh creep.
“What do they mutter to each other? For they still have lips, and every ghost would find its body in the same
state as when it quitted it, if they should all take the fancy to return.
“Ah, truly is Egypt a sinister kingdom and little suited to me, the laughter-loving and merry one. Everything in
it encloses a mummy; that is the heart and the kernel of all things. After a thousand turns you must always end
there; the Pyramids themselves hid sarcophagi.
“What nothingness and madness is this! Disembowel the sky with gigantic triangles of stone—you cannot
thereby lengthen your corpse an inch. How can one rejoice and live in a land like this, where the only perfume
you can respire is the acrid odor of the naptha and bitumen which boil in the caldrons of the embalmers, to where
the very flooring of your chamber sound hollow because the corridors of the hypogeum and the mortuary pits extend even under your alcove?
“To be the queen of mummies, to have none to converse with but statues in constrained and rigid attitudes—
this is, in truth, a cheerful lot. Again, if I only had some heartfelt passion to relieve this melancholy, some interest
in life; if I could but love somebody or something; if I were even loved; but I am not.
“This is why I am weary, Charmion. With love, this grim and arid Egypt would seem to me fairer than even
Greece with her ivory gods, her temples of snowy marble, her groves of laurel, and fountains of living water.
There I should never dream of the weird face of Anubis and the ghastly terrors of the cities underground.
“Can a queen,” answered Cleopatra, “ever know whether it is her face or her diadem that is loved? The rays of
her starry crown dazzle the eyes and the hearts. Were I to descend from the height of my throne would I even have
the celebrity or the popularity of Bacchis or Archianassa, of the first courtesan from Athens or Miletus?
“A queen is something so far removed from men, so elevated, so widely separated from them, so impossible
for them to reach! What presumption dare flatter itself in such an enterprise? It is not simply a woman, it is an
august and sacred being that has no sex, and that is worshipped kneeling without being loved.
“Who was ever really enamoured of Hera the snowy-armed or Pallas of the sea-green eyes?
“Who ever sought to kiss the silver feet of Thetis or the rosy fingers of Aurora?
“What lover of the divine beauties ever took unto himself wings that he might soar to the golden palaces of
heaven? Respect and fear chill hearts in our presence, and in order to obtain the love of our equals, one must
descend into those necropoli of which I have just been speaking.”
Although she offered no further objection to the arguments of her mistress, a vague smile which played about
the lips of the handsome Greek slave showed that she had little faith in the inviolability of the royal person.
“Ah,” continued Cleopatra, “I wish that something would happen to me, some strange, unexpected adventure.
The songs of the poets; the dances of the Syrian slaves; the banquets, rose garlanded, and prolonged into the
dawn; the nocturnal races; the Laconian dogs; the tame lions; the humpbacked dwarfs; the brotherhood of the
Inimitables; the combats of the arena; the new dresses; the byssus robes; the clusters of pearls; the perfumes from
Asia; the most exquisite of luxuries; the wildest of splendors—nothing any longer gives me pleasure. Everything
has become indifferent to me, everything is insupportable to me.”
*
“It is easily to be seen,” muttered Charmion to herself, “that the queen has not had a lover nor had anyone
killed for a whole month.”
Fatigued with so lengthy a tirade, Cleopatra once more took the cup placed beside her, moistened her lips with
it, and putting her head beneath her arm, like a dove putting its head under its wing, composed herself for slumber
as best she could.
Charmion unfastened her sandals and commenced to gentle tickle the soles of her feet with a peacock’s feather,
and Sleep soon sprinkled his golden dust upon the beautiful eyes of Ptolemy’s sister.
*
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While Cleopatra sleeps, let us ascend upon deck and enjoy the glorious sunset view.
A broad band of violet color, warmed deeply with ruddy tints toward the west, occupies all the lower portions
of the sky; encountering the zone of azure above, the violet shade melts into a clear lilac, and fades off through
half-rosy tints into the blue beyond; afar, where the sun, red as a buckler fallen from the furnace of Vulcan, casts
his burning reflection, the deeper shades turn to pale citron hues, and glow with turquoise tints.
The water, rippling under an oblique beam of light, shines with the dull gleam of the quicksilvered side of a
mirror, or like a damascened blade.
The sinuosities of the bank, the reds, and all objects along the shore are brought out in sharp black relief
against the bright glow.
By the aid of this crepuscular light you may perceive afar off, like a grain of dust floating upon quicksilver, a
little brown speck trembling in the network of luminous ripples. It is a teal diving, a tortoise lazily drifting with
the current, a crocodile raising the tip of his scaly snout above the water to breathe the cooler air of evening, the
belly of a hippopotamus gleaming amidstream, or perhaps a rock left bare by the falling of the river? For the
ancient Opi-Mou, Father of Waters, sadly needs to replenish his dry urn from the solstitial rains of the Mountains
of the Moon.
It is none of these.
By the atoms of Osiris so deftly resewn together, it is a man, who seems to walk, to skate, upon the water!
Now the frail bark which sustains him becomes visible, a very nutshell of a boat, a hollow fish; three strips of
bark fitted together (one for the bottom and two for the sides), and strongly fastened at either end by cord well
smeared with bitumen. The man stands erect, with one foot on either side of this fragile vessel, which he impels
with a single oar that also serves the purpose of a rudder; and although the royal cangia moves rapidly under the
efforts of the fifty rowers, the little black bark visibly gains upon it.
Cleopatra desired some strange adventure, something wholly unexpected. This little bark which moves so
mysteriously seems to us to be conveying an adventure, or, at least, an adventurer. Perhaps it contains the hero of
our story; the thing is not impossible.
At any rate he was a handsome youth of twenty, with hair so black that it seemed to own a tinge of blue, a skin
blonde as gold, and a form so perfectly proportioned that he might have been taken for a bronze statue by Lysippus. Although he had been rowing for a very long time he betrayed no sign of fatigue, and not a single drop of
sweat bedewed his forehead.
The sun half sank below the horizon, and against his broken disk figured the dark silhouette of a far distant
city, which the eye could not have distinguished but for this accidental effect of light. His radiance soon faded
altogether away, and the stars, fair night-flowers of heaven, opened their chalices of gold in the azure of the
firmament. The royal cangia, closely followed by the little bark, stopped before a huge marble stairway, whereof
each step supported one of those sphinxes that Cleopatra so much detested.
This was the landing-place of the summer palace.
Cleopatra, leaning upon Charmion, passed swiftly, like a gleaming vision, between a double line of lanternbearing slaves.
The youth took from the bottom of his little boat a great lion-skin, threw it across his shoulders, drew the tiny
shell upon the beach, and wended his way toward the palace.
*
Who is this young man, balancing himself upon a fragment of bark, who dares follow the royal cangia, and is
able to contend in a race of speed against fifty strong rowers from the land of Kush, all naked to the waist, and
anointed with palm-oil?
What secret motive urges him to this swift pursuit?
That, indeed, is one of the many things we are obliged to know in our character of the intuition-gifted poet, for
whose benefit all men, and even all women (a much more difficult matter), must have in their breasts that little
window which Momus of old demanded.
It is not a very easy thing to find out precisely what a young man from the land of Kemi, who followed the
barge of Cleopatra, queen and goddess Evergetes, on her return from the Mammisi of Hermon this two thousand
years ago, was then thinking of. But we shall make the effort notwithstanding.
*
Meïmoun, son of Mandouschopsh, was a youth of strange character; nothing by which ordinary minds are
affected made any impression upon him. He seemed to belong to some loftier race, and might well have been
regarded as the offspring of some divine adultery.
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His glance had the steady brilliancy of a falcon’s gaze, and a serene majesty sat on his brow as upon a pedestal
of marble; a noble pride curled his upper lip, and expanded his nostrils like those of a fiery horse. Although
owning a grace of form almost maidenly in its delicacy, and though the bosom of the fair and effeminate god
Dionysos was not more softly rounded or smoother than his, yet beneath this soft exterior were hidden sinews of
steel and the strength of Hercules—a strange privilege of certain antique natures to unite in themselves the beauty
of women with the strength of man.
As for his complexion, we must acknowledge that it was of a tawny orange color, a hue little in accordance
with our white-and-rose ideas of beauty; but which did not prevent him from being a very charming young man,
much sought after by all kinds of women—yellow, red, copper-colored, sooty-black, or golden skinned, and even
by one fair, white Greek.
Do not suppose from this that Meïmoun’s lot was altogether enviable. The ashes of aged Priam, the very snows
of Hippolytus, were not more insensible or more frigid; the young white-robed neophyte preparing for the initiation into the mysteries of Isis led no chaster life; the young maiden benumbed by the icy shadow of her mother
was not more shyly pure.
Nevertheless, for so coy a youth, the pleasures of Meïamopun were certainly of a singular nature. He would go
forth quietly some morning with his little buckler of hippopotamus hide, his harpe or curved sword, a triangular
bow, and a snake-skin quiver filled with barbed arrows; then he would ride at a gallop far into the desert, upon his
slender-limbed, small-headed, wild-maned mare, until he could find some lion-tracks. He especially delighted in
taking the little lion-cubs from underneath the belly of their mother.
In all things he loved the perilous or the unachievable. He preferred to walk where it seemed impossible for
any human being to obtain a foothold, or to swim in a raging torrent, and he had accordingly chosen the neighborhood of the cataracts for his bathing place in the Nile.
The Abyss called him!
Such was Meïamoun, son of Mandouschopsh.
*
For some time his humors had been growing more savage than ever.
During whole months he buried himself in the Ocean of Sands, returning only at long intervals. Vainly would
his uneasy mother lean from her terrace and gaze anxiously down the long road with tireless eyes.
At last, after weary waiting, a little whirling cloud of dust would become visible in the horizon, and finally the
cloud would open to allow a full view of Meïamoun, all covered with dust, riding upon a mare gaunt as a wolf,
with red and bloodshot eyes, nostrils trembling, and huge scars along her flanks—scars which certainly were not
made by spurs.
After having hung up in his room some hyena or lion skin, he would start off again.
And yet no one might have been happier than Meïamoun. He was beloved by Nephthe, daughter of the priest
Afomouthis, and the loveliest woman of the Nome Arsinoïtes. Only such a being as Meïamoun could have failed
to see that Nephthe had the most charmingly oblique and indescribably voluptuous eyes, a mouth sweetly illuminated by ruddy smiles, little teeth of wondrous whiteness and transparency, arms exquisitely round, and feet more
perfect than the jasper feet of the statue of Isis. Assuredly there was not a smaller hand nor longer than hers in all
Egypt.
The charms of Nephthe could have been eclipsed only by those of Cleopatra. But who could dare to dream of
loving Cleopatra? Ixion, enamored of Juno, strained only a cloud to his bosom, and must forever roll the wheel of
his punishment in hell.
It was Cleopatra whom Meïamoun loved.
*
He had at first striven to tame this wild passion; he had wrestled fiercely with it; but love cannot be strangled
even as a lion is strangled, and the strong skill of the mightiest athlete avails nothing in such a contest. The arrow
had remained in the wound, and he carried it with him everywhere.
The radiant and splendid image of Cleopatra, with her golden-pointed diadem and her imperial purple, standing above a nation on their knees, illumined his nightly dreams and his waking thoughts. Like some imprudent
man who has dared to look at the sun and forever thereafter beholds an impalpable blot floating before his eyes,
so Meïamounn ever beheld Celopatra.
Eagles may gaze undazzled at the sun, but what diamond eye can with impunity fix itself upon a beautiful woman, a beautiful queen?
He commenced at last to spend his life in wandering about the neighborhood of the royal dwelling, that he
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might at least breathe the same air as Cleopatra, that he might sometimes kiss the almost imperceptible print of
her foot upon the sand (a happiness, alas! rare indeed).
He attended the sacred festivals and panegyreis, striving to obtain one beaming glance of her eyes, to catch in
passing one stealthy glimpse of her loveliness in some of its thousand varied aspects. At other moments, filled
with sudden shame of this made life, he gave himself up to the chase with redoubled ardor, and sought by fatigue
to tame the ardor of his blood and the impetuosity of his desires.
He had gone to the pangeyris of Hermonthis, and, in the vague hope of beholding the queen again for an
instant as she disembarked at the summer palace, had followed her cangia in his boat—little heeding the sharp
stings of the sun—through a heat intense enough to make the panting sphinxes melt in lava-sweat upon their reddened pedestals.
And then he felt that the supreme moment was nigh, that the decisive instant of his life was at hand, and that he
could not die with his secret in his breast.
*
It is a strange situation truly to find oneself enamored of a queen. It is as though one loved a star; yet she, the
star, comes forth nightly to sparkle in her place in heaven. It is a kind of mysterious rendezvous. You may find her
again, you may see her; she is not offended at your gaze.
Oh misery! to be poor, unknown, obscure, seated at the very foot of the ladder, and to feel one’s heart breaking
with love for something glittering, solemn, and magnificent—for a woman whose meanest female attendant
would scorn you—to gaze fixedly and fatefully upon one who never sees you, who never will see you; one to
whom you are no more than a ripple on the sea of humanity, in nowise differing from the other ripples, and who
might a hundred times encounter you without once recognizing you; to have no reason to offer should an opportunity for addressing her present itself in excuse for such mad audacity—neither poetical talent, nor great genius,
nor any superhuman qualification—nothing but love; and to be able to offer in exchange for beauty, nobility,
power, and all imaginable splendor only one’s passion and one’s youth—rare offerings, forsooth!\fn{ Indeed}
Such were the thoughts which overwhelmed Meïamoun. Lying upon the sand, supporting his chin on his palms,
he permitted himself to be lifted and borne away by the inexhaustible current of reverie; he sketched out a thousand projects, each madder than the last.
He felt convinced that he was seeking after the unattainable, but he lacked the courage to frankly renounce his
undertaking, and a perfidious hope came to whisper some lying promises in his ear.
“Arthor, mighty goddess,” he murmured in a deep voice, “what evil have I done against thee that I should be
made thus miserable?
“Art thou avenging thyself for my disdain of Nephthe, daughter of the priest Afomouthis?
“Hast thou afflicted me thus for having rejected the love of Lamia, the Athenian hetaira, or of Flora, the Roman courtesan?
“Is it my fault that my heart should be sensible only to the matchless beauty of thy rival, Cleopatra?
“Why has thou wounded my soul with the envenomed arrow of unattainable love?
“What sacrifice, what offerings dost thou desire?
“Must I erect to thee a chapel of the rosy marble of Syene with columns crowned by gilded capitals, a ceiling
all of one block, and hieroglyphics deeply sculpted by the best workmen of Memphis and of Thebes?
“Answer me.”
Like all gods or goddesses thus invoked, Athor answered not a word, and Meïamoun resolved upon a desperate
expedient.
*
Cleopatra, on her part, likewise involved the goddess Athor.\fn{ Or: Hathor} She prayed for a new pleasure, for
some fresh sensation. As she languidly reclined upon her couch she thought to herself that the number of the
senses was sadly limited, that the most exquisite refinements of delight soon yielded to satiety, and that it was
really no small task for a queen to find means of occupying her time. To test new poisons upon slaves; to make
men fight like tigers, or gladiators with each other; to drink pearls dissolved; to swallow the wealth of a whole
province—all these things had become commonplace and insipid.
Charmion was fairly at her wit’s end, and knew not what to do for her mistress.
Suddenly a whistling sound was heard, and an arrow buried itself, quivering, in the cedar wainscoting of the
wall.
Cleopatra well-nigh fainted with terror. Charmion ran to the window, leaned out, and beheld only a flake of
foam on the surface of the river. A scroll of papyrus encircled the wood of the arrow. It bore only these words,
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written in Phœnician characters, “I love you!”
*
“I love you,” repeated Cleopatra, making the serpent-coiling strip of papyrus writhe between her delicate white
fingers. “Those are the words I longed for. What intelligent spirit, what invisible genius has thus so fully comprehended my desire?”
And thoroughly aroused from her languid torpor, she sprang out of bed with the agility of a cat which has
scented a mouse, placed her little ivory feet in her embroidered tatbebs, threw a byssus tunic over her shoulders,
and ran to the window from which Charmion was still gazing.
The night was clear and calm. The risen moon outlined with huge angles of light and shadow the architectural
masses of the palace, which stood out in strong relief against a background of bluish transparency; and the waters
of the river, wherein her reflection lengthened into a shining column, were frosted with silvery ripples. A gentle
breeze, such as might have been mistaken for the respiration of the slumbering sphinxes, quivered among the
reeds and shook the azure bells of the lotus flowers; the cables of the vessels moored to the Nile’s bank groaned
feebly, and the rippling tide moaned upon the shore like a dove lamenting for its mate.
A vague perfume of vegetation, sweeter than that of the aromatics burned in the anschir of the priests of
Anubis, floated into the chamber. It was one of those enchanted nights of the Orient, which are more splendid
than our fairest days; for our sun can ill compare with the Oriental moon.
“Do you not see far over there, almost in the middle of the river, the head of a man swimming? See, he crosses
that track of light, and passes into the shadow beyond! He is already out of sight!”
And, supporting herself upon Charmion’s shoulder, she leaned out, with half of her fair body beyond the sill of
the window, in the effort to catch another glimpse of the mysterious swimmer; but a grove of Nile acadias,
dhoum-palms, and sayals flung its deep shadow upon the river in that direction, and protected the flight of the
daring fugitive.
If Meïamoun had but had the courtesy to look back, he might have beheld Cleopatra, the sidereal queen,
eagerly seeking him through the night gloom—he, the poor obscure Egyptian, the miserable lion-hunter.
“Charmion, Charmion, send hither Phrehipephbour, the chief of the rowers, and have two boats dispatched in
pursuit of that man!” cried Ceopatra, whose curiosity was excited to the highest pitch.
*
Phrehipephbour appeared, a man of the race of Nahasi, with large hands and muscular arms, wearing a red cap
not unlike a Phrygian helmet in form, and clad only in a pair of narrow drawers diagonally striped with white and
blue. His huge torso, entirely nude, black and polished like a globe of jet, shone under the lamplight. He received
the commands of the queen and instantly retired to execute them.
Two long, narrow boats, so light that the least inattention to equilibrium would capsize them, were soon cleaving the waters of the Nile with hissing rapidity under the efforts of the twenty vigorous rowers, but the pursuit was
all in vain. After searching the river banks in every direction, and carefully exploring every patch of reeds, Phrehipephbour returned to the palace, having only succeeded in putting to flight some solitary heron which had been
sleeping on one leg, or in troubling the digestion of some terrified crocodile.
So intense was the vexation of Cleopatra at being thus foiled, that she felt a strong inclination to condemn
Phrehipephbour either to the wild beasts or to the hardest labor at the grindstone. Happily, Charmion interceded
for the trembling unfortunate, who turned pale with fear, despite his black skin.
It was the first time in Cleopatra’s life that one of her desires had not been gratified as soon as expressed, and
she experienced, in consequence, a kind of uneasy surprise; a first doubt, as it were, of her own omnipotence.
She, Cleopatra, wife and sister of Ptolemy—she who had been proclaimed goddess Evergetes, living queen of
the regions Above and Below. Eye of Light, Chosen of the Sun (as may still be read within the cartouches sculptured on the walls of the temples) she to find an obstacle in her path, to have wished aught that failed of accomplishment, to have spoken and not been obeyed!
As well be the wife of some wretched Paraschistes, some corpse-cutter, and melt natron in a caldron! It was
monstrous, preposterous! And none but the most gentle and clement of queens could have refrained from crucifying that miserable Phrehipephbour.
*
You wished for some adventure, something strange and unexpected.
Your wish has been gratified.
You find that your kingdom is not so dead as you deemed it. It was not the stony arm of a statue which shot
that arrow; it was not from a mummy’s heart that came those three words which have moved even you—you who
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smilingly watched your poisoned slaves dashing their heads and beating their feet upon your beautiful mosaic and
porphyry pavements in the convulsions of death-agony; you who even applauded the tiger which boldly buried its
muzzle in the flank of some vanquished gladiator.
You could obtain all else you might wish for—chariots of silver, starred with emeralds; griffin-quadrigeræ;
tunics of purple thrice-dyed; mirrors of molten steel, so clear that you might find the charms of your loveliness
faithfully copied in them; robes from the land of Serica, so fine and subtly light that they could be drawn through
the ring worn upon your little finger; Orient pearls of wondrous color; cups wrought by Myron or Lysippus;
Indian paroquets that speak like poets—all things else you could obtain, even should you ask for the Cestus of
Venus or the pshent of Isis, but most certainly you cannot this night capture the man who shot the arrow which
still quivers in the cedar wood of your couch.
The task of the slaves who must dress you tomorrow will not be a grateful one. They will hardly escape with
blows. The bosom of the unskillful waiting-maid will be apt to prove a cushion for the golden pins of the toilette,
and the poor hairdresser will run great risk of being suspended by her feet from the ceiling.
“Who could have had the audacity to send me this avowal upon the shaft of an arrow? Could it have been the
Nomarch Amoun-Ran who fancies himself handsomer than the Apololo of the Greeks?
“What think you, Charmion? Or perhaps Cheâpsiro, commander of Hermothybia, who is so boastful of his
conquests in the land of Kush? Or is it not more likely to have been young Sextus, that Roman debauchée who
paints his face, lisps in speaking, and wears sleeves in the fashion of the Persians?”
“Queen, it was none of those. Though you are indeed the fairest of women, those men only flatter you; they do
not love you.
“The Nomarch Amoun-Ra has chosen himself an idol to which he will be forever faithful, and that is his own
person.
“The warrior Cheâpsiro thinks of nothing save the pleasure of recounting his victories.
“As for Sextus, he is so seriously occupied with the preparation of a new cosmetic that he cannot dream of
anything else. Besides, he had just purchased some Laconian dresses, a number of yellow tunics embroidered with
gold, and some Asiatic children which absorb all his time.
“Not one of those fine lords would risk his head in so daring and dangerous an undertaking; they do not love
you well enough for that.
“Yesterday, in your cangia, you said that men dared not fix their dazzled eyes upon you; that they knew only
how to turn pale in your presence, to fall at your feet and supplicate your mercy; and that your sole remaining
resource would be to awake some ancient, bitumen-perfumed Pharaoh from his gilded coffin.
“Now here is an ardent and youthful heart that loves you.
“What will you do with it?”
*
Cleopatra that night sought slumber in vain. She tossed feverishly upon her couch, and long and vainly invoked Morpheus, the brother of Death.
She incessantly repeated that she was the most unhappy of queens, that everyone sought to persecute her, and
that her life had become insupportable; woeful lamentations, which had little effect upon Charmion, although she
pretended to sympathize with them.
Let us for a while leave Cleopatra to seek fugitive sleep, and direct her suspicions successively upon each
noble of the court.
Let us return to Meïamoun, and as we are much more sagacious than Phrehipephbour, chief of the rowers, we
shall have no difficulty in finding him.
*
Terrified at his own hardihood, Meïamoun had thrown himself into the Nile, and had succeeded in swimming
the current and gaining the little grove of dhoum-palms before Phrehipephbour had even launched the two boats
in pursuit of him.
When he had recovered breath, and brushed back his long black locks, all damp with river foam, behind his
ears, he began to feel more at ease, more inwardly calm.
Cleopatra possessed something which had come from him; some sort of communication was now established
between them.
Cleopatra was thinking of him, Meïamoun. Perhaps that thought might be one of wrath; but then he had at least
been able to awake some feeling within her, whether of fear, anger, or pity. He had forced her to the consciousness of his existence. It was true that he had forgotten to inscribe his name upon the papyrus scroll, but what more
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of him could the queen have learned from the inscription, Meïamoun, Son of Mandouschopsh? In her eyes the
slave and the monarch were equal. A goddess in choosing a peasant for her lover stoops no lower than in choosing
a patrician or a king.
The Immortals from a height so lofty can behold only love in the man of their choice.
The thought which had weighed upon his breast like the knee of a colossus of brass had at last departed. It had
traversed the air; it had even reached the queen herself, the apex of the triangle, the inaccessible summit. It had
aroused curiosity in that impassive heart; a prodigious advance, truly, toward success.
Meïamoun, indeed, never suspected that he had so thoroughly succeeded in this wise, but he felt more tranquil;
for he had sworn unto himself by that mystic Bari who guides the souls of the dead to Amenthi, by the sacred
birds Bermou and Ghenghen, by Typhon and by Osiris, and by all things awful in Egyptian mythology, that he
should be the accepted lover of Cleopatra, though it were but for a single night, though for only a single hour,
though it should cost him his life and even his very soul.
If we must explain how he had fallen so deeply in love with a woman whom he had beheld only from afar off,
and to whom he had hardly dared to raise his eyes—even he who was wont to gaze fearlessly into the yellow eyes
of the lion—or how the tiny seed of love, chance-fallen upon his heart, had grown there so rapidly and extended
its roots so deeply, we can answer only that it is a mystery which we are unable to explain.
We have already said of Meïamoun—the Abyss called him.
*
Once assured that Phrehipephbour had returned with his rowers, he again threw himself into the current and
once more swam toward the palace of Cleopatra, whose lamp still shone through the window curtains like a
painted star. Never did Leander swim with more courage and vigor toward the tower of Sestos; yet for Meïamoun
no Hero was waiting, ready to pour vials of perfume upon his head to dissipate the briny odors of the sea and
banish the sharp kisses of the storm.
A strong blow from some keen lance or harpe was certainly the worst he had to fear, and in truth he had but
little fear of such things.
He swam close under the walls of the palace, which bathed its marble feet in the river’s depth, and paused an
instant before a submerged archway into which the water rushed downward in eddying whirls. Twice, thrice he
plunged into the vortex unsuccessfully. At last, with better luck, he found the opening and disappeared.
This archway was the opening top a vaulted canal which conducted the waters of the Nile into the baths of
Cleopatra.
*
Cleopatra found no rest until morning, at the hour when wandering dreams reenter the Ivory Gate. Amid the
illusions of sleep she beheld all kinds of lovers swimming rivers and scaling walls in order to come to her, and,
through the vague souvenirs of the night before, her dreams appeared fairly riddled with arrows bearing declarations of love. Starting nervously from time to time in her troubled slumbers, she struck her little feet unconsciously against the bosom of Charmion, who lay across the foot of the bed to serve her as a\fn{ The text has here an
additional a.} cushion.
When she awoke, a merry sunbeam was playing through the window curtain, whose woof it penetrated with a
thousand tiny points of light, and thence came familiarly to the bed, flitting like a golden butterfly over her lovely
shoulders, which it lightly touched in passing by with a luminous kiss. Happy sunbeam, which the gods might
well have envied.
In a faint voice, like that of a sick child, Cleopatra asked to be lifted out of bed. Two of her women raised her
in their arms and gently laid her on a tiger-skin stretched upon the floor, of which the eyes were formed of
carbuncles and the claws of gold. Charmion wrapped her in a calasiris of linen whiter than milk, confined her hair
in a net of woven silver threads, tied to her little feet cork tatbebs upon the soles of which were painted, in token
of contempt, two grotesque figures, representing two men of the races of Nahasi and Nahmou, bound hand and
foot, so that Cleopatra literally deserved the epithet, “Conculcatrix of Nations,”\fn{ Trampler of Nations} which the
royal cartouche inscriptions bestow upon her.
It was the hour for the bath. Cleopatra went to bathe, accompanied by her women.
*
The baths of Cleopatra were built in the midst of immense gardens filled with mimosas, aloes, carob-trees,
citron-trees, and Persian apple-trees, whose luxuriant freshness afforded a delicious contrast to the arid appearance of the neighboring vegetation.
There, too, vast terraces uplifted masses of verdant foliage, and enabled flowers to climb almost to the very
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sky upon gigantic stairways of rose-colored granite; vases of Pentelic marble bloomed at the end of each step like
huge lily-flowers, and the plants they contained seemed only their pistils; chimeras caressed into form by the
chisels of the most skilful Greek sculptors, and less stern of aspect than the Egyptian sphinxes, with their grim
mien and moody attitudes, softly extended their limbs upon the flower-strewn turf, like shapely white leverettes
upon a drawing-room carpet.
These were charming feminine figures, with finely chiseled nostrils, smooth brows, small mouths, delicately
dimpled arms, breasts fair-rounded and daintily formed; wearing earrings, necklaces, and all the trinkets suggested by adorable caprice; whose bodies terminated in bifurcated fishes’ tails, like the women described by Horace,
or extended into birds’ wings, or rounded into lions’ haunches, or blended into volutes of foliage, according to the
fancies of the artist or in conformity to the architectural position chosen.
A double row of these delightful monsters lined the alley which led from the palace to the bathing halls.
At the end of this alley was a huge fountain-basin, approached by four porphyry stairways. Through the transparent depths of the diamond-clear water the steps could be seen descending to the bottom of the basin, which
was strewn with gold-dust in lieu of sand. Here figures of women terminating in pedestals like Caryatides\fn{ The
Greeks and Romans usually termed such figures Hermæ or Termini. Caryatides were, strictly speaking, entire figures of women } spurted
from their breasts slender jets of perfumed water, which fell into the basin in silvery dew, pitting the clear watery
mirror with wrinkle-creating drops. In addition to this task these Caryatides had likewise that of supporting upon
their heads an entablature decorated with Nereids and Tritons in bas-relief, and furnished with rings of bronze to
which the silken cords of a velarium might be attached.
From the portica was visible an extending expanse of freshly humid, bluish-green verdure and cool shade, a
fragment of the Vale of Tempe transported to Egypt. The famous gardens of Semiramis would not have borne
comparison with these.
We will not pause to describe the seven or eight other halls of various temperature, with their hot and cold
vapors, perfume boxes, cosmetics, oils, pumice stone, gloves of woven horsehair, and all the refinements of the
antique balneatory art brought to the highest pitch of voluptuous perfection.
*
Hither came Cleopatra, leaning with one hand upon the shoulder of Charmion. She had taken at least thirty
steps all by herself.
Mighty effort, enormous fatigue! A tender tint of rose commenced to suffuse the transparent skin of her cheeks,
refreshing their passionate pallor; a blue network of veins relieved the amber blondness of her temples; her marble
forehead, low like the antique foreheads, but full and perfect in form, united by one faultless line with a straight
nose, finely chiseled as a cameo, with rosy nostrils which the least emotion made palpitate like the nostrils of an
amorous tigress; the lips of her small, rounded mouth, slightly separated from the nose, wore a dis-dainful curve;
but an unbridled voluptuousness, an indescribable vital warmth, glowed in the brilliant crimson and humid luster
of the under lip.
Her eyes were shaded by level eyelids, and eyebrows slightly arched and delicately outlined. We cannot attempt by description to convey an idea of their brilliancy. It was a fire, a languor, a sparkling limpidity which
might have made even the dog-headed Anubis giddy. Every glance of her eyes was in itself a poem richer than
aught of Homer or Mimnermus.
An imperial chin, replete with force and power to command, worthily completed this charming profile.
She stood erect upon the upper step of the basin, in an attitude full of proud grace; her figure slightly thrown
back, and one foot in suspense, like a goddess about to leave her pedestal, whose eyes still linger on heaven. Her
robe fell in two superb folds from the peaks of her bosom to her feet in unbroken lines. Had Cleomenes been her
contemporary and enjoyed the happiness of beholding her thus, he would have broken his Venus in despair.
Before entering the water she bade Charmion, for a new caprice, to change her silver hair-net; she preferred to
be crowned with reeds and lotus flowers, like a water divinity. Charmion obeyed, and her liberated hair fell in
black cascades over her shoulders, and shadowed her beautiful cheeks in rich bunches, like ripening grapes.
Then the linen tunic, which had been confined only by one golden clasp, glided down over her marble body,
and fell in a white cloud at her feet, like the swan at the feet of Leda. …
*
And Meïmoun, where was he?
Oh cruel lot, that so many insensible objects should enjoy the favors which would ravish a lover with delight!
The wind which toys with a wealth of perfumed hair, or kisses beautiful lips with kisses which it is unable to
appreciate; the water which envelops an adorably beautiful body in one universal kiss, and is yet, notwithstanding,
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indifferent to that exquisite pleasure; the mirror which reflects so many charming images; the buskin or tatbeb
which clasps a divine little foot—oh, what happiness lost!
Cleopatra dipped her pink heel in the water and discerned a few steps. The quivering flood made a silver belt
about her waist, and silver bracelets about her arms, and rolled in pearls like a broken necklace over her bosom
and shoulders; her wealth of hair, lifted by the water, extended behind her like a royal mantle; even in the bath she
was a queen.
She swam to and fro, dived, and brought up handfuls of gold-dust with which she laughingly pelted some of
her women. Again, she clung suspended to the balustrade of the basin, concealing or exposing her treasures of
loveliness—now permitting only her lustrous and polished back to be seen, now showing her whole figure, like
Venus Anadyomene, and incessantly varying the aspects of her beauty.
*
Suddenly she uttered a cry as shrill as that of Diana surprised by Actæon. She had seen gleaming through the
neighboring foliate a burning eye, yellow and phosphoric as the eye of a crocodile or lion.
It was Meïamoun, who, crouching behind a tuft of leaves, and trembling like a fawn in a field of wheat, was
intoxicating himself with the dangerous pleasure of beholding the queen in her bath.
Though brave even to temerity, the cry of Cleopatra passed through his heart, coldly piercing as the blade of a
sword. A death-like sweat covered his whole body; his arteries hissed through his temples with a sharp sound; the
iron hand of anxious fear had seized him by the throat and was strangling him.
The eunuchs rushed forward, lance in hand. Cleopatra pointed out to them the group of trees, where they found
Meïamoun crouching in concealment. Defense was out of the question. He attempted none, and suffered himself
to be captured.
They prepared to kill him with that cruel and stupid impassability characteristic of eunuchs; but Cleopatra,
who, in the interim, had covered herself with her calasiris, made signs to them to stop, and bring the prisoner before her.
Meïamoun could only fall upon his knees and stretch forth suppliant hands to her, as to the altars of the gods.
“Are you some assassin bribed by Rome, or for what purpose have you entered these sacred precincts from
which all men are excluded?” demanded Cleopatra with an imperious gesture of interrogation.
“May my soul be found light in the balance of Amenti, and may Tmeï, daughter of the Sun and goddess of
Truth, punish me if I have ever entertained a thought of evil against you, O queen!” answered Meïamoun, still
upon his knees.
Sincerity and loyalty were written upon his countenance in characters so transparent that Cleopatra immediately banished her suspicions, and looked upon the young Egyptian with\fn{ The text has: wth} a look less stern and
wrathful. She saw that he was beautiful.
“Then what motive could have prompted you to enter a place where you could only expect to meet death?”
“I love you!” murmured Meïamoun in a low, but distinct voice; for his courage had returned, as in every desperate situation when the odds against him could be no worse.
“Ah!” cried Cleopoatra, bending toward him, and seizing his arm with a sudden brusque movement, “so, then,
it was you who shot that arrow with the papyrus scroll! By Oms, the Dog of Hell, you are a very foolhardy
wretch! … I now recognize you. I long observed you wandering like a complaining Shade about the places where
I dwell. … You were at the Procession of Isis, at the Panegyris of Hermonthis. You followed the royal cangia. Ah!
you must have a queen? … You have no mean ambitions. You expect, without doubt, to be well paid in return. …
Assuredly I am going to love you. … Why not?”
“Queen,” returned Meïamoun with a look of deep melancholy, “do not rail. I am mad, it is true. I have deserved death; that is also true. Be humane; bid them kill me.”
“No; I have taken the whim to be clement today. I will give you your life.”
“What would you that I should do with life? I love you!”
“Well, then, you shall be satisfied; you shall die,” answered Cleopatra. “You have indulged yourself in wild
and extravagant dreams; in fancy your desires have crossed an impassable threshold. You imagined yourself to be
Cæsar or Mark Antony.
“You loved the queen. In some moment of delirium you have been able to believe that, under some condition
of things which takes place but once in a thousand years, Cleopatra might some day love you.
“Well, what you thought impossible is actually about to happen. I will transform your dream into a reality. It
pleases me, for once, to secure the accomplishment of a mad hope.
“I am willing to inundate you with glories and splendors and lightnings.
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“I intend that your good fortune shall be dazzling in its brilliancy. You were at the bottom of the ladder. I am
about to lift you to the summit, abruptly, suddenly, without a transition. I take you out of nothingness, I make you
the equal of a god, and I plunge you back again into nothingness; that is all.
“But do not presumed to call me cruel or to invoke my pity; do not weaken when the hour comes. I am good to
you. I lend myself to your folly. I have the right to order you to be killed at once; but since you tell me that you
love me, I will have you killed tomorrow instead.
“Your life belongs to me for one night. I am generous. I will not take it from you; I could take it from you. But
what are you doing on your knees at my feet? Rise, and give me your arm, that we may return to the palace.”
*
Our world of today is puny indeed beside the antique world.
Our banquets are mean, niggardly, compared with the appalling sumptuousness of the Roman patricians and
the princes of ancient Asia. Their ordinary repasts would in these days be regarded as frenzies orgies, and a whole
modern city could subsist for eight days upon the leavings of one supper given by Lucullus to a few intimate
friends. With our miserable habits we find it difficult to conceive of those enormous existences, realizing everything vast, strange, and most monstrously impossible that imagination could devise.
Our palaces are mere stables, in which Caligula would not quarter his horse.
The retinue of our wealthiest constitutional king is as nothing compared with that of a petty satrap or a Roman
proconsul.
The radiant suns which once shone upon the earth are forever extinguished in the nothingness of uniformity.
Above the dark swarm of men no longer tower those Titanic colossi who bestrode the world in three paces, like
the steeds of Homer; no more towers of Lylacq; no giant Babel scaling the sky with its infinity of spirals; no temples immeasurable, built\fn{The text has here: builded} with the fragments of quarried mountains; no kingly terra-ces
for which successive ages and generations could each erect but one step, and from whence some dreamfully
reclining prince might gaze on the face of the world as upon a map unfolded; no more of those extravagantly vast
cities of cyclopæan edifices, inextricably piled upon one another, with their mighty circumvallations, their circuses roaring night and day, their reservoirs filled with ocean brine and peopled with whales and leviathans, their
colossal stairways, their superimposition of terraces, their tower-summits bathed in clouds, their giant palaces,
their aqueducts, their multitude-vomiting gates, their shadowy necropoli.
Alas! henceforth only plaster hives upon chessboard pavements.
*
One marvels that men did not revolt against such confiscation of all riches and all living forces for the benefit
of a few privileged ones, and that such exorbitant fantasies should not have encountered any opposition on their
bloody way.
It was because those prodigious lives were the realization by day of the dreams which haunted each man by
night, the personifications of the common ideal which the nations beheld living symbolized under one of those
meteoric names that flame inextinguishably through the night of ages.
Today, deprived of such dazzling spectacles of omnipotent will, of the lofty contemplation of some human
mind whose least wish makes itself visible in actions unparalleled, in enormities of granite and brass, the world
become irredeemably and hopelessly dull.
Man is no longer represented in the realization of his imperial fancy.
The story which we are writing, and the great name of Cleopatra which appears in it, have prompted us to
these reflections, so ill-sounding, doubtless, to modern ears. But the spectacle of the antique world is something
so crushingly discouraging, even to those imaginations which deem themselves exhaustless, and those minds
which fancy themselves to have conceived the utmost limits of fairy magnificence, that we cannot here forbear
recording our regret and lamentation that we were not contemporaries of Sardanapalus;\fn{ King of Assyria, c.822BC}
of Teglathphalazar;\fn{Probably Teglathphalazar III, King of Assyria 745-727 } of Cleopatra, queen of Egypt; or even of
Elagabalus, emperor of Rome\fn{Varius Avitus Bassianus (204-222; Emperor from 218)} and priest of the Sun.
It is our task to describe a supreme orgy—a banquet compared with which the splendors of Belshazzar’s feast
must pale—one of Cleopatra’s nights.
How can we picture forth in this French tongue, so chaste, so icily prudish, that unbounded transport of passions, that huge and mighty debauch which feared not to mingle the double purpose of wine and blood, those
furious outbursts of insatiate pleasure, madly leaping toward the Impossible with all the wild ardor of senses as
yet untamed by the long fast of Christianity?
The promised night should well have been a splendid one, for all the joys and pleasures possible in a human
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lifetime were to be concentrated into the space of a few hours. It was necessary that the life of Meïamoun should
be converted into a powerful elixir which he could imbibe at a single draught.
Cleopatra desired to dazzle her voluntary victim, and plunge him into a whirlpool of dizzy pleasures; to intoxicate and madden him with the wine of orgy\fn{ The text spells this: orgie}, so that death, though freely accepted,
might come invisibly and unawares.
Let us transport our readers to the banquet-hall.
*
Our existing architecture offers few points for comparison with those vast edifices whose very ruins resemble
the crumblings of mountains rather than the remains of buildings.
It needed all the exaggeration of the antique life to animate and fill those prodigious palaces, whose halls were
too lofty and vast to allow of any ceiling save the sky itself—a magnificent ceiling, and well worthy of such
mighty architecture.
The banquet-hall was of enormous and Babylonian dimensions; the eye could not penetrate its immeasurable
depth. Monstrous columns—short, thick, and solid enough to sustain the pole itself—heavily expanded their
broad-swelling shafts upon socles\fn{Short plinths used to support columns} variegated with hieroglyphics and sustained
upon their bulging capitals gigantic arcades of granite rising by successive tiers, like vast stairways reversed.
Between each two pillars a colossal sphinx of basalt, crowned with the pschent, bent forward her oblique-eyed
face and horned chin, and gazed into the hall with a fixed and mysterious look.
The columns of the second tier, receding from the first, were more elegantly formed, and crowned in lieu of
capitals with four female heads adorned,\fn{ The text has: addorsed} wearing caps of many folds and all the intricacies of the Egyptian headdress. Instead of sphinxes, bull-headed idols—impassive spectators of nocturnal frenzy
and the furies of orgy—were seated upon thrones of stone, like patient hosts awaiting the opening of the banquet.
A third story, constructed in yet different style of architecture, with elephants of bronze spouting perfume from
their trunks, crowned the edifice; above, the sky yawned like a blue gulf, and the curious stars leaned over the
frieze.
Prodigious stairways of porphyry, so highly polished that they reflected the human body like a mirror,
ascended and descended on every hand, and bound together these huge masses of architecture.
We can only make a very rapid sketch here, in order to convey some idea of this awful structure, proportioned
out of all human measurements. It would require the pencil of Martin, the great painter of enormities passed away,
and we can present only a weak pen-picture in lieu of the Apocalyptic death of his gloomy style; but imagination
may supply our deficiencies. Less fortunate than the painter and the musician, we can only present objects and
ideas separately in slow succession.
We have as yet spoken of the banquet-hall only, without referring to the guests, and yet we have but barely
indicated its character.
Cleopatra and Meïamoun are waiting for us. We see them drawing near. …
*
Meïamoun was clad in a linen tunic constellated with stars, and a purple mantle, and wore a fillet about his
locks, like an Oriental king. Cleopatra was appareled in a robe of pale green, open at either side, and clasped with
golden bees. Two bracelets of immense pearls gleamed around her naked arms; upon her head glimmered the
golden-pointed diadem. Despite the smile on her lips, a slight cloud of preoccupation shadowed her fair forehead,
and from time to time her brows became knitted in a feverish manner.
What thoughts could trouble the great queen?
As for Meïamoun, his face wore the ardent and luminous look of one in ecstasy or vision; light beamed and
radiated from his brow and temples, surrounding his head with a golden nimbus, like one of the twelve great gods
of Olympus. A deep, heartfelt joy illumined his every feature.
He had embraced his restless-winged chimera, and it had flown from him; he had reached the goal of his life.
Though he were to live to the age of Nestor or Priam, though he should behold his veined temples hoary with
locks whiter than those of the high priest of Ammon, he could never know another new experience, never feel
another new pleasure.
His maddest hopes had been so much more than realized that there was nothing in the world left for him to
desire.
Cleopatra seated him beside her upon a throne with golden griffins on either side, and clapped her little hands
together.
Instantly lines of fire, bands of sparkling light outlined all the projections of the architecture—the eyes of the
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sphinxes flamed with phosphoric lightnings; the bull-headed idols breathed flame; the elephants, in lieu of perfumed water, spouted aloft bright columns of crimson fire, arms of bronze, each bearing a torch, started from the
walls, and blazing aigrettes bloomed in the sculptured hearts of the lotus flowers.
Huge blue flames palpitated in tripods of brass; giant candelabras shook their disheveled light in the midst of
ardent vapors; everything sparkled, glittered, beamed.
Prismatic irises crossed and shattered each other in the air. The facets of the cups, the angles of the marbles and
jaspers, the chiseling of the vases—all caught a sparkle, a gleam, or a flash as of lightning.
Radiance streamed in torrents and leaped from step to step like a cascade, over the porphyry stairways. It
seemed the reflection of a conflagration on some broad river.
Had the Queen of Sheba ascended thither she would have caught up the folds of her robe, and believed herself
walking in water, as when she stepped upon the crystal pavements of Solomon. Viewed through that burning haze,
the monstrous figures of the colossi, the animals, the hieroglyphics, seemed to become animated and to live with a
fractious life; the black marble rams bleated ironically, and clashed their gilded horns; the idols breathed harshly
through their panting nostrils.
The orgy was at his height: the dishes of phenicopoters’ tongues, and the livers of scarus fish; the eels fattened
upon human flesh, and cooked in brine; the dishes of peacock’s brains; the boars stuffed with living birds; and all
the marvels of the antique banquets were heaped upon the three table-surfaces of the gigantic triclinium.
The wines of Crete, of Massicus and of Falernus foamed up in cratera wreathed with roses, and filled by
Asiatic pages whose beautiful flowing hair served the guests to wipe their hands upon.
Musicians played upon the sistrum, the tympanum, the sambuke, and the harp with one-and-twenty strings
filled all the upper galleries, and mingled their harmonies with the tempest of sound that hovered over the feast.
Even the deep-voiced thunder could not have made itself heard there.
*
Meïamoun, whose head was lying on Cleopatra’s shoulder, felt as though his reason were leaving him.
The banquet-hall whirled around him like a vast architectural nightmare; through the dizzy glare he beheld perspectives and colonnades without end; new zones of porticoes seemed to uprear themselves upon the real fabric,
and bury their summits in heights of sky to which Babel never rose. Had he not felt within his hand the soft, cool
hand of Cleopatra, he would have believed himself transported into an enchanted world by some witch of Thessaly or Magian of Persia.
Toward the close of the repast hump-backed dwarfs and mummers engaged in grotesque dances and combats;
then young Egyptian and Greek maidens, representing the black and white Hours, danced with inimitable grace a
voluptuous dance after the Ionian manner.
Cleopatra herself arose from her throne, threw aside her royal mantle, replaced her starry diadem with a
garland of flowers, attached golden crotali\fn{Antique castanets} prattled with ever-increasing volubility. Poised on
the pink tips of her little feet, she approached swiftly to graze the forehead of Meïamoun with a kiss; then she
recommenced her wondrous art, and flitted around him, now backward-leaning, with head reversed, eyes half
closed, arms lifelessly relaxed, locks uncurled and loose-hanging like a Bacchante of Mount Mænalus; now again,
active, animated, laughing, fluttering, more tireless and capricious in her movements than the pilfering bee.
Heart-consuming love, sensual pleasure, burning passion, youth inexhaustible and ever-fresh, the promise of
bliss to come—she expressed all. …
The modest stars had ceased to contemplate the scene; their golden eyes could not endure such a spectacle; the
heaven itself was blotted out, and a dome of flaming vapor covered the hall.
Cleopatra seated herself once more by Meïamoun. Night advanced; the last of the black Hours was about to
take flight; a faint blue glow entered with bewildered aspect into the tumult of ruddy light as a moonbeam falls
into a furnace; the upper arcades became suffused with pale azure tints—day was breaking.
Meïamoun took the horn vase which an Ethiopian slave of sinister countenance presented to him, and which
contained a poison so violent that it would have caused any other vase to burst asunder. Flinging his whole life to
his mistress in one look, he lifted to his lips the fatal cup in which the envenomed liquor boiled up, hissing.
Cleopatra turned pale, and laid her hand on Meïamoun’s arm to stay the act. His courage touched her.
She was about to say, “Live to love me yet, I desire it!” when the sound of a clarion was heard. Four heraldsat-arms entered the banquet-hall on horseback; they were officers of Mark Antony, and rode but a short distance
in advance of their master. Cleopatra silently loosened the arm of Meïamoun. A long ray of sunlight suddenly
played upon her forehead, as though trying to replace her absent diadem.
“You see the moment has come; it is daybreak, it is the hour when happy dreams take flight,” said Meïamoun.
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Then he emptied the fatal vessel at a draught, and fell as though struck by lightning.
Cleopatra bent her head, and one burning tear—the only one she had ever shed—fell into her cup to mingle
with the molten pearl.
*
“By Hercules, my fair queen! I made all speed in vain. I see I have come too late,” cried Mark Antony, entering
the banquet-hall, “the supper is over. But what signifies this corpse upon the pavement?”
“Oh, nothing!” returned Cleopatra, with a smile; “only a poison I was testing with the idea of using it upon
myself should Augustus take me prisoner.
“My dear Lord, will you not please to take a seat beside me, and watch those Greek buffoons dance?”
59.283 Excerpt from Maison de Penarvan: “The Last Of An Old Family”\fn{by Léonard Sylvain Jules Sandeau (18111883)} Aubusson, Creuse Department, France (M) 4
… Two days after, Paula arrived at Bordeaux, and repaired to the Convent of the Sacred Heart.
How shall we describe the abbé’s emotion during this journey?
As for Paula, it was as though she obeyed the impulses of a will foreign to her own; she had remained the
whole time silent, motionless, insensible to the abbe’s remonstrances and prayers. Not a word, not a sigh, not a
sign of emotion; her love was as fierce as her pride. She spent three months at the convent in the most complete
retirement, and only consented to see Madame de Soleyre the evening before the day fixed for her marriage.
It was no longer the time for blame; Madame de Soleyre took her in her arms, and held her in a long embrace.
This true friend knew that she had now only one task to fulfill: to act the part of mother to the child who had none,
and to protect her with her own good name.
*
Mdlle.\fn{Madmoseille} de Penarvan’s marriage was not accompanied by that air of censure which is generally
called forth by marriages contracted against the wishes of parents. If the aristocracy disapproved, all the .lively
and brilliant society of Bordeaux were on her side, and approved of her resolution.
We must state, for the honor of the official world, that on this occasion M. de Soleyre proved himself worthy
of his wife; Paula entered the Mairie on the prefect’s arm. The mayor, an old friend of the Caverley family; had
made a point of honor of himself joining together these two young people, and thus, by the deep respect he
showed to Mdlle. de Penarvan, he removed whatever was uncomfortable or distressing in this young girl’s situation.
The abbé, who had declared very loudly that he would share in none of the ceremonies of this wedding, acted
as second witness to his child, and it was he who married them next evening in a modest chapel; the poor man
could not resist his little Paula’s prayers. At the moment of pronouncing the blessing, he wished to make a little
address. but he suddenly remembered that great house of Penarvan that he had so much loved; and it seemed to
him as though he were himself consecrating its decay and eternal annihilation, and he had great difficulty in
restraining his sobs.
After the nuptial benediction, terrified at what he had just done, he, escaped without bidding farewell, wandered about till morning in the streets of the town, and climbed sadly on to the outside of the coach, which was
starting for Nantes. He had lost everything—his happiness, his pride, the joy of his life—he had nothing left him
in the world; and recognizing half-way up the hill the castle of Rohan-Chabot, he felt tempted to throw himself
from his seat under the horses’ feet.
*
On leaving the chapel, the newly-married couple entered a carriage, and set out for Villa Caverley. In an hour’s
time the horses stopped before the door of a dwelling hidden in the profoundest darkness. They alighted, and
Henry, intoxicated with joy, led his young wife into a silent deserted house, where there was not a single servant
to receive them. Paula, also intoxicated with love and happiness, could hardly support herself, and walked along
with her head resting on her husband’s shoulder. Slowly they ascended, between two hedges of flowers, the steps
of a marble staircase, lighted by alabaster lamps. After passing through several rooms, in which were displayed
the riches of the four quarters of the globe—carpets from Persia and India, mirrors from Venice, masterpieces of
art, valuable pictures, Grecian statues, glittering armor, family china—after passing through a vast greenhouse, in
which were displayed all the glories of tropical Nature, Caverley lifted a heavy curtain, and offered Paula a golden
key.
Paula opened a cedar-wood door; she entered, and when she had gone a few steps—when she had taken in at
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one glance all the luxury piled about her, the cups overflowing with pearls and diamonds, the cashmeres, the
velvet, the lace thrown over the furniture, when this handsome young man bent a knee before her, and said to her,
‘O my dear Paula, O my only joy, I am here in your house!”—she suddenly thought of her mother, in the sadness,
the misery, the neglect, in which she had left her; she pictured her alone in her bare cold room, without even her
pride remaining to her to sustain her; for this her only support had just fallen into dust.
She remembered the two tears that she fancied she had seen steal from under her eyelids; she uttered a cry, and
thunderstruck by remorse, fell fainting into the arms of Henry, who was only just in time to save her.
*
From this time forth there commenced for this unfortunate woman a torment hitherto unknown—the torment
of love and riches: she had, as punishment, all that gives happiness here below. In attaining happiness she had
fallen, crushed by the effort she had made to obtain it. Her existence was now nothing but expiation, without
intermission or respite.
Young, beautiful, adored, in the midst of all the goods the world envies, all her thoughts turned to her mother
in the old castle she had quitted.
She suffered from nostalgia after trouble and poverty.
She lived in the most rigid seclusion, far from the town, far from gaiety, ashamed of her wealth, casting it from
her in disgust. She had despoiled her room of all the luxury and splendor which seemed to mock the marchioness’s poverty. The damp dark house in which her youth had expanded now revealed to her only its poetry; she
saw only the great virtues of the mother who had so long oppressed her; she ceaselessly recalled the two tears that
moistened her dry eyelids—the only ones she had ever seen in her eyes—and Paula felt them fall like two leaden
drops on to her heart.
It was in vain that Caverley, in despair, overwhelmed her with the most patient and delicate tenderness.
“I love you,” said she, in passionate tones. “My life dates from the day when I first saw you. I love you, and to
this day I still bless the hour when first I saw you; but do not be angry with me because I am not happy. I should
die if I left you, and I cannot live if my mother does not forgive me.” And when Henry tried to calm her by
reminding her of all that she had suffered:
“Ah,” said she, “I lacked patience; I did not try the right way; I did not wait long enough. I should have softened her; she would, perhaps, have ended by loving me.”
*
They wrote, but only the abbe replied. His despairing letters left them no hope. They never tired of writing, and
never received any other answer.
They traveled, they visited Greece and Italy. Everywhere Paula carried the picture of her mother growing old
in neglect. Before the marvels of art and the beauties of Nature she wept over the ruins where she had suffered so
much.
*
She became a mother, and her sadness increased. When she brought a daughter into the world she had asked
herself, with horror, whether this child would not grow up for her punishment. The joys of maternity had even
increased her remorse, by revealing to her, in their full extent, the sacred rights, the imprescriptible rights, that
mothers have over their children. This had given an opportunity for turning, with another cry, to the marchioness.
The marchioness did not answer; she opened none of the letters, and never was Paula’s name permitted to be
spoken before her.
They spent more than a year on the shores of Lake Como.
The better Paula knew Henry, the more her love for him increased, her grief grew with her love—the more
reasons she had for being happy, the more wretched did she feel herself. Her happiness caused her misery. A slow
fever was secretly undermining her constitution.
They returned to France, sad and discouraged.
*
Sorrow has its selfishness, which delicate spirits avoid with as much care as the selfishness of happiness. Paula
at last felt that the burden of her fault had weighed long enough on the man she loved; she determined to appear in
society.
The Hotel Caverley was once more opened; she did the honors there with simplicity; all Bordeaux feted her,
and overwhelmed her with homage and respect.
Paula experienced again on her husband’s arm the reception she had received on the prince’s. She wore neither
diamonds nor jewels, and, as formerly, appeared adorned merely by her grace and beauty.
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And yet; in spite of her endeavors to deceive Henry and to deceive herself, in spite of the embraces of her
daughter, she remained a prey to the same sadness, struggled under the restraint of the same remorse, and Henry
could easily see that his dear Paula was not happy.
Madame de Soleyre also knew it; formerly Paula had only spoken to her of her mother at long intervals, and
never without fear; now she spoke of her at all times; and when Madame de Soleyre, persuaded by her questions,
related the adventurous youth of that beautiful Renée whom she had known so heroic and so proud, Paula, overcome by these stories, smiled at the poetic figure, whose greatness she accused herself of not having appreciated.
One evening, returning from a ball, she threw herself on a sofa, and gave vent to the grief she had been stifling
all through the evening. Caverley was present; he sat down beside her, and said,
“What is the matter with you? What do you want? Speak, what can I do for you?”
“Listen, Henry,” said Paula. “I want to see my mother again. Even if she drives me away, if she curses me, if I
were to die at her feet, I must see her again!”
“But, my dear unhappy little wife,” said Henry, “how could you get to her?”
“O, I will hide myself in the park! I will wait, perhaps I shall see her pass.”
“We will set out tomorrow,” said Henry.
“How good you are, and how I love you!” exclaimed she, throwing herself into his arms.
*
Two days after, one evening at the end of October, they got down at a second-rate inn at Tiffauges; they had
brought with them their daughter, who had completed her third year. It was too late to send word to the abbé; as
soon as they arrived they took the road to the manor. Having slipped into the park, through one of the many
breaches in the surrounding wall, they stepped on in the twilight, along the leafless alleys. Henry led the child,
Paula walked on in front, and showed the way.
“She is there—she is there,” exclaimed she, suddenly perceiving a lighted window through the darkness.
They possessed love, beauty, youth; they possessed villas, a palace, and boats which furrowed the seas; and
their only dream, their only ambition, was to penetrate into that ruin exposed to all the winds, whose door was
closed against them. .
Another window shone on the same side of the house; it belonged to the little abode where dwelt the good
Pyrmil.
What was he doing at this time?
Was he praying for his little Paula?
Was he working at his history? When Paula was little, it was her custom to call the abbé by clapping her hands
three times; she made a few steps forward, and clapped three times. Immediately the window was opened, and a
tall phantom leaned over the balcony to give one eager look out into the mist.
“Abbé, my abbé!” said Paula, in a moaning voice.
The phantom vanished. Less than a minute after the abbé was pressing Paula to his heart, and was drawing
them secretly, like three fugitives, into his room.
“You here, my daughter; and you, sir, you?”
“I am dying, abbé, I am dying! Take pity on me; help me to see my mother; make her pardon us; we can no
longer live like this.” The abbe had taken the little girl; he kept her on his knee, and she smiled at him.
“Ah, sir, ah, my friend,” exclaimed Caverley, “save her, save us!” The abbé was silent, and looked at the child.
“What is she doing?” asked Paula.
“What is passing in her heart? Does she allow you to speak to her of us? Has she spoken to you of me?” For
some time they continued to question, to implore, and the abbé did not answer.
“Then it is all over, abbé, all over for ever!” exclaimed Paula, in a paroxysm of despair; “and I am quite dead
to her!”
The abbé had made the little one fold her hands. He said to her,
“Do you love God, my child?”
“O yes!” answered she.
“Well, then,” said the abbé, say to Him, ‘O God, come to me!’”
“O God, come to me!” repeated the child. The abbé rose and took the child in his arms.
“Come then,” exclaimed he, “and may God inspire you!”
*
Surrounded, as in former times, by the portraits of her ancestors, by the light of a miserly lamp, near two
firebrands smoking at the back of the hearth, sat the marchioness in her old oaken armchair.
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Her thin features, her hollow eyes, told of the inner struggles she had endured, of the silent, secret, unconfessed labor that for four years was passing within her. She was now merely the ghost of herself, but she still
retained something majestic and proud: she seemed conquered, not submissive.
Everything about her was gone to ruin, everything in her was suffering and moaning; but her pride stood
upright, like a citadel that is attacked, undermined, assailed on all sides, which still stands firm, fights, resists, and
refuses to capitulate; while below it the besieged town, destroyed by bullets, devastated by death and famine,
implores for pity and mercy, and wishes but to surrender.
Never yet had loneliness and ennui weighed on her heart with so heavy a burden as on this October evening.
She was leaning on her elbow, her head resting on her hand, when the door half opened and a child glided in.
Alarmed by the tall figure near the chimney-corner, the child, who had entered smiling, stopped frightened in
the middle of the room.
“Who are you?” asked the marchioness, who did not even know that Paula was a mother.
“I am a little girl.”
“Come here, my child.” The child took courage, advanced, and went to place its hands on the arm of the chair
where its grandmother was seated.
“What are you called?” asked the marchioness, softened by this pretty face.
“I am called Renée.”
The marchioness started, turned an ardent gaze on the child, and recognized Paula’s features.
She understood; she guessed everything.
“Go away,” said she, in a dull voice; “go back to your mother; return to Madame Caverley.”
Frightened by the expression and by the tones, rather than by the words, which she could not understand, the
child turned to the door, and went away trembling. She walked with little steps, and the marchioness followed her
with her eyes.
And as the child moved away she saw her whole existence, unroll itself before her; she saw her husband, so
tender, so charming, whom she had sent to death; she saw her daughter, so beautiful, so affectionate, who would
have cared for her so tenderly, for whom she wore mourning. She now recognized all the joys she had not acknowledged, all the happiness she had cast from her.
The little fair head was slowly disappearing in the darkness; and the marchioness felt that it was life leaving
her once more, which was leaving her never to return. She cast a look of distress at the portraits of her ancestors;
and she thought she saw so many minotaurs who had devoted her youth and her destiny.
Meantime the child was departing. She was near the half-open door; and still Renée hesitated. As she passed
through the doorway, the child turned round.
“It is not true, then,” said she, in her silvery voice, “that you are my other mamma?”
Pride was overcome, and the heart found vent. Renée had given a cry; she threw herself like a lioness on her
granddaughter, raised her in her arms, and, inundating her with tears, covering her with kisses:
“Stay, stay!” exclaimed she; “stay, life! stay, happiness!”
*
Less than a year after it would have been useless to seek on the banks of the Sevre for the ruins of the old
manor, the castle of Penarvan had returned to the period of its glory.
As by the touch of a magic wand, the walls, the front, the turrets had risen again; the escutcheons had reappeared over the gates; the long grass no longer grew in the chief courtyard. The horses strutted in the stables, the
dogs barked in the kennels, the carriages filled the coach-house.
In the gorgeously decorated drawing-room, the ancestors, relined and restored, appeared rejuvenated in their
new frames. Everywhere, within and without, movement had taken the place of stillness; everywhere life had
displaced death.
The farms which had been burnt down were built up again, the ancient domain had been restored, the factories
of ropes and sails once more enlivened the banks of the river.
The time of threadbare cassocks was past; the chapel-altar had recovered its ancient glory; the manorial seat
was restored; and on Sundays and fete-days the abbé officiated in great pomp. Everywhere joy, ease, happiness;
everywhere respect for the past joined to the activity of labour.
One hot summer afternoon the Marchioness de Penarvan, her granddaughter, and the abbé were all three
assembled in that room full of portraits where we have so often seen them. In spite of the years that had past, the
marchioness was still beautiful, she retained her lovely fair hair, in which shone not a single white thread.
The abbé had, grown somewhat stouter. On his knees sat little Renée, and he was teaching her to read out of
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his wonderful history. This child had become the idol of the abbé; she was happiness for the last years of the good
Pyrmil.
Above all, she was the passion, the first and only passion, of the marchioness. Renée loved the little Renée
with all the tenderness she had never yet felt for anyone; she had taken possession of the child, she had brought
into this love the despotism of her character.
Paula and Henry were setting out on horseback for a ride in the neighborhood; the marchioness went to the
window, and followed them with her eyes to the end of the avenue.
“Abbé,” said she, making a sign to him. The abbé hastened to her side, and Renée pointed to them with a gesture that seemed to say,
“See how beautiful and charming they are.”
“Well,” said the abbé half aloud, with an air that he tried to make sly and cunning, “it is I who married them.”
“Ah, rogue, traitor!” said the marchioness, pulling his ear. “Ah, abbé, abbé, you have never done any thing
else! You have always plotted against me.” How the good abbé laughed and chuckled and rubbed his hands!
“Come,” added the marchioness gaily, “the family will be complete tonight; we expect Madame de Soleyre.”
The abbé had once more taken the child and recommenced his lesson.
“Really, abbé,” said the marchioness, “you have no pity; you will bore that child.”
“By no means! Mdlle. Renée reveals the most excellent disposition.”
“Come, abbé, come, that is enough; but, by the bye, how far is this endless history?”
“This endless history is finished, Madame,” replied the abbé, somewhat piqued. “No later than yesterday I
wrote the last lines of the chapter consecrated to the Marquis, your husband.”
“You are not so far as you think; your history is not complete.”
“Alas, Madame, I know it but too well! There still remains that unfortunate prelate.”
“Even without the prelate, your history is not complete. There is still something wanting.”
“Something wanting? What is it, Madame?”
“Well, myself, abbé; do you not consider me anything?”
“I only write the history of the dead,” said the abbe, smiling, “and I reckon, Madame, on never writing yours.”
“I will dictate it to you. Take a pen. Write.”
The abbé, somewhat surprised, took a pen and placed himself ready to write.
“As a heading,” said the Marchioness, “Louise Charlotte Antoinette Renée, Marchioness de Penarvan, last of
the name.”
“Last of the name!” repeated the abbé, like an echo.
“Next line,” said the Marchioness. “She lived wrapped in the glory of her family, and recognized, although
somewhat late, that if it is good to honor the dead, it is very sweet to love the living.”
“Is that all, Madame?”
“That is all, my dear abbé,” answered the marchioness, drawing her grandchild towards her, and kissing her
affectionately. “However, you may add, if you like—
“Here endeth the history of the House of Penarvan.” …
59.287 The Yule Log\fn{by Jules François Simon Suisse (1814-1896)} Lorient, Morbihan Department, France (M) 7
Yesterday was my birthday.
A number of friends who have never seen me wrote to congratulate me upon having reached the age of eighty.
They are mistaken; I am not as old as all that. I can readily understand that a few years more or less make very
little difference to them, but they certainly make all the difference in the world to me.
I am still far from the dignity of an octogenarian; yet I confess that I am very old, and at my age one likes to
recall one’s early childhood. It is a very well-known fact that old people—it seems that I am old, which makes me
furious, and I really believe that I should scarcely realize it, if people did not take particular pains, out of pure
kindness, of course, to remind me of it every moment—it is a well-known fact, I say, that old people recall the
first scenes of their life with marvelous accuracy. I have often heard Chevreul\fn{ Michel Eugène Chevreul (1786-1889),
French chemist} speak of having been present on the Place de la Revolution\fn{ Now the Place de la Concorde } at the
very moment when Louis XVI was executed. His nurse had carried him there, the wretch! He neither saw nor
understood anything; but he remembered the words of a garde nationale who scolded the woman for having
brought a child to such a place.
“He delivered there and then a perfect sermon on the subject,” he used to say, “and I remember every word of
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it.”
*
But let us not speak of tragedies. I want to take you with me to Brittany, not without having first warned you
against myself, however. You must not take me too literally when I describe the customs of that country. My
descriptions are absolutely faithful, but they represent Brittany as it was from 1815 to 1830. I went back there this
summer after an absence of half a century, and I recognized nothing but the scenery. The men are all civilized, and
far more Parisian than I. In order to re-classify them I should have been compelled to drive them back to their
national dress, that they so foolishly gave up.
I will take you back, therefore, to the year 1822; and you would not doubt it for an instant if you could follow
me into my father’s study. The walls were papered with Republican money. He had obtained it in exchange for
cash; and when it turned out to be as worthless as waste paper, he determined that it should be of some use to him
anyway. I fancy that its usefulness consisted in reminding him of the fragility of human things.
The walls were also decorated with portraits of the royal family, from the King down to M. de Villele, all
tacked on with pins. But these portraits were not to be relied upon, for when they were turned upside down, they
represented, by some ingenious combination, the Ogre of Corsica,\fn{ As Napoleon I was known in some quarters; Brittany
was not an immediate hotbed of Revolutionary sentiment } the King of Rome,\fn{ Napoleon’s infant son.} and the Empress
Marie Louise.\fn{Napoleon’s wife} They were suited to all tastes and all opinions.
This extraordinary study was situated on the first floor—for our house had a first floor, differing thus from the
other houses of the borough, which had nothing but a ground floor. It also had a slate roof, which filled me with
legitimate pride. It looked out upon the street which circled the graveyard; and I will say at once, to be sincere,
that there was no other street in St. Jean Brevelay.
This view and this neighborhood will not strike you, with your modern ideas, as very attractive; but in Brittany
we like graveyards—I might even say that we like sadness.
And then in this graveyard stood the church—an imposing church, I can assure you, with a vault upon which
hell was faithfully represented on one side and heaven on the other.
Near our window there was also a great fir, which was worth a whole forest in itself, and which sheltered a
formidable number of crows. If, however, in spite of this double attraction one found no pleasure in contemplating the view from that side, we had another façade to resort to—a façade opening upon an immense and magnificent garden.
There you might have looked down upon a patch of cabbage, a patch of French beans, of peas, of carrots, and
of potatoes. We had flowers too—so many flowers, so many vegetables, and so much fruit, that we made gratuitous distributions of them every Sunday.
*
Besides our apple-trees, the branches of which bent under the weight of the fruit, we had pear-trees, cherrytrees, and plum-trees. My father, who had traveled considerably, particularly through the South, prided himself
upon his enterprising spirit. Every year when the plums had been picked, he collected them in great piles; from
these piles the best were chosen, put upon a species of riddles, and the riddles were laid in the sun. This was with
a view to making prunes. The plums rotted in a few days; the birds and other animals ate them; and soon there
was nothing left but the stones. These were then thrown into the street, where we used to pick them up, in order to
make piles and stick a little flag in the top. The next year my father proceeded to make prunes in precisely the
same manner.
We were very proud of our rose-bushes, which furnished roses for the altars, and of our apple-trees, from
which we obtained a most excellent cider.
We had our wine-press, our kneading-trough, our oven, and our laundrying basins.
We had pastures for our cows, wheat-fields, fields of buckwheat and of rye. We sowed just enough to supply
our wants. There was no mill in our village, so we were compelled to send our grain to Pontecouvrant. When it
was ground, it was brought back and made into very good rye bread for our daily use.
We also made a great loaf of wheat bread once a week, which we used for the soup.
Every morning my father started out, gun on shoulder—for in those days there were no rural constables nor
gendarmes (the gendarmes were at Plumelec), and one could hunt all the year round. He came in at noon for
dinner, and at six o’clock for supper. My greatest delight consisted in running to meet him and looking into his
game-bag. I never found any game in it, but it often contained a big trout or some fine eels.
We eventually discovered that the hunt was a mere pretext, and that his real passion was fishing. He was
extremely taciturn, as all of his children have been after him, and I believe that to be one of the essential qualities
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of an angler.
During dinner he never breathed a word.
In the evening at supper he described the events of the day, when he had been lucky. We took our meals in the
kitchen, which was vast and cleanly. There were twenty of us at table, and sometimes more, owing to the legendary Breton hospitality. The table formed a long rectangle. My mother occupied one end of it with my sisters and
myself; my father sat at the other end alone; while the two long sides were reserved for the servants. These were
no less than twelve in number: the gardener, the ploughman, the shepherd, the stable-boy, and the maid-servants.
*
This will no doubt give you the impression of the household of a wealthy farmer or a country gentleman.
Not at all.
In the beautiful borough of St, Jean Brevelay there was neither butcher, baker, nor grocer. The only merchants
that I ever saw there were a mercer\fn{ One who deals in textile fabrics} and a tavern-keeper. One was compelled to
send to Vannes, seven leagues away, for everything, or else live like Robinson Crusoe on his island.
I have learned since that the ploughman, who was our first man, earned only thirty francs a year. I leave you to
judge of the rest. It was a poor country, and one could enjoy all the comforts which it afforded with an income of
twelve hundred francs a year.
One of our chief pleasures consisted in the care of our garden.
My mother had a little bed in which roses, tulips, pansies, and daisies grew in abundance. She was particularly
fond of mignonette and honeysuckle. The hedge around our kitchen-garden was covered with honeysuckle, elder,
and a whole family of sweet-smelling creepers, over which our bees hovered and buzzed. There was seldom a day
when we did not walk around the garden once, and that was quite a journey.
We had another habit which I do not understand as well, and which consisted in walking around Colas’ field
every day after dinner; that is, at one o’clock. We first went down a hollow road where the mud was not wanting
when it had rained. The flowers were not wanting there either in summer; we walked under a real vault of them.
This road led to the blacksmith’s shop, where I always found something to admire—the great bellows, the incandescent iron, the sparks flying from the furnace like joyous fireworks.
Next to the blacksmith’s shop stood Marion’s house—the last house at the end of the village.
Marion was a girl of twenty who had lost her mother when she was eighteen. Everybody had advised her to go
into service; but she had preferred to engage herself to my mother as a seamstress, by the year.
Her house—“Marion’s house,” as it was always spoken of—belonged to her. It was not a great dowry. It
consisted of two rooms under a thatched roof, and a little yard where she raised her chickens. She had been
warned against the dangers of living alone at her age, and in a comparatively isolated place; but she was a fearless
girl and somewhat unsociable. She had discovered, I do not know where—in one of the neighboring farms,
perhaps—a widow who was only too happy to occupy one of her rooms gratuitously, and who was a companion
and a protection to her when she came home after her day’s work.
Colas’ field began at Marion’s door.
It was surely not what one would call beautiful. We walked straight before us, and got back to our startingpoint at the end of an hour without having seen anything but apple-trees and furrows. On Sunday when this task
had been accomplished, we found Marion in her yard among her chickens, waiting to go to vespers with us. I
always took her hand, and she told me stories of Poulpiquets.
*
I led a joyful life. My mother, too, seemed happy. Her chief occupation lay in nursing the sick, and her heaviest expense in providing them with broth and drugs; the latter were sent for to the druggist’s at Bignan. I had
never seen a doctor until I went to Lorient to enter school. Whenever she had a perplexing case, she called my
father into consultation. As he had been a soldier, nothing surprised him.
His method was to bleed. He one day undertook to vaccinate the entire population, and succeeded in doing so
by offering five cents to all those who consented to honor him with their trust. This philanthropic operation must
have made a great hole in the household budget.
We had a library which contained fully twenty volumes. My sisters spent their time in taking them from my
mother’s room, and my mother in taking them from their hands. There were: Celina, or, The Child of Mystery and
of Love; Alexis, or, The Wooden Cottage; The Helmet and the Square Cap, or, Both Suited Him. We also had, The
Evenings at the Chateau, by Madame de Genlis, The Yellow Tales, and Robinson Crusoe. I was of course not
permitted to touch the novels.
I was allowed Robinson Crusoe, The Yellow Tales, and The Evenings at the Chateau, of which permission I
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availed myself eagerly, for I was ever a great reader. Robinson Crusoe particularly delighted me, and I read it
three or four times a year. I had also a tender feeling for Celina, which I only half understood. In the first place, it
represented the forbidden fruit; and in the next place, it had pictures. I never got to the denouement, because my
mother, seeing that I was incorrigible, resolved to burn the cuerpo del delicto.
If I add that in rummaging through the closets and wardrobes I had found L’Esprit des Lois and an odd volume
of the Political and Philosophical History of the Two Indies, and that I read them, you will no doubt believe that I
am trying to make myself out an infant prodigy.
It was quite the reverse, for I preferred the Abbe Raynal to Montesquieu, and what I was most charmed with in
the Abbe Raynal was some absurd rant about a mistress called Catchinka, whom he had lost, and who in some
remarkable way formed a part of the Philosophical History of the Two Indies. This strange library produced a
veritable chaos in my poor little brain, over which floated Robinson. It was the genuine Robinson too—translation
of the work of Daniel Defoe, which, as everyone knows, contains as many sermons as it does events.
*
But what I liked better than Robinson, better than Celina, better than my garden, better than the eternal walks
around Colas’ field, was the church service on religious holidays, the “pompous grandeur of its ceremonies.” Yes,
the “pompous grandeur:”—I will not retract.
Since then I have seen St. Peter’s, the cathedrals of Cologne and Toledo, and, I believe, all the finest churches
in the world; yet I never attended service anywhere without recalling the poor little church of St. Jean Brevelay.
The difference between the palace of a king and the thatched cottage of a peasant is far greater than that between
the august basilica and the poor little tottering chapel of a Breton village.
May the artists forgive me, but a church, however poor and small, is none the less a church. Four bare walls, a
wooden cross upon a table, windows so covered with dust that they scarcely let the light in—all these things
speak to the soul of meditation and of prayer.
I do not know what the population of St. Jean Brevelay was. It could not have been over two hundred; but on
Sunday the people came to High Mass from the four corners of the parish, which was vast and populous. The
farmhouses and thatched cottages all emptied themselves at the first glow of dawn.
You could see the families making their way to the borough along every known road—the men leading the
way in silence, the women following in noisy talk among themselves. They at first scattered through the
graveyard, every family stopping to say a prayer at the family tomb. Then the friends and relatives came together
in groups, and the men made more than one escape to the tavern.
At the last call for High Mass they all rushed to the church doors, pushing, jostling, crowding one another,
until the building was filled from end to end. The graveyard—I might say the borough—was now a perfect desert.
The men, standing, and pressed close together, occupied all the front part of the nave; the women, kneeling, filled
the rear. All, without exception, took part in the singing. The common serpent\fn{ The musical instrument of that name, a
(at present obsolete) brass wind instrument of the trumpet type, with a cupped mouthpiece and a long, serpentine-twisted conical wooden
tube pierced with finger holes, having a strong but coarse tone; it was superseded by the double-bassoon } was unknown to us; but

with our voices alone we managed to make a formidable noise.
The people were happy to be there, not because, as Voltaire says, “High Mass is the opera of the poor,” but
because, as the Christian Church says, religion is the consolation of the afflicted. The rector delivered his sermons
in Low Breton, and they were never anything but a paraphrase of this word of the Gospel: Love one another.
And surely they loved one another, those uncultured folk. They did not know how to read, but they knew how
to love. They understood gratitude too. My mother was almost an object of worship.
The great festival of the year, after that of Saint Louis, was Christmas. The King first and God next, such is the
order of precedence under all governments. It is possible that our poor peasants would have reversed that order
had they been able to do so. I must say, in order not to give them more praise than they deserve, that what they
liked best about Christmas was the midnight Mass—a sorry enjoyment for you city-bred people, who are fond of
your comforts. But what is a sleepless night to a peasant? Even when they had to plod along through the mud or
the snow, not an old man, not a woman hesitated. Umbrellas were then unknown at St. Jean Brevelay, or at least
ours was the only one that had ever been seen there, and it was naturally the object of much surprise and
admiration.
The women caught up their skirts with pins, threw a plaid kerchief over their head-dresses, and started out
bravely for the parish church in their wooden shoes. Sleep, forsooth! Who could have slept even had he wanted
to?
The chimes began the night before immediately after the evening Angelus, and were repeated every half-hour
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until midnight.
The hunters, in order to contribute to the general beatitude, kept up a steady firing. My father furnished the
powder. It was a universal and deafening clamor.
The small boys took part in it too—at the risk of maiming themselves, whenever they could lay their hands on
a gun or a pistol.
The vicarage was a short half-league from the borough. The rector came over on his nag, which the quinquiss
(the beadle) led by the bridle. A dozen peasants escorted him, firing their pistols in his ears all the while. But this
did not disturb him in the least, for he was an old chouan\fn{Breton royalist during the Revolution} with the death of
many a blue on his conscience—withal, the kindest and most compassionate of men since the king had returned
and he had become a priest.
*
On that night great preparations were made at home. Telin-Charles and Le Halloco measured the fireplace and
the kitchen door with as much earnestness and importance as though they had not known their dimensions by
heart for many years. The question was to bring in the Yule log and to have it as large as possible.
A great tree was felled for the purpose; four oxen were harnessed; and the log was dragged to the house. It took
eight or ten men to lift it, and to carry it in. It would scarcely fit in the fireplace.
Then it was adorned with garlands; it was propped and stayed by the trunks of young trees; and an enormous
bunch of wild-flowers, or rather of live plants, was placed on top of it.
The long table was removed from the kitchen. We took our light meal standing.
The walls were hung with white table-cloths and sheets, just as they are at Corpus Christi; and upon them were
pinned numerous drawings done by my sister Louise and my sister Hermine—the Virgin, the Christ-Child, etc.
There were inscriptions too, “Et homo factus est!”
All the chairs were removed to make as much room as possible for our visitors, who were not accustomed to
sitting on anything better than their heels. One chair was left for my mother and one for my Aunt Gabrielle, who
was treated with much deference on account of her eighty-six years.
She was the one, my children, for stories of the Terror! Everybody around me knew many such stories, for that
matter—my father particularly, if he had only chosen to speak. He had been a Blue; and his obstinate silence was
no doubt due to prudence in a part of the country that was so full of Chouans.
The confusion was such in the kitchen, with everybody wanting to be useful, to carry in branches of fir, of
broom, and of holly; the noise was so deafening on account of the hammering of nails and the rattling of pots and
kettles; and then there came such a clamor from without—ringing of bells, firing of guns, songs, conversations,
and clatter of wooden shoes—that it seemed like the din of a fair at the very climax of its animation.
*
At half-past eleven the cry, “Eutru Person! Eutru Person!” (“The rector! The rector!”) resounded all along the
street.
It was taken up in the kitchen, and all the men started out immediately. The women alone remained with the
family.
When the rector reached our door, there was a moment of profound silence. He dismounted. It was I who had
the honor of holding his nag by the bridle; that is, I was supposed to do so, but somebody else always did it for
me. Heaven knows there was no need of holding the poor beast anyway.
M. Moizan walked up three steps to the landing, turned toward the crowd that stood below him, hat in hand,
removed his own hat, and said, after making the sign of the cross,
“Angelus Domini nuntiavit Marire.”
A thousand voices responded.
When the prayer was over, he entered the house, spoke cordially to my father and mother, to M. Ozon, the
mayor, who had just arrived from Penic-Pichon, and to M. Oillo, the blacksmith, who was also the justice’s clerk.
Then he proceeded to the benediction of the Yule log.
My father and mother stood on the left-hand side of the hearth. Those women whom their importance or their
intimate terms with the family permitted to remain in the sanctuary, which in this case means the kitchen, knelt in
a semi-circle around the hearth. The men were crowded together in the hall, the door of which was left open, and
they overflowed into the street as far as the graveyard. Every now and then a woman who had been detained by
some domestic care cleft the crowd and came forward to where the others were kneeling.
Aunt Gabrielle, arrayed in her mantle, which always bespoke a solemn occasion, knelt in the middle of the
semi-circle, directly in front of the Yule log, with a holy-water basin and a branch of box beside her. She started a
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hymn which all the assistants repeated in chorus.
I have forgotten the words of that hymn, and I really regret it. The air was monotonous and plaintive, like all
those that were sung at our firesides. However, it contained a crescendo at the moment of the benediction which
generally sent a shiver through me, producing what is commonly known as goose-flesh.
Aunt Gabrielle had just reached that part of the hymn on the 25 th of December, 1822, when I became aware of
a strange confusion among the male voices outside. The women either stopped singing entirely, or sang out of
time and tune; the voices chased after one another, scarcely sustained themselves, and seemed stifled by a sudden
emotion.
My mother’s hand, which held mine, trembled for it moment, then grew firm by a great effort of her will. Her
voice rose, soared above the voices of the others. who, realizing at once that they had wandered inopportunely,
hurried back to the fold, and so the hymn ended in good order after this surprising interruption.
*
What had happened?
Something very simple indeed. A young woman had made her way through the crowd, had entered the kitchen,
and apparently anxious to remain unnoticed, had fallen on her knees at a little distance from the others, and buried
her face in her hands.
I recognized her at once. It was Marion, my favorite, the best seamstress on the place, and the prettiest girl in
the borough. I would surely have run forward to kiss her but for the solemnity of the occasion, which forbade my
leaving my place or making a noise.
She was weeping bitterly. Why are you weeping, my sweet Marion? I was wild to have the ceremony end, that
I might find out from her. All the other girls seemed embarrassed. My mother alone, whom I looked full in the
face, appeared calm; but her face lied—I knew it by the trembling of her hand.
After the benediction of the Yule log it was the custom for all the women present to kiss my mother before
proceeding to the church. They came up in good order, one after another; and in spite of their number, which
amounted to some thirty or forty, this formality only required a few minutes.
I think that my mother yielded to it rather in spite of herself, for she was an extremely reserved woman; but all
these kind souls would have believed that the laws of the universe had been reversed if this part of the ceremony
had been left out.
As mistress of ceremonies, and on account of her great age, Aunt Gabrielle opened the march..
Now, Aunt Gabrielle was a character. She was the living repertory of folk-songs, legends, and customs. People
came from everywhere to consult her when they wanted to know how such and such a thing should be done.
Perhaps you believe that etiquette is peculiar to palaces. Most assuredly not. In my day a wedding had more than
a thousand equally important formalities.
My good aunt, who was the oracle of these forms, had never made use of them for herself. She was an old
maid, born at Belle-lsle-en-Mer under Louis XV, and was a distant cousin of ours. We have relationships in
Brittany which can be expressed in no language, they are so remote. My father, who never thought of himself
until everybody else had been provided for, had brought out a whole tribe of poor relatives with him to St. Jean
Brevelay. I think, however, that Aunt Gabrielle was an exception. She gave more than she received. She was our
cook, I beg you to believe, and a most excellent one too. She was active, laborious, always equal to the expedients
of her profession, always bright and contented, full of delicate attentions for everybody, particularly for
Marguerite (my mother), her best beloved; but my good mother was everybody’s best beloved. I have never in my
life known a woman to be so universally cherished.
Aunt Gabrielle had only two faults: she spoiled children horribly, and she gave the poor whatever she could lay
her hands on. It often happened that after a too liberal distribution of supplies among her beggars, she would set
before us at dinner a dish so ridiculously out of proportion to the requirements of our appetites that she would
herself burst into a laugh as she looked at it. We all joined in the laugh, which seemed to make us forget how
hungry we were. She was the factotum of the house, and was just as exacting and despotic as she was kind.
On that night she was greatly excited; and when she came up to kiss my mother, instead of folding her in her
arms as she was in the habit of doing, she whispered something to her with an expression of importance and
anger.
“Calm yourself, Gabrielle; calm yourself,” my mother said to her several times, and I felt her hand tremble.
“No, my dear, I cannot help it! And if you do not choose to do it, I will do it myself.”
“You will do nothing of the sort,” said my mother. “And you will remember that I am the mistress in my own
house.” She pushed her gently, that the others might move along; but Aunt Gabrielle joined the women who were
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going out, several of whom stopped to speak to her. They were all making gestures of indignation as they looked
at poor Marion, who had withdrawn into the darkest corner of the hall, and there stood with her head down and
her face turned away from them.
Finally they seemed to have taken a resolution, and they moved toward her as though to drive her away; but
they were stopped by these few words, uttered in a low tone, and at which all the conversations ceased at once.
“Come to me, Marion.”
Marion started as though she meant to spring forward; but she checked herself and crossed the room slowly
with hesitating steps. My mother kissed her on both cheeks just as she had kissed the others. I realized that she
was performing what she considered a duty, and that she too greatly disapproved of my poor friend.
Gabrielle held up her arms in horror.
“Do not dare to come to work tomorrow!” she cried aloud; “for you will never work for us again. I discharge
you; do you understand?”
She understood but too well. It was as though she had just heard her death-sentence. There was no house but
ours where she could find work as a seamstress, and to discharge her was like condemning her to starvation. My
mother’s voice was heard again, low, but full of gentle firmness.
“Tomorrow Marion’s work will be taken to her at her own house.”
“I will not be the one to take it,” cried Aunt Gabrielle, whose words produced a murmur of approbation.
“Then I will take it myself,” said my mother, “if I can find no one to obey me.”
Marion had disappeared. There were only a few women left; their cheeks were aglow with anger. The resin
candles had been put out. The room was lighted by the Yule log only, which blazed in the fireplace.
“Let us go and pray God,” said my mother, slipping her arm through that of Gabrielle, who protested and
submitted at the same time, and kissed my mother fully ten times before we reached the church.
*
The church was dazzling, for the simple reason that as there was no way of lighting it, no lamps of any
description, every faithful was requested to bring a light with him.
There were surely a thousand persons in the building, which represented a thousand lights. I will confess that
these were neither lamps nor tapers nor even vulgar tallow candles. They were mere wax lighters, which singly
you may despise as you please, but which, multiplied thus, formed a luminous floor under the dark vault: when
you looked down, it was joyous, dazzling; and when you looked up, it was appalling. The altar fairly glittered. All
of our candles figured there in addition to those which belonged to the church. There was just room enough
between the lights for the chalice and the missal.
The rector was arrayed in a fine scarlet chasuble, a bit worn and faded, which had survived the Revolution.
The mayor occupied the seat of honor, wearing the dress of the Breton peasant—blue vest embroidered in red and
yellow silk, with a splendid sun in the middle of the back. Beside him sat the deputy mayor, M. Adelys, the miller
of Kerdroguen; and both wore white silk sashes which covered their breasts and stomachs. The blacksmith was
there too in his quality of justice’s clerk, wearing the black gown and cap of the magistracy. M. de la Goublaye,
the justice and chevalier of Saint Louis, had been detained in his chateau of Keriennec by the gout. But we had a
corporal of gendarmery opposite the altar and two gendarmes on either side with yellow shoulder-belts. Plumelec,
where they lived, would have gladly enough kept them at home on such an occasion, but St. Jean Brevelay was
the chief town of the canton. At the appearance of the celebrant the corporal cried out,
“Gendarmes, hands to your sabers!”
Whereupon the music, consisting of a fife and a drum, filled the church.
That was the supreme moment of my life. I conquered sleep so as not to miss it. I thought of it through the
whole year. You will not wonder, therefore, when I tell you that I forgot all about Marion from midnight until
about two o’clock.
*
Everything was over by two o’clock.
The fife and drum had escorted the priest to the rectory; the quinquzs had put out the lights on the altar; and as
all the faithful had blown upon their meager luminaries the church was com-pletely dark. In a few moments it was
deserted, and not a sound was to be heard save that of the swaying pendulum.
On the other hand, the graveyard was crowded.
If it happened to be raining or snowing too hard, the people took refuge in the houses; but they gave this proof
of weakness only when they could no longer hold out. The taverns were overflowing with customers. Some people stood a little table out at their door, and upon it they placed a loaf, a cervelas, and numerous bottles of cider,
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thus defrauding, in connivance with the authority, the tax on consumable commodities. At three o’clock the bells
rang for the Mass of the Aurora.
After the ceremony our people came for us and awaited us at the church door with a huge red cotton umbrella,
which did us as much honor as the same utensil does a Roman cardinal. We were also provided with an extra pair
of wooden shoes half filled with warm ashes. We hastened home, exchanging courtesies with all, but stopping
with no one; for there was a Christmas supper in our kitchen—a supper to which all our friends were invited, and
besides them all the servants who had been present at the blessing of the Yule log.
During midnight Mass the great kitchen table had been replaced by boards laid as evenly as possible upon
props. These were covered by a cloth of dazzling whiteness—the pride of my poor mother, who used to bleach it
on the grass of our meadow. On this occasion we had candles on the table—real candles, of seven to the pound,
which were sent for a week beforehand to Vannes.
We considered our menu decidedly sumptuous. We had buckwheat pancakes, accompanied by numerous pots
of cider and the most delicious butter. After that, we were helped to a porringer of the very worst chocolate that
was ever manufactured by a country grocer. We tried to convince ourselves that this course was excellent. It had
to be served on that day, and to be drunk, and to be praised, but then we had the pleasure of feeling that we should
not be called upon to repeat the sacrifice for a year. We also had a home-cured ham and rye bread. Everybody
stood up during the Benedicite, then those who found room on the benches sat down; the others helped themselves
over the heads of these privileged ones, and took their share out into the street with them.
The assailants succeeded one another until the table was cleared. Everybody was cheerful and contented; there
was never a man who forgot himself. These peasants, who had had no breeding, were by nature well-bred. Then
they all loved one another in that country of poor people; and, above all—may I be allowed to say it? the thought
is so pleasing to me in my old age—they all loved us.
*
I never remained until the end. I merely stepped in to get a peep at the beautiful celebration and to fill my eyes
and my imagination with it. On the night to which I refer I managed to stay down longer than usual.
I looked for Marion everywhere. There were others, too, who were looking for her. My mother’s conduct had
been criticized and rather disapproved of; for those were simple folk, virtuous themselves and pitiless to others.
If Marion had been brutally discharged, they would have applauded. Now they believed her to be forgiven; and
they felt her forgiveness to be in a measure an encouragement to vice. Aunt Gabrielle had found time to speak to
the rector, to excuse Marguerite, she said; but without realizing it she had merely expressed her disapprobation.
I not only remember all these details after sixty-five years, but I remember the room in which the scene took
place. I can even evoke the faces and the attitudes—the saintly protectress, somewhat moved, but very resolute;
the rector, restless and anxious; Gabrielle and her confederates, pitiless in their censure. Although not a word had
been uttered in my presence concerning the nature of Marion’s fault, I had understood it all, thanks to Celina, no
doubt.
It is useless to state which side my heart was on. The priest was anxious above all things to preserve in our
parish those rigid customs for which we were famed.
“A moral plague must be treated just like a physical plague, with heroic remedies,” said he.
“We must be charitable,” said my mother. “Our God is a God of charity.”
The priest was of the opinion that the sinner should not under any consideration be allowed to come back to
the house and work among the maid-servants.
“Why, of course not; I never thought of such a thing,” said my mother, in that sweet voice of hers that reached
one’s soul. “We must make this an example, a warning for our girls. I will see to that, never fear. I am just as
anxious about it as you are.
“She will live alone with her child. I did not care to crush her under the weight of a public anathema, nor
would I be so inexorable as to condemn her to mendacity or debauch, that is all. I said to my poor Gabrielle, who
is so ungovernable tonight,” she added, smiling, “that I would take her work myself if I found nobody to obey me;
but that is not exactly what I meant.
“What I meant was this: I will go to her myself; I will go every day. I will assume, or rather encroach upon
your rights. I will exhort, I will preach to her; I will make her see that she is among sisters whom her conduct has
grieved, but among sisters, nevertheless.”
She said all this with kindness, simplicity, and firmness. The priest lifted his broad-brimmed hat from his head.
“I uncover my white hair before you, Madame,” said he, in a loud voice, “and I pray God to bless the task that
you have undertaken for his sake. My children, Marion will come back and work among you when she has made
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atonement for her fault. Until then I leave her entirely in your mistress’s hands.
“If she does not lead her back to the path of virtue, we priests will have to give it up. Our Latin will not help us
out of it.”
This very mild pleasantry excited much admiration, as everything did that fell from those venerable lips. For
my part I was delighted, having a confused impression that we had gained a great victory; and I ran off to bed
after having kissed my mother with unusual tenderness.
230.95 Excerpt from My Literary Life: “Mes premières armes littéraire et politiques”\fn{by Juliette Adam aka Juliette
Lambert (1836-1936)} Verberie, Oise Department, France (F) 12
1
The house in which I was condemned to live through my unfortunate marriage was a most gloomy one. Its
principal frontage looked as though it were pushed back to the end of a narrow courtyard by a building two stories
higher. Behind the house was an immense and threatening wall that cast its shade over our very small garden.
How often I thought, while living there, of my father’s small house, so prettily framed in verdure, and of my
grandmother’s comfortable and spacious residence.
I was to pass three years here, my husband having agreed to put in order the very litigious affairs of an aunt
who had recently become a widow and who had left him some of her property. I knew no one in Soissons but this
very small aunt, who had lost a very large husband. Everything he had left behind him was in accordance with his
own size—horses, carriages, furniture, were all colossal—and Aunt Vatrin remained crushed even by the ghost of
a disproportionate husband.
Now, what could one do in such a house except to make dreams? I dreamed, I read, I tried to write. Fifteen
months after my marriage I had the greatest joy of my life, when I became a mother.
My father and husband became reconciled when my daughter was born. I nursed my little Alice, who was,
alas! very delicate. I worked with her beside me or else I took her [on] walks, in all kinds of weather, in little Aunt
Vatrin’s garden. The latter had rented a portion of her house and garden to Monsieur Riballier, the organist of the
cathedral, and a composer of talent.
Monsieur and Madame Riballier, who had no children, took a great fancy to my young daughter and to me. He
finished my musical education, and she amused my little Alice with toys that were constantly renewed.
One day I took Monsieur Riballier some poetry I had written: Myosotis. He found it pretty, and composed a
charming air to the words—tying, as it were, a ribbon of harmony around my little bouquet of forget-me-nots.
He had it published by Hengel, at Paris.
Really at Paris!
I was wild with delight. I can still see myself as I sang it, holding the published music and poetry of Myosotis
in my hands and feasting my eyes on the published words, although I knew them by heart.
Monsieur and Madame Riballier often entertained at their house during the summer the owners of the
châteaux in the environs of Soissons. He was called “the marvellous organist,” and he gave lessons to the young
sons and daughters of the notable families round about. They had a reception every week, at which five or six of
his pupils would sing, and play on the organ and piano. One day the authoress of Myosotis sang the song,
accompanied by the composer. It was a great success, and they were encored twice.
Among those present was Monsieur de Courval, who inquired about my “work,” and said to me “that a
Comtesse de Courval had also been a writer.” Ah! that “also,” how much I was flattered by it.
Monsieur de Courval invited me and Monsieur and Madame Riballier to spend a day at the Châteaux de Courval, together with several of his friends who were present at the Riballiers’ on that occasion. It was at Courval that
I first heard the legend of Blanche de Coucy, about which I wrote my first work of length—about fifteen pages..
My father thought my Myosotis and my Blanche de Ceucy rather good, but he advised me not to let them turn
my head, “as they could not pass,” he said, “as having been inspired by the age of Pericles.” This jeering humiliated, but did not discourage me. On the contrary.
I took up at that time some serious reading, which my father had reproached me for neglecting. For a year I
had taken no interest in anything except poetry.
*
I have said before\fn{In a work entitled The Romance of my Childhood and Youth} that my husband was a Positivist\fn
{Positivism is “a philosophical system that holds that every rationally justifiable assertion can be scientifically verified or is capable of
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logical or mathematical proof, and that therefore rejects metaphysics and theism.”W }

I was scarcely married before he began to
fall upon me with his doctrines. I could not say a word without bringing upon myself some epithet, the sense of
which I did not quite understand, through ignorance, but whose contempt I felt.
It is difficult, now, to imagine the infatuation that Auguste Comte’s\fn{ Isidore Auguste Marie François Xavier Comte
(1798-1857), a French philosopher … a founder of the discipline of sociology and of the doctrine of positivism … in an attempt to remedy
the social malaise of the French Revolution, calling for a new social doctrine based on the sciences.”W } partisans felt for him at that

time. A Positivist held in his hands—and no one was allowed to question it—the past, the present, and the future.
Science and philosophy, governed by the Positivist mind, bowed beneath the Master’s ferule, the “one alone,”
who, amid all the great reformers of humanity, had understood “entire universality.” All that the human mind
thought it possessed, outside of positivism, must necessarily be dissolved in it: religion, knowledge, social
problems, etc. When Monsieur Lamessine\fn{ Her first husband} pronounced the word humanity you felt crushed
beneath it, because you were obliged to evoke at this word all that man had ever been since the first created one,
all that he was at the present moment, all that he would be “world without end.”
To this he could not make me say “Amen.” I listened, for a time, to these imposing affirmations, but finally
they exasperated me to such a degree that I plunged headlong into the reading of Auguste Comte’s very ponderous and very numerous volumes.
Oh, what wearisome length of phrases, how many oft-repeated adverbs weighed them down! How much easier
to digest was Proudhon, whose works my father had made me read, and how much less overwhelming were the
pamphleteer’s demolitions than Auguste Comte’s massive constructions.
One can fancy what manner of distraction such daily reading was for a young woman. I was obliged to prove
that I understood the “one Master.” I was forced to discuss the double tendencies of egotism and self-interest, or
those of altruists or unselfish persons, on the historical developments of these inclinations, the groundwork of humanity and the future basis of true justice, on the great classification of humanitarian periods, on the conformation
between Positivist philosophy and Republican ideas.
Ah, no, no! Being a sincere Republican, I protested strongly against this last theory, declaring with proofs in
hand, that the political philosophy of Comtism was made up of authoritative ideas, and that it barred all the roads
through which Democracy could pass.
Positivism had already established this singular rule in the minds of its initiated: that they should not admit the
discussion of any of its texts, but that by the example of their lives, guided by these texts, they might accommodate themselves, however, to all manner of circumstances.
*
On the one hand, my husband was enthusiastic in speaking of Clothilde de Vaux,\fn{ “Clotilde de Vaux, born Clotilde-Marie de Ficquelmont (1815-1846), a French writer and poet [who] gave philosopher Auguste Comte the inspiration for the Religion of
Humanity.”W} and put on airs of mystical compunction, while on the other hand, he denied the power of love and of

idealism.
“The Master,” converted by Clothilde, declared that life should be led by feeling, the disciple affirmed “that
love was an emotion that tended to disappear.” But it should not be adduced from this that the “Master” and disciple were not in perfect accord.
I cannot describe with what disdain Monsieur Lamessine treated me, nor how many accusations of childishness he showered upon me when I spoke of my Homeric gods.
“You are belated, in the metaphysical phase, in the search for the absolute—that is to say, in absurd ‘primal and
final causes,’” my husband said to me. I took Positivism in utter abhorrence at that time.
“The Humanitarian doctrine,” Monsieur Lamessine went on preaching, “is tangible. We know what it is, from
whence it comes, and whither it is going. Immanent justice is a different thing from the partial, capricious justice
of a Jehovah, a Jupiter, or an incomprehensible Threefold God; yes, quite a different thing from hypothetical eternal justice! To believe that the future will live from us, as we live from the past, to know that our bodies will go to
fecundate Nature, as she has fecundated us, that is something certain, positive.”
“Phew! all that is very illusive,” I replied.
“You drown yourself, your thoughts, your conscience, your morality, your responsibilities, in the ‘universal’
because you are not upheld or bound by anything. You Positivists are fluctuating, you are infirm persons with
weak eyelids, who only half raise them, and who only see what is beneath and around you, without ever looking
upward.
“The humanity of your Auguste Comte is a half-blind humanity. It only conceives what it accepts. It legitimizes the law of the strongest, of the most audacious, even of the most contemptible. To arrest the search for the
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unknown, for what is incomprehensible, and for all truths except those we can spell out; to accept that everything
ends, where interrogation becomes mysterious—ah! no; I will never accept that.”
“You intoxicate yourself with words whose sense you do not understand,” Monsieur Lamessine said to me in a
fit of anger. “All your ideas about research, the unknown, are very well known and already classed in their ancestral rank. The idea that morality is received from Heaven, that love of country comes from a circumscribed corner
of the earth, ah! that is thoroughly false. The foolish absurdities about religion and country have been discarded,
and rejected into the past, and the clear minds of Positivists are forever delivered from them.”
I should have become idiotic had I continued to read Auguste Comte’s works exclusively, and to discuss them.
Happily, I had an adviser, a very intelligent man, the librarian of the town library, with whom I had become on
friendly terms, and who guided my studies a little. Having found Auguste Comte’s works in our library, I did not
speak to him about them; but one day, being specially bored by my husband’s oft-repeated conversation on this
theme, I questioned him about the “great Master” of Positivism.
“Oh! as to that man,” he said, “I have an especial aversion to him. He ought to be shut up in a mad-house. To
tell the truth, he was really crazy from 1826 to 1828. Saint-Simonism\fn{ After Claude Henri de Rouvroy, Comte de SaintSimon (1760-1825), who founded a French social and political movement “centered on a perception that growth in industrialization and
scientific discovery would have profound changes on society … that society would restructure itself by abandoning traditional ideas of
temporal and spiritual power, an evolution that would lead, inevitably, to a productive society based on, and benefiting from, a ‘union of
men engaged in useful work’, the basis of ‘true equality’.”W,H } had already turned his brain, and he delivered popular

lectures on astronomy that completely upset it.
“The calculation of probabilities has always been beyond his power. His religion of Humanity has but one object: to make himself a pope. His letters are written like pontifical briefs. In the Rue Monsieur-le-Prince, where he
resides, he has an altar in his apartment, and he lives from it. He supports himself by the religion he has invented.
“It is really amusing to see a man who has disowned all religions, ancient and modern, take one he has founded
out of his pocket at the proper moment, for his own personal benefit. And then, besides, this materialist and
positivist has become mystical, and is platonically in love with Clothilde de Vaux. He is simply a fraud.”
*
Some exceedingly bitter discussions between my husband and myself followed my librarian’s revelations.
When the house became no longer bearable, by reason of these disputes, I would go to pass a few days with
my beloved aunts, Chivres being only a few leagues from Soissons. My daughter improved in health and took
much pleasure there, on account of the donkey, Rousset, the hens and rabbits.
Aunt Sophie always felt the greatest interest in all that occupied my mind. I spoke to her of Auguste Comte, of
my conjugal quarrels apropos of Positivism.
She advised me not to reply by a single word to my husband on this subject.
I followed her advice, and soon no more great discussions about Auguste Comte took place, except between
Monsieur Lamessine and my father when they met. Both being very violent, they waged veritable battles against
each other.
Every family, at this time, had some “system” to which it was devoted. My father, who was a phalansterian,
desired the happiness of the majority. My husband, a Comtist, declared that a select few alone should govern the
masses, with this principle:
“Regulate the present by balancing the past against the future.” On the theory, “No God, no King,” they were
both agreed; but when my husband spoke of certain ideas of Auguste Comte’s, which he had designated under the
name of “revolutionary maladies,” they had endless disputes.
My father admired Littre, who refused to bow down to the “pontiff,” and he made many jokes about Auguste
Comte’s love affairs. Firstly, about his matrimonial misfortunes, and his choice of an extremely light woman as
wife, and then on the passion of the old “Hindu priest” for the blond and langourous Clothilde de Vaux.
My husband replied, “that what Auguste Comte felt for Clothilde was not passion, but the Positivist sympathy
for a superior mind.” And he related endless stories about the Master’s chastity.
“Involuntary chastity,” replied my father, “idealism suffered with regret, a sorrowful continency, with which he
often bitterly reproached his lady-love, but which was imposed on him by this clever and romantic woman, who
had had a legend invented about herself by an old corrupt man.”
My father discovered a book which he brought to me, and which, he said, would wash my mind clean of all the
too positive insanities of Comtism. It was Leconte de Lisle’s Poèmes Antiques. We could not praise the work
enough, whose elevated inspiration was derived from pure Homeric sources.
I wished Aunt Sophie to admire them also, but she had read somewhere that this “young author” had called
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Virgil “a Byzantine,” and had written “that in their civilisation the Romans were not superior to the Dacians,” and
she refused to read a single page of it.
“This gentleman,” she said, “pretends that there has been no true poetry written since that of Sophocles, until
his own. Lamartine, Victor Hugo, de Musset, not to speak of the present poets, count for nothing, it seems, according to this conceited young man. Don’t speak of him to me, dear niece, don’t speak of him!”
*
When, having returned to Soissons, I went to Aunt Vatrin’s with my daughter and her nurse, I passed through a
small street in which the Revenue Office was situated, the manager of which was Monsieur Ratisbonne, who was
very intimate with the Under Prefect, Monsieur Papillon de la Ferté, the son of the author of a book on the Vie des
Peintres, and who had been guillotined in 1794. The Under Prefect of Soissons said that one should make merry
while one had the chance, as no one knew what might happen, in proof of which was his grandfather’s unfortunate fate.
These two men alarmed me very much by their haste to rush to the windows as I passed, and by their impresssive bows. People did not flirt in the provinces in those days, and I would have been severely criticised had I
merely smiled at these two gay bachelors, already past their prime.
I became acquainted at that time with two of my best and most faithful friends—Monsieur de Marcère, then a
very young barrister, who became later in life a minister of state, and with Lieutenant Guioth, who rose to the rank
of a general and the commander of the 12 th Army Corps. After the War of 1870 he became the aide-de-camp of the
Duke d’Aumale, and was made officer of the Legion of Honour at Metz, for a brilliant feat of arms. He was born
in Lorraine, and having always suspected Bazaine of treachery, he was able to enlighten his commander-in-chief,
the Duke d’Aumale, at the time of the dramatic court-martial. Guioth wrote out all the reports, we can imagine
with what sorrow, for he had lost by the traitor’s crime his province, his small country.
Many years after, one day when the Duke d’Aumale was talking to me of the Bazaine court-martial, and of
Guioth, whom the Prince called “our friend,” he repeated to me the words he had said at the time of the courtmartial.
“Guioth’s conscience and mine are both frill of indignation,” and he added, “because the desperately ambitious
man whom we were trying was perfectly conscious of his acts, and of the harm that might result from them.”
“Do you believe, Prince, that this man realized that the fate of France was imperilled by what he was doing?”
“Yes, and he preferred the most dastardly, dishonourable personal intrigues to it.”
But we have wandered far from 1855.
2
One of my cousins, Madame Fischer, of Laon, came to see me as she was passing through Soissons, and as we
were talking of literature, she spoke indignantly of a book, whose author was the son of the head editor of the
Journal de l’Aisne.
“This young fellow,” she said, “has made our city, Laon, ridiculous forever. It is odious of him. In our own
family we have had several of its members victimized by this Champfleury in his Bourgeois de Molinchard.”
As soon as my cousin had left, I ran to the library and found the dreadful book. As I knew the greater part of
the persons caricatured in it, I was greatly amused. It is a chef-d’œuvre of its kind.
The greatest public event of that time, besides the Crimean War, which we of the opposition party continued to
blame, and whose slow action we criticised, attributing it to the carelessness in the orders given, and to the
insufficiency of the English army, the greatest event, as I have said, was the Universal Exhibition.
My husband advised me to wean my daughter, to leave her with my parents, and to go and join him in Paris,
where he proposed at first to remain some months before taking up our final residence there.
I was really to know Paris!
The thought alone terrified me. I felt my fate was to be decided there. My grandmother’s spirit seemed to take
possession of me as soon as Paris assumed a fateful place in my life.
“Bah! Don’t be afraid of it,” my father said to me. “Step into it bravely. Look Paris in the face. One of two
things will happen: either you will become somebody, as your unhappy grandmother hoped and desired, and, in
that case, the trials of your unfortunate marriage will not have been unnecessary, or you will break the chains of
your moral servitude and will return to your father, with whom you will have, if not a happy life, at least one freed
from your matrimonial responsibilities, which make me anxious for the future.”
My father only said anxious; but being aware of many things of which I was ignorant, he was already
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frightened. I knew this a long time afterward by the zeal which Monsieur Lamessine evinced in putting into practice one of his favourite formulas:
“We must aid social corruption, in order that a new vegetation may spring all the sooner from it.”
*
Paris! “the height that you must climb,” as my grandmother so often repeated to me.
“Paris! the Minotaur, that devours its victims without a cry escaping from the labyrinth,” as grandfather said.
Paris!
I was really in Paris, where the Universal Exhibition was at its height. Twenty thousand exhibitors from thirtysix nations were gathered within a few hundred square feet at the Palais de l’Industrie, where they displayed the
wonders of their productions, the riches of their countries, and their practical art under all its forms.
I said over to myself the figures that were talked of, and the impressions that overcame me when, as a child, I
first saw the sea, could alone compare with what I felt. It would be impossible to imagine the bewilderment that a
provincial woman experienced on coming to Paris for the first time at the sight of all the quantities of hitherto
unknown things that rose before her eyes.
One of our friends, who had been present at the opening of the Exhibition, had told me, on his return, of the
overwhelming sensation he had felt; but, being a Republican, like my father, he saw many disadvantageous sides
to it. It would deliver up to strangers the secrets of our manufactures and would ruin trade in the provinces, for all
those who were attracted by novelties would empty their woollen stockings to buy Parisian or foreign articles, and
then the grotesque inauguration would make other nations laugh.
“Had not Plon-Plon put on the uniform of a general of division brought back intact from the Crimea?”
The smile with which the word intact was accentuated was suggestive. Those who lived at that time could
alone understand the allusions to “bullets” and to “fright” which this word implied.
“And then,” added my friend, “the Emperor’s famous speech to the said Prince, his cousin, which ended with
these words: ‘I rejoice to open this Temple of Peace, which invites all nations to concord.’
“‘Ah, no!’ said sensible persons like ourselves, ‘that is carrying things rather too far, to dare to speak thus during this interminable Crimean War, when they are killing Russians to please the Turks, and are getting killed
themselves, for the sole benefit of English interests. To speak of peace at this time is a manner of challenge
thrown out to public opinion.
“‘And the proof of this is, that Napoleon III is impatient at not being able to proclaim some brilliant feats of
war, for Alma and Inkermann already date some time back. The splendid attack on the Mamelon Vert does not
compensate in his eyes for the check the Franco-English forces have suffered. The Emperor,’ they said, ‘wished to
relieve Pélissier of his command, but MacMahon, with his blunt frankness, prevented him.’”
I repeated and wrote all the political gossip to my father, but I did not take part in the Parisians’ jokes about the
Palais de l’Industrie and its ugliness.
“Paris is smothered since they have shut off her perspective view from the Champs-Élysées,” was the current
reproach; “the provincials are encumbering us; the strangers are ruining us, putting up all the prices,” they added,
etc.
*
What dominated my thoughts was wonderment. Two weeks had scarcely initiated me to the hundredth part of
all I wished to know, and then there were the museums, a whole world in themselves!
We lived at an hotel on the Place Louvois. As soon as I had a spare moment, I ran, alone, to the Museum of
Antiquities. My gods were there, living, palpitating under the marble. I saw Grecian beauty, triumphant, made
divine in the Venus of Milo.
From that moment I was pursued by the desire to live in an apartment on the Rue de Rivoli, near the Court of
the Louvre. What comfort I could find there, on the threshold of my temple! But; my enthusIasm was dampened
and crushed as soon as I crossed the Boulevards, or when I was hemmed in by the crowd, for I said to myself that
never, never could I make the smallest place for myself in this multitude, in all this tumult, in the capital’s
immensity, where everything seemed to me full to overflowing and crowded to excess.
I went to the Imperial Library. What urged me to go there when I knew I was of no account? Would a book
conceived by the mind that my Aunt Sophie and my father had so strangely educated and formed ever find a
special pigeon-hole amid so many chefs-dœuvres? The more I wandered about Paris, the more I became conscious
of the impossibility for me to become somebody.
The only thing which distinguished me from other people, and which I was obliged to recognise because it was
so often said to me, was that my youthful presence was attractive. Madame Récamier’s famous little chimney119

sweeps became known to me. People looked at me and murmured a complimentary word; but this manner of
success would suddenly frighten me in this Paris, of whose dangers and allurements I was aware.
I ask myself now, how we could have been pretty with our hair worn in flat bands and in knots at our necks,
with ungraceful curls falling from them, and our frightful bonnets with strings and ruffles at the back?
My husband took great pleasure in telling me of the daily scandals of Parisian life. I knew them all, perhaps
exaggerated, and they terrified me, so that the smallest compliment seemed offensive to me. Those who addressed
them to me certainly had their minds filled with the stories I knew myself, and, at a first glance, thought me, no
doubt, belonging to the class of “cocodettes.”\fn{ Well-brought-up prostitutes affiliated with the morally lax court of Napoleon
III} Brought up, as I had been, by my grandmother, mother and my aunts, all of whom were savagely punctilious
where there was question of light conduct or of honour, I was fairly shamed when these compliments were made
to me.
The theatre was the one taste in common shared by my husband and myself; I laughed, I cried, I was enthuseastic when I went to one. I saw Frédéric Lemaître,\fn{ 1800-1876} of whom my father had spoken to me as the
greatest actpr of the century, at a beneficiary representation. He played an act of Les Trente ans, ou la vie d’un
Jouer. The gambler came on the stage, his features drawn and deeply lined by suffering and by vice, a repulsive
and heart-rending face at once; his clothes betrayed great poverty, although the arrangement of the rags he wore
gave evidence that he tried to hide it. His hair was all dishevelled from sleeping in wretched hovels. His hand
trembled and rested weakly on a stick, which from its form alone, and its worn-out appearance, revealed the aimless wanderings of a homeless man. All this was suggested, one felt it, and it inspired pity and disgust together.
Frédéric Lemaître had no longer any teeth, he could hardly speak, but what expression in his face, what
gestures! All his acting showed such grief in degradation that it made you feel absolute anguish to see him play
this part.
They said Frédéric Lemaître was finished. But such an artist never is.
I saw Rachel at the Théâtre Français in all her tragic beauty, when she played Andromaque, at her last but one
representation, on the 23rd of July. She left a few days after for America.
Eetion’s daughter, Hector’s wife, appeared before me, as she is described by Homer, by Virgil, Euripides,
Racine, and all those who have sung the praises of Astyanax’s mother, the legitimized slave of Pyrrhus and
Helenus. Never was virtue, sorrow, revolt, the latter dominated by the knowledge of fatality and felt by a modern
heart, so vividly portrayed as by Rachel. Never was the woman of antiquity dressed in more noble folds, never
was a Frenchwoman more elegantly draped. Rachel’s charm and art were to personify Greece itself, and at the
same time all the epochs in which Greece has been comprised. She is still present in my memory, as she has never
ceased to be since I saw and heard her, whenever I have read of a daughter of Athens or of Troy.
When Rachel had gone, the public rushed to see Ristori, who was splendidly supported by Rossi, then very
young and unknown. He played Paolo to her Francesca da Rimini, and his success was almost equal to Ristori’s.
Those representations at the Salle Ventadour delighted me beyond words. Some persons with narrow minds,
incapable of feeling a two-fold admiration, were determined to call Ristori a rival to Rachel. The two great
tragediennes resembled each other in nothing. They could only be criticised by contrasting them.
Madame Ristori in Myrrha, in Marie Stuart, in Alfieri’s Antigone, was sublime, but everything was different in
her and in Rachel: their acting, their comprehension of the character of a role, and their attitudes.
Alfieri suppresses action; there are no confidants, no lovers, whom he deems useless. He creates situations by
dialogues alone. Madame Ristori delineated the effects of passion externally, so to speak, by expressing its cruelties. Rachel graduated passion by increasing restrained effects. Her idea of intensity was that it must be profound,
and depicted half inwardly. Rachel personified tragedy, Ristori the tragic.
Monsieur de Lamartine, Théophile Gautier, and Alexandre Dumas were loud in their admiration of Ristori.
Legouvé, Scribe, Jules Janin, all three, extolled her, a little the less for her talent, it was said, than to revenge
themselves on Rachel.
Monsieur Fould went to Ristori in the Emperor’s name, begging her not to leave Paris, and endeavouring to
persuade her that she would make a greater reputation for herself at the Théâtre Français than anywhere else,
above all, than in Italy.
Madame Ristori quickly unravelled the various reasons which, outside of sincere admiration for her, influenced some of her friends to be exaggeratedly fanatical about her. Legouvé and Scribe could not forgive Rachel,
the first for the non-success of his Médée and both of them for her caprices about Adrienne Lecouvreur. Jules
Janin still felt hurt about certain things she had said of him. Madame Ristori answered:
“I am an Italian woman. I have the temperament of my race, its spontaneity, an accent that would be shocking
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in the house of Molière. My education would need to be remade, for it is far from classical. I desire nothing more
than what has been given to me in France. The kindness with which they have overwhelmed me, and which is
expressed for my country’s art, for my nation’s welfare, and for myself, makes me deeply grateful. How could I
take a Frenchwoman’s place, when it is as an Italian woman that I am specially happy at being applauded?”
Madame Ristori was one of the first to make oppressed Italy loved in France. Cavour wrote to her:
“Brava! in the name of Italy unified, which you serve by your success.”
The majority of the Imperialists were enthusiastic over Italy’s struggles for liberty, and Victor Emmanuel won
a place, even in our Republican admiration.
Madame Ristori became a great friend of Legouvé during her first sojourn in Paris. She had. played his
Adrienne Lecouvreur in Italy, and the following year his Médée, translated by Montanelli, with immense success
in France.
A few days before our departure from Paris, in the early part of September, we heard the news of the attack on
Malakoff, the Russians’ defeat, and of the taking of Sebastopol. The joy at the success of our army was great in all
parties, but we were grieved at the thought that our victories were shared by the English. At the table d’hôte,
where we had become acquainted with several persons, a retired officer exclaimed, to everyone’s delight:
“At last we can become again friends with the Cossack’s and Albion’s enemy.”
Towards the end of our stay in Paris, my husband wished to take me to see Auguste Comte. He spoke to me
about an “initiation,” a “Comtist marriage,” “a blessing on our union,” which he desired me to accept, or undergo.
I was so carried away with indignation that he did not press the subject.
*
After I returned to Soissons, I took no interest save in things concerning Paris. What was taking place in literature, new philosophical ideas, and politics alone occupied my mind. I wrote long letters to my father about the
“events.”
I cannot describe what highly important conversations I had with my friend Pauline Barbereux, my daughter’s
godmother, whose father, a barrister, was my husband’s companion in pleasures and in hunting, and who gave his
wife the same cares, sorrows, and anxieties as those I had myself. Madame Barbereux shut herself up and wept. I
occupied my mind and exchanged ideas with her daughter, who adored my little girl, whom we brought up
together.
Pauline Barbereux and myself were enormously interested in the Treaty of Peace with Russia. As soon as we
could sum up forty years between us, we considered our “maturity” complete, and, in our conversations together,
we recognised that we each held surprising views on European affairs.
My father, to whom I communicated our superior appreciation of things in general, did not seem to think them
of much account. He was absorbed in the movement of public opinion. He had long since forgiven his “dear
exiles,” Ledru-Rollin and Louis Blanc, and was impatiently awaiting their return. The failure of Edmond About’s
Guillery, at the Théâtre Français, had delighted him.
“When the students hissed the joker who made sport of contemporaneous Greece they also hissed the so-called
son of Voltaire and the prop of Plon-Plon’s\fn{ The sobriquet of Napoléon Joseph Charles Paul Bonaparte (1822-1891) the
second son of Jerome Bonaparte (1784-1860), the youngest brother of Napoleon I (1769-1821); this can become very involved:H }
anteroom. The too trifling writer, and Voltaire’s plagiarist, had learned at his own expense that popularity is not
solely acquired by courting power, or by disrespect shown to a people just freed from the bloody clutches of a
conqueror. The non-success of Guillery is entirely political,” my father added, “and is also a protestation directed
against the author’s personality, for the play itself, it seems, is good, and Got is marvellous in it.”
The opposition journals cried out loudly against Guillery, its immorality, and against the influence of Imperial
corruption, “which was filtering through everything more and more. There were such scandalous things in
Edmond About’s play,” they wrote, “that they could not be repeated except with veiled faces.” Everyone wished
to hear them, but proper-minded persons did not dare to smile at them.
3
February had come, and Pauline Barbereux and I continued to read and talk together. My daughter, who was
eighteen months old, would play with our journals, which we would give her, and would accompany our conversations with a sort of monotonous chant that delighted us.
Alphonse Karr was publishing at this time weekly papers in the Siècle which recalled his Guêpes, under the
title of Bourdonnements. He criticised crinoline with a great deal of wit and common sense at once. I had coura121

geously resisted the “steel circle,” the amplitude of starched petticoats seeming preferable to me, not because men
loudly applauded my resistance, for I was not bent on pleasing them, but because I found the fashion grotesque. In
one of his articles, Alphonse Karr declared “that there was not a single young or pretty woman in France who did
not wear crinoline,” whose indiscreet inconveniences he set forth, as shown in stairways, in descending from or
getting into a carriage, or when a woman sat down in a too narrow chair.
*
Pauline Barbereux used to bring me the Siècle, her father being a subscriber to it. She envied me my starched
petticoats and detested crinoline, which her mother made her wear as being “more proper.” We read Alphonse
Karr’s article in turn, out loud. At the passage, “there is not a single young or pretty woman in France who does
not wear crinoline, “I said to my friend:
“I suppose I should write to Alphonse Karr that there is myself?”
“Yes, yes, do!” she cried, and I had soon finished my letter. Of course, I did not intend to sign it, so I expatiated complacently on my good looks in the note that accompanied my Reflections.
Yes, Monsieur, there is a pretty woman, twenty years old, who does not wear, and who has never worn, crinoline.
There is one in France, in the provinces, and it is myself—Juliette

I took the liberty of writing a number of reflections on woman’s role in our epoch. I imitated Alphonse Karr’s
style as much as I possibly could, and I read my rough copy to Pauline.
“Ah, ah, ah!” cried my little Alice. Pauline declared the letter superb; she took it from me and dictated it to me
solemnly, while I copied it on some gorgeous paper. Having read “the article,” as Pauline baptized it, a second
time, I placed it tenderly in a large envelope, sealed it with a beautiful seal bearing the name of Juliette, and we
carried our missive to the post-office.
How Pauline and I counted the very hours of the next eight days cannot be described. Would Alphonse Karr
speak of my answer? All the week such discussions as we had on the possibilities of this or that!
I had dreamed of Myosotis the night preceding the day on which the Bourdonnements would appear. I thought
it a good sign. Would Paris read, on awakening on the 20 th of February, 1856, some prose by “Juliette”? But on
that day, Pauline entered my room, pale, scarcely able to hold herself up. The Siècle trembled in her hand.
“It is in it, Juliette! The whole of it is in it!”
The whole of it? We stood, looking at one another, each one holding an end of the paper. We took two chairs,
which we placed close together; we unfolded the Siècle. My entire letter was in it. I read it, Pauline re-read it. Not
a word had been changed!
I burst into tears. Pauline wept. My little Alice, who was playing on the floor, cried at seeing our tears; but her
godmother sang to her and consoled her. I thought of my beloved grandmother, who was dead, for it was in this
very room that she had appeared to me, and I cried out:
“Grandmother, I will be a writer!” I sent the article to my father, and explained to him the reason for my
writing it.
“At last,” he replied, “I see in this, for the first time, a promise of talent.”
*
The birth of the Prince Imperial, with the Pope as his godfather, made my father furious.
“There was an heir to the Empire, and he was vowed to papacy from his birth! Was it not all abominable?”
The time for us to leave Soissons drew near. In a few months my fate would be decided; we were going to live
in Paris. I read with feverish haste all that I could lay my hands on, knowing that I should not have the same
leisure at Paris.
The year sped by rapidly. While my husband was looking about in Paris for an apartment, which he wished,
like myself, near the Louvre, “astride the two banks,” as he said, I went with my daughter to pass three months at
Chauny. I heard there, with many unknown details, of the assassination of the Archbishop of Paris by Verger.\fn
{January 3, 1857} This Verger was a protégé of one of my father’s companions at the Seminary of Beauvais, with
whom he had remained friendly. This companion, who belonged to the “Missions,” and who died later in China,
frightfully martyrized, wrote a long letter to my father, in which he pleaded extenuating circumstances for Verger.
My father had his own ideas about it, and indignantly condemned the act.\fn{ “Jean-Louis Verger (1826–1857) was a
French [Roman] Catholic priest who assassinated Marie-Dominique-Auguste Sibour, Archbishop of Paris, after the archbishop ordered him
to desist from publishing pamphlets against clerical celibacy and the dogma of the Immaculate Conception. Verger was put to death for that
crime.”W}
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When I left Chauny with my daughter, to join my husband in Paris, I travelled with Madame Ugalde in the
same railway carriage. She talked to me of my daughter, of her own, then of her happy home, and of Fiammina,
by Mario Uchard, which had just been played at the Théâtre Françrais, and about which all Paris was wild.
The celebrated Galateé and I, a bourgeoise, were both agreed on this point: that no matter how many passions
an actress might feel, no matter what her love for celebrity might be, she was eminently culpable when she abandoned her child, as Fiammina did. It is well known that Mario Uchard wrote his own story in this play, and that
Fiammina was Madeleine Brohan.
*
At last I was living in Paris, Rue de Rivoli, opposite to the Louvre. If my grandmother had been still living, she
would have inspired me with some of the confidence she felt in myself.
During the first days, I had but two sensations: that of being isolated in this immense city, and of being oppressed by the noise made by others.
I knew no one. Those of my husband’s friends whom he presented to me I thought odious. They talked of
nothing but business, of easy or difficult money-making. I ought; however, to have been satisfied.
One of my dearest desires was realized: I was very near to the Museum of Antiquities, to the temple of my
gods.
We had a balcony, and as soon as I would return from my visit to the Tuileries with my daughter, I took up my
abode on it, in order to grow accustomed to the noises of Paris, that resounded in my brain as though in a metal
vase. I suffered from dreadful neuralgia, which a physician in the quarter finally cured. In talking with Doctor de
Bonnard, I discovered that he was in correspondence with my father apropos of a pamphlet of the latter’s concerning typhoid fever, of which he had made marvellous cures. This pamphlet he had sent to every doctor in
France.
Doctor de Bonnard became my friend. He advised me, as I wrote poetry, to become a member of the Union
des Poètes. He was very intimate with Émile Richebourg, a member, who introduced me to the society. Richebourg wrote poetry in a light vein and was, they said, a protégé of old Beranger. He took me one day to see the
author of the songs my grandfather sang, up to the very time of his death, and whom he called, lisping solemnly,
“the Emperor’s poet,” and whom my father named “the poet of liberty and of the people;”
I never met a more charming, fatherly, or simple old man, or one kinder, although in a sarcastic way. I took
him what I considered my “finest inspiration.” After reading it, he clasped my hands and said:
“My child, you will never be a poet, but you may be a writer.”
The future hope did not mitigate the criticism. But just as Richebourg had smiled at Beranger’s severity to me,
and at my unhappy air, so did I smile at him in return, when Beranger added:
“It is just like my dear Richebourg, who sincerely thinks himself a poet, a charming poet of light verses! Now,
I predict that he will be an ultra-dramatic novel writer, since I heard him relate the story of an assassination he had
seen.”
Beranger was a prophet. Emile Richebourg wrote many dramatic plays and novels, and is spoken of as “the
author of L’Enfant du Faubourg, which appeared in Le Petit Journal, where it had great success. The popular
song-maker had divined the popular novel-writer. Beranger said to me, when I left him:
“Good-bye, my child. You will not be offended with me long.” I asked him, sadly, why “good-bye” and not
“till we meet again”? Had I displeased him? Shrugging his shoulders, and looking out of the open window, he
replied:
“I think I shall go before long to see ‘the God of good people.’”
He died soon after.
I wrote no more poetry, and gradually gave up going to the Union des Poètes. Richebourg, also, withdrew from
it, and soon after he told me, one day, that he had begun to write a novel—Lucienne.
*
I became acquainted at this time, again through Doctor de Bonnard, with Charles Fauvety, the founder and
editor of La Revue Philosophique. There was a gathering once a week at his house, in the Rue de la Michodière,
where they talked and discussed philosophy and social science. These questions had always interested me.
Madame Jenny d’Hericourt, who had acquired deserved authority in this circle from her serious studies, could not
bear that I should take part in debates in which “the most serious questions were proposed and which,” she said,
“demanded mature knowledge with which to answer them.”
Both Monsieur Renouvier and Monsieur Fauvety were much amused at this rivalry, that existed only in
Madame d’Hericourt’s mind, whose superiority I frankly admitted, but as she became more and more bitter every
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week, sometimes I lost patience.
There was a word in these discussions of which Madame d’Hericourt made too frequent use, which was the
word antinomy.\fn{Real or apparent incompatability} Monsieur Renouvier often spoke of “synthesis, of contrary things,
of the different attributes that could be observed at one and the same time, in one human being.” Madame
d’Hericourt’s “antinomies,” as can be supposed, easily found a place in these discussions.
Monsieur Renouvier had contributed largely to the Encyclopédie Nouvelle, founded by Pierre Leroux and Jean
Reynaud. He had been writing for three years on his great work, Essais de Critique Générale, which he did not
finish until many years later, and he also wrote for Monsieur Fauvety’s Revue Philosophique, of which he was the
most important collaborator. Renouvier was considered the most erudite of all the philosophers of that epoch. He
was pronounced superior to Victor Cousin, from whose theories he had separated himself by attacking eclecticism
as a doctrine which led to the abasement of man’s character.
Renouvier was the first to establish, in most admirable deductions, the connection of the philosophic doctrines
of each epoch with the state of science of their times. His ambition was to reform Kantism, and to replace philosophy by criticism. Although admitting, with Kant, that our knowledge cannot go beyond phenomena, he was not a
Kantist; although recognising with Auguste Comte that the search for the absolute led to an abyss of error, he was
not a Positivist. He condemned the materialism of positivism severely. He affirmed the idea, of course, which
Kant and Auguste Comte did not accept, and he separated from them both by a very haughtily expressed opinion.
“I establish,” he said, “between certitude and faith, between belief and will, an immense connection.”
I felt great admiration for Monsieur Renouvier. He had a noble, liberal mind, eager for truth; he possessed
strong opinions, but without sectarianism of any kind, which was the besetting sin of the writers in the Revue
Philosophique, and especially of Madame Jenny d’Hericourt. One of her bugbears was Proudhon, of whom she
could never speak without growing angry. She was the author of a valuable work on the theories of the great
dialectician, which I had read, and she was inexpressibly irritated with me because I had had the audacity to speak
to her of this book.
All my early youth had been passed in battling with my father about Proudhon. I knew all the phases of his
mind, but this Madame d’Hericourt would never admit.
“Do you see that silly jade who pretends to explain Proudhon to me,” she said to Monsieur Fauvety, who repeated the conversation to me.
“She does not mean to explain him to you, she is only proving to you that she knows him and can pass judgment on your book,” replied Monsieur Fauvety.
“A woman of her age know Proudhon! Oh, come now; you have been prompting her!”
Madame Fauvety was an intelligent, intellectual woman. She had received a first prize for tragedy at the Conservatoire, and some persons had endeavoured, a few years before, to rank her as a rival to Rachel. A success she
had obtained, and which was brought about especially by a party of friends, induced her to believe that she was, in
truth, if not superior to Rachel, at least equal to “Phedre.”
But Rachel soon put aside this so-called rival. Madame Fauvety thought it was the Empire and Monsieur de
Morny, who had sacrificed her to Rachel, and was consequently one of the most ardent among us to take up arms
against “the reign of pleasure.”
The Fauvetys had a country house at Asnières, where they lived during the summer, and where they went in
winter, when the weather permitted, to pass Sundays and to exercise their “children.” The “children” were two
handsome dogs, one very small, the other very large. One day I received the following note from Madame Fauvety:
Come to me as soon as you possibly can; we have lost one of our “children.”

I went to the Rue de la Michodiere.
“Zozo,” Madame Fauvety said to me, “has disappeared since yesterday morning. You must help me to find him
by going to a fortune-teller. I am afraid of sorcerers; Fauvety is strong-minded, and laughs at me about this plan,
but, nevertheless, he will be glad, I know, if some one will consult a clairvoyant for us. Go to Edmond, Rue
Fontaine, about poor Zozo, I beseech you. Will you go?”
“Very willingly,” I replied. I said to myself, as I was walking to see Edmond, these persons are all shameful
charlatans. They have accomplices in the anterooms. I will not answer a word, not even a yes or a no, if any one
speaks to me.
*
I arrived at Edmond’s residence, and was ushered into a very dark room.
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I sat down. Three persons were to go in to consult him before me, and several others arrived after me. They all
seemed much impressed and asked each other many questions. At the end of a quarter of an hour I could have told
them all their fortunes.
At last my turn came.
The drapery over the door was raised for the fourth time, and I went where the three other persons had gone,
and whom I did not see again.
I entered a rather large drawing-room, sombre in spite of its coloured-glass windows. Edmond was tall and
very handsome in his black velvet tunic. His eyes had an earnest and enveloping gaze. After motioning me to sit
down, he did likewise, and began playing with some cards, to show, I thought, his beautiful hands. An hour-glass,
several stuffed owls, and the symbolical chain Edmond wore over his tunic attracted my attention. We looked
attentively at each other. Silence still reigned between us.
“Cut,” he said, presenting me the cards. I cut them, and then, holding his cards in his hands:
“You have come,” he said at length, slowly, “about a dog.”
I started.
“The dog is not lost,” he continued. “He has gone back to the country, whither he went to see one of his
friends. A lady met him, caught him by the collar, and wishes to keep him. He is now tied up, but after six weeks
she will think he has grown accustomed to the place, and will let him loose. He will escape and go back to the
gate of his master’s garden. They must be warned, so that he can be let in.”
I rose and thanked him.
“But, madame, I have not finished.” Edmond added: “I must tell you your fortune.”
“My fortune will not be a good one to tell.”
“It will be good, as you will hear.”
“Ah, no!” I replied, moving toward the door. Edmond did not move.
“You are fond of formulas,” he said. “This is one of yours: ‘We are charlatans.’”
“I have not said so to you.”
“Yes, charlatans, when we endeavour to disentangle the destiny of a star from out the mazes of the Milky
Way.” I approached him.
“But when we have a star visible to the naked eye—”
“What! Am I a visible star?” I sat down.
“You see, I was right,” said Edmond, smiling, and then he made me draw cards from out his pack, and told me
that in a year I would suddenly become well known from a book I would write, in answer to one that was being
written at that very moment, and then, almost year by year, he predicted to me the life I have since led.
*
Madame Fauvety was delighted at the news I took her, and even the sceptical Fauvety declared they would
search no longer for the dog, but would wait for the six weeks to expire, in order to prove the truth of the sorcerer‘s predictions. We swore to each other to keep all this a secret.
When I returned home I found my mother had arrived to see about a loan my husband had asked my father to
make him. Edmond had spoken to me of this, and had said:
“Never lend money except to those who can give you guarantees; on no account to any others.”
I told my mother, who believed strongly in predictions, all that Edmond had said to me, and she wrote it down
and took it to my father, who laughed at my credulity in such a quizzing way that I finally lost patience. I made a
bet with him that the dog would be found, leaving each one of us free to choose what the forfeit would be, and my
choice was that he should pay for the publication of my famous first book, for I then supposed that I would be
obliged to pay for the cost of publishing it.
One fine day the dog went and barked at Madame Fauvety’s garden gate.
She had counted the days, and had gone there the day before the six weeks had expired. I was at once informed
of Zozo’s having been found, and I confess I felt some emotion on learning the news. Did it not make it possible
that the other predictions might come true?
When I went, the day after, to my friends’ evening reception, Zozo recognised me. His large eyes seemed more
expressive than ever, and somewhat tinged with sorcery.
*
That evening, Messrs. Fauvety and Renouvier talked of Taine, who had just published his Essais de Critique et
d’Histoire. Only a year had elapsed between this volume, a veritable monument of knowledge, and the preceding
sensational appearance of Les Philosophes Français. In speaking of the Essais, Monsieur Renouvier again ex125

pressed his admiration for the Philosophes.
“The young writers are admirable, most admirable,” he said, “and their precursors, such as myself, rarely have
the happiness I feel in being able to count on their disciples. I had something to do with hatching Taine, but as a
hen hatches a duck. He was really too severe on Cousin.”
“Yes, almost cruel,” added Monsieur Fauvety, “and you yourself were not too tender toward him; but his definition of eclecticism, ‘a system of philosophy which consists in having none,’ is a stroke of wit, and a proof of
French common sense, that will never be surpassed. These simple words became the “Shut Sesame” of the temple
erected to Cousin by University adulation.”
“What I reproach Taine with,” answered Monsieur Renouvier, “and which is apparent in everything he writes,
is his hatred of the French Revolution, of democracy, and of the masses. He becomes in this wise a champion of
positivism. The theory that a government should be formed of a chosen few will enlist him among the disciples of
Auguste Comte. It will be a pity, for see how much time Littré has lost in getting rid of Comtist ideas.”
“No, no,” Monsieur Fauvety replied; “Taine will never be enlisted in that party. The Essais de Critique are a
fresh proof of it. What independence, what individuality of ideas in his criticisms and in his style! Taine will ever
be a hope and a dread to all philosophical systems. He has taken a whip in hand and will make himself the executioner, and during the next half century he will flagellate all ideas that have deteriorated by usage. I, who am a
philosopher, fear only him, and have confidence but in him alone.”
Madame Fauvety, naturally, liked to discuss the theatre. She knew every play that was produced, but, with a
taste peculiar to herself, she always waited until the last performances were announced before she went to see
them. After she had read all the reviews about them, “and felt,” as she said, “that the actors, from having played
their parts for a long time, had become thoroughly identified with their roles,” she went to see the play, and then
felt she could criticise its merits in a proper way.
The first time she took me to the Théâtre Français we saw Fiammina, of which Madame Ugalde had spoken to
me. The younger Dumas was her favourite author. She talked of nothing else but of him during the entre actes and
of Fiammina. She was enthusiastic over the Dame aux Camélias, Diane de Lys, and, above all, over the Question
d’Argent, which had been played at the beginning of the year.
“The younger Dumas’s work,” she said, “has a particular signification. It is social.”
Living among philosophers, and taking part in their discussions, she delighted in argument.
“As Catholicism,” she said, “grows more material, the spirit of Christianity will enlighten us the more. Pity felt
for sins emanates from Jesus. The younger Dumas is a true Christian, for he is merciful to Magdalen.”
*
One of my friends belonging to the Union des Poètes presented a young artist to me, a pupil of Ary Scheffer’s,
who was sometimes given to writing poetry, who had thought of becoming a member of the Union and wished to
know why I was about to leave it. His name was Claudius Popelin, and he had already painted several pictures
that had been much remarked: a Dante reading his poems to Giotto, etc.
Son of a rich manufacturer, handsome, elegant, very artistic, he was destined to rise to a high Parisian reputetion. He delighted to ridicule the dress we were then doomed to wear, and I made him read my letter to Alphonse
Karr, which greatly pleased him.
I was a little less rotund than my contemporaries, but Claudius Popelin thought I was not yet enough “like a
true woman,” as he said, and he declared I ought to put myself at the head of a league of “Gaulish” protestation
against crinoline, as having Velleda’s type, my mission was clearly indicated.
“Certainly,” he added, “you are less rotund than the others, but you still resemble a beetle, with a small head
and an enormous paunch.”
*
I can still remember how delighted I was to receive from Alexandre Weill an invitation to a “travestied ball,” as
they said in those days.
Richebourg had procured it for me. I had never I worn a costume. My husband consented to take me only on
condition that he might go in ordinary evening dress. Monsieur Weill refused the permission to Richebourg, but
he confided to him that there would be coloured silk blouses and belts provided for the recalcitrant guests, and
that he would array them in them when they arrived.
I took good care not to mention this to Monsieur Lamessine.
I at first wished to go to the ball as Nausicaa, my father having so advised me; but Claudius Popelin, who was
also invited, told me that he was going as Vercingetorix, as he resembled him, and that I must go as Velleda, and
he drew me such a pretty and simple costume that I finally selected it.
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All artistic and literary Paris was to be present at Alexandre Weill’s ball; the journals all spoke of it, and I was
very proud at having been invited.
Monsieur Alexandre Weill lived in the Faubourg St. Honore. He was an Alsatian, and, having been educated in
Germany, he had at first remained in that country, whence he wrote for the journals and Socialist reviews, of
Leipsic, Cologne and Stuttgart, Francophiles at that time! Alexandre Dumas having met him in Frankfort, during
one of his numerous travels, had persuaded him to live in Paris, where he soon made himself a position in Parisian
journalism. He wrote for the Gazette de France, then very eclectic, and, being rich by his wife, one of the most
fashionable milliners in Paris, he entertained a great deal and very handsomely.
I wore Velleda’s long white robe, and, as my father had never allowed me to wear corsets, I was quite at my
ease in a garment whose folds were simply held about the waist by a narrow gold belt, from which hung a gilded
sickle. My hair, of dark chestnut colour, tinged with red, fell down unbound, and I wore a crown of mistletoe. My
arms, for the first time in my life, were bare up to the shoulder, for, at that time, even at balls, they wore small
sleeves. My husband consented to wear a blouse, Monsieur Weill kindly dressing him in it. But I was very much
confused when the master of the house, taking me by the hand, fairly dragged me into the middle of the drawingroom, crying out:
“Velleda!”
Vercingetorix was already there, and he and a number of artists, whom he presented to me, gathered round me,
and complimented me very warmly for having chosen a costume so well suited to my type.
I looked for Madame Weill, to whom I had yet not been able to speak, and whom I only knew slightly from
having once made her a short visit, and I was, besides, impatient to get free from the circle that surrounded me,
and where I received too many compliments about my arms.
Thanks to Vercingetorix, whose help I claimed, I escaped from the serried crowd of painters. I first found Alexandre Weill, who pointed me out to a little old man, to whom he said, as I approached them, leaving Vercingetorix’s arm:
“Shall I introduce you?”
“No, no,” replied the old gentleman, “I am afraid of her!”
“Afraid of me, Monsieur,” I said, laughing. “Why?”
*
And then Monsieur Weill introduced Meyerbeer to me!
I was an enthusiastic admirer of Meyerbeer, and I told him so. He was embarrassed by his accent, and was both
timid and reserved, and he said to me, hesitatingly, that I should not say such things to him. They were too
complimentary, coming from me. Alexandre Weill laughed and exclaimed:
“Love at first sight! Love at first sight!” Meyerbeer hurried away.
“You see,” Alexandre Weill said to me, “when you entered the room, he was thunderstruck, for he is even a
greater poet than he is a great musician, and he has thought for a long time of creating the role of Velleda, and
when he saw you, he came and said to me, as though frightened:
“‘She will make me forget my Seleka! I am too old to fall in love with a new face, even in Art. I never wish to
see that woman again.’”
“Let us find him,” I said. “He must resuscitate Velleda.”
Meyerbeer had disappeared.
Every morning after the ball, I received, during many months, a little bouquet of violets, and with the first one
these simple words:
A tender souvenir to Velleda.
Meyerbeer.

Later he sent me a box for the first performance of the Pardon de Ploermel, but I never saw him again. …
59.331 The Attack On The Mill\fn{by Emile Edward Charles Antoine Zola (1840-1902)} Paris, France (M) 14
It was high holiday at Father Merlier’s mill on that pleasant summer afternoon. Three tables had been brought
out into the garden and placed end to end in the shadow of the great elm, and now they were awaiting the arrival
of the guests.
It was known throughout the length and breadth of the land that that day was to witness the betrothal of old
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Merlier’s daughter, Françoise, to Dominique, a young man who was said to be not over-fond of work, but whom
never a woman for three leagues of the country around could look at without sparkling eyes, such a well-favored
young fellow was he.
That mill of Father Merlier’s was truly a very pleasant spot. It was situated right in the heart of Rocreuse, at the
place where the main road makes a sharp bend. The village has but a single street, bordered on either side by a
row of low, whitened cottages, but just there where the road curves there are broad stretches of meadow-land, and
huge trees, which follow the course of the Morelle, cover the low grounds of the valley with a most delicious
shade.
All Lorraine has no more charming bit of nature to show. To right and left dense forests, great monarchs of the
wood, centuries old, rise from the gentle slopes and fill the horizon with a sea of verdure, while away towards the
south extends the plain, of wondrous fertility and checkered almost to infinity with its small enclosures, divided
off from one another by their live hedges.
But what makes the crowning glory of Rocreuse is the coolness of this verdurous nook, even in the hottest
days of July and August. The Morelle comes down from the woods of Gagny, and it would seem as if it gathered
to itself on the way all the delicious freshness of the foliage beneath which it glides for many a league; it brings
down with it the murmuring sounds, the glacial, solemn shadows of the forest.
And that is not the only source of coolness; there are running waters of all kinds singing among the copses; one
cannot take a step without coming on a gushing spring, and as he makes his way along the narrow paths he seems
to be treading above subterranean lakes that seek the air and sunshine through the moss above and profit by every
smallest crevice, at the roots of trees or among the chinks and crannies of the rocks, to burst forth in fountains of
crystalline clearness.
So numerous and so loud are the whispering voices of these streams that they silence the song of the bulfinches. It is as if one were in an enchanted park, with cascades falling on every side.
The meadows below are never athirst. The shadows beneath the gigantic chestnut trees are of inky blackness,
and along the edges of the fields long rows of poplars stand like walls of rustling foliage. There is a double avenue of huge plane trees ascending across the fields towards the ancient castle of Gagny, now gone to rack and
ruin.
In this region, where draught is never known, vegetation of all kinds is wonderfully rank; it is like a flower
garden down there in the low ground between those two wooded hills, a natural garden, where the lawns are broad
meadows and the giant trees represent colossal beds. When the noonday sun pours down his scorching rays the
shadows lie blue upon the ground, the glowing vegetation slumbers in the heat, while every now and then a breath
of icy coldness passes under the foliage.
*
Such was the spot where Father Merlier’s mill enlivened with its cheerful clack nature run riot.
The building itself, constructed of wood and plaster, looked as if it might be coeval with our planet. Its foundations were in part washed by the Morelle, which here expands into a clear pool. A dam, a few feet in height, afforded sufficient head of water to drive the old wheel, which creaked and groaned as it revolved with the asthmatic
wheezing of a faithful servant who has grown old in her place.
Whenever Father Merlier was advised to change it, he would shake his head and say that like as not a young
wheel would be lazier and not so well acquainted with its duties, and then would set to work and patch up the old
one with anything that came to hand, old hogshead-staves, bits of rusty iron, zinc, or lead. The old wheel only
seemed the gayer for it, with its old profile, all plumed and feathered with tufts of moss and grass, and when the
water poured over it in a silvery tide its gaunt black skeleton was decked out with a gorgeous display of pearls and
diamonds.
That portion of the mill which was bathed by the Morelle had something of the look of a barbaric arch that had
been dropped down there by chance. A good half of the structure was built on piles; the water came in under the
floor, and there were deep holes, famous throughout the whole country for the eels and the huge crawfish that
were to be caught there. Below the fall the pool was as clear as a mirror, and when it was not clouded by foam
from the wheel one could see troops of great fish swimming about in it with the slow, majestic movements of a
squadron. There was a broken stairway leading down to the stream, near a stake to which a boat was fastened, and
over the wheel was a gallery of wood. Such windows as there were were arranged without any attempt at order.
The whole was a quaint conglomeration of nooks and corners, bits of wall, additions made here and there as
after-thoughts, beams and roofs, that gave the mill the aspect of an old, dismantled citadel; but ivy and all sorts of
creeping plants had grown luxuriantly and kindly covered up such crevices as were too unsightly, casting a mantle
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of green over the old dwelling.
Young ladies who passed that way used to stop and sketch Father Merlier’s mill in their albums.
The side of the house that faced the road was less irregular. A gateway in stone afforded access to the principal
courtyard, on the right and left hand of which were sheds and stables. Beside a well stood an immense elm that
threw its shade over half the court.
At the further end, opposite the gate, stood the house, surmounted by a dovecote, the four windows of its first
floor in a symmetrical line. The only vanity that Father Merlier ever allowed himself was to paint this façade
every ten years. It had just been freshly whitened at the time of our story, and dazzled the eyes of all the village
when the sun lighted it up in the middle of the day.
For twenty years had Father Merlier been mayor of Rocreuse. He was held in great consideration on account of
his fortune; he was supposed to be worth something like eighty thousand francs, the result of patient saving.
When he married Madeline Guillard, who brought him the mill as her dowry, his entire capital lay in his two
strong arms, but Madeleine had never repented of her choice, so manfully had he conducted their joint affairs.
Now his wife was dead, and he was left a widower with his daughter Françoise. Doubtless he might have set
himself down to take his rest and suffered the old mill-wheel to sleep among its moss, but he would have found
idleness too irksome and the house would have seemed dead to him.
He kept on working still for the pleasure of it. In those days Father Merlier was a tall old man, with a long,
silent face, on which a laugh was never seen, but beneath which there lay, none the less, a large fund of goodhumor. He had been elected mayor on account of his money, and also for the impressive air that he knew how to
assume when it devolved on him to marry a couple.
Françoise Merlier had just completed her eighteenth year. She was small, and for that reason was not accountted one of the beauties of the country. Until she reached the age of fifteen she had been even homely; the good
folks of Rocreuse could not see how it was that the daughter of Father and Mother Merlier, such a hale, vigorous
couple, had such a hard time of it in getting her growth.
When she was fifteen, however, though still remaining delicate, a change came over her and she took on the
prettiest little face imaginable. She had black hair, black eyes, and was red as a rose withal; her mouth was always
smiling, there were delicious dimples in her cheeks, and a crown of sunshine seemed to be ever resting on her fair,
candid forehead.
Although small, as girls went in that region, she was far from being thin; she might not have been able to raise
a sack of wheat to her shoulder, but she became quite plump as she grew older, and gave promise of becoming
eventually as well-rounded and appetizing as a partridge. Her father’s habits of taciturnity had made her reflective
while yet a young girl; if she always had a smile on her lips it was in order to give pleasure to others. Her natural
disposition was serious.
As was no more than to be expected, she had every young man in the countryside at her heels as a suitor, more
even for her money that for her attractiveness, and she had made a choice at last, a choice that had been the talk
and scandal of the entire neighborhood.
*
On the other side of the Morelle lived a strapping young fellow who went by the name of Dominique Penquer.
He was not to the manor born; ten years previously he had come to Rocreuse from Belgium to receive the
inheritance of an uncle who had owned a small property on the very borders of the forest of Gagny, just facing the
mill and distant from it only a few musket-shots. His object in coming was to sell the property, so he said, and
return to his own home again; but he must have found the land to his liking, for he made no move to go away. He
was seen cultivating his bit of field and gathering the few vegetables that afforded him an existence. He fished, he
hunted; more than once he was near coming in contact with the law through the intervention of the keepers.
This independent way of living, of which the peasants could not very clearly see the resources, had in the end
given him a bad name. He was vaguely looked upon as neither better than a poacher. At all events he was lazy, for
he was frequently found sleeping in the grass at hours when he should have been at work.
Then, too, the hut in which he lived, in the shade of the last trees of the forest, did not seem like the abode of
an honest young man; the old women would not have been surprised at any time to hear that he was on friendly
terms with the wolves in the ruins of Gagny.
Still, the young girls would now and then venture to stand up for him, for he was altogether a splendid specimen of manhood, was this individual of doubtful antecedents, tall and straight as a young poplar, with a milkwhite skin and ruddy hair and moustaches that seemed to be of gold when the sun shone on them.
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Now one fine morning it came to pass that Françoise told Father Merlier that she loved Dominique, and that
never, never would she consent to marry any other young man.
*
It may be imagined what a knockdown below it was that Father Merlier received that day!
As was his wont, he said never a word; his countenance wore its usual reflective look, only the fun that used to
bubble up from within no longer shone in his eyes.
Françoise, too, was very serious, and for a week father and daughter scarcely spoke to each other. What
troubled Father Merlier was to know how that rascal of a poacher had succeeded in bewitching his daughter.
Dominique had never shown himself at the mill. The miller played the spy a little, and was rewarded by
catching sight of the gallant, on the other side of the Morelle, lying among the grass and pretending to be asleep.
Françoise could see him from her chamber window.
The thing was clear enough; they had been making sheep’s eyes at each other over the old mill-wheel, and so
had fallen in love.
A week slipped by; Françoise became more and more serious. Father Merlier still continued to say nothing.
Then, one evening, of his own accord, he brought Dominique to the house, without a word. Françoise was just
setting the table. She made no demonstration of surprise; all she did was to add another plate, but her laugh had
come back to her, and the little dimples appeared again upon her cheeks.
Father Merlier had gone that morning to look for Dominique at his hut on the edge of the forest, and there the
two men had had a conference, with closed doors and windows, that lasted three hours. No one ever knew what
they said to each other; the only thing certain is that when Father Merlier left the hut he already treated Dominique as a son.
Doubtless the old man had discovered that he whom he had gone to visit was a worthy young fellow, even
though he did lie in the grass to gain the love of young girls
*
All Rocreuse was up in arms.
The women gathered at their doors and could not find words strong enough to characterize Father Merlier’s
folly in thus receiving a ne’er-do-well into his family.
He let them talk. Perhaps he thought of his own marriage. Neither had he possessed a penny to his name at the
time he married Madeleine and her mill, and yet that had not prevented him from being a good husband to her.
Moreover, Dominique put an end to their tittle-tattle by setting to work in such strenuous fashion that all the
countryside was amazed.
It so happened just then that the boy of the mill drew an unlucky number and had to go for a soldier, and
Dominique would not hear of their engaging another. He lifted sacks, drove the cart, wrestled with the old wheel
when it took an obstinate fit and refused to turn, and all so pluckily and cheerfully that people came from far and
near merely for the pleasure of seeing him.
Father Merlier laughed his silent laugh. He was highly elated that he had read the youngster aright. There is
nothing like love to hearten up young men.
In the midst of all that laborious toil Françoise and Dominique fairly worshipped each other. They had not
much to say, but their tender smiles conveyed a world of meaning. Father Merlier had not said a word thus far on
the subject of their marriage, and they had both respected his silence, waiting until the old man should see fit to
give expression to his will.
At last, one day toward the middle of July, he had had three tables laid in the courtyard, in the shade of the big
elm, and had invited his friends of Rocreuse to come that afternoon and drink a glass of wine with him. When the
courtyard was filled with people, and everyone there had a full glass in his hand, Father Merlier raised his own
high above his head and said:
“I have the pleasure of announcing to you that Françoise and this lad will be married in a month from now, on
St. Louis’ fête-day.” Then there was a universal touching of glasses, attended by a tremendous uproar; everyone
was laughing. But Father Merlier, raising his voice above the din, again spoke:
“Dominique, kiss your wife that is to be. It is no more than customary.”
And they kissed, very red in the face, both of them, while the company laughed louder still.
It was a regular fête; they emptied a small cask. Then, when only the intimate friends of the house remained,
conversation went on in a calmer strain.
Night had fallen, a starlit night, and very clear. Dominique and Françoise sat on a bench, side by side, and said
nothing. An old peasant spoke of the war that the Emperor had declared against Prussia. All the lads of the village
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were already gone off to the army. Troops had passed through the place only the night before. There were going to
be hard knocks.
“Bah!” said Father Merlier, with the selfishness of a man who is quite happy, “Dominique is a foreigner; he
won’t have to go—and if the Prussians come this way, he will be here to defend his wife.”
The idea of the Prussians coming there seemed to the company an exceedingly good joke. The army would
give them one good conscientious thrashing, and the affair would be quickly ended.
*
“I have seen them before, I have seen them before,” the old peasant repeated, in a low voice.
There was silence for a little, then they all touched glasses once again. Françoise and Dominique had heard
nothing; they had managed to clasp hands behind the bench in such a way as not to be seen by the others, and this
condition of affairs seemed so beatific to them that they sat there mute, their gaze lost in the darkness of the night.
*
What a magnificent, balmy night! The village lay slumbering on either side of the white road as peacefully as a
little child. The deep silence was undisturbed save by the occasional crow of a cock in some distant barnyard
acting on a mistaken impression that dawn was at hand. Perfumed breaths of air, like long-drawn sighs, came
down from the great woods that lay around and above, sweeping softly over the roofs, as if caressing them. The
meadows, with their black intensity of shadow, took on a dim, mysterious majesty of their own, while all the
springs, all the brooks and water courses that gurgled in the darkness, might have been taken for the cool,
rhythmical breathing of the sleeping country.
Every now and then the old dozing mill-wheel seemed to be dreaming like a watch-dog that barks uneasily in
his slumber; it creaked, it talked to itself, rocked by the fall of the Morelle, whose current gave forth the deep,
sustained music of an organ pipe.
Never was there a more charming or happier nook, never did a deeper peace come down to cover it.
*
One month later, to a day, on the eve of the fête of St. Louis, Rocreuse was in a state of alarm and dismay.
The Prussians had beaten the Emperor, and were advancing on the village by forced marches.
For a week past people passing along the road had brought tidings of the enemy—“They are at Lormières, they
are at Nouvelles”—and by dint of hearing so many stories of the rapidity of their advance, Rocreuse woke up
every morning in the full expectation of seeing them swarming down out of Gagny wood. They did not come,
however, and that only served to make the affright the greater. They would certainly fall upon the village in the
night-time, and put every soul to the sword.
There had been an alarm the night before, a little before daybreak. The inhabitants had been aroused by a great
noise of men tramping upon the road. The women were already throwing themselves upon their knees and making
the sign of the cross, when someone, to whom it happily occurred to peep through a half-opened window, caught
sight of red trousers. It was a French detachment. The captain had forthwith asked for the mayor, and, after a long
conversation with Father Merlier, had remained at the mill.
The sun shone bright and clear that morning, giving promise of a warm day. There was a golden light floating
over the woodland, while in the low grounds white mists were rising from the meadows. The pretty village, so
neat and trim, awoke in the cool dawning, and the country, with its streams and its fountains, was as gracious as a
freshly plucked bouquet.
But the beauty of the day brought gladness to the face of no one; the villagers had watched the captain, and
seen him circle round and round the old mill, examine the adjacent houses, then pass to the other bank of the
Morelle, and from thence scan the country with a field-glass; Father Merlier, who accompanied him, appeared to
be giving explanations.
After that the captain had posted some of his men behind walls, behind trees, or in hollows. The main body of
the detachment had encamped in the courtyard of the mill. So there was going to be a fight, then? And when
Father Merlier returned they questioned him. He spoke no word, but slowly and sorrowfully nodded his head. Yes,
there was going to be a fight.
Françoise and Dominique were there in the courtyard, watching him. He finally took his pipe from his lips, and
gave utterance to these few words:
“Ah! my poor children, I shall not be able to marry you today!”
Dominique, with lips tight set and an angry frown upon his forehead, raised himself on tiptoe from time to
time and stood with eyes bent on Gagny wood, as if he would have been glad to see the Prussians appear and end
the suspense they were in. Françoise, whose face was grave and very pale, was constantly passing back and forth,
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supplying the needs of the soldiers. They were preparing their soup in a corner of the courtyard, joking and
chaffing one another while awaiting their meal.
The captain appeared to be highly pleased. He had visited the chambers and the great hall of the mill that
looked out on the stream. Now, seated beside the wall, he was conversing with Father Merlier.
“You have a regular fortress here,” he was saying. “We shall have no trouble in holding it until evening. The
bandits are late; they ought to be here by this time.”
The miller looked very grave. He saw his beloved mill going up in flame and smoke, but uttered no word of
remonstrance or complaint, considering that it would be useless. He only opened his mouth to say:
“You ought to take steps to hide the boat; there is a hole behind the wheel fitted to hold it. Perhaps you may
find it of use to you.”
The captain gave an order to one of his men. This captain was a tall, fine-looking man of about forty. With an
agreeable expression of countenance. The sight of Dominique and Françoise seemed to afford him much pleasure;
he watched them as if he had forgotten all about the approaching conflict. He followed Françoise with his eyes as
she moved about the courtyard, and his manner showed clearly enough that he thought her charming. Then,
turning to Dominique:
“You are not with the army, I see, my boy?” he abruptly asked.
“I am a foreigner,” the young man replied.
The captain did not seem particularly pleased with the answer; he winked his eyes and smiled. Françoise was
doubtless a more agreeable companion than a musket would have been. Dominique, noticing his smile, made
haste to add:
“I am a foreigner, but I can lodge a rifle bullet in an apple at five hundred yards. See, there’s my rifle behind
you.”
“You may find use for it,” the captain dryly answered.
Françoise had drawn near; she was trembling a little, and Dominique, regardless of the bystanders, took and
held firmly clasped in his own the two hands that she held forth to him, as if committing herself to his protection.
The captain smiled again, but said nothing more. He remained seated, his sword between his legs, his eyes fixed
on space, apparently lost in dreamy reverie.
*
It was ten o’clock. The heat was already oppressive. A deep silence prevailed. The soldiers had sat down in the
shade of the sheds in the courtyard and begun to eat their soup.
Not a sound came from the village, where the inhabitants had all barricaded their houses, doors and windows.
A dog, abandoned by his master, howled mournfully upon the road. From the woods, and the near-by meadows,
that lay fainting in the heat, came a long-drawn, whispering, soughing sound, produced by the union of what
wandering breaths of air there were. A cuckoo called. Then the silence became deeper still.
And all at once, upon that lazy, sleepy air, a shot rang out.
The captain rose quickly to his feet, the soldiers left their half-empty plates. In a few seconds all were at their
posts; the mill was occupied from top to bottom. And yet the captain, who had gone out through the gate, saw
nothing; to right and left the road stretched away, desolate and blindingly white in the fierce sunshine. A second
report was heard, and still nothing to be seen, not even so much as a shadow; but just as he was turning to re-enter
he chanced to look over toward Gagny and there beheld a little puff of smoke floating away on the tranquil air
like thistledown. The deep peace of the forest was apparently unbroken.
“The rascals have occupied the wood,” the officer murmured. “They know we are here.”
Then the firing went on, and became more and more continuous between the French soldiers posted about the
mill and the Prussians concealed among the trees. The bullets whistled over the Morelle without doing any
mischief on either side. The firing was irregular; every bush seemed to have its marksman, and nothing was to be
seen save those bluish smoke wreaths that hung for a moment on the wind before they vanished.
It lasted thus for nearly two hours. The officer hummed a tune with a careless air. Françoise and Dominique,
who had remained in the courtyard, raised themselves to look out over a low wall. They were more particularly
interested in a little soldier who had his post on the bank of the Morelle, behind the hull of an old boat; he would
lie face downward on the ground, watch his chance, deliver his fire, then slip back into a ditch a few steps in his
rear to reload, and his movements were so comical, he displayed such cunning and activity, that it was difficult for
anyone watching him to refrain from smiling. He must have caught sight of a Prussian, for he rose quickly and
brought his piece to the shoulder, but before he could discharge it he uttered a loud cry, whirled completely
around in his tracks and fell backward into the ditch, where for an instant his legs moved convulsively, just as the
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claws of a fowl do when it is beheaded. The little soldier had received a bullet directly through his heart. It was
the first casualty of the day. Françoise instinctively seized Dominique’s hand, and held it tight in a convulsive
grasp.
“Come away from there,” said the captain. “The bullets reach us here.”
As if to confirm his words a slight, sharp sound ws heard up in the old elm, and the end of a branch came to
the ground, turning over and over as it fell, but the two young people never stirred, riveted to the spot as they were
by the interest of the spectacle. On the edge of the wood a Prussian had suddenly emerged from behind a tree, as
an actor comes upon the stage from the wings, beating the air with his arms and falling over upon his back. And
behind that there was no movement; the two dead men appeared to be sleeping in the bright sunshine; there was
not a soul to be seen in the fields on which the heat lay heavy. Even the sharp rattle of the musketry had ceased.
Only the Morelle kept on whispering to itself with its low, musical murmur. Father Merlier looked at the captain
with an astonished air, as if to inquire whether that were the end of it.
“Here comes their attack,” the officer murmured. “Look out for yourself! Don’t stand there!”
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when a terrible discharge of musketry ensued. The great elm was
riddled, its leaves came eddying down as thick as snowflakes. Fortunately the Prussians had aimed too high.
Dominique dragged, almost carried, Françoise from the spot, while Father Merlier followed them, shouting:
“Get into the small cellar, the walls are thicker there.”
But they paid no attention to him; they made their way to the main hall, where ten or a dozen soldiers were
silently waiting, watching events outside through the chinks of the closed shutters.
The captain was left alone in the courtyard, where he sheltered himself behind the low wall, while the furious
fire was maintained, uninterruptedly. The soldiers whom he had posted outside only yielded their ground inch by
inch; they came crawling in, however, one after another, as the enemy dislodged them from their positions. Their
instructions were to gain all the time they could, taking care not to show themselves, in order that the Prussians
might remain in ignorance of the force they had opposed to them. Another hour passed, and as a sergeant came in,
reporting that there were now only two or three men left outside, the officer took his watch from his pocket,
murmuring:
“Half-past two. Come, we must hold out for four hours yet.”
He caused the great gate of the courtyard to be tightly secured, and everything was made ready for an energetic
defense. The Prussians were on the other side of the Morelle, consequently there was no reason to fear an assault
at the moment. There was a bridge indeed, a mile and a quarter away, but they were probably unaware of its
existence, and it was hardly to be supposed that they would attempt to cross the stream by fording. The officer,
therefore, simply caused the road to be watched; the attack, when it came, was to be looked for from the direction
of the fields.
The firing had ceased again. The mill appeared to lie there in the sunlight, void of all life. Not a shutter was
open, not a sound came from within. Gradually, however, the Prussians began to show themselves at the edge of
the Gagny wood. Heads were protruded here and there; they seemed to be mustering up their courage, several of
the soldiers within the mill brought up their pieces to an aim, but the captain shouted:
“No, no; not yet; wait. Let them come nearer.”
They displayed a great deal of prudence in their advance, looking at the mill with a distrustful air; they seemed
hardly to know what to make of the old structure, so lifeless and gloomy, with its curtain of ivy. Still they kept on
advancing. When there were fifty of them or so in the open, directly opposite, the officer uttered one word:
“Now!”
A crashing, tearing discharge burst from the position, succeeded by an irregular, dropping fire. Françoise,
trembling violently, involuntarily raised her hands to her hears. Dominique, from his position behind the soldiers,
peered out upon the field, and when the smoke drifted away a little, counted three Prussians extended on their
backs in the middle of the meadow. The others had sought shelter among the willows and the poplars. And then
commenced the siege.
For more than an hour the mill was riddled with bullets; they beat and rattled on its old walls like hail. The
noise they made was plainly audible as they struck the stonework, were flattened, and fell back into the water;
they buried themselves in the woodwork with a dull thud. Occasionally a creaking sound would announce that the
wheel had been hit. Within the building the soldiers husbanded their ammunition, firing only when they could see
something to aim at. The captain kept consulting his watch every few minutes, and as a ball split one of the
shutters in halves and then lodged in the ceiling:
“Four o’clock,” he murmured. “We shall never be able to hold the position.”
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The old mill, in truth, was gradually going to pieces beneath that terrific fire. A shutter that had been perforated
again and again, until it looked like a piece of lace, fell off its hinges into the water, and had to be replaced by a
mattress. Every moment, almost, Father Merlier exposed himself to the fire in order to account of the damage
sustained by his poor wheel, every wound of which was like a bullet in his own heart. Its period of usefulness was
ended this time for certain; he would never be able to patch it up again.
Dominique had besought Françoise to retire to a place of safety, but she was determined to remain with him;
she had taken a seat behind a great oaken clothes-press, which afforded her protection. A ball struck the press,
however, the sides of which gave out a dull hollow sound, whereupon Dominique stationed himself in front of
Françoise. He had as yet taken no part in the firing, although he had his rifle in his hand; the soldiers occupied the
whole breadth of the windows, so that he could not get near them. At every discharge the floor trembled.
“Look out! look out!” the captain suddenly shouted.
He had just descried a dark mass emerging from the wood. As soon as they gained the open they set up a
telling platoon fire. It struck the mill like a tornado. Another shutter parted company, and the bullets came
whistling in through the yawning aperture. Two soldiers rolled upon the floor; one lay where he fell and never
moved a limb; his comrades pushed him up against the wall because he was in their way. The other writhed and
twisted, beseeching someone to end his agony, but no one had ears for the poor wretch; the bullets were still
pouring in, and everyone was looking out for himself and searching for a loophole whence he might answer the
enemy’s fire. A third soldier was wounded; that one said not a word, but with staring, haggard eyes sank down
beneath a table. Françoise, horror-stricken by the dreadful spectacle of the dead and dying men, mechanically
pushed away her chair and seated herself on the floor, against the wall; it seemed to her that she would be smaller
there and less exposed. In the meantime men had gone and secured all the mattresses in the house; the opening of
the window was partially closed again. The hall was filled with débris of every description, broken weapons,
dislocated furniture.
“Five o’clock,” said the captain. “Stand fast, boys. They are going to make an attempt to pass the stream.”
Just then Françoise gave a shriek. A bullet had struck the floor, and, rebounding, grazed her forehead on the
ricochet. A few drops of blood appeared.
Dominique looked at her, then went to the window and fired his first shot, and from that time kept on firing
uninterruptedly. He kept on loading and discharging his piece mechanically, paying no attention to what was
passing at his side, only pausing from time to time to cast a look at Françoise. He did not fire hurriedly or at
random, moreover, but took deliberate aim.
As the captain had predicted, the Prussians were skirting the belt of poplars and attempting the passage of the
Morelle, but each time that one of them showed himself he fell with one of Dominique’s bullets in his brain. The
captain, who was watching the performance, was amazed; he complimented the young man, telling him that he
would like to have many more marksmen of his skill.
Dominique did not hear a word he said. A ball struck him in the shoulder, another raised a contusion on his
arm. And still he kept on firing.
There were two more deaths. The mattresses were torn to shreds and no longer availed to stop the windows.
The last volley that was poured in seemed as if it would carry away the mill bodily, so fierce it was. The position
was no longer tenable. Still, the officer kept repeating:
“Stand fast. Another half-hour yet.”
He was counting the minutes, one by one, now. He had promised his commanders that he would hold the
enemy there until nightfall, and he would not budge a hair’s-breadth before the moment that he had fixed on for
his withdrawal. He maintained his pleasant air of good humor, smiling at Françoise by way of reassuring her. He
had picked up the musket of one of the dead soldiers and was firing away with the rest.
There were but four soldiers left in the room. The Prussians were showing themselves en masse on the other
side of the Morelle, and it was evident that they might now pass the stream at any moment. A few moments more
elapsed; the captain was as determined as ever, and would not give the order to retreat, when a sergeant came
running into the room., saying:
“They are on the road; they are going to take us in the rear.”
The Prussians must have discovered the bridge. The captain drew out his watch again.
“Five minutes more,” he said. “They won’t be here within five minutes.”
Then exactly at six o’clock he at last withdrew his men through a little postern that opened on a narrow lane,
whence they threw themselves into the ditch, and in that way reached the forest of Sauval. The captain took leave
of Father Merlier with much politeness, apologizing profusely for the trouble he had caused. He even added:
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“Try to keep them occupied for a while. We shall return.”
While this was occurring, Dominique had remained alone in the hall. He was still firing away, hearing nothing,
conscious of nothing; his sole thought was to defend Françoise. The soldiers were all gone, and he had not the
remotest idea of the fact; he aimed and brought down his man at every shot. All at once there was a great tumult.
The Prussians had entered the courtyard from the rear. He fired his last shot, and they fell upon him with his
weapon still smoking in his hand.
It required four men to hold him; the rest of them swarmed about him, vociferating like madmen in their
horrible dialect. Françoise rushed forward to intercede with her prayers. They were on the point of killing him on
the spot, but an officer came in and made them turn the prisoner over to him. After exchanging a few words in
German with his men he turned to Dominique and said to him, in very good French:
“You will be shot in two hours from now.”
*
It was the standing regulation, laid down by the German staff, that every Frenchman, not belonging to the
regular army, taken with arms in his hands should be shot. Even the compagnies franches\fn{Free companies} were
not recognized as belligerents. It was the intention of the Germans, in making such terrible examples of the
peasants who attempted to defend their firesides, to prevent a rising en masse, which they greatly dreaded.
The officer, a tall, square man of about fifty years old, subjected Dominique to a brief examination. Although
he spoke French fluently, he was unmistakably Prussian in the stiffness of his manner.
“You are a native of this country?”
“No, I am a Belgian.”
“Why did you take up arms? These are matters with which you have no concern.”
Dominique made no reply. At this moment the officer caught sight of Françoise where she stood listening, very
pale; her slight wound had marked her white forehead with a streak of red. He looked from one to the other of the
young people and appeared to understand the situation. He merely added:
“You do not deny having fired on my men?”
“I fired as long as I was able to do so,” Dominique quietly replied.
The admission was scarcely necessary, for he was black with powder, wet with sweat, and the blood from the
wound in his shoulder had trickled down and stained his clothing.
“Very well,” the officer repeated. “You will be shot two hours hence.”
Françoise uttered no cry. She clasped her hands and raised them above her head in a gesture of mute despair.
Her action was not lost upon the officer. Two soldiers had led Dominique away to an adjacent room, where their
orders were to guard him and not lose sight of him. The girl had sunk upon a chair; her strength had failed her, her
legs refused to support her; she was denied the relief of tears, it seemed as if her emotion was strangling her. The
officer continued to examine her attentively, and finally addressed her:
“Is that young man your brother?” he inquired.
She shook her head in negation. He was as rigid and unbending as ever, without the suspicion of a smile on his
face. Then, after an interval of silence, he spoke again:
“Has he been living in the neighborhood long?” She answered yes, by another motion of the head.
“Then he must be well acquainted with the woods about here?” This time she made a verbal answer.
“Yes, sir,” she said, looking at him with some astonishment.
He said nothing more, but turned on his heel, requesting that the mayor of the village should be brought before
him. But Françoise had risen from her chair, a faint tinge of color on her cheeks, believing that she had caught the
significance of his questions, and with renewed hope she ran off to look for her father.
As soon as the firing had ceased Father Merlier had hurriedly descended by the wooden gallery to have a look
at his wheel. He adored his daughter and had a strong feeling of affection for Dominique, his son-in-law who was
to be; but his wheel also occupied a large space in his heart. Now that the two little ones, as he called them, had
come safe and sound out of the fray, he thought of his other love, which must have suffered sorely, poor thing, and
bending over the great wooden skeleton he was scrutinizing hits wounds with a heartbroken air. Five of the
buckets were reduced to splinters, the central framework was honeycombed. He was thrusting his fingers into the
cavities that the bullets had made to see how deep they were and reflecting how he was ever to repair all that
damage. When Françoise found him he was already plugging up the crevices with moss and such débris as he
could lay hands on.
“They are asking for you, father,” said she.
And at last she wept as she told him what she had just heard.
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Father Merlier shook his head. It was not customary to shoot people like that. He would have to look into the
matter.
And he re-entered the mill with his usual placid, silent air. When the officer made his demand for supplies for
his men, he answered that the people of Rocreuse were not accustomed to be ridden roughshod, and that nothing
would be obtained from them through violence; he was willing to assume all the responsibility, but only on
condition that he was allowed to act independently. The officer at first appeared to take umbrage at this easy way
of viewing matters, but finally gave way before the old man’s brief and distinct representations. As the latter was
leaving the room the other recalled him to ask:
“Those woods there, opposite, what do you call them?”
“The woods of Sauval.”
“And how far to they extend?” The miller looked him straight in the face.
“I do not know,” he replied.
And he withdrew. An hour later the subvention in money and provisions that the officer had demanded was in
the courtyard of the mill.
Night was coming on; Françoise followed every movement of the soldiers with an anxious eye. She never once
left the vicinity of the room in which Dominique was imprisoned. About seven o’clock she had a harrowing
emotion; she saw the officer enter the prisoner’s apartment, and for a quarter of an hour heard their voices raised
in violent discussion. The officer came to the door for a moment and gave an order in German which she did not
understand, but when twelve men came and formed in the courtyard with shouldered muskets, she was seized
with a fit of trembling and felt as if she should die. It was all over, then; the execution was about to take place.
The twelve men remained there ten minutes; Dominique’s voice kept rising higher and higher in a tone of
vehement denial. Finally the officer came out, closing the door behind him with a vicious bang and saying:
“Very well; think it over. I give you until tomorrow morning.”
And he ordered the twelve men to break ranks by a motion of his hand.
Françoise was stupefied. Father Merlier, who had continued to puff away at his pipe while watching the
platoon with a simple, curious air, came and took her by the arm with fatherly gentleness. He led her to her
chamber.
“Don’t fret,” he said to her; “try to get some sleep. Tomorrow it will be light and we shall see more clearly.”
He locked the door behind him as he left the room. It was a fixed principle with him that women are good for
nothing, and that they spoil everything whenever they meddle in important matters.
*
Françoise did not lie down, however; she remained a long time seated on her bed, listening to the various
noises in the house. The German soldiers quartered in the courtyard were singing and laughing; they must have
kept up their eating and drinking until eleven o’clock, for the riot never ceased for an instant. Heavy footsteps
resounded from time to time through the mill itself, doubtless the tramp of the guards as they were relieved.
What had most interest for her was the sounds that she could catch in the room that lay directly under her own;
several times she threw herself prone upon the floor and applied her ear to the boards. That room was the one in
which they had locked up Dominique. He must have been pacing the apartment, for she could hear for a long time
his regular, cadenced tread passing from the wall to the window and back again; then there was a deep silence;
doubtless he had seated himself. The other sounds ceased too; everything was still. When it seemed to her that the
house was sunk in slumber she raised her window as noiselessly as possible and leaned out.
Without, the night was serene and balmy. The slender crescent of the moon, which was just setting behind
Sauval wood, cast a dim radiance over the landscape. The lengthening shadows of the great trees stretched far
athwart the fields in bands of blackness, while in such spots as were unobscured the grass appeared of a tender
green, soft as velvet.
But Françoise did not stop to consider the mysterious charm of night. She was scrutinizing the country and
looking to see where the Germans had posted their sentinels. She could clearly distinguish their dark forms
outlined along the course of the Morelle. There was only one stationed opposite the mill, on the far bank of the
stream, by a willow whose branches dipped in the water. Françoise had an excellent view of him; he was a tall
young man, standing quite motionless with his face upturned towards the sky, with the meditative air of a
shepherd.
When she had completed her careful inspection of localities she returned and took her former seat upon the
bed. She remained there an hour, absorbed in deep thought. Then she listened again; there was not a breath to be
heard in the house.
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She went again to the window and took another look outside, but one of the moon’s horns was still hanging
above the edge of the forest, and this circumstance doubtless appeared to her unpropitious, for she resumed her
waiting.
At last the moment seemed to have arrived; the night was now quite dark; she could no longer discern the
sentinel opposite her, the landscape lay before her, black as a sea of ink. She listened intently for a moment, then
formed her resolve.
Close beside her window was an iron ladder made of bars set in the wall, which ascended from the mill-wheel
to the granary at the top of the building, and had formerly served the miller as a means of inspecting certain
portions of the gearing, but a change having been made in the machinery the ladder had long since become lost to
sight beneath the thick ivy that covered all that side of the mill.
Françoise bravely climbed over the balustrade of the little balcony in front of her window, grasped one of the
iron bars and found herself suspended in space. She commenced the descent; her skirts were a great hindrance to
her.
Suddenly a stone became loosened from the wall and fell into the Morelle with a loud splash. She stopped,
benumbed with fear, but reflection quickly told her that the waterfall, with its continuous roar, was sufficient to
deaden any noise that she could make, and then she descended more boldly, putting aside the ivy with her foot,
testing each round of her ladder. When she was on a level with the room that had been converted into a prison for
her lover she stopped.
An unforeseen difficulty came near depriving her of all her courage: the window of the room beneath was not
situated directly under the window of her bedroom; there was a wide space between it and the ladder, and when
she extended her hand it only encountered the naked wall.
Would she have to go back the way she came and leave her project unaccomplished? Her arms were growing
very tired; the murmuring of the Morelle, far down below, was beginning to make her dizzy. Then she broke off
bits of plaster from the wall and threw them against Dominique’s window. He did not hear; perhaps he was asleep.
Again she crumbled fragments from the wall, until the skin was peeled from her fingers. Her strength was
exhausted; she felt that she was about to fall back into the stream when at last Dominique softly raised his sash.
“It is I,” she murmured. “Take me quick; I am about to fall.”
Leaning from the window he grasped her and drew her into the room, where she had a paroxysm of weeping,
stifling her sobs in order that she might not be heard. Then, by a supreme effort of the will she overcame\fn{ The
text has: overcome} her emotion.
“Are you guarded?” she asked in a low voice.
Dominique, not yet recovered from his stupefaction at seeing her there, made answer by simply pointing
toward his door. There was a sound of snoring audible on the outside; it was evident that the sentinel had been
overpowered by sleep and had thrown himself upon the floor close against the door in such a way that it could not
be opened without arousing him.
“You must fly,” she continued earnestly. “I came here to bid you fly and say farewell.”
But he seemed not to hear her. He kept repeating:
“What, is it you, is it you? Oh, what a fright you gave me! You might have killed yourself.” He took her hands,
he kissed them again and again.
“How I love you, Françoise! You are as courageous as you are good. The only thing I feared was that I might
die without seeing you again; but you are here, and now they may shoot me when they will. Let me but have a
quarter of an hour with you and I am ready.”
He had gradually drawn her to him; her head was resting on his shoulder. The peril that was so near at hand
brought them closer to each other, and they forgot everything in that long embrace.
“Ah, Françoise!” Dominique went on in low, caressing tones, “today is the fête of St. Louis, our wedding day,
that we have been waiting for so long. Nothing has been able to keep us apart, for we are both here, faithful to our
appointment, are we not? It is now our wedding morning.”
“Yes, yes,” she repeated after him, “our wedding morning.”
They shuddered as they exchanged a kiss. But suddenly she tore herself from his arms; the terrible reality arose
before her eyes.
“You must fly, you must fly,” she murmured breathlessly. “There is not a moment to lose.” And as he stretched
out his arms in the darkness to draw her to him again, she went on in tender, beseeching tones:
“Oh! listen to me, I entreat you. If you die, I shall die. In an hour it will be daylight. Go, go at once; I
command you to go.”
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Then she rapidly explained her plan to him. The iron ladder extending downward to the wheel; once he had got
so far he could climb down by means of the buckets and get into the boat, which was hidden in a recess. Then it
would be an easy matter for him to reach the other bank of the stream and make his escape.
“But are there no sentinels?” said he.
“Only one, directly opposite here, at the foot of the first willow.”
“And if he sees me, if he gives the alarm?”
Françoise shuddered. She placed in his hand a knife that she had brought down with her. They were silent.
“And your father—and you?” Dominique continued. “But no, it is not to be thought of; I must not fly. When I
am no longer here those soldiers are capable of murdering you. You do not know them. They offered to spare my
life if I would guide them into Sauval forest. When they discover that I have escaped, their fury will be such that
they will be ready for every atrocity.”
The girl did not stop to argue the question. To all the considerations that he adduced to her one simple answer
was:
“Fly. For the love of me, fly. If you love me, Dominique, do not linger here a single moment longer.”
She promised that she would return to her bedroom; no one should know that she had helped him. She
concluded by folding him in her arms and smothering him with kisses, in an extravagant outburst of passion.
He was vanquished. He only put one more question to her:
“Will you swear to me that your father knows what you are doing, and that he counsels my flight?”
She told a falsehood. At that moment she had but one great, overmastering longing, to know that he was in
safety, to escape from the horrible thought that the morning’s sun was to be the signal for his death. When he
should be far away, then calamity and evil might burst upon her head; whatever fate might be in store for her
would seem endurable, so that only his life might be spared. Before and above all other considerations, the
selfishness of her love demanded that he should be saved
“It is well,” said Dominique; “I will do as you desire.”
No further word was spoken. Dominique went to the window to raise it again. But suddenly there was a noise
that chilled them with affright. The door was shaken violently; they thought that someone was about to open it; it
was evidently a party going the rounds who had heard their voices. They stood by the window, closely locked in
each other’s arms, awaiting the event with anguish unspeakable. Again there came the rattling at the door, but it
did not open. Each of them drew a deep sigh of relief; they saw how it was. The soldier lying across the threshold
had turned over in his sleep. Silence was restored indeed, and presently the snoring began again.
Dominique insisted that Françoise should return to her room first of all. He took her in his arms, he bade her a
silent farewell, then helped her to grasp the ladder, and himself climbed out on it in turn. He refused to descend a
single step, however, until he knew that she was in her chamber. When she was safe in her room she let fall, in a
voice scarce louder than a whisper, the words:
“Au revoir. I love you!”
She kneeled at the window, resting her elbows on the sill, straining her eyes to follow Dominique. The night
was still very dark. She looked for the sentinel, but could see nothing of him; the willow alone was dimly visible,
a pale spot upon the surrounding blackness. For a moment she heard the rustling of the ivy as Dominique
descended, then the wheel creaked, and there was a faint splash which told that the young man had found the boat.
This was confirmed when, a minute later, she descried the shadowy outline of the skiff on the gray bosom of the
Morelle.
Then a horrible feeling of dread seemed to clutch her by the throat. Every moment she thought she heard the
sentry give the alarm; every faintest sound among the dusky shadows seemed to her overwrought imagination to
be the hurrying tread of soldiers, the clash of steel, the click of musket-locks. The seconds slipped by, however,
the landscape still preserved its solemn peace. Dominique must have landed safely on the other bank. Françoise
no longer had eyes for anything. The silence was oppressive. And she heard the sound of trampling feet, a hoarse
cry, the dull thud of a heavy body falling. This was followed by another silence, even deeper than that which had
gone before. Then, as if conscious that Death had passed that way, she became very cold in presence of the
impenetrable night.
*
At early daybreak the repose of the mill was disturbed by the clamor of angry voices. Father Merlier had gone
and unlocked Françoise’s door. She descended to the courtyard, pale and very calm, but when there, she could not
repress a shudder upon being brought face to face with the body of a Prussian soldier that lay on the ground
beside the well, stretched out upon a cloak.
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Around the corpse soldiers were shouting and gesticulating angrily. Several of them shook their fists
threateningly in the direction of the village. The officer had just sent a summons to Father Merlier to appear
before him in his capacity as mayor of the commune.
“Here is one of our men,” he said, in a voice that was almost unintelligible from anger, “who was found
murdered on the bank of the stream. The murderer must be found, so that we may make a salutary example of
him, and I shall expect you to cooperate with us in finding him.”
“Whatever you desire,” the miller replied, with his customary impassiveness. “Only it will be no easy matter.”
The officer stooped down and drew aside the skirt of the cloak which concealed the dead man’s face,
disclosing as he did so a frightful wound. The sentinel had been struck in the throat and the weapon had not been
withdrawn from the wound. It was a common kitchen-knife, with a black handle.
“Look at that knife,” the officer said to Father Merlier. “Perhaps it will assist us in our investigation.”
The old man had started violently, but recovered himself at once; not a muscle of his face moved as he replied:
“Everyone about here has knives like that. Like enough your man was tired of fighting and did the business
himself. Such things have happened before now.”
“Be silent!” the officer shouted in a fury. “I don’t know what it is that keeps me from setting fire to the four
corners of your village.”
His anger fortunately kept him from noticing the great change that had come over Françoise’s countenance.
Her feelings had compelled her to sit down upon the stone bench beside the well. Do what she would she could
not remove her eyes from the body that lay stretched upon the ground, almost at her feet. He had been a tall, handsome young man in life, very like Dominique in appearance, with blue eyes and yellow hair.
The resemblance went to her heart. She thought that perhaps the dead man had left behind him in his German
home some sweetheart who would weep for his loss. And she recognized her knife in the dead man’s throat. She
had killed him.
The officer, meantime, was talking of visiting Rocreuse with some terrible punishment, when two or there soldiers came running in. The guard had just that moment ascertained the fact of Dominique’s escape.
The agitation caused by the tidings was extreme. The officer went to inspect the locality, looked out through
the still open window, saw at once how the event had happened, and returned in a state of exasperation. Father
Merlier appeared greatly vexed by Dominique’s flight.
“The idiot!” he murmured; “he has upset everything.”
Françoise heard him, and was in an agony of suffering. Her father, moreover, had no suspicion of her complicity. He shook his head, saying to her in an undertone:
“We are in a nice box now!”
“It was that scoundrel! It was that scoundrel!” cried the officer. “He has got away to the woods; but he must be
found, or the village shall stand the consequences.” And addressing himself to the miller: “Come, you must know
where he is hiding?” Father Merlier laughed in his silent way, and pointed to the wide stretch of wooded hills.
“How can you expect to find a man in that wilderness?” he asked.
“Oh! there are plenty of hiding places that you are acquainted with. I am going to give you ten men; you shall
act as guide to them.”
“I am perfectly willing. But it will take a week to beat up all the woods of the neighborhood.”
The old man’s serenity enraged the officer; he saw, indeed, what a ridiculous proceeding such a hunt would be.
It was at that moment that he caught sight of Françoise where she sat, pale and trembling, on her bench. His
attention was aroused by the girl’s anxious attitude. He was silent for a moment, glancing suspiciously from father
to daughter and back again.
“Is not that man,” he at last coarsely asked the old man, “your daughter’s lover?”
Father Merlier’s face became ashy pale, and he appeared for a moment as if about to throw himself on the
officer and throttle him. He straightened himself up and made no reply. Françoise had hid her face in her hands.
“Yes, that is how it is,” the Prussian continued; “you or your daughter have helped him to escape. You are his
accomplices. For the last time, will you surrender him?”
The miller did not answer. He had turned away and was looking at the distant landscape with an air of
indifference, just as if the officer were talking to some other person. That put the finishing touch on the latter’s
wrath.
“Very well, then!” he declared, “you shall be shot in his stead.”
And again he ordered out the firing party. Father Merlier was as imperturbable as ever. He scarcely did so
much as shrug his shoulders; the whole drama appeared to him to be in very doubtful taste. He probably believed
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that they would not take a man’s life in that unceremonious manner. When the platoon was on the ground he
gravely said:
“So, then, you are in earnest? Very well, I am willing it should be so. If you feel you must have a victim, it
may as well be I as another.” But Françoise arose, greatly troubled, stammering:
“Have mercy, sir: do not harm my father. Kill me instead of him. It was I who helped Dominique to escape; I
am the only guilty one.”
“Hold your tongue, my girl,” Father Merlier exclaimed. “Why do you tell such a falsehood? She passed the
night locked in her room, sir: I assure you that she does not speak the truth.”
“I am speaking the truth,” the girl eagerly replied. “I got down by the window; I incited Dominique to fly. It is
the truth, the whole truth.”
The old man’s face was very white. He could read in her eyes that she was not lying, and her story terrified
him. Ah, those children! those children! how they spoiled everything, with their hearts and their feelings! Then he
said angrily.
“She is crazy; do not listen to her. It is a lot of trash she is telling you. Come, let us get through with this business.”
She persisted in her protestations; she kneeled, she raised her clasped hands in supplication. The officer stood
tranquilly by and watched the harrowing scene.
“Mon Dieu!” he said at last, “I take your father because the other has escaped me. Bring me back the other
man, and your father shall have his liberty.” She looked at him for a moment with eyes dilated by the horror
which his proposal inspired in her.
“It is dreadful!”\fn{In the text, there is a question mark where I have inserted an exclamation point } she murmured. “Where
can I look for Dominique now? He is gone; I know nothing beyond that.”
“Well, make your choice between them; him or your father.”
“Oh, my God! how can I choose? Even if I knew where to find Dominique I could not choose. You are breaking my heart. I would rather die at once. Yes, it would be more quickly ended thus. Kill me, I beseech you, kill me
—” The officer finally became weary of this scene of despair and tears. He cried:
“Enough of this! I wish to treat you kindly; I will give you two hours. If your lover is not here within two
hours, you father shall pay the penalty that he has incurred.”
And he ordered Father Merlier away to the room that had served as a prison for Dominique.
The old man asked for tobacco, and began to smoke. There was no trace of emotion to be described on his
impassive face. Only when he was alone he wept two big tears that coursed slowly down his cheeks. His poor,
dear child, what a fearful trial she was enduring!
Françoise remained in the courtyard. Prussian soldiers passed back and forth, laughing. Some of them addressed her with coarse pleasantries which she did not understand. Her gaze was bent upon the door through
which her father had disappeared, and with a slow movement she raised her hand to her forehead, as if to keep it
from bursting. The officer turned sharply on his heel, and said to her:
“You have two hours. Try to make good use of them.”
*
She had two hours. The words kept buzzing, buzzing in her ears. Then she went forth mechanically from the
courtyard; she walked straight ahead with no definite end. Where was she to go? What was she to do? She did not
even endeavor to arrive at any decision, for she felt how utterly useless were her efforts. And yet she would have
liked to see Dominique; they could have come to some understanding to gather, perhaps they might have hit on
some plan to extricate them from their difficulties.
And so, amid the confusion of her whirling thoughts, she took her way downwards to the bank of the Morelle,
which she crossed below the dam by means of some stepping-stones which were there. Proceeding onwards, still
involuntarily, she came to the first willow, at the corner of the meadow, and stooping down, beheld a sight that
made her grow deathly pale—a pool of blood. It was the spot. And she followed the track that Dominique had left
in the tall grass; it was evident that he had run, for the footsteps that crossed the meadow in a diagonal line were
separated from one another by wide intervals. Then, beyond that point, she lost the trace, but thought she had
discovered it again in an adjoining field. It led her onwards to the border of the forest, where the trail came
abruptly to an end.
Though conscious of the futility of the proceeding, Françoise penetrated into the wood. It was a comfort for
her to be alone. She sat down for a moment, then, reflecting that time was passing, rose again to her feet. How
long was it since she left the mill? Five minutes, or a half-hour? She had lost all idea of time. Perhaps Dominique
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had sought concealment in a clearing that she knew of, where they had gone together one afternoon and eaten
hazelnuts.
She directed her steps towards the clearing; she searched it thoroughly. A blackbird flew out, whistling his
sweet and melancholy note; that was all. Then she thought that he might have taken refuge in a hollow among the
rocks where he went sometimes with his gun, but the spot was untenanted. What use was there in looking for
him? She would never find him, and little by little the desire to discover the hiding-place became a passionate
longing.
She proceeded at a more rapid pace. The idea suddenly took possession of her that he had climbed into a tree,
and thenceforth she went along with eyes raised aloft and called him by name every fifteen or twenty steps, so
that he might know she was near him. The cuckoos answered her; a breath of air that rustled the leaves made her
think that he was there and was coming down to her. Once she even imagined that she saw him; she stopped with
a sense of suffocation, with a desire to run away.
What was she to say to him? Had she come there to take him back with her and have him shot? Oh! no, she
would not mention those things; she would not tell him that he must fly, that he must not remain in the
neighborhood. Then she thought of her father awaiting her return, and the reflection caused her most bitter
anguish. She sank upon the turf, weeping hot tears, crying aloud.
“My God! My God! Why am I here?”
It was a mad thing for her to have come. And as if seized with sudden panic, she ran hither and thither. She
sought to make her way out of the forest. Three times she lost her way, and had begun to think she was never to
see the mill again, when she came out into a meadow, directly opposite Rocreuse. As soon as she caught sight of
the village she stopped. Was she going to return alone? She was standing there when she heard a voice calling her
by name, softly:
“Françoise! Françoise!”
And she beheld Dominique raising his head above the edge of a ditch.
*
Just God! She had found him. Could it be, then, that Heaven willed his death? She suppressed a cry that rose to
her lips, and slipped into the ditch beside him.
“You were looking for me?” he asked.
“Yes,” she replied bewilderedly, scarcely knowing what she was saying.
“Ah! what has happened?” She stammered, with eyes downcast:
“Why, nothing; I was anxious, I wanted to see you.”
Thereupon, his fears alleviated, he went on to tell her how it was that he had remained in the vicinity. He was
alarmed for them. Those rascally Prussians were not above wreaking their vengeance on women and old men. All
had ended well, however, and he added, laughing:
“The wedding will be put off for a week, that’s all.” He became serious, however, upon noticing that her
dejection did not pass away.
“But what is the matter? You are concealing something from me.”
“No, I give you my word I am not. I am tired; I ran all the way here.”
He kissed her, saying it was imprudent for them both to talk there any longer, and was about to climb out of the
ditch in order to return to the forest. She stopped him; she was trembling violently.
“Listen, Dominique; perhaps it will be as well for you to stay here, after all. There is no one looking for you;
you have nothing to fear.”
“Françoise, you are concealing something from me,” he said again.
Again she protested that she was concealing nothing. She only liked to know that he was near her. And there
were other reasons still that she gave in stammering accents. Her manner was so strange that no consideration
could now have induced him to go away. He believed, moreover, that the French would return presently. Troops
had been seen over towards Sauval.
“Ah! let them make haste; let them come as quickly as possible,” she murmured fervently.
At that moment the clock of the church at Rocreuse struck eleven; the strokes reached them, clear and distinct.
She arose in terror; it was two hours since she had left the mill.
“Listen,” she said, with feverish rapidity, “should we need you, I will go up to my room and wave my handkerchief from the window.”
And she started off homeward at a run, while Dominique, greatly disturbed in mind, stretched himself at length
beside the ditch to watch the mill.
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Just as she was about to enter the village Françoise encountered an old beggar man, Father Bontemps, who
knew everyone and everything in that part of the country. He saluted her; he had just seen the miller, he said,
surrounded by a crowd of Prussians; then, making numerous signs of the cross and mumbling some inarticulate
words, he went on his way.
“The two hours are up,” the officer said when Françoise made her appearance.
Father Merlier was there, seated on the bench beside the well. He was smoking still. The young girl again
proffered her supplication, kneeling before the officer and weeping. Her wish was to gain time. The hope that she
might yet behold the return of the French had been gaining strength in her bosom, and amid her tears and sobs she
thought she could distinguish in the distance the cadenced tramp of an advancing army. Oh! if they would but
come and deliver them all from their fearful trouble!
“Hear me, sir: grant us an hour, just one little hour. Surely you will not refuse to grant us an hour!”
But the officer was inflexible. He even ordered two men to lay hold of her and take her away, in order that they
might proceed undisturbed with the execution of the old man.
Then a dreadful conflict took place in Françoise’s heart. She could not allow her father to be murdered in that
manner; no, no, she would die in company with Dominique rather; and she was just darting away in the direction
of her room in order to signal to her fiancé, when Dominique himself entered the courtyard.
The officer and his soldiers gave a great shout of triumph, but he, as if there had been no soul there but Françoise, walked straight up to her: he was perfectly calm, and his face wore a slight expression of sternness.
“You did wrong,” he said. “Why did you not bring me back with you? Had it not been for Father Bontemps I
should have known nothing of all this. Well, I am here, at all events.”
*
It was three o’clock. The heavens were piled high with great black clouds, the tail-end of a storm that had been
raging somewhere in the vicinity. Beneath the coppery sky and ragged scud the valley of Rocreuse, so bright and
smiling in the sunlight, became a gram chasm, full of sinister shadows.
The Prussian officer had done nothing with Dominique beyond placing him in confinement, giving no indication of his ultimate purpose in regard to him.
Françoise, since noon, had been suffering unendurable agony; notwithstanding her father’s entreaties, she
would not leave the courtyard. She was waiting for the French troops to appear, but the hours slipped by, night
was approaching, and she suffered all the more since it appeared as if the time thus gained would have no effect
on the final result.
About three o’clock, however, the Prussians began to make their preparations for departure. The officer had
gone to Dominique’s room and remained closeted with him for some minutes, as he had done the day before.
Françoise knew that the young man’s life was hanging in the balance; she clasped her hands and put up fervent
prayers. Beside her seat Father Merlier, rigid and silent, declining, like the true peasant he was, to attempt any
interference with accomplished facts.
“Oh! my God! my God!” Françoise exclaimed, “they are going to kill him!”
The miller drew her to him, and took her on his lap as if she had been a little child. At this juncture the officer
came from the room, followed by two men conducting Dominique between them.
“Never, never!” the latter exclaimed. “I am ready to die.”
“You had better think the matter over,” the officer replied. “I shall have no trouble in finding someone else to
render us the service which you refuse. I am generous with you; I offer you your life. It is simply a matter of
guiding us across the forest to Montredon; there must be paths.”
Dominique made no answer.
“Then you persist in your obstinacy?”
“Shoot me, and let’s have done with it,” he replied.
Françoise, in the distance, entreated her lover with clasped hands; she was forgetful of all considerations save
one—she would have had him commit a treason. But Father Merlier seized her hands, that the Prussians might not
see the wild gestures of a woman whose mind was disordered by her distress.
“He is right,” he murmured, “it is best for him to die.”
The firing party was in readiness. The officer still had hopes of bringing Dominique over, and was waiting to
see him exhibit some signs of weakness.
Deep silence prevailed. Heavy peals of thunder were heard in the distance, the fields and woods lay lifeless
beneath the sweltering heat. And it was in the midst of this oppressive silence that suddenly the cry arose:
“The French! The French!”
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*
It was a fact; they were coming. The line of red trousers could be seen advancing along the Sauval road, at the
edge of the forest. In the mill the confusion was extreme; the Prussian soldiers ran to and fro, giving vent to
guttural cries. Not a shot had been fired as yet.
“The French! The French!” cried Françoise, clapping her hands for joy.
She was like a woman possessed. She had escaped from her father’s embrace and was laughing boisterously,
her arms raised high in the air. They had come at last, then, and had come in time, since Dominique was still
there, alive! A crash of musketry that rang in her ears like a thunderclap caused her to suddenly turn her head. The
officer had muttered, “We will finish this business first,” and with his own hands pushing Dominique up against
the wall of a shed, had given the command to the squad to fire. When Françoise turned, Dominique was lying on
the ground, pierced by a dozen bullets.
She did not shed a tear; she stood there like one suddenly rendered senseless. Her eyes were fixed and staring,
and she went and seated herself beneath the shed, a few steps from the lifeless body. She looked at it wistfully;
now and then she would make a movement with her hands in an aimless, childish way. The Prussians had seized
Father Merlier as a hostage.
It was a pretty fight. The officer, perceiving that he could not retreat without being cut to pieces, rapidly made
the best disposition possible of his men; it was as well to sell their lives dearly. The Prussians were now the
defenders of the mill, and the French were the attacking party.
The musketry fire began with unparalleled fury; for half an hour there was no lull in the storm. Then a deep
report was heard, and a ball carried away a main branch of the old elm. The French had artillery; a battery, in
position just beyond the ditch where Dominique had concealed himself, commanded the main street of Rocreuse.
The conflict could not last long after that.
Ah! the poor old mill! The cannon balls raked it from wall to wall. Half the roof was carried away; two of the
walls fell in. But it was on the side towards the Morelle that the damage was most lamentable. The ivy, torn from
the tottering walls, hung in tatters, débris of every description floated away upon the bosom of the stream, and
through a great breach Françoise’s chamber was visible, with its little bed, the snow-white curtains of which were
carefully drawn. Two balls struck the old wheel in quick succession, and it gave one parting groan; the buckets
were carried away down stream, the frame was crushed into a shapeless mass. It was the soul of the stout old mill
parting from the body.
Then the French came forward to carry the place by storm. There was a mad hand-to-hand conflict with the
bayonet. Under the dull sky the pretty valley became a huge slaughter-pen; the broad meadows looked on in
horror, with their great isolated trees and their rows of poplars, dotting them with shade, while to right and left the
forest was like the walls of a tilting ground enclosing the combatants, and in Nature’s universal panic the gentle
murmur of the springs and watercourses sounded like sobs and wails.
Françoise had not stirred from the shed where she remained hanging over Dominique’s body.
Father Merlier had met his death from a stray bullet.
Then the French captain, the Prussians being exterminated and the mill on fire, entered the courtyard at the
head of his men.
*
It was the first success that he had gained since the breaking out of the war, so, all inflamed with enthusiasm,
drawing himself up to the full height of his lofty stature, he laughed pleasantly, as a handsome cavalier like him
might laugh.
Then, perceiving poor idiotic Françoise where she crouched between the corpses of her father and her
betrothed, among the smoking ruins of the mill, he saluted her gallantly with his sword, and shouted:
“Victory! Victory!”
54.86 & 95.1 1. The Ballet Of The Nations 2. The Doll: Two Short Stories \fn{by Violet Page aka Vernon Lee (18561935)} Chateaux St. Leonard, Boulogne-sur-Mer, Pas-de-Calais Department, France (F) 5
1
For a quarter or so of a century, Death’s celebrated Dances had gone rather out of fashion.
Then with the end of the proverbially bourgeois Victorian age, there set in a revival of taste, and therefore of
this higher form of tragic art, combining, as it does, the truest classical tradition with the romantic attractions of
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the best Middle Ages. In South Africa and the Far East, and then in the Near East quite recently, the well-known
Ballet-Master Death had staged some of his vastest and most successful productions.
“It is time,” said Satan, the Lessee of the World, “to reopen the Theatre of the West. The Politicians and
Armament Shareholders have long got all the stage-property in readiness, and the Scene-Shifters of the Press are
only waiting for the signal.”
“Your orders shall have my very best attention,” answered Ballet-Master Death, “for, to tell you the truth, my
dear Lord Satan, this West, with its Doctors and Economists and Trade Unions, is fast losing the habit of those
sublimer forms of Art of which Aristotle pithily remarks, that they purge the world of its inhabitants by terror and
pity. I myself will answer for the Dancers, if you will see to getting an adequate orchestra; for, as you are aware,
Death himself cannot set the Nations dancing, still less keep up the dance, without the Music of the Passions.”
“That shall be my business,” said Satan, the World’s immortal Impresario; “let us lose no time.”
The first Instrumentalist whom they called upon was Self-Interest, who is usually engaged to play the groundbass of Human Life. But he had joined a Trade Union.
“I am busy,” yawned Self-Interest, “come some other day;” and he turned upon his ear, and dreamed of
reconstituting Society upon a broader basis.
“Self-Interest was always a dull dog; not a particle of divine fire in him,” grumbled Death. “What was the good
of wasting time on such a fellow?”
“May I remark that you Skeletons are apt to be a trifle testy?” answered Satan, quite unruffled in his delicate
iron wings. “Don’t you see that by knocking at Self-Interest’s door, I have brought Fear, that over-retiring old slut,
to her window? Hi! Widow Fear, it’s only a couple of old friends inviting you to a little entertainment. Come
down, my dear, and bring some of your ungraceful but amusing offspring.”
So Fear, squalid beyond all other Passions, came down, hesitating just a little, because she had heard SelfInterest refuse the invitation. But she was speedily dragged along by her shabby, restless twins, Suspicion and
Panic; and the family carried penny-whistles and foghorns and a cracked storm-and-massacre bell, genuine
medieval but wrapped in yesterday’s Daily Mail and Globe.
“Rather an unpresentable lot, though such first-rate performers,” mused Satan; “we must have something
handsome to make up for them, for the Nations have grown dreadfully superfine of late, and some of the other
indispensable members of the band aren’t very attractive either. Deign to join our little amateur orchestra,” he
cried in a fine round voice, and rustling his arch-angelic wings ceremoniously, “dear my Lady Idealism and my
young Prince Adventure.”
And the couple, bride and bridegroom, came out of their palace of cloud and sunbeams; very magnificent they
were, and of noblest bearing, if a little overdressed. Idealism carried a silver trumpet and Adventure a woodland
horn.
There came also Death’s mother (or wife, for their family relations are best not inquired into) Sin, whom the
gods call Disease; nor was there any need of calling her. With her came her well-known crew, Rapine, Lust,
Murder and Famine, fitted out with bull-roarers and rattles and other cannibalic instruments.
“Here comes Hatred with Self-Righteousness,” said Satan, nodding in the direction of a pair who pretended not
to be acquainted, but were nevertheless hurrying together out of the Inn of Vanity, and trundling between them a
huge double-bass and a small harmonium, upon which, once they had taken place, side by side, SelfRighteousness, most obligingly, gave Hatred his right pitch.
“That’ll do to begin with,” cried Death, who was always in a hurry. “Heroism is sure to join as soon as we
have well begun; and he can be plopped down anywhere. See! here come the Dancers! Just strike up a bit; Fear
and you; Idealism; and you, Hatred, growl on the deep string; just a bar or two to make the Nations hurry up and
get over that tiresome mauvaise honte\fn{False shame} of theirs.”
*
The Nations had meanwhile assembled, each brilliant and tidy in its ballet dress, which was far better cut, and
of handsomer stuff, of course, than its everyday broadcloth or rags. And Idealism and Adventure, Hatred and SelfRighteousness, were already busy tuning, for unlike the rest of the orchestra they were sticklers for correctness,
when Ballet-Master Death’s preliminary instructions were cut short by the appearance of an unsuspected and very
odd pair of additional musicians.
For while the rest of the band were dressed; or in some cases undressed, in classical, medieval, Biblical or
savage costumes, these two were habited in a manner uncompromisingly modern, the one like a city clerk who
should have joined the Red Cross, and the other, who was a lady, in the spectacles and smock most commonly
seen in laboratories.
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“Get out with you!” yelled Ballet-Master Death, jumping from his stool at the sight of the new-comers; and,
turning to his orchestra:
“Kick them out! Kick out the new-fangled intruders who want to spoil our fun! Knock them down! Trample on
them! Don’t you see they are alien spies? Spies in the service of Life and Progress!”
“Hush, hush!” answered Satan, with an arch-angelic gesture which sent all the orchestra cowering to their
places, and temporarily paralyzed the skeleton arm of Death. “Which of us is master here, I wonder? Will you
never learn manners, you bony old relic of the Stone Age, with your rabble of instruments fit for an ethnological
museum?” Then, turning to the newcomers:
“Please excuse his country manners, dear Madam Science and dear Councillor Organization. You know the
habits of Skeletons, their skulls are inevitably empty!”
“Pray don’t mention it, my Lord,” answered Science, who had a first-rate gramophone tucked under her arm,
“qui sait comprendre sait tout pardonner,\fn{Who understands knows all pardon} so it is part of my professional duty to
find excuses for your BaIlet-Master’s behavior towards us.”
“It’s all as it should be,” added Organization, who had begun unpacking a very handy miniature pianola and its
various rollers. “Of course Science and I are permanently in the service of Life and Progress. But that firm is
working slack at present, so we feel at liberty to take a temporary engagement.”
“Nothing could be more conducive to the success of our Ballet,” answered Satan, pressing their hands
affectionately but lightly between his claws, which Science took this opportunity of examining; “and I only hope
our collaboration may become permanent. Of course Death,” and he lowered his arch-angelic voice to the politest
whisper, “is getting a bit old for his job and dreadfully prejudiced. Besides, I fear it can’t.be denied that you have
done one or two things which have made ignorant people gossip in a manner calculated to rub him the wrong way.
Come here, you peppery old BaIlet-Master,” and Satan playfully sent an electric stream through the Skeleton
which sent him shivering and rattling like a brake of dry reeds, “come and shake hands with this illustrious lady
and gentleman, who will keep up our Ballet with their wonderful mechanical instruments when the rest of our
classic band have neither breath nor strings left. And now, as soon as our new friends are seated in the front place
they deserve, please begin your instructions. And, by the way, you haven’t yet given out the title of our new
Ballet.”
*
“This Ballet of ours,” began Death, after rapping three times on his desk, “is called the Ballet of the Nations.
Nothing very new in the title, but one that always draws. As regards instructions, long experience has taught me
that I can leave both my orchestra and my corps de ballet—the Nations at present have all got excellent heads—to
their own inspiration, provided only they will keep their eyes constantly fixed on my baton. The more they depart
from the regulation steps, cutting capers according to circumstances and inventing terrifically new figures, the
more they will find, odd as it may appear, that their vis-à-vis as well as their partners will respond; and the more
indissolubly interlocked will become the novel and majestic pattern of destruction which their gory but
indefatigable limbs are weaving for the satisfaction of our enlightened Stage-Lessee, my Lord Satan, and the
admiration of History.
“As to the music, all that is wanted is that the rythm be well marked, the discords plentiful but adequately
relieved by allied harmonies and powerful national unisons; and that our Orchestra of Human Passions should
refresh itself with strong spirits as often as is compatible with not falling asleep. The scheme of the Ballet is very
simple, and its variety arises out of the great number—I hope I may say the constantly increasing number—of
Dancing Nations. The main motif, of course—for we are thoroughly up to date, although our dear Impresario does
not give us credit for it—the main theme is that each Nation is repelling the aggression of its vis-à-vis, and at the
same time defending its partner. There are two minor themes of outstanding Dancers flying to the rescue of the
main groups: the two themes together giving rise to all manner of surprising inventions. It is, I need scarcely say,
very conducive to a fine effect that all the Nations should keep a strictly innocent expression of countenance,
while endeavouring to tear off as much of the costume and ornaments, and lop off as many as possible of the
limbs of their vis-à-vis. At the end of the main action the Chief Dancers may be called upon to shift sides or take
part in a general breakdown of a highly modern and anarchical style, something like the Paris impromptu after the
pas de deux of 1870, only on a vast scale. And now! The first position, please!”
“One moment!” cried Satan; “I’m sorry to be always interrupting, but what about Heroism? He’s sure to join,
and where shall we place him when he turns up?”
“Oh, just anywhere,” whispered Ballet-Master Death; “he is always the most obliging of my orchestra,
although he usually comes in after we have begun. And not a bit difficult to please, like Idealism and even
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Adventure. He won’t mind sitting alongside that filthy slut Fear, or surrounded by the cannibal music of the
Companions of Sin. But here he comes!”
For at that moment there entered Heroism, with limbs like a giant, blushes like a girl, and merry eyes like a
child’s.
“Welcome, Heroism, our Prince of Tenors,” cried Satan, with sham cordiality, for there was no love lost
between the newcomer and himself, although Heroism was sincerely attached to Death.
“We were just saying, my dear young friend, that there is nothing you shrink from, and that you are the most
modest and reliable of our orchestra. Why, I remember the French Revolution Ballet, when Heroism and Panic
played not only a duet, but at the same instrument, four hands! That was Lessee Satan’s finest Ballet hitherto, with
the Marat theme in Paris and the Hoche theme on the frontier. But, with good-will, this new dance of our BalletMaster Death may be still finer and as long.” Death smiled, for he loved Heroism.
“Come here, my boy,” he said, “you have always been dutiful and loving to your old daddy Death, and cared
for him more than for any other of the Immortals.”
So saying, the Skeleton Ballet-Master tapped the budding cheeks of Heroism, that star-like youth, with eyes
which laughed but saw not, for even as his cousin Love, he is blind from the cradle. And Heroism, at the sound of
Death’s well-known voice, kissed his bony fingers with rapture; and, grasping the drum with which he
accompanies his heavenly voice, sat down obedient between Fear and Hatred, unconscious of their foulness.
*
The way the Ballet began was this: among the Nations appointed by Satan to dance, for a few had to be kept to
swell the audience, which would otherwise have consisted only of sundry sleepy Virtues and of the Centuries-toCome, which are notoriously bodiless and difficult to please—among those Dancing Nations there was a very
little one, far too small to have danced with the others, and particularly unwilling to dance at all, because it knew
by experience that the dances of Ballet-Master Death oftenest took place upon its prostrate body. So it was told, as
it always had been told, it need do nothing but stay quite quiet for the others to dance round. And as it stood there,
in the middle of the Western Stage, two or three of the tallest and finest Dancers danced up in a silent step,
smiling, wreathing their arms and blowing kisses, all of which is the ballet-language for “Don’t be afraid, we will
protect you,” and danced away again wagging their finger at a particular one of their vis-à-vis, who was also
curtsying and smiling in the most engaging manner on the other side. During this prelude Idealism, SelfRighteousness and a one-eyed hidden Fiddler called Statecraft, played a few conventional variations on the wellknown diplomatic hymn to Peace, to which the Nations pirouetted unconcernedly about, although Fear, with
Suspicion and Panic, were beginning to whistle and to thump on that medieval tocsin-bell concealed in greasy
newspapers.
And as the Smallest-of-all-the-Corps-de-Ballet stood quite alone in the middle of the Western Stage, that same
tall and very well-trained Dancer sidled up to it with polite gestures of “by your leave,” and, suddenly placing his
colossal horny paws on the Tiny One’s shoulders, prepared for leap-frog. But at a sign from Death’s baton, and
with a hideous crash of all the instruments of Satan’s orchestra, and a magnificent note from Heroism’s clear
voice, the poor Smallest-Dancer-of-All tripped up that Giant and made him reel. But the Giant instantly recovered
his feet, although his eyes became bloodshot and his brain swam. And, flinging the poor Smallest-Dancer on the
floor, he set to performing on its poor little body one of the most terrific pas seuls that Ballet-Master Death had
ever invented, while the vis-à-vis Nations danced slowly up, till they all came to grips over that Smallest-of-allthe-Dancers, who lay prone on the ground, and continued so to lie, pounded out of all human shape into a
dancing-mat for the others.
“This first figure of our Ballet,” said the world’s Impresario Satan, rising from his seat and bowing to the
audience, that is to say, the Nations who wouldn’t dance, and the sleepy Virtues and the Centuries-to-Come; “this
first figure of our Ballet is called The Defence of the Weak. It will continue unremittingly at the Western End of
the Stage, while the Eastern End is occupied by a not entirely symmetrical (for symmetry is apt to be fade)
choreographic invention called the Steam-Roller Movement, which will end up in the Triumph of such small
Nationalities (and I sincerely hope many will join!) as may have any limbs left to dance with.”
*
During this first figure of the Ballet the scenery of that Western End of the Stage had undergone a slow change,
and continued changing in a manner such that the Ages-to-Come, seated among the audience, admitted to one
another these new scenic displays surpassed all others with which the courtesy of Satan had wiled away their
ennui. For, whereas the Ballet had begun with the tender radiance of an August sunset above half-harvested fields,
where the reaping machines hummed peacefully among the corn-stooks and the ploughs cut into the stubble, the
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progress of the performance had seen the deep summer starlit vault lit up by the flare of distant blazing farms, and
its blue solemnity rent by the fitful rocket-tracks of shells and the Roman-candles and Catherine-wheels of far-off
explosions. Until, little by little, the heavens, painted such a peaceful blue, were blotted out by volumes of flamelit smoke and poisonous vapors, rising and sinking, coming forward and receding like a stifling fog, but ever
growing denser and more blinding, and swaying obedient to Death’s baton no less than did the bleeding Nations
of his Corps-de-Ballet. In and out of that lurid chasm they moved, by twos or threes, now lost to view in the
billows of darkness, now issuing thence towards the Ballet-Master’s desk; or suddenly revealed, clasped in terrific
embrace, by the meteor-curve of a shell or the leaping flame of an exploding munition-magazine, while overhead
fluttered and whirred great wings which showered down bomb-lightnings. Backwards and forwards moved the
Dancers in that changing play of light and darkness, and undergoing uncertain and fearful changes of aspect.
Since, you should know, that Nations, contrary to the opinion of Politicians, are immortal. Just as the Gods of
Valhalla could slash each other to ribbons after breakfast and resurrect for dinner, so every Nation can dance
Death’s Dance however much bled and maimed, dance upon stumps, or trail itself along, a living jelly of blood
and trampled flesh, providing only it has its Head fairly unhurt. And that Head, which each Nation calls its
Government, but the other Nations call “France,” or “Russia,” or “Britain,” or “Germany,” or “Austria” for short,
that Head of each Dancing Nation (except that of the Smallest-Dancer, who never ceased being prostrate on the
ground) is very properly helmeted, and rarely gets so much as a scratch, so that it can continue to catch the BalletMaster’s eye, and order the Nation’s body to put forth fresh limbs and, even when that is impossible, keep its
stump dancing ever new figures in obedience or disobedience to what are called the Rules of War. This being the
case, Death kept up the dance regardless of the state of the Dancers, and also of the state of the Stage, which was
such that, what between blood and entrails and heaps of devastated properties, it was barely possible to move
even a few yards.
Yet dance they did, lopping each others’ limbs and blinding one another with spirts of blood and pellets of
human flesh. And as they appeared and disappeared in the moving wreaths of fiery smoke, they lost more and
more of their original shape, becoming, in that fitful light, terrible uncertain forms, armless, legless, recognizable
for human only by their irreproachable-looking heads which they carried stiff and high even while crawling and
staggering along, lying in wait, and leaping and rearing and butting as do fighting animals; until they became,
with those decorous well-groomed faces, mere unspeakable hybrids between man and beast, they who had come
on to the stage so erect and beautiful. For the Ballet of the Nations, when Satan gets it up regardless of expense, is
an unsurpassed spectacle of transformations, such as must be witnessed to be believed in.
Thus on they danced their stranger and stranger antics. And, as they appeared by turns in that chaos of flame
and darkness, each of those Dancing Nations kept invoking Satan, crying out to him:
“Help me, my own dear Lord.”
But they called him by Another Name.
And Satan, that creative Connoisseur, rejoiced in his work and saw that it was very good.
“Dear Creatures,” he murmured to himself, where he throned invisible above the audience of Neutral Peoples
and Sleepy Virtues and Ages-to-Come, “how true it is that great artistic exhibitions, especially when they address
themselves to the Group-Emotion, invariably bring home to the Nations that there is, after all, a Power transcending their ephemeral existence! Indeed that is one reason why I prefer the Ballet of the Nations to any of the other
mystery-plays, like Earthquake and Pestilence, which Death puts on our stage from time to time. The music is not
always very pretty, at once too archaic and too ultra-modern for philistine taste, and the steps are a trifle
monotonous. But it gives immense scope for moral beauty, and revives religious feeling in all its genuine
primeval polytheism. It answers perfectly to what the Spaniards call an Auto Sacramental, a sacred drama having
all the attractions of a bull-fight. I grant the Heads of the Nations are occasionally a bit hard-featured. But the
Bodies of the Nations are always sound and virginal; and their heart is always in the right place. And for true
sublimity,” purred Satan gently on his invisible throne, “give me, I always say, one of Death’s dances performed
by Nations each with its heart absolutely in the right place, and perfectly obedient to its traditional Head.”
So the Ballet went on. But for this it was necessary to keep up the music of that orchestra of Passions and
Habits which sat around the slippery and reeking stage: Widow Fear with her nimble children, Suspicion and
Panic, playing on penny-whistles, foghorns and that medireval tocsin-bell in its wrapper of newspapers; Idealism
and Adventure, that splendid pair, blowing their silver trumpet and woodland horn; Hatred, who was always
tuning afresh at the harmonium of Self-Righteousness; Sin, whom the Gods call Disease, and her classic crew
Rapine, Lust and Murder, with their cannibal band of bull-roarers and rattles; Science and Organization seated a
little apart, for none of the others liked their new-fangled looks, but whose gramophone and pianola went on
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unflaggingly when all the other musicians began showing signs of fatigue; and only Heroism, a smile in his clear
blind eyes, found ever fresh breath and ever more jubilant notes.
*
I have just said that the rest of the band were beginning to flag; either because the Passions are notoriously
deficient in staying-power, or because, in the case of the less noble ones, they had fuddled themselves with the
strong liquor of literature from Satan’s tap-room, and were coming in all at random, Suspicion and Panic, notably,
deafening the Heads of the Nations, and Fear, poor slut, being seized with delirium tremens. None of these things
were noticed by the Dancers, but they danced a little less fiercely, and began mistaking their vis-à-vis for partners
and vice versa, to the despair of the Ballet-Master, who wheeled from side to side at his desk, cracking his
fleshless joints like castagnettes, and hitting the somnolent Human Motives of the orchestra tremendous whacks
with his baton of fire-hardened root-of-prejudice. But Satan began to fear lest the performance might end
untimely, for, except the voice of Heroism and the mechanical instruments of Science and Organization, the
sounds were getting feeble and intermittent, and the Nations were beginning to halt and stumble, and even to
curtsy to each other as if the end might be at hand.
“This will never do,” said Satan to himself. “Why! we haven’t yet come to the figure of Famine and
Insurrection!”
So, beckoning with his arch-angelic claw to the followers of Sin, he whispered Rapine, Murder and Lust to
fetch him two new players from among the Sleepy Virtues of the Audience.
Sleepy indeed they seemed, and some, like Wisdom, Equanimity and Temperance, let alone Truthfulness, had
long since fallen into consoling dreams, after closing their eyes and bunging-up their ears against sights and
sounds repugnant to their principles, but which they had not grit enough to interrupt. But among the Virtues two
were not asleep, and sat motionless under the spell of hideous fascination; their eyes fixed, their hearing intent,
with horror so great it almost turned to pleasure. These two were called Pity and Indignation, sister and brother of
divinest breed; she, wan like waters under moonlight and as gentle, murmurous and lovely, and also, like such
waters, dangerous in her innocence. The other, golden and vivid as flame, and like flame, tipped with terrible
scarlet, purifying but devastating.
To them, who were fascinated with horror before that dance, there sprang, at Satan’s bidding, Rapine, Murder.
and Lust, the crew of Death’s Mother-Paramour Sin, whom the Gods call Disease. And straightway that noble pair
of twins, Pity and Indignation, responded to the hideous summons. Hand in hand they leaped from among the
sleeping Virtues, and flew, on rushing pinions, into the midst of Satan’s orchestra. Fear and her brood fell back.
Idealism and Adventure, by this time well-nigh spent with breathless blowing of their silver trumpet and huntinghorn, eagerly made room for them. Heroism, that blind, smiling young giant, recognized at once Pity’s delicious
healing breath and Indignation’s fiery blast; he shook himself, and with renewed vigor his godlike youthful voice
sang out words which no one distinguished but all the world understood. And Sin, with her crew, fell down at the
new-comers’ feet and fawned upon them.
Even before either of that immortal pair had uttered a sound, the flagging Dancers, the bleeding Nations, weary
of that stage slippery with blood and entrails, felt the wind of the wings of Pity and Indignation; and, in its pure
breath, suddenly revived.
The holy pair required no instruments. Pity merely sobbed, and her sobs were like the welling-up notes of
many harps, drowning the soul in tender madness. But Indignation hissed and roared like a burning granary when
the sparks crackle as they fly into the ripe standing harvest, and the flames wave scores of feet high in the blast of
their own making.
Death was overpowered with delight.
“Now nothing can stop the dancing,” he cried; “and this shall yet be the greatest triumph of Ballet-Master
Death!” and, rapping on his desk, spoke as follows:
“Ladies and Gentlemen, dear valiant Nations of my Corps-de-Ballet! We will now proceed to the third and last
figure; the last because, as you know, it is made never to end! For it is called Revenge.”
“You might have trusted to me, dear Ballet-Master Death,” purred Satan, the World’s great Stage-Lessee, quite
softly to himself.
“Pity and Indignation can renew Death’s dance when all the Nations have danced themselves to stumps, and
the ordinary band, except perhaps Fear and her Children, can fiddle and blow no longer.”
*
And thus the Ballet of the Nations is still a-dancing.
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I believe that’s the last bit of bric-a-brac I shall ever buy in my life (she said, closing the Renaissance casket)
—that and the Chinese dessert set we have just been using. The passion seems to have left me utterly. And I think
I can guess why. At the same time as the plates and the little coffer I bought a thing—I scarcely know whether I
ought to call it a thing—which put me out of conceit with ferreting about among dead people’s properties. I have
often wanted to tell you about it, and stopped for fear of seeming an idiot. But it weighs upon me sometimes like a
secret; so, silly or not silly, I think I should like to tell you the story. There, ring for some more logs, and put that
screen before the lamp.
It was two years ago, in the autumn, at Foligno, in Umbria. I was alone at the inn, for you know my husband is
too busy for my bric-a-brac journeys, and the friend who was to have met me fell ill and came on only later.
Foligno isn’t what people call an interesting place, but I liked it. There are a lot of picturesque little towns all
round; and great savage mountains of pink stone, covered with ilex, where they roll faggots down into the torrent
beds, within a drive. There’s a full, rushing little river round one side of the walls, which are covered with ivy;
and there are fifteenth-century frescoes, which I dare say you know all about. But, what of course I care for most,
there are a number of fine old palaces, with gateways carved in that pink stone, and courts with pillars, and
beautiful window gratings, mostly in good enough repair, for Foligno is a market town and a junction, and
altogether a kind of metropolis down in the valley.
Also, and principally, I liked Foligno because I discovered a delightful curiosity-dealer. I don’t mean a
delightful curiosity shop, for he had nothing worth twenty francs to sell; but a delightful, enchanting old man. His
Christian name was Orestes, and that was enough for me. He had a long white beard and such kind brown eyes,
and beautiful hands; and he always carried an earthenware brazier under his cloak. He had taken to the curiosity
business from a passion for beautiful things, and for the past of his native place, after having been a master
mason. He knew all the old chronicles, lent me that of Matarazzo, and knew exactly where everything had
happened for the last six hundred years. He spoke of the Trincis, who had been local despots, and of St. Angela,
who is the local saint, and of the Baglionis and Cresar Borgia and Julius II, as if he had known them; he showed
me the place where St. Francis preached to the birds, and the place where Propertius—was it Propertius or
Tibullus?—had had his farm; and when he accompanied me on my rambles in search of bric-a-brac he would
stop at corners and under arches and say,
“This, you see, is where they carried off those Nuns I told you about; that’s where the Cardinal was stabbed.
That’s the place where they razed the palace after the massacre, and passed the plowshare through the ground and
sowed salt.”
And all with a vague, far-off, melancholy look, as if he lived in those days and not these. Also he helped me to
get that little velvet coffer with the iron clasps, which is really one of the best things we have in the house. So I
was very happy at Foligno, driving and prowling about all day, reading the chronicles Orestes lent me in the
evening; and I didn’t mind waiting so long for my friend who never turned up. That is to say, I was perfectly
happy until within three days of my departure. And now comes the story of my strange purchase.
Orestes, with considerable shrugging of shoulders, came one morning with the information that a certain noble
person of Foligno wanted to sell me a set of Chinese plates.
“Some of them are cracked,” he said; “but at all events you will see the inside of one of our finest palaces, with
all its rooms as they used to be—nothing valuable; but I know that the sigñora appreciates the past wherever it
has been let alone.”
The palace, by way of exception, was of the late seventeenth century, and looked like a barracks among the
neat little carved Renaissance houses. It had immense lions’ heads over all the windows, a gateway in which two
coaches could have met, a yard where a hundred might have waited, and a colossal staircase with stucco virtues
on the vaultings. There was a cobbler in the lodge and a soap factory on the ground floor, and at the end of the
colonnaded court a garden with ragged yellow vines and dead sunflowers.
“Grandiose, but very coarse—almost eighteenth-century,” said Orestes as we went up the sounding, lowstepped stairs. Some of the dessert set had been placed, ready for my inspection, on a great gold console in the
immense escutcheoned anteroom. I looked at it, and told them to prepare the rest for me to see the next day. The
owner, a very noble person, but half ruined—I should have thought entirely ruined, judging by the state of the
house—was residing in the country, and the only occupant of the palace was an old woman, just like those who
raise the curtains for you at church doors.
The palace was very grand. There was a ballroom as big as a church, and a number of reception rooms, with
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dirty floors and eighteenth-century furniture, all tarnished and tattered, and a gala room, all yellow satin and gold,
where some emperor had slept; and there were horrible racks of faded photographs on the walls, and two-penny
screens, and Berlin wool cushions, attesting the existence of more modern occupants.
I let the old woman unbar one painted and gilded shutter after another, and open window after window, each
filled with little greenish panes of glass, and followed her about passively, quite happy, because I was wandering
among the ghosts of dead people.
“There is the library at the end here,” said the old woman, “if the sigñora does not mind passing through my
room and the ironing-room; it’s quicker than going back by the big hall.”
I nodded, and prepared to pass as quickly as possible through an untidy-looking servant’s room, when I
suddenly stepped back.
There was a woman in 1820 costume seated opposite, quite motionless.
It was a huge doll. She had a sort of Canova classic face, like the pictures of Mme. Pasta and Lady
Blessington. She sat with her hands folded on her lap and stared fixedly.
“It is the first wife of the Count’s grandfather,” said the old woman. “We took her out of her closet this
morning to give her a little dusting.”
The doll was dressed to the utmost detail. She had on open-work silk stockings, with sandal shoes, and long
silk embroidered mittens. The hair was merely painted, in flat bands narrowing the forehead to a triangle. There
was a big hole in the back of her head, showing it was cardboard.
“Ah,” said Orestes, musingly, “the image of the beautiful countess! I had forgotten all about it. I haven’t seen it
since I was a lad,” and he wiped some cobweb off the folded hands with his red handkerchief, infinitely gentle.
“She used still to be kept in her own boudoir.”
“That was before my time,” answered the housekeeper. “I’ve always seen her in the wardrobe, and I’ve been
here thirty years. Will the sigñora care to see the old Count’s collection of medals?”
Orestes was very pensive as he accompanied me home.
“That was a very beautiful lady,” he said shyly, as we came within sight of my inn; “I mean the first wife of the
grandfather of the present Count. She died after they had been married a couple of years. The old Count, they say,
went half crazy. He had the doll made from a picture, and kept it in the poor lady’s room, and spent several hours
in it every day with her. But he ended by marrying a woman he had in the house, a laundress, by whom he had
had a daughter.”
“What a curious story!” I said, and thought no more about it.
But the doll returned to my thoughts, she and her folded hands, and wide open eyes, and the fact of her
husband’s having ended by marrying the laundress. And the next day, when we returned to the palace to see the
complete set of old Chinese plates, I suddenly experienced an odd wish to see the doll once more. I took
advantage of Orestes, and the old woman, and the Count’s lawyer being busy deciding whether a certain dish
cover which my maid had dropped, had or had not been previously chipped, to slip off and make my way to the
ironing-room.
The doll was still there, sure enough, and they hadn’t found time to dust her yet. Her white satin frock, with
little ruches at the hem, and her short bodice, had turned gray with ingrained dirt; and her black fringed kerchief
was almost red. The poor white silk mittens and white silk stockings were, on the other hand, almost black. A
newspaper had fallen from an adjacent table on to her knees, or been thrown there by someone, and she looked as
if she were holding it. It came home to me then that the clothes which she wore were the real clothes of her poor
dead original. And when I found on the table a dusty, unkempt wig, with straight bands in front and an elaborate
jug handle of curls behind, I knew at once that it was made of the poor lady’s real hair.
“It is very well made,” I said shyly, when the old woman, of course, came creaking after me.
She had no thought except that of humoring whatever caprice might bring her a tip. So she smirked horribly,
and, to show me that the image was really worthy of my attention, she proceeded in a ghastly way to bend the
articulated arms, and to cross one leg over the other beneath the white satin skirt.
‘Please, please, don’t do that!” I cried to the old witch. But one of the poor feet, in its sandaled shoe, continued
dangling and wagging dreadfully.
I was afraid lest my maid should find me staring at the doll. I felt I couldn’t stand my maid’s remarks about
her. So, though fascinated by the fixed dark stare in her Canova goddess or Ingres Madonna face, I tore myself
away and returned to the inspection of the dessert set.
*
I don't know what the Doll had done to me; but I found that I was thinking of her all day long. It was as if I had
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just made a new acquaintance of a painfully interesting kind, rushed into a sudden friendship with a woman
whose secret I had surprised, as sometimes happens, by some mere accident. For I somehow knew everything
about her, and the first items of information which I gained from Orestes—I ought to say that I was irresistibly
impelled to talk about her with him—did not enlighten me in the least, but merely confirmed what I was aware of.
The doll—for I made no distinction between the portrait and the original—had been married straight out of the
convent, and, during her brief wedded life, been kept secluded from the world by her husband’s mad love for her,
so that she had remained a mere shy, proud, inexperienced child. Had she loved him? She did not tell me that at
once. But gradually I became aware that in a deep, inarticulate way she had really cared for him more than he
cared for her. She did not know what answer to make to his easy, overflowing, garrulous, demonstrative affection;
he could not be silent about his love for two minutes, and she could never find a word to express hers, painfully
though she longed to do so.
Not that he wanted it; he was a brilliant, will-less, lyrical sort of person, who knew nothing of the feelings of
others and cared only to welter and dissolve in his own. In those two years of ecstatic, talkative, all-absorbing
love for her he not only forswore all society and utterly neglected his affairs, but he never made an attempt to train
this raw young creature into a companion, or showed any curiosity as to whether his idol might have a mind or a
character of her own. This indifference she explained by her own stupid, inconceivable incapacity for expressing
her feelings; how should he guess at her longing to know, to understand, when she could not even tell him how
much she loved him?
At last the spell seemed broken: the words and the power of saying them came; but it was on her death-bed.
The poor young creature died in child-birth, scarcely more than a child herself.
There now! I knew even you would think it all silliness. I know what people are—what we all are—how
impossible it is ever really to make others feel in the same way as ourselves about anything. Do you suppose I
could have ever told all this about the doll to my husband? Yet I tell him everything about myself; and I know he
would have been quite kind and respectful. It was silly of me ever to embark on the story of the doll with anyone;
it ought to have remained a secret between me and Orestes. He, I really think, would have understood all about
the poor lady’s feelings, or known it already as well as I.
Well, having begun, I must go on, I suppose.
I knew all about the doll when she was alive—I mean about the lady—and I got to know, in the same way, all
about her after she was dead. Only I don’t think I’ll tell you. Basta: the husband had the doll made, and dressed it
in her clothes, and placed it in her boudoir, where not a thing was moved from how it had been at the moment of
her death. He allowed no one to go in, and cleaned and dusted it all himself, and spent hours every day weeping
and moaning before the doll. Then, gradually, he began to look at his collection of medals, and to resume his
rides; but he never went into society, and never neglected spending an hour in the boudoir with the doll. Then
came the business with the laundress.
And then he sent the doll into a wardrobe? Oh no; he wasn’t that sort of man. He was an idealizing,
sentimental, feeble sort of person, and the amour with the laundress grew up quite gradually in the shadow of the
inconsolable passion for the wife. He would never have married another woman of his own rank, given her son a
stepmother {the son was sent to a distant school and went to the bad}; and when he did marry the laundress it was
almost in his dotage, and because she and the priests bullied him so fearfully about legitimating that other child.
He went on paying visits to the doll for a long time, while the laundress idyll went on quite peaceably. Then, as he
grew old and lazy, he went less often; other people were sent to dust the doll, and finally she was not dusted at all.
Then he died, having quarreled with his son and got to live like a feeble old boor, mostly in the kitchen.
The son—the doll’s son—having gone to the bad, married a rich widow. It was she who refurnished the
boudoir and sent the doll away. But the daughter of the laundress, the illegitimate child, who had become a kind
of housekeeper in her half-brother’s palace, nourished a lingering regard for the doll, partly because the old Count
had made such a fuss about it, partly because it must have cost a lot of money, and partly because the lady had
been a real lady. So when the boudoir was refurnished she emptied out a closet and put the doll to live there; and
she occasionally had it brought out to be dusted.
Well, while all these things were being borne in upon me there came a telegram saying my friend was not
coming on to Foligno, and asking me to meet her at Perugia. The little Renaissance coffer had been sent to
London; Orestes and my maid and myself had carefully packed every one of the Chinese plates and fruit dishes in
baskets of hay. I had ordered a set of the Archivio Storico as a parting gift for dear old Orestes—I could never
have dreamed of offering him money, or cravat pins, or things like that—and there was no excuse for staying one
hour more at Foligno. Also I had got into low spirits of late—I suppose we poor women cannot stay alone six
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days in an inn, even with bric-a-brac and chronicles and devoted maids—and I knew I should not get better till I
was out of the place.
Still I found it difficult, nay, impossible, to go. I will confess it outright: I couldn’t abandon the doll. I couldn’t
leave her, with the hole in her poor cardboard head, with the Ingres Madonna features gathering dust in that filthy
old woman’s ironing-room. It was just impossible. Still go I must.
So I sent for Orestes. I knew exactly what I wanted; but it seemed impossible, and I was afraid, somehow, of
asking him. I gathered up my courage, and, as if it were the most natural thing in the world, I said:
“Dear Sigñor Oreste, I want you to help me to make one last purchase. I want the Count to sell me the—the
portrait of his grandmother; I mean the doll.”
I had prepared a speech to the effect that Orestes would easily understand that a life-size figure so completely
dressed in the original costume of a past epoch would soon possess the highest historical interest, etc. But I felt
that I neither needed nor ventured to say any of it. Orestes, who was seated opposite me at table—he would only
accept a glass of wine and a morsel of bread, although I had asked him to share my hotel dinner—Orestes nodded
slowly, then opened his eyes out wide, and seemed to frame the whole of me in them. It wasn’t surprise. He was
weighing me and my offer.
“Would it be very difficult?” I asked. “I should have thought that the Count—”
“The Count,” answered Orestes dryly, “would sell his soul, if he had one, let alone his grandmother, for the
price of a new trotting pony.”
Then I understood.
“Sigñor Oreste,” I replied, feeling like a child under the dear old man’s glance, “we have not known one
another long, so I cannot expect you to trust me yet in many things. Perhaps also buying furniture out of dead
people’s houses to stick it in one’s own is not a great recommendation of one’s character. But I want to tell you
that I am an honest woman according to my lights, and I want you to trust me in this matter.”
Orestes bowed.
“I will try and induce the Count to sell you the doll,” he said.
I had her sent in a closed carriage to the house of Orestes. He had, behind his shop, a garden which extended
into a little vineyard, whence you could see the circle of great Umbrian mountains; and on this I had had my eye.
“Sigñor Oreste,” I said, “will you be very kind, and have some faggots—I have seen some beautiful faggots of
myrtle and bay in your kitchen—brought out into the vineyard; and may I pluck some of your chrysanthemums?”
I added.
We stacked the faggots at the end of the vineyard, and placed the doll in the midst of them, and the
chrysanthemums on her knees. She sat there in her white satin Empire frock, which, in the bright November
sunshine, seemed white once more, and sparkling. Her black fixed eyes stared as if in wonder on the yellow vines
and reddening peach trees, the sparkling dewy grass of the vineyard, upon the blue morning sunshine, the misty
blue amphitheater of mountains all round.
Orestes stuck a match and slowly lit a pine cone with it; when the cone was blazing he handed it silently to me.
The dry bay and myrtle blazed up crackling, with a fresh resinous odor; the doll was veiled in flame and smoke.
In a few seconds the flame sank, the smoldering faggots crumbled. The doll was gone. Only, where she had been,
there remained in the embers something small and shiny. Orestes raked it out and handed it to me. It was a
wedding ring of old-fashioned shape, which had been hidden under the silk mitten.
“Keep it, sigñora,” said Orestes; “you have put an end to her sorrows.”
59.362 The Stricken Doe\fn{by Pierre Mille (1864-1941)} Choisy-le-Roi, Val-de-Marne Department, France (M) 3
After dining at Brantes, at the Deux Couronnes, the three men made ready to get into their motor-car. Suddenly
a little servant-girl appeared: Béville had left his camera behind in the dining-room: she handed it to him without
a word and went back into the hotel.
“She’s not very talkative!” he observed.
“Oh!” said the garage attendant, “that’s the Breton girl. She only arrived here from Brittany two days ago and
she doesn’t know a word of French yet.”
“The Breton girl?” echoed Béville.
“Why, doesn’t Monsieur know?” asked the fellow with a snigger. “In hotels like this, small-town hotels, they
always get hold of a Breton girl. For the travelers, in case …”
The three laughed. The car started, and a few moments later they were in the open country.
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“Do you notice the smell of the air; isn’t it delightful?” Béville asked the man next to him.
“Yes,” replied Bottiaux. “That’s because it’s been raining and the earth is still warm and the car is going very
fast, so that the air is full of fragrance.”
Béville spread himself out, half asleep, a little intoxicated from the champagne he had drunk at dinner and
intoxicated, too, by the brisk, warm night air which bathed him, buffeted him, impregnated his body and gave him
a feeling of lazy, languid voluptuousness. He was no longer on earth, but floated above it, and from time to time
he stretched out his arms as though trying to seize some delectable object of his thoughts.
“Pity there are no women, eh, Jalin?”
But Jalin, the owner of the car, who was driving, did not even turn his head. He had quite enough to do to steer
the formidable machine over the road along which they sped, whitened by ther light of the huge headlights, and
on either side of which the straight lines of the trees formed, as it were, two solid walls, so fast were they
treaveling.
He merely growled:
“Women? Certainly not!”
All his virility, all his vigor, all his strength as a male and as an intelligent athlete were now concentrated in his
brain and in his hands. But, like the others, he spread his nostrils to inhale the perfumes of the summer night,
those of the limes, of the mountain-ash and of thousands of little herbs, whose names no one knows, which have
been fertilized by the sun-lit hours and during the night enjoy the raptures of that contact within their closed
petals. That was enough for him. He merely murmured:
“It’s lovely, isn’t it?”
Rabbits, roused by the roar of the car, blinded by the headlights and crazy with fear, ran out of the ditches
beside the road and sped like black bullets across their path. But suddenly the road was plunged into darkness and
the branches above their heads were interspersed with patches of sky. One second before, this machine, this
meteor, this furious rushing object seemed to be the sole source of light in the world; and now it was nothing but
the center of a world of darkness, while other objects sprang into life again in the gloom. It was staggeringly
sudden and unexpected. Jalin exclaimed:
“Good Heavens, the lights have gone out!”
“Light them again, then,” said Bottiaux. Jalin shrugged his shoulders.
“I’m afraid they’re short-circuited. I can’t do anything about it.”
“Well then, drive by the side-lights.”
“Yes, but they’re really only parking lights!” replied Jalin.
“They’re quite enough for the police. Anyway, drive on! We must get to Paris. I want to sleep in Paris.”
Jalin nodded his head. An eighty horse-power car is no more capable of travelling slowly than a race-horse on
a track or a destroyer on the seas. However much one tries to hold it back it leaps forward and takes matters into
its own hands. Jalin knew the folly of travelling blindly at sixty miles an hour when in two seconds one is upon an
object which one first sees sixty yards away.
Yet he consented. Like the other two he was feeling too happy, too impetuous, too much lifted out of himself,
and too much carried away by the movement of which he thought himself master. It is the same in a cavalry
charge: one goes straight to one’s death and one cannot prevent oneself from doing so.
The gloom above them and one each side of the road became more intense. They were travelling through a
wood, a dark confused mass of serried trees whose trunks and branches seemed to be intertwined. It was dark, so
dark that it almost hurt their eyes, and made them want to shade them with their hands, as though to protect them
from a sudden shock.
And at that very moment, when this alarming condition seemed at its worst, Jalin thought he could distinguish
something in front of him, a shadow even darker than the prevailing gloom, a living, terrified shadow. He
wrenched his steering-wheel and jammed on the brakes.
Anyone who knows about the modern machine has experienced the physical consequences of that sudden
stopping, that abrupt deviation of a projectile meant to travel in a straight line; the whole of one’s inside seems to
displace itself, and one has a sort of bitter forecast of the agony of death. But the car was wide and low-sprung, so
it did not turn over but obeyed as best it could, mounted a heap of stones and came shudderingly to a standstill.
“What’s the matter?” asked Béville, who had gone quite gray.
Bottiaux jumped out and joined Jalin who was mopping his forehead and kneeling before a pathetic object
which still quivered as it lay stretched on the ground, dimly lit by one of the side-lights of the car.
“What a bit of luck,” observed Béville who had also got out of the car. “It’s only a doe!”
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The three men sighed deeply and their voices echoed among the trees as they expressed their relief. With their
heavy overcoats, caps and goggles they were strangely alike: fine-looking men, all three bearded, and with an air
of wealth, vigor and strength.
“What a bit of luck!” repeated Jalin.
But his laughter, which mingled with that of the others, suddenly ceased. He had just noticed the does’s eyes:
they were so soft, so sad and so frightened, full of the puzzled terror of not knowing why it was there and of what
had struck it in the night.
Poor pretty little thing! Poor little woodland beast, so wild and innocent! They had all killed many others when
they were out hunting with horses and hounds and beaters. But not like that. It lay mangled, wounded and dying,
and quivering so painfully, with that despairing look still in its suffering eyes.
“We’ll have to go back to Brantes,” said Jalin. “I can’t go on without my headlights. We can sleep at the hotel
where we dined.”
He turned the car and they returned to Brantes as slowly as they could.
*
Gradually the memory of the slaughtered animal was obliterated from their minds. It might have been a human
being, they might themselves have been killed, indeed they had for a moment been faced by the fear of death. But
they were alive, their blood coursed healthily through their veins and the world would still be theirs for years and
years to come. The future stretched before them like a colonnade which one can follow endlessly with one’s eyes,
in an atmosphere of pure happiness.
The door of the Hôtel des Deux Couronnes was shut. Everyone was asleep. They knocked for a long time
before a light appeared. Even then they had to wait a little longer, because in small towns people have to be cautious: they want to know with whom they are dealing.
“Look,” said Bottiaux, when the door opened at laste, “it’s the Breton girl.”
In her hand she held one of those tiny lamps, the wicks of which are protected by small globes, and which for
the past twenty years have taken the place of night-lights. This feeble light gave a pink tinge to one side of her
soft, childish, homely face, and everything else, her dressing-jacket hurriedly thrown over her rough night-dress,
her linen petticoat, her bare slippered feet were lost in shadow. All that was visible was her sensitive little face,
suspendded in the air like a disembodied soul.
“Room?” she asked in rather a husky voice, in the way people do when they speak a foreign language.
“Yes, sleep; beds, eh? Good beds!” explained Bottiaux.
She lit candles for them, smiled, showed them to their rooms and retired.
But when Béville got to bed he found that he was unable to sleep. He was feeling too shattered, and still too
excited by the freagrance of the night, by the speed of the car and by that strong feeling of gratitude towards life
which infects everyone who has just escaped a great danger. Then he remembered the words of the garage
attendant: “The Breton girl? That’s what she’s there for!” and he left his room, bare-footed, and crept noiselessly
along the passage.
Béville had noticed where the Breton girl slept; in a kind of lean-to, a cupboard fixed up on the staircase,
between the ground floor and the first floor. He went straight there, shading his candle with his hand. Yes, that
was the right place: she was sleeping on a common iron bedstead, her hair loose about her shouldrs and one hand
beneath her head to raise it as she had no pillow. All that could be seen of her body was a rounded neck and the
delicate swell of a very young breast. Béville put his hand on her shoulder and kissed her. He had blown out the
candle. The girl woke with a start and put her hands out in an instinctive gesture of self-protection:
“Ma Doué,” she said.
But Béville already had her in his arms and she felt his mouth upon hers again. Yes, it was true, she was the
Breton girl, she was employed for that, paid for that, thirty francs a month in addition to presents from the guests.
And besides, this man was a gentleman.
Centuries of domination, almost of slavery, had taught her race that one must always obey “gentlemen,” the
leaders, the masters; their men followed them to war, their women to bed. So she must submit. Her poor little
servile soul dared not protest.
Only her body recoiled in horror, because it was still pure. Every virgin defends herself, every virgin is afraid.
No doubt this is an instinct which nature has given her so that she must need courage to give herself and that thus
she should only give herself from choice and, as it were, as a sacrifice to the man she loves.
The Breton girl, humble savage, sold as in ancient days, but even more basely, experienced a feeling of terror.
She implored him to let her go, in confused hurried words, in her obscure language, the language spoken on the
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shores of western seas, the only one she knew; but Béville did not understand.
He never knew why the girl did not return the kisses he gave her before possessing her.
Neither did he understand when, a sastisfied and yet sadly disappointed male—for such is the punishment of
careless, brutal males that his only thought was to leave an offering and to get away—he never understood why a
mouth had brushed, not his lips, she would not have dared, but his cheek and his forehead: the caress of a timid
child who wanted so much, yes, so much, to be able to imagine the memory of the shadow of true tenderness after
the horror of her ravishment.
But there was nothing.
He just went away and that was all.
*
Next day at dawn Jalin came and woke his two friends. When Béville came down he had almost forgotten.
Happy men have, as it were, no memories. They live in advance and discount their future pleasures daily. If he
had thought at all about the events of the night he would merely have felt that he had been rather unkind and, as
he knew this, he took care to divert his thoughts into other channels. Moreover, Jalin had already got everything
ready for their departure. The bill was paid and the engine of the car was running. He threw his two companions
their coats and caps.
“Off we go!”
He backed into the hotel courtyard to enable him to turn before the front door. And at that moment there
appeared in the doorway the misused slave who had let them in the previous night. She had just come out of her
room where she had no doubt lain awake for hours, alone and defiled. She was wearing the same clothes, humble
to the point of abjectness, a rough chemise and a shapeleses jacket. She had not done her hair, she was not pretty,
even her youth seemed to have become tarnished, and she stared at the three men hopelessly, her eyes full of
misery. For the appalling thing that had happened to her and had perhaps left a living result within her, had taken
place in inky darkness and she could not tell which of the three men it had been.
Nor would she ever know.
*
The motor-car turned, well under control, and shot off. Bottiaux remarked musingly:
“That Breton girl’s eyes. … What did they remind me of? Oh! yes, they were just like those of that doe last
night. Did you see them?”
“No,” replied Béville, “I didn’t notice.”
104.78 The Shepherd And The Snake: A Folktale\fn{told by François Castellani (1865Department, France (M) 1

)}

Rutali, Haute-Corse

Once there was a shepherd who took his sheep to graze in the meadows. On his way there he came across a
fire. A little farther on, he suddenly heard a whistle, and he tried to find out where it came from.
He saw a snake. It was a large one, and it was burning. So what did the shepherd do then? He pulled the snake
out of the fire. When the snake was out of the fire, he said to the shepherd,
“I am a magician’s son. Come and see my father. My father will be pleased that you have saved my life, and he
will reward you generously.”
“But I must look after my sheep.”
“Don’t worry about your sheep. Let’s go to my father’s. He will offer you a pile of gold, and a pile of silver,
and a little box of notes. Don’t take them; they would all turn into coal. Then be careful and answer him in this
way,
“‘If you want to reward me, I wish to get to know the language of the animals.’”
The two took to the road. They reached the magician, and his son explained to him,
“There was a fire, and this shepherd pulled me out of it. You must reward him, for he saved my life.”
“What’s that? This shepherd saved my son’s life?” The magician showed him a room where there was a heap
of gold, a heap of silver, and a heap of small change.
“Oh, no, said the shepherd, “I don’t want that.”
“What do I do now? Don’t you want a reward?”
“If you want to give me a reward, then teach me the language of the animals.” The magician said to him,
“All right, I’ll teach it to you, but if you give away the secret, you are as good as dead.”
“Right! I’ll not talk about it.”
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And so he went off. The shepherd left. Goodbye! Goodbye! He went to join his sheep and ran far, far away. At
last he lay down under a tree. A crow happened by who said as he turned to the shepherd,
“You sleep now, but if you knew what treasure lies buried here under this chestnut tree you wouldn’t sleep.”
No sooner had he said this than the shepherd rose. He left his ewes to rest with their lambs and went home.
Then he left home once again taking a pickax with him. He went back to the chestnut tree pointed out by the crow.
*
He started using the pickax there, and little by little he picked up the gold. Out of caution, he took the gold
home only a little at a time. In this way he became rich, leading all the while his shepherd’s life and looking after
his ewes every day. He sold his animals and he set himself up as “the Frenchman.” In the end, his wife grew
astonished by all this wealth and asked him,
“How is it that you have all this money?”
“Well, I earn it by keeping my ewes!”
“They couldn’t bring you in all that money. Come on, you’ve got a secret.”
“Well, I’ve worked hard, so I have sold my ewes.”
“That isn’t true. If you don’t tell me where you got this gold, I shan’t give you a moment’s peace.”
His wife never let him be after that. She grew more and more anxious as the days wore on, and she showered
him with questions. Finally, the shepherd said to her,
“If you want to know the secret, get my coffin ready, for if I tell you, I’m as good as dead.”
Right then the shepherd heard the cock in the barnyard scuttling about among the hens saying, “Cock-adoodle-do! Cock-a- doodle-do!” So then the dog said to the cock,
“Our master, the shepherd, is about to die and you sing, rooster?”
“Our master need only do as I do. Look how many wives I have, and they have given themselves up to me.”
So the man understood the lesson. He said to himself,
“This rooster has given me an example. I’ve only to do the same thing.” And to his wife he said,
“So you want to know. Well, go and fetch my whip.”
The shepherd suddenly took his whip made of bull’s tendons and began beating his wife. The blows showered
down. He hit her as hard as he could.
“Well, now do you want to know?”
“No. Now I have had enough.”
They walked together up to the fork and nothing more was said.
59.376 Excerpt from Jean-Christophe\fn{by Romain Rolland (1866-1944)} Clamecy, Niévre Department, France (M)
6
… Thunder falls when it will, and where it will. But there are peaks which attract it. Certain places—certain
souls—breed storms: they create them, or draw them from all points of the horizon: and certain ages of life, like
certain months of the year, are so saturated with electricity, that thunder-storms are produced in them—if not at
will— at any rate when they are expected.
The whole being of a man is taut for it. Often the storm lies brooding for days and days. The pale sky is hung
with burning, fleecy clouds. No wind stirs. The still air ferments, and seems to boil. The earth lies in a stupor: no
sound comes from it. The brain hums feverishly: all nature awaits the explosion of the gathering forces, the thud
of the hammer which is slowly rising to fall back suddenly on the anvil of the clouds. Dark, warm shadows pass: a
fiery wind rises through the body, the nerves quiver like leaves. … Then silence falls again. The sky goes on
gathering thunder.
In such expectancy there is voluptuous anguish. In spite of the discomfort that weighs so heavily upon you,
you feel in your veins the fire which is consuming the universe. The soul surfeited boils in the furnace, like wine
in a vat. Thousands of germs of life and death are in labor in it.
What will issue from it? The soul knows not. Like a woman with child, it is silent: it gazes in upon itself: it
listens anxiously for the stirring in its womb, and thinks:
“What will be born of me?” …
Sometimes such waiting is in vain. The storm passes without breaking: but you wake heavy, cheated,
enervated, disheartened. But it is only postponed: the storm will break: if not today, then tomorrow: the longer it
is delayed, the more violent will it be. …
Now it comes! … The clouds have come up from all corners of the soul. Thick masses, blue and black, torn by
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the frantic darting of the lightning: they advance heavily, drunkenly, darkening the soul’s horizon, blotting out
light.
An hour of madness! … The exasperated Elements, let loose from the cage in which they are held bound by
the Laws which hold the balance between the mind and the existence of things, reign, formless and colossal, in
the night of consciousness. The soul is in agony. There is no longer the will to live. There is only longing for the
end, for the deliverance of death. …
And suddenly there is lightning!
Christophe shouted for joy.
*
Joy, furious joy, the sun that lights up all that is and will be, the god-like joy of creation! There is no joy but in
creation. There are no living beings but those who create. All the rest are shadows, hovering over the earth,
strangers to life. All the joys of life are the joys of creation: love, genius, action—quickened by flames issuing
from one and the same fire. Even those who cannot find a place by the great fireside: the ambitious, the egoists,
the sterile sensualists—try to gain warmth in the pale reflections of its light.
To create in the region of the body, or in the region of the mind, is to issue from the prison of the body: it is to
ride upon the storm of life: it is to be He who Is. To create is to triumph over death.
Wretched is the sterile creature, that man or that woman who remains alone and lost upon the earth, scanning
their withered bodies, and the sight of themselves from which no flame of life will ever leap!
Wretched is the soul that does not feel its own fruitfulness, and know itself to be big with life and love, as a
tree with blossom in the spring! The world may heap honors and benefits upon such a soul: it does but crown a
corpse.
*
When Christophe was struck by the flash of lightning, an electric fluid coursed through his body: he trembled
under the shock. It was as though on the high seas, in the dark night, he had suddenly sighted land. Or it was as
though in a crowd he had gazed into two eyes saluting him.
Often it would happen to him after hours of prostration when his mind was leaping desperately through the
void. But more often still it came in moments when he was thinking of something else, talking to his mother, or
walking through the streets.
If he were in the street a certain human respect kept him from too loudly demonstrating his joy. But if he were
at home nothing could keep him back.
He would stamp. He would sound a blare of triumph: his mother knew that well, and she had come to know
what it meant. She used to tell Christophe that he was like a hen that has laid an egg.
He was permeated with his musical imagination.
Sometimes it took shape in an isolated phrase complete in itself: more often it would appear as a nebula enveloping a whole work: the structure of the work, its general lines, could be perceived through a veil, torn asunder
here and there by dazzling phrases which stood out from the darkness with the clarity of sculpture.
It was only a flash: sometimes others would come in quick succession: each lit up other corners of the night.
But usually, the capricious force having once shown itself unexpectedly, would disappear again for several days
into its mysterious retreats, leaving behind it a luminous ray.
This delight in inspiration was so vivid that Christophe was disgusted by everything else.
The experienced artist knows that inspiration is rare and that intelligence is left to complete the work of intuittion: he puts his ideas under the press and squeezes out of them the last drop of the divine juices that are in them
(and if need be sometimes he does not shrink from diluting them with clear water).
Christophe was too young and too sure of himself not to despise such contemptible practices. He dreamed impossibly of producing nothing that was not absolutely spontaneous. If he had not been deliberately blind he would
certainly have seen the absurdity of his aims. No doubt he was at that time in a period of inward abundance in
which there was no gap, no chink, through which boredom or emptiness could creep.
Everything served as an excuse to his inexhaustible fecundity: everything that his eyes saw or his ears heard,
everything with which he came in contact in his daily life; every look, every word, brought forth a crop of dreams.
In the boundless heaven of his thoughts he saw circling millions of milky stars, rivers of living light.
And yet, even then, there were moments when everything was suddenly blotted out. And although the night
could not endure, although he had hardly time to suffer from these long silences of his soul, he did not escape a
secret terror of that unknown power which came upon him, left him, came again, and disappeared. …
How long, this time? Would it ever come again? His pride rejected that thought and said:
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“This force is myself. When it ceases to be, I shall cease to be: I shall kill myself.” He never ceased to tremble:
but it was only another delight.
But, if, for the moment, there was no danger of the spring running dry, Christophe was able already to perceive
that it was never enough to fertilize a complete work. Ideas almost always appeared rawly: he had painfully to dig
them out of the ore. And always they appeared without any sort of sequence, and by fits and starts: to unite them
he had to bring to bear on them an element of reflection and deliberation and cold will, which fashioned them into
new form. Christophe was too much of an artist not to do so: but he would not accept it: he forced himself to believe that he did no more than transcribe what was within himself, while he was always compelled more or less to
transform it so as to make it intelligible.
More than that: sometimes he would absolutely forge a meaning for it. However violently the musical idea
might come upon him it would often have been impossible for him to say what it meant. It would come surging up
from the depths of life, from far beyond the limits of consciousness: and in that absolutely pure Force, which
eluded common rhythms, consciousness could never recognize in it any of the motives which stirred in it, none of
the human feelings which it defines and classifies: joys, sorrows, they were all merged in one single passion
which was unintelligible, because it was above the intelligence.
And yet, whether it understood or no, the intelligence needed to give a name to this form, to bind it down to
one or other of the structures of logic, which man is forever building indefatigably in the hive of his brain.
So Christophe convinced himself—he wished to do so—that the obscure power that moved him had an exact
meaning, and that its meaning was in accordance with his will. His free instinct, risen from the unconscious
depths, was willy-nilly forced to plod on under the yoke of reason with perfectly clear ideas which had nothing at
all in common with it. And work so produced was no more than a lying juxtaposition of one of those great
subjects that Christophe’s mind had marked out for itself, and those wild forces which had an altogether different
meaning unknown to himself.
*
He groped his way, head down, borne on by the contradictory forces warring in him, and hurling into his incoherent works a fiery and strong quality of life which he could not express, though he was joyously and proudly
conscious of it.
The consciousness of his new vigor made him able for the first time to envisage squarely everything about
him, everything that he had been taught to honor, everything that he had respected without question: and he
judged it all with insolent freedom.
The veil was rent: he saw the German lie.
Every race, every art has its hypocrisy. The world is fed with a little truth and many lies. The human mind is
feeble: purer truth agrees with it but ill: its religion, its morality, its states, its poets, its artists, must all be presented to it swathed in lies.
These lies are adapted to the mind of each race: they vary from one to the other: it is they that make it so difficult for nations to understand each other, and so easy for them to despise each other. Truth is the same for all of
us: but every nation has its own lie, which it calls its idealism: every creature therein breathes it from birth to
death: it has become a condition of life: there are only a few men of genius who can break free from it through
heroic moments of crisis, when they are alone in the free world of their thoughts.
It was a trivial thing which suddenly revealed to Christophe the lie of German art. It was not because it had not
always been visible that he had not seen it: he was not near it, he had not recoiled from it. Now the mountain
appeared to his gaze because he had moved away from it.
*
He was at a concert of the Städtische Townhalle. The concert was given in a large hall occupied by ten or
twelve rows of little tables-about two or three hundred of them. At the end of the room was a stage where the
orchestra was sitting. All round Christophe were officers dressed up in their long, dark coats—with broad, shaven
faces, red, serious, and commonplace: women talking and laughing noisily, ostentatiously at their ease: jolly little
girls smiling and showing all their teeth: and large men hidden behind their beards and spectacles, looking like
kindly spiders with round eyes.
They got up with every fresh glass to drink a toast: they did this almost religiously: their faces, their voices
changed: it was as though they were saying Mass: they offered each other the libations, they drank of the chalice
with a mixture of solemnity and buffoonery. The music was drowned under the conversation and the clinking of
glasses.
And yet everybody was trying to talk and eat quietly. The Herr Konzertmeister, a tall, bent old man, with a
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white beard hanging like a tail from his chin, and a long aquiline nose, with spectacles, looked like a philologist.
All these types were familiar to Christophe. But on that day he had an inclination—he did not know why—to
see them as caricatures. There are days like that when, for no apparent reason, the grotesque in people and things
which in ordinary life passes unnoticed, suddenly leaps into view.
The programme of the music included the Egmont overture, a valse of Waldteufel, Tannhäuser’s Pilgrimage to
Rome, the overture to the Merry Wives of Nicolai, the religious march of Athalie, and a fantasy on the North Star.
The orchestra played the Beethoven overture correctly, and the valse deliciously. During the Pilgrimage of
Tannhäuser, the uncorking of bottles was heard. A big man sitting at the table next to Christophe beat time to the
Merry Wives by imitating Falstaff.
A stout old lady, in a pale blue dress, with a white belt, golden pince-nez on her flat nose, red arms, and an
enormous waist, sang in a loud voice lieder of Schumann and Brahms. She raised her eyebrows, made eyes at the
wings, smiled with a smile that seemed to curdle on her moon-face, made exaggerated gestures which must
certainly have called to mind the café-concert but for the majestic honesty which shone in her: this mother of a
family played the part of the giddy girl, youth, passion: and Schumann’s poetry had a faint smack of the nursery.
The audience was in ecstasies.
But they grew solemn and attentive when there appeared the Choral Society of the Germans of the South
(Süddeutschen Männer Liedertafel), who alternately cooed and roared part songs full of feeling. There were forty,
and they sang four parts: it seemed as though they had set themselves to free their execution of every trace of style
that could properly be called choral: hotch-potch of little melodious effects, little timid puling shades of sound,
dying pianissimos, with sudden swelling, roaring crescendos, like some one beating on an empty box: no breath
or balance, a mawkish style: it was like Bottom:
Let me play the lion. I will roar you as gently as any sucking dove. I will roar you as it were a nightingale.

Christophe listened from the beginning with growing amazement. There was nothing new in it all to him. He
knew these concerts, the orchestra, the audience.
But suddenly it all seemed to him false. All of it: even to what he most loved, the Egmont overture, in which
the pompous disorder and correct agitation hurt him in that hour like a want of frankness.
No doubt it was not Beethoven of Schumann that he heard, but their absurd interpreters, their cud-chewing
audience whose crass stupidity was spread about their works like a heavy mist.
No matter, there was in the works even the most beautiful of them, a disturbing quality which Christophe had
never before felt.
What was it? He dared not analyze it, deeming it a sacrilege to question his beloved masters. But in vain did he
shut his eyes to it: he had seen it. And, in spite of himself, he went on seeing it: like the Vergognosa at Pisa he
looked between his fingers.
He saw German art stripped. All of them—the great and the idiots—laid bare their souls with a complacent
tenderness. Emotion overflowed, moral nobility trickled down, their hearts melted in distracted effusions: the
sluice gates were opened to the fearful German tender-heartedness: it weakened the energy of the stronger, it
drowned the weaker under its grayish waters: it was a flood: in the depths of it slept German thought.
And what thoughts were those of a Mendelssohn, a Brahms, a Schumann, and, following them, the whole
legion of little writers of affected and tearful lieder! Built on sand. Never rock. Wet and shapeless clay.
It was all so foolish, so childish often, that Christophe could not believe that it never occurred to the audience.
He looked about him: but he saw only gaping faces, convinced in advance of the beauties they were hearing
and the pleasure that they ought to find in it. How could they admit their own right to judge for themselves? They
were filled with respect for these hallowed names. What did they not respect? They were respectful before their
programmes, before their glasses, before themselves. It was clear that mentally they dubbed everything excellent
that remotely or nearly concerned them.
Christophe passed in review the audience and the music alternately: the music reflected the audience, the
audience reflected the music. Christophe felt laughter overcoming him and he made faces. However, he controlled
himself. But when the Germans of the South came and solemnly sang the Confession that reminded him of the
blushes of a girl in love, Christophe could not contain himself.
He shouted with laughter.
Indignant cries of “Ssh!” were raised. His neighbors looked at him, scared: their honest, scandalized faces
filled him with joy: he laughed louder than ever, he laughed, he laughed until he cried.
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Suddenly the audience grew angry. They cried:
“Put him out!”
He got up, and went, shrugging his shoulders, shaking with suppressed laughter. His departure caused a scandal. It was the beginning of hostilities between Christophe and his birthplace.
*
After that experience Christophe shut himself up and set himself to read once more the works of the “hallowed” musicians. He was appalled to find that certain of the masters whom he loved most had lied. He tried hard
to doubt it at first, to believe that he was mistaken.
But no, there was no way out of it. He was staggered by the conglomeration of mediocrity and untruth which
constitutes the artistic treasure of a great people. How many pages could bear examination!
From that time on he could begin to read other works, other masters, who were dear to him only with a fluttering heart. … Alas! There was some spell cast upon him: always there was the same discomfiture. With some of
them his heart was rent: it was as though he had lost a dear friend, as if he had suddenly seen that a friend in
whom he had reposed entire confidence had been deceiving him for years.
He wept for it. He did not sleep at night: he could not escape his torment. He blamed himself: perhaps he had
lost his judgment? Perhaps he had become altogether an idiot?
No, no. More than ever he saw the radiant beauty of the day and with more freshness and love than ever he felt
the generous abundance of life: his heart was not deceiving him. …
But for a long time he dared not approach those who were the best for him, the purest, the Holy of Holies. He
trembled at the thought of bringing his faith in them to the test. But how resist the pitiless instinct of a brave and
truthful soul, which will go on to the end, and see things as they are, whatever suffering may be got in doing so?
So he opened the sacred works, he called upon the last reserve, the imperial guard.
At the first glance he saw that they were no more immaculate than the others. He had not the courage to go on.
Every now and then he stopped and closed the book: like the son of Noah, he threw his cloak about his father’s
nakedness. …
*
Then he was prostrate in the midst of all these ruins. He would rather have lost an arm, than have tampered
with his blessed illusions. In his heart he mourned. But there was so much sap in him, so much reserve of life, that
his confidence in art was not shaken.
With a young man’s naïve presumption he began life again as though no one had ever lived it before him.
Intoxicated by his new strength, he felt—not without reason, perhaps—that with a very few exceptions there is
almost no relation between living passion and the expression which art has striven to give to it. But he was
mistaken in thinking himself more happy or more true when he expressed it.
As he was filled with passion it was easy for him to discover it at the back of what he had written: but no one
else would have recognized it through the imperfect vocabulary with which he designated its variations. Many
artists whom he condemned were in the same case. They had had, and had translated profound emotions: but the
secret of their language had died with them.
Christophe was no psychologist: he was not bothered with all these arguments: what was dead for him had always been so. He revised his judgment of the past with all the confident and fierce injustice of youth. He stripped
the noblest souls, and had no pity for their foibles.
There were the rich melancholy, the distinguished fantasy, the kindly thinking emptiness of Mendelssohn.
There were the bead-stringing and the affection of Weber, his dryness of heart, his cerebral emotion.
There was Liszt, the noble priest, the circus rider, neo-classical and vagabond, a mixture in equal doses of real
and false nobility, of serene idealism and disgusting virtuosity.
Schubert, swallowed up by his sentimentality, drowned at the bottom of leagues of stale, transparent water.
The men of the heroic ages, the demi-gods, the Prophets, the Fathers of the church, were not spared. Even the
great Sebastian, the man of ages, who bore in himself the past and the future—Bach—was not free of untruth, of
fashionable folly, of school-chattering. The man who had seen God, the man who lived in God, seemed sometimes to Christophe to have had an insipid and sugared religion, a Jesuitical style, rococo. In his cantatas there
were languorous and devout airs (dialogues of the Soul coquetting with Jesus) which sickened Chriustophe: then
he seemed to see chubby cherubims with round limbs and flying draperies. And also he had a feeling that the
genial Cantor always wrote in a closed room: his work smacked of stuffiness: there was not in his music that
brave outdoor air that was breathed in others, not such great musicians, perhaps, but greater men—more human—
than he. Like Beethoven or Händel.
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What hurt him in all of them, especially in the classics, was their lack of freedom: almost all their works were
“constructed.” Sometimes an emotion was filled out with all the commonplaces of musical rhetoric, sometimes
with a simple rhythm, an ornamental design, repeated, turned upside down, combined in every conceivable way in
a mechanical fashion. These symmetrical and twaddling constructions—classical and neo-classical sonatas and
symphonies—exasperated Christophe, who, at that time, was not very sensible of the beauty of order, and vast and
well-conceived plans. That seemed to him to be rather masons’ work than musicians’.
*
But he was no less severe with the romantics.
It was a strange thing, and he was more surprised by it than anybody—but no musicians irritated him more
than those who had pretended to be—and had actually been—the most free, the most spontaneous, the least
constructive—those, who, like Schumann, had poured drop by drop, minute by minute, into their innumerable
little works, their whole life.
He was the more indignantly in revolt against them as he recognized in them his adolescent soul and all the
follies that he had vowed to pluck out of it.
In truth, the candid Schumann could not be taxed with falsity: he hardly ever said anything that he had not felt.
But that was just it: his example made Christophe understand that the worst falsity in German art came into it not
when the artists tried to express something which they had not felt, but rather when they tried to express the
feelings which they did in fact feel—feelings which were false.
Music is an implacable mirror of the soul. The more a German musician is naïve and in good faith, the more he
displays the weaknesses of the German soul, its uncertain depths, its soft tenderness, its want of frankness, its
rather sly idealism, its incapacity of seeing itself, for daring to come face to face with itself.
That false idealism is the secret sore even of the greatest—of Wagner. As he read his works Christophe ground
his teeth. Lohengrin seemed to him a blatant lie. He loathed the huxtering chivalry, the hypocritical mummery, the
hero without fear and without a heart, the incarnation of cold and selfish virtue admiring itself and most patently
self-satisfied. He knew it too well, he had seen it in reality, the type of German Pharisee, foppish, impeccable, and
hard, bowing down before its own image, the divinity to which it has no scruple about sacrificing others.
The Flying Dutchman overwhelmed him with its massive sentimentality and its gloomy boredom. The loves of
the barbarous decadents of the Tetralogy were of a sickening staleness. Sigemund carrying off his sister sang a
tenor drawing-room song. Siegfried and Brünnhilde, like respectable German married people, in the Götterdämmerung laid bare before each other, especially for the benefit of the audience, their pompous and voluble conjugal
passion.
Every sort of lie had arranged to meet in that work: false idealism, false Christianity, false Gothicism, false
legend, false gods, false humans. Never did more monstrous convention appear than in that theater which was to
upset all the conventions. Neither eyes, nor mind, nor heart could be deceived by it for a moment: if they were,
then they must wish to be so.
They did wish to be so.
Germany was delighted with that doting, childish art, an art of brutes let loose, and mystic, namby-pamby little
girls.
*
And Christophe could do nothing: as soon as he heard the music he was caught up like the others, more than
the others, by the flood, and the diabolical will of the man who had let it loose.
*
He laughed, and he trembled, and his cheeks burned, and he felt galloping armies rushing through him! And he
thought that those who bore such storms within themselves might have all allowances made for them. What cries
of joy he uttered when in the hallowed works which he could not read without trembling he felt once more his old
emotion, ardent still, with nothing to tarnish the purity of what he loved!
These were glorious relics that he saved from the wreck. What happiness they gave him! It seemed to him that
he had saved a part of himself.
And was it not himself? These great Germans, against whom he revolted, were they not his blood, his flesh, his
most precious life?
He was only severe with them because he was severe with himself. Who loved them better than he? Who felt
more than he the goodness of Schubert, the innocence of Haydn, the tenderness of Mozart, the great heroic heart
of Beethoven?
Who more often than he took refuge in the murmuring of the forests of Weber, and the cool shade of the
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cathedrals of John Sebastian, raising against the gray sky of the North, above the plains of Germany, their pile of
stone, and their gigantic towers with their sun-tipped spires?
*
But he suffered from their lies, and he could not forget them.
He attributed them to the race, their greatness to themselves. He was wrong, Greatness and weakness belong
equally to the race whose great, shifting thought flows like the greatest river of music and poetry at which Europe
comes to drink.
And in what other people would he have found the simple purity which now made it possible for him to
condemn it so harshly?
He had no notion of that.
With the ingratitude of a spoiled child he turned against his mother the weapons which he had received from
her. Later, later, he was to feel all that he owed to her, and how dear she was to him. …
But he was in a phase of blind reaction against all the idols of his childhood. He was angry with himself and
with them because he had believed in them absolutely and passionately—and it was well that it was so. There is
an age in life when we must dare to be unjust, when we must make a clean sweep of all admiration and respect
got at second-hand, and deny everything—truth and untruth—everything which we have not of ourselves known
for truth. Through education, and through everything that he sees and hears about him, a child absorbs so many
lies and blind follies mixed with the essential verities of life, that the first duty of the adolescent who wishes to
grow into a healthy man is to sacrifice everything.
Christophe was passing through that crisis of healthy disgust. His instinct was impelling him to eliminate from
his life all the undigested elements which encumbered it.
*
First of all to go was that sickening sweet tenderness which sucked away the soul of Germany like a damp and
moldy river-bed. Light! Light! A rough, dry wind which should sweep away the miasmas of the swamp, the misty
staleness of the Lieder, Liedchen, Liedlein, as numerous as drops of rain in which inexhaustibly the Germanic Gemüt is poured forth: the countless things like Sehnsucht (Desire), Heimweh (Homesickness), Aufschwung (Soaring), Trage (A question), Warum? (Why?), an den Mond (To the Moon), an die Sterne (To the Stars), an die
Nachtigall (To the Nightingale), an den Früling (To Spring), an den Sonnenschein (To Sunshine): like Frühlingslied (Spring Song), Frühlingslust (Delights of Spring), Frühlingsgruss (Hail to the Spring), Frühlingsfahrt (A
Spring Journey), Frühlingsnacht (A Spring Night), Frühlingsbotschaft (The Message of Spring): like Stimme der
Liebe (The Voice of Love), Sprache der Liebe (The Language of Love), Trauer der Liebe (Love’s Sorrow), Geist
der Liebe (The Spirit of Love), Füller der Liebe (The Fullness of Love): like Blumenlied (The Song of the Flowers), Blumenbrief (The Letter of the Flowers), Blumengruss (Flowers’ Greeting): like Herzelied (Heart Pangs),
Mein Herz ist schwer (My Heart is Heavy), Mein Herz ist betrübt (My Heart is Troubled), Mein Aug’ ist trüb (My
Eye is Heavy): like the candid and silly dialogues with the Rösenlein (The Little Rose), with the brook, with the
turtle dove, with the lark: like those idiotic questions: “If the briar could have no thorns?”—“Is an old husband
like a lark who has built a nest?”—Is she newly plighted?”: the whole deluge of stale tenderness, stale emotion,
stale melancholy, stale poetry. …
How many lovely things profaned, rare things, used in season or out! For the worst of it was that it was all
useless: a habit of undressing their hearts in public, a fond and foolish propensity of the honest people of Germany for plunging loudly into confidences. With nothing to say they were always talking! Would their chatter
never cease?
As well bid frogs in a pond to be silent.
It was in the expression of love that Christophe was most rawly conscious of untruth: for he was in a position
to compare it with the reality.
The conventional love songs, lachrymose and proper, contained nothing like the desires of man or the heart of
woman. And yet the people who had written them must have loved at least once in their lives! Was it possible that
they could have loved like that? No, no, they had lied, as they always did, they had lied to themselves: they had
tried to idealize themselves. … Idealism!
That meant that they were afraid of looking at life squarely, were incapable of seeing things like a man, as they
are.
Everywhere the same timidity, the same lack of manly frankness. Everywhere the same chilly enthusiasm, the
same pompous lying solemnity, in their patriotism, in their drinking, in their religion. The Trinklieder (Drinking
Songs) were prosopopeia to wine and the bowl: “Du, herrlich Glas …” (“Thou, noble glass …”).
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Faith—the one thing in the world which should be spontaneous, springing from the soul like an unexpected
sudden stream—was a manufactured article, a commodity of trade. Their patriotic songs were made for docile
flocks of sheep basking in unison. …
Shout, then!—What! Must you go on lying—“idealizing”—till you are surfeited, till it brings you to slaughter
and madness! …
Christophe ended by hating all idealism. He preferred frank brutality to such lying. But at heart he was more of
an idealist than the rest, and he had not—he could not have—any more real enemies than the brutral realists
whom he thought he preferred.
*
He was blinded by passion.
He was frozen by the mist, the anæmic lying, “the sunless phantom Ideas.”
With his whole being he reached upwards to the sun. In his youthful contempt for the hypocrisy with which he
was surrounded, or for what the took to be hypocrisy, he did not see the high, practical wisdom of the race which
little by little had built up for itself its grandiose idealism in order to suppress its savage instincts, or to turn them
to account.
Not arbitrary reasons, not moral and religious codes, not legislators and statesmen, priests and philosophers,
transform the souls of peoples and often impose upon them a new nature: but centuries of misfortune and experience, which forge the life of people who have the will to live.
*
And yet Christophe went on composing: and his compositions were not examples of the faults which he found
in others. In him creation was an irresistible necessity which would not submit to the rules which his intelligence
laid down for it. No man creates from reason, but from necessity.
It is not enough to have recognized the untruth and affectation inherent in the majority of the feelings to avoid
falling into them: long and painful endeavor is necessary: nothing is more difficult than to be absolutely true in
modern society with its crushing heritage of indolent habits handed down through generations. It is especially
difficult for those people, those nations who are possessed by an indiscreet mania for letting their hearts speak—
for making them speak—unceasingly, when most generally it had much better have been silent.
Christophe’s heart was very German in that: it had not yet learned the virtue of silence: and that virtue did not
belong to his age. He had inherited from his father a need for talking, and talking loudly. He knew it and struggled
against it: but the conflict paralyzed part of his forces.
And he had another gift of heredity, no less burdensome, which had come to him from his grandfather: an
extraordinary difficulty—in expressing himself exactly.
He was the son of a virtuoso. He was conscious of the dangerous attraction of virtuosity: a physical pleasure,
the pleasure of skill, of agility, of satisfied muscular activity, the pleasure of conquering, of dazzling, of enthrallling in his own person the many-headed audience: an excusable pleasure, in a young man almost an innocent pleasure, though none the less destructive of art and soul: Christophe knew it: it was in his blood: he despised it, but
all the same he yielded to it.
And so, torn between the instincts of his race and those of his genius, weighed down by the burden of a
parasitical past, which covered him with a crust that he could not break through, he floundered along, and was
much nearer than he thought to all that he shunned and banned.
All his compositions were a mixture of truth and turgidness, of lucid strength and faltering stupidity. It was
only in rare moments that his personality could pierce the casing of the dead personality which hampered his
movements.
He was alone.
He had no guide to help him out of the mire. When he thought he was out of it he slipped back again. He went
blindly on, wasting his time and strength in futile efforts. He was spared no trial: and in the disorder of his
creative striving he never knew what was of greatest worth in what he created. He tied himself up in absurd
projects, symphonic poems, which pretended to philosophy and were of monstrous dimensions. He was too
sincere to be able to hold to them for long together: and he would discard them in disgust before he had stretched
out a single movement.
Or he would set out to translate into overtures the most inaccessible works of poetry. Then he would flounder
about in a domain which was not his own.
When he drew up scenarios for himself (for he stuck at nothing) they were idiotic: and when he attacked the
great works of Goethe, Hebbel, Kleist, or Shakespeare, he understood them all wrong.
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It was not want of intelligence but want of the critical spirit: he could not yet understand others, he was too
much taken up with himself: he found himself everywhere with his naïve and turgid soul.
But besides these monsters who were not really begotten, he wrote a quantity of small pieces, which were the
immediate expression of passing emotions—the most eternal of all: musical thoughts, lieder. In this as in other
things he was in passionate reaction against current practices. He would take up the most famous poems, already
set to music, and was impertinent enough to try to treat them differently and with greater truth than Schumann and
Schubert.
Sometimes he would try to give to the poetic figures of Goethe—to Mignon, the Harpist in Wilhelm Meister—
their individual character, exact and changing.
Sometimes he would tackle certain love songs which the weakness of the artists and the dullness of the audience in tacit agreement had clothed about with sickly sentimentality: and he would unclothe them: he would restore to them their rough, crude sensuality. In a word, he set out to make passions and people live for themselves
and not to serve as toys for German families seeking an easy emotionalism on Sundays when they sat about in
some Biergarten.\fn{Beer-garden.}
But generally he would find the poets, even the greatest of them, too literary: and he would select the simplest
texts for preference: texts of old Lieder, jolly old songs, which he had read perhaps in some improving work: he
would take care not to preserve their choral character: he would threat them with a fine, lively, and altogether lay
audacity.
Or he would take words from the Gospel, or proverbs, sometimes even words heard by chance, scraps of dialogues of the people, children’s thoughts: words often awkward and prosaic in which there was only pure feeling.
With them he was at his ease, and he would reach a depth with them which was not in his other compositions, a
depth which he himself never suspected.
Good or bad, more often bad than good, his works as a whole had abounding vitality. They were not altogether
new: far from it. Christophe was often banal, through his very sincerity: he repeated sometimes forms already
used because they exactly rendered his thought, because he also felt in that way and not otherwise.
Nothing would have induced him to try to be original: it seemed to him that a man must be very commonplace
to burden himself with such an idea.
He tried to be himself, to say what he felt, without worrying as to whether what he said had been said before
him or not. He took a pride in believing that it was the best way of being original and that Christophe had only
been and only would be alive once. With the magnificent impudence of youth, nothing seemed to him to have
been done before: and evrything seemed to him to be left for doing—or for doing again.
And the feeling of this inward fullness of life, of a life stretching endless before him, brought him to a state of
exuberant and rather indiscreet happiness. He was perpetually in a state of jubilation, which had no need of joy: it
could adapt itself to sorrow: its source overflowed with life, was, in its strength, mother of all happiness and
virtue. To live, to live too much! …
A man who does not feel within himself this intoxication of strength, this jubilation in living—even in the
depths of misery—is not an artist. That is the touchstone.
True greatness is shown in this power of rejoicing through joy and sorrow. A Mendelssohn or a Brahms, gods
of the mists of October, and of fine rain, have never known the divine power.
Christophe was conscious of it: and he showed his joy simply, impudently. He saw no harm in it, he only asked
to share it with others. He did not see how such joy hurts the majority of men, who never can possess it and are
always envious of it.
For the rest he never bothered about pleasing or displeasing: he was sure of himself, and nothing seemed to
him simpler than to communicate his conviction to others-to conquer.
Instinctively he compared his riches with the general poverty of the makers of music: and he thought that it
would be very easy to make his superiority recognized.
Too easy, even. He had only to show himself.
He showed himself. …
59.401 The Hand\fn{by Sidonie-Gabrielle Claudine Colette (1873-1954)} Saint Sauveur-en-Paisaye, Yonne Department,
France (F) 1
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He had fallen asleep on his young wife’s shoulder, and she proudly bore the weight of the man’s head, blond,
ruddy-complexioned, eyes closed. He had slipped his big arm under the small of her slim, adolescent back, and
his strong hand lay on the sheet next to the young woman’s right elbow. She smiled to see the man’s hand
emerging there, all by itself and far away from its owner. Then she let her eyes wander over the half-lit room. A
veiled conch shed a light across the bed the color of periwinkle.
“Too happy to sleep,” she thought.
Too excited also, and often surprised by her new state. It had been only two weeks since she had begun to live
the scandalous life of a newlywed who tastes the joys of living with someone unknown and with whom she is in
love. To meet a handsome, blond young man, recently widowed, good at tennis and rowing, to marry him a month
later: her conjugal adventure had been little more than a kidnapping.
So that whenever she lay awake beside her husband, like tonight, she still kept her eyes closed for a long time,
then opened them again in order to savor, with astonishment, the blue of the brand-new curtains, instead of the
apricot-pink through which the first light of day filtered into the room where she had slept as a little girl.
A quiver ran through the sleeping body lying next to her, and she tightened her left arm around her husband’s
neck with the charming authority exercised by weak creatures. He did not wake up.
“His eyelashes are so long,” she said to herself.
To herself she also praised his mouth, full and likable, his skin the color of pink brick, and even his forehead,
neither noble nor broad, but still smooth and unwrinkled.
Her husband’s right hand, lying beside her, quivered in turn, and beneath the curve of her back she felt the
right arm, on which her whole weight was resting, come to life.
“I’m so heavy … I wish I could get up and turn the light off. But he’s sleeping so well …”
The arm twisted again, feebly, and she arched her back to make herself lighter.
“It’s as if I were lying on some animal,” she thought. She turned her head a little on the pillow and looked at
the hand lying there next to her.
“It’s so big! It really is bigger than my whole head.”
The light, flowing out from under the edge of a parasol of bluish crystal, spilled up against the hand, and made
every contour of the skin apparent, exaggerating the powerful knuckles and the veins engorged by the pressure on
the arm. A few red hairs, at the base of the fingers, all curved in the same direction, like ears of wheat in the wind,
and the flat nails, whose ridges the nail buffer had not smoothed out, gleamed, coated with pink varnish.
“I’ll tell him not to varnish his nails,” thought the young wife. “Varnish and pink polish don’t go with a hand
so … a hand that’s so …”
*
An electric jolt ran through the hand and spared the young woman from having to find the right adjective. The
thumb stiffened itself out, horribly long and spatulate, and pressed tightly against the index finger, so that the hand
suddenly took on a vile, apelike appearance.
“Oh!” whispered the young woman, as though faced with something slightly indecent.
The sound of a passing car pierced the silence with a shrillness that seemed luminous. The sleeping man did
not wake, but the hand, offended, reared back and tensed up in the shape of a crab and waited, ready for battle.
The screeching sound died down and the hand, relaxing gradually, lowered its claws, and became a pliant beast,
awkwardly bent, shaken by faint jerks which resembled some sort of agony.
The flat, cruel nail of the overlong thumb glistened.
A curve in the little finger, which the young woman had never noticed, appeared, and the wallowing hand
revealed its fleshy palm like a red belly.
“And I’ve kissed that hand! … How horrible! Haven’t I ever looked at it?”
The hand, disturbed by a bad dream, appeared to respond to this startling discovery, this disgust. It regrouped
its forces, opened wide, and splayed its tendons, lumps, and red fur like battle dress, then slowly drawing itself in
again, grabbed a fistful of the sheet, dug into it with its curved fingers, and squeezed, squeezed with the
methodical pleasure of a strangler.
“Oh!” cried the young woman.
The hand disappeared and a moment later the big arm, relieved of its burden, became a protective belt, a warm
bulwark against all the terrors of night.
*
But the next morning, when it was time for breakfast in bed—hot chocolate and toast—she saw the hand again,
with its red hair and red skin, and the ghastly thumb curving out over the handle of a knife.
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“Do you want this slice, darling? I’ll butter it for you.”
She shuddered and felt her skin crawl on the back of her arms and down her back.
“Oh, no … no …”
Then she concealed her fear, bravely subdued herself, and, beginning her life of duplicity, of resignation, and
of a lowly, delicate diplomacy, she leaned over and humbly kissed the monstrous hand.
54.76 The Godmother\fn{by Lucie Delarue-Mardrus (1874-1945)} Honflair, Calvados Department, France (F) 3
With a sigh Géo loosened the package of letters which the Bureau of Good Works was in the habit of sending
her each week. Too delicate for hospital work, she had tried many other things since 1914 before deciding upon
her true function in the Great War.\fn{ The common name for World War I prior to the advent of World War II .} At last she had
discovered her proper role.
It was to be herself a correspondent and to find other correspondents for soldiers who wish to have godmothers, longing for the little blue postage stamp which so brightens the sombre life of the trenches.
*
Patiently Geo began to read the letters. About her the dismantled condition of her studio showed that she had
painted little or nothing in the last three years.
A cushion fell to the floor; the cat moved over on the divan closer to her mistress. Then the old serving woman
entered to carry away the tea tray—the little solitary tea which the young woman had taken while continuing to
read the soldiers’ missives—a task which she always found extremely interesting.
Those who have never been able to have children often care for orphans in order to appease their heart’s emptiness.
Géo wrote to the poilus\fn{The French infantry} so as to feel that she had someone at the front.
*
To have someone at the front, someone for whom to tremble, someone to grow tender over or to—take pride in
—that is today a prime necessity for the feminine heart. A woman of our time suffers if she is not on an equality in
this respect with all the others. To be like the others—that is also a form of Sacred Union.
Our feelings are the same, whether death is concerned or glory. Joy and grief are shared equally. That is why
the sorrows of war, despite its horror, are perhaps lighter to bear than the sorrows of peace.
No woman today feels isolated, whatever may be her misfortune or her happiness. There is among women a
new mental war mood, which has all the authority of an established fashion.
*
Géo, alone in her class, suffered in solitude. All those letters to which she wrote answers were tinged with a
sense of unreality. Twenty godsons were not worth one husband.
Wearily she let fall into her lap the letter which she was reading. Her big gray eyes stared at vacancy; her hand
brushed back from her brow a tangle of henna-colored curls.
“What in the world has become of him?”
*
She reviewed her short life. She was now a little more than twenty-eight years old. She could have been, like
the others, a wife and a mother. Married before she was twenty to a good and attractive man, who chose her because he loved her, she had not then truly understood her destiny.
It was an epoch—that before the war—when people talked much about “living their lives.” That formula
meant a good many things to a good many persons. It covered exploits even more venturesome than those of a little personage like Géo.
*
Géo was called at that time Mme. Charles Bouvier, and one can well believe that that simple designation and
status hardly satisfied her ambitions. Having married in order to obtain her freedom (for she was, after all, too
honest and too conventional to quit her family and live all alone), she had opposed to the loyal tenderness of her
good fellow of a husband the bold laugh—the Nietzschean laugh—of the epoch.
Sentiment? Husband? Children? Home?
The young wife had genius, so she thought. A year after her marriage, she rented a studio. And because she
was entering her twentieth year, like all other young girls of that age her conception of the future was precise and
unalterable.
That age has no soul, just as a new house has none. It still smells of the plaster.
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*
The little wife, like so many others, constructed her life according to her own ideas, as if one could fabricate it
out of hand. Her only thought was to break, to slash and to turn things upside down.
At twenty-three she was divorced. Her husband, wearied and broken, had disappeared completely from her
life. She was free! She dropped her married name and even her family name.
She became Géo.
As Géo, simply, she aspired to fame and glory.
Naturally there was no question of love in the case. Does one yield to sentiment, or even to sensuality, when
one is determined to live one’s own life? Géo, quite alone, facing her own future, her dowry recovered, wedded
her art.
*
War.
Besides transforming the five parts of the world, it is going, according to circumstances, to disarrange and rearrange everything, even in the smallest cells of the social beehive. Like an acid, it is going to cause dissolution in
one place and precipitation in another.
In the month of August, 1914, Geo suddenly realized that she had no talent and had been living in a world of
self-deception. Her parents were dead. She had lost track of her former husband. With all the violence of the
moral revulsion which had laid hold of her, with all the romantic feeling with which the first months of the war
were impregnated, she multiplied her efforts to get in touch once more with her divorce.
He was a soldier—he, too—and as such she knew that he would prove a hero.
A hero!
But her efforts were vain. Perhaps he had fallen in love with another woman; perhaps he had been killed or
taken prisoner.
Geo takes up again the letter, the reading of which had been interrupted by her long reverie. Once more she
sighs:
“This lieutenant here, I know to whom I shall turn him over. Yes, she is just the sort of person he needs.”
*
Another envelope opened; another letter unfolded.
Ladies, I am ashamed to address myself to your bureau. To deliver one’s soul to an agency, even an agency as discreet
as yours—it is horrible. But I am so lonely, ladies—doubly lonely amid the terrors of war; doubly lonely because I
formerly dreamed myself a dream of happiness. If she whom I loved and who for three years was my wife had
understood me …

With trembling hands Ceo almost tears the page, so eagerly does she turn it in order to see the signature.
Among the numerals and abbreviations it is there—this perfectly legible, electrifying signature:
Adjutant Charles Bouvier.

Géo jumps to her feet. Erect, she resumes her reading, while the cat, awakened with a start, yawns and stretches on the divan.
Find me a correspondent—a friend to whom I can tell my troubles. I cannot keep them to myself any longer. My
parents died when I was a child. I have neither brother nor sister. It is said: “It is not good for man to be alone.” For five
years I have been alone. I cannot endure it any longer. But now that my life is in perpetual danger, I need more than
ever a soul linked with my own—with my soul, so menaced in this frail habitat of a soldier’s body. And then, I have
just received the Croix de Guerre. It is so melancholy that there is no one to be proud of me.

“Quick, my pen! Quick, my ink.”
Géo has no married name and no family name. But she needs no other name than Géo to be a godmother to
soldiers. No one was likely to know her, in spite of her painting. Nor will she need to disguise her handwriting.
Did she recognize at once her former husband’s handwriting?
Monsieur l’Adjutant, I wish to be your godmother. For I also am lonely and broken in spirit. But I must make one
condition. It is that you shall not know my real name. For you I shall be Géo and nothing else. And you can tell me all
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the wrongs that have been done to you. I shall understand them, believe me, better than anybody else.

Pen in air, the young wife smiles sadly, tenderly. Then she bends over and continues her letter. And her fingers
tremble constantly as she writes.
I have already told you how Géo, divorced, became by the merest accident the godmother of her poor husband, that
lawful adorer of whom, before the war, she had disembarrassed herself so quickly, with all the unconscious cruelty of
youth, in order “to live her own life,” as so many others do …

*
Now the correspondence between them is well established. Adjutant Charles Bouvier doesn’t know that the
godmother to whom he writes with so much ardor is his former wife. He doesn’t know her name or her age, since
it was on that condition that she agreed to accept him as a godson.
Géo, alone as usual in her studio, where she has not painted since the war began, settles down to open the thick
military letter, a letter weighted with the self-revelations of an unknown soul, an unknown soul which is also the
soul of her ex-husband.
From habit rather than from desire she begins by lighting a cigarette. Then she installs herself on the divan and
passes her right hand carelessly through her short, henna-stained curls. At twenty-eight there is no necessity for
coloring them. But the henna is a detail in the Latin Quarter makeup which Géo, in spite of her dissatisfaction
with it, has not yet reached the point of giving up.
Women who have no children often become their own dolls; and that leads them into extravagances and
eccentricities.
My godmother, you asked me in your last letter to tell you what I think of women, since I speak of them all the time
and neglect to write you anything about the war. Such a curiosity on your part leads me to believe that you are still
young, in spite of all your bitterness. And that thought delights me, because one can never be truly understood except
by his contemporaries. Children love the company of other children. Young people love the society of young people,
and so on. As for me, I am now entering my second youth; and so are you, it seems to me.
So, now that I have told you all my life, I am going to try to express my soul to you. What I say will not be very
original. I am a man, like other men, or, rather, a Frenchman, like other Frenchmen—preoccupied, that is, before
everything else, with women. To be so is the indestructible inheritance of our Latin race.
You understand well that this preoccupation is not due solely to sensual unrest, but comes primarily from a deep
feeling of tenderness, in which there remains, as it were, a souvenir of that infancy which was so gently cradled at a
mother’s breast.
What do I think of women? You alone, godmother, shall know.
My wife, my cruel little wife, never knew at all. She was too young to understand my secrets and I was too young to
tell them to her. Moreover, there are things which one can write, but which one could never say in the actual presence
of another, hindered by all the restraints of self-consciousness and modesty.
To you, who are unknown, who are invisible, I can give these “confidences of a man.”
I can’t tell you better what I think of women than by setting forth what I like in women.
A woman! I, a man, a simple man, a man like all the rest, demand and wish that a woman be, before all else, a
woman—that is to say, my opposite. I want her to be a continual surprise to me, with that charm which is always an
element of surprise. I want to smile and even to laugh sometimes, with amused astonishment, on discovering her to be
in every way different from me. I wish her soul to be feminine. I wish that soul to be, as in electricity, the negative pole,
just as mine is the positive pole. Then there will be a play of sparks between us.
While I, the positive element, earn outside the means to maintain the domestic establishment, I want her, the negative element, to be the mysterious spirit of the home, that spirit through which the miracle of daily life is accomp-lished
—the miracle of order and direction in the household. All my being, absorbed in work without counts on her for repose
in that interior, made miraculous by her presence. In hours of difficulty I expect from her, also, good advice, rather
murmured than spoken, which, once again outside, I shall follow without realizing too much the influence on my life
which my wife, that priestess-like authority, exercises.
My beloved, my collaborator, my guide—that is my wife. I give her, you see, the role of a domestic providence. But,
perhaps, you smile pityingly over this masculine dream, in which the management of the household—incomprehensible marvel in the eyes of a man—holds almost as large a place as passion.
Godmother, do not smile! Let me tell you, rather if you have a daughter, how to bring her up so that she may make a
man happy, and at the same time be happy herself.
Teach her, certainly, to be as attractive as possible; gracious under all circumstances, and even coquettish in her style
and tastes; let her learn some agreeable art—music, especially, which quickens the intimate emotion of the hearth. Let
her study a foreign language—English, if you wish—a valuable resource added to other resources.
But, godmother, above everything else—and you must pardon me for going back to things so material—teach her to
use her hands, to keep house, to manage the kitchen, because it is a great superiority for a lady to be able in an emer-
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gency to care for her husband and her children as a daughter of the people does.
See, godmother, what gratitude can enter into the tenderness of a man well cared for by his wife. There can be no
doubt about it. I, a poor soldier in this great war—it is because of the lack of them on my part that I have emphasized
all those things of which I speak.
Abandoned while I was very young by the wife whom I loved so much, I lived two years as an orphan before I lived
three years in the trenches. And nobody can be more of an orphan, believe me, than a man without a wife.
All men have not been to as hard a school as I have been to. But, speaking for all men, I can say to you:
“Women, women, while we, the fighters at the front, are eminently men, you must be eminently women in order to
re-establish the equilibrium. Don’t be trivial and frivolous, as my wife was; cultivated to the point of oddity, restless,
self-assertive, a sort of man in miniature, creatures in transition whom their own logic would lead to grow moustaches.
I know well that there is such a thing as feminism; and I have no quarrel with it. It is a necessity; that’s all there is about
it. And, certainly, I would permit women to be as long as they care to be on wit and intelligence. But let them not cut
their hair short! …

Geo didn’t finish her letter.
A little cry, a little jump.
Throwing the sheets on the floor, she ran to the mirror.
What consternation! She had her hair cut short.
With a jerk she pulled open the door and entered her dressing room. There, before the big triple mirror, in a
fever, she tried with the aid of some hairpins to twist her short locks into a knot.
59.402 The Resident Assistant\fn{by William Somerset Maugham (1874-1965)} Paris, France (M) 14
The new assistant arrived in the afternoon.
When the Resident, Mr. Warburton, was told that the prahu\fn{A Malay boat some thirty feet long, both ends sharp, one
side curved, the other flat and straight and steadied by a small canoe rigged parallel to it in the manner of an outrigger } was in sight he
put on his solar topee\fn{His pith helmet, especially designed for protecting the individual against sunstroke in tropical climates }
and went down to the landing stage. The guard, eight little Dyak\fn{ A member of any of several Indonesian peoples of the
interior of Borneo} soldiers, stood to attention as he passed. He noted with satisfaction that their bearing was martial,
their uniforms neat and clean, and their guns shining. They were a credit to him.
From the landing stage he watched the bend of the river round which in a moment the boat would sweep. He
looked very smart in his spotless ducks and white shoes. He held under his arm a gold-headed Malacca cane
which had been given him by the Sultan of Perak.\fn{ Still the name of a small island off the Western coast of Malaysia; at one
time an independent sultanate}
He awaited the newcomer with mingled feelings. There was more work in the district than one man could
properly do, and during his periodical tours of the country under his charge it had been inconvenient to leave the
station in the hands of a native clerk, but he had been so long the only white man there that he could not face the
arrival of another without misgiving.\fn{This short story was originally published under the title “The Outstation” in 1924.}
He was accustomed to loneliness. During the war\fn{ World War I is meant} he had not seen an English face for three
years; and once when he was instructed to put up an afforestation officer he was seized with panic, so that when
the stranger was due to arrive, having arranged everything for his reception, he wrote a note telling him he was
obliged to go upriver, and fled; he remained away till he was informed by a messenger that the guest had left.
Now the prahu appeared in the broad reach.\fn{ Of the river} It was manned by prisoners, Dyaks under various
sentences, and a couple of warders were waiting on the landing stage to take them back to jail. They were sturdy
fellows, used to the river, and they rowed with a powerful stroke. As the boat reached the side a man got out from
under the attap awning\fn{A covering made of palm-frond thatch.} and stepped on shore. The guard presented arms.
“Here we are at last. By God, I’m as cramped as the devil. I’ve brought you your mail.”
He spoke with exuberant joviality.
Mr. Warburton politely held out his hand.
“Mr. Cooper, I presume?”
“That’s right. Were you expecting anyone else?” The question had a facetious intent, but the Resident did not
smile.
“My name is Warburton. I’ll show you your quarters. They’ll bring your kit along.” He preceded Cooper along
the narrow pathway and they entered a compound in which stood a small bungalow.\fn{A word of Hindi origin.}
“I’ve had it made as habitable as I could, but of course no one has lived in it for a good many years.”
It was built on piles. It consisted of a long living room which opened onto a broad verandah,\fn{Also a word of
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Indian origin}

and behind, on each side of a passage, were two bedrooms.
“This’ll do me all right,” said Cooper.
“I daresay you want to have a bath and a change. I shall be very much pleased if you’ll dine with me tonight.
Will eight o’clock suit you?”
“Any old time will do for me.”
The Resident gave a polite, but slightly disconcerted, smile and withdrew. He returned to the fort where his
own residence was.
*
The impression which Allen Cooper had given him was not very favorable, but he was a fair man, and he knew
that it was unjust to form an opinion on so brief a glimpse.
Cooper seemed to be about thirty. He was a tall, thin fellow, with a sallow face in which there was not a spot of
color. It was a face all in one tone. He had a large, hooked nose and blue eyes. When, entering the bungalow, he
had taken off his topee and flung it to a waiting boy, Mr. Warburton noticed that his large skull, covered with
short, brown hair, contrasted somewhat oddly with a weak, small chin. He was dressed in khaki shorts and a khaki
shirt, but they were shabby and soiled; and his battered topee had not been cleaned for days.
Mr. Warburton reflected that the young man had spent a week on a coasting steamer\fn{ A craft whose business was
exclusively with coastal ports} and had passed the last forty-eight hours lying in the bottom of a prahu.
“We’ll see what he looks like when he comes in to dinner.”
He went into his room where his things were as neatly laid out as if he had an English valet, undressed, and,
walking down the stairs to the bathhouse, sluiced himself with cool water. The only concession he made to the
climate was to wear a white dinner jacket; but otherwise, in a boiled shirt and a high collar, silk socks and patentleather shoes, he dressed as formally as though he were dining at his club in Pall Mall\fn{ A district in London} A
careful host, he went into the dining room to see that the table was properly laid. It was gay with orchids and the
silver shone brightly. The napkins were folded into elaborate shapes. Shaded candles in silver candlesticks shed a
soft light. Mr. Warburton smiled his approval and returned to the sitting room to await his guest. Presently he
appeared. Cooper was wearing the khaki shorts, the khaki shirt, and the ragged jacket in which he had landed. Mr.
Warburton’s smile of greeting froze on his face.
“Hulloa, you’re all dressed up,” said Cooper. “I didn’t know you were going to do that. I very nearly put on a
sarong.”\fn{A loose skirt made of a long strip of cloth wrapped around the body and worn by men and women of the Malay archipelago
and the Pacific islands.}
“It doesn’t matter at all. I daresay your boys were busy.”
“You needn’t have bothered to dress on my account, you know.”
“I didn’t. I always dress for dinner.”
“Even when you’re alone?”
“Especially when I’m alone,” replied Mr. Warburton, with a frigid stare.
He saw the twinkle of amusement in Cooper’s eyes, and he flushed an angry red. Mr. Warburton was a hottempered man; you might have guessed that from his red face with its pugnacious features and from his red hair,
now growing white; his blue eyes, cold as a rule and observing, could flush with sudden wrath; but he was a man
of the world and he hoped a just one.
He must do his best to get on with this fellow.
“When I lived in London I moved in circles in which it would have been just as eccentric not to dress for
dinner every night as not to have a bath every morning. When I came to Borneo I saw no reason to discontinue so
good a habit. For three years, during the war, I never saw a white man. I never omitted to dress on a single occasion on which I was well enough to come into dinner.
“You have not been very long in this country; believe me, there is no better way to maintain the proper pride
which you should have in yourself. When a white man surrenders in the slightest degree to the influences that
surround him he very soon loses his self-respect, and when he loses his self-respect you may be quite sure that the
natives will soon cease to respect him.”
“Well, if you expect me to put on a boiled shirt and a stiff collar in this heat I’m afraid you’ll be disappointed.”
“When you are dining in your own bungalow you will, of course, dress as you think fit, but when you do me
the pleasure of dining with me, perhaps you will come to the conclusion that it is only polite to wear the costume
usual in civilized society.”
Two Malay boys, in sarongs and songkoks,\fn{A cap, resembling a skull-cap, worn by Malays } with smart white coats
and brass buttons, came in, one bearing gin pahits\fn{Gin and bitters} and the other a tray on which were olives and
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anchovies. Then they went into dinner. Mr. Warburton flattered himself that he had the best cook, a Chinese, in
Borneo, and he took great trouble to have as good food as in the difficult circumstances was possible. He
exercised much ingenuity in making the best of his materials.
“Would you care to look at the menu?” he said, handing it to Cooper.
It was written in French and the dishes had resounding names. They were waited on by the two boys. In
opposite corners of the room two more waved immense fans, and so gave movement to the sultry air. The fare was
sumptuous and the champagne excellent.
“Do you do yourself like this every day?” said Cooper. Mr. Warburton gave the menu a careless glance.
“I have not noticed that the dinner is any different from usual,” he said. “I eat very little myself, but I make a
point of having a proper dinner served to me every night. It keeps the cook in practice and it’s good discipline for
the boys.”
*
The conversation proceeded with effort. Mr. Warburton was elaborately courteous, and it may be that he found
a slightly malicious amusement in the embarrassment which he thereby occasioned in his companion. Cooper had
not been more than a few months in Sembulu, and Mr. Warburton’s inquiries about friends of his in Kuala Solor
\fn{I cannot find the names of these places; but it may be that Kuala Lumpur, the Malay capital, is meant } were soon exhausted.
“By the way,” he said presently, “did you meet a lad called Hennerley? He’s come out recently, I believe.”
“Oh, yes, he’s in the police. A rotten bounder.”
“I should hardly have expected him to be that. His uncle is my friend Lord Barraclough. I had a letter from
Lady Barraclough only the other day asking me to look out for him.”
“I heard he was related to somebody or other. I suppose that’s how he got the job. He’s been to Eton\fn{ Public
school} and Oxford\fn{University; the first normally fed its graduates directly into the second } and he doesn’t forget to let you
know it.”
“You surprise me,” said Mr. Warburton. “All his family have been at Eton and Oxford for a couple of hundred
years. I should have expected him to take it as a matter of course.”
“I thought him a damned prig.”
“To what school did you go?”
“I was born in Barbados.\fn{Part at one time of the British West Indies; now an independent country } I was educated
there.”
“Oh, I see.”
Mr. Warburton managed to put so much offensiveness into his brief reply that Cooper flushed. For a moment
he was silent.
“I’ve had two or three letters from Kuala Solor,” continued Mr. Warburton, “and my impression was that
young Hennerley was a great success. They say he’s a first-rate sportsman.”
“Oh, yes, he’s very popular. He’s just the sort of fellow they would like in K. S.\fn{ Kuala Solor} I haven’t got
much use for the first-rate sportsman myself. What does it amount to in the long run that a man can play golf and
tennis better than other people? And who cares if he can make a break of seventy-five at billiards? They attach a
damned sight too much importance to that sort of thing in England.”
“Do you think so? I was under the impression that the first-rate sportsman had come out of the war no worse
than anyone else.”
“Oh, if you’re going to talk of the war then I do know what I’m talking about. I was in the same regiment as
Hennerley and I can tell you that the men couldn’t stick him\fn{ Get along with him} at any price.”
“How do you know?”
“Because I was one of the men.”
“Oh, you hadn’t got a commission.”
“A fat chance I had of getting a commission. I was what was called a Colonial.\fn{ Because he was born in one of the
British colonies} I hadn’t been to a public school and I had no influence. I was in the ranks the whole damned time.”
Cooper frowned. He seemed to have difficulty in preventing himself from breaking into violent invective. Mr.
Waraburton watched him, his little blue eyes narrowed, watched him and formed his opinion. Changing the conversation, he began to speak to Cooper about the work that would be required of him, and as the clock struck ten
he rose.
“Well, I won’t keep you any more. I daresay you’re tired by your journey.” They shook hands.
“Oh, I say, look here,” said Cooper, “I wonder if you can find me a boy. The boy I had before never turned up
when I was starting from K.S. He took my kit on board and all that and then disappeared. I didn’t know he wasn’t
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there till we were out of the river.”
“I’ll ask my head boy. I have no doubt he can find you someone.”
“All right. Just tell him to send the boy along and if I like the look of him I’ll take him.”
There was a moon, so that no lantern was needed. Cooper walked across from the fort to his bungalow.
“I wonder why on earth they’ve sent me a fellow like that?” reflected Mr. Warburton. “If that’s the kind of man
they’re going to get out now I don’t think much of it.”
*
He strolled down his garden. The fort was built on the top of a little hill and the garden ran down to the river’s
edge; on the bank was an arbor, and hither it was his habit to come after dinner to smoke a cheroot. And often
from the river that flowed below him a voice was heard, the voice of some Malay too timorous to venture into the
light of day; and a complaint or an accusation was softly wafted to his ears, a piece of information was whispered
to him or a useful hint, which otherwise would never have come into his official ken. He threw himself heavily
into a long rattan chair.
Cooper! An envious, ill-bred fellow, bumptious, self-assertive and vain.
But Mr. Warburton’s irritation could not withstand the silent beauty of the night. The air was scented with the
sweet-smelling flowers of a tree that grew at the entrance to the arbor, and the fireflies, sparkling dimly, flew with
their slow and silvery flight. The moon made a pathway on the broad river for the light feet of Siva’s bride, and on
the further bank a row of palm trees was delicately silhouetted against the sky. Peace stole into the soul of Mr.
Warburton.
He was a queer creature\fn{An odd man} and he had had a singular career.
At the age of twenty-one he had inherited a considerable fortune, a hundred thousand pounds, and when he left
Oxford he threw himself into the gay life which in those days (now Mr. Warburton was a man of four and fifty)\fn
{Indicating that he was born in 1870; we are meant, of course, to figure this out from the year this story was published } offered itself to
the young man of good family. He had his flat in Mount Street, his private hansom, and his hunting box in Warwickshire. He went to all the places where the fashionable congregate. He was handsome, amusing and generous.
He was a figure in the society of London in the early nineties, and society then had not lost its exclusiveness nor
its brilliance. The Boer War\fn{In South Africa, 1899-1902} which shook it was unthought of; the Great War\fn{ As it
was the fashion at one time to refer to World War I } which destroyed it was prophesied only by the pessimists. It was no
unpleasant thing to be a rich young man in those days, and Mr. Warburton’s chimneypiece during the season was
packed with cards for one great function after another. Mr. Warburton displayed them with complacency.
For Mr. Warburton was a snob.
He was not a timid snob, a little ashamed of being impressed by his betters, nor a snob who sought the intimacy of persons who had acquired celebrity in politics or notoriety in the arts, nor the snob who was dazzled by
riches; he was the naked, unadulterated common snob who dearly loved a lord.
He was touchy and quick-tempered, but he would much rather have been snubbed by a person of quality than
flattered by a commoner. His name figured insignificantly in Burke’s Peerage,\fn{First published in 1826, and one of
only two currently published peerage listings to supply full lineage; so called from its first editor, John Burke } and it was marvelous
to watch the ingenuity he used to mention his distant relationship to the noble family he belonged to; but never a
word did he say of the honest Liverpool manufacturer from whom, through his mother, a Miss Gubbins, he had
come by his fortune. It was the terror of his fashionable life that at Cowes,\fn{ Known for its regattas} maybe, or at
Ascot,\fn{Known for its horse-racing} when he was with a duchess or even with a prince of the blood, one of these
relatives would claim acquaintance with him.
His failing was too obvious not soon to become notorious, but its extravagance saved it from being merely
despicable. The great whom he adored laughed at him, but in their hearts felt his adoration not unnatural. Poor
Warburton was a dreadful snob, of course, but after all he was a good fellow.
He was always ready to back a bill for an impecunious nobleman, and if you were in a tight corner you could
safely count on him for a hundred pounds.
He gave good dinners.
He played whist badly, but never minded how much he lost if the company was select.
He happened to be a gambler, an unlucky one, but he was a good loser, and it was impossible not to admire the
coolness with which he lost five hundred pounds at a sitting.
His passion for cards, almost as strong as his passion for titles, was the cause of his undoing. The life he led
was expensive and his gambling losses were formidable. He began to plunge\fn{ To bet} more heavily, first on
horses, and then on the stock exchange. He had a certain simplicity of character and the unscrupulous found him
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an ingenuous prey.
I do not know if he ever realized that his smart friends laughed at him behind his back, but I think he had an
obscure instinct that he could not afford to appear other than careless of his money.
He got into the hands of moneylenders.
At the age of thirty-four he was ruined.
*
He was too much imbued with the spirit of his class to hesitate in the choice of his next step.
When a man in his set had run through his money he went out to the colonies.
No one heard Mr. Warburton repine. He made no complaint because a noble friend had advised a disastrous
speculation, he pressed nobody to whom he had lent money to repay it, he paid his debts (if he had only known it,
the despised blood of the Liverpool manufacturer came out in him there), sought help from no one, and, never
having done a stroke of work in his life, looked for a means of livelihood.
He remained cheerful, unconcerned and full of humor.
He had no wish to make anyone with whom he happened to be uncomfortable by the recital of his misfortune.
Mr. Warburton was a snob, but he was also a gentleman.\fn{ “A subtle but definite term which referred in part to material
possessions and in part to the practice of a detailed code of conduct and manners. To be a ‘gentleman’ was an essential qualification for
employment in the administrative service of the Empire.” (COL,35) I should think it would be a requirement for human existence itself; on
the other hand, George Warburton is cast as an extremely observant person; and in the very next sentence, he asks for the one thing
necessary to the advancement of a white man of keen intellect and obvious liberal sentiment vis-a-vie the rest of humanity when posted to
Colonial Service: a recommendation. So we must assume that his abilities to save his own face were extremely well defined. H }

The only favor he asked of any of the great friends in whose daily company he had lived for years was a recommendation. The able man who was at that time Sultan of Sembulu\fn{ Brunei may be meant; I am unable to find any
state named Sembulu, or any place at all; but, of course, this is a story, if not strictly speaking a piece of fiction:H } took him into his
service. The night before he sailed he dined for the last time at his club.
“I hear you’re going away, Warburton,” the old Duke of Hereford said to him.
“Yes, I’m going to Borneo.”
“Good God, what are you going there for?”
“Oh, I’m broke.”
“Are you? I’m sorry. Well, let us know when you come back. I hope you have a good time.”
“Oh, yes. Lots of shooting, you know.”
The duke nodded and passed on. A few hours later Mr. Warburton watched the coast of England recede into the
mist, and he left behind everything which to him made life worth living.
*
Twenty years had passed since then.
He kept up a busy correspondence with various great ladies and his letters were amusing and chatty.
He never lost his love for titled persons and paid careful attention to the announcements in The Times (which
reached him six weeks after publication) of their comings and goings.
He perused the column which records births, deaths and marriages,\fn{ I think it is still called The Court Circular; I
remember seeing it in The Times when I was in England from 1970-1972.} and he was always ready with his letter of congratulation or condolence. The illustrated papers told him how people looked and on his periodical visits to England,
able to take up the threads as though they had never been broken, he knew all about any new person who might
have appeared on the social surface.
His interest in the world of fashion was as vivid as when he himself had been a figure in it.
It still seemed to him the only thing that mattered.
*
But insensibly another interest had entered into his life.
The position he found himself in flattered his vanity; he was no longer the sycophant craving the smiles of the
great, he was the master whose word was law. He was gratified by the guard of Dyak soldiers who presented arms
as he passed. He liked to sit in judgment on his fellow men.
It pleased him to compose quarrels between rival chiefs. When the headhunters were troublesome in the old
days\fn{The British portion of the island of Borneo “was reckoned to be a dangerous territory. The less sophisticated of the local inhabitants enjoyed head-hunting, successful practitioners tying shrunken human heads to their belts. … The British at home remembered ‘the
wild man of Borneo’ who had been exhibited in a cage at nineteenth-century fairgrounds.” (COL,143 )} he set out to chastise them

with a thrill of pride in his own behavior. He was too vain not to be of dauntless courage, and a pretty story was
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told of his coolness in adventuring single-handed into a stockaded village and demanding the surrender of a
bloodthirsty pirate. He became a skillful administrator. He was strict, just and honest.\fn {“He hated injustice, by which
he meant treatment of a man other than according to the law. He would go to meticulous, sometimes absurd, lengths to try to enforce laws
which he regarded as the embodiment of excellence. In the narrow sense of day-to-day efficiency in running an office he was often very
good. He saw that letters were answered on time, that adequate records were kept, that accurate reports were sent on high to the provincial
governments and to Simla. The terms of his contract required him to place twenty-four hours a day at the disposal of the Government and
often he did indeed work extraordinarily long hours.” (COL,47, commenting on the Civil Service of British India in 1918. Simla was the
British administrative capital of India for eight months of the year.) }

And little by little he conceived a deep love for the Malays.
He interested himself in their habits and customs. He was never tired of listening to their talk. He admired their
virtues, and with a smile and a shrug of the shoulders condoned their vices.
“In my day,” he would say, “I have been on intimate terms with some of the greatest gentlemen in England, but
I have never known finer gentlemen than some well-born Malays whom I am proud to call my friends.”
He liked their courtesy and their distinguished manners, their gentleness and their sudden passions.
He knew by instinct exactly how to treat them.
He had a genuine tenderness for them.
But he never forgot that he was an English gentleman and he had no patience with the white men who yielded
to native customs. He made no surrenders. And he did not imitate so many of the white men in taking a native
woman to wife, for an intrigue of this nature, however sanctified by custom, seemed to him not only shocking but
undignified.
A man who had been called George\fn{ I.e., who had been spoken to on a familiar, intimate basis, by his first name. } by
Albert Edward, Prince of Wales,\fn{ Later Edward VII, King of England and Emperor of India, 1901-1910. } could hardly be
expected to have any connection with a native.
*
And when he returned to Borneo from his visits to England it was now with something like relief.
His friends, like himself, were no longer young, and there was a new generation which looked upon him as a
tiresome old man. It seemed to him that the England of today had lost a good deal of what he had loved in the
England of his youth.
But Borneo remained the same. It was home to him now. He meant to remain in the service\fn{ The Civil Service}
as long as was possible, and the hope in his heart was that he would die before at last he was forced to retire. He
had stated in his will that wherever he died he wished his body to be brought back to Sembulu and buried among
the people he loved within sound of the softly flowing river.
But these emotions he kept hidden from the eyes of men; and no one, seeing this spruce, stout, well-set-up
man, with his clean-shaven strong face and his whitening hair, would have dreamed that he cherished so profound
a sentiment.
*
He knew how the work of the station should be done, and during the next few days he kept a suspicious eye on
his assistant. He saw very soon that he was painstaking and competent. The only fault he had to find with him was
that he was brusque with the natives.
“The Malays are shy and very sensitive,” he said to him. “I think you will find that you will get much better
results if you take care always to be polite, patient and kindly.” Cooper gave a short, grating laugh.
“I was born in Barbados and I was in Africa in the war. I don’t think there’s much about niggers that I don’t
know.”
“I know nothing,” said Mr. Warburton acidly. “But we were not taking of them. We were talking of Malays.”
“Aren’t they niggers?”
“You are very ignorant,” replied Mr. Warburton.
He said no more.
*
On the first Sunday after Cooper’s arrival he asked him to dinner. He did everything ceremoniously, and
though they had met on the previous day in the office and later, on the fort verandah where they drank a gin and
bitters together at six o’clock, he sent a polite note across to the bungalow by a boy.
Cooper, however unwillingly, came in evening dress and Mr. Warburton, though gratified that his wish was
respected, noticed with disdain that the young man’s clothes were badly cut and his shirt ill-fitting. But Mr.
Warburton was in a good temper that evening.
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“By the way,” he said to him, as he shook hands, “I’ve talked to my head boy about finding you someone and
he recommends his nephew. I’ve seen him and he seems a bright and willing lad. Would you like to see him?”
“I don’t mind.”
“He’s waiting now.”
Mr. Warburton called his boy and told him to send for his nephew.
In a moment a tall, slender youth of twenty appeared. He had large dark eyes and a good profile. He was very
neat in his sarong, a little white coat, and a fez, without a tassel, of plum-colored velvet. He answered to the name
of Abas.
Mr. Warburton looked on him with approval, and his manner insensibly softened as he spoke to him in fluent
and idiomatic Malay. He was inclined to be sarcastic with white people, but with the Malays he had a happy mixture of condescension and kindliness. He stood in the place of the sultan. He knew perfectly how to preserve his
own dignity, and at the same time put a native at his ease.
“Will he do?” said Mr. Warburton, turning to Cooper.
“Yes, I daresay he’s no more of a scoundrel than any of the rest of them.”
Mr. Warburton informed the boy that he was engaged and dismissed him.
“You’re very lucky to get a boy like that,” he told Cooper. “He belongs to a very good family. They came over
from Malacca\fn{A city in the Malysian part of the Malay Peninsula.} nearly a hundred years ago.”
“I don’t much mind if the boy who cleans my shoes and brings me a drink when I want it has blue blood in his
veins or not. All I ask is that he should do what I tell him and look sharp about it.”
Mr. Warburton pursed his lips, but made no reply.
*
They went in to dinner. It was excellent, and the wine was good. Its influence presently had its effect on them
and they talked not only without acrimony, but even with friendliness. Mr. Warburton like to do himself well, and
on Sunday night he made it a habit to do himself even a little better than usual.
He began to think he was unfair to Cooper. Of course he was not a gentleman, but that was not his fault, and
when you got to know him it might be that he would turn out a very good fellow. His faults, perhaps, were faults
of manner. And he was certainly good at his work, quick, conscientious and thorough. When they reached the
dessert Mr. Warburton was feeling kindly disposed towards all mankind.
“This is your first Sunday and I’m going to give you a very special glass of port. I’ve only got about two dozen
of it\fn{Bottles of it} left and I keep it for special occasions.”
He gave his boy instructions and presently the bottle was brought. Mr. Warburton watched the boy open it.
“I got this port from my old friend Charles Hollington. He’d had it for forty years and I’ve had it for a good
many. He was well known to have the best cellar in England.”
“Is he a wine merchant?”
“Not exactly,” smiled Mr. Warburton. “I was speaking of Lord Hollington of Castle Reagh. He’s one of the
richest peers in England. A very old friend of mine. I was at Eton with his brother.”
This was an opportunity that Mr. Warburton could never resist and he told a little anecdote of which the only
point seemed to be that he knew an earl. The port was certainly very good; he drank a glass and then a second.
*
He lost all caution.
He had not talked to a white man for months.
He began to tell stories. He showed himself in the company of the great. Hearing him you would have thought
that at one time ministries were formed and policies decided on his suggestion whispered into the ear of a duchess
or thrown over the dinner table to be grate-fully acted on by the confidential adviser of the sovereign. The old
days at Ascot, Goodwood\fn{More accurately, Goodwood Park, in Sussex, another famous horse-racing place } and Cowes lived
again for him. Another glass of port. There were the great house parties in Yorkshire and in Scotland to which he
went every year.
“I had a man called Foreman then, the best valet I ever had, and why do you think he gave me notice? You
know in the housekeeper’s room the ladies’ maids and the gentlemen’s gentlemen sit according to the precedence
of their masters.
“He told me he was sick of going to party after party at which I was the only commoner. It meant that he
always had to sit at the bottom of the table and all the best bits were taken before a dish reached him. I told the
story to the old Duke of Hereford and he roared,
“‘By God, sir,’ he said, ‘if I were King of England I’d make you a viscount just to give your man a chance.’
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“‘Take him yourself, Duke,’ I said. ‘He’s the best valet I’ve ever had.’
“‘Well, Warburton,’ he said, ‘if he’s good enough for you he’s good enough for me. Send him along.’”
Then there was Monte Carlo\fn{ One of the four sections of Monaco, a luxuriously beautiful playground for the world’s rich,
famous for its gambling casino (1861), opera house (1878) and sporting club (1932). Only visitors may gamble there .} where Mr.
Warburton and the Grand Duke Fyodor, playing in partnership, had broken the bank one evening; and there was
Marienbad.\fn{A spa and town in the western Czech Republic, famous for its more than 40 mineral springs and its grand hotels; long
the property of the Premonstratensian Abbey (12 th century), it has been renamed Mariánské Lázne } At Marienbad Mr. Warburton
had played baccarat with Edward VII.
“He was only Prince of Wales then, of course. I remember him saying to me,
“‘George, if you draw on a five you’ll lose your shirt.’
“He was right; I don’t think he ever said a truer word in his life. He was a wonderful man. I always said he was
the greatest diplomatist in Europe.
“But I was a young fool in those days, I hadn’t the sense to take his advice. If I had, if I’d never drawn on a
five, I daresay I shouldn’t be here today.”
*
Cooper was watching him. His brown eyes, deep in their sockets, were hard and supercilious, and on his lips
was a mocking smile.
He had heard a good deal about Mr. Warburton in Kuala Solor. Not a bad sort, and he ran his district like
clockwork, they said, but by heaven, what a snob! They laughed at him good-naturedly, for it was impossible to
dislike a man who was so generous and so kindly, and Cooper had already heard the story of the Prince of Wales
and the game of baccarat.
But Cooper listened without indulgence.
From the beginning he had resented the Resident’s manner. He was very sensitive and he writhed under Mr.
Warburton’s polite sarcasms. Mr. Warburton had a knack of receiving a remark of which he disapproved with a
devastating silence. Cooper had lived little in England and he had a peculiar dislike of the English. He resented
especially the public-school boy since he always feared that he was going to patronize him. He was so much
afraid of others putting on airs with him that, in order as it were to get in first, he put on such airs as to make
everyone think him insufferably conceited.
“Well, at all events the war has done one good things for us,” he said at last. “It’s smashed up the power of the
aristocracy. The Boer War started it, and 1914 put the lid on.”
“The great families of England are doomed,” said Mr. Warburton with the complacent melancholy of an
émigré who remembered the court of Louis XV. “They cannot afford any longer to live in their splendid palaces
and their princely hospitality will soon be nothing but a memory.”
“And a damned good job too in my opinion.”
“My poor Cooper, what can you know of the glory that was Greece and the grandeur that was Rome?”
Mr. Warburton made an ample gesture. His eyes for an instant grew dreamy with a vision of the past.
“Well, believe me, we’re fed up with all that rot. What we want is a business government by businessmen. I
was born in a Crown colony and I’ve lived practically all my life in the colonies. I don’t give a row of pins for a
lord.
“What’s wrong with England is snobbishness. And if there’s anything that gets my goat it’s a snob.”
*
A snob!
Mr. Warburton’s face grew purple and his eyes blazed with anger. That was a word that had pursued him all his
life. The great ladies whose society he had enjoyed in his youth were not inclined to look upon his apprecia-tion
of themselves as unworthy, but even great ladies are sometimes out of temper and more than once Mr. War-burton
had had the dreadful word flung in his teeth.
He knew, he could not help knowing, that there were odious people who called him a snob.
How unfair it was! Why, there was no vice he found so detestable as snobbishness. After all, he liked to mix
with people of his own class, he was only at home in their company, and how in heaven’s name could anyone say
that was snobbish?
Birds of a feather.\fn{The complete saying is: Birds of a feather flock together}
“I quite agree with you,” he answered. “A snob is a man who admires or despises another because he is of a
higher social rank than his own. It is the most vulgar failing of our English middle class.”
He saw a flicker of amusement in Cooper’s eyes.
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Cooper put up his hand to hide the broad smile that rose to his lips, and so made it more noticeable.
Mr. Warburton’s hands trembled a little.
Probably Cooper never knew how greatly he had offended his chief. A sensitive man himself he was strangely
insensitive to the feelings of others.
*
Their work forced them to see one another for a few minutes now and then during the day, and they met at six
to have a drink on Mr. Warburton’s verandah. This was an old-established custom of the country which Mr.
Warburton would not for the world have broken.
But they ate their meals separately, Cooper in his bungalow and Mr. Warburton at the fort.
After the office work was over they walked till dusk fell, but they walked apart.
There were but few paths in this country, where the jungle pressed close upon the plantations of the village,
and when Mr. Warburton caught sight of his assistant passing along with his loose stride, he would make a circuit
in order to avoid him. Cooper, with his bad manners, his conceit in his own judgment and his intolerance, had
already got on his nerves; but it was not till Cooper had been on the station for a couple of months than an
incident happened which turned the Resident’s dislike into bitter hatred.
*
Mr. Warburton was obliged to go up-country on a tour of inspection, and he left the station in Cooper’s charge
with more confidence, since he had definitely come to the conclusion that he was a capable fellow. The only thing
he did not like was that he had no indulgence.
He was honest, just and painstaking, but he had no sympathy for the natives. It bitterly amused Mr. Warburton
to observe that this man, who looked upon himself as every man’s equal, should look upon so many men as his
own inferiors.
He was hard, he had no patience with the native mind, and he was a bully.
Mr. Warburton very quickly realized that the Malays disliked and feared him. He was not altogether displeased. He would not have liked it very much if his assistant had enjoyed a popularity which might rival his own.
Mr. Warburton made his elaborate preparations, set out on his expedition, and in three weeks returned.
*
Meanwhile the mail had arrived. The first thing that struck his eyes when he entered his sitting room was a
great pile of open newspapers. Cooper had met him, and they went into the room together. Mr. Warburton turned
to one of the servants who had been left behind and sternly asked him what was the meaning of those open
papers. Cooper hastened to explain.
“I wanted to read all about the Wolverhampton murder\fn{ Wolverhampton is a London suburb} and so I borrowed
your Times. I brought them back again. I knew you wouldn’t mind.”
Mr. Warburton turned on him, white with anger.
“But I do mind. I mind very much.”
“I’m sorry,” said Cooper, with composure. “The fact is, I simply couldn’t wait till you came back.”
“I wonder you didn’t open my letters as well.” Cooper, unmoved, smiled at his chief’s exasperation.
“Oh, that’s not quite the same thing. After all, I couldn’t imagine you’d mind my looking at your newspapers.
There’s nothing private in them.”
“I very much object to anyone reading my paper before me.”
He went up to the pile. There were nearly thirty numbers there.
“I think it extremely impertinent of you. They’re all mixed up.”
“We can easily put them in order,” said Cooper, joining him at the table.
“Don’t touch them,” cried Mr. Warburton.
“I say, it’s childish to make a scene about a little thing like that.”
“How dare you speak to me like that?”
“Oh, go to hell,” said Cooper, and he flung out of the room.
*
Mr. Warburton, trembling with passion, was left contemplating his papers.
His greatest pleasure in life had been destroyed by those callous, brutal hands.
Most people living in out-of-the-way places when the mail comes tear open impatiently their papers and taking
the last ones first glance at the latest news from home. Not so Mr. Warburton. His news agent had instructions to
write on the outside of the wrapper the date of each paper he dispatched and when the great bundle arrived Mr.
Warburton looked at these dates and with his blue pencil numbered them. His head boy’s orders were to place one
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on the table every morning in the verandah with the early cup of tea, and it was Mr. Warburton’s special delight to
break the wrapper as he sipped his tea, and read the morning paper.
It gave him the illusion of living at home.
Every Monday morning he read the Monday Times of six weeks back and so went through the week. On
Sunday he read The Observer. Like his habit of dressing for dinner it was a tie to civilization.
And it was his pride that no matter how exciting the news was he had never yielded to the temptation of
opening a paper before its allotted time. During the war the suspense sometimes had been intolerable, and when
he read one day that a push\fn{ A military offensive} was begun he had undergone agonies of suspense which he
might have saved himself by the simple expedient of opening a later paper which lay waiting for him on a shelf. It
had been the severest trial to which he had ever exposed himself, but he victoriously surmounted it.
And that clumsy fool had broken open those neat tight packages because he wanted to know whether some
horrid woman had murdered her odious husband.
Mr. Warburton sent for his boy and told him to bring wrappers. He folded up the papers as neatly as he could,
placed a wrapper round each and numbered it. But it was a melancholy task.
“I shall never forgive him,” he said. “Never.”
*
Of course his boy had been with him on his expedition; he never traveled without him, for his boy knew
exactly how he liked things, and Mr. Warburton was not the kind of jungle traveler who was prepared to dispense
with his comforts; but in the interval since their arrival he had been gossiping in the servants’ quarters.
He had learned that Cooper had had trouble with his boys.
All but the youth Abas had left him. Abas had desired to go too, but his uncle had placed him there on the instructions of the Resident, and he was afraid to leave without his uncle’s permission.
“I told him he had done well, tuan,” said the boy.\fn{Tuan is a title, used by Malays especially but not exclusively for
Europeans. It means “sir,”} “But he is unhappy. He says it is not a good house and he wishes to know if he may go as
the others have gone.”
“No, he must stay. The tuan must have servants. Have those who went been replaced?”
“No, tuan, no one will go.”
Mr. Warburton frowned. Cooper was an insolent fool, but he had an official position and must be suitably
provided with servants. It was not seemly that his house should be improperly conducted.
“Where are the boys who ran away?”
“They are in the kampong,\fn{The native portion of the village attached to the fort. } tuan.”
“Go and see them tonight and tell them that I expect them to be back in tuan Cooper’s house at dawn tomorrow.”
“They say they will not go, tuan.”
“On my order?”
The boy had been with Mr. Warburton for fifteen years, and he knew every intonation of his master’s voice. He
was not afraid of him, they had gone through too much together, once in the jungle the Resident had saved his life
and once, upset in some rapids, but for him the Resident would have been drowned; but he knew when the
Resident must be obeyed without question.
“I will go to the kampong,” he said.
Mr. Warburton expected that his subordinate would take the first opportunity to apologize for his rudeness, but
Cooper had the ill-bred man’s inability to express regret; and when they met next morning in the office he ignored
the incident.
Since Mr. Warburton had been away for three weeks it was necessary for them to have a somewhat prolonged
interview. At the end of it Mr. Warburton dismissed him.
“I don’t think there’s anything else, thank you.” Cooper turned to go, but Mr. Warburton stopped him. “I
understand you’ve been having some trouble with your boys.” Cooper gave a harsh laugh.
“They tried to blackmail me. They had the damned cheek to run away, all except that incompetent fellow Abas
—he knew when he was well off—but I just sat tight. They’ve all come to heel again.”
“What do you mean by that?”
“This morning they were all back on their jobs, the Chinese cook and all. There they were, as cool as cucumbers; you would have thought they owned the place. I suppose they’d come to the conclusion that I wasn’t such a
fool as I looked.”
“By no means. They came back on my express order.”
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Cooper flushed slightly.
“I should be obliged if you wouldn’t interfere with my private concerns.”
“They’re not your private concerns. When your servants run away it makes you ridiculous. You are perfectly
free to make a fool of yourself, but I cannot allow you to be made a fool of. It is unseemly that your house should
not be properly staffed. As soon as I heard that your boys had left you, I had them told to be back in their places at
dawn. That’ll do.”
Mr. Warburton nodded to signify that the interview was at an end. Cooper took no notice.
“Shall I tell you what I did? I called them and gave the whole bally lot the sack. I gave them ten minutes to get
out of the compound.”
Mr. Warburton shrugged his shoulders.
“What makes you think you can get others?”
“I’ve told my own clerk to see about it.” Mr. Warburton reflected for a moment.
“I think you behaved very foolishly. You will do well to remember in future that good masters make good
servants.”
“Is there anything else you want to teach me?”
“I should like to teach you manners, but it would be an arduous task, and I have not the time to waste. I will
see that you get boys.”
“Please don’t put yourself to any trouble on my account. I’m quite capable of getting them for myself.”
Mr. Warburton smiled acidly. He had an inkling that Cooper disliked him as much as he disliked Cooper, and
he knew that nothing is more galling than to be forced to accept the favors of a man you detest.
“Allow me to tell you that you have no more chance of getting Malay or Chinese servants here now than you
have of getting an English butler or a French chef. No one will come to you except on an order from me. Would
you like me to give it?”
“No.”
“As you please. Good morning.”
*
Mr. Warburton watched the development of the situation with acrid humor.
Cooper’s clerk was unable to persuade Malay, Dyak or Chinese to enter the house of such a master. Abas, the
boy who remained faithful to him, knew how to cook only native food, and Cooper, a coarse feeder, found his
gorge rise against the everlasting rice.
There was no water carrier, and in that great heat he needed several baths a day. He cursed Abas, but Abas
opposed him with sullen resistance and would not do more than he chose.
It was galling to know that the lad stayed with him only because the Resident insisted. This went on for a
fortnight and then, one morning, he found in his house the very servants whom he had previously dismissed.
He fell into a violent rage, but he had learned a little sense, and this time, without a word, he let them stay. He
swallowed his humiliation, but the impatient contempt he had felt for Mr. Warburton’s idiosyncrasies changed
into a sullen hatred; the Resident with this malicious stroke had made him the laughingstock of all the natives.
*
The two men now held no communication with one another.
They broke the time-honored custom of sharing, notwithstanding personal dislike, a drink at six o’clock with
any white man who happened to be at the station.
Each lived in his own house as though the other did not exist. Now that Cooper had fallen into the work, it was
necessary for them to have little to do with one another in the office. Mr. Warburton used his orderly to send any
message he had to give his assistant, and his instructions he sent by formal letter. They saw one another
constantly, that was inevitable, but did not exchange half a dozen words in a week.
The fact that they could not avoid catching sight of one another got on their nerves. They brooded over their
antagonism and Mr. Warburton, taking his daily walk, could think of nothing but how much he detested his
assistant.
And the dreadful thing was that in all probability they would remain thus, facing each other in deadly enmity,
till Mr. Warburton went on leave.
It might be three years.
He had no reason to send in a complaint to headquarters: Cooper did his work very well, and at that time men
were hard to get. True, vague complaints reached him and hints that the natives found Cooper harsh. There was
certainly a feeling of dissatisfaction among them.
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But when Mr. Warburton looked into specific cases, all he could say was that Cooper had shown severity
where mildness would not have been misplaced and had been unfeeling when he himself\fn{ The text has: when
himself} would have been sympathetic. He had done nothing for which he could be taken to task.
But Mr. Warburton watched him. Hatred will often make a man clear-sighted, and he had a suspicion that
Cooper was using the natives without consideration, yet keeping within the law, because he felt that thus he could
exasperate his chief. One day perhaps he would go too far.
None knew better than Mr. Warburton how irritable the incessant heat could make a man and how difficult it
was to keep ones’ self-control after a sleepless night.
He smiled softly to himself.
Sooner or later Cooper would deliver himself into his hand.
*
When at last the opportunity came Mr. Warburton laughed aloud.
Cooper had charge of the prisoners; they made roads, built sheds, rowed when it was necessary to send the
prahu up- or down-stream, kept the town clean and otherwise usefully employed themselves. If well-behaved they
even on occasion served as houseboys.
Cooper kept them hard at it. He liked to see them work. He took pleasure in devising tasks for them; and
seeing quickly enough that they were being made to do useless things the prisoners worked badly.
He punished them by lengthening their hours.
This was contrary to the regulations, and as soon as it was brought to the attention of Mr. Warburton, without
referring the matter back to his subordinate, he gave instructions that the old hours should be kept; Cooper, going
out for his walk, was astounded to see the prisoners strolling back to the jail; he had given instructions that they
were not to knock off till dusk. When he asked the warder in charge why they had left off work he was told that it
was the Resident’s bidding.
White with rage he strode to the fort.
Mr. Warburton, in his spotless white ducks and his neat topee, with a walking stick in his hand, followed by his
dogs, was on the point of starting out on his afternoon stroll. He had watched Cooper go and knew that he had
taken the road by the river. Cooper jumped up the steps and went straight up to the Resident.
“I want to know what the hell you mean by countermanding my order that the prisoners were to work till six,”
he burst out, beside himself with fury.
Mr. Warburton opened his cold blue eyes very wide and assumed an expression of great surprise.
“Are you out of your mind? Are you so ignorant that you do not know that that is not the way to speak to your
official superior?”
“Oh, go to hell. The prisoners are my pidgin\fn{ My prerogative} and you’ve got no right to interfere. You mind
your business and I’ll mind mine. I want to know what the devil you mean by making a damned fool of me.
Everyone in the place will know that you’ve countermanded my order.”
Mr. Warburton kept very cool.
“You had no power to give the order you did. I countermanded it because it was harsh and tyrannical. Believe
me, I have not made half such a damned fool of you as you have made of yourself.”
“You disliked me from the first moment I came here. You’ve done everything you could to make the place
impossible for me because I wouldn’t lick your boots for you. You got your knife into me because I wouldn’t
flatter you.”
Cooper, spluttering with rage, was nearing dangerous ground, and Mr. Warburton’s eyes grew on a sudden
colder and more piercing.
“You are wrong. I thought you were a cad, but I was perfectly satisfied with the way you did your work.”
“You snob. You damned snob. You thought me a cad because I hadn’t been to Eton.\fn{ A very important private
school in Britain, for those who wished to matriculate eventually from Cambridge University } Oh, they told me in K. S. what to
expect.
“Say, don’t you know that you’re the laughingstock of the whole country? I could hardly help bursting into a
roar of laughter when you told your celebrated story about the Prince of Wales. My God, how they shouted at the
club when they told it. By God, I’d rather be the cad I am than the snob you are.”
He got Mr. Warburton on the raw.
“If you don’t get out of my house this minute I shall knock you down,” he cried. The other came a little closer
to him and put his face in his.
“Touch me, touch me,” he said. “By God, I’d like to see you hit me. Do you want me to say it again? Snob.
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Snob.”
Cooper was three inches taller than Mr. Warburton, a strong, muscular young man. Mr. Warburton was fat and
fifty-four. His clenched fist shot out. Cooper caught him by the arm and pushed him back.
“Don’t be a damned fool. Remember I’m not a gentleman. I know how to use my hands.”
He gave a sort of hoot, and, grinning all over his pale, sharp face, jumped down the verandah steps. Mr.
Warburton, his heart in his anger pounding against his ribs, sank exhausted into a chair. His body tingled as
though he had prickly heat. For one horrible moment he thought he was going to cry.
But suddenly he was conscious that his head boy was on the verandah and instinctively regained control of
himself. The boy came forward and filled him a glass of whisky and soda. Without a word Mr. Warburton took it
and drank it to the dregs.
“What do you want to say to me?” asked Mr. Warburton, trying to force a smile onto his strained lips.
“Tuan, the assistant tuan is a bad man. Abas wishes again to leave him.”
“Let him wait a little. I shall write to Kuala Solor and ask that Tuan Cooper should go elsewhere.”
“Tuan Cooper is not good with the Malays.”
“Leave me.”
The boy silently withdrew.
Mr. Warburton was left alone with his thoughts. He saw the club at Kuala Solor, the men sitting round the table
in the window in their flannels, when the night had driven them in from golf and tennis, drinking whiskies and gin
pahits and laughing when they told the celebrated story of the Prince of Wales and himself at Marienbad.
He was hot with shame and misery.
A snob! They all thought him a snob. And he had always thought them very good fellows, he had always been
gentleman enough to let it make no difference to him that they were of very second-rate position.
He hated them now. But his hatred for them was nothing compared with his hatred for Cooper. And if it had
come to blows Cooper could have thrashed him.
Tears of mortification ran down his red, fat face. He sat there for a couple of hours smoking cigarette after
cigarette, and he wished he were dead.
*
At last the boy came back and asked him if he would dress for dinner.
Of course! He always dressed for dinner.
He rose wearily from his chair and put on his stiff shirt and the high collar. He sat down at the prettily
decorated table and was waited on as usual by the two boys while two others waved their great fans. Over there in
the bungalow, two hundred yards away, Cooper was eating a filthy meal clad only in a sarong and a baju.\fn{A
short, loose jacket worn in Malaya} His feet were bare and while he ate he probably read a detective story.
After dinner Mr. Warburton sat down to write a letter. The sultan was away, but he wrote, privately and confidentially, to his representative.\fn{ “The British had penetrated Borneo through the Sultan of Brunei, a Moslem ruler whose ancestors had carved out a kingdom on the north coast five centuries earlier. During the nineteenth century the Sultan had leased most of his
territory to the British North Borneo Company and to a British adventurer, James Brooke. In 1918 the Sultan had only 4,000 square miles
left for himself, with a population of 25,000. He was ‘advised’ by a British Resident and held in disfavor by the Colonial Office because a
combination of extravagance by his administration and sharp dealings by traders had placed his State in debt.” (COL,143) } Cooper did

his work very well, he said, but the fact was that he couldn’t get on with him. They were getting dreadfully on
each other’s nerves and he would look upon it as a very great favor if Cooper could be transferred to another post.
He dispatched the letter next morning by special messenger. The answer came a fortnight later with the
month’s mail. It was a private note and ran as follows:
My dear Warburton:
I do not want to answer your letter officially and so I am writing you a few lines myself. Of course if you insist I
will put the matter up to the Sultan, but I think you would be much wiser to drop it.
I know Cooper is a rough diamond, but he is capable, and he had a pretty thin time in the war, and I think he should
be given every chance. I think you are a little too much inclined to attach importance to a man’s social position. You
must remember that times have changed.
Of course it’s a very good thing for a man to be a gentleman, but it’s better that he should be competent and hardworking. I think if you’ll exercise a little tolerance you’ll get on very well with Cooper.
Yours very sincerely,
Richard Temple

*
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The letter dropped from Mr. Warburton’s hand. It was easy to read between the lines. Dick Temple, whom he
had known for twenty years, Dick Temple, who came from quite a good county family, thought him a snob and
for that reason had no patience with his request.
Mr. Warburton felt on a sudden discouraged with life. The world of which he was a part had passed away, and
the future belonged to a meaner generation. Cooper represented it and Cooper he hated with all his heart. He
stretched out his hand to fill his glass and at the gesture his head boy stepped forward.
“I didn’t know you were there.”
The boy picked up the official letter. Ah, that was why he was waiting.
“Does Tuan Cooper go, tuan?”
“No.”
“There will be a misfortune.”
For a moment the words conveyed nothing to his lassitude. But only for a moment. He sat up in his chair and
looked at the boy. He was all attention.
“What do you mean by that?”
“Tuan Cooper is not behaving rightly with Abas.”
Mr. Warburton shrugged his shoulders. How should a man like Cooper know how to treat servants? Mr. Warburton knew the type: he would be grossly familiar with them at one moment and rude and inconsiderate the next.
“Let Abas go back to his family.”
“Tuan Cooper holds back his wages so that he may not run away. He has paid him nothing for three months. I
tell him to be patient. But he is angry, he will not listen to reason. If the tuan continues to use him ill there will be
a misfortune.”
“You were right to tell me.”
The fool!
Did he know so little of the Malays as to think he could safely injure them? It would serve him damned well
right if he got a kris in his back.
A kris.
Mr. Warburton’s heart seemed on a sudden to miss a beat. He had only to let things take their course and one
fine day he would be rid of Cooper.
He smiled faintly as the phrase, a masterly inactivity, crossed his mind. And now his heart beat a little quicker,
for he saw the man he hated lying on his face in a pathway of the jungle with a knife in his back. A fit end for the
cad and the bully.
Mr. Warburton sighed.
It was his duty to warn him and of course he must do it. He wrote a brief and formal note to Cooper asking him
to come to the fort at once.
*
In ten minutes Cooper stood before him.
They had not spoken to one another since the day when Mr. Warburton had nearly struck him. He did not now
ask him to sit down.
“Did you wish to see me?” Cooper asked.
He was untidy and none too clean. His face and hands were covered with little red blotches where mosquitoes
had bitten him and he had scratched himself till the blood came. His long, thin face bore a sullen look.
“I understand that you are again having trouble with your servants. Abas, my head boy’s nephew, complains
that you have held back his wages for three months. I consider it a most arbitrary proceeding. The lad wishes to
leave you, and I certainly do not blame him. I must insist on your paying what is due to him.”
“I don’t choose that he should leave me. I am holding back his wages as a pledge of his good behavior.”
“You do not know the Malay character. The Malays are very sensitive to injury and ridicule. They are
passionate and revengeful. It is my duty to warn you that if you drive this boy beyond a certain point you run a
great risk.” Cooper gave a contemptuous chuckle.
“What do you think he’ll do?”
“I think he’ll kill you.”
“Why should you mind?”
“Oh, I wouldn’t,” replied Mr. Warburton, with a faint laugh. “I should bear it with the utmost fortitude. But I
feel the official obligation to give you a proper warning.”
“Do you think I’m afraid of a damned nigger?”
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“It’s a matter of entire indifference to me.”
“Well, let me tell you this, I know how to take care of myself; that boy Abas is a dirty, thieving rascal, and if he
tries any monkey tricks on me, by God, I’ll wring his bloody neck.”
“That was all I wished to say to you,” said Mr. Warburton. “Good evening.”
Mr. Warburton gave him a little nod of dismissal.
Cooper flushed, did not for a moment know what to say or do, turned on his heel and stumbled out of the
room. Mr. Warburton watched him go with an icy smile on his lips. He had done his duty.
But what would he have thought had he known that when Cooper got back to his bungalow, so silent and
cheerless, he threw himself down on his bed and in his bitter loneliness on a sudden lost all control of himself?
Painful sobs tore his chest and heavy tears rolled down his thin cheeks.
*
After this Mr. Warburton seldom saw Cooper, and never spoke to him. He read his Times every morning, did
his work at the office, took his exercise, dressed for dinner, dined and sat by the river smoking his cheroot. If by
chance he ran across Cooper he cut him dead.
Each, though never for a moment unconscious of the propinquity, acted as though the other did not exist. Time
did nothing to assuage their animosity. They watched one another’s actions and each knew what the other did.
Though Mr. Warburton had been a keen shot in his youth, with age he had acquired a distaste for killing the
wild things of the jungle, but on Sundays and holidays Cooper went out with his gun: if he got something it was a
triumph over Mr. Warburton; if not, Mr. Warburton shrugged his shoulders and chuckled.
These counter-jumpers trying to be sportsmen!
Christmas was a bad time for both of them: they ate their dinners alone, each in his own quarters, and they got
deliberately drunk. They were the only white men within two hundred miles and they lived within shouting distance of each other.
At the beginning of the year Cooper went down with fever, and when Mr. Warburton caught sight of him again
he was surprised to see how thin he had grown. He looked ill and worn. The solitude, so much more unnatural
because it was due to no necessity, was getting on his nerves. It was getting on Mr. Warburton’s too, and often he
could not sleep at night. He lay awake brooding.
Cooper was drinking heavily and surely the breaking point was near; but in his dealings with the natives he
took care to do nothing that might expose him to his chief’s rebuke. They fought a grim and silent battle with one
another.
It was a test of endurance. The months passed, and neither gave sign of weakening. They were like men dwelling in regions of eternal night, and their souls were oppressed with the knowledge that never would the day dawn
for them. It looked as though their lives would continue forever in this dull and hideous monotony of hatred.
*
And when at last the inevitable happened it came upon Mr. Warburton with all the shock of the unexpected.
Cooper accused the boy Abas of stealing some of his clothes, and when the boy denied the theft took him by
the scruff of the neck and kicked him down the steps of the bungalow.
The boy demanded his wages, and Cooper flung at his head every word of abuse he knew. If he saw him in the
compound in an hour he would hand him over to the police.
Next morning the boy waylaid him outside the fort when he was walking over to his office, and again demanded his wages.
Cooper struck him in the face with his clenched fist.
The boy fell to the ground and got up with blood streaming from his nose.
Cooper walked on and set about his work. But he could not attend to it. The blow had calmed his irritation, and
he knew that he had gone too far. He was worried. He felt ill, miserable and discouraged.
In the adjoining office sat Mr. Warburton, and his impulse was to go and tell him what he had done; he made a
movement in his chair, but he knew with what icy scorn he would listen to the story. He could see his patronizing
smile.
For a moment he had an uneasy fear of what Abas might do. Warburton had warned him all right. He sighed.
What a fool he had been!
But he shrugged his shoulders impatiently. He did not care; a fat lot he had to live for. It was all Warburton’s
fault; if he hadn’t put his back up nothing like this would have happened. Warburton had made life a hell for him
from the start. The snob.
But they were all like that: it was because he was a Colonial. It was a damned shame that he had never got his
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commission in the war; he was as good as anyone else. They were a lot of dirty snobs. He was damned if he was
going to knuckle under now.
Of course Warburton would hear of what had happened; the old devil knew everything. He wasn’t afraid. He
wasn’t afraid of any Malay in Borneo, and Warburton could go to blazes.
*
He was right in thinking that Mr. Warburton would know what had happened. His head boy told him when he
went in to tiffin.\fn{Lunch.}
“Where is Abbas now?”
“I do not know, tuan. He has gone.”
Mr. Warburton remained silent. After luncheon as a rule he slept a little, but today he found himself very wide
awake. His eyes involuntarily sought the bungalow where Cooper was now resting.
The idiot!
Hesitation for a little was in Mr. Warburton’s mind. Did the man know in what peril he was? He supposed he
ought to send for him. But each time he had tried to reason with Cooper, Cooper had insulted him.
Anger, furious anger welled up suddenly in Mr. Warburton’s heart, so that the veins on his temples stood out
and he clenched his fists. The cad had had his warning. Now let him take what was coming to him. It was no
business of his and if anything happened it was not his fault. But perhaps they would wish in Kuala Solor that
they had taken his advice and transferred Cooper to another station.
He was strangely restless that night. After dinner he walked up and down the verandah. When the boy went
away to his own quarters, Mr. Warburton asked him whether anything had been seen of Abas.
“No tuan. I think maybe he has gone to the village of his mother’s brother.”
Mr. Warburton gave him a sharp glance, but the boy was looking down and their eyes did not meet.
*
Mr. Warburton went down to the river and sat in his arbor.
But peace was denied him. The river flowed ominously silent. It was like a great serpent gliding with sluggish
movement towards the sea.
And the trees of the jungle over the water were heavy with a breathless menace. No bird sang. No breeze
ruffled the leaves of the cassias. All around him it seemed as though something waited.
He walked across the garden to the road. He had Cooper’s bungalow in full view from there. There was a light
in his sitting room and across the road floated the sound of ragtime.
Cooper was playing his gramophone.
Mr. Warburton shuddered; he had never got over his instinctive dislike of that instrument. But for that he
would have gone over and spoken to Cooper. He turned and went back to his own house.
He read late into the night, and at last he slept. But he did not sleep very long, he had terrible dreams, and he
seemed to be awakened by a cry. Of course that was a dream too, for no cry—from the bungalow for instance—
could be heard in his room. He lay awake till dawn.
*
Then he heard hurried steps and the sound of voices, his head boy burst suddenly into the room without his fez,
and Mr. Warburton’s heart stood still.
“Tuan, tuan!”
Mr. Warburton jumped out of bed.
“I’ll come at once.”
He put on his slippers, and in his sarong and pajama jacket walked across his compound and into Cooper’s.
Cooper was lying in bed, with his mouth open, and a kris sticking in his heart.
He had been killed in his sleep. Mr. Warburton started, but not because he had not expected to see just such a
sight, he started because he felt in himself a sudden glow of exultation. A great burden had been lifted from his
shoulders.
Cooper was quite cold. Mr. Warburton took the kris out of the wound, it had been thrust in with such force that
he had to use an effort to get it out, and looked at it. He recognized it. It was a kris that a dealer had offered him
some weeks before and which he knew Cooper had bought.
“Where is Abas?” he asked sternly.
“Abas is at the village of his mother’s brother.” The sergeant of the native police was standing at the foot of the
bed.
“Take two men and go to the village and arrest him.”
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Mr. Warburton did what was immediately necessary. With set face he gave orders. His words were short and
peremptory. Then he went back to the fort. He shaved and had his bath, dressed and went into the dining room. By
the side of his plate The Times in its wrapper lay waiting for him. He helped himself to some fruit. The head boy
poured out his tea while the second handed him a dish of eggs. Mr. Warburton ate with a good appetite. The head
boy waited.
“What is it?” asked Mr. Warburton.
“Tuan, Abas, my nephew, was in the house of his mother’s brother all night. It can be proved. His uncle will
swear that he did not leave the kampong.”
Mr. Warburton turned upon him with a frown.
“Tuan Cooper was killed by Abas. You know it as well as I know it. Justice must be done.”
“Tuan, you would not hang him?”
Mr. Warburton hesitated an instant, and though his voice remained set and stern a change came into his eyes.
It was a flicker which the Malay was quick to notice and across his own eyes flashed an answering look of understanding.
“The provocation was very great. Abas will be sentenced to a term of imprisonment.” There was a pause while
Mr. Warburton helped himself to marmalade.
“When he has served a part of his sentence in prison I will take him into this house as a boy. You can train him
in his duties. I have no doubt that in the house of tuan Cooper he got into bad habits.”
“Shall Abas give himself up, tuan?”
“It would be wise of him.”
The boy withdrew.
*
Mr. Warburton took his Times and neatly slit the wrapper. He loved to unfold the heavy, rustling pages. The
morning, so fresh and cool, was delicious and for a moment his eyes wandered out over his garden with a friendly
glance. A great weight had been lifted from his mind.
He turned to the columns in which were announced the births, deaths and marriages. That was what he always
looked at first.
A name he knew caught his attention. Lady Ormskirk had had a son at last. By George, how pleased the old
dowager must be! He would write her a note of congratulation by the next mail.
Abas would make a very good houseboy.
That fool Cooper!
46.133 Excerpt from The Journal Of Marie Lenéru\fn{by Marie Lenéru (1875-1918)} Brest, Finistère Department,
France (F) 2
Le Trez-Hir, 1899.
I instinctively mistrust manual work. How it keeps women in a state of lethargy!
If they didn’t have that miserable occupation ready and waiting for them—which doesn’t occupy them any
more than beating time with their feet, and which is just as useless—they would then be forced to take the
initiative to do something else. If women must have reassuringly humble occupations, cooking at least has its
charm, as does the skillful running of the household, which not one in a hundred attain.
But these two things still require too much use of intelligence. After that, if they can neither converse, nor read,
nor play music, let them go to the poor, by God! And to the Church. But a bit too much charity and piety are also
more beyond their reach than you’d think.
“Our current literature” is certainly spoken of rather badly! Yet where do we find talents more intelligent, more
accomplished, more original? I love my contemporaries down to their warts.
Horrid day. I so declare my bad mood and say in jest all manner of things too outrageous to be taken seriously,
and which allow me to complain incognito. They find that very amusing:
“You should be in a bad mood every day.”
Oh Molière,\fn{Aka Jean-Baptiste Poquelin (1622-1673), French dramatist .} how amusing you must have been when you
passed away for good amidst the pointed hats and all the pomp and ceremony!\fn{ Molière produced, directed and acted
in his own plays, in the Théâtre du Petit Bourbon (part of the Louvre palace) at the invitation of Louis XIV, from 1658 until his death }
How I react to my reading astonishes them: authors who see things in a vulgar or comical manner or simply
turn up their noses in disgust, my God! Moral authors have shocked me more, have seemed to me less “decent”
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than the others who adore everything in life and don’t seem to suspect that a fly might fall in their glass.
I have no tolerance for romantic misdeeds, but to speak of them with distaste, seems to me as vulgar as the
abject laugh caused by deceived husbands.
Since everything is a matter of opinion, as the stoics would say, it’s in seeing dirt that things become dirty.
April 2, 1900.
I read an article by Mirbeau:\fn{ A note reads: Octave Mirbeau (1848-1917): French journalist and novelist. His best known
work, The Diary of a Chambermaid (1900) exemplifies the misogyny, sensuality, and social satire that characterizes his writings } “Gallant Remarks about Women.” They are rather vulgar, quite masculine jokes against feminism.
How can they not imagine that, from the material point of view itself, a woman must have in her life, her own
activities, interests, and abilities “beyond” her children? Well brought up children will not readily have an enthusiastic adoration for the good mother, who uses them as a pretext for her existence, and whose life depends on
their flannel vests, and their concoctions, and their problems, and their gossip, and their good grades, and their
promotions, and their exams and their matrimonial projects.
Read, instead, the letters of Auguste de Stael\fn{ A note reads: Auguste de Stael (1790-1826): the son of the famous writer
Madame de Stael. After she died, he devoted his energies to the publication of her works .} after the death of his mother, saying
how much their family life had declined along with their conversation and interests.
And how can men not feel that love must grow with the woman? It might be said that they are taking out their
vengeance on intelligent women for the fools they have been forced to love.
But the comment I want to make is this: most of the literary hacks who argue about feminism are not men of
that world where men and women consider themselves on an equal footing.
The first woman writers were highborn ladies and that didn’t bother in the least their salon companions who
encouraged them.
When Catherine II\fn{A note reads: Catherine II (1729-1796): she ruled Russia from 1762-1796. A patron of arts and literature,
she herself wrote memoirs, comedies, and stories} wanted to command her fleet, she made inquiries as to whether she
would be considered ridiculous. Those gentlemen replied that that would depend on just how well she handled it.
In masculine opposition to feminism, I sense something commonplace, the habit of seeing women in the role
of servant or housewife. A gentleman who has always seen his mother cut a brilliant figure in the company of distinguished men, the son of a peeress in her own right, a minister like Lord Melbourne who “would prefer to have
to deal with ten kings than with one queen” so extremely conscientious did Victoria’s royal scruples seem to
him, \fn{A note reads: Lord Melbourne (1779-1848): British statesman and prime minister. A favorite of Queen Victoria, he was her
mentor in statecraft. He was married to British novelist Lady Caroline Lamb (1785-1828) }those people find less amusement in
feminism.
May 8, 1901.
Sometimes, I listen. It’s an extraordinary respite. Memories from long ago return and help me recognize the
stranger I’ve become.
It seems to me that things, the least little things that exist outside myself are more myself than I, and that in
gathering my thoughts, I lose myself. Scatterbrain that you are, don’t try “to get back into yourself.” There’s nothing within. I know that for having been made to stand in the corner at a time when there were as yet no memories.
And it’s always tunes that bring me back the best. Has anyone ever noticed that tunes are the only human
things in the world that don’t change? An old tune comes down to us from further back than the words which
accompany it: and yet the language has already outlived the race. We can be sure that, somewhere in the world,
can still be heard the warblings of the first voice that sang.
To learn, to grasp: apprendre, to seize in passing, to hang on to, to cling to.\fn{ To seize the time, as Huey Newton
often said:H}
One must live to take revenge on death.
“From which it follows, in reasoning as we are doing, that wisdom is not moderation, wisdom being inseparable from Beauty; because there’s no way to deny that the moderate actions in the course of life never—or with
very few exceptions—appear more beautiful to us than those accomplished with energy and speed. …
“And even though, my dear, there might well be as many actions enhanced in beauty by moderation as by
speed and vigor, you wouldn’t have the right, based on that, to say that wisdom consists rather in action with
moderation than with speed and vigor …
“Nor that a moderate life is sounder than a life without moderation.” (Charmide)\fn{A note reads: Charmide:
(Charmides): one of the earlier Plato’s Dialogues,\fn{The authenticity of some of the dialogues and most of the letters is disputed .} in which
Socrates engages the young Charmides on the relation between self-knowledge and the conduct of life }
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Villa Saia, November 11, 1907.
Mesdames de Noailles, de Regnier, Delarue—Mardus, yes these women are talents and rivals; also Mesdames
Tynaire and Colette Yver are intelligent; and yet, they’re not. Why?
They’re not writers. They don’t rethink what they see. They’re storytellers and talkers, when they write they
aren’t engaged in feeling, they don’t create a new style that relates to life. They don’t have strong sensibilities, we
have nothing to inherit from them.
In literature there is: written, heartfelt literature, and spoken literature, devoid of energy. The first three lines of
a book immediately classify it as one or the other, they reveal the laziness or the attention given to the process. A
man who writes a hackneyed sentence such as: “the violin that sings and cries like a human voice”—I just read it
in Rod\fn{A note reads: Edouard Rod (1857-1910), Swiss novelist}—is a man who doesn’t distinguish himself, and who
doesn’t distinguish style from the notions of his own orignality. Maupassant\fn{ Henri René Albert Guy de Maupassant
(1850-1893), French author} had neither a brilliant mind nor an extraordinary sensibility, but he’d had the method
hammered into his head, and his work emerges alive, not only from the milieu he examines but from his very
being as a writer.
Spoken literature is quickly written, but it doesn’t bring to the mind the driving force of style, the joyful
expansion of effort. It doesn’t take its man very far. It gives him perhaps the power over his work, but not this creation of oneself by oneself, which makes of a few writers the best representatives of humanity, the most accomplished, complete beings who exist, along with monks and saints.
To write, not in order to speak, not even for the sake of writing: but rather to be, to become deeper in one’s
mind and in one’s heart.
104.69 1. The Goat, The Kids, And The Wolf 2. Coué Or Couette: Two Folktales\fn{told by Mme Lavaud (1880Montjean, Charente Department, France (F) 2

)}

1
There was a nanny goat who had broken her leg. She had to go and have it set at Saint Jard. She had to leave
her little kids behind, and she said to them,
“I am going off to have my leg set at Saint Jard. Don’t open the door to anyone. When I come back I shall say
to you:
Little kid and she kid,
Open the door for your mother,
Who comes from St. Jard,
Where she’s had her leg and ankle set.
Up you get, as if straw tickled your bottoms!

“And then I shall show you my white leg. You’ll know it’s your mother, and you will open the door.”
The kids knew quite well that they mustn’t open that door. However, the wolf heard what the nanny goat said
to her kids. He came to their door and said to them:
Little kid and little she kid,
Open the door for your mother,
Who comes from St. Jard,
Where she’s had her leg and ankle set.
Up you get, as if straw tickled your bottoms!

But the nanny goat had said to her kids that a white leg must be shown. The little kids shouted through the
door,
“Show your white leg!”
The wolf put his leg through a hole, perhaps it was through the cat hole. (You know, of course, that there were
cat holes in the doors in the old days.)
The kids saw that he had a black leg.
“Oh,” they said, “you have a black leg! You are not our mother.”
The wolf went and dipped his leg in flour, which was nice and white, and he came back and knocked on the
little kids’ door, saying once again:
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Little kid and little she kid,
Open the door for your mother,
Who comes from St. Jard,
Where she’s had her leg and ankle set.
Up you get, as if straw tickled your bottoms!

The kids said, “Show your leg!”
So then he had a beautiful white leg. The little kids opened the door, and the wolf was in their home.
“If you have something to eat, give it to me at once, or else I shall eat you.”
The kids were so frightened that they did not know what to do. The wolf asked them if they had any froumajhé
\fn{Cheesecake} in the dough bin to give him to eat.
Now it so happened that the nanny goat had just made cheesecake, which she had put into the dough bin next
to the cheeses so that the cakes would keep cool. Well, now, you won’t believe this. The wolf leaped into the
dough bin, the greedy thing, intent on eating the cheesecake. So then the little kids had closed the lid of the dough
bin, and the wolf was so busy eating that he took no notice.
When the nanny goat arrived, she knocked at the door, saying:
Little kid and little she kid,
Open the door for your mother,
Who comes from St. Jard,
Where she’s had her leg and ankle set.
Up you get, as if straw tickled your bottoms!

The kids ran to open the door for her.
“Do you know, the wolf came. He showed us a white leg, so we opened the door, and then he wanted to eat
cheesecake. He went into the dough bin, so we closed the lid on top of him.” The nanny goat said they had done
the right thing.
“Wait a minute! We must put some water on to boil in the stew-pot.” The wolf began yelling,
“Open the lid of the dough bin!”
“Make some holes in the dough bin,” said the nanny goat to her kids.
The little kids pierced the lid, and the wolf was able to breathe more easily. As soon as the holes were finished,
the water began to boil over the fire. Then the nanny goat took the handle of the kettle and poured water through
the holes in the lid. The wolf tried to get out of the way, first one side then the other, but he could not escape. Try
as he might, in the end he was scalded by the nanny goat.
When they had poured out the whole kettle, the nanny goat lifted the lid of the dough bin and the wolf hurled
himself out. Then the nanny goat stood on the threshold and shouted:
The running wolf is on his way!
Watch out, shepherdesses in the hay!
The scalded wolf is on the run!
Watch out, shepherdesses everyone!

2
Once upon a time there was a ram called Coué (or, if you prefer, a goat called Couette). When his mistress
wanted to lead him to the fields, Coué did only as he wished. Coué ate as much grass as he could, but in the
evening he did not want to go back into the pen.
“No, no. My mistress has done nothing but make me run all day long. I shall not go into the pen.” So the
mistress called the dog.
“Coué does not want to go into the pen. Dog, go and yap at Coué!”
The dog said he did not want to yap at Coué. The mistress said to him,
“Well, Coué does not want to go into the pen. The dog does not want to yap at Coué. Stick, go and beat the
dog!” The stick said that it did not wish to beat the dog.
“All right,” she said to him. “Coué does not want to go into the pen. The dog does not want to yap at Coué.
The stick does not want to beat the dog. Fire, come and burn the stick!” The fire said it did not wish to burn the
stick.
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“Well,” she said to him, “Coué does not want to go into the pen. The dog does not want to yap at Coué. The
stick does not want to beat the dog. The fire does not want to burn the stick. I shall tell the water to come and put
out the fire!” The water said it did not want to put out the fire.
“All right!” she said to it. “Coué does not want to go into the pen. The dog does not want to yap at Coué. The
stick does not want to beat the dog. The fire does not want to burn the stick. The water does not want to put out
the fire. I shall tell the ox to come and drink the water. Ox, go and drink the water!” The ox said,
“I’ll go and drink the water.” The water said,
“Well, I’ll go and put out the fire.” The fire said,
“All right, I’ll go and burn the stick.” The stick said,
“All right, I’ll beat the dog!” The dog said,
“All right, I’ll yap at Coué.” And Coué said,
“Oh, well, I’ll go into the pen!”
104.53 1. The Seven-Headed Monster 2. The Search For The Lost Husband 3. Gold Feather 4. The Orange Tree 5.
March And April: Five Folktales\fn{told by Jean Tobie (c.1880?- )} Missillac, Loire-Atlantique Department, France
(M) 11
1
Once upon a time there was a small boy all crippled and hunched. His brothers could not bear him. In the end
his parents said to him,
“Go and earn your daily bread elsewhere! You are one too many here, and you can see that your brothers can
no longer stomach you. Off with you!”
“No,” said the small boy. “I do not want to leave the house until you have had a suit of thirty-six colors and a
small white stick made for me.”
His parents looked high and low before finding a suit of thirty-six colors. At last they found one, and they gave
him the suit and the stick saying,
“Off you go now and never come back here.”
*
The poor little boy started walking and walking. On and on he went. He got himself hired at a farm, one of the
King’s farms, as a cowman. One day as he was looking after the animals there, he let the little black cow go into a
field belonging to the giants who had a castle in that neighborhood. This did not go by unnoticed. Before long the
first of the giants appeared before him.
“What are you doing there, you wretch. You let your little black cow graze in my fields. Watch out or I shall
punish you in no uncertain manner.”
“Oh, you may well be a giant, but I am not afraid of you,” said the little cowman. Thanks to his suit of thirtysix colors and his little white stick, he was afraid of nothing, for they were the secret of his strength.
The fight started, and when the giant was about to defeat him, the little cowman hit him with his stick and soon
finished him off.
“Oh,” said the giant, feeling he was mortally wounded, “if I die, what will become of my black horse of which
I am so fond?”
“Don’t worry about your black horse. I’ll look after it at the stable.”
The next day he again let the little black cow eat the grass in the giant’s field. The second giant appeared in a
fury.
“Wretched cowman, you have again allowed your black cow to steal my grass. Now you’ll see how I’ll deal
with you.”
The second giant was even stronger than the first, but the little cowman did the same as the day before. He put
on his suit of thirty-six colors and hit the giant with his little white stick and the giant crumbled. Knowing the end
was near, he shouted,
“And my chestnut horse, of which I am so fond, who will look after it now?”
“Don’t worry about your chestnut horse. I shall go into your stable and groom it.”
The third day the cowman again let his little black cow graze in the giant’s field, and so then appeared the third
and strongest of the three giants.
“Oh, you unlucky little devil! You steal my grass every day and you have killed my two brothers, but you will
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not get me!”
The little cowman put on his suit of thirty-six colors and took his little white stick. Once more he gave a mortal
wound, this time to the third giant.
“Ah!” shouted the last of the giants, “and what will happen to my white horse that I loved so much if I die
now?”
“Do not worry about your white horse. I shall go and look after it at the castle stable,” said the cowman.
There were no more giants. From then on, the little cowman spent half his time in the fields looking after the
cows from the King’s farm and the other half in the giant’s stable, where he cared for the horses and had fun
riding them. They were all three magnificent horses. They were very strong and could go anywhere, but the
chestnut horse was stronger than the black horse, and the white horse was even stronger than the chestnut.
*
One fine day news spread throughout the district that the seven-headed monster, who every year demanded
that a young girl be given to him, was soon going to come along and fetch her. Every year all the girls in the
district drew lots to find out which one of them would be handed over.
That year the King’s daughter was the ill-fated one. Her father was most upset, but he could not save her from
her fate. He was to lead her into the forest at nightfall in order to hand her over to the monster.
Then the cowman who was working on one of the King’s farms appeared before him clothed in his suit of
thirty-six colors, his white stick in his hand, and seated on a magnificent black horse. It was the one that belonged
to the first giant.
“Sire, I believe that I am strong enough to fight the seven-headed monster if you will allow me to accompany
your daughter this evening.”
The King did not recognize him, of course; but, seeing no other way open, he took this proud knight at his
word. He put the Princess behind him on the saddle, and soon they reached the part of the forest where the sevenheaded monster was supposed to come and take her. There the young man made the Princess get down, and he led
her to a clearing. Then he stayed on his black horse to await the monster.
The monster arrived in a fury. Raising his seven heads in a menacing manner, he faced the young knight, but
the latter’s horse was so strong that he attacked the monster, and the youth, with his suit of thirty-six colors, feared
nothing. He managed that evening, thanks to his white stick, to cut off two of the monster’s heads.
But that was all for that evening. The monster withdrew foaming at the mouth with rage. The youth took the
two heads, cut out their tongues and wrapped them both in a handkerchief given to him by the Princess, who was
overcome with gratitude.
*
The monster had agreed to meet him again the following evening. The youth, after having spent the day
looking after the cows, this time took the chestnut horse from the giant’s stable and appeared before the King in
his suit of thirty-six colors. Once again he put the Princess in the saddle and left for the forest. The monster did
not take long in coming to the scene of the fight.
This time was harder than the day before. The more heads the monster lost, the more difficult it became to cut
off the remaining ones. But the chestnut horse was stronger than the black horse, and he attacked the monster
even more fiercely than before.
At last the youth, with the help of his white stick, managed to knock off two more heads.
“Tomorrow at the same time!” shouted the monster, who was even angrier than the day before.
The youth cut out the two tongues again, leaving the two heads on the ground. He brought the tongues to the
Princess, who gave him yet another handkerchief in which he wrapped them.
*
The third day he went back to the farm to look after the cows, and that evening he went and fetched the girl
from her father’s house to take her to the forest to the monster’s meeting place. This time he had taken the third
giant’s horse, the white one, the strongest of all. He intended to have done with the monster even though it still
had three heads.
The monster arrived shortly after the young people and seemed to be particularly threatening during the fight,
but the horse closed in on it so much that it could not stand up to the blows of the youth, who again managed to
cut off two of its heads.
“Let there be a truce!” cried the monster.
“There shall be no truce,” said the youth. “This is your last day to draw breath.” Though he was exhausted by
the previous fight, he at last managed to cut off its seventh head.
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The monster was dead. The youth picked up the three tongues, threw back the last three heads, and came and
found the Princess, who gave him yet another handkerchief to wrap the tongues in and threw her arms round him
to kiss him.
“You have saved my life,” she said to him.
“Now I will take you back to your father,” he said.
He lifted her into the saddle and led her to the castle. There, as soon as the Princess got down from the white
horse, the youth ran off and took his horse back to the giant’s stable. As the only remembrance of his victory, he
took with him the monster’s seven tongues wrapped in the King’s daughter’s handkerchiefs. Dressed once more
as a cowman, he took up his job at the stable in the evening and went back to looking after the cows in the fields
during the day.
But nevertheless he could not forget the black horse, or the chestnut horse, or the white horse. Not only did he
groom them every day, but he also enjoyed himself riding them, jumping hedges with them, and he became a past
master in the art of managing them.
*
One fine day, without putting on his suit of thirty-six colors, he had the idea of cantering round the King’s
castle on the black horse, and he also had fun crossing the gardens. He made no pretense of stopping but disappeared by leaping over a fence.
The next day he began all over again with the chestnut horse, and then with the white horse, and soon he
would do his tricks every day in the King’s courtyard, and nothing could be done to stop him.
The King had fences put up everywhere. These were fences so high that neither the black horse nor the
chestnut horse was able to leap over them. But the young man came back with the white horse, and nothing would
stop that one. He jumped over the highest fence and came to a halt in the King’s courtyard in front of his castle.
Quickly everybody surrounded him and made the youth dismount. He was soon recognized as being the cowman from one of the King’s farms. But the youth had chosen that day for the Princess to recognize him.
It must be stated that all this time the King had tried in vain to have the man who saved his daughter found. As
no one showed up, one of his gardeners had the idea of going to pick up the monster’s seven heads which had
been left in the forest. He took them to the King, saying,
“It is I who killed the monster. Here are the heads.”
But the King had his daughter brought to him, and the Princess said that the gardener was not the one who had
saved her. From then on, she refused all the advances made to her by the noblemen of the court who hoped to
marry her, saying always,
“I will only marry the man who saved me.”
So then the youth presented himself before the King and said to him,
“It is I who killed the seven-headed monster, and as proof here are the seven tongues that I have kept wrapped
in the handkerchiefs given to me by the Princess.”
The King had the seven heads which the gardener fetched from the forest brought to him in the castle, and
everyone could see that the tongues fitted exactly into their places in the seven heads.
Then it was the Princess’s turn to be led before the youth, and she recognized him at once as her rescuer.
*
The King gave his daughter to the cowman to marry, as she liked him better than any of the others, and the
wedding feast was to take place. But that afternoon he said to his wife,
“I would like to go and see my old parents so that they can join a little in the festivities, as it is going to be my
wedding day.”
They took a carriage and they stopped at his parents’ house.
“Stay there and wait for me,” her fiancé said to her, “I shall just pop in and say hello.”
Before going into the house, he slipped on his old clothes and appeared before his parents as a cowman. His
father and mother and his brothers were not too happy to see him. Without telling them anything, he put his
fingers into the dishes and started picking up bacon and potatoes without a fork, by the handful, as a tramp would
do in one’s house. His family was revolted to have him back.
Oh, how he roared with laughter to find himself at home with his family in this way! In the end he told them
his story.
“And as I am getting married to the King’s daughter,” he said, “I shall go and live in her father’s house.”
He put his suit on again and took his fiancée in to see his parents.
Everybody was really happy then. So both of them went off to the King’s castle.
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2
John of Calais’ father was a ship owner of some importance. He had ships, and he loaded them with cargo in
order to go and sell the merchandise in other ports. Now this man’s wife said to him (when John was still quite
young),
“Find a ship for your son so that he may learn to work.”
The father would not hear of it.
“No, John is too young. If I give him a ship and the goods, he will spend everything and eat everything there is
in the hold.”
The wife insisted, and in the end the father looked for a ship for his son and loaded it with cargo for him to
sell. He said to him,
“You will go to such and such a port. You will sell your goods, and as soon as you have sold them, you will
unfurl your sails and go off again.”
So John of Calais left on his ship, and he reached the port mentioned by his father. He sold all his goods, but
after that he went ashore in spite of his father’s forbidding him and went and strolled about on land. He had not
been given permission to do it, but he did it anyway.
While walking, what did he find but a corpse which had been thrown onto a heap of manure.
“How did this happen? Don’t they bury people round here?” They answered him,
“When people have debts, they have to be paid off first and then the burial must be paid for.”
“Oh, did he owe very much?” Then the voices started to shout,
“He owes me so much!”
“And he owes me so much!”
“And to me he owes even more!”
There were some yelling around the corpse, and there were perhaps some to whom the dead man owed
nothing, but there they all were, some yelling louder than others.
John spent all his money paying off the dead man’s debts and also for his burial. By the time he reached his
parents, at midday, he had spent all the money he had received for his father’s goods.
His father was not proud of him!
*
So another day his mother said to her husband,
“You ought to get your son another ship so that he can learn to live by the clock to earn his living.”
His father did not want to, but in the end he gave in. There was John off again with a ship and goods to sell. He
had got right out to sea when he heard frightful screams.
“Who goes there?” They were girls who were screaming,
“Want to buy some?”
“Yes, I’ll buy quite a lot of girls, I will!”
So then two girls appeared on the bridge of the ship, and John took one as his wife and one as his cousin
Isabella. (Those voices were those girls yelling for someone to set them free.) So John had again spent all his
money to buy himself a wife and a cousin Isabella. (The wife—can’t remember what her name was—this girl
he’d picked up there was the King’s daughter).
He went home. On seeing his parents, he said,
“I spent all the money again, this time to buy myself a wife and a cousin Isabella.”
*
John’s parents were not at all pleased, so they gave John and his wife the pigsty to sleep in. And so they were
married there and they had a little boy. John’s mother never stopped saying to her husband,
“Now in spite of everything he has done, give your son another load and let him go and sell it.”
There was John of Calais off to sea again. His father had said to him,
“You will drop anchor in such and such a port without permission. You will not ask anything of anybody.”
He left with his wife. When they reached the port his father had told him to go to, someone yelled,
“You are not allowed to disembark here.”
So John of Calais was forced to go on farther. He started up the river.
Now on the ship there was not only his wife but a friend of his, Don Jean, who wanted him out of the way
because of. his wife. And so this Don Jean gave John of Calais a shove with his elbow and threw him into the
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river. He drifted out to the open sea and found himself hanging onto a large rock, where he stayed seven years
eating nothing but shellfish.
Well, by the time seven years had gone by, the corpse had appeared once before him in ghost form on the rock,
saying to him,
“You are not in love just now, but your wife is much more in love than you. She is going to marry again
tomorrow!”
“If she is more in love than I am, I am not surprised. Look at me. I have been on this rock all the time—for
seven years!”
“What are you doing there?”
“Well, you see I am awaiting death!”
“You did me a good turn by burying my body. It is my turn to do something for you. If you like, I will take you
where your wife lives.”
“Ah!”
“However,” he said, “what would you give me if you wanted to be taken where your wife lives?”
“That which I hold most dear in this world, but are you going to be able to take me there?”
“If you give me what is most dear in the world to you, I will take you to your wife’s dwelling place.”
“Well,” he said, “I have a child—”
“If you give me half of it, I will take you to your wife’s dwelling place.”
And to think that his wife was getting married the next day!
*
So his wife was still on the ship with Don Jean. She could go on until she was blue in the face saying, “What
have you done, Don Jean? You have thrown my husband into the river,” but Don Jean had threatened to kill her if
she spoke of what he had done. He had come back on board with John of Calais’ wife, and then she had gone to
her father the King. Don Jean would not leave her alone. He courted her, but she did not want to have anything to
do with him. So in the end the King said,
“As your John of Calais has fallen into the river (she could not say more, for otherwise Don Jean would have
killed her), “you ought to marry Don Jean.”
The wedding was nigh. The corpse carried John of Calais to the King’s castle. He carried him from the island
where he was marooned to the castle, and then he said to him,
“You have only to ask if the King needs a woodcutter.”
But for seven years John of Calais had neither shaved nor cut his hair, and it goes without saying that he was
still wearing the same shirt. As they reached the castle, the guard stopped them, saying,
“Where are you off to, guenillu?\fn{Ragbag.}
“Let him through! The King has said so!”
The wedding was to be the next day. There was wood to chop before the feast. So John of Calais tried to split
the logs, but he hadn’t the strength. For seven years all he had eaten was shellfish. While he was trying to split the
logs, he saw his wife, the King’s daughter. She could no longer recognize him. It was seven years since he had
fallen into the river, but he of course recognized her.
Now he saw his wife going by in the courtyard, and for seven years he had kept the embroidered handkerchief
she had given him. So in front of her he drew out the handkerchief, and she recognized it. The King’s daughter
went upstairs and asked her father,
“Daddy, John of Calais is downstairs splitting logs!”
“John of Calais! It is seven years now since he fell in the river! How can you mean him?”
“I tell you it is.”
She went down into the courtyard again. He was still trying to split wood, but he was tired. He could not manage it, and so he mopped himself with the handkerchief.
The King’s daughter hesitated no longer. She went upstairs again to her father.
“I told you John of Calais is downstairs.”
“Well, if it is he, tell him to come up to my room with an armful of wood.”
The servants would not let him through.
“Hey there, you barbu, peillu guenillu1\fn{Hairy, lousy ragbag.} What are you doing there?”
“I am going up to get to the King’s room.”
“Eh, what’s that you’re saying?” But the order was given.
“Since the King has said so, let him through!” On each step of the staircase there were guards who shouted:
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“Hey there, you hairy, lousy ragbag! What are you doing there?”
“Let him through! The King has asked that he go up to his room!”
John of Calais reached the top. He put his armful of wood in a corner of the King’s room. He was about to
leave without saying a word when the King said to him,
“How is it that you are here?”
He pulled out the embroidered handkerchief that she had given him. She threw her arms about him, saying to
her father,
“This is my husband, John of Calais.”
The father could not get over it.
“So then you fell into the river and you survived?” The daughter said to him,
“No, Daddy. It was Don Jean who pushed him into the river.”
“How is it that you never told me?”
“I could not tell you. I was not allowed to; otherwise Don Jean would have killed me.”
And there you had Don Jean getting ready to marry the King’s daughter. The wedding took place, at least the
wedding feast as it had already been made, but it was not for Don Jean. The King said to the stokers,
“Heat the oven. Let Don Jean be put inside!”
*
And so they had the banquet. John of Calais was by his wife, but the ghost interrupted the middle of the meal.
The ghost had certainly told him when he was on his rock, “I will be next to you during the wedding feast but I
shall not eat. Don’t let anyone bother about me!” So in the middle of the meal the ghost appeared.
John of Calais remembered that he had promised him half his child. The ghost said to him,
“What did you promise me, John of Calais? What was most dear to you in the whole world if I carried you
back to your wife’s dwelling place. Will you give him to me?” John of Calais said,
“Yes, I promised you what is most dear to me in the whole world. Well, here he is!”
Then he took his child. He put him with his head down and his two legs apart, and he took a huge knife in his
hand and said to the ghost,
“I promised you half my child. Take one leg, and I will take the other.”
“No, you did me a good turn. I did you one. Do you remember the dead body which was in the heap of
manure? You had it buried. Well, I have brought you to your wife’s dwelling place, and I shall let you keep your
child!”
3
There was a poor young lad who was one of many children of a large family. The others had put his eyes out so
that he would go and be a beggar and they could collect the money he was given.
For a few years they lived like this, making him hold out his hat, and as people were sorry for the blind boy,
they put something in the hat.
Soon as he grew older the others decided to get rid of him and lose him in the forest. So they took him into the
woods, and there they left him. The poor young lad might well walk along feeling the trees as he went, saying,
“Where are my brothers? I want to find my brothers again!”
The trees of the forest were not his brothers, and he had to get used to the idea that he had been abandoned
there all alone. So he climbed to the top of a tree and stayed there to spend the night under shelter.
Well, now, some giants—three giants—came and sat under this great tree to eat their dinner and enjoy each
other’s company in comfort. Soon the young lad, who was still sitting in the branches, wanted to pee. He did. It
fell in the giants’ dish. One of them exclaimed,
“Oh, how good the Lord is! He sends us vinegar.”
A little later the young lad wanted to shit, and he did. Again it fell in the giant’s dish, and this time one of them
said,
“Oh, now the good Lord sends us mustard!”
When they had finished they saw the young lad and told him to come down.
“What are you doing there?”
“My eyes have been put out, and I have been left all alone in the forest.”
The giants were sorry for him, and each one decided to make a wish, for him. The first giant said,
“I would like you to see again.” The second giant said,
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“And I wish that you should soon meet a mule on your way.” And the third giant said,
“As for me, I wish that you should then find a golden feather on your way.”
“No No! Don’t wish that on him,” said the two other giants to their brother. “It will bring him too much
unhappiness.”
“Yes,” said the third giant, “I make that wish all the same.”
After that the three giants left the young lad in the forest. But now he could see, and, oh, how straight he
walked! Soon, just as the second giant had wished, he met a mule on the road and he mounted her. That was much
better than walking! Suddenly at the edge of the road he saw a gold feather.
“Stop,” he said to the mule. “I want to pick up this gold feather.”
“No, no,” said the mule, “why ask for more worries?”
“Yes, yes. I want to pick it up.”
Anyway the spell cast by the first giant forced him to pick it up. Shortly after, he got to the door of the King’s
farm and he was hired as a cowman.
*
The King became friendly with the young lad—with Golden Feather, if you like. The people around the King
—the peers of France, you know what I mean—were soon jealous of his presence at court and decided to harm
him in every possible way.
The King wished to gain the farms of the Queen of a neighboring country whom he had kidnapped and kept in
his castle without, however, managing to make himself liked by her. He often begged her to accept him as a
husband, but she always refused. One day as he persisted in his advances, the Queen said to him,
“I will not marry you unless you have my own castle, which is still in my part of the country, brought here
opposite your castle.”
This was quite impossible.
“Oh, I cannot have it brought here,” said the King, “but, if you wish, I can have one built just like it.”
“No, no,” said the Queen. “It’s my castle want, not one just like it.”
The King was very put out. Making the most of these circumstances, Gold Feather’s enemies said to him,
“Sire, Gold Feather, who is a friend of yours, has said that he could bring the Queen’s castle here.”
The King had the young lad brought to him.
“You have said that you are able to bring the Queen’s castle here. You shall do this.”
“Oh, Sire, 1 did not say that.”
“You said it and you shall do it.”
*
Gold Feather was very downcast. When he went and found his mule, she said to him:
“Ask the King to give you four ships loaded with bulls and cows and sheep, and you will take yourself off with
these ships to the giants’ island. They have lusty appetites. When they have eaten everything, they will give you a
hand in getting the Queen’s castle onto the four ships, and you will take it to the King.”
The King had four ships full of cattle made ready for Gold Feather, and the young lad soon reached the giants’
island. You should have seen how they swallowed all these animals that were being landed on their island. In the
end their leader said,
“Stop! We have eaten enough!”
High time, too, for there was nothing left to throw to them but a quarter of beef!
“You have done us a good turn, for we were famished, and we are ready to do you one like it.”
“Well, then, carry the Queen of England’s castle to my ships!” said Gold Feather.
The giants immediately did as he asked, and soon the castle sailed for home, placed on the four ships, and the
King was somewhat surprised to see it. Gold Feather had managed to save his own skin, but as for the Queen, she
was very sorry for herself, for she still would have nothing to do with the King. As he still pressed his suit, she
said,
“I will not marry until the keys of my castle have been found. I threw them overboard when you brought me as
a prisoner to your land.” The King said,
“But why, when it is impossible to find them again, and it is so easy to have some made just like them?”
“No, no,” said the Queen. “I want the keys that I threw into the sea to be found.”
So the peers of France, more and more jealous of Gold Feather’s success, decided once more to get rid of him.
They went to the King.
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“Sire, Gold Feather has said that he could find the castle keys which the Queen let fall into the sea.”
The King had him brought before him.
“You said that you could find the castle keys which the Queen let fall into the sea. You shall do it.”
“But, Sire, I never said anything of the sort.” However much Gold Feather went on protesting his innocence,
he had to obey the King.
*
And so he went again to his mule. She said to him,
“Do just as I say and you will find the keys. Ask the King to give you four ships loaded with bread, and you
will go right out to sea. You will distribute it to all the fish, and one of them will bring you the keys.”
So off went Gold Feather with his four ships loaded with bread, and he started throwing the bread into the
water, and then more bread, so much and so well that all the fish came and surrounded the ships. The King of the
fish even started to round them up so that each one could have his share of the banquet, but when the roll call was
over there was still one missing, a little fish who was gallivanting heaven knows where. At last he was seen,
arriving long after the others.
“Ah, I have caught you, you little ne’er-do-well,” said the King of the fish. “What were you doing gadding
about in the sea when I called upon you all to rally?”
“Well, I have found a rather odd thingumajig on the sea bed. I tried to pick it up to carry it, but it was too
heavy. I didn’t succeed.” (These were the keys to the Queen’s castle.)
All the fish gathered around, and all together they lifted the keys and carried them to Gold Feather’s ships as a
way of thanking him for the bread which he had given them so generously.
Thus the young lad came back triumphantly, bringing the castle keys to the King.
The King was very happy, but the Queen of England was most vexed and still refused to marry the King. The
peers of France, more jealous than ever, managed to persuade the King that the Queen of England had set her cap
for Gold Feather, whose success had gilded him in her eyes.
The King decided to have Gold Feather burned in a pile of faggots set up in the square.
The poor young lad, who was really afraid this time, went to see his mule again.
*
“Don’t worry,” she said. “I will save you again. Do everything I tell you to do. You will go and fetch seven
aunes\fn{1 aune = 46.5 inches.} of worsted, and you will cut out of it a piece of fabric folded over seven times—that
is to say, you will need a piece which is seven times the thickness of one piece of fabric. Then you will take this
piece and put it on my back as a saddle, and you will mount me and make me walk until the first six folds are
worn through. Then you will take the seventh cloth and wrap yourself up in it on the day they want to burn you in
the middle of the faggots.”
Gold Feather did what the mule advised him to do. He put the seven aunes of fabric on her back, mounted her,
and made her walk and walk so much that he took pity on her because he was crushing her under him as she toiled
on and on. But the mule went ahead, saying,
“Go on! Keep walking. Don’t take any notice of my weariness, for the fabric must be worn down to the seventh fold.”
At last there was only the seventh thickness left.
This was on the day the King had decided to burn Gold Feather alive in the square. The faggots were already
piled up there. Wrapping himself in the fabric, he put all his faith in the words of his mule. And soon the fire was
lit, the flames consumed the wood, but the higher they reached and the nearer they got to him, the more handsome
Gold Feather seemed, and not one of the flames hurt him.
The King was stunned to see him not only survive the flames but grow more handsome. Giving up all thought
of killing him, he asked him how he had managed to escape the flames, which had even made him better-looking
than any other living man; for the King wished to become even more handsome than Gold Feather to please the
Queen of England. Gold Feather said to him,
“Sire, I did not use any extraordinary means. I simply wrapped myself in seven aunes of fabric that I soaked in
water first in order to resist the flames at the stake.” The King said to himself,
“I shall buy fourteen aunes of fabric, as I can afford it, and I shall then be even better protected, and I shall
become twice as handsome as Gold Feather. Then I shall have no rival to fear for the Queen’s favors.”
The faggots which were going to be set fire to and which were intended to surround the King with flames were
soon seen piling up in the square. And soon the burning took place. Though the King had soaked his fourteen
aunes of fabric in water, the fire did not take long to dry the stuff, and the King Was soon turned to ashes.
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And so there was an end to the misfortunes of Gold Feather. The Queen of England was at last rid of the King,
whom she had always rejected, and as Gold Feather had become the most handsome man alive, it was he who
married the Queen.
4
Once upon a time there was a lord, a Marquis, who had three sons. In their garden there was an orange tree all
covered with oranges. There came a time when, every morning as the Marquis was doing his round of the garden,
he noticed that an orange had been pilfered.
Day by day and one by one the orange tree was losing all its oranges.
“Soon there will be none left,” said the Marquis to his sons. “One of you should go and keep guard at night at
the foot of the orange tree so as to catch the thief.”
The first evening the eldest went, but although he kept watch all around him, the night wore on without his
seeing anyone coming. In the end he got tired of waiting and went home without having found out anything.
The next evening it was the second son’s turn to go and watch, but he also became bored and went home to
bed without having caught the thief.
*
The third day it was the youngest son’s turn. He went off to the garden with a pack of cards, quite determined
to spend the whole night at the foot of the orange tree and to play cards to while away the time while waiting for
the thief. He had played several card games all by himself when, in the middle of the night, he heard a rustling in
the branches and he saw a bird.
“Ah, there’s the one who steals our oranges!”
He immediately aimed at it with his gun, but the bird started to talk to him.
“Don’t kill me,” it said. “If you like, we will play cards together.”
The bird then took on his human form again. He played several games of cards with the young man, and then
he said to him,
“We’ll bet like this, if you like. If you win, I will make you a castle all of ivory, and if it is I who win, you will
come and join me without fail where I live.”
The young man accepted the challenge. At the first go it was he who won.
“You shall have your ivory castle,” said the bird. “And now let’s have another go.”
The second go was won by the bird.
“Goodbye,” he said to him. “I am counting on your coming to find me where I live. Ask everyone for the road
that leads to the Bird King, and they will show it to you. You can bank on seeing the ivory castle rise in front of
your house.”
*
In fact, as soon as he awoke the next day, the young man could see that an ivory castle was rising opposite his
home. So, as the bird had kept his promise, the youth really was obliged to keep his. He set off, and wherever he
asked for the way to the Bird King, he was answered,
“Oh, you poor soul, don’t go there. No one who has gone there has ever come back!”
Anyway, in spite of everything, he went on walking. Soon he met a poor old woman who really looked most
wretched.
“Here, my poor old soul,” he said, “here are two pennies. I can’t bear to see you so wretched.”
“Thank you, my lad,” she said to him. “Good luck to you on your way but—where are you going?”
“I am going to the Bird King.”
“It is here,” said the old crone, “and I’ll show you how to go about getting the upper hand with him. You’ll see
that near here there is a pond, and the King’s three daughters just happen to be swimming there now. Creep closer
to them, but very quietly. They have left their three girdles on the bank. There are two blue ones. Don’t take them,
but take the one that is green. It belongs to his youngest daughter, and it is she who will rescue you from her
father.
“But listen carefully. You will take the boat which seems to have the largest hole in the bottom by the pond and
you will row toward the three girls. They will be surprised to see you, and the one who sees her green girdle in
your hands will claim it from you. Don’t give it back to her before she has promised to be faithful to you. When
she has sworn it, you will be sure of her and you can give it back to her. From then on, it will be her job to advise
you on how to escape from her father.”
*
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The young man thanked the old crone and obeyed her to the letter. When he had taken the boat and rowed
toward the three girls, showing the green girdle, one of them came toward him.
“That’s my belt. Give it back to me.”
“Not until you have promised to be faithful,” answered the young man.
The girl was obliged then to swear she would be faithful. Then he gave the green girdle back to her. After she
had come out of the pond, she took her things and accompanied the young man up to her father’s house.
“I am going to give you a piece of advice,” she said to him. “My father is a very demanding man, and you’ll
have to put up a good fight if you want to gain the upper hand with him. When you go into his house, he will offer
you bread saying,
“‘Be first to cut the loaf.’ You will answer,
“‘In my part of the world it is the custom for the host to cut the bread first.’”
*
The young man took her advice. The old woman who was the wife of the host said to her husband,
“You will have your work cut out with that one!”
The host hired the young man anyway to work for him. The next morning he led the young man into a grove
and said:
“You see this? It must all be cut down and made into faggots by seven o’clock tonight.” And all he left him as
a tool was an ax made of glass.
The poor lad was very discouraged. How could he cut down a forest in one day with a glass ax? He broke his
ax at the first blow, and so he sat under a tree feeling very despondent.
At noon the youngest of the King’s daughters came to him with his dinner.
“Well,” she said to him, “aren’t you doing anything?”
“What do you want me to do? I broke the ax your father gave me as soon as I started.”
“Here,” said the girl, “take this little knife. You will stick it into the largest tree you can find in all the forest
and you will say,
“‘Through the magic of my little knife, let the whole forest be cut down and made into faggots by seven
o’clock this evening.’” And she left him there.
The young man did what the girl had told him to do, and that evening all his work was completed. When his
boss came to see him, he could not get over it. When he told his wife about this, she said:
“Ah! There you are! We haven’t seen the last of him!”
*
The next day the boss said to his hired hand, “You see that bank over there? Well, it must be completely
flattened and leveled by seven o’clock this evening.”
He gave the lad a pick made of glass. The youth did try hard to hack at the bank, but a glass pick, as you know,
is easily broken. There he was, discouraged once again, and he sat by the bank not doing anything more.
At noon the girl arrived with his dinner.
“Well,” she said to him, “that’s your job, is it. Don’t worry. I know what my father has given you to do. Take
this little shovel and dig it into the bank and say,
“‘With the help of my little shovel, let the whole bank be brought down and leveled by seven o’clock this
evening.’” The same thing happened as the day before.
The boss no longer knew how to deal with this lad. It was all becoming more and more peculiar. His wife
again said,
“That workman is going to be hard to keep!”
*
The next day the King said to his workman, “I would like all the grains of sand on the sea bed counted, to
know how many there are of each size, whether small, medium, or large.”
The poor lad kept asking himself what he was going to do, but the girl had not forgotten him. As she brought
him his dinner, she said to him,
“I shall give you a bowl\fn{Roquille.} to empty the sea and sort out the grains of sand by size and to count how
many there are of each size. You will simply say,
“‘With the help of my little bowl, let the sea be emptied, and let all the grains of sand that are therein be sorted
and counted.’ But be very careful to remember the number of grains of sand, whether small, medium, or large,
that there are in the sea while the sea is emptied, for when it is full again it will be too late to find out.”
Step by step the young man followed the girl’s instructions. By evening the whole job was finished and he was
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able to tell his boss how many grains of sand there were of each size in the sea.
The boss was more than a little surprised!
“I’ll tell you, you haven’t seen the last of that one,” his wife said to him.
*
The next day the boss led his workman to the foot of a glass mountain and said to him,
“You must go and fetch three crow’s eggs which are at the top of this glass mountain.” He gave him a paper
ladder.
The poor lad was not able to climb very high with his paper ladder! He sat at the foot of the mountain feeling
even more dejected than he had been on the other days. This time the girl was at her window and she saw a crow
fly by her.
“Come this way, crow, and listen to me. You go off and fetch the three eggs you put on top of the glass mountain and give them to the one you find crying at the bottom of the mountain.”
This was done.
“Aha,” said the boss’s wife, "I told you. you would have trouble with that workman.”
*
The boss did not know how to get rid of such a man, and he tried to find some task he could still make him do.
The next day he said to the young man,
“We are both going to have a drink, and we shall see who can drink the most without falling down drunk.”
The girl again came to the rescue of her father’s workman.
“Listen carefully,” she said to him. “It takes three barrels of wine to get my father drunk. Be very careful,
because he will pour you as much as he’ll pour for himself. For each glass he fills for himself, he will fill yours,
too. You will accept—this goes without saying—but you must not drink. When he takes a glassful, take one, too.
Empty it into a flask that you’ll have hidden in your ruffle, and while he’s getting drunk, you will throw away the
contents of the flask.”
And so this took place.
The barrels of wine were soon emptied, and the father fell down drunk. Then the young man went to find the
girl to tell her.
“Your father has now drunk the lot, and he has just fallen asleep.”
“Let us leave together while my father is asleep,” she said. “We will make the most of his slumbers to get
away, for I know his plans against you.
“You will reach the stable. There are three horses there, Little Wind, Medium Wind, and Great Wind. You will
take the one who looks most worn out, and we shall ride on it.”
The young man went to the stable. He saw the three horses, but one of them looked so tired out that he could
not make up his mind to take him, and so he took the second one, who looked less tired.
The King’s daughter arrived and said, “I’ll mount the horse first. You get on behind.”
They left immediately.
*
“What have you done!” said the girl. “You have taken Medium Wind. Now we are done for, as Daddy will rush
after us, and he will take Great Wind.” A few seconds later she said to the young man,
“Don’t you hear him coming?”
“I see a cloud of dust rising.”
“It is he,” she said. “And now let the horse turn into a mill, you into a mill’s sails, and I shall be the miller.”
The boss soon arrived on Great Wind, and he found the mill in front of him. The sails were turning so fast he
could, however, find no way of approaching it. Furious, as he had by now lost all trace of the fugitives, he went
back home and told his wife of his failure. She said to him,
“But haven’t you understood? The mill was the horse, the sail was your workman, and the miller was your
daughter.”
*
So off went the boss chasing them once more. But the mill was no longer there. The young people had
mounted Medium Wind again, and he was going full speed ahead. However, they heard something like a storm
brewing behind them. It was Great Wind at their heels. So the girl said,
“Let the horse become a chapel, you the altar, and I shall say Mass.”
And then along came the boss, and he stopped in front of the chapel.
“Haven’t you seen anybody?”
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“Amen,” said the priest without turning round. That is all the boss could find out. Once home again he told his
wife of his adventure.
“But you don’t understand. The chapel was the horse, the altar was your hired hand, and the priest was your
daughter.”
*
This time the boss decided to take his wife with him, and both of them threw themselves into the chase after
the young people. When they saw them, they made a kind of barrier in front of them, an enormous fire, which was
gaining in their direction. So the girl said,
“Let the horse become a pond, and you shall be a drake, and I shall be a duck. But be very careful. When
Mummy and Daddy reach the edge of the pond, they will have fun throwing us bread crumbs in order to trap us.
Above all, don’t eat any!”
There they both were, changed into duck and drake, on the pond. On seeing this, the people stopped making
their fire and came to a halt at the edge of the pond. The old woman began to crumble bread to attract them, and
the drake was tempted to catch it, but each time the duck stopped him by pecking at him. In the end the old
woman said to the old man,
“Jump into the pond and catch him!”
“Oh, no, I would drown.” And he wouldn’t jump into the pond.
“Well, that’s that,” said the old woman. “You’ve lost your daughter now.”
*
So the two young people were then free, and they went to the youth’s parents’ home. But soon the girl said to
him,
“I am leaving you to go and save my father, because otherwise he will be damned forever. You must be very
careful that your parents do not kiss you, as then you shall remember nothing at all.”
The young man was very careful about allowing anybody to approach him, but during the night his parents
kissed him. When he woke up, he could not remember a thing, and when the girl came back he did not recognize
her.
Now wasn’t she clever! It was she who kissed him, and then they both recognized each other. After all this
they were married, and they lived in the ivory castle which the youth had earned.
I was at their wedding feast. They gave me a piece of bread, butter and jam, and a kick in the arse, and after
that I left.
5
Once upon a time there were two brothers. The elder one was called March, and the younger one was called
April. As they could no longer live with their old father, one of them had to get himself hired out on a farm.
“Don’t leave. You’re too hotheaded,” said April to his elder brother. “You will never stay with your master.”
“It is my duty to leave,” said March, “as I am the elder one.”
He went to work on a farm. The gentleman promised him three hundred francs a year as wages. That was good
pay at the time. March was pleased.
“Ah,” said the boss, “I must tell you something else. Here I hire my workers in this fashion. Whoever gets
angry first, whether man or master, will have a strip of skin torn from his back by the other.”
Anyway, that was what was said. The next day the farm owner sent March to scythe the furze on the heath.
When the lad reached the place, he began scything. As he went on and on working he became fed up with it, but
there was not much chance of a rest. Every time he stood up, the dog from the farm went for him and bit him.
Well, March was not very patient. In the end he left his work and went back to the farm in a fit of temper.
“Boss, I cannot work under these conditions. Your dog keeps on trying to bite me!”
“And so you are angry?
“Yes.”
So, as was agreed, the boss tore from him a strip of skin. Much saddened, poor March went back to his brother.
“Ah, I knew you would not stay there long,” said April on seeing him. “It is my turn. This time I’ll go, and we
shall see what happens.”
“Listen,” said March, and he told him about the business he had had with the farm owner.
“All right. You’ve told me all about it. I am going to your boss,” said April, ‘and this won’t happen again.”
*
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The farm owner imposed the same conditions on April, who accepted them. The next day he was also sent out
to scythe the heath, and the farm dog was with him. April worked all morning, and then the dog lay down to sleep.
April then took advantage of this opportunity and cut his head off with his scythe.
At noon the hired man went back to the farm to have his dinner. The farm owner was very surprised to see him
come back without the dog.
“Hey, you have not brought back my dog!”
“Why should I bring back a mad dog? He bites everybody. I cut his head off with my scythe.”
“What do you mean? You killed my dog?”
“Oh, are you angry?”
“No, I am not.”
The next morning the fields were under heavy dew. The farm owner said,
“You will take the mare out to graze in the field without disturbing the dew or knocking down the gate.”
April went off with his ax on his shoulder, and he climbed onto the mare and cut off her head. Then he began
chopping up the carcass and throwing the pieces into the field. At noon the farm owner questioned him.
“Have you done what I asked you to do?”
“Yes, don’t worry. She will not be too glutted with grass tonight.’ The farm owner went and had a look.
“What have you done, you wretch!”
“Well, you forbade me to disturb the dew and to open the gate, so I had to cut your mare to pieces to send her
into the field.”
The farm owner controlled his temper, because he was afraid of having a strip of skin torn from him. The next
day he said to his hired hand,
“You will take the swine to the fair. You will drive them before you on the road. Later I will join you at the
fair.”
Now, on the way April met a swine dealer.
“Do you want some pigs to sell?” suggested April.
“If you like. Yes, certainly I would.”
“Well, then, all right. I shall keep the tail of each one, and I shall keep the smallest pig as well. Look, you’ll
see. We shall bury him in the bog over there.”
April sold the pigs, stuck all the tails in the mud, and he buried the smallest pig so that none of it was sticking
out, but he made certain where it was.
Now then the farm owner came along the road. He was looking everywhere to see where his pigs could have
got to.
“Where are the pigs?” he cried
“How do you expect me to herd them along? They are covered in mud. You see, only their tails are left.”
The farm owner began to tug at the first tail. He pulled it up like a blade of grass.
“Well, that’s funny,” he said.
“Then come here,” shouted his hired hand; “the little pig is here, but I cannot catch hold of him.”
The farm owner raced up to him and helped him to free the only pig which was buried. In the end he was red
with anger.
“You will ruin me, you will,” he said.
“Are you angry?”
“No, no.”
Sunday morning came.
“As you killed my mare,” said the farm owner, “you will carry us to Mass, my wife and me, on your back.”
“Oh, well, we’ll find a way. You will each sit in a basket, your wife in the front and you behind.”
The hired hand started on his journey. As it was a long one, he got fed up with it. He stopped to kiss the
woman in the basket.
“Oh, you wretch,” shouted the farm owner, “you dare to kiss my wife?”
“Are you angry, boss?”
This made the farm owner well and truly angry, and he jumped out of the rear basket.
“If you are angry,” said April, “give me my hundred francs, and I will tear a strip of skin from your back.”
He got what he wanted, even the master’s strip of skin. Then, later, he joined his brother.
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104.75 1. The Charcoal Burner 2. The Singing Bone: Two Folktales\fn{told by Veuve Marie Rouzaud (1882Montgailhard, Ariège Department, France(F) 3

)}

1
There was once a charcoal burner up in the mountains. One day during the winter, when snow was falling and
it was very cold, he had made a good fire. During the night he heard someone knocking at the door—bang, bang,
bang! The charcoal burner did not want to open the door. He asked,
“Who’s knocking? I am not opening for anyone.”
It was a bear knocking.
“Open the door for me, I beg you. I’m cold and shivering. I want to warm my paw.”
“Who are you?” asked the charcoal burner.
“The bear.”
“But, my poor friend, if I let you in, you would eat me up.”
“No, I wouldn’t eat you. Please let me in.”
He let him in.
The bear lay down near the fire. He was cold and he dozed off. After a while someone knocked at the door
with a stick—bang, bang!
“Who is there?” said the charcoal burner.
“It’s me, the wolf. I see you’ve made a fire. If you want me to get warm, please let me in.”
“No, I won’t let you in. You would eat me.”
“No, I won’t eat you. Let me in, I beg you, for I am shivering with cold,” said the wolf.
In the end he let him in. When he was inside, he lay down next to the bear by the fire and there he lay dozing
in the warmth. After a while there was a knock at the door.
“Who is there?” said the charcoal burner.
“Me,” answered the fox. “I am the fox, and I would like to get warm.” The charcoal burner answered,
“No, you would eat me up.”
“Of course not. I wouldn’t eat you up.”
So then the charcoal burner let her in. She settled by the fire and she dozed off next to the wolf and the bear.
There were all very happy.
A few minutes later someone was knocking at the door again—bang, bang!
It was the hare.
“Open the door! I’m so cold!” The charcoal burner asked,
“Who’s there?”
“It’s the hare.”
“You would eat me up,” said the charcoal burner jokingly.
“No, I wouldn’t eat you up. Let me in.”
So the hare came in and settled by the fire to get warm. Then the charcoal burner saw that they were all sleeping there because the fire was giving a good blaze.
*
After a while they all woke up and said to him,
“As you let us get warm, let’s all have a good meal together.”
“I know where there is a young calf on a farm. I’ll go and fetch it,” said the bear. The wolf said,
“I know of a fine, fat little lamb. We’ll go and get it.”
“And I,” said the fox, “I know of a lovely pair of fowl. They are plump and juicy. I’ll go and get them.”
“And I know of a fine cabbage with a big heart,” said the hare. “I’ll go and get it.”
So they all went off at the same time. Very soon the bear was back carrying the calf. He had killed it, and now
he put it down there on the floor of the shack and warmed himself.
Soon after, the wolf arrived carrying a fine lamb. He put it down and warmed himself.
Shortly after this the fox arrived. He was carrying a pair of chickens. He put them down and did as the bear
and the wolf had done. He warmed himself.
Very soon the hare arrived. He carried a gorgeous cabbage with a big round heart. He put it on the ground and
he, the hare, warmed himself, too.
When the charcoal burner saw that all these animals were falling asleep because they were tired out and cold,
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he thought to himself,
“If I killed the bear, the wolf, the fox, and the hare, I could have a feast. I would have the calf, the lamb, the
chickens, and the cabbage.”
So in a flash he took a great club—really a big hammer—and he put it in the fire to make it red hot. When the
tip was red hot, he gave the bear a blow on the head with it, and the bear fell to the floor half dead. He gave
another fast blow to the wolf. He was in a hurry. The wolf fell to the ground like the bear. He could not stand up.
Then he put the tip of the hammer up the fox’s arse and he gave the hare a blow on the head which killed him.
When the hare was dead, he opened the door, and the bear, the wolf, and the fox went out. They could not walk
very well, but nevertheless they made their way out, and as he fled the bear was groaning.
“Ai, ai, all Help! He gave me a blow on the head which is making me go ding-dong.” The wolf was saying,
“Help me, too! He gave me a blow on the back and the head which is making me go ding-dong.”
“And I,” said the fox. “He put the tip of the red hot iron up my arse. It will never be the same again.”
Would you believe it? The charcoal burner had the calf, the fine lamb, a couple of chickens, the hare, and the
cabbage, and so he had enough to eat the whole year long.
2
There was once a father who had three sons. He said to the eldest,
“If you bring me the laurel flower, you shall be my heir.”
His mother did not want to let him go.
“You will not find it! You will not find it!” She was very sad to have to let him go.
Her son wanted to leave in spite of her. So his mother packed a game bag for him and gave him bread, wine,
and an omelet. He picked up his walking stick and left. He went far, far away from home right into a large forest
to go and look for the laurel flower.
When he was in the forest, he was walking along a little path when he felt very tired and he had a rest there.
While he was eating, a lady came along and this lady asked him for a little bread, for she was hungry. He said to
her,
“No, no, I don’t want to give you any. I have just enough for myself.”
The Holy Virgin did not reveal herself. She said to him,
“What are you doing there, my lad?” The lad answered,
“My father has told me that if I bring him the laurel flower he will make me his heir, and I cannot find it
anywhere.” He had looked for it all over the forest.
She thought to herself: “You shall not find the laurel flower. You are a bad boy.”
He started to go home, as he had looked everywhere without finding it. There his father said to him,
“Did you find the laurel flower?”
“No, I have not found it.” The younger brother said,
“Father, I want to go. I believe I shall find it.”
He left. He found the lady, just as the first had done, and he would not give her any bread, either, and he, too,
did not find the laurel flower. He went home and s3id to his father,
“I looked all over the forest for it, and 1 have not found it.”
So then the third and youngest brother said to his father and mother,
“I want to go and find the laurel flower.” His mother said to him,
“Don’t go, child. You see your brothers have not found it, and you won’t either.” However, the youngest
insisted.
“Mother, do let me go. I want to go and find it. Let me go.”
So she packed a game bag for him, as she had done for his brothers. She put in bread, wine, and sausage. When
he found himself in the forest he came across a fountain, and he sat down next to the fountain to eat his snack, as
he was tired out. He ate the lunch he had brought with him.
Then a lady appeared before him, and she came and stood next to him. This lady asked him,
“What are you doing there, child?” He said to her,
“I have come to get the laurel flower because my father has told me that if I brought it back, I would become
his heir.” She said to him,
“Won’t you give me a piece of bread, child, as I am so hungry?” The youngest answered,
“Yes, Madam. If there is enough for one, there is enough for two.”
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The youngster gave her some bread and sausage.
“Here you are, Madam.” She answered,
“Thank you, my child. I can see that you are very polite and good and you think well of the poor. Thank you,
my child.”
She did not take any.
“I am the Holy Virgin. You are kinder than your brothers. I asked them for bread, and they did not give me
anything. As you are so kind, I shall show you the laurel flower. Look at that flower at the foot of that rock next to
the fountain. Take a sprig of that.”
The boy went and cut a sprig of it, and he went home singing this song:
Tran la la,
Tran la la.
I’ve found the laurel flower,
I shall be the heir.

As he came nearer to his home, he was going down hill. His brothers heard him singing:
Tran la la,
Tran la la.
I’ve found the laurel flower,
I shall be the heir.

They said to themselves, “He’s carrying the laurel flower. He will be the heir, and we will have to leave
home!” The two brothers then said,
“We must go and kill him!”
They met him later in a meadow. They went up to him, and they killed him and they buried him under a heap
of stones. Then they came home with the laurel flower.
Later, one fine day, there was a shepherd looking after the sheep. He went up to the pile of stones and noticed
an instrument like a trumpet or something like a bone. They said that the Holy Virgin had had something to do
with this. He took this flute or this trumpet and put it to his lips, and the trumpet began saying:
Oh, shepherd,
Oh, dear shepherd,
It is not you who killed me
To get the laurel flower.

Then this shepherd came down to the village, and he made the trumpet sing out wherever he went. Good Lord,
everyone was anxious to hear this man! There was a merchant in the village who said to him,
“Do you want to sell the trumpet, Sir?” He answered,
“No, I don’t want to sell it. I want to keep it for myself.” The other insisted.
“Do sell it to me. Sell it to me!” He wanted it, so he said to the shepherd, “I’ll give you six hundred francs for
it.”
Six hundred francs was worth a fortune in those days, so the shepherd sold it to him. The merchant put the
trumpet to his lips and the trumpet said to him:
Oh, merchant,
Good merchant,
It is not you who killed me
To get the laurel flower.

The merchant went from village to village, always playing the trumpet. It always said the same thing,
“Oh, merchant …”
So imagine what happened. This merchant went to the youngster’s village. He began playing the trumpet, and
it was still saying, “Oh, merchant …” So then this boy's father and mother and sister heard this and said to themselves,
“What is the meaning of this?” They said to the merchant,
“Would you by any chance like to sell us that trumpet?”
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“Oh, no, Sir.” The father and mother said to him:
“You must sell it to us! You must sell it to us!” They went on, “How much do you want for it?”
He said to them, “I want two thousand francs.”
He gave them the trumpet. Once the sale was over, the father put the instrument to his lips, and the trumpet
began to sing:
Oh, father,
Good father,
It is not you who killed me
To get the laurel flower.

Good Lord! When the mother heard this, she said to him, “Lend me the trumpet.” She put it to her lips, and the
trumpet began to sing:
Oh, mother,
Good mother,
It is not you who killed me
To get the laurel flower.

Well, you should have seen the father and mother when they heard this. “What is the meaning of this? What
does it mean?” Then the sister said,
“Mother, hand the trumpet to me.” She put it to her lips and the trumpet began to sing:
Oh, sister,
Good sister,
It is not you who killed me
To get the laurel flower.

That trumpet said the same thing over and over again. So then the brothers who had killed him said to their
sister,
“Lend us the trumpet.”
One of the brothers put the trumpet to his lips, and it began to sing with a dark and angry voice:
Oh, brother,
Wicked brother,
Yes, it was you who killed me
To get the laurel flower.

The same thing. Always the same thing. Then the other brother said to him,
"Let's see what happens if you lend it to me.” It sang again even more angrily:
Oh, brother,
Wicked brother,
Yes, it was you who killed me
To get the laurel flower.

Imagine the father and mother’s reaction when they heard that! They said to them,
“It is you who killed your brother! It is you who killed him! Scoundrels!” The father said to them:
“So that’s the way you thought you would become the heir?”
He got hold of one of them and beat him up. He hit him in the face and threw him down the stairs, and he died.
He did the same to the other one. And now it’s over.
104.44 1. Yann The Fearless 2. Old Fench 3. Ugly Yann: Three Folktales\fn{told by Veuve L’Héréec (1886Cote-du-Nord Department, France (F) 7

)}

Prat,

1
He was a little boy who had lost his mother and father and was being brought up by his uncle, the priest. The
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little boy had no evil in him, but he was a little tricky to manage, if you like, and his uncle was not succeeding in
teaching him any discipline.
Once when the priest had put Yann in the church as a punishment, he forgot that he was there, and the child
had to stay there all night long. When he saw dusk approaching, he went into a confessional to get out of the cold.
At about midnight he heard a noise in the church.
“Get that out of here!” said a voice.
“What is the matter with you?” replied Yann, who was not afraid. Said the voice,
“When I was a priest, I decided to steal something. I pinched the priest’s stole, and I also took a golden goblet,
and in order to hide them I put them in the priest’s garden.”
This was the previous priest of the parish. He was dead, and they had buried him under the flagstones of the
church, as they still do sometimes. The voice went on,
“I had sworn on my life that I had not stolen them. I even said I would be happy to be dammed forever if I was
not telling the truth.
“Now I am in Hell and know no rest. Do tell the present priest not to pray for me every Sunday, as is the
custom, for I suffer more when prayers are said for me.”
The next morning the sacristan went into the church to ring the Angelus and found Yann shut in there.
Astounded, he went to tell the priest,
“There is a robber in the church!”
The priest came along, remembering then where he had left his nephew.
“It is my fault,” he said. “I shut the boy up in the church yesterday.”
Yann told his uncle what the previous parish priest had said, remembering to mention that the things stolen
from the church were buried in the priest’s garden.
“Let us go and see at once!” said his uncle.
They dug and searched in the garden and under the arbor, and they found what they were looking for. The
priest kept the golden goblet and gave the stole to the boy. Yann had asked to have it, for the dead man had also
said to him,
“Keep the stole and you will never be afraid.”
*
One day, when Yann was fifteen or sixteen, he said to himself,
“With this stole I am sure of never being afraid. I am going round the world.”
On his way he came upon an old house, an ancient castle which was crumbling into ruins, and he asked if he
could take shelter there for the night.
“Yes,” he was told, “if you will sleep in the room up there, but no one dares to go in because no one who does
ever comes back.”
“I will willingly sleep in that room.”
So he went in and lay down to rest, but all night long there was noise. It was as if a man were there wailing in
great pain.
“Why do you wail like that?” said Yann out loud.
“I hid stolen money in this castle. I wanted to give it back, but I died before I could.” The dead man also told
Yann where the stolen money was. It was in the cellar.
The next morning the landlord went to the room and opened the door. (He had locked Yann in the night
before.) The youth explained what had happened that night and where the dead man had hidden stolen money.
The landlord started searching the cellar with Yann. They dug under the castle and brought up a great deal of
money.
“As you found this money,” the landlord said to the youth, “it will be yours. You have freed me at last from
this dead man’s cries of woe.”
“I do not need it,” said Yann. He took a little and went off saying, “The rest will be for the poor.”
*
So he went on his way. He reached another house and asked to spend the night there. He was told the same
story.
“I have no room to give you except one where noises are heard all night. If you are not afraid, take it!” said the
landlord.
“Ah,” said Yann, “well, I’ll keep an eye open and we’ll see.” They gave him something to eat—bread and cider
—so that he would stay awake. At midnight as he was warming himself by the fire he heard a noise in the
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chimney.
“Make as much noise as you like! I am not afraid,” said Yann. Shortly after he saw a leg fall down the
chimney.
“Well,” said he, “here is a skittle. I will set it up.” A moment later he again heard a noise, and there was
another leg falling.
“Well, well, well, now I have two skittles.”
Yann placed the two legs upright, one next to the other, and resumed his vigil by the fireplace. As the noise
began again, he cried,
“Go ahead, make as much noise as you like!”
One after the other there fell an arm and a few minutes later another arm, which he set up next to the legs like
skittles. Then the body of a man came down the chimney. Yann grabbed the body round the middle and put the
legs and arms around the trunk.
“Now for the head!” And sure enough a head fell in the fireplace.
“Well, well, well! Here is a ball to play skittles with.”
Yann sat down again by the fire, eating a piece of bread. Suddenly he turned round and saw to his surprise that
the body stood up and was saying as it came back to life,
“You are pretty fearless, Yann.”
“You are the one who is fearless, as you have stolen my skittles!”
This corpse was a devil who had assumed this form in order to frighten everyone. But Yann calmly went to the
table to eat, and said,
“Come on and eat with me.”
Then another devil arrived, then two, then three. They all went to the side of the table opposite Yann, and
pushed the table over on him in order to crush him.
“Cut it out!” Yann said. “I have my grandfather’s scarf right here. So you’d better watch out!”
The devils kept on surrounding and threatening him. There was one, a cripple, who was meaner than the
others. Yann put the stole around his neck, the devil began to yell, and the others all left.
“Now, before I let you go,” Yann said, “you’ll have to sign this saying that you won’t have any power over
anyone in this house for the nine lignées.”\fn{Generations.}
But the devil didn’t want to sign it at any price. So Yann tightened the stole around his neck, and forced him to
sign what he wanted him to. As he left, the devil shouted at him, “You’ve gone too far!” and he took a rock from
the windowsill and threw it in Yann’s face, which turned as black as the chimney, it was so bruised.
“If I ever meet you again, I’ll sure make you watch your step!” Yann said in turn.
Once again he had rescued the household with whom he had spent only one night. In acknowledgment, the
owner offered him his daughter in marriage.
“No,” Yann said, “I don’t want to; I’m not going to get married.”
And once again he left and wandered around aimlessly.
*
One day he heard that large numbers of people were gathering in Paris. In fact, long ago the Devil was
promised that he would receive a king’s daughter every fifty years; and now it was the turn of the King of
France’s own daughter to be surrendered to him. Yann said to himself,
“I have to go see the King first.”
Since traveling wasn’t any problem for him, he went to Paris and said to the King,
“Everyone is saying that the Devil is demanding your daughter.”
“Alas, yes!” the King said.
“Let me stay close by her the night you have to hand her over, and I promise you I’ll take care of the Devil.
Believe me—if you do as I say, your daughter won’t be taken away from you.
“Have a small vat placed in the middle of the large hall, and have it filled with holy water. You’ll send for all
the bishops, the archbishops, and even the pope, and when everyone is gathered around the small vat, you’ll have
a balai de cour\fn{Farmyard broom.} distributed to each one.
“When the last one of these important dignitaries enters the large hall, you’ll see that he doesn’t dare take a
broom and go near the vat of holy water.”
Yann’s suggestions were carried out. Everything was in place on the appointed evening. The Devil appeared at
the door of the hall; he immediately saw Yann and recognized him.
“Give me the King’s daughter!” he said to him.
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“Go get her, if you want her!” Yann answered.
“Throw her over here to me!”
“Come get her over here! If you want her, you’ll come in this room to get her.”
The Devil finally agreed to cross the threshold. Yann immediately threw the stole around his neck, and shouted
to the bishops, the archbishops, and the pope gathered around the vat:
“Quick! Take your brooms and splash holy water on the Devil. Really give it to him! Don’t be afraid.”
And they all did as he said. The Devil was caught.
Then Yann had him sign an agreement that from then on, for a hundred generations, he wouldn’t have any right
to any daughter of the King of France, and he added,
“Before I release you, and as you blackened my face the last time we met, you’re going to make me the most
handsome boy there is.”
The Devil made him the best-looking boy ever seen in the world. However, as he left, he again grabbed a stone
that had fallen out of the palace wall (he had to take something everywhere he went!), but this time he didn’t
throw it at anyone, and then he disappeared.
When the King's daughter met her rescuer, she fell in love with him, and the King proposed to Yann that he
become his son-in-law.
“No,” the young man answered, “I won’t get married until I’ve faced another danger; I’m trying to learn what
fear is.”
Since the Princess very much wanted to marry him, she went and found one of these women who study the
stars, to ask her how to frighten Yann. The fortune teller told her,
“You only have to cook a loaf of bread, and when it’s done, you dig out the inside and put in a blackbird,
leaving it a little air so it won’t die. Then you tell this young man to cut into this loaf of bread before leaving the
palace, and you’ll see: when the blackbird flies out, it’ll scare him.”
Yann was getting ready to leave the King’s palace; the Princess came and said to him,
“At least do me the favor of eating some of this bread that I’ve made for you before you leave.”
“That, I won’t refuse,” he said.
And as he cut into the crust, the blackbird suddenly flew out! Yann was so frightened that he fell on his rear.
The King’s daughter went over to him and said,
“You were scared!”
“Yes,” he said.
“Well then, since you now know what fear is, there’s nothing to keep us from getting married.”
“You’re right,” said Yann. “I can’t ever again take chances, since I’ve been afraid once in my life.” Remember
that he was still wearing his stole in order not to be afraid, but this time he was taken by surprise.
Then Yann consented to marry the King’s daughter, and later on he in turn became King.
2
Once upon a time there was a King of France who had a son. One day, in looking through his father’s papers,
the young man found a portrait of Princess Virginia, daughter of the King of Naples.
“She is so beautiful! Oh! I must go and find her. Never before in this world has there been such a beautiful
woman!”
The King tried to dissuade his son, as he knew he was not very clever.
“You will not manage it,” he said. ‘No one has ever seen her in the flesh!”
“Never mind, I dream only of her and I want her so very much to be mine. Father, let me go and try to find
her.” The King of France said,
“If you go off, my son, take my old servant, Fench Coz,\fn{ Old Francis.} with you; he has known you since you
were a child. Go, and obey him in every way. If you follow this advice you may perhaps reach your goal, but if
you do not follow it you are a lost man.”
*
One fine morning the young man left, seated in a coach drawn by two horses. Fench Coz, also in the coach,
accompanied his master. After a day’s travel on the road, just as night was falling, they went into a wood. In a
clearing there was fresh grass, and the horses were tired; they put them to graze after unsaddling them. Fench Coz
said to the son of the King of France,
“I am going to climb up a tree and spend the night there. You will stay in the coach to sleep, and the horses will
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eat grass and rest.”
The young man followed the old servant’s advice, and soon he fell fast asleep in the coach where he had lain
down. Fench Coz, on the other hand, had climbed a tree and did not sleep a wink before daybreak.
*
In the middle of the night he heard three characters come and sit at the foot of the tree and start talking. One
was saying to the other,
“You see the son of the King of France here, hoping one day to find Princess Virginia, but he shall not have
her. I know well that at this moment he is asleep in his coach. I will also tell you how he could find her, but if I
did not know that he was asleep, I would not speak of it.”
“Do tell us then,” said one of the others.
“Well, there is a river to cross, not far from here; there is no bridge, but on the bank there is a cluster of
willows, and in the middle of the clump is hidden a little wand. All that is needed is to take this wand, hit the bank
three times with it, and a bridge will span the river.”
The King’s son knew nothing of it, but Fench Coz had heard everything. Another character went on to say,
“I know that there is a castle on the other side of the river where Princess Virginia lives. But her father, the
King of Naples, does not want anyone to go near her, so he has also given her a governess who watches over her
day and night. One would have to signal the princess, who is in a room which has one small window; but if her
father or the castle guards saw one signaling to her, they would watch over her even more strictly.”
Fench Coz did not miss a word of this. The third character added,
“If, however, the son of the King of France manages to carry off Princess Virginia, which is altogether
impossible, he would have the King of Naples and all his guards at his heels. To delay his pursuers it would be
necessary to keep the wand found in the clump of willows and to put it back after having crossed the bridge; then
the bridge would disappear, and the King of Naples would be delayed in his chase.”
*
Fench Coz did not miss hearing this either. Next morning, the son of the King of France said to his old servant,
“Did you sleep well?”
“Yes, master.”
“Me, too,” said the Prince. “I did not wake at all.”
“Well, our horses are rested; it is time to take to the road again.”
It was not long before the Prince’s coach stopped at a river; it was not very wide, but there was no way of
crossing it.
“Don’t worry, master!” said Fench Coz. “I will get out of the coach and see to it that there is a bridge.”
The old servant found the wand hidden in the clump of willows, hit the bank of the river three times with it,
and at once a bridge spanned the river from one bank to the other. The coach started to cross, and before the end
of the morning it stopped before the castle of the King of Naples. Fench Coz then said to the son of the King of
France,
“Princess Virginia is shut up in that room up there. She has only one little window through which to
communicate with the outside world, but if you succeed in seeing her, signal to her and she will be ready to follow
you, for she has had enough of living like a recluse in this castle.”
Meanwhile, Princess Virginia was in her room alone with her governess. She said to her,
“I know that a prince has arrived at the foot of the castle. He has just signaled to me as I showed my head at
the window. Let us go down to the garden at once before anyone finds out!”
As she was allowed to walk in the courtyard with her governess, the guard let her pass. They reached the
garden gate where the son of the King of France was waiting for them. He made them hurry into his coach while
he and Fench Coz leaped onto the two horses. Then they left at full speed. Soon they reached the bank of the river.
“Let’s quickly cross the bridge,” said Fench Coz to his young master, “because it will soon disappear.”
And as soon as the coach was over, the old servant leaped off his horse and put the wand back in the middle of
the clump of willows. The guards of the King of Naples had just reached the bridge when it disappeared, and they
were all drowned.
*
The Prince went on his way up to the little wood where they had stopped the first night. This time he left the
coach for Princess Virginia and her governess to rest in, and he said to his old servant,
“It is my turn to climb up this tree and sleep there; and you will sleep in the grass in the clearing.”
“No, Master, you will sleep there, and I will climb up into this tree again.”
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The Prince let his old servant have his way.
Soon the three characters who had gathered at the foot of the tree the night before came back to it to pick up
their conversation. One took over and said,
“We have said that the son of the King of France would not succeed in taking away Princess Virginia, and he is
over there in this clearing, sleeping at the foot of his coach; but he has not gone back to France, and he will have a
good deal of trouble getting back! If, however, he does get there, he will meet a beggar drowning in a pond. This
beggar will call for help from him; as the son of the King of France is kindhearted, he will be ready to save him,
but if he tries to save him, it is certain that the Prince will come to us to get warm.”
Fench Coz was not sleeping any more than the night before, and he missed none of this. The second character
added,
“If he stops himself at once and does not rescue the beggar, he will next meet a thief. This thief will ask him to
give up all his belongings—his coach, his horses, his money, and even his clothes—and he will put out the Prince
and his companions, as naked as worms, to run over the earth; but the son of the King of France, who is proud,
will not accept that, and if he rejects the thief’s requests, it is then that he will come to us to get warm.”
Fench Coz was still listening. It was the third character's turn to speak.
“If the Prince accepts the thief's request, they will all, naked and on foot, arrive at an inn which will have as its
sign:

Food, drink, and clothes for three days are given here free of charge.
“And if they are foolish enough to go into the inn—well, then they will all come to us to get warm!”
Then the conversation between the three characters came to an end. And now all three of them said,
“If anyone repeats what we have just said, he will be turned into a marble statue.”
*
Dawn came. Fench Coz woke everyone up, and they set off again. The old servant knew everything, but he did
not breathe a word to anyone.
They had not gone very far when they had their first encounter. A poor man in rags was thrashing about in a
pond as if about to drown and was yelling, “Help!” The Prince wanted to get down from his horse to rescue him.
“No,” said Fench Coz, “you shall not do it.” The King’s son grew angry.
“Not only do you want to do everything your own way, but now you are even turning nasty!”
“Your father, the King, entrusted you to me, and I am telling you to leave this beggar behind and let us be off!”
The young man, surprised, obeyed against his better judgment.
A little later on, the coach was stopped by a thief who stood in the way on the road.
“If you value your life, you must give me all that you have on you and with you!”
The son of the King of France wanted to go past him in a dignified manner.
“No, no,” said Fench Coz, “we must give him all we have and he will let us by.”
The young man was very put out. As for the Princess and the governess, they did not want to give into the thief
either.
“You see,” said Fench Coz, “I let it happen to me!” And he started to take off his clothes.
The Prince could not get over it.
“Your father told you to obey me,” Fench Coz said, adding, “Do as he says, otherwise you’re lost!”
Seeing this, Fench Coz’s three fellow travelers copied the servant; and there they were, naked, on foot, walking
wearily along in the hope of finding shelter. They reached an inn where they saw written:

Food, drink, and clothes for three days are given here free of charge.
The son of the King of France exclaimed, “Let’s go in here!”
“No,” said Fench Coz.
“Yes, yes!”
“Oh no, we must go on. Follow me, all three of you, and you will soon be home.”
The Prince went on in such an angry state that he wanted to kill his servant. In the end he gave up and obeyed
him; and, guided by Fench Coz, they reached the King of France without further ado.
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*
His son was proud to come back to his father’s castle with Princess Virginia, but he was angry with Fench Coz,
and he told the King all that the old servant had made him do. And so Fench Coz was, at the Prince’s request,
thrown into prison.
But the King of France, knowing how simple his son was, came and questioned the old servant in prison.
Fench Coz explained to him what he had heard up in his tree that first night, and how he had made the most of it;
but when he got to the second night, and started to tell about the meeting with the poor drowning man, that very
instant his feet changed to marble and his legs also, up to his knees.
As the King insisted on hearing more, the old servant had to tell him how he had heard their meeting with the
thief predicted. Then the servant exclaimed,
“As I must talk to get out of this prison, ah, well, I shall suffer because of you.”
Then and there he turned to marble up to his shoulders.
The King still insisted, and when the servant told of the predicted meeting at the inn, where what I have told
you is written, he concluded,
“If he had gone into that inn and had not obeyed me, he would have turned to marble as I am doing.”
At these words his mouth closed and his whole head turned to marble.
*
When the King and his son saw only a marble statue instead of Fench Coz, they started to weep; but this did no
good. So they had the statue placed in the center of the most beautiful hall in the castle, and every day the King’s
son washed the marble that had been Fench Coz with tears of remorse.
Later the King of France wished his son’s wedding to Princess Virginia to take place; and before the end of the
year they had a son. But to their utter despair, the child did nothing but cry day and night; there were always three
nurses by him, but no one could calm him.
In the end the King’s son tired of this. One day he went in secret to a soothsayer to ask her advice.
“I don’t believe we shall ever know happiness without Fench Coz, my old servant, who has been changed into
marble, and I will do anything in order to free him.” The soothsayer replied,
“I know. You have a child who cries day and night. He may always have three nurses at his side, but nothing
makes him quiet. Well, I will give you some advice. If you want to set your old servant free, you must first kill
your son and spread your son’s blood all over the marble image of Fench Coz. When all the stone is washed with
it, your old servant will be a man again, and he will bring your child back to life, and he will laugh and run
about.”
“Fench Coz always told me the truth,” said the King’s son, “so I shall resign myself to doing as you say.” He
went into the King’s castle and said to the three nurses,
“Leave me alone with my son; I will look after him while you go to Mass with Princess Virginia.” The nurses
were quite pleased to leave the child for a while, and they gladly accepted the Prince’s suggestion.
While all the ladies of the castle attended Mass, the Prince killed his son, spread the child’s blood over the
marble, and washed it with the blood. Then Fench Coz, very much alive, rose before him and started to weep; but
by bathing the child with his tears, he brought him back to life.
When Princess Virginia returned to the castle with the three nurses, she saw her son there before her, toddling
about and laughing. Fench Coz was at the Prince’s side, and from that day forth he never left him.
3
Yann was a boy who was both very ugly and very poor, hence his surname of Ugly Yann.\fn{ Yann Vil.} He had
done God a favor, I do not quite know how, and it was because of this that he had received as a reward the power
to say,
“By the grace of God, may this or that be done.”
He was so simple, however, that he had never thought of using it.
One day he had gone out to pick up deadwood for his mother, and he made a faggot of it. He came home
carrying the wood on his back. Feeling tired, he sat down on the bundle of sticks and had a short rest.
“Ah,” he sighed, without having too much faith in his powers, “if only it was the faggot’s turn to walk instead
of mine! By the grace of God, let this faggot carry me.”
To his great surprise he felt himself being lifted and carried along, though he was in fact still sitting on his pile
of wood. He was not, however, the only one to be surprised. The King’s daughter was at the window of her castle.
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She was busy watching poor Yann. He was ugly and badly dressed, and to her great surprise she saw him go by
carried on the faggot.
“Oh, look at him, that Yann—now his faggot is carrying him along with him sitting on it.”
Yann was vexed by these words. He decided to use his powers this time to punish the Princess for her teasing.
“By the grace of God, may the King’s daughter become pregnant.”
And that is what happened. The Princess was amazed and confused. Her father, the King, came to hear of it
and asked her many questions to find out who was responsible. The Princess assured him that she had never seen
anyone.
“But after all,” said the King, “you are the same as anybody else! I want to know who the father is.”
In good time the Princess had a little boy. She could say nothing more about how he had come to be. The King
was still just as dissatisfied. He said,
“When the child can walk, perhaps there will be a way of recognizing his father.”
The King then sent for all his lords and dukes and princes and even the kings of other countries that the
Princess might have visited. He had firmly decided to put them to the test. The little boy was beginning to walk.
He was given a ball and he was told to put this ball in his father’s hat. All the nobles were made to pass in front of
the child, but in the end the ball was still in his little hand.
The King did not give up his plan. He ordered that all the poor people, the crippled and the weak, should be
brought to him. The same ceremony took place. The poor people filed past the child, but suddenly as it was
Yann’s turn to go by, the child put his ball into Yann’s hat.
The King was dumbfounded, and the Princess was not flattered. Her father said to her angrily,
“Now you can no longer say you do not know your child’s father.”
“Father, I swear to you that I know as little about it as before.”
“How can you expect me to believe you from now on? It is useless for you to protest. You have shamed me in
front of everybody, and no one can deny that this ugly Yann has been pointed out by your child’s hand.
“Well, marry this man! I banish you from my court, and I never want to see you again.”
The Princess found she had nothing to say. She had to make up her mind to marry this ugly Yann whom she
found so wretched and so poor.
So they settled down to live together.
One day she thought of asking him how he had made her pregnant, and her husband explained to her that he
had been given the power to do anything he wished by the grace of God. He explained that he had only to say,
“By the grace of God, let this or that be done.”
“Well,” said the Princess, “as you have this power, do ask to become Yann Vrao.”\fn{Handsome Yann.}
Ugly Yann took her advice and at once became as handsome as a prince. He was the best-looking prince on the
face of the earth.
And in this way the Princess remained married to Yann.
174.28 Excerpt from Batouala: A True Black Novel\fn{by René Maran (1887-1960)} Fort-de-France, Martinique,
France (M) 14
1
The watch fire which was usually lit every evening slowly burned down during the night, leaving a fading pile
of still-warm cinders. The circular wall of the hut sweats from every pore. A vague brightness filters in through
the porch. Under the hut the working termites stir, cautious, incessant, drilling out, in the shelter of their tunnels in
the brown soil, the roof-tree of the low sloping roof which protects them from the dampness and from the sun.
Outside, the roosters are crowing. With their kekerekes are mixed the bleating of the goats muzzling the
behinds of their females, the chuckling of the toucans, and over there, in the depth of the deep brush all along the
banks of the Pombo and the Bamba, the raucous quarreling of the children of Bacouya, the dog-faced monkey.
Day is coming.
The great chief Batouala, the mokoundji of so many villages, was very much aware of these noises in spite of
the light sleep he was enjoying. He yawned, shivered and stretched. Should he go back to sleep? Should he get
up? Get up! By N’Gakoura, why get up? He didn’t pursue the question, as he was scornful of overly simple or
overly complicated solutions.
But should he make such an immense effort just to get up? He was the first to admit that the decision at hand
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would appear very easy to white-skinned men. As for himself, he found it much more difficult than one would
believe. Ordinarily, waking up and working go hand in hand. Certainly, work didn’t overly frighten him. Robust,
stout-limbed, an excellent hiker, he knew no rival in the throwing of the knife or the assegai, in the race or in
wrestling.
Besides, his legendary strength was praised from one end of the Banda country to the other. His exploits, be
they in love or in war, his ability as a valiant hunter and his ardor became legends to be marveled at. And when
Ipeu, the moon, moved across the star-sown sky, it was not unusual that the prowess of the great mokoundji,
Batouala, was sung about in the furthest villages of the M’bis, Dacpas, Dakouas and La’mbassis, while the
discordant sounds of balafons and koundés joined the tom-tom of the deep, hollow li’nghas.
No, work could not frighten him. In the language of white men, however, this word took on a strange meaning,
signifying fatigue with no immediate or tangible resuit; and cares, disappointments, pain, exhaustion, and pursuit
of elusive goals.
Aha! Men of white skin. What had they come to look for, so far from their homes, in the land of the Blacks?
How much better they would all do to go back to their lands, never to leave again!
Life is short. Work only pleases those who will never understand it. Idleness cannot degrade anybody. It differs
greatly from laziness. In any case, whether anyone agreed with him or not, he believed quite firmly, and would
avow until proved wrong, that doing nothing was using to advantage in all good nature and simplicity all that
surrounds us. To live from day to day, without remembering yesterday, without worrying about tomorrow, not
anticipating; that is excellence, that is perfection.
*
Besides, why should he get up? Isn’t one usually better off sitting than standing and better off lying down than
seated?
Iche! the good odor of dried grass arose from the mat on which he had just spent the night. The skin of a
freshly-killed wild bull could not really surpass it in warmth or softness.
Consequently, instead of staying there, eyes closed, daydreaming, why didn’t he try to go back to sleep again?
Then it would be permissible for him to enjoy the springy perfection of his mat, his bogbo, longer than usual.
However, he would have to rekindle his dying fire. For that he needed just a few twigs of dead wood and a
handful of straw. After that, cheeks puffed out, he had only to blow on the ashes where the pile of red sparks
waited. Then among explosions of dry cracklings the smoke would rise, its spirals acrid and suffocating. And
finally the leaping flames, preceding the invading heat.
This done, like a wild boar gorged with cassava, he would only have to stretch out again, his back to the fire, in
his warmed-up house to try to go back to sleep. He would only have to imitate the one who had been his wife—
his yassi—for so many dry seasons and so many rainy seasons.
Hers was an excellent example! She was doing golo-golo—how she snored!—quite near a second hearth, also
dying. Lalala! She slept a good sleep, her head resting on a block of wood, calm, naked, her hands on her stomach
and her legs innocently spread!
Sometimes she touched her soft breasts or caressed herself, heaving deep sighs. Sometimes her lips moved
slightly. Then she made gentle little gestures. But soon the calm disappeared—her snoring resumed its normal
pitch.
As for Djouma, the sad little red dog, he dreamed behind a pile of wood, nose to his tail on a pile of rubber
gathering baskets above the hollow where the chickens, ducks, and goats squabbled almost every night. On his
body, wrinkled by semi-starvation, one could hardly see anything but his ears—long, straight, pointed and alert.
He shook them from time to time in order to startle the flea, the tick, or the yellowjacket which was bothering
him. Most often, he preferred to utter a muffled grunt, moving no more than Yassigui’ndja, the favorite of
Batouala his master. Or sometimes, haunted by taunting dreams, he would suddenly open his mouth to snap at
emptiness or to curse the silence with muffled and convulsive barks.
Batouala propped himself up on his mat. There was no. way to keep on sleeping. Everything was against his
resting. The mist was edging itself little by little into his house. It was cold. He was hungry. It was getting lighter.
No, no, no. He could not think about more sleep.
*
Among the wet tufted grasses, tree frogs, buffalo toads and roaring frogs croaked outside, imitating each other.
Around him, in spite of the cold, fourous and mosquitoes buzzed or hummed unceasingly, taking advantage of the
fact that the dead fire sent up no more smoke to daze them. Finally, although the quarreling goats had gone
outside at the cock’s crow, the chickens stayed in, which meant a great racket.
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The placid ducks remained, too. For the moment they clucked with astonishment or quacked anxiously,
bending their heads to the left in a jerk, or bringing them back to stick out again to the right. It seemed that some
event more extraordinary than any event known to ducks had happened. They feverishly moved their downy tails,
gazed awry at the door of the hut, then, all gathering around the chief of the band, seemed to put their thoughts or
suggestions to him.
When they believed they had succeeded in explaining the marvel which had stupefied them, they walked
around the rubber baskets, grave, important, awkward, one behind the other, in order by size, repeating automatically the same spasmodic gestures. At each step of their jolting walk the weight of their movement made them all
lean a little forward. They went that way, lamely, to have a conference in a corner, first looking anxiously in the
direction of the door.
One of them, suddenly making up his mind, took five or six steps in the direction of daylight, turned back,
then, as if frightened, beat the ground with his wings to accelerate his take-off, and then plunged through the door
and disappeared. Heads lowered, the rest of his clan threw themselves in his wake.
*
And now Djouma, the sad little red dog, is waking up. This noise did not bother him a bit more than usual.
From the time of his mother, whom his masters had eaten on a day of famine—that was so many nights ago!—
each morning brought the same uproar. Moreover, it would have been quite strange if it were otherwise, since
animals and people inhabit, at least during bad weather, one and the same dwelling. By his ancestor the first dog,
how painful his dog’s life had seemed to him at first! It is true that at that time he was neglecting his job as dog, to
the point of not barking at all comers.
But if the sly hostility of the goats, combined with the wild bustle of the fowl, had almost driven him crazy, the
cruelties of Batouala and the rebuffs of Yassigui’ndja had not taken long to bring him understanding and to teach
him his most elementary duties. He had now become a dog as a dog should be, knowing how to snarl at will and
defending his masters until he considered it dangerous to himself to continue.
The slightest call, even though it didn’t make him move on the instant, at least put him on the alert. The sight
of a white man or of a single Arab tarboosh worn by a tourougou and he took off, so much intelligence and
wisdom had he acquired from receiving blows and fearing them.
If he did wake up, it was neither because he had been bothered nor because he was tired from having slept so
much. And besides, one never sleeps enough. On this particular point he agreed entirely with the ideas of his
master, Batouala.
Then … well then! he was not waking up just because he had to wake up. In fact, in the life of a village chief
as in the life of any black man, a dog counts no more than the neighing with which m’barta, the horse, greets the
good grass when he eats. A Djouma, when he isn’t being beaten, is being eaten in time of scarcity, unless for their
amusement they prefer to castrate him or to cut off his ears.
A dog is less than nothing. If they use him a little, during the season of brush fire, it’s because he knows how to
flush out game and excels in chasing it. Apart from that, since he is useless, they pay no attention to him except to
thrash him.
For a long time now, nothing in the mind of black men had been new to Djouma, the little red dog with very
pointed ears. For a long time he had also been aware that nobody would think of bringing him something to eat if
the desire to sleep late in Batouala’s hut should seize him. So he got up only because he was hungry. Hunger
chased him from his bed. As soon as possible he was going to have to find something to restore him, if he weren’t
planning to break down from starvation and nourish Doppele, the vulture, and his many bare-necked sons, with
his corpse. Didn’t he know that at dawn it was pleasant to swallow goat’s dung, which still smells like milk and
even tastes like it? A succulent meal, which appears even more so to the dog who has nothing more substantial to
sink his teeth into.
Dung? He would be sure to find a little of it everywhere. It was not possible that the dung-beetles had already
gone to work. It was still too cool and foggy. It was even possible, if luck were with him, that he might find a few
guinea-fowl eggs in the course of his morning wanderings. What joy that would bring! All the same, it would be
better not to count too much on it.
Standing, Djouma licked his belly and his rear end, snorted vigorously, yawned several times in succession,
scratched at some fleas, stretched front and rear, took a few feeble steps forward, stopped, sat down on his behind
and looked from right to left, as if he dreaded going out. Finally, gathering up his strength with a deep sigh, he
dragged himself, shaky on his feet, toward the door, his tail tucked between his legs, his eyes expressionless, his
nose almost touching the ground, forlorn, indifferent to all, and miserable.
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He had learned, by dint of necessity, to hide his slightest feelings and to fake at every turn the unending
weariness of limitless boredom. He knew by experience that it was wise for him to act this way. Any dog’s
happiness attracts man’s attention. He had only to make a show of good humor to have Batouala keep him in
sight, and if need be, to follow him.
That was exactly what he had to avoid at any cost. If not, good-bye to any good-luck plunder he might happen
to stumble on. He soon slipped outdoors, muttering dark oaths in dog language.
*
Batouala was thinking idly. The goats, the chickens, the ducks and Djouma had deserted his roof. Why was he
waiting to join them?
The time of the Ga’nzas was approaching. This is when the circumcision of the young boys initiated to the
secret cult of the Somales and the excision of the girls is held in public. For him there was only enough time left
to send out the invitations which he should have already sent. By waiting any longer he was going to be negligent
in all his duties. Besides, hadn’t they charged him with organizing at his home the celebrations which must be
held at this time? It would be very bad for them to see that he disregarded the honor which they had paid him, to
his person, to one of the principal dignitaries of the Somales of. the region.
He got up scratching himself, after rubbing his eyes with the back of his hand and cleaning his nose with his
fingers. He scratched his armpits. He scratched his thighs, his head, his buttocks, his back, his arms. Scratching
oneself is an excellent exercise. It stirs the circulation of the blood. It is also a pleasure and unquestionably
valuable. When one looks around, there is no living being who does not scratch himself upon waking. Hence, an
example good to follow, almost natural. He who does not scratch at all is not really awake.
But if scratching is good, yawning is even better. Yawning is a way of chasing sleep out through the mouth and
through the nostrils. Was it possible that anyone could doubt that? Anybody was in a position to recognize that
supernatural manifestation. It happened especially during the season of cold nights and cool mornings. Then
everybody exhales that sort of odorless smoke which airs the lungs, those bellows of the heart’s furnace.
This smoke proved, among other things, that sleep is only a secret fire. He was sure about that. A medicine
man of his knowledge has nothing to learn from anybody. Not everyone enjoys the favor of N’Gakoura! Now this
privilege was his.
And then, let’s see, suppose that sleep were not an interior fire, from where could such smoke come? Could
smoke exist anywhere without fire! If so, he’d like to see it.
Yawning and scratching are unimportant gestures. While continuing them, Batouala uttered a long series of
grunts. That was a very old habit with him. It came to him from his parents. His parents had inherited it from
theirs. The old customs are always the best. For the most part, they are founded on the surest experience. So one
would never be able to follow them too closely.
So thought Batouala. As a guardian of obsolete customs, he remained faithful to the traditions which his
ancestors had passed on to him, but didn’t go deeply into anything outside of that. If anything were in opposition
to custom, all reasoning was useless.
Resuming his soliloquy, he decided that he would soon let his friends know where and when they would
proceed to the festival of the Ga’nzas, and contented himself for the moment with rekindling the fire which had
warmed his sleep. When Yassigui’ndja woke up, she would have to do as much for hers. Man is man, woman is
woman. One lives for oneself, not for somebody else. At least that’s what he’d been taught.
*
Thinking these thoughts, he went out, but promptly came back in. The cold had seized him as soon as he had
stuck his nose out. It is true that he had, as usual, only his loincloth for clothing. That is why he had promptly
gone back into his home. After all, the fog was so dense that it would have been impossible for him to see the
houses where his eight other wives and the children they had given him were sleeping.
His teeth chattering, he squatted before his fire as all black men squat; he doubled himself up, knees level to
his chin, arms crossed on his chest, his left hand holding his right shoulder, his right hand his left shoulder, and his
buttocks touching his heels.
The friendly warmth of the fire had completely revived his stiffened limbs. Aha! how good it felt to be alive.
His hands over the flames, he began to hum the air of a famous song, inventing words and couplets as he went
along. This song spoke a great deal about white commandants and even more about women.
Man is made for woman.
And woman for man.
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And woman for man,
Yabao!
For man.

The word yassi, which means woman, came back too often in the refrain, and he quite naturally ended it
thinking about Yassigui’ndja. And by a very natural association of ideas he wanted to fulfill his male desires,
because, up to now, he had never missed doing so each morning before getting up for good.
As Yassigui’ndja had always been accustomed to these daily liberties, even though she was still asleep, there
was no need at all to wake her up. She would wake up quite easily by herself.
*
From the horizon where the sun rises to where it sets, the wind is chasing mists and breaking them up. And in
these fogs which envelop the hills or kagas, all the birds are singing, parrots to the shiny blackbirds, wagtails to
the red birds, toucans to the millet eaters, cuckoos to the crows.
The guinea-fowl, gathered on the lower branches of certain trees, freely call their welcoming songs. The turtle
doves skim the earth in their flight, then head toward the sky, which seems to breathe them in. Roosters, raised up
on their spurs, sound the coming of light. And the chickens flee, heads under their wings, as soon as they see,
through the mists which the sun is dispersing, the flight of the vultures whirling at a low altitude in the sky which
is turning blue.
The fresh air comes, flees, returns, caresses. And with a thousand wet leaves, the trees produce a musical
rustling. And the tops of the tall kapok trees are trembling. And, rubbing their long flexible stems against each
other, the bamboos moan lengthily.
A last breath of wind finally shreds the last wisps of fog, revealing the sun surging forth, clean, intact, clear. An
overwhelming lull which, spreading from place to place, reaches the most distant solitudes seems to emanate from
the gash which is enlarging over there, the red sun.
But, indifferent to the kindness of the sun, still seated on the ground a few feet from his house, near the good
fire which he has just lit, Batouala, the mokoundji, his spirit free of all thought, slowly, wisely, smokes his good
old clay pipe, his good old garabo, which some prefer to call gataba.
Day had come.
2
He was smoking with little short puffs, his eyes half-shut. From time to time, following a deep exhalation, a
soft whistling spray of spit squirted from between his worn-down teeth. He smoked like this for a long time. The
sun grew warmer as it traveled across the sky. Its presence tried in vain to please him, but he scarcely thought
about it, so accustomed was he to its intensity.
He kept on smoking. The prevailing wind ruffled the leaves of the kapok trees, worked its way between their
branches and made the tender green of their new growth tremble. The rising of the sap stretched the tree trunks to
the point of splitting, and the crackling, living bark sweated gobs of red gold. The vines, like bridges spanning
from tree to tree, or gigantic snakes, were wound inextricably together. The heavy odor of the warm land, of the
broad-stemmed grasses, of the trees; the pestilence of the swamps; and the aroma of wild mint invaded the breeze
and were carried away. And lost in this lush growth, the birds practiced their various songs and a few vultures
cried plaintively, their black images gliding through the blue sky. Beyond the Pombo or beyond the Bamba
someone was singing:
“Ehé … Yaba … ho!”

Someone must be working somewhere over there, since all the songs are set to the rhythm of work. The
monotonous song broke the encompassing calm. When it stopped, one could hear only the crackling of sun-dried
brush or the bursting of the pods of the. tamarind trees; one could perceive nothing more than all those minute
noises of which silence is made. Then, more muffled, the song began again …
Yassigui’ndja had just prepared the daily portion of cassava root. She had also boiled yams, water, and
purslane in two other pots. When her man condescended to eat, she took up the pipe which he had laid aside. And
then she smoked, watching a savory grill of fat white worms from the corner of her eye, while her eight female
companions proceeded to wash their sexual parts, each one with her back leaning against the wall of her own hut.
They felt no awkwardness in this. What good would that have done? Man and woman are made for each other.
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Not being able to ignore their differences, why should they feel strained in each other’s presence? Shame of the
body is presumptuous and modesty is hypocrisy. One thinks only of hiding malformations or insufficiencies. It is
quite useless to try to hide the sexual charms which N’Gakoura has alloted to us, whether they be advantageous or
desultory. One is as one is.
Batouala went from the cassava to the white worms, and from the white worms to the yams. Every two or three
mouthfuls, he swallowed one or two copes of kene, a beer made from fermented millet. Sated, he gestured to
Yassigui’ndja that he wanted to smoke again. And for a long time, a very long time, he dragged slowly once more
on his garabo in short puffs followed by deep exhalations.
Quite satisfied at having used the beginning of his day so well, he suddenly decided to examine the toes of his
left foot. Some chiggers had probably set up housekeeping there, What a pesky nuisance those chiggers were! The
poor old black man is obliged to check all the time to make sure he hasn’t given them a home in his flesh. If he
doesn’t, he’s done for. And those little beasts exploit any negligence by laying—in any part of his body, but most
particularly in his toes—more of their eggs than there are women in a populous village.
*
It’s not the same with whites. Let just one of the bugs decide to touch their tender and sensitive skin! On
noticing its presence, they aren’t happy again until “Missie boy,” stopping all work, manages to dislodge the tiny
penetrating chigger from the cushion of flesh it has chosen for a home.
But what good does it do to talk about it? It’s nothing new to us that men of white skin are more delicate than
men of black skin. One example of a thousand possible. Everybody knows that the whites, saying that they are
“collecting taxes,” force all blacks of a marriageable age to carry voluminous packages from when the sun rises to
when it sets. These trips last two, three, five days. Little matter to them the weight of these packages which are
called sandoukous. They don’t sink under the burden. Rain, sun, cold? They don’t suffer. So they pay no attention.
And long live the worst weather, provided the whites are sheltered!
Whites fret about mosquito bites. The stings of fourous irritate them. They fear mason bees. They are also
afraid of the prakongo, the scorpion who lives, black and venomous, among decaying roofs, under rubble, or in
the midst of debris.
In a word, everything worries them. As if a man worthy of the name should worry about everything which
lives, crawls, or moves around him!
The whites, aha! The whites … didn’t everyone know that their feet were just a stinking mass? And what a
ridiculous idea to encase feet in black, white, or banana-colored skins! And if it were only their feet which stank!
Lalala—their whole body smelled like a corpse!
One can admit, if one must, that sewn leather does protect the feet. One avoids cutting them on the hard ridges
of red soil. But protecting the eyes with white or black pieces of glass—or sky-colored in good weather, or the
color of a red bird’s belly! But covering the head with little baskets or with some strange sort of gourd, that—by
N’Gakoura!—was senseless.
A burst of scorn made him shrug his shoulders and, to express his feelings best, he spat. Aha! The whites were
surely not people like everybody else. They thought they knew everything and then some. Each day they had
more new proofs. Some of them brought very strange machines from France. Turning a little piece of wood or
metal in the belly of these witches’ inventions was enough to make them begin to speak or sing like real white
people, without anyone being seen, and without anyone knowing why or how.
Others—hey! he had seen this, with his own eyes—others swallowed knives. There was no need to discuss the
fact. Through the whole Bamba region and still further, who did not know, at least by reputation, the terrible
moro-Kamba, the terrible sword-swallowing commandant who had pacified the Bandas? Thanks to pieces of glass
encased in long movable tubes, still others could, without moving, see the most distant landscapes and study the
most distant sights as if they were really there.
And that doctorro—that’s the name that whites give to the one who, in their country, is in the magic bus-iness
—and that doctorro who made you piss blue—Yeah! blue—when such was his pleasure.
And now, wasn’t this still more terrifying? Hadn’t he seen the latter take the skin off his hand, a skin which,
my word, little resembled all known skins.
But it's still true that he had torn himself apart, right in front of him, without pain. If he had suffered, he would
have cried out. Not having cried out, he certainly hadn’t suffered.
All that was “the white man’s ways” as it was “the white man’s way” to travel roads perched on one of those
two round and springy objects which were propelled sometimes with the right foot, sometimes with the left, and
which played at chasing each other without ever succeeding in meeting.
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And didn’t they also swear that certain whites enjoyed the astonishing privilege of having arms, eyes, legs and
teeth which they could take off? That they could put them—eye, arms, legs or teeth—there, on a table, to show
them to all comers; then, as if it were nothing, put them back in place, as easily as could be?
Ohu! … Never had men of black skin-sorcerers, somales or witch doctors—done anything like that, never
could they accomplish such marvels!
So, little by little, in spite of his anger, an admiring terror replaced his scorn.
*
The sun reached its height. As usual, the shiny blackbirds announced the radiant event. Now the chirp of the
cicadas intruded only gently where everything seemed to slumber, oppressed by light, in a deep sleep.
Three great gusts of wind, which always passed at the same moment of the day, appeared all of a sudden in full
power and then faded away as if by magic.
The leaves of the kapok trees stopped moving at that moment. The breeze stopped caressing the giant grasses.
In the distance smoke columns climbed straight upward.
But, inflamed, hallucinated, unquenchable, the song of the cicadas had intensified. It was the moment that
black men choose to work. With slow steps Batouala walked to a little rise which overlooked the surrounding
plains. There were three li’nghas of different size there. He approached these hollowed-out tree trunks, picked up
two mallets which were resting on the ground and, in the still air, struck on the largest of the three with two deep,
evenly spaced blows.
Then followed a great silence which he broke with two other drier, shorter blows, soon followed by a tattoo of
tom-toms which beat faster and faster, more and more demandingly, more and more hurried, which, abated and
amplified, ended, without changing, on the smallest of the li’nghas, with a rapid diminuendo, suddenly strengthened by the final resounding note of the call.
And now, over there, over there, further than that, and still further, from everywhere, on the left, on the right,
behind him, in front of him, the same noises, identical drum rolls, similar tom-toms roared, tried to be heard,
answered the cry they had heard, some weak, hesitating, muted, unclear, the others intelligible and bounding from
echo to echo, from kagas to kagas.
The unseen was coming to life.
“You have called us,” said the rumblings of the tom-toms.
“You have called us.”
“We have heard you.”
“What do you want from us?”
“We’re listening to you. Speak.”
Twice over the same notes echoed, faint or clear. When the horizon had absorbed the last sound, Batouala answered them. At first, a few words without force. They seemed to tell of the monotonous daily life, the solitude
which nothing can sadden or enliven, the resignation in the face of destiny, impassiveness.
The sticks alternated from one to the other of the three li’nghas. A monotonous chant came from them, oppressive like a day of tornadoes, before the donvorro blows.
The song intensified. After a sudden stop, the sound grew stronger. And always it kept increasing. Batouala
was running with sweat, but he was happy and almost dancing with joy. His men, their wives, their children, their
friends, the friends of their friends, the chiefs whose blood he had drunk and who had drunk his, he wanted them
all present at the Bamba in nine days to attend the great yangba which was going to be given on the occasion of
the feast of the Ga’nzas.
The deep staccato beats, anticipated for many seasons, promised a marvelous experience for them. There
would be food, drink, talk and rejoicing. But above all there would be yangba—the dance. Not just one yangba.
But all the yangbas. Not only the elephant step, the dance of the assegai and that of the warriors—but still more
important, the dance of love, which the Sabangas danced so well.
There would be food and yangba, yangba and drink. Aha! Cassava root, potatoes, dazos, squash, yams, corn!
Aha! Millet beer, veke, pimento and honey, fish and crocodile eggs! They would eat all that, and many other
things too. They would drink all that, and much more! They would drink and they would eat to the sound of horns
and balafons. They had to come to this! Hey, hey! It was the feast of the Ga’nzas. The circumcision and excision
only took place once every twelve moons. They had to attend! How they would laugh, yabao! How they would
laugh!
The echoes overflowed with the joy of this speech, prolonging its humor and its laughter.
When he was quiet, an expectant lull settled in. But it did not last long. For, all around him, very, very far
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away, as after his first call, the conversation was taken up on unseen tom-toms. And although the deep beats came
from afar, one detected at the end of each phrase, the same notes of hidden joy.
“We have heard you, and heard you well.”
“We have heard you and understood.”
“You are the greatest of the M’bis, Batouala.”
“The greatest of the great chiefs, Batouala.”
“We will come. Surely, we will come.”
“And our friends will be there.”
“And the friends of our friends will be there.”
“Feasting! … Yabao! We’re going to have a good time!”
“We’ll drink like fish.”
“That is to say, like whites.”
“No, like true M’bis Bandas, because true M’bis Bandas drink more than …”
“We’ll dance.”
“We’ll sing.”
“Afterwards we’ll show the women that we know how to use them.”
“You can count on me.”
“On me.”
“On me.”
“Ouorro.”
“Ohourro.”
“Kanga.”
“Yabi’ngui.”
“Delepou.”
“Tougoumali.”
“Yabada …”
“All the M’bis will be there.”
“All the N’gapous, too.”
“We shall come … We shall come … We shall come … We shall come …”
The horizon finally stifled the last responses. Wanting to examine the eel-pots which he had set the night
before, Batouala then went to the place where the Bamba meets the Pombo, but not without first arming himself
with two assegais, a quiver full of barbed arrows and a pouch of goat skin.
Wherever one may go, however short the distance, one should never forget to carry his pouch slung across his
back. It always stores so many things! For example, cassava cakes and bi’mbi leaves. After all, he needed no more
and no less. He was ready for the worst dangers now. Didn’t he have his spears, his bow, his arrows? He could
laugh at hunger with food to spare because he had supplied himself with so many cakes that his pouch was
bulging. Away from home that was all he needed to season food to his taste. The leaves of bi’mbi were there for
weapons. They have the useful power of stunning all fish passing above the spot in the river where they are
plunged.
Batouala studied the sun as he walked. It was one of those innumerable habits which his ancestors had passed
on to him. The older he became, the more he appreciated their excellence.
Whites don’t seem to understand the usefulness of knowing where one is stepping. Pebbles can cut feet and
mud is treacherous. It is easy, with a little care, to avoid falls and injuries. One can, at any rate, cut down on both
of them. It is never a waste of time to follow the easiest course. And since, moreover, experience teaches us that
time has no value, one has only to rely on common sense.
*
Batouala had scarcely disappeared in the direction of where the Pombo joins the Bamba when Bissibi’ngui,
popping out of the brush like a cibissi from its burrow, moved toward his friend’s wives.
Bissibi'ngui was a young, muscular man, full of energy, vigorous and handsome, who always found food and
drink at Batouala’s house, even in times of scarcity. In fact, the great mokoundji had a special liking for him. His
wives did too. Eight of them already had the chance to prove to Bissibi’ngui the ardor of the friendship they felt
for him.
As for the beautiful Yassigui’ndja, less amenable to the wishes of the one who had bought her than to those of
Bissibi’ngui, she counted on a happy circumstance soon permitting her to show the latter the hunger she had for
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him. A woman should never refuse the desire of a man, especially when that man pleases her. That is a functional
principle. The only law is instinct. Cheating on one’s man is not so important, or rather it ought not to be.
After a short or long discussion, recompense may be made to the one who believes he has a complaint for
damage caused in using his goods. A few chickens, two or three goats, some brood eggs or a pair of slightly used
loincloths, and it’s all settled.
Unfortunately, it would be necessary to foresee that it wouldn’t be the same with Batouala, who was naturally
jealous, vindictive, and violent. In such a case he would surely not hesitate to rely on the oldest Banda customs,
and to claim their strict application to suppress anyone who dared to encroach on his properties.
Having acquired them at the price of heavy sacrifices, he wanted to be the only one to cast his seeds in them.
Yassigui’ndja wasn’t at all ignorant of this. She also realized that her eight companions felt a cordial hatred
toward her because she was the head of all the women of the villages depending on the authority of their common
husband, and at the same time his favorite. It was a good bet that for vengeance they would denounce her at the
least false step. Of course, she would defend herself by accusing them mercilessly, in her turn. What would result
from the accusations and wranglings? Something big, yabao! who could predict it?
So she would not give herself to Bissibi’ngui until the day when she felt no risk in doing so.
But how to hasten that beautiful day?
For two or three moons, Bissibi’ngui had skipped his visits. Really, what a handsome man that Bissibi’ngui
was! He was in his twentieth rainy season. It is at that time that males worthy of the name male stalk women from
morning to night, as Mourou the panther stalks the antelope. He had matured suddenly, had developed an attracttive body and muscles. The yassis looked for him, not he for them. They competed in praising the vigor of his
loins and the frequency of his desire. Bissibi’ngui, their favorite lover, had helped to break up many homes! He
had caused unending disputes and scuffles. They were so many and so strong that the commandant, overburdened
with complaints, had one day finally threatened him with imprisonment.
After this incident, his reputation reached its zenith. He had only to appear to be welcomed with open arms.
So his unexpected return was greeted with irrepressible cries of joy. They asked him the names of the women
he had mounted since leaving the Bamba. Was it true that he had taught this one or that one the delights of sexual
experience? Aha! he had sworn to keep quiet the names of his good fortunes. So be it. But they would forgive his
discretion only if he would tell one of those beautiful stories he could tell so well.
So, without further pleading, Bissibi’ngui stretched out on a mat and told them the story of the elephant and
the chicken.
*
“In the time when M’bala the elephant and Gato the chicken talked, the latter challenged the former to find out
which of the two was the bigger eater. And M’bala the elephant said to the chicken,
“‘Chicken, you are so small, so bitty, so thin, that it’s really not possible that you can eat more than I.’ Gato the
chicken answered the elephant,
“‘Aha! You think so. And just because you are bloated, pot-bellied, out of shape, you believe that it is impossible for me to eat more than you?’
“‘And why shouldn’t I believe it?’ said M’bala. ‘You have no more thickness than a breath of air.’ So Gato said
in reply,
“‘Aha! So that’s the way it is. Good. Come to my house early tomorrow morning. You will eat what you can. I
will do the same. We shall see, in the end, which of the two of us eats more.’ Trumpeting with joy, M’bala accepted the bet.
“At dawn the next day he arrived at the place Gato had indicated to him. The chicken was waiting for him
there. Without further ado, the two of them began to eat their fill.
“But when the sun reached its height, Gato needed to rest. So she did what all chickens do when they want to
catch their breath; she folded up one of her feet under her crop. M’bala, stupefied, asked her,
“‘Why do you let yourself stop while I keep eating? And why do you put one of your feet under your belly
when you loaf?’ Gato retorted sourly,
“‘Because I, unlike you, am far from having eaten my fill. So if you see me like this, it’s because I am getting
ready to eat one of my own feet. However, I warn you kindly that if, as I now believe, this morsel will not be
enough, I shall have to swallow you before swallowing my second foot.’
“M’bala, hearing this, fled in terror and took refuge in the deepest brush. Since that time, M’bala the elephant
lives in the brush, and Gato the chicken in the villages of man.”
*
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Wild enthusiasm greeted the fable which Bissibi’ngui had just told. Then the teasing began again. Bissibi’ngui,
smiling without responding to the jokes that they were leveling at him, picked up Batouala’s pipe, filled it with
nago leaves, which the whites call tobacco in their language, and dropped embers on them. That done, he propped
himself upon his elbow on his mat and smoked in little short puffs, eyes half-shut.
“Bissibi’ngui, my friend, you’re not careful enough about the women who offer themselves to you,” said
Yassigui’ndja. “One day, if you don’t watch out, you’re going to come back to us full of some dirty disease—a
good case of kassiri, for example, which is great for keeping you warm even when it’s cold.”
Her eight companions broke out laughing:
“Ehe! e e e e e …”
“Yabao, that Yassigui’ndja!”
“Eeee! … She can really toss off clever remarks.” And they slapped their thighs noisily.
“But kissiri is nothing,” continued Yassigui’ndja. “It will be quite different, Bissibi’ngui my friend, if you
catch daveke, which is worse.
“Iche! … It will be a slow death. First, you’ll be spotted like Mourou, the panther. You will be horrible to see,
covered with sores. Nobody will want to have anything to do with you. Later you will lose your teeth, your hair,
your fingers—you will be rotting away while you’re still alive. Don’t forget Yaklepeu, who died this way perhaps
three, four, or five moons ago.”
The laughter started again, even gayer. It was still going on when Batouala returned. They promptly explained
to him the cause of the general hilarity. So he joined his jests to those of his nine wives. Bissibi’ngui would
certainly die as mushrooms do. The merriment reached its height. They were holding their sides, slapping each
other on the back, beating their buttocks on the ground. They laughed so hard that they cried uncontrollably.
“Ehee! … Yaba! …”
“N’Gakourao! … That Batouala! …”
“Eeeeeia! …”
*
Meanwhile, the sun was going down.
The cooing of the turtledoves, the cheeping of the red birds, the plaintive cries of the scavenger birds and of
the wagtails diminished little by little, as did the caws of the crows.
Small wisps of fog veiled the summits of the kagas. The sun gently sank. Chickens, goats, and ducks went
home.
A long silence. Clouds spread out across the sky, and dappled it. The sun had almost disappeared and was so
red it resembled some enormous fiery flower of a large flamboyant tree. Its wide rays spread out and finally faded
in a pit of emptiness.
Then, wide streaks bloodied the horizon. Varying tints, from shade to shade, from pastel to pastel, these beams
became lost in the immense sky. The rays themselves, shades and pastels, toned down to nothingness. The indefinable silence which watched over the agony and death of the sun now stretched out over all the land.
A poignant melancholy stirred the stars which had appeared in the colorless and infinite sky. The warm lands
smoked with haze. The damp sentries of the night were on their rounds. The dew weighed down the brush. The
paths were slippery. One would almost believe that the faint odor of mint buzzed in the wind with the dung beetles and the hairy insects.
Noises of a pestle crushing cassava, millet, or corn appeared out of nowhere. The purring of the tom-toms animated yangbas somewhere. From place to place fires were being lighted. One could find the huts by the smoke.
According to their kind, toads were piping, bellowing, screeching, or clicking. Djouma, the little red dog, barked
and barked. What was this stupor? From where did this anguish come?
Like a canoe stirring the water plants in its wake—oh! how slowly she slid across the clouds—here Ipeu, the
moon, appeared silently.
She was already six nights old.
3
The next day shortly before the song of the partridge, Donvorro the tornado, exhausted from having howled all
night, suddenly went away, turned off its course by the forceful air currents which each morning drain that overcast brightness which is the forerunner of dawn.
Rain, however, continued to fall on the villages of Batouala. It shushed through the trees whose boughs were
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stirred by the wind, or whispered in the midst of the leaves from which its stalactites dripped. It also crackled,
indistinct and changing, along the grasses ravaged by the torrential downpours of the night. It finally filled the
brush, which could hold no more, with rustlings and murmurings.
Although dawn was still far off, Yassigui’ndja had not been sleeping for a long time. She was employing the
dying night to her best advantage. How well she felt, alone in her private home, a round and low clay hut with a
sloping roof whose thatching reached down to the ground!
It is a rule of the Bandas of every tribe that each married woman must have her own hut in addition to the conjugal residence. Batouala, her husband, had hurried to build her one in the days following their marriage. Since
then, she went to it each time she didn’t spend the night with her lord and master, or when she needed, for one
reason or another, a moment of solitude.
What a good husband Batouala was! No one appeared more worthy of respect and gratitude than he. Until
now, she had only had to congratulate herself on his good nature. Never a sudden change of mood. Never a harsh
word except when he was criticizing whites. Their relationship—although they had been married for as many dry
seasons as there are fingers plus two on both hands—had lost none of the closeness of the first days.
The successive addition of eight other women to their household had done nothing but increase their household, without detracting from their mutual affection. Moreover, she didn’t see how the arrival of the companions
which Batouala had chosen for her could spoil their understanding or overshadow the attachment which they had
for each other. Hadn’t she given him an heir who nonetheless had died soon after birth? Naturally he had profited
from her pregnancy and her motherhood to take a second wife. The same causes producing the same effects, ten
moons later for like reasons, he had been obliged to call a third wife to his side. And he had continued in this way
until he had nine wives.
And what about it? What was wrong in that? By acting this way, Batouala, far from overstepping his rights,
had only conformed to the customs which governed the Bandas. Motherhood, including gestation, giving birth,
churching, nursing and the cares of early infancy, demands constant attention and causes great fatigue. The traditionalists, taking righteous disciplines from the wisdom inherited from their ancestors, have made this necessary
strain endurable to those involved by releasing them from all wifely duties for twenty-four to thirty-six moons at a
time.
But what becomes of the husband during all this? Considering the demands of his nature, how can he be released from the taboo imposed on the young mother the day after her delivery? He is authorized, quite simply, to
annex to his original household as many wives as he can feed.
So Yassigui’ndja had nothing for which to reproach Batouala. The sad thing was that he was beginning to grow
old and seemed eager only to smoke his pipe.
That certainly was a very agreeable pastime, consisting of peacefully inhaling the odor and the smoke of
tobacco with long breaths, eyes half-closed. There were, however, more intimate pastimes which surpassed it in
delights.
She shivered suddenly and stretched, prey to a desire which bathed her with languor and softness. In spite of
her age she still felt young and rich in unused passion. The fire which devoured her could not be quenched by the
one sexual experience her husband provided her each day. Why was it surprising that her virtue became more and
more unstable every day? Batouala’s stinginess was becoming quite insulting. Why didn’t he try to raise himself
to Bissibi’ngui’s level? People were saying that Bissibi’ngui used to his heart’s content that which makes a man
know that he is a man. All the women doted on him—and so did she.
The gentle, soft noise of the rain continued to beat on the thatched hut. Yassigui’ndja listened distractedly to its
indistinct chant. It is so nice to dream idly in the house while it rains on the brush! Where could the beautiful clear
mornings of her adolescence have gone? She closed her eyes and saw herself in her mother’s company at the
outpost of the Bamba. That had happened when the white commandant whom she served as boyesse had left
Krebedje to return to France.
What a poor little Yassigui’ndja she was at that time.
A poor little Yassigui’ndja, scarcely old enough to be married. No man had yet planted her little garden, even
though people swore that she had served many times as wife to the commandant who had just left.
Usually it doesn’t take more than that to start rumors.
Perhaps it was even because of the fame which the stories had created for her that Batouala had immediately
asked for her in marriage.
He was young then. It had all happened according to custom and was in everybody’s best interests. The conferences had not been lengthy, thanks to the help of one of Batouala’s aunts. The required dowry had been paid by
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him in the shortest time. It was composed of ten goats, thirty yellow or white chickens—yellow and white, as everyone knows, are colors which symbolize good sentiments—twenty new hoes ready to have handles put on them,
a little captive of the Mandjia race, twelve baskets of red millet, as many baskets of white, five elephant tusks, and
finally the traditional throwing knife. You could say that he had taken these gifts to express to his future father-inlaw:
“I give you all these goods in exchange for your daughter. From now on, your family is as dear to me as mine.
I swear by the hoes which I have just given you. I further take it upon myself to cultivate your lands if the need
arises. And I swear to you, on the blade of the throwing knife which I give you, to kill myself with it should I
perjure myself. I swear to you, in case you should be attacked, to defend you at the risk of my life.”
She had entered the house of that good Batouala, and had become his wife forever, three days after the delivery
of the throwing knife required by tribal customs. Since then her life had been only happiness and merry-making.
*
Batouala, a lucky hunter, rarely came home empty-handed from his forays through the brush. She had only to
let herself live from one night’s sleep to the next. For the contentment of the spirit there is nothing quite like having no worries.
He was a handsome fellow just the same, that Bissibi’ngui! And how marvelous it was to watch him on
evenings when he performed the dance of desire, which offers, then refuses, only to offer better! And then she
remembered the rendezvous that he had managed to set up with her last night before departing for who knows
where! Astonished by his boldness, she had been unable to say no to him. Now, this date … Bissibi’ngui must
already be waiting at the agreed place. Would she or wouldn’t she go to join him? What decision to take?
It was still drizzling. Remaining near a good fire and daydreaming has its own charms. Besides, the brush is
full of secret ears and invisible eyes. These two spies are to be feared like leprosy. Mbrouma, leprosy, is no worse
than the cruel punishments reserved for the adultress.
Yassigui’ndia’s thoughts ended suddenly. A hoarse tom-tom had begun to cough on the horizon. She soon
recognized the signal calls of the village of Matifara and easily understood the deep-toned messages which were
exhausting the drummer. Her thoughts turned for a moment to the white commandant charged with maintaining
order in the whole region of the Bamba’s watershed. Beautiful river, the Bamba, full of game and fish.
The commandant had a good reputation. His idiosyncracy—all the commandants have one—was to bridge
solidly the smallest waterways of the area and to open numerous roads, paths, or trails which the brush only
covered again during the rainy season.
She suddenly broke out laughing with insolent mockery. It really took a white man to have such odd ideas.
Now really, is it quite necessary to lay bridges across rivers which can be forded? It is true that trying to
understand “white man’s ways” is a loss of time.
An idea which made her laugh again came to her. It was frequently said of the whites, or boundjous, that their
male organ was ordinarily smaller than that of black-skinned men. It was added, in compensation, that they did
surpass the latter in the art of knowing how to use the only tool whose sight always fills women with pleasure and
plunges them into raptures.
She had wanted to be able to taste their embraces so that she could compare them to those of Batouala. In what
way could the first differ from the second? Whether men are white or black, they have only one way of
penetrating women in their short frenzy. Just the same, some say that certain whites act with women like two male
dogs who mount each other. Such taste seemed so abnormal and so foul that it couldn’t be true. Perhaps it was up
to her, Yassigui’ndja, to gain insight on this point.
Would the commandant of the Bamba rebuff her if she made advances to him?
She glanced around her hut, as if she were looking for someone or something. What silence! The rain had
stopped. With full lungs, she blew on the covered embers of cinders which had just been consumed in the center
of her house. High clear flames lapped up the fog which was filling the dwelling with sooty steam. These fogs
proved, by their very density, that the day had begun. In a little while Lolo, the sun god, would chase away the
horde of clouds and fill the endless stretch of blue with torrents of light.
She thought momentarily of her husband. Batouala—he must have taken to the brush well before the song of
the rooster and would not come back to the village until the middle of the day. Then she did have time to keep the
date which she had made with Bissibi’ngui. She didn’t really risk much in going there. What did this girl-chaser
want from her? That’s what she wanted to know, nothing more.
In any case she had decided not to permit him any liberty whatsoever. She was not one of those women who let
themselves get taken in by the traps of handsome young boys who are infatuated with their own bodies. She had
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outgrown adolescent pranks and smutty jokes. A married woman has duties from which she cannot escape.
Preparing Batouala’s meal was one of hers.
She could have assigned this task to one or another of her eight companions. It would be better, however, not
to awaken their suspicions by an unforeseen and prolonged absence.
She stretched out to her heart’s content and began to yawn. In unbending this way, she felt an animal satisfaction bordering on voluptuousness, and amused herself by making her joints crack. Then she crept toward the
door to her house. It was composed of round logs heaped on each other and resting on forked stakes. She slowly
broke it all up and reluctantly slid outdoors.
Fog had followed the rain. The brush was like shadowy dew. The sky seemed to dissolve. Heavy vapors kept
rising from the bowels of the earth. She watched them join together and thicken around the villages of Batouala,
where they had made the houses disappear. A shiver ran through her from her feet to her head. What was she
doing there, motionless? That day was a day like any other, ready like all its predecessors to dispense to the living
its lot of cares and joys, of incidents and catastrophes.
Everyone’s destiny is fixed in advance. Its judgments are without recourse. Hers pushed her for the moment
toward Bissibi’ngui. Unable to do anything about it, she had to obey it. She returned to her clay hut on whose sill
the ritual and beneficial cacti were keeping watch. She reemerged right away carrying a big wicker basket in
which she arranged as well as she could, three gourds, a pair of hoes, two earthen cooking pots and a little
cassava.
Squatting, she balanced the basket with its contents on her head, grabbed one of the embers from her hearth
fire in her left hand, then stood up again easily. Then, with a firm and swinging step, she took the path which
followed the Pombo to its source.
Traditions are worth what they are worth. Some are infinitely disagreeable. Others, like personal cleanliness,
are quite desirable. Only the whites pay no heed to it. Perhaps they despise it! In any case, the least washing
horrifies them. They do it as little as possible. That is doubtless why they always smell like corpses. Yet water
cleans and relaxes, tones up the nerves, washes the body and invigorates it. Animals don’t overlook its virtues.
Why should all its benefits be abandoned to them?
True Banda that she was, Yassigui’ndja liked to bathe every day, and three times rather than once. She arrived
at the Pombo talking to herself in this way. She frequently gave in to this habit common to the people of her race.
Thus she believed she never walked alone.
With a hoarse and sweet voice, the Pombo, swollen with the rains of the night and with the contribution of its
tributaries, hummed the beautiful laments that water murmurs night and day to the river banks which listen and
drink in its words.
This river was her whole childhood. In the past she amused herself with her playmates by looking for the crabs
and the shrimp which kept to the hollows of its layers of hard red clay or hid under the gravel of its bed. But,
yabao! how far off that time was.
She tested the Pombo with her foot. Its water was icy. She put off her bath until later and placed her basket on
the ground so that it could be easily seen by anyone approaching the Pombo. This done, she congratulated herself
on her subterfuge. This basket indicated her presence and made it innocent. Anyone would think upon seeing it
that its owner could not be far away.
Generally when one thinks about doing wrong one takes precautions. By not taking any, she had nothing for
which to reproach herself.
After these reflections she crossed the Pombo with a deliberate step, and headed into the fog—which was
beginning to dissipate—with only a hot ember for a weapon.
First she skirted a cassava plantation, and then plunged into a cornfield where she surprised a company of
warty-snouted wild boar.
She quickened her step. The fog was still waning. The wet red sand grated under Yassigui'ndja’s steps. The
grasses, whose tall stems had bowed to the rain, beat her with sprinklings and cuts as she went by. Meanwhile the
fog continued to shred and dissolve into space. Yassigui’ndja’s heart beat with a confused cheerfulness. She was
approaching her meeting place, and felt both happy to be alive and disappointed in herself.
A noise made her tremble. She stopped. She thought she had heard some voices. Perhaps she would do better
to retrace her steps? But hadn’t she imagined it? In fact, listening, one could hear only the cry which the wind
makes when it lingers to wave the foliage of the brush or to confide its secrets to the trees holding out their
branches to it.
Yet—she inhaled deeply—there was surely someone around. It is not without cause that one could detect,
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slicing through the perfume of wet plants and the indefinable aroma of wet land, the odor of a black-skinned man.
She started her walk again. The same noise of voices reached her ear again. This time there was no possible
doubt. Bissibi’ngui was certainly there. And a woman was with him. Yabao! he had dared to do that to her, to her,
Yassigui’ndja?
Who could be the hussy who …?
It is true that, the night before, she had answered nothing to his request. The imbecile! So he didn’t know how
to interpret the silence of women! No matter! He should never have conducted himself as he had. Aha! that
naughty hunter had wanted to chase two rabbits at the same time. Aha! Yassigui’ndja was a bite which did not
satisfy his appetite. By N’Gakoura, by Yassigui’ndja’s word, she would get vengeance for the insult which she
had just been dealt! But first she had to know who her rival was. After that, she would decide what to do.
She slipped rnto the grass like a hunter in wait who ventures out of his blind. She advanced very slowly,
stopping at times to check her heart which was beating strong enough to burst, or to try to catch some snatches of
the words which Bissibi’ngui was exchanging with his companion.
Two or three times she thought she had guessed the other’s name. Either she’s very much mistaken, or it’s that
rattle-brained I’ndouvoura! If it is she, she would pay her back before long, and with interest. She did not understand how Bissibi’ngui had been able to prefer that garbage to her. What did I’ndouvoura have that was so
remarkable? She was old and wrinkled, laughed with.a toothless laugh, and didn’t even know how to use that
which a man esteems most in women.
If that was the kind of female who pleased Bissibi’ngui now! …
Stopping again, moved by a sudden pride, she bent her supple and vigorous body, then admired her perfect
legs, set on delicate ankles, her dainty feet, her well-proportioned hips, her smooth belly and her arms made for
the tightest embraces. She hurried her step, proud of her beauty, and smiled at knowing herself beautiful. Birds’
cheepings spread on all sides. Treading on some rays of light here and there, she went through a world of smells
dominated by whiffs of dogwood.
*
And she was near a tree with low branches when she foresaw danger.
She had the feeling that someone was staring at her, that someone was lying in wait for her as for prey, and that
she was just that; that someone wanted her skin, her blood, her life.
Then she raised her eyes and let out a great cry of terror.
Mourou, the panther, had just sprung at her from the tree-crotch where she was on watch. Because of its
precipitous attack, the spotted beast had lost everything. Thanks to a jump to one side made in time, Yassigui’ndja
had succeeded beautifully in avoiding it.
This disappointment did not please Mourou. She expressed her rage with a series of deep and hoarse growls.
Prey missed is almost always prey lost. That rule works as well for all fur-bearing animals who run through the
brush, and for those kinds of monkeys who shelter themselves in dens made of hardened earth, interlaced branches, and thatching.
But unfortunately Mourou couldn’t stop there. The rumblings of hunger crawled in her belly like vermin. How
to endure them? Besides, luck had willed that she meet up with only one of those accursed two-footed creatures
who willingly load their backs with little beings squalling at the top of their lungs.
Now, it was a well-known fact among panthers, that those two-feet with a specific destination never put up a
fight if by way of preface one took the least trouble to make them understand with scratches what wild beasts
have accustomed one to consider as the language of reason.
And Mourou was crouching to jump on Yassigui’ndja, when the brush opened, giving way to Bissibi’ngui and
Batouala, both armed with hunting spears and throwing knives.
At that sight, Mourou hastened to flee.
The sun rose soon after she left. At present all danger seemed to be dispelled. It was too late to run after game.
Returning to the village was the best thing to do. They promptly took to the road, single file. Bissibi’ngui was in
the lead. Yassigui’ndja came behind him. And Batouala brought up the rear.
Batouala, who was very pensive, watched Yassigui’ndja his favorite wife with vigilance, shook his head, and
threw cruel and suspicious looks at Bissibi’ngui—Bissibi’ngui, a rover whose reputation was established, and
whom he swore to watch, closely henceforth, having surprised him at dawn on the way to look for quite another
prey than that which a true hunter awaits. …
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“Let’s hide the case under his napkin to give him a surprise.”
“No. I’ll take him to one side and give him the watch and tell him: ‘Here’s a present for your eleventh birthday
from your grandmother and me, Henri.’ You see, we mustn’t treat him like a child. It only annoys him when we
do; I noticed that last time.”
The grandfather wandered round the table laid for luncheon and inspected it carefully. Suddenly he stopped
and, pointing with his finger, said:
“It’s the same with that mug. Why not give him a proper glass?”
“Don’t you recxognize it? It’s the one that Louise used to use when she was a little girl. I thought it might
amuse him. Besides, he’ll see that we think of his mother and still love her.”
She uttered these last words almost in a whisper, turning away her head as she did so. He made no reply and
started off again.
This little old couple were curiously alike. They were both the same height and they both looked delicate; their
faces were thin and their eyes dull. One might have thought that the same wear and tear had effaced all the
outward signs of their original character. And yet, from a certain agitation and a peculiar manner of tossing her
head, it was evident that she had a certain will of her own and did not take things lying down. He, on the other
hand, walked with a measured step, with a thoughtful, preoccupied air, noddig his head methodically as though he
were doing an endless sum in mental arithmetic. Sometimes he halted, placed his hands on each side of his face
like blinkers and then brought them forward with a jerk in order better to limit his field of vision.
She picked up the mug, turned it over in her hands and gazed at the monogram engraved on its side.
“Do you remember, when Louise had her long illness and would scarcely eat anything at all, how I used to put
meat jelly into it? I can see her now bending her poor thin little face over the mug.”
He nodded, blinked his eyes and continued his walk round the table.
“Is it possible,” she went on, gazing at the mug in a sort of reverie, “that the woman who now hates us so much
and is always looking for some means of tormenting us is really the same person as that child? Sometimes, when I
think about it, I can’t believe that it’s true. She does everything she can to make us suffer. For instance, why did
she forbid us to go and meet Henri at the station this morning?”
She replaced the mug by a glass. There was a moment’s silence.
“Why,” cried the grandfather, “you’ve put a cushion on his chair! That’s silly. He’s taller than you are, my
dear!”
“Oh, do let me arrange things in my own way!”
“I repeat that a boy doesn’t like all these little attentions; they humiliate him.”
He made his protest with a sort of quiet stubbornness, raising both hands together in his favorite gesture.
“A boy, a boy? … He’s only a child … a child whom no one looks after and who never gets any affection or
care. When he comes here I like him to feel some of the tenderness which his mother denies him now that she has
no eyes for anyone but that wretched man.”
“For Heaven’s sake don’t talk like that in front of him.”
“And why not? Do you think that other fellow makes any bones about jeering at us and insulting us?”
“Very likely,” he replied with a sigh, “but that doesn’t mean that we must imitate him. The last time, when you
told Henri that his stepfather was a bankrupt and had narrowly escaped going to prison, he blushed and I could
easily see that he hated hearing about such things. I do implore you to be more careful today.”
She shrugged her sholders and retorted sharply:
“That’s it! Always give in, always take everything lying down! That’s your method. If, when Louise ran away
with that man, we had asked the Court for the custody of our grandchild, Henri wouldn’t have been brought up in
the wings of a theater by a rascally impresario. He would be living with us and I would have brought him up
properly in spite of my affection for him which seems so ridiculous to you.”
“I didn’t say that, my dear; I only said that one must not identify Henri with the sad incidents that have
estranged our daughter from us. When he is a man he will learn to distinguish of his own accord between what is
decent and what is despicable. I’m confident of that.”
The grandfather had drawn himself up to the full height of his small stature. His chin was twitching with
emotion. His wife looked at him and replied, in a tender, rather subdued voice:
“Yes, I know, Antoine. I’ve let myself be carried away. Forgive me. We’re both so unhappy, and today my
nerves are all on edge. It’s nearly five months since we’ve seen him. Just think of it. Isn’t it wicked to keep him
away from us for so long?”
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Her voice broke, and she puther handkerchief up to her eyes,which had filled with tears. She took both her
hands in his and pressed them.
“Now, don’t distress yourself. We’ll be happy today. It’s going to be a lovely day. Look …”
He spoke to her with grave tenderness and led her gently towards the open door which led to the garden. When
they reached the terrace they halted and raised their heads. The sky was a pale, pure blue. There was not a cloud to
be seen. There was the same look of hope in their tired, blinking eyes. They kept hold of each other’s hands and
their voices mingled in soft repetition:
“A lovely day.”
They were like two prison companions standing in the same narrow beam of light filtering into their cell.
*
The one-story house stood between two carefully tended garden plots. The front garden sloped down toward a
road, beyond which flowed the Marne, like another, smoother and brighter road. The garden at the back consisted
of a series of flower beds separated by a network of well-raked paths. A big lilac bush against the wall was in
flower. Here and there on the horizon a factory chimney or a massive brick building rose up, reminding them that
they were in a suburb of Paris. Some distasnce away a viaduct, straddling the river at a great height, cut the
landscape in two.
“I must go into the kitchen,” said the grandmother. “I want to see how Clothilde is getting along with the
sweet.”
Left alone, the old man walked carefully down the steps leading to the garden, went up to the lilac bush and
slowly inhaled the perfume of the flowers, his hands clasped behind his back. A look of contentment apopeared in
his face and he stroked his little white beard. Then he seized a rake lying beneath the steps and began to rake one
of the paths. Every now and then he stopped and then his expresesion was a mixture of hapiness and resignation.
From time to time he bent down to pull out a weed or to turn over a pebble. In all his movements there was a sort
of humility which gave them a certain grace. He looked like some rustic saint.
Voices came from the kitchen. The grandmother appeared at the window, above the wire meat safe.
“What’s the time, Antoine?” she called. “It’s midday by Clothilde’s clock.”
He took out his watch and shook his finger in a sign of negation.
“It’s thirteen minutes to. Look, the express is just passing.”
He pointed in the directiion of the viaduct. A short, shining train slid across it and disappeared.
The grandmother left the window and came to join her husband in the garden.
“It’s just as well that I went into the kitchen,” she said. “The cream was much too thin.”
She tried to put her watch back into her belt, but her fingers got entangled in the guard. She tugged at the chain
impatiently.
“Only a quarter of an hour more,” she said. “In a quarter of an hour he will be here.”
“Don’t get so excited, my poor dear. You’ve been wearing yourself out ever since you got up.”
She signed deeply as though she really was very tired. Then she shrugged her shouldrs and, firmly grasping her
husband’s arm, she observed in a low voice in which there was a note of anxiety:
“Look, Antoine, I only ask one thing: to live for a short while after Henri becomes free. Then he can choose his
own home and he’ll come and live here with us, and our last years will be the happiest of our lives.
“His mother can’t love him,” she went on with a sort of dull persistence. “If she did, would she drag him about
in the way she does. From hotel to hotel, in her husband’s trail? Neither Henri’s happiness, nor his future, nor
anything else has meant anything to her since she’s become infatuated with that man. I may not always have got
on with Louise’s first husband, but at any rate the poor boy loved his son and looked after him.”
He listened with a faraway, dreamy look in his eyes. Suddenly he interrupted her.
“When I think of Henri’s career and when I tell myself that this bad upbringing may perhaps prevent him from
becoming a respectable citizen … then I feel as though I could do anything … I even feel capable of strangling
the brute!”
A wave of color swept over his bald, sloping pate. His trembling fingers curved inwards as though about to
seize something in a death grip. His wife looked on at this ineffective exhibition of fury.
“Oh, Antoine, how you love Henri!”
And she squeezed his hands in sympathy.
“Come, let’s wait in front,” she said.
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They climbed the steps again and passed through the house. The kitchen doore was open. The cook, hearing
their footsteps, raised her head. She was a heavily built wench, no longer young, whose blue eyes and thick black
eyebrows gave her a look which was a mixture of sensitiveness and surliness.
“Well, Master Henri won’t be long now!” she called to them in a coarse, cheerful voice.
They smiled at her.
The front garden was to the south of the house. The lawn, with its bright green grass,shone in the sun. The two
old people waited at the top of the steps and began to stare fixedly at the little iron gate at the end of the garden.
They did not speak.
Time passed. She jerked out her watch and looked at the time. Then he said, in a quiet, rather forced voice:
“What a lovely day!”
She did not appear to hear him. Then, in a sudden burst of anxious fury:
“He won’t come!” she cried. “I’ve got a presentiment. They haven’t sent him. Louise will have decided at the
last moment, for no reson at all, just to be contradictory. I know her so well! She was like that as a child; she
disobeyed me for the pleasure of disobeying, without any pity for the sorrow she caused me.”
Her husband tried to calm her, but she would not let him speak.
“No! … I know her better than you do. Why did she forbid us to go and meet our darling this morning, unless
it was for the leasure of spoilingsome of our happiness? ‘Henri will be with you at midday. It’s no use going to the
station.’ That’s what she wrote to me, the stubborn, heartless girl!”
The little old woman stood stiffly erect, shaking s though in the presence of an enemy.
Suddenly she calmed down. Her arms fell to her sides. She instinctively turned her face towards the road, on
which, however, nothing was to be seen; her eyes suddenly brightened.
“He’s coming,” she said eagerly.
And the next moment a boy, followed by a woman, appeared behind the bars of the gate.
*
He was tall, buit rather thin and fragile, and from the way he pushed open the gate it seemed as though it cost
him an effort. His face was round and, as he held it slightly bent down and as his complexion was pale, it
appeared to be small and to present no salient feature.
He raised his face to greet his grandparents. He was not ugly, but there was nothing attractive about his listless
expression. His grandmother had run across the lawn to meet him and was holding him in her arms.
“Henri, my Henri!” she kept saying, stroking his hair.
After he had returned her greeting he remained passive, staring covertly into the distance. Then it was the
grandfather’s turn and he took his grandson’s head between his hands and kissed him tenderly and solemnly on
the forehead.
The woman who had brought the child stood a little in the background. She was wearing a black dress, very
short and tight-fiutting. Her neck was bare and her face heavily made up. The grandmother took all this in at a
glance. Nevertheless, she nodded to her graciously and said:
“Thank you for having brought our grandson. I hope it has not interfered with your day off.”
“Oh, no, madame,” replied the maid. “I happen to have an aunt who lives at La Varenne whom I would like to
go and see this afternoon if Madame will allow me.”
“Naturally,” said the grandmother. “You can come back to fetch him for the six o’clock train.”
“Madame Louise told us to leave at about four.”
“But if you go to La Varenne after luncheon you’ll hardly have any time there at all,” replied the greandmother
in a voice which was half conspiratorial and half pleading.
The maid gave a knowing little smile and made for the kitchen.
“How you’ve grown, Henri!” cried his grandmother, placing her arm round his neck. “See, my arm isn’t long
enough to go round. Do you know, it’s nearly six months since we saw you. Have you thought of us at all?”
He nodded his head without speaking.
“And your birthday passed without us giving you a present. But we didn’t forget it. We didn’t want to send it
by post. Your grandfather will give it to you now. Antoine!”
The grandfather produced the case, opened it and placed it in the child’s outstretched hand. The boy thanked
him, took out the watch and examnined it and then shot a pleased glance at the two old people from between his
long curly lashes.
“Do you like it?” asked the greandmother, solicitously.
“Oh, yes! Is it gold?”
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“Of course,” replied the grandfather. “It’s a real man’s watch.”
Grasping his present firmly in his hand, he went over to them and gave them each a kiss. The grandmother
detained him and began to question him, stroking him lovingly as she did so.
“Tell me what you’ve been doing, darling. Are you comfortable in Marseilles? Have you got a nice room?”
He answered rather shyly, letting his arms hang idly by his sides. He did not like Marseilles, he said, but he
had enjoyed himself at Nice, where they had spent a month, and also in Italy, at San Remo and Rapallo.
He spoke slowly and without any gestures. His face remained expressionless and even his lips scarcely moved.
It was the grandmother who, eagerly following themovement of his lips, animated his recital. Her lined old face,
brimming over with warmth and passion, puckered up at the mention of Marseilles and brightened at that of San
Remo and Italy. And yet, masked by this forced gaiety, care and sorrow seemed to lurk in the depths of her eyes.
The granfather stood a couple of yards away and rubbed his hands together with a complacent and wary look
in his eyes. The cook appeared at the front door and in a familiar voice announced that luncheon was ready.
“Let’s go and eat!” cried the grandfather, clapping his hands.
“Sit over there, Henri, facing the window, so that we can see you better,” said his grandmother as they entered
the dining room.
The child sat in the place indicated, wincing slightly as though he did not like the light.
Thus lit up, his features were even more strikingly lifeless. Never for a moment did his face betray any of those
eager, innocent emotions usual to children, nor even any look of awkwardness or timidity. He would turn his head
slowly in the direction of the person or object that interested him and stare fixedly at it, without any change of expression. Only very occasionally would a slight contraction round the eyes or a glance shot in a rather feminine
way from beneath his eyelids indicate that something had struck him as agreeable or unpleasant.
“And your studies, Henri?” asked the grandfather. “How are you getting on? Do you like them?”
The child lookied at him coldly and replied shortly that he had spent three months at school in Marseilles and
since then had pursued his studies by correspondence.
“And are your masters pleased with you? Have your reports been good?”
A hostile little frown appeared on his forehead and he turned his head towards the dish which the servant was
bringing in. His grandfather was about to pursue the subject when he caught an impatient gesture from his wife
and held his tongue.
“And now,” she said, “I hope you’re going to remain in Paris. What are your mother’s plans?”
“Mother wants to stay, but she says we shall have to be off again soon.”
“Really? Can’t she do what she wants to?” cried the grandmother, in a mixture of irritation and sarcasm.
“Who’s to stop her?”
The boy, his head bowed over his plate, went on eating greedily without replying. His grandmother continued,
with some hesitation:
“And … and your stepfather … is he kind to you? Do your mother and he ever quarrel?”
He nodded his head, bending it still lower and showing his untidy locks; then he thrust out his glass for
something to drink.
As she poured it out she noticed his hands.
“Why, Henri, you bite your nails!”
The frown of resentment reappeared on the child’s face, and he tried to hide his finger tips.
“I’m very distressed about that,” said his grandmother. “It’s a very nasty habit, Henri. But,” she added gaily, “I
don’t want to scold you today!”
And to make amends for having reprimanded him she stroked the bitten fingernails.
“Heavens! What have you got on?” she cried, tugging at a piece of red-and-green striped vest which she saw at
his wrist. “It’s awful. Where did you get it?”
“They bought it for me in Italy. Our trunks were left behind in the hotel at Nice, so …” He became embarrassed and did not finish his sentence.
“It’s tererible!” cried the grandmother. “So you hadn’t any underlinen?”
“We got our luggage back when we returned.”
She exchanged a long look with her husband.
“What a life!” they thought. A short silence fell. Then the grandfather spoke in a voice which he tried to make
sound cheerful.
“Tell me, Henri, what did you like most in your travels? You must have made some lovely excurisions. And
Italy is such a beautiful country! Tell me what you thought of it. What was it that amused you most?”
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The child, who was drinking in long gulps, did not reply at once but looked from one to the other, his face half
buried in his glass.
“When I played in comedy,” he replied after a moment.
“When you played in comedy?” repeated his grandmother, raising her hands in surprise. “Where was that?”
“In a casino. But it was a real theater and a real play.”
The grandmother let her hands fall back on the table. She opened her mouth and asked mechanically:
“What play?”
“A very well-known one that has been played in Paris. My name was Charlie. I appeared in two of the scenes
and in the second one I said things that made everyone laugh.” In an agonized voice the grandmother stammered:
“And did you like doing it?”
At this question the child’s face suddenly changed. Dimples appeared in his cheeks and his eyes shone. He
moistened his lips and made a sweeping gesture with his arm. And then the words came tumbling out:
“Oh, yes! When I came onto the stage I had a very funny feeling. I was happy, so happy, and yet my whole
body trembled. I could see nothing but the row of electric lamps at the foot of the stage. Luckily the lady who was
my mother in the play kept me close to her, otherwise I should not have been able to walk straight, the light was
so bright. Then, after a moment, I got used to it and I was loudly applauded. I took three calls.\fn{ Curtain calls.}
After the performance someone told me that I could earn a lot of money later if I wanted to.”
A peculiar resonance had come into his voice, and a gleam of sincerity and even a certain poetic look illuminated his features. But, catching sight of his grandmother’s dismayed face, the child suddenly stopped talking,
lowered his head and resumed his listless expression.
“And your mother let you do that?” the grandmother asked feebly. “Didn’t she say anything when she saw on
on the stage?”
“She remained in the wings all the time. I could see her clearly through the scenery. After the first scene she
told me that I was too pale and put some rouge on my cheeks.”
His grandmother hid her face in her hands and smothered an exasperated groan.
Luncheon proceeded. The greandmother constantly questioned the child, both about himself and about his mother and stepfather. She tried to delve into all the secrets of their lives. Her tone was urgent and sometimes bitter,
but this keen curiosity was, as it were, quite ineffective, and when the child replied the old woman’s face, twitching with apprehension, was like the face of a blind woman hearing a description of something she cannot see.
The grandfather did not seem to like these questions. From time to time he made discreet little signs to his
wife. But she paid no attention and, indeed, at one moment shot a glance of anoyance at him. The greandfather
bent his head in confusion. The child observed the whole of this incident, but he made no sign that he had done so
and continued leisurely to chew his food.
*
“Henri,” siad his grandfather, as they rose from the table, “how would you like to go for a row on the river this
afternoon?”
The grandmother intervened at once.
“What an idea! You’re not going to take him away from me. You don’t want to leave your grandmother, Henri, do you?”
She was seated on a low chair and held him tightly, as though fearing that someone would try to snatch him
from her.
“I’m so glad to have you to myself today, Henri dear! I’ve been looking forward to it for so long.”
Her voice trembled with emotion, and tears flowed down her worn cheeks. She made no attempt to dry them
and indeed took a sort of pleasure in letting the child see them.
“But you mustn’t be bored,” she went on, briskly. “Tell us what you would like to do.”
The child opened his lips as though to answer, but he changed his mind and after a moment said:
“I don’t know.”
“Yes, but I feel that there’s something that would amuse you but that you don’t like to tell us.”
He denied this with a slight shake of his shoulders.
“Oh, well! We’ll see about that in a moment or two,” said his grandfather. “In the meantime, come and see my
lilac.”
They went into the garden. The lilac bush was very thick and partly concealed the window.
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“Your grandmoathere wants to cut it back becaue it takes some of the light away from the drawing room; but
then,” explained the grandfather, “it would not bear such lovely flowers; for, you see, lilac is never more beautiful
and more abundant than when one leaves it to itself.”
He pulled down a branch and thrust a fully blown spring of mauve blossom towards the child’s face. The boy
inhaled deeply and the sensual look returned to his face.
“And here,” said the greandfather, proudly pointing to a bed full of red flowers. “What do you think of my
garden, eh?”
He held his grandson by the hand. The grandmother, who had rejoined them, walked on the other side of the
child. They remained silent, only raising their heads towards the tall trees which occasionally swayed in a neighboring garden.
Even though the sky was not so blue as it had been at midday, it was a splendid day. In the air, warmed by the
sun, delicate odors and gentle rustlings seemed to be carrying out a quiet labor which lulled the senses. A woman’s shoult in the distance died away in a peal of laughter. A man’s voice mimicked the shout with another and
the first voice began to laugh still more loudly. Probably a couple passing down the river in a boat, with the man
amusing himself by making it rock to try to frighten his companion.
The two old people enjoyed these things in a sort of gentle calm. Their heads were both inclined at the same
angle and they both wore the same look of contentment. The grandmother had quietly replaced her arm round her
grandson’s neck.
The child was also affected by his surroundings in much the same way and made no attempt to move. But all
sorts of secrets seemed to be stirring within him. His upper lip curled nervously and his teeth were clenched together, as though he had bitten into an unripe fruit. With a lithe movement of his head he broke loose from his
grandmother’s embreace. Then he became thoughtful again.
“Henri,” said his grandmother, “do tell us what you would like to do.”
He said nothing for a moment. Then a gleam came into his eyes.
“Let’s go and see the thieves’ house.”
“The thieves’ house? What do you mean?”
“The house where the band of thieves took refuge some years ago. The police besieged it, but the thieves barricaded themselves in and opened fire. The police had to blow down the walls.”
“Whoever told you that talk?” asked his grandmother.
“Claire told me in the train, coming here. She told me that the house was quite close, unhder the viaduct. She’s
been there herself.”
“That’s absurd!” cried his grandmother in a muffled voice. Then she went on in a softer voice: “The house no
longer exists, Henri, or, rather, it was rebuilt ages ago. There’s nothing to see. … Besides, you couldn’t enjoy
seeing the place where something so horrible took place?”
“They held out for two days. Sometimes they fired from the windows and sometimes from the roof. And when
their ammunition gave out they killed themselves. But they never gave in.”
He acted the scene cleverly, pretending to hide and to take aim, as though he had given the story a great deal of
thought.
The grandparents followed his movements in amazement and with a vague feeling of alarm. But the grandfather cast a reassuring glance at his wife and said:
“But of course, of course, it’s only natural. … At his age one thinks of nothing but fighting and adventure. His
muscles are beginning to develop and he’s longing to use them.
*
“Henri,” he added, feeling his arms, “would you like to play football? There’s one here among your toys.”
The boy nodded his head.
“That’s right,” said the grandmother, delighted that the idea of going for a row had been abandoned, “come and
play here, on the grass.”
“On the grass?” the grandfather quietly protested.
“Oh, you and your grass! Anyone would think that you loved it more than you love Henri.”
She went in to fetch the ball and then came and sat in an armchair at the edge of the lawn. During her absence
the goals had been marked out by driving sticks into the ground. The greandfather took off his coat and the game
began.
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The boy was impetuous but he lacked still. He kicked the ball hard in such a way as to make it spin without
traveling very far. He did not seem too anxious to run and preferred to wait for the ball to come to him, planted on
his fragile legs, bare to the knees.
Opposite him his grandfather with his precise movements seemed to be almost the more active of the two. He
would go back a pace or two, raise his hands vertically to each side of his face to take better aim and then give the
ball an accurate kick.
He entered into the game with childish enthusiasm. With his legs slightly bent and his gray eyebrows knitted
he took careful note of all his greandson’s movements. Sometimes he would advance to the attack and sometimes
he would retire prudently to his own ground.
The grandmother’s eyes never left her grandson; she encouraged him and cheered him on the whole time.
This attitude seemed to provoke a fit of jealousy in her husband. He redoubled his efforts and he seemed extremely anxious to defeat his opponent. However, as the game became more lively, the child became more impetuous. His kicking became wilder and he dug up big pieces of turf with his toes. He charged his grandfather and
jostled him.
His grandmother, noticing these signs of impatience, began to be alarmed. She frowned at her husband as
though to say: “Let him win.” But the little old man, carried away by the game, pretended not to see and went on
defending himself. The child was frowning with mortification.
His grandmother began to be really anxious and swayed from side to side in her armchair. Suddenly, she had
an idea. As the two players were struggling at the edge of a flower bed she cried:
“Look out for your flowers, Antoine!”
The grandfather raised his head and stood still. Then she went on, briskly:
“Go on, Henri, kick the ball.”
The child, taking advantage of this distraction, shot forward and succeeded in steering the ball through his
grandfather’s goal.
“Oh!” said the grandfather, looking reproachfully in his wife’s direction.
“Henri has won! Henri has won!” she cried, clapping her hands gleefully.
“But that’s cheating!” the old man protested ruefully.
She shrugged her shoulders and covered her husband’s voice.
“Bravo, Henri,” she said. “And now come and rest beside me for a moment.”
They sat down. The grandfather was slightly out of breath and held his hand up to his chest, but his wife took
no notice of him and leaned over her grandson on whom she lavished prise for his skill. The child let his arms
hang between his knees and picked up pebbles which he threw in front of him, aimlessly, without replying.
“Oh, look!” said his grandfather after a few moments. “I don’t like the look of that sky.
“Nor of that either,” he added,as a swallow flew by almost touching the lawn.
A cold breeze blew across the garden. The grandmother shivered and pressed her grandson to her as though to
prevent him from shivering too. A moment later large drops of rain began to fall and they hurried back into the
house.
*
The storm continued. It was a spring storm, interspersed with hail and lightning flashes. They had begun by
playing a guessing game, but this did not seem to amuse the child; and now all three were standing by the window, gloomily watching the falling rain. The child pressed his forehead against the window and hummed a tune.
His breath covered the pane with an opaque mist. Sometimes he clapped his hands when he saw large hail-stones
strike the leaves of the lilac bush and rebound.
From time to time the two old people glanced at him with the same anxious look
“If only he doesn’t get bored,” they both thought.
“Would you like to read a book until the rain stops, Henri?” asked his grandmother.
Without turning round, and with his lips pressed to the windowpane, he made a grimace of refusal.
“I can show you some books that will amuse you,” said the grandfather. “Books full of adventures and fighting
—just the sort that you like.”
The child made another face. Then he said slowly:
“It’s not the same thing, because the stories in the books aren’t true.”
And he resumed his humming.
Low clouds covered the sky outside, and the window, already half obscured by the lilac bush, only let in a very
feeble light. In this sudden darkness the silence and the lack of anything to do became even more palpable. A look
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of desperation came into the grandmother’s eyes. She drew the curatins and moved a chair, as though to return to
the world of light and sound.
“I’ve got an idea, Henri,” she cried suddenly. “I’ll show you all your things. They’re in this cupboard.”
The child turned round and it was evident that the idea pleased him. His grandmother immediately went to the
cupboard and opened both its doors wide.
“Look, Henri, everything in here belongs to you.”
It was a tall cupboard contining several shelves, and was filled with the presents which the grandparents had
given their grandson. On the lower shelves were large square boxes, ninepins, a little rifle and a suit of toy armor;
above, there were picture books and a stamp album. Everything was in beautifully arranged order.
The child drew near. He examined his possessions with considerable satisfaction. He raised the lids of some of
the boxes and took out the toys they contained. The grandmother smilingly pointed things out to him.
“Your marionette theater is up there, taken to pieces and carefully wrapped up so that it won’t spoil. And
behind there is the camera we gave you last year.”
It was evident that she had arranged everything herself and that she often amused herself by handling them.
“This,” she went on, as the child continued his inspection, “is my own corner. This is where I put all the things
I treasure most. My jewels are in this casket. My purse is in that red bag. Here is a photograph of your mother
when she was your age. And this notebook is precious to me too. You gave it to me yourself. Do you recognize it?
See what’s written on the cover?
“‘Drawings made by Henri at the age of eight and given to Grandmother.’”
Her face had become happy again. She pressed up against the child, who seemed to be attracted by the objects
she was showing him.
The grandfather smiled his approval of the scene and walked up and down the room. He halted for a moment
by the window, opened it and announced that it had stopped raining. The grandmother suggested that they should
go for a walk, but the child refused.
“I want to pay with my toys,” he said.
“Take some out-of-doors game and let’s go into the garden. Look how clear the sky is now.”
“No, I want to play here,” he protested, with a sly, stubborn look.
They gave way to him eagerly. He went to the cupboard, considered all the boxes at length and indicated one
of them.
“The theater,” he said.
The grandfather raised himselfd on tiptoe, lifted it down and brought it to him.
“I’ll help you set it up, Henri.”
“No,” he replied quickly, “I want to do it by myself.”
Kneeling on the ground, he took out the various parts of the theater and then the scenery and all the Marionettes themselves. The two old people followed his movements admiringly.
But the child did not seem quite happy. He looked at his grandparents out of the corners of his eyes and dawdled. After a moment or two he stood up and, going to them, said in a pleading voice:
“Won’t you leave me alone? I’ll get everything ready. When I’ve finished I’ll call you and I’ll give you a performance.”
And he kissed his grandmother on the cheek. Touched by this display of affection, she held him to her.
“Yes, Henri dear, we’ll do just as you wish.”
He quickly disengaged himself from her embrace and, as his grandparents left the room, he shook his finger at
them and said:
“Don’t come in until I call you!”
*
They went into the hall and the grandmother opened the kitchen door. Clothilde was alone.
“Has the maid gone already?” asked the grandmother.
“She has, indeed! And she was in a hurry, too.”
“Of course! She asked leave to go and see her aunt at La Varenne.”
“Oh, she won’t go as far as that,” replied the plump girl, ironically. “Her young man was waiting for her at the
corner of the street and in weather like this they’ll soon have got under cover. I don’t know if they are all like that
in Paris, but she’s a real hussy. The things she told me about her house and her employers!”
“What did she say?” asked the grandmother eagerly.
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“She said that her master and Madame Louise were always quarrelling, and that there’s no money, and that the
most extraordinary people come to the house …”
Such an expression of pain came over her mistress’s face that she tried to modify her remarks.
“Anyway, it’s probably nothing but lies. They’re hardly worth repeating to Madame. One knows only too well
the things a bad girl like that is capable of inventing about her employers!”
They walked along slowly without speaking, but they were clearly stunned by what they had just heard. Their
eyes were lowered as though they were in the presence of something which they did not want to see. The grandmother broke the silence with a sigh.
“Louise,” she said, in a voice which rose from the depths of her recollections, “Louise, who was so proud!”
“And how awful to think that our little darling lives in such surroundings,” she continued. “Our little darling
who is so good.”
She turned towards her husband as though seeking his assent, but he contented himself with nodding his head,
and silence fell again.
In this silence the various incidents of the day returned to their minds. They thought of the moment at which
the figure of their grandson had appeared through the bars of the garden gate. They recalled his movements and
the expressions on his face, they remembered his words.
Then, as though these pictures brought them back to the present, they raised their heads and looked around
them. On all sides could be seen the damage done by the storm. The flowers in the flower beds had been beaten
down by the hail; the gravel in the paths was streaked with muddy runnels.
The grandfather looked round his garden. He bent down to straighten a plant whose flower lay in the mud; but
its stalk was broken. He sighed, took his wife’s arm again, looked at the sky and said, sorrowfdully shaking his
head:
“We were expecting such a lovely day.”
She answered him by a pressure of her arm to show that she shared his disappointment; and like a lovesick woman who has let herself be lulled by a dream and suddenly returns to reality, she leaned her head towards her
husband and laid it tenderly upon his shoulder.
They had walked round the house and were now in the part of the garden onto which the drawing room
opened.
“Henri must have finished his preparations by now,” she said.
They crept up noiselessly and, hidden by the lilac bush, looked into the room.
A painted cardboard theater stood in the middle of it. They could see the little tragic mask above the stage. The
child was at the far end of the room, with his back to the window. They could not distinguish his movements.
“What is he doing?” asked the greandmother. “Oh, yes, I see. He’s looking for something in the cupboard.
Now that he knows where his toys are, he’ll go there often. Heavens, how wonderful it would be if we always had
him with us!”
The grandfather was looking also. Suddenly he started, thrust his head forward and placed his hands on each
side of it to get a better view.
“He looks as if he’s hiding. Perhaps he is preparing a surprise for us,” whispered the grandmother once more.
Then she recoiled abruptly. Her wide-open eryes, her gaping mouth and all her features were distorted in a sort
of mute horror. It was thus, no doubt, that people look at the moment when they feel that their heart’s blood is ebbing.
The child was holding up the red bag in his hands and with hurried, furtive movements, but with the utmost
calm, he was stealing.
104.72 The Girl And The Thief: A Folktale\fn{told by Marie Arnoux (1893France (F) -1

)} Abriès,

Hautes-Alpes Department,

A father and mother with a daughter had gone to the fair. They had asked a neighbor to come and sleep with
her. As she bent down, this neighbor saw a man lying under the bed. She said to the girl,
“I must go and get my bonnet and I’ll be back.”
As she did not seem to be coming back, the girl said her prayers and went to bed. Now the man came out from
under the bed and said to her,
“You must give me everything you own in the house.”
After that they made bags out of the linen. When he was ready to tie up the bags, he asked her for some string.
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She answered,
“Oh, I haven’t any string. When my father wants to tie up a bag, he climbs up the tree outside and cuts off little
twiglets that bend easily.” He said,
“All right. Come and give me some light.”
The girl lit the lamp and went out to give him some light. When he was at the top of the tree, she put out the
lamp and went in. She locked herself in and barricaded the door. He came down from the tree and began
scrabbling under the door. He said to himself,
“I’m getting my hand through. I’ll manage the rest.”
As he put his hand under the door, the girl cut it off.
When her parents came home she was so scared that she did not want to open the door to them. But they made
themselves known, and as soon as they were in, she explained to them what had happened.
*
A few years later a boy showed up and asked to marry her, but the girl recognized him. He had one gloved
hand and the other was bare. She said to her parents,
“Next time he comes, ask him to take off his glove.” So when he came back, the father said to him,
“I wish you would take off your glove.” The other answered,
“It isn’t the fashion in my part of the world. When you ask a girl to marry you, you keep your gloves on.”
In spite of this, the father wished his daughter to marry this man at any price. When they were alone together,
he took off his glove and said to her,
“You see this one is sister to that one—you cut it off but you’ll be sorry.” As soon as they were back in his
home, he tied her to the foot of the bed and he said to his mother,
“Keep an eye on her and see that she does not get away. In the meantime I shall get the knives ready to bleed
her.”
Then the girl started begging her mother-in-law to let her go.
“Here are some pins. Scratch your face with them and say that it is I who scratched it and that you could not
hold me back any longer.” Well, after that, she went away and reached home, saying,
“I told you he was the one. He wanted to kill me.”
Her parents kept her in their house.
*
Then one Sunday she was with her mother and father at Mass. The girl turned round and saw the thief at the
foot of the church.
She told her father. The father went out to warn the police, who then arrested the thief.
The girl then went on living with her parents.
104.64 Tom Thumb: A Folktale\fn{told by Mme Bellion (1895(F) -1

)}

Chaillé-les-Marais, Vendee Department, France

Tom Thumb was so very, very small that he could turn up anywhere.
One day he went to his aunt’s house. As she wasn’t there, he climbed into the cheese basket. In those days it
was hung from a beam in a storeroom. He tasted several of the cheeses, and then he ate the best ones. After that,
he hid in the straw under them.
When his aunt came back she brought down the basket to take out the cheeses.
“Oh,” she said, “who has been tasting my cheeses?”
Tom Thumb, who was in the straw in the basket, kept quiet.
Off went the aunt to the cow barn. She put the straw from the basket into the manger.
At that moment Tom Thumb’s uncle came along. He put a cabbage on top of the straw in the manger. Tom
Thumb hid in the leaves. The cow ate a leaf and swallowed Tom Thumb whole/
Then the aunt came in to milk the cow, and what should she hear but the cow talking!
“What on earth am I doing in here?” shouted Tom Thumb, imprisoned in the cow’s belly.
The aunt was afraid.
“Is this cow under a spell?”
Whereupon the cow raised a leg and pushed the aunt over.
“All is lost!” cried the aunt.
The cow wanted to shit. She produced Tom Thumb in a cowpat, and as there was a bucket of water quite close,
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he jumped in and washed himself.
In the end the aunt believed that the cow was under a spell good and proper, and she told everyone about it.
104.73 The Little Evil Of The Forest: A Folktale\fn{told by Françoise Dupérier (1895Department, France (M) 1½

)}

Jarsy, Haute-Savoie

There was a mother once who had a dinner to prepare, and she had wanted to make some cakes. She had made
five cakes and she had placed them in the room next door. She said to her little girl,
“Go and see if the cakes are cool.”
As they smelled so delicious, the little girl ate one. She came back and said,
“No, Mother. They are not yet cool.” A little later the mother again said,
“Daughter, go and see if the cakes are cool yet.” The little girl ate them all, and came back and said,
“No, they aren’t cool yet.” Then her mother lost her temper and said:
“It’s impossible. They must be cool by now.” Then the girl said,
“No, Mummy, they aren’t cool.”
Her mother, who could tell that she was lying, went to see and found no cakes left, which made her furious.
She went out onto the balcony and shouted,
“I am going to tell everybody about you, you greedy girl!” She sang in her anger:
My daughter has eaten five cakes today!
My daughter has eaten five cakes today!

Then a handsome young man went by on the road. Her mother changed her tune.
“My daughter has spun five spindles of wool today!” He asked her what she was saying, and she repeated:
My daughter has spun five spindles of wool today!
My daughter has spun five spindles of wool today!

“Oh, she must spin well, your daughter, to have spun all that. And my mother, who has so much wool to spin!”
(You see in those days there weren’t the machines we have now.)
“Well, come on up. She’ll go with you.” Now the girl whispered to her mother,
“You know well that I can’t spin!” Her mother answered,
“That will teach you to be greedy.”
*
It was time to go. Without further ado, she left with the young man. They reached a lovely castle standing at
the edge of the forest. He said to his mother,
“Here you are, Mother. I have brought you a girl to spin your wool. Apparently, she can spin five skeins a day.”
His mother said,
“Ah, well, my girl, I’m thrilled. We shall put you in the room behind the castle so as not to disturb you.”
They got the spindle ready and the five lumps of wool to spin. They gave her her tea, and her supper, and her
bed, and they left her there.
Now once she was alone, she began to cry, as she did not know how to spin. She tried to place the spindle correctly for spinning, but she could not manage it.
Then she heard someone scratching at the window pane. She went up to the window and saw a little devil.
Now it\fn{Presumably the book from which Md. Dupérier memorized this tale:H} didn’t say what this little devil looked like.
It was one of those little devils of those times! The little devil said to her,
“I’ll spin for you, I will.” Then she said,
“You know how to spin!” He could not talk very well. He said to her,
“You’ll have to guess my name, and then I’ll weave the lot. When I bring you the wool in the evening, you will
have to guess my name, or else if you have not guessed my name on the last night, I’ll take you off to the woods.”
She had eight days in which to spin that wool, and every evening the little devil would appear with his five
spindles all spun, and well spun at that. Then he would say,
“What’s my name?”
The girl had nothing else to do all day but find a name for him. She would say,
“Tonight I’m going to say François.” When he handed her the wool through the window he would say,
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“What’s my name?”
“François.”
“No, no, no. I am going to catch you and carry you off to the woods.”
The week went by like this. For five days, every evening she would say a name like that.
Now on the sixth evening the young man came up to bring food to the girl. He said to her,
“I went for a walk in the woods. Guess what I saw there.”
“I don’t know.”
“I saw a little devil spinning there. He spun and spun saying:
You’ll never know my name.
I’m called Mimi Pinson, Mimi Pinson.

Then the girl, who was very surprised, said to him, “What did you say, Sir?”
“Yes, yes. I saw a little devil spinning and singing:
You’ll never know my name.
I’m called Mimi Pinson, Mimi Pinson.

And so she began trying out “Mimi Pinson” so that she would remember it clearly when the little devil came
and asked her for it.
There was another evening, when she was going to use another name, Robert. So there you are. At last the final
evening was at hand, and the little devil entered the house through a window instead of scratching on the window
pane. He gave her the remaining wool, saying,
“What’s my name?”
“Mimi Pinson.”
He gave an awful groan and fled into the forest.
*
Well, since then the mother was thrilled with the gorgeous wool in the end, the son married the daughter, and
as for me, they left me here.
54.72 Excerpt from Die Katrin wird Soldat: Ein Roman aus Elsaß-Lothringen: “Katrin Becomes A
Soldier”\fn{by Adrienne Thomas (1897-1980)} Metz, Moselle Department, France (F) 2
… 7 August 1914.
They have arrested four hundred people here in Metz. They are all suspected of being spies. It appears that the
initial meeting of the war tribunal took place yesterday. The first suspect is supposed to be a fermier, a local
French farmer who allowed French officers to pose as farm hands on his farm.\fn{ From 1871-1919, Metz was part of the
German Empire.}
Yesterday Belgium declared war …
Evening. 8:40 p.m. Our Metz Regiment, the 8 th Rheinlanders, has stormed the town of Liège.\fn{ Liège was
besieged by German forces from August 5, and finally taken on August 16, in spite of its heavy fortifrications .} Hurrah! Now the war
will soon be over! In three weeks’ time Paris will have fallen! The streets are full of jubilant people celebrating
victory! Hurrah!
Evening. 11 p.m. Come to think of it: Paris in three weeks?—And to what purpose, I wonder? We can hear the
thunder of cannons. The dreadful music of death reaches us from a great distance. While we listen, human beings
are bleeding, are dying out there in the warm August night under a summer sky full of shooting stars.
9 August 1914
It seems that there has been some fighting in the countryside surrounding Metz. But it’s all rumors. I had a
glimpse of a group of wounded soldiers. One had a bandaged hand. Another carried an arm in a sling. All of them
looked exhausted.
26 degrees\fn{Centegrade; about 80 degrees Fahrenheit .} in the shade today! Lieutenant Olbrich had orders to take
part in a “small military exercise” which took place from half past seven to one o’clock. After a nap he finally got
up at four andjoined me for tea.
For a long time we sat over my atlas wondering how best to win the war quickly. I am sure Herr Olbrich too is
in a hurry to get home. He is a university teacher in Berlin teaching—wait for it—maths! A Prussian and a maths
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teacher to boot!! And yet he is really nice. We never get the impression that he is a Prussian soldier imposed on us
by the laws of war. Instead he lives with us like a well-liked guest.
You can tell that he is used to dealing with young people. He is never patronizing and never laughs at me, not
even secretly. Most people let a young girl know that she is really a child and does not belong in the adult world.
Just now he has again been called to the barracks. The maids are busy making jam and I have decided to contribute to the war effort by cleaning and tidying Herr Olbrich’s room. It seems that war has broken out in our pink
and white girls’ bedroom. On the dressing table there is a cartridge-pouch, on one bed lies a leather belt and on the
other the Litewka gun. The dainty marble bust of Pauline Buonaparte\fn{ Pauline Bonaparte (1780-1825) younger sister of
Napoleon I} sports a Prussian helmet …
Monday, 10 August 1914
We are all terribly upset. The French have taken Mlhausen and are supposed to be on the advance towards us!
Elsaß-Lothringen has become a battleground—shot to pieces—burnt out. They do not tell us where, two days ago,
the thunder of cannons had come from. The newspapers are full of jubilations about Liège, nothing but Liège.
Nothing is said about what is happening here. Papa says that we should all go to Berlin with Mama. I’d rather be
cut to ribbons than leave here! This is where I belong—regardless what happens.
Later. At last I’ve found something to do. Thanks to Fraülein Stockmar. I met her in town and she sent me to
Frau Dr. Münz in Pinceletstraße who, with some hesitation (she seems to trust me as little as I trust myself) has
engaged me for tomorrow morning, nine o’clock—to help with the jam making for the hospitals. At dinner I did a
great deal of showing off with my new occupation: the number of tons of fruit to be processed increasing by the
minute.
“If, one of these days, I am given fruit preserve with a strong burnt taste, I shall enjoy it all the more because it
must be yours,” says Herr Olbrich.
“I am making jam, not preserve,” I retort with dignity.
The day before yesterday I paid all the money I possess into the Red Cross account at the local paper, the
Metzer Zeitung. Today my name figures in large letters in the paper, even though I thought I had paid it in
anonymously. Someone in the office must have recognized me. Papa is very cross with me and tells me that one
does not let oneself be mentioned in a newspaper for a measly ten marks. Well, I didn’t have any more, did I?
Tuesday, 11 August 1914.
I have just seen the first red trousers on German soil! There was an almost impenetrable crowd at the station.
But I am nimble and pushed my way through to the front row. And there stood the great monster for which half
the town had turned out: a very small young man, no older than eighteen, flanked by two German soldiers. Blue
coat, red trousers and cap. A good looking lad, bronzed by the sun who, I am sure, had never before been the
focus of such interest of so many people. The crowd stared at him in silence but no one insulted the young
prisoner who looked downcast as if he were a criminal.
Punctually at nine this morning I reported for “duty.”
I had no idea what exacting work jam making is! Frau Dr. Münz has placed me in the building which used to
be my old school which became a secondary school when we were moved to the new school in Montigny. So,
after five years, I am back in the same house which had begun its career as a castle and later became a theatre and,
during our difficult times, has been reduced to being a mere school. There we were now, sorting and stoning
mirabelle plums in the small courtyard, separated from the Esplanade by a narrow street and a small vine-covered
fence.
And while I was working I thought that for six years of my life I had been laboring over multiplication tables,
decimal points and endured the nightmare of algebra and higher maths in a house in which Napoleon III and the
beautiful Empress Eugenie once watched a performance of Madame sans Gene. And to think that rooms which
once witnessed glittering balls and theatre performances, as well as children’s pranks and laughter, would perhaps
now be condemned to house the groans and fever dreams of the wounded and the last melting thoughts of dying
men.
And posterity will probably get nothing more out of the history of this old house than a handful of essay titles
for school children.
It was a lovely summer’s morning in the shady courtyard which was full of the scent of the famous mirabelle
plums of Metz, donated by the village people of Lessy. Only the persistent wasps and our work reminded us of
war. The flirting eyes of the passing young officers spoke of peace. But the real work came later. Lotte Cressin
and I had to clean out the preserving jars. That may sound easy but it is really very difficult to get these enormous
jars properly clean.
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Crash—and another one hit the floor.
“Don’t worry—broken glass brings luck,” consoled Frau Dr. Münz.
Indeed later I was lucky enough to be delegated to the wash-house to clean the fruit with a hosepipe. Somehow
I lost control over the pipe. It made itself independent and squirted water everywhere. Frau Dr. Münz did not
mention luck any more as she shook the water out of her hair and her dress and went to change her clothes. I
however continued to work as “Undine,” as Lotte immediately christened me.
Afterwards we had to pound half a ton of sugar to powder. There were only two alternatives: either I hit the
sugar or I hit my hands. The sugar did get pulverized but afterwards my hands were covered in bleeding blisters.
From one to three we were allowed to go home. Afterwards the jam was put on an open fire in the wash-house
and it was my job to stir it all the time with a large wooden spoon while bits of hot jam kept spitting onto my face
and neck. And it was boiling hot in there right next to the fire.
Lotte came to the door, smirking and telling me that outside in the great courtyard the thermometer stood at 29
degrees Celsius. Had we been at school we would have been sent home because of the heat. I ignored her, pushed
my sleeves further back and pretended to spit into my hands.
I completed my war duty with full honors: the jam didn’t burn.
At the dinner table I was proud to display a pair of hands which, I am sure, will never ever get clean again. In
the service of the Fatherland they have been cut and burnt innumerable times.
“There is no doubt,” said Herr Olbrich, “they will have to give you a war pension.”
It has been officially confirmed that the Seventh French Army Corps and a Division of Infantry from Belfort
“have been dislodged from their fortified position west of Mülhausen and pushed back towards the south. German
losses are negligible while the French have many casualties.” Some say that the French, having been pushed
south, are now on Swiss soil and hence will become inoperative. Others again say that the whole of Elsaß has
become one big battle field and a sight of devastation.
We have no way of knowing the truth—we know nothing at all. I just think that no army should be allowed to
speak of “negligible losses”—“negligible”—how can the death of a man be “negligible”—after all, he is dead for
ever!
They say that somewhere near Metz twelve hundred French soldiers have surrendered without as much as
firing a single shot. So soon?—Can the spirit of Napoleon really be so dead after just one hundred years?
Night-time. I’m so horrified, I can’t sleep! Returning from the barracks, Lieutenant Olbrich has brought us
details of the sack of Liège. It appears that the entire civilian population took part in the defence of the town.
Women poured boiling water onto our men, wounded soldiers had their eyes gouged out, their noses and ears cut
off.. And this in Europe in the twentieth century! Blinded by hate and fury our contemporaries get carried away
until the lowest beast on earth ranks higher than them.—Than them? Than all of us! Surely it is better to die than
to bear witness to this kind of thing! …
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59.479 Prisoner Of The Sand\fn{by Antoine de Saint Exupéry (1900-1944)} Lyon, Rhône Department, France (M) 14
We had been flying for three hours. A brightness that seemed to me a glare spurted on the starboard side. I
stared. A streamer of light which I had hitherto not noticed was fluttering from a lamp at the tip of the wing. It was
an intermittent glow, now brilliant, now dim. It told me that I had flown into a cloud, and it was on the cloud that
the lamp was reflected.
I was nearing the landmarks upon which I had counted; a clear sky would have helped a lot. The wing shone
bright under the halo. The light steadied itself, became fixed, and then began to radiate in the form of a bouquet of
pink blossoms.
Great eddies of air were swinging me to and from. I was navigating somewhere in the belly of a cumulus
whose thickness I could not guess. I rose to seventy-five hundred feet and was still in it. Down again to three
thousand, and the bouquet of flowers was still with me, motionless and growing brighter.
Well, there it was and there was nothing to do about it. I would think of something else, and wait to get clear of
it. Just the same, I did not like this sinister glitter of a one-eyed grog-shop.
“Let me think,” I said to myself. “I am bouncing round a bit, but there’s nothing abnormal about that. I’ve been
bumped all the way, despite a clear sky and plenty of ceiling. The wind has not died down, and I must be doing
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better than the 190 m.p.h.\fn{Miles per hour.} I counted on.” This was about as far as I could get. Oh, well, when I
got through the cloud-bank I would try to take my bearings.
Out of it we flew. The bouquet suddenly vanished, letting me know I was in the clear again. I stared ahead and
saw, if one can speak of “seeing” space, a narrow valley of sky and the wall of the next cumulus. Already the
bouquet was coming to life again. I was free of that viscous mess from time to time but only for a few seconds
each time. After three and a half hours of flying it began to get on my nerves. If I had made the time I imagined,
we were certainly approaching the Nile. With a little luck I might be able to spot the river through the rifts, but
they were getting rare. I dared not come down, for if I was actually slower than I thought, I was still over highlying country.
Thus far I was entirely without anxiety; my only fear was that I might presently be wasting time. I decided that
I would take things easy until I had flown four and a quarter hours: after that, even in a dead calm (which was
highly unlikely) I should have crossed the Nile. When I reached the fringes of the cloud-bank the bouquet winked
on and off more and more swiftly and then suddenly went out. Decidedly, I did not like these dot-and-dash
messages from the demons of the night.
A green star appeared ahead of me, flashing like a lighthouse. Was it a lighthouse? or really a star? I took no
pleasure from this supernatural gleam, this star the Magi might have seen, this dangerous decoy.
Prévot, meanwhile, had waked up and turned his electric torch on the engine dials. I waved him off, him and
his torch. We had just sailed into the clear between two clouds and I was busy staring below. Prévot went back to
sleep. The gap in the clouds was no help; there was nothing below.
Four hours and five minutes in the air. Prévot awoke and sat down beside me.
“I’ll bet we’re near Cairo,” he said.
“We must be.”
“What’s that? A star? or is it a lighthouse?”
I had throttled the engine down a little. This, probably, was what had awakened Prévot. He is sensitive to all
the variations of sound in flight.
I began a slow descent, intending to slip under the mass of clouds. Meanwhile I had had a look at my map.
One thing was sure—the land below me lay at sea level, and there was no risk of conking against a hill. Down I
went, flying due north so that the lights of the cities would strike square into my windows. I must have overflown
them, and should therefore see them on my left.
Now I was flying below the cumulus. But alongside was another cloud hanging lower down on the left. I
swerved so as not to be caught in its net, and headed north-northeast. This second cloud-bank certainly went down
a long way, for it blocked my view of the horizon.
I dared not give up any more altitude. My altimeter registered 1200 feet, but I had no notion of the atmospheric
pressure here. Prévot leaned towards me and I shouted to him,
“I’m going out to sea. I’d rather come down on it than risk a crash here.”
As a matter of fact, there was nothing to prove that we had not drifted over the sea already. Below that cloudbank visibility was exactly nil. I hugged my window, trying to read below me, to discover flares, signs of life. I
was a man raking dead ashes, trying in vain to retrieve the flame of life in a hearth.
“A lighthouse!”
Both of us spied it at the same moment, that winking decoy! What madness! Where was that phantom light,
that invention of the night? For at the very second when Prévot and I leaned forward to pick it out of the air where
it had glittered nine hundred feet below our wings, suddenly, at that very instant …
“Oh!”
I am quite sure that this was all I said. I am quite sure that all I felt was a terrific crash that rocked our world to
its foundations. We had crashed against the earth at a hundred and seventy miles an hour. I am quite sure that in
the split second that followed, all I expected was the great flash of ruddy light of the explosion in which Prévot
and I were to be blown up together.
Neither he nor I had felt the least emotion of any kind. All I could observe in myself was an extraordinary
tense feeling of expectancy, the expectancy of that resplendent star in which we were to vanish within the second.
But there was no ruddy star. Instead there was a sort of earthquake that splintered our cabin, ripped away the
windows, blew sheets of metal hurtling through space a hundred yards away, and filled our very entrails with its
roar. The ship quivered like a knife-blade thrown from a distance into a block of oak, and its anger mashed us as if
we were so much pulp.
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On second, two seconds passed, and the plane still quivered while I waited with a grotesque impatience for the
forces within it to burst it like a bomb. But the subterranean quakings went on without a climax of eruption while
I marveled uncomprehendingly at its invisible travail. I was baffled by the quaking, the anger, the interminable
postponement. Five seconds passed; six seconds. And suddenly we were seized by a spinning motion, a shock that
jerked our cigarettes out of the window, pulverized the starboard wing—and then nothing, nothing but a frozen
immobility. I shouted to Prévot:
“Jump!”
And in that instant he cried out:
“Fire!”
*
We dove together through the wrecked window and found ourselves standing side by side, sixty feet from the
plane. I said:
“Are you hurt?”
He answered:
“Not a bit.” But he was rubbing his knee.
“Better run your hands over yourself,” I said; “move about a bit. Sure no bones are broken?” He answered:
“I’m all right. It’s that emergency pump.”
Emergency pump! I was sure he was going to keel over any minute and split open from head to navel there
before my eyes. But he kept repeating with a glassy stare:
“That pump, that emergency pump.”
He’s out of his head, I thought. He’ll start dancing in a minute. Finally he stopped staring at the plane—which
had not gone up in flames—and stared at me instead. And he said again:
“I’m all right. It’s that emergency pump. It got me in the knee.”
Why we were not blown up, I do not know. I switched on my electric torch\fn{ Flashlight.} and went back over
the furrow in the ground traced by the plane. Two hundred and fifty yards from where we stopped the ship had
begun to shred the twisted iron and sheet-metal that spattered the sand the length of her traces. We were to see,
when day came, that we had run almost tangentially into a gentle slope at the top of a barren plateau.
At the point of impact there was a hole in the sand that looked as if it had been made by a plough. Maintaining
an even keel, the plane had run its course with the fury and the tail-lashings of a reptile gliding on its belly at the
rate of a hundred and seventy miles an hour.
We owed our lives to the fact that this desert was surfaced with round black pebbles which had rolled over and
over like ball bearings beneath us. They must have rained upward to the heavens as we shot through them.
Prévot disconnected the batteries for fear of fire by short-circuit. I leaned against the motor and turned the situation over in my mind. I had been flying high for four hours and a quarter, possibly with a thirty-mile following
wind.\fn{Tail wind.} I had been jolted a good deal. If the wind had changed since the weather people forecast it, I
was unable to say into what quarter it had veered. All I could make out was that we had crashed in an empty
square two hundred and fifty miles on each side.
Prévot came up and sat down beside me.
“I can’t believe that we’re alive,” he said.
*
I said nothing. Even that thought could not cheer me. A germ of an idea was at work in my mind and was
already bothering me. Telling Prévot to switch on his torch as a landmark, I walked straight out, scrutinizing the
ground in the light of my own torch as I went.
I went forward slowly, swung round in a wide arc, and changed direction a number of times. I kept my eyes fixed
on the ground like a man hunting a lost ring.
Only a little while before I had been straining just as hard to see a gleam of light from the air. Through the
darkness I went, bowed over the traveling disk of white light.
“Just as I thought,” I said to myself, and I went slowly back to the lane. I sat down beside the cabin and
ruminated. I had been looking for a reason to hope and had failed to find it. I had been looking for a sign of life,
and no sign of life had appeared.
“Prévot, I couldn’t find a single blade of grass.”
Prévot said nothing, and I was not sure he had understood.
Well, we could talk about it again when the curtain arose at dawn. Meanwhile I was dead tired and all I could
think was, “Two hundred and fifty miles more or less in the desert.”
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Suddenly I jumped to my feet. “Water!” I said.
Gas tanks and oil tanks were smashed in. So was our supply of drinking-water. The sand had drunk everything.
We found a pint of coffee in a battered thermos flask and half a pint of white wine in another. We filtered both,
and poured them into one flask. There were some grapes, too, and a single orange. Meanwhile I was computing:
“All this will last us five hours of tramping in the sun.”
We crawled into the cabin and waited for dawn. I stretched out, and as I settled down to sleep I took stock of
our situation.
We didn’t know where we were; we had less than a quart of liquid between us; if we were not too far off the
Benghazi-Cairo lane we should be found in a week, and that would be too late. Yet it was the best we could hope
for. If, on the other hand, we had drifted off our course, we shouldn’t be found in six months. One thing was sure—we could not count on being picked up by a plane; the men who came out for us would have two thousand
miles to cover.
“You know, it’s a shame,” Prévot said suddenly.
“What’s a shame?”
“That we didn’t crash properly and have it over with.”
*
It seemed pretty early to be throwing in one’s hand.
Prévot and I pulled ourselves together. There was still a chance, slender as it was, that we might be saved miraculously by a plane. On the other hand, we couldn’t stay here and perhaps miss a near-by oasis. We would walk
all day and come back to the plane before dark. And before going off we would write our plan in huge letters in
the sand.
With this I curled up and settled down to sleep. I was happy to go to sleep. My weariness wrapped me round
like a multiple presence. I was not alone in the desert: my drowsiness was peopled with voices and memories and
whispered confidences. I was not yet thirsty; I felt strong; and I surrendered myself to sleep as to an aimless
journey. Reality lost ground before the advance of dreams.
Ah, but things were different when I awoke!
*
I times past I have loved the Sahara. I have spent nights alone in the path of marauding tribes and have waked
up with untroubled mind in the golden emptiness of the desert where the wind like a sea had raised sandwaves
upon its surface. Asleep under the wing of my plane I have looked forward with confidence to being rescued next
day. But this was not the Sahara!
Prévot and I walked along the slopes of rolling mounds. The ground was sand covered over with a single layer
of shining black pebbles. They gleamed like metal scales and all the domes about us shone like coats of mail. We
had dropped down into a mineral world and were hemmed in by iron hills.
When we reached the top of the first crest we saw in the distance another just like it, black and gleaming. As
we walked we scraped the ground with our boots, marking a trail over which to return to the plane. We went
forward with the sun in our eyes. It was not logical to go due east like this, for everything—the weather reports,
the duration of the flight—had made It plain that we had crossed the Nile. But I had started tentatively towards the
west and had felt a vague foreboding I could not explain to myself. So I had put off the west till tomorrow. In the
same way, provisionally, I had given up going north, though that led to the sea.
Three days later, when scourged by thirst into abandoning the plane and walking straight on until we dropped
in our tracks, it was still eastward that we tramped. More precisely, we walked east-northeast. And this too was in
defiance of all reason and even of all hope. Yet after we had been rescued we discovered that if we had gone in
any other direction we should have been lost.
Northward, we should never have had the endurance to reach the sea. And absurd as it may appear, it seems to
me now, since I had no other motive, that I must have chosen the east simply because it was by going eastward
that Guillaumet had been saved in the Andes,\fn{ Henri Guillaumet (1902-1940) French aviator, “He walked for a week over
three mountain passes. Though tempted to give up, he persisted while thinking of his wife, Noëlle, until June 19 at dawn when he was
rescued by a 14-year-old boy named Juan García. He reached a village whose inhabitants could not believe his story,”W } after I had
hunted for him everywhere.\fn{W notes: “To his friend Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, who had come to find him, he said, “Ce que j'ai
fait, je te le jure, aucune bête ne l'aurait fait.” (What I have done, I swear to you, no animal would have done.) } In a confused way

the east had become for me the direction of life.
*
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We walked on for five hours and then the landscape changed. A river of sand seemed to be running through a
valley, and we followed this river-bed, taking long strides in order to cover as much ground as possible and get
back to the plane before night fell, if our march was in vain. Suddenly I stopped.
“Prévot!”
“What’s up?”
“Our tracks!”
How long was it since we had forgotten to leave a wake behind us?
We had to find it or die.
We went back, bearing to the right. When we had gone back far enough we would make a right angle to the left
and eventually intersect our tracks where we had still remembered to mark them.
This we did and were off again.
The heat rose and with it came the mirages. But these were still the commonplace kind—sheets of water that
materialized and then vanished as we neared them. We decided to cross the valley of sand and climb the highest
dome in order to look round the horizon. This was after six hours of march in which, striding along, we must have
covered twenty miles.
When we had struggled up to the top of the black hump we sat down and looked at each other. At our feet lay
our valley of sand, opening into a desert of sand whose dazzling brightness seared our eyes. As far as the eye
could see lay empty space.
But in that space the play of light created mirages which, this time, were of a disturbing kind, fortresses and
minarets, angular geometric hulks. I could see also a black mass that pretended to be vegetation, overhung by the
last of those clouds that dissolve during the day only to return at night. This mass of vegetation was the shadow of
a cumulus.
It was no good going on. The experiment was a failure. We would have to go back to our plane, to that red and
white beacon which, perhaps, would be picked out by a flyer. I was not staking great hopes on a rescue party, but
it did seem to me our last chance of salvation. In any case, we had to get back to our few drops of liquid, for our
throats were parched. We were imprisoned in this iron circle, captives of the curt dictatorship of thirst.
And yet, how hard it was to turn back when there was a chance that we might be on the road to life! Beyond
the mirages the horizon was perhaps rich in veritable treasures, in meadows and runnels of sweet water. I knew I
was doing the right thing by returning to the plane, and yet as I swung round and started back I was filled with
portents of disaster.
*
We were resting on the ground beside the plane. Nearly forty miles of wandering this day. The last drop of
liquid had been drained. No sign of life had appeared to the east. No plane had soared overhead. How long should
we be able to hold out? Already our thirst was terrible.
We had built up a great pyre out of bits of the splintered wing. Our gasoline was ready, and we had flung on
the heap sheets of metal whose magnesium coating would burn with a hard white flame. We were waiting now for
night to come down before we lighted our conflagration. But where were the men to see it?
Night fell and the flames rose. Prayerfully we watched our mute and radiant fanion mount resplendent into the
night. As I looked I said to myself that this message was not only a cry for help, it was fraught also with a great
deal of love. We were begging for water, but we were also begging the communion of human society. Only man
can create fire: let another flame light up the night; let man answer man!
I was haunted by a vision of my wife’s eyes under the halo of her hat. Of her face I could see only the eyes,
questioning me, looking at me yearningly. I am answering, answering with all my strength! What flame could leap
higher than this that darts up into the night from my heart?
What I could do, I have done.
What we could do, we have done.
Nearly forty miles, almost without a drop to drink. Now there was no water left. Was it our fault that we could
wait no longer? Suppose we had sat quietly by the plane, taking suck at the mouths of our water-bottles? But from
the moment I breathed in the moist bottom of the tin cup, a clock had started up in me. From the second when I
had sucked up the last drop, I had begun to slip downhill. Could I help it if time like a river was carrying me
away?
Prévot was weeping. I tapped him on the shoulder and said, to console him:
“If we’re done for we’re done for, and that’s all there is to it.”
He said:
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“Do you think it’s me I’m bawling about?”
I might have know it. It was evident enough. Nothing is unbearable. Tomorrow, and the day after, I should
learn that nothing was really unbearable.
I had never really believed in torture. Reading Poe as a kid, I had already said as much to myself.
Once, jammed in the cabin of a plane, I thought I was going to drown; and I had not suffered much. Several
times it had seemed to me that the final smash-up was coming, and I don’t remember that I thought of it as a
cosmic event.
And I didn’t believe this was going to be agonizing either. There will be time tomorrow to find out stranger
things about it. Meanwhile, God knows that despite the bonfire I had decidedly given up hope that our cries would
be heard by the world.
“Do you think it’s me …”
There you have what is truly unbearable! Every time I saw those yearning eyes it was as if a flame were
searing me. They were like a scream for help, like the flares of a sinking ship. I felt that I should not sit idly by: I
should jump up and run—anywhere! straight ahead of me!
What a strange reversal of rôles! But I have always thought it would be like this. Still, I needed Prévot beside
me to be quite sure of it.
Prévot was a level-headed fellow. He loved life. And yet Prévot no more than I was wringing his hands at the
sight of death the way we are told men do.
But there did exist something that he could not bear any more than I could. I was perfectly ready to fall asleep,
whether for a night or for eternity. If I did fall asleep, I could not even know whether it was for the one or for the
other. And the peace of sleep!
But that cry that would be sent up at home, that great wail of desolation—that was what I could not bear. I
could not stand idly by and look on at that disaster.
Each second of silence drove the knife deeper into someone I loved. At the thought, a blind rage surged up in
me. Why do these chains bind me and prevent me from rescuing those who are drowning? Why does our conflagration not carry our cry to the ends of the world? Hear me, you out here! Patience. We are coming to save you.
The magnesium had been licked off and the metal was glowing red. There was left only a heap of embers
round which we crouched to warm ourselves. Our flaming call had spent itself. Had it set anything in the world in
motion?
I knew well enough that it hadn’t. Here was a prayer that had of necessity gone unheard.
That was that.
I ought to get some sleep.
*
At daybreak I took a rag and mopped up a little dew on the wings. The mixture of water and paint and oil
yielded a spoonful of nauseating liquid which we sipped because it would at least moisten our lips. After this
banquet Prévot said:
“Thank God we’ve got a gun.”
Instantly I became furious and turned on him with an aggressiveness which I regretted directly I felt it. There
was nothing I should have loathed more at that moment than a gush of sentimentality.
I am so made that I have to believe that everything is simple. Birth is simple. Growing up is simple. And dying
of thirst is simple. I watched Prévot out of the corner of my eye, ready to wound his feelings, if that was necessary
to shut him up.
But Prévot had spoken without emotion. He had been discussing a matter of hygiene, and might have said in
the same tone, “We ought to wash our hands.” That being so, we were agreed. Indeed already yesterday, my eye
falling by chance on the leather holster, the same thought had crossed my mind, and with me too it had been a
reasonable reflex, not an emotional one. Pathos resides in social man, not in the individual; what was pathetic was
our powerlessness to reassure those for whom we were responsible, not what we might do with the gun.
There was still no sign that we were being sought; or rather they were doubtless hunting for us elsewhere,
probably in Arabia. We were to hear no sound of plane until the day after we had abandoned our own. And if ships
did pass overhead, what could that mean to us?
What could they see in us except two black dots among the thousand shadowy dots in the desert?
Absurd to think of being distinguished from them.
None of the reflections that might be attributed to me on the score of this torture would be true. I should not
feel in the least tortured. The aerial rescue party would seem to me, each time I sighted one, to be moving through
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a universe that was not mine. When searchers have to cover two thousand miles of territory, it takes them a good
two weeks to spot a plane in the desert from the sky.
They were probably looking for us all along the line from Tripoli to Persia. And still, with all this, I clung to
the slim chance that they might pick us out. Was that not our only chance of being saved? I changed my tactics,
determining to go reconnoitering by myself. Prévot would get another bonfire together and kindle it in the event
that visitors showed up. But we were to have no callers that day.
*
So off I went without knowing whether or not I should have the stamina to come back.
I remembered what I knew about this Libyan desert. When, in the Sahara, humidity is still at forty per cent of
saturation, it is only eighteen here in Libya. Life here evaporates like a vapor. Bedouins, explorers, and colonial
officers all tell us that a man may go nineteen hours without water. Thereafter his eyes fill with light, and that
marks the beginning of the end.
The progress made by thirst is swift and terrible. But this northeast wind, this abnormal wind that had blown us
out off our course and had marooned us on this plateau, was not prolonging our lives. What was the length of the
reprieve it would grant us before our eyes began to fill with light?
I went forward with the feeling of a man canoeing in mid-ocean.
I will admit that at daybreak this landscape seemed to me less infernal, and that I began my walk with my
hands in my pockets, like a tramp on a highroad. The evening before we had set snares at the mouths of certain
mysterious burrows in the ground, and the poacher in me was on the alert. I went first to have a look at our traps.
They were empty.
Well, this meant that I should not be drinking blood today; and indeed I hadn’t expected to. But though I was
not disappointed, my curiosity was aroused. What was there in the desert for these animals to live on?
These were certainly the holes of fennecs, a long-eared carnivorous sand-box size of a rabbit. I spotted the
tracks made by one of them, and gave way to the impulse to follow them. They led to a narrow stream of sand
where each footprint was plainly outlined and where I marveled at the pretty palm formed by the three toes spread
fanwise on the sand.
I could imagine my little friend trotting blithely along at dawn and licking the dew off the rocks. Here the
tracks were wider apart: my fennec had broken into a run. And now I see that a companion has joined him and
they have trotted on side by side.
These signs of a morning stroll gave me a strange thrill. They were signs of life, and I loved them for that. I
almost forgot that I was thirsty.
Finally I came to the pasture-ground of my foxes. Here, every hundred yards or so, I saw sticking up out of the
sand a small dry shrub, its twigs heavy with little golden snails. The fennec came here at dawn to do his marketing. And here I was able to observe another of nature’s mysteries.
My fennec did not stop at all the shrubs. There were some weighed down with snails which he disdained. Obviously he avoided them with some wariness. Others he stopped at but did not strip of all they bore. He must have
picked out two or three shells and then gone on to another restaurant.
What was he up to?
Was he nurseryman to the snails, encouraging their reproduction by refraining from exhausting the stock on a
given shrub, or a given twig? Or was he amusing himself by delaying repletion, putting off satiety in order to
enhance the pleasure he took from his morning stroll?
The tracks led me back to the hole in which he lived. Doubtless my fennec crouched below, listening to me and
startled by the crunching of my footsteps. I said to him:
“Fox, my little fox, I’m done for; but somehow that doesn’t prevent me from taking an interest in your mood.”
And there I stayed a bit, ruminating and telling myself that a man was able to adapt himself to anything. The
notion that he is to die in thirty years has probably never soiled any man’s fun. Thirty years … or thirty days: it’s
all a matter of perspective.
Only, you have to be able to put certain visions out of your mind.
*
I went on, finally, and the time came when, along with my weariness, something in me began to change. If
those were not mirages, I was inventing them.
“Hi! Hi! there.”
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I shouted and waved my arms, but the man I had seen waving at me turned out to be a black rock. Everything
in the desert had grown animate. I stopped to waken a sleeping Bedouin and he turned into the trunk of a black
tree. A tree-trunk? Here in the desert? I was amazed and bent over to lift a broken bough. It was solid marble.
Straightening up I looked round and saw more black marble. An antediluvian forest littered the ground with its
broken tree-tops. How many thousand years ago, under what hurricane of the time of Genesis, had this cathedral
of wood crumbled in this spot? Countless centuries had rolled these fragments of giant pillars at my feet, polished
them like steel, petrified and vitrified them and indued them with the color of jet.
I could distinguish the knots in their branches, the twistings of their once living boughs, could count the rings
of life in them. This forest had rustled with birds and been filled with music that now was struck by doom and
frozen into salt.
And all this was hostile to me. Blacker than the chain-mail of the hummocks, these solemn derelicts rejected
me. What had I, a living man, to do with this incorruptible stone?
Perishable as I was, I whose body was to crumble into dust, what place had I in this eternity?
*
Since yesterday I had walked nearly fifty miles. This dizziness that I felt came doubtless from my thirst. Or
from the sun. It glittered on these hulks until they shone as if smeared with oil. It blazed down on this universal
carapace. Sand and fox had no life here. This world was a gigantic anvil upon which the sun beat down. I strode
across this anvil and at my temples I could feel the hammer-strokes of the sun.
“Hi! Hi, there!” I called out.
“There is nothing there,” I told myself. “Take it easy. You are delirious.”
I had to talk to myself aloud, had to bring myself to reason. It was hard for me to reject what I was seeing, hard
not to run towards that caravan plodding on the horizon. There! Do you see it?
“Fool! You know very well that you are inventing it.”
“You mean that nothing in the world is real?”
Nothing in the world is real if that cross which I see ten miles off on the top of a hill is not real. Or is it a
lighthouse? No, the sea does not lie in that direction. Then it must be a cross.
I had spent the night studying my map—but uselessly, since I did not know my position. Still, I had scrutinized
all the signs that marked the marvelous presence of man. And somewhere on the map I had seen a large circle
surmounted by just such a cross. I had glanced down at the legend to get an explanation of the symbol and had
read: “Religious institution.”
Close to the cross there had been a black dot. Again I had run my finger down the legend and had read:
“Permanent well.” My heart had jumped and I had repeated the legend aloud: “Permanent well, permanent well.”
What were all of Ali Baba’s treasures compared with a permanent well? A little farther on were two white circles.
“Temporary wells,” the legend said. Not quite so exciting. And round about them was nothing … unless it was the
blackness of despair.
But this must be my “religious institution”! The monks must certainly have planted a great cross on the hill
expressly for men in our plight! All I had to do was to walk across to them. I should be taken in by those
Dominicans. …
“But there are only Coptic monasteries in Libya!” I told myself.
… by those learned Dominicans. They have a great cook kitchen with red tiles, and out in the courtyard a
marvelous rusted pump. Beneath the rusted pump; beneath the rusted pump .. you’ve guessed it! … beneath the
rusted pump is dug the permanent well! Ah, what rejoicing when I ring at their gate, when I get my hands on the
rope of the great bell. …
“Madman! You are describing a house in Provence; and what’s more, the house has no bell!”
… on the rope of the great bell. The porter will raise his arms to Heaven and cry out, “You are the messenger
of the Lord!” and he will call aloud to all the monks. They will pour out of the monastery. They will welcome me
with a great feast, as if I were the Prodigal Son. They will lead me to the kitchen and will say to me, “One
moment, my son, one moment. We’ll just be off to the permanent well.” And I shall be trembling with happiness.
No, no! I will not weep just because there happens to be no cross on the hill.
*
The treasures of the west turned out to be mere illusion. I have veered due north. At least the north is filled
with the sound of the sea.
Over the hilltop. Look there, at the horizon! The most beautiful city in the world!
“You know perfectly well that is a mirage.”
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Of course I know it is a mirage! Am I the sort of man who can be fooled? But what if I want to go after that
mirage? Suppose I enjoy indulging my hope? Suppose it suits me to love that crenellated town all beflagged with
sunlight? What if I choose to walk straight ahead on light feet—for you must know that I have dropped my
weariness behind me, I am happy now. …
Prévot and his gun! Don’t make me laugh! I prefer my drunkenness. I am drunk. I am dying of thirst.
It took the twilight to sober me. Suddenly I stopped, appalled to think how far I was from our base. In the
twilight the mirage was dying. The horizon had stripped itself of its pomp, its palaces, its priestly vestments. It
was the old desert horizon again.
“A fine day’s work you’ve done! Night will overtake you. You won’t be able to go on before daybreak, and by
that time your tracks will have been blown away and you’ll be properly nowhere.”
In that case I may as well walk straight on. Why turn back? Why should I bring my ship round when I may
find the sea straight ahead of me?
“When did you catch a glimpse of the sea? What makes you think you could walk that far? Meanwhile there’s
Prévot watching for you beside the Simoon.\fn{The name of their plane.} He may have been picked up by a caravan,
for all you know.”
Very good. I’ll go back. But first I want to call out for help.
“Hi! Hi!”
By God! You can’t tell me this planet is not inhabited. Where are its men?
“Hi! Hi!”
I was hoarse. My voice was gone. I knew it was ridiculous to croak like this, but—one more try:
“Hi! Hi!”
And I turned back.
I had been walking two hours when I saw the flames of the bonfire that Prévot, frightened by my long absence,
had sent up. They mattered very little to me now.
Another hour of trudging. Five hundred yards away. A hundred yards. Fifty yards.
*
“Good Lord!”
Amazement stopped me in my tracks. Joy surged up and filled my heart with its violence.
In the firelight stood Prévot, talking to two Arabs who were leaning against the motor. He had not noticed me,
for he was too full of his own joy. If only I had sat still and waited with him! I should have been saved already.
Exultantly I called out:
“Hi! Hi!”
The two Bedouins gave a start and stared at me. Prévot left them standing and came forward to meet me. I
opened my arms to him. He caught me by the elbow. Did he think I was keeling over? I said:
“At last, eh?”
“What do you mean?”
“The Arabs!”
“What Arabs?”
“Those Arabs there, with you.”
Prévot looked at me queerly, and when he spoke I felt as if he was very reluctantly confiding a great secret to
me:
“There are no Arabs here.”
This time I know I am going to cry.
*
A man can go nineteen hours without water, and what have we drunk since last night? A few drops of dew at
dawn. But the northeast wind is still blowing, still slowing up the process of our evaporation. To it, also, we owe
the continued accumulation of high clouds. If only they would drift straight overhead and break into rain! But it
never rains in the desert.
“Look here, Prévot. Let’s rip up one of the parachutes and spread the sections out on the ground, weighed
down with stones. If the wind stays in the same quarter till morning, they’ll catch the dew and we can wring them
out into one of the tanks.”
We spread six triangular sections of parachute under the stars, and Prévot unhooked a fuel tank. This was as
much as we could do for ourselves till dawn. But, miracle of miracles! Prévot had come upon an orange while
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working over the tank. We shared it, and though it was little enough to men who could have used a few gallons of
sweet water, still I was overcome with relief.
Stretched out beside the fire I looked at the glowing fruit and said to myself that men did not know what an
orange was.
“Here we are, condemned to death,” I said to myself, “and still the certainty of dying cannot compare with the
pleasure I am feeling. The joy I take from this half of an orange which I am holding in my hand is one of the
greatest joys I have ever known.”
I lay flat on my back, sucking my orange and counting the shooting stars. Here I was, for one minute infinitely
happy.
“Nobody can know anything of the world in which the individual moves and has his being,” I reflected. “There
is no guessing it. Only the man locked up in it can know what it is.”
For the first time I understood the cigarette and glass of rum that are handed to the criminal about to be executed. I used to think that for a man to accept these wretched gifts at the foot of the gallows was beneath human
dignity. Now I was learning that he took pleasure from them. People thought him courageous when he smiled as
he smoked or drank. I knew now that he smiled because the taste gave him pleasure. People could not see that his
perspective had changed, and that for him the last hour of his life was a life in itself.
*
We collected an enormous quantity of water—perhaps as much as two quarts. Never again would we be
thirsty! We were saved; we had a liquid to drink!
I dipped my tin cup into the tank and brought up a beautifully yellow-green liquid the first mouthful of which
nauseated me so that despite my thirst I had to catch my breath before swallowing it. I would have swallowed
mud, I swear; but this taste of poisonous metal cut keener than thirst.
I glanced at Prévot and saw him going round and round with his eyes fixed to the ground as if looking for
something. Suddenly he leaned forward and began to vomit without interrupting his spinning. Half a minute later
it was my turn. I was seized by such convulsions that I went down on my knees and dug my fingers into the sand
while I puked. Neither of us spoke, and for a quarter of an hour we remained thus shaken, bringing up nothing but
a little bile.
After a time it passed and all I felt was a vague, distant nausea. But our last hope had fled. Whether our bad
luck was due to a sizing on the parachute or to the magnesium lining of the tank, I never found out. Certain it was
that we needed either another set of cloths or another receptacle.
Well, it was broad daylight and time we were on our way. This time we should strike out as fast as we could,
leave this cursed plateau, and tramp till we dropped in our tracks. That was what Guillaumet had done in the
Andes. I had been thinking of him all the day before and had determined to follow his example. I should do
violence to the pilot’s unwritten law, which is to stick by the ship; but I was sure no one would be along to look
for us here.
Once again we discovered that it was not we who were shipwrecked, not we but those who were waiting for
news of us, those who were alarmed by our silence, were already torn with grief by some atrocious and fantastic
report. We could not but strive towards them. Guillaumet had done it, had scrambled towards his lost ones. To do
so is a universal impulse.
“If I were alone in the world,” Prévot said, “I’d lie down right here. Damned if I wouldn’t.”
East-northeast we tramped. If we had in fact crossed the Nile, each step was leading us deeper and deeper into
the desert.
*
I don’t remember anything about that day. I remember only my haste. I was hurrying desperately towards
something—towards some finality. I remember also that I walked with my eyes to the ground, for the mirages
were more than I could bear. From time to time we would correct our course by the compass, and now and again
we would lie down to catch our breath. I remember having flung away my waterproof, which I had held on to as
covering for the night.
That is as much as I recall about the day. Of what happened when the chill of evening came, I remember more.
But during the day I had simply turned to sand and was a being without mind.
When the sun set we decided to make camp. Oh, I knew as well as anybody that we should push on, that this
one waterless night would finish us off. But we had brought along the bits of parachute, and if the poison was not
in the sizing, we might get a sip of water next morning. Once again we spread our trap for the dew under the stars.
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But the sky in the north was cloudless. The wind no longer had the same taste on the lip. It had moved into
another quarter.
Something was rustling against us, but this time it seemed to be the desert itself. The wild beast was stalking
us, had us in its power. I could feel its breath in my face, could feel it lick my face and hands. Suppose I walked
on: at the best I could do five or six miles more. Remember that in three days I had covered one hundred miles,
practically without water.
And then, just as we stopped, Prévot said:
“I swear to you I see a lake!”
“You’re crazy.”
“Have you ever heard of a mirage after sunset?” he challenged.
I didn’t seem able to answer him. I had long ago given up believing my own eyes. Perhaps it was not a mirage;
but in that case it was a hallucination. How could Prévot go on believing?
But he was stubborn about it.
“It’s only twenty minutes off. I’ll go have a look.”
His mulishness got on my nerves.
“Go ahead!” I shouted. ‘Take your little constitutional. Nothing better for a man. But let me tell you, if your
lake exists it is salt. And whether it’s salt or not, it’s a devil of away off. And besides, there is no damned lake!”
Prévot was already on his way, his eyes glassy. I knew the strength of these irresistible obsessions. I was
thinking:
“There are somnambulists who walk straight into locomotives.”
And I knew that Prévot would not come back. He would be seized by the vertigo of empty space and would be
unable to turn back. And then he would keel over. He somewhere, and I somewhere else. Not that it was important.
Thinking thus, it struck me that this mood of resignation was doing me no good. Once when I was half
drowned I had let myself go like this. Lying now flat on my face on the stony ground, I took this occasion to write
a letter for posthumous delivery. It gave me a chance, also, to take stock of myself again. I tried to bring up a little
saliva: how long was it since I had spit?
No saliva. If I kept my mouth closed, a kind of glue sealed my lips together. It dried on the outside of the lips
and formed a hard crust. However, I found I was still able to swallow, and I bethought me that I was still not
seeing a blinding light in my eyes. Once I was treated to that radiant spectacle I might know that the end was a
couple of hours away.
Night fell. The moon had swollen since I last saw it. Prévot was still not back. I stretched out on my back and
turned those few data over in my mind. A familiar impression came over me, and I tried to seize it.
I was … I was … I was at sea. I was on a ship going to South America and was stretched out, exactly like this,
on the boat deck. The tip of the mast was swaying to and fro, very slowly, among the stars. That mast was missing
tonight, but again I was at sea, bound for a port I was to make without raising a finger. Slave-traders had flung me
on this ship.
I thought of Prévot who was still not back. Not once had I heard him complain. That was a good thing. To hear
him whine would have been unbearable.
Prévot was a man.
What was that! Five hundred yards ahead of me I could see the light of his lamp. He had lost his way. I had no
lamp with which to signal back. I stood up and shouted, but he could not hear me.
A second lamp, and then a third! God in Heaven! It was a search party and it was me that they were hunting!
“Hi! Hi!” I shouted.
But they had not heard me. The three lamps were still signaling me.
“Tonight I am sane,” I said to myself. “I am relaxed. I am not out of my head. Those are certainly three lamps
and they are about five hundred yards off.” I stared at them and shouted again, and again I gathered that they
could not hear me.
Then, for the first and only time, I was really seized with panic.
I could still run, I thought.
“Wait! Wait!” I screamed. They seemed to be turning away from me, going off, hunting me elsewhere! And I
stood tottering, tottering on the brink of life when there were arms out there ready to catch me! I shouted and
screamed again and again.
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They had heard me! An answering shout had come. I was strangling, suffocating, but I ran on, shouting as I
ran, until I saw Prévot and keeled over.
When I could speak again I said: “Whew! When I saw all those lights …”
“What lights?”
God in Heaven, it was true! He was alone!
This time I was beyond despair. I was filled with a sort of dumb fury.
“What about your lake?” I rasped.
“As fast as I moved towards it, it moved back. I walked after it for about half an hour. Then it seemed still too
far away, so I came back. But I am positive, now, that it is a lake.”
“You’re crazy. Absolutely crazy. Why did you do it? Tell me. Why?”
What had he done? Why had he done it? I was ready to weep with indignation, yet I scarcely knew why I was
so indignant. Prévot mumbled his excuse:
“I felt I had to find some water. You … your lips were awfully pale.”
Well! My anger died within me. I passed my hand over my forehead as if I were waking out of sleep. I was
suddenly sad. I said:
“There was no mistake about it. I saw them as clearly as I see you know. Three lights there were. I tell you,
Prévot, I saw them!”
Prévot made no comment.
“Well,” he said finally, “I guess we’re in a bad way.”
*
In this air devoid of moisture the soil is swift to give off its temperature. It was already very cold. I stood up
and stamped about.
But soon a violent fit of trembling came over me. My dehydrated blood was moving sluggishly and I was
pierced by a freezing chill which was not merely the chill of night. My teeth were chattering and my whole body
had begun to twitch. My hand shook so that I could not hold an electric torch. I who had never been sensitive to
cold was about to die of cold. What a strange effect thirst can have!
Somewhere, tired of carrying it in the sun, I had left my waterproof drop.
Now the wind was growing bitter and I was learning that in the desert there is no place of refuge. The desert is
as smooth as marble. By day it throws no shadow; by night it hands you over naked to the wind. Not a tree, not a
hedge, not a rock behind which I could seek shelter. The wind was charging me like a troop of cavalry across open
country.
I turned and twisted to escape it: I lay down, stood up, lay down again, and still I was exposed to its freezing
lash. I had no strength to run from the assassin and under the saber-stroke I tumbled to my knees, my head
between my hands.
A little later I pieced these bits together and remembered that I had struggled to my feet and had started to walk
on, shivering as I went. I had started forward wondering where I was and then I had heard Prévot. His shouting
had jolted me into consciousness.
I went back towards him, still trembling from head to foot—quivering with the attack of hiccups that was
convulsing my whole body. To myself I said:
“It isn’t the cold. It’s something else. It’s the end.”
The simple fact was that I hadn’t enough water in me. I had tramped too far yesterday and the day before when
I was off by myself, and I was dehydrated.
The thought of dying of the cold hurt me. I preferred the phantoms of my mind, the cross, the trees, the lamps.
At least they would have killed me by enchantment. But to be whipped to death like a slave! …
Confound it! Down on my knees again! We had with us a little store of medicines—a hundred grams of ninety
per cent alcohol, the same of pure ether, and a small bottle of iodine. I tried to swallow a little of the ether: it was
like swallowing a knife. Then I tried the alcohol: it contracted my gullet. I dug a pit in the sand, lay down in it,
and flung handfuls of sand over me until all but my face was buried in it.
Prévot was able to collect a few twigs, and he lit a fire which soon burnt itself out. He wouldn’t bury himself in
the sand, but preferred to stamp round and round in a circle. That was foolish.
My throat stayed shut, and though I knew that was a bad sign, I felt better. I felt calm. I felt a peace that was
beyond all hope. Once more, despite myself, I was journeying, trussed up on the deck of my slave-ship under the
stars. It seemed to me that I was perhaps not in such a bad pass after all.
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So long as I lay absolutely motionless, I no longer felt the cold. This allowed me to forget my body buried in
the sand. I said to myself that I would not budge an inch, and would therefore never suffer again. As a matter of
fact, we really suffer very little. Back of all these torments there is the orchestration of fatigue or of delirium, and
we live on in a kind of picture-book, a slightly cruel fairy-tale.
A little while ago the wind had been after me with whip and spur, and I was running in circles like a frightened
fox. After that came a time when I couldn’t breathe. A great knee was crushing in my chest. A knee. I was writing
in vain to free myself from the weight of the angel who had overthrown me. There had not been a moment when I
was alone in this desert. But now I have ceased to believe in my surroundings; I have withdrawn into myself, have
shut my eyes, have not so much as batted an eyelid. I have the feeling that this torrent of visions is sweeping me
away to a tranquil dream: so rivers cease their turbulence in the embrace of the sea.
Farewell, eyes that I loved! Do not blame me if the human body cannot go three days without water. I should
never have believed that man was so truly the prisoner of the springs and freshets. I had no notion that our selfsufficiency was so circumscribed.
We take it for granted that a man is able to stride straight out into the world.
We believe that man is free.
We never see the cord that binds him to wells and fountains, that umbilical cord by which he is tied to the
womb of the world. Let man take but one step too many … and the cord snaps.
Apart from your suffering, I have no regrets. All in all, it has been a good life. If I got free of this I should start
right in again. A man cannot live a decent life in cities, and I need to feel myself live.
I am not thinking of aviation. The airplane is a means, not an end. One doesn’t risk one’s life for a plane any
more than a farmer ploughs for the sake of the plough. But the airplane is a means of getting away from towns
and their bookkeeping and coming to grips with reality.
Flying is a man’s job and its worries are a man’s worries. A pilot’s business is with the wind, with the stars,
with night, with sand, with the sea.
He strives to outwit the forces of nature.
He stares in expectancy for the coming of dawn the way a gardener awaits the coming of spring.
He looks forward to port as to a promised land, and truth for him is what lives in the stars.
I have nothing to complain of. For three days I have tramped the desert, have known the pangs of thirst, have
followed false scents in the sand, have pinned my faith on the dew. I have struggled to rejoin my kind, whose very
existence on earth I had forgotten.
These are the cares of men alive in every fiber, and I cannot help thinking them more important than the fretful
choosing of a night-club in which to spend the evening. Compare the one life with the other, and all things considered this is luxury!
I have no regrets. I have gambled and lost. It was all in the day’s work. At least I have had the unforgettable
taste of the sea on my lips.
I am not talking about living dangerously. Such words are meaningless to me. The toreador does not stir me to
enthusiasm. It is not danger I love.
I know what I love.
It is life.
The sky seemed to me faintly bright. I drew up one arm through the sand. There was a bit of the torn parachute
within reach, and I ran my hand over it. It was bone dry. Let’s see. Dew falls at dawn. Here was dawn risen and no
moisture on the cloth. My mind was befuddled and I heard myself say:
“There is a dry heart here, a dry heart that cannot know the relief of tears.”
I scrambled to my feet.
“We’re off, Prévot,” I said. “Our throats are still open. Get along, man!”
*
The wind that shrivels up a man in nineteen hours was now blowing out of the west. My gullet was not yet
shut, but it was hard and painful and I could feel that there was a rasp in it. Soon that cough would begin that I
had been told about and was now expecting. My tongue was becoming a nuisance.
But most serious of all, I was beginning to see shining spots before my eyes. When those spots changed into
flames, I should simply lie down.
The first morning hours were cool and we took advantage of them to get on at a good pace. We knew that once
the sun was high there would be no more walking for us. We no longer had the right to sweat. Certainly not to
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stop and catch our breath. This coolness was merely the coolness of low humidity. The prevailing wind was
coming from the desert, and under its soft and treacherous caress the blood was being dried out of us.
Our first day’s nourishment had been a few grapes. In the next three days each of us ate half an orange and a
bit of cake. If we had had anything left now, we couldn’t have eaten it because we had no saliva with which to
masticate it.
But I had stopped being hungry. Thirsty I was, yes, and it seemed to me that I was suffering less from thirst
itself than from the effects of thirst.
Bullet hard.
Tongue like plaster-of-Paris.
A rasping in the throat.
A horrible taste in the mouth.
All these sensations were new to me, and though I believed water could rid me of them, nothing in my memory
associated them with water. Thirst had become more and more a disease and less and less a craving. I began to
realize that the thought of water and fruit was now less agonizing than it had been. I was forgetting the radiance of
the orange, just as I was forgetting the eyes under the hat-brim. Perhaps I was forgetting everything.
We had sat down after all, but it could not be for long. Nevertheless, it was impossible to go five hundred yards
without our legs giving way. To stretch out on the sand would be marvelous—but it could not be.
The landscape had begun to change. Rocky places grew rarer and the sand was now firm beneath our feet. A
mile ahead stood dunes and on those dunes we could see a scrubby vegetation. At least this sand was preferable to
the steely surface over which we had been trudging. This was the golden desert. This might have been the Sahara.
It was in a sense my country.
Two hundred yards had now become our limit, but we had determined to carry on until we reached the vegetation. Better than that we could not hope to do.
A week later, when we went back over our traces in a car to have a look at the Simoon, I measured this last lap
and found that it was just short of fifty miles. All told we had done one hundred and twenty-four miles.
The previous day I had tramped without hope. Today the word “hope” had grown meaningless. Today we were
tramping simply because we were tramping. Probably oxen work for the same reason. Yesterday I had dreamed of
a paradise of orange-trees. Today I would not give a button for paradise; I did not believe oranges existed.
When I thought about myself I found in me nothing but a heart squeezed dry. I was tottering but emotionless. I
felt no distress whatever, and in a way I regretted it: misery would have seemed to me as sweet as water. I might
then have felt sorry for myself and commiserated with myself as with a friend. But I had not a friend left on earth.
Later, when we were rescued, seeing our burnt-out eyes men thought we must have called aloud and wept and
suffered. But cries of despair, misery, sobbing grief are a kind of wealth, and we possessed no wealth. When a
young girl is disappointed in love she weeps and knows sorrow. Sorrow is one of the vibrations that prove the fact
of living.
I felt no sorrow. I was the desert. I could no longer bring up a little saliva; neither could I any longer summon
those moving visions towards which I should have loved to stretch forth arms. The sun had dried up the springs of
tears in me.
*
And yet, what was that?
A ripple of hope went through me like a faint breeze over a lake. What was this sign that had awakened my
instinct before knocking on the door of my consciousness? Nothing had changed, and yet everything was
changed. This sheet of sand, these low hummocks and sparse tufts of verdure that had been a landscape, were now
become a stage setting. Thus far the stage was empty, but the scene was set.
I looked at Prévot. The same astonishing thing had happened to him as to me, but he was as far from guessing
its significance as I was.
I swear to you that something is about to happen.
I swear that life has sprung in this desert.
I swear that this emptiness, this stillness, has suddenly become more stirring than a tumult on a public square.
“Prévot! Footprints! We are saved!”
We had wandered from the trail of the human species; we had cast ourselves forth from the tribe; we had found
ourselves alone on earth and forgotten by the universal migration; and here, imprinted in the sand, were the divine
and naked feet of man!
“Look, Prévot, here two men stood together and then separated.”
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“Here a camel knelt.”
“Here ...”
But it was not true that we were already saved. It was not enough to squat down and wait. Before long we
should be past saving. Once the cough has begun, the progress made by thirst is swift.
Still, I believed in that caravan swaying somewhere in the desert, heavy with its cargo of treasure.
We went on.
Suddenly I heard a cock crow. I remembered what Guillaumet had told me:
“Towards the end I heard cocks crowing in the Andes. And I heard the railway train.” The instant the cock
crowed I thought of Guillaumet and I said to myself:
“First it was my eyes that played tricks on me. I suppose this is another of the effects of thirst. Probably my
ears have merely held out longer than my eyes.” But Prévot grabbed my arm:
“Did you hear that?”
“What?”
“The cock.”
“Why … why, yes, I did.” To myself I said:
“Fool! Get it through your head! This means life!”
I had one last hallucination—three dogs chasing one another. Prévot looked, but could not see them. However,
both of us waved our arms at a Bedouin. Both of us shouted with all the breath in our bodies, and laughed for
happiness.
But our voices could not carry thirty yards. The Bedouin on his slow-moving camel had come into view from
behind a dune and now he was moving slowly out of sight. The man was probably the only Arab in this desert,
sent by a demon to materialize and vanish before the eyes of us who could not run.
We saw in profile on the dune another Arab. We shouted, but our shouts were whispers. We waved our arms
and it seemed to us that they must fill the sky with monstrous signals. Still the Bedouin stared with averted face
away from us.
At last, slowly, slowly he began a right angle turn in our direction. At the very second when he came face to
face with us, I thought, the curtain would come down. At the very second when his eyes met ours, thirst would
vanish and by this man would death and the mirages be wiped out. Let this man but make a quarter-turn left and
the world is changed. Let him but bring his torso round, but sweep the scene with a glance, and like a god he can
create life.
The miracle had come to pass.
He was walking towards us over the sand like a god over the waves.
*
The Arab looked at us without a word. He placed his hands upon our shoulders and we obeyed him: we
stretched out upon the sand. Race, language, religion were forgotten. There was only this humble nomad with the
hands of an archangel on our shoulders.
Face to the sand, we waited. And when the water came, we drank like calves with our faces in the basin, and
with a greediness which alarmed the Bedouin so that from time to time he pulled us back. But as soon as his hand
fell away from us we plunged our faces anew into the water.
Water, thou hast no taste, no color, no odor; canst not be defined, art relished while ever mysterious.
Not necessary to life, but rather life itself, thou fillest us with a gratification that exceeds the delight of the
senses.
By thy might, there return into us treasures that we had abandoned.
By thy grace, there are released in us all the dried-up runnels of our heart.
Of the riches that exist in the world, thou art the rarest and also the most delicate—thou so pure within the
bowels of the earth!
A man may die of thirst lying beside a magnesium spring. He may die within reach of a salt lake. He may die
though he hold in his hand a jug of dew, if it be inhabited by evil salts.
For thou, water, art a proud divinity, allowing no alternation, no foreignness in thy being.
And the joy that thou spreadest is an infinitely simple joy.
*
You, Bedouin of Libya who saved our lives, though you will dwell for ever in my memory yet I shall never be
able to recapture your features.
You are Humanity and your face comes into my mind simply as man incarnate.
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You, our beloved fellowman, did not know who we might be, and yet you recognized us without fail.
And I, in my turn, shall recognize you in the faces of all mankind.
You came towards me in an aureole of charity and magnanimity bearing the gift of water. All my friends and
all my enemies marched towards me in your person. It did not seem to me that you were rescuing me: rather did it
seem that you were forgiving me. And I felt I had no enemy left in all the world.
*
This is the end of my story.
Lifted on to a camel, we went on for three hours. Then, broken with weariness, we asked to be set down at a
camp while the cameleers went on ahead for help. Towards six in the evening a car manned by armed Bedouins
came to fetch us. A half-hour later we were set down at the house of a Swiss engineer named Raccasud who was
operating a soda factory beside saline deposits in the desert.
He was unforgettably kind to us.
By midnight we were in Cairo.
I awoke between white sheets. Through the curtains came the rays of a sun that was no longer an enemy. I
spread butter and honey on my bread. I smiled. I recaptured the savor of my childhood and all its marvels. And I
read and re-read the telegram from those dearest to me in all the world whose three words had shattered me:
“So terribly happy!”
43.176 The Trojan Horse\fn{by Raymond Queneau (1903-1976)} Le Havre, Seine-Maritime Department, France (M) 4
A man came into the café, and there was a mist.
He installed himself at the bar, hoisting himself on to a stool, which conjured up the appearance of a bartender
in a white jacket and with a ferocious look.
All the tables were occupied, and the people thereat were minding their own business. The waiters were yawning. The newcomer had a good look round—no, there wasn’t a single place free. So he answered the question his
adver~\fn{Imperfect scan; perhaps, adversary:H} had.just put to him.
“I’ll have a glass of water,” he said.
“Yery good, sir,” replied the barman. He examined the individual with respect and set to work. He took a big
beer glass, sent a piece of ice spinning round in it, flung away the iceberg in disgust, engaged a jug of water,
placed the misted glass on the counter, put the receptacle adjacent to it.
“There you are, sir,” said he, this man. The other poured himself a glass of water and drank a little. Then he sat
still, miles away. The people at the tables, men and women, were minding their own business. The barman had
become immersed in other exertions.
It was cold outside. The hands of the clock on the wall, electric at that, metaphysically chased each other. The
nice plump cashier was dozing.
The man took the glass between his hands and again sipped a little water. The orchestra embarked on a waltz
tune. A few people got up and embracing each other described complicated curves on the ground. The barman
surreptitiously knocked back a bloody big gulp of gin. A newspaper-seller came in, then went out, overwhelmed
by the printed world he was carrying under his arm, and the bloodiness of the world, real or transcribed. The
hands had just met on the clock-face, which happens frequently every day. At last the door opened again and a
woman came in.
She immediately located the man she was looking for and sat down beside him. The barman hove into sight.
*
“I’ll have another glass of water,” said the man. “This one’s got tepid.”
“You wouldn’t like mineral water this time?”
“No,” replied the man.
“And for the young lady?” asked the barman.
“Nothing,” replied the woman.
“And will that be all for today?” asked the barman, with only mild insolence.
“Yes,” said the man, “that’ll be all.”
The barman served the second glass of water. He put a piece of ice in it.
“Well?” the woman asked the man.
“Well, nothing, what a life,” murmured the man.
“It isn’t funny,” said the woman.
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She had a look round. A character with glasses was dancing with a prostitute, doing fancy steps for the benefit
of the gallery and smiling for the benefit of the pianist. He looked a bit drunk and not altogether at his ease.
“A cashier who’s skipped with the till,” said the man.
“Think so?” said the woman.
“Yes, it’s obvious.”
A few characters were dancing with their hats on.
“It’s amusing here,” said the man.
“Yes,” said the woman.
The music stopped and the violinist waved his instrument about at arm’s length while conversing with a
woman who was alone at her table. The dancers went back to their tables. The cashier did so with exhibitionism.
*
A horse who happened to be sitting at the bar leant over and asked the woman if she’d like to have a drink with
him, likewise the gentleman accompanying her.
“What does he want?” said the man. “Does he want you to dance with him?”
“No,” murmured the woman, “I think he wants us to have a drink with him.”
The horse had got down from his stool and was bowing to them, making sweeping gestures with his forelegs.
He had some difficulty in finding his words.
“You,” he explained, “you, both, you have a drink with me.” The man gave him a bored look.
“No thank you,” he said coldly.
The horse didn’t seem to feel quite in his element. The woman was a little terrified.
The man asked her how her Aunt Charlotte was. She was very important for them, Aunt Charlotte was. But it
embarrassed the woman to talk about her in front of the horse, about Aunt Charlotte. She jibbed.\fn{ Balked}
The horse waited, patiently however, until they had finished their little aside. Handsomely greased by the
cashier on the spree, the orchestra had resumed their labors and broken into a pot-pourri of waltzes, 1900. The
horse waved its big legs about and taking advantage of a gap in the conversation relative to Aunt Charlotte,
pronounced these words:
“Perhaps you think I’m drunk? Certainly not, certainly not, certainly not.”
He scanned these words, prancing about gracefully. Then he looked at them, rolling terrible eyes. He was a
great big hack, black all over, somewhat gaunt, with nicely polished hoofs and a corkscrewed tail tied with a
purple ribbon.
“No no, I’m not drunk, but I can’t always control my movements, my remarks, my words, my …” He seemed
to be thinking:
“My conversations. I need to … I need to …” He seemed to be thinking:
“To adapt myself. Yes, that’s it—to adapt myself.” He gave them a broad grin which revealed a set of strong
yellowish teeth, in the interstices of which, here and there, bits of hay could be seen.
“To adapt myself,” he resumed complacently.
*
“He’s absolutely tight,” the man murmured.
“You haven’t got a cigarette have you?” the woman asked him, taking no notice of the horse. “I’ve forgotten
mine.”
The man held out a packet of Gauloises\fn{ The manliest of French cigarettes, made with the street sweepings of Turkish
bazaars, with filters of toilet paper:H } to her. But the horse, speedily thrusting a hoof into his saddle pocket, extirpated
from it a box bedizened with red and gold. He opened it. It contained bits of straw twisted and plaited into the
shape of cigarillos. He offered one to the woman.
“They must be revolting,” murmured the woman.
“Don’t let yourself be bullied,” the man advised her discreetly.
“No thank you,” said the woman, “I prefer Gauloises.” The horse turned towards the man, who refused.
“Me too. Anyway, I never smoke after nine in the evening.”
The horse looked at them suspiciously. They smiled politely at him. The woman lit her Gauloise. The man lit
nothing at all. The horse swished his tail from side to side. Finally he put the box back in his saddle pocket.
At this moment the cashier on the spree fell on his bottom and the waiters started to throw paper streamers
about, trying to look as if they were enjoying themselves.
“Don’t you think,” said the man, “that we could try and touch Aunt Charlotte?”
“She’s so stingy,” said the woman.
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“All the same, in our position.”
“You try,’ said the woman. “She likes you.”
“Yes I know she does. What a bore. What a life.”
The horse was waiting solemnly till they’d finished. After this last interjection he judged the moment ripe to
intervene.
“I’ve got an aunt, too,” he said shrewdly. “And you’ll have a drink with me,” he added, in a more threatening
manner.
“What a—,” the man began, but he interrupted himself to drink a mouthful of water.
*
“Are you a Houyhnhnm?”\fn{One of a race of intelligent horses described in the last part of Jonathan Swift’s satirical novel,
Gulliver’s Travels.:W,H} asked the woman pleasantly.
This question seemed to delight the horse. He again started waving his great legs about, and rolling his eyes.
“Not Houyhnhnm,” he neighed. “Not Houyhnhnm. Not Houyhnhnm at all. Guess?” He leant over towards
them, as if they were a peck of oats. Or even two. His eyes were shining.
“Not Houyhnhnm,” he insisted. “Guess?”
Confronted with this mystery, the man and the woman didn’t know what to answer.
“When could we go and see her?” the man asked the woman.
“No no,” exclaimed the horse, with a benevolent smile. “Not speak other things. Guess.”
“Houyhnhnro,” said the man resignedly.
“No no, not Houyhnhnro, not Houyhnhnm.”
“Then we don’t know,” said the man resignedly. The horse’s smile became more and more paternal.
“Come on. Just try. A famous town. Guess. Guess.”
“Bloody bore he is,” said the man between his teeth.
But the horse was still smiling benevolently, and was still showing them his teeth.
The woman had a shot.
“Auteuil?”
“No,” exclaimed the horse, absolutely delighted with this little game.
“Le Tremblay?”
“No no.”
“Chantilly?”
“No no no.”
She enumerated other racecourses. But it was still no. In the end, finishing his glass of water, the man said to
the horse:
“We don’t know.”And to the woman:
“Aren’t you thirsty? Don’t you want a glass of water?”
“With me. I want you to have a drink with me,” declared the horse authoritatively. “We’ll come back to that in
a minute. Then you not know? I mean: you don’t know?”
“No,” said the woman.
*
“Well then, I come from Troy.”
“Ah!” said the others.
“I’m Trojan,” insisted the nag.
“Ah, Trojan,” said the others.
“Yes, I come from Troy,” neighed the horse, at the highest pitch of excitement.
“He’s not drunk,” said the man, “he’s doped.”
“What’s more,” said the horse from Troy, “I’m going to show you my pedigree.”
He flung one of his forelegs behind him and rummaged in his saddle pockets. He pulled out a filthy notebook
and started turning over its pages feverishly. Some pages looked as if they were stained with horse-dung.
“You see, eh, I was born in Troy. But Dad was born in Saratoga,\fn{ A racetrack in New York .} and Mother in
Epsom.\fn{Epsom Downs, a racetrack in England.} They both had two hoofs. Mean to say, each one two hoofs. But I
have some ancestors who had four.”
“No?” said the man dubiously.
He turned towards the barman and ordered two glasses of water.
“You’ll be broke again tomorrow,” said the woman.
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“And will that be all for today?” asked the barman.
“Yes,” said the man.
“Stop, stop!” said the horse to the barman. “I’m inviting them to a drink.”
The barman hesitated.
“You can give us a glass of water for two all the same,” said the man.
“Yes, yes” said the horse, “we’ll have a drink together in a minute, but me still one thing to ask, you guess. I
mean: I still have one question to ask you.”
“Go ahead,” said the man, with a yellow and martyred look which spread over all his face, starting from the
corner of his mouth.
The horse put his pedigree back in his saddle pocket and took out his smokable hay.
“No? You don’t want to smoke?”
“No,” said the man and the woman in chorus.
He slipped a cigarillo between two teeth and held it up to the barman’s lighter. He took a few puffs at it which
he projected towards the ceiling. His face grew calmer, his eyes seemed to betray a certain satisfaction. And even
some pretension. He started to speak again as follows:
“You’ll certainly never guess my profession.”
“Perhaps you go in for sports?” suggested the woman, diffidently.
“I do, a little, from time to time,” replied the horse, placidly. “I race, it’s true, now and then, but only in
gentlemen’s races. No, that’s not it. I’m a student.”
“Of botany?” asked the man, trying to force himself into irrationality.
“Not bad, not bad,” replied the horse importantly. “No, of genetics.”
“Of what?” asked the woman.
Suddenly interested, the barman tried to join in the conversation.
“You’re interested in genetics, sir?” he said to the horse.
“Precisely.”
*
There was a short interval. The musicians were tucking in to some refreshments. The cashier on the spree had
finally collapsed into the arms of a woman of easy virtue. A slight hubbub was all that betrayed the intellectual
life of those present.
The horse was surrounded with a sort of bored respect. This gave him great satisfaction. He started to hold
forth:
“Yes,” he said, “it’s a science that particularly concerns my family. Just imagine.” He made a reconnaissance
with his big eyes to see if they were really listening.
“Just imagine,” he continued, “that grandpa was a centaur and grandma was a mare. And so, according to
Mendelian\fn{Gregor Johann Mendel (1822-1884), Austrian monk.} laws,\fn{Between 1856 and 1863, Mendel cultivated and tested
some 28,000 pea plants, carefully analyzing seed and plant characteristics, the data from which resulted in two laws of heredity: the Law of
Segregation, and the Law of Independent Assortment. He announced these laws in 1865; but except for sporadic appreciation of his work,
its full import remained virtually unknown until the late 1920s and early 1930s .} here’s the result.” He patted himself on the

breast with his hoofs somewhat pedantically.
“But,” he added proudly, “I have a sister who has two hoofs. She’s a night-club dancer.” He smiled knowingly.
“She’s often to be seen in the tableau entitled The Fight of the Amazons.” He took his time and sent a puff of
hay-smoke towards the ceiling.
“She takes the part of a little horse.” Another pause.
“It’s just one of life’s little ironical touches,” he concluded.
The barman roared with laughter, delighted. The man and the woman tried to grin.
“Nothing like keeping you hanging around for it,” grumbled the man under his breath.
The acute ear of the barman grasped the allusion. He asked playfully:
“Well, what’s it going to be, ladies and gents?”
“That’s right, that’s right,” neighed the horse, again starting to gesticulate wildly with his forelegs. “A drink.
I’m standing you a drink.”
“What would you like?” the man asked the woman. The woman hesitated for a moment.
“A gin fizz,” she finally said.
“A gin fizz for the lady,” the barman confinned with growing enthusiasm.
“Me too—a gin fizz,” said the man.
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“And for you, sir?” the barman asked the horse.
“Gin fizz,” said the horse.
“That’ll be three gin fizzes,” bawled the barman. He swooped down on his appliances while the orchestra
attacked a new selection of tunes, 1900, in answer to the general demand of the felt-hatted dancers.
“You’re right,” the woman said to the man, “there’s nothing else we can do. You’ll have to go and touch Aunt
Charlotte.”
“I’ll go tomorrow,” said the man. “But it isn’t funny.”
*
“And how old would you say I was?” the horse asked them. They turned their heads towards him.
“Forty,” said the woman dully.
“You’re crazy,” said the man in a low voice. “At that age he wouldn’t be a horse, he’d be a carcass.” He turned
towards the horse.
“No,” he said. “Two and a half, three.”
“Precisely,” said the horse with satisfaction. Then his expression suddenly changed and became quite frigid.
“But,” he asked the man, “why you say carcass?”
“Me?” replied the man, with a falsely innocent air.
“Yes, you,” said the horse. “Why you say carcass?”
“Oh! yes,” said the man airily. “Carcass. Carcass.”
“Yes, carcass,” said the horse. He started waving his forelegs about and then suddenly lashed out energetically
at nobody in particular. The dancers moved away respectfully.
“Carcass,” he neighed, “you said carcass.”
“I was talking about Aunt Charlotte,” said the man.
“Yes, of course,” exclaimed the woman. “We were talking about Aunt Charlotte just now.”
“Who’s sure to die soon,” added the man. They started to laugh knowingly.
The horse seemed to have calmed down. He now looked at them with a severe and oval eye.
“Here’s your three gin fizzes, ladies and gents,” said the barman, putting the glasses down in front of the
customers.
“No,” said the horse. With a deft, yet dignified, touch of the hoof, he slid the other two gin fizzes in front of
his.
“The three for me,” he said to the barman.
He turned calmly and majestically towards the two friends.
“Aunt Charlotte,” the man explained, “is sure to die soon.”
The horse didn’t answer.
“Anyway he’s a bloody bore,” the man said to the woman. “Come on.”
They got down from their stools.
“Goodnight,” said the barman impartially.
“Goodnight,” they replied.
*
They stopped when they got to the door. It had started to snow.
“You’ll get your feet wet again,” said the man.
“Oh well,” said the woman.
They turned round and saw the horse who had already drunk two of the gin fizzes. The horse pretended not to
see them. He started to drink the third. With a straw.
They went out.
“Stinking weather,” said the man.
“Don’t get excited,” said the woman.
“Tomorrow I’ll go and touch Aunt Charlotte,” said the man.
95.11 Ragtime\fn{by Anaïs Nin (1903-1977)} Neuilly, Hauts-de-Seine Department, France (F) 2
The city was asleep on its right side and shaking with violent nightmares. Long puffs of snoring came out of
the chimneys. Its feet were sticking out because the clouds did not cover it altogether. There was a hole in them
and the white feathers were falling out. The city had untied all the bridges like so many buttons to feel at ease.
Wherever there was a lamplight the city scratched itself until it went out.
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Trees, houses, telegraph poles, lay on their side. The rag-picker walked among the roots, the cellars, the
breathing sewers, the open pipe works, looking for odds and ends, for remnants, for rags, broken bottles, paper,
tin and old bread. The rag-picker walked in and out of the pockets of the sleeping city with his rag-picker’s pick.
In and out of the pockets over the watch chain on its belly, in and out of the sleeves, around its dusty collar,
through the wands of its hair, picking the broken strands. The broken strands to repair mandolins. The fringe on
the sleeve, the crumbs of bread, the broken watch face, the grains of tobacco, the subway ticket, the string, the
stamp. The rag-picker worked in silence among the stains and smells.
His bag was swelling. The city turned slowly on its left side, but the eyes of the houses remained closed, and
the bridges unclasped. The rag-picker worked in silence and never looked at anything that was whole. His eyes
sought the broken, the worn, the faded, the fragmented. A complete object made him sad. What could one do with
a complete object? Put it in a museum. Not touch it.
But a torn paper, a shoelace without its double, a cup without saucer, that was stirring. They could be
transformed, melted into something else. A twisted piece of pipe.
Wonderful, this basket without a handle.
Wonderful, this bottle without a stopper.
Wonderful, the box without a key.
Wonderful, half a dress, the ribbon off a hat, a fan with a feather missing.
Wonderful, the camera plate without the camera, the lone bicycle wheel, half a phono-graph disk. Fragments,
incompleted worlds, rags, detritus, the end of objects, and the beginning of transmutations.
*
The rag-picker shook his head with pleasure.
He had found an object without a name. It shone. It was round. It was inexplicable. The rag-picker was happy.
He would stop searching. The city would be waking up with the smell of bread. His bag was full. There were even
fleas in it, pirouetting. The tail of a dead cat for luck.
His shadow walked after him, bent, twice as long. The bag on the shadow was the hump of a camel. The beard
the camel’s muzzle. The camel’s walk, up and down the sand dunes. The camel’s walk, up and down. I sat on the
camel’s hump.
It took me to the edge of the city. No trees. No bridge. No pavement. Earth.
Plain earth trodden dead. Shacks of smoke-stained wood from demolished buildings.
Between the shacks gypsy carts. Between the shacks and the carts a path so narrow that one must walk Indian
file. Around the shacks palisades.
Inside the shack rags.
Rags for beds.
Rags for chairs.
Rags for tables. On the rags men, women, brats. Inside the women more brats. Fleas. Elbows resting on an old
shoe. Head resting on a stuffed deer whose eyes hung loose on a string.
*
The rag-picker gives the woman the object without a name. The woman picks it up and looks at the blank disk,
then behind it. She hears tick, tick, tick, tick, tick. She says it is a clock. The rag-picker puts it to his ear and
agrees it ticks like a clock but since its face is blank they will never know the time. Tick, tick, tick, the beat of
time and no hour showing.
The tip of the shack is pointed like an Arab tent. The windows oblique like oriental eyes. On the sill a flower
pot. Flowers made of beads and iron stems, which fell from a tomb. The woman waters them and the stems are
rusty.
The brats sitting in the mud are trying to make an old shoe float like a boat. The woman cuts her thread with
half a scissors. The rag-picker reads the newspaper with broken specs. The children go to the fountain with leaky
pails. When they come back the pails are empty. The rag-pickers crouch around the contents of their bags. Nails
fall out. A roof tile. A signpost with letters missing.
Out of the gypsy cart behind them comes a torso. A torso on stilts, with his head twisted to one side. What had
he done with his legs and arms? Were they under the pile of rags? Had he been thrown out of a window? A
fragment of a man found at dawn.
Through the cracks in the shacks came the strum of a mandolin with one string.
*
The rapicker looks at me with—his one leaking eye. I pick a basket without bottom. The rim of a hat. The
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lining of a coat. Touch myself.
Am I complete? Arms? Legs? Hair? Eyes? Where is the sole of my foot? I take off my shoe to see, to feel.
Laugh. Glued to my sole is a blue rag. Ragged but blue like cobalt dust.
The rain falls. I pick up the skeleton of an umbrella. Sit on a hill of corks perfumed by the smell of wine. A
rag-picker passes, the handle of a knife in his hand. With it he points to a path of dead oysters. At the end of the
path is my blue dress. I had wept over its death. I had danced in it when I was seventeen, danced until it fell into
pieces. I try to put it on and come out the other side. I cannot stay inside of it.
Here I am, and there the dress, and I forever out of the blue dress I had loved, and I dance right through air, and
fall on the floor because one of my heels came off, the heel I lost on a rainy night walking up a hill kissing my
loved one deliriously.
Where are all the other things, I say, where are all the things I thought dead?
The rag-picker gave me a wisdom tooth, and my long hair which I had cut off. Then he sinks into a pile of rags
and when I try to pick him up I find a scarecrow in my hands with sleeves full of straw and a high top hat with a
bullet hole through it.
The rag-pickers are sitting around a fire made of broken shutters, window frames, artificial beards, chestnuts,
horse’s tails, last year’s holy palm leaves. The cripple sits on the stump of his torso, with his stilts beside him. Out
of the shacks and the gypsy carts come the women and the brats.
Can’t one throw anything away forever? I asked.
The rag-picker laughs out of the corner of his mouth, half a laugh, a fragment of a laugh, and they all begin to
sing.
First came the breath of garlic which they hang like little red Chinese lanterns in their shacks, the breath of
garlic followed by a serpentine song:
Nothing is lost but it changes
into the new string old string
in the new bag old bag
in the new pan old tin
in the new shoe old leather
in the new silk old hair
in the new hat old straw
in the new man the child
and the new not new
the new not new
the new not new

All night the rag-picker sang the new not new the new not new until I fell asleep and they picked me up and
put me in a bag.
59.512 The Wall\fn{by Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980)} Paris, France (M) 8
They pushed us into a large white room and my eyes began to blink because the light hurt them.
Then I saw a table and four fellows seated at the table, civilians, looking at some papers. The other prisoners
were herded together at one end and we were obliged to cross the entire room to join them. There were several I
knew, and others who must have been foreigners.
The two in front of me were blond with round heads. They looked alike. I imagine they were French. The
smaller one kept pulling at his trousers, out of nervousness.
This lasted about three hours. I was dog-tired and my head was empty. But the room was well-heated, which
struck me as rather agreeable; we had not stopped shivering for twenty-four hours.
The guards led the prisoners in one after the other in front of the table. Then the four fellows asked them their
names and what they did. Most of the time that was all—or perhaps from time to time they would ask such
questions as: “Did you help sabotage the munitions?” or,
“Where were you on the morning of the ninth and what were you doing?”
They didn’t even listen to the replies, or at least they didn’t seem to. They just remained silent for a moment
and looked straight ahead, then they began to write. They asked Tom if it was true he had served in the International Brigade. Tom couldn’t say he hadn’t because of the papers they had found in his jacket. They didn’t ask
Juan anything, but after he told them his name, they wrote for a long while.
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“It’s my brother José who’s the anarchist,” Juan said. “You know perfectly well he’s not here now. I don’t
belong to any party. I never did take part in politics.”
They didn’t answer. Then Juan said,
“I didn’t do anything. And I’m not going to pay for what the others did.”
His lips were trembling. A guard told him to stop talking and led him away. It was my turn.
“Your name is Pablo Ibbieta?”
I said yes.
The fellow looked at his papers and said,
“Where is Ramon Gris?”
“I don’t know.”
“You hid him in your house from the sixth to the nineteenth.”
“I did not.”
They continued to write for a moment and the guards led me away.
*
In the hall, Tom and Juan were waiting between two guards. We started walking. Tom asked one of the guards,
“What’s the idea?”
“How do you mean?” the guard asked.
“Was that just the preliminary questioning, or was that the trial?”
“That was the trial,” the guard said.
“So now what? What are they going to do with us?” The guard answered dryly,
“The verdict will be told you in your cell.”
*
In reality, our cell was one of the cellars of the hospital. It was terribly cold there because it was very drafty.
We had been shivering all night long and it had hardly been any better during the day.
I had spent the preceding five days in a cellar in the archbishop’s palace, a sort of dungeon that must have dated back to the Middle Ages. There were lots of prisoners and not much room, so they housed them just anywhere.
But I was not homesick for my dungeon. I hadn’t been cold there, but I had been alone, and that gets to be
irritating. In the cellar I had company.
Juan didn’t say a word; he was afraid, and besides, he was too young to have anything to say. But Tom was a
good talker and knew Spanish well.
In the cellar there were a bench and four straw mattresses. When they led us back we sat down and waited in
silence. After a while Tom said,
“Our goose is cooked.”
“I think so too,” I said. “But I don’t believe they’ll do anything to the kid.” Tom said,
“They haven’t got anything on him. He’s the brother of a fellow who’s fighting, and that’s all.”
I looked at Juan. He didn’t seem to have heard. Tom continued,
“You know what they do in Saragossa? They lay the guys across the road and then they drive over them with
trucks. It was a Moroccan deserter who told us that. They say it’s just to save ammunition.” I said,
“Well it doesn’t save gasoline.”
I was irritated with Tom; he shouldn’t have said that. He went on,
“There are officers walking up and down the roads with their hands in their pockets, smoking, and they see that
it’s done right. Do you think they’d put ’em out of their misery? Like hell they do. They just let ’em holler.
Sometimes as long as an hour. The Moroccan said the first time he almost puked.”
“I don’t believe they do that here,” I said, “unless they really are short of ammunition.”
*
The daylight came in through four air vents and a round opening that had been cut in the ceiling, to the left,
and which opened directly onto the sky. It was through this hole, which was ordinarily closed by means of a
trapdoor, that they unloaded coal into the cellar. Directly under the hole, there was a big pile of coal dust; it had
been intended for heating the hospital, but at the beginning of the war they had evacuated the patients and the coal
had stayed there unused; it even got rained on from time to time, when they forgot to close the trapdoor. Tom
started to shiver.
“God damn it,” he said, “I’m shivering. There, it is starting again.”
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He rose and began to do gymnastic exercises. At each movement, his shirt opened and showed his white, hairy
chest. He lay down on his back, lifted his legs in the air and began to do the scissors movement. I watched his big
buttocks tremble.
Tom was tough, but he had too much fat on him. I kept thinking that soon bullets and bayonet points would
sink into that mass of tender flesh as though it were a pat of butter.
I wasn’t exactly cold, but I couldn’t feel my shoulders or my arms. From time to time, I had the impression
that something was missing and I began to look around for my jacket. Then I would suddenly remember they
hadn’t given me a jacket. It was rather awkward. They had taken our clothes to give them to their own soldiers
and had left us only our shirts and these cotton trousers the hospital patients wore in mid-summer. After a
moment, Tom got up and sat down beside me, breathless.
“Did you get warmed up?”
“Damn it, no. But I’m all out of breath.”
*
Around eight o’clock in the evening, a Major came in with two Falangists.
“What are the names of those three over there?” he asked the guard.
“Steinbock, Ibbieta and Mirbal,” said the guard. The Major put on his glasses and examined his list.
“Steinbock—Steinbock … Here it is. You are condemned to death. You’ll be shot tomorrow morning.” He
looked at his list again.
“The other two, also,” he said.
“That’s not possible,” said Juan. “Not me.” The Major looked at him with surprise. “What’s your name?”
“Juan Mirbal.”
“Well, your name is here,” said the Major, “and you’re condemned to death.”
“I didn’t do anything,” said Juan. The Major shrugged his shoulders and turned toward Tom and me.
“You are both Basque?”
“No, nobody’s Basque.” He appeared exasperated.
“I was told there were three Basques. I’m not going to waste my time running after them. I suppose you don’t
want a priest?”
We didn’t even answer. Then he said,
“A Belgian doctor will be around in a little while. He has permission to stay with you all night.” He gave a
military salute and left.
“What did I tell you?” Tom said. “We’re in for something swell.”
“Yes,” I said. “It’s a damned shame for the kid.”
I said that to be fair, but I really didn’t like the kid. His face was too refined and it was disfigured by fear and
suffering, which had twisted all his features. Three days ago, he was just a kid with a kind of affected manner
some people like. But now he looked like an aging fairy, and I thought to myself he would never be young again,
even if they let him go.
It wouldn’t have been a bad thing to show him a little pity, but pity makes me sick, and besides, I couldn’t
stand him. He hadn’t said anything more, but he had turned gray. His face and hands were gray. He sat down
again and stared, round-eyed, at the ground.
Tom was good-hearted and tried to take him by the arm, but the kid drew himself away violently and made an
ugly face.
“Leave him alone,” I said quietly. “Can’t you see he’s going to start to bawl?”
Tom obeyed regretfully. He would have like to console the kid; that would have kept him occupied and he
wouldn’t have been tempted to think about himself.
But it got on my nerves. I had never thought about death, for the reason that the question had never come up.
But now it had come up, and there was nothing else to do but think about it.
Tom started talking.
“Say, did you ever bump anybody off?” he asked me.
I didn’t answer. He started to explain to me that he had bumped off six fellows since August. He hadn’t yet
realized what we were in for, and I saw clearly he didn’t want to realize it. I myself hadn’t quite taken it in. I
wondered if it hurt very much.
I thought about the bullets; I imagined their fiery hail going through my body. All that was beside the real
question; but I was calm, we had all night in which to realize it. After a while Tom stopped talking and I looked at
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him out of the corner of my eye. I saw that he, too, had turned gray and that he looked pretty miserable. I said to
myself,
“It’s starting.”
It was almost dark, a dull light filtered through the air vents across the coal pile and made a big spot under the
sky. Through the hole in the ceiling I could already see a star. The night was going to be clear and cold.
*
The door opened and two guards entered. They were followed by a blond man in a tan uniform. He greeted us.
“I’m the doctor,” he said. “I’ve been authorized to give you any assistance you may require in these painful
circumstances.”
He had an agreeable, cultivated voice. I said to him,
“What are you going to do here?”
“Whatever you want me to do. I shall do everything in my power to lighten these few hours.”
“Why did you come to us? There are lots of others: the hospital’s full of them.”
“I was sent here,” he answered vaguely. “You’d probably like to smoke wouldn’t you?” he added suddenly.
“I’ve got some cigarettes and even some cigars.”
He passed around some English cigarettes and some puros,\fn{“Tightly rolled bundles of dry and fermented snuff”:W}
but we refused them. I looked him straight in the eye and he appeared uncomfortable.
“You didn’t come here out of compassion,” I said to him. “In fact, I know who you are. I saw you with some
fascists in the barracks yard the day I was arrested.”
I was about to continue, when all at once something happened to me which surprised me: the presence of this
doctor had suddenly ceased to interest me.
Usually, when I’ve got hold of a man I don’t let go. But somehow the desire to speak had left me. I shrugged
my shoulders and turned away. A little later, I looked up and saw he was watching me with an air of curiosity. The
guards had sat down on one of the mattresses. Pedro, the tall lank one, was twiddling his thumbs, while the other
one shook his head occasionally to keep from falling asleep.
“Do you want some light?” Pedro suddenly asked the doctor. The other fellow nodded,
“Yes.”
I think he was not over-intelligent, but doubtless he was not malicious. As I looked at his big, cold, blue eyes,
it seemed to me the worst thing about him was his lack of imagination.
Pedro went out and came back with an oil lamp which he set on the corner of the bench. It gave a poor light,
but it was better than nothing; the night before we had been left in the dark. For a long while I stared at the circle
of light the lamp threw on the ceiling. I was fascinated.
Then, suddenly, I came to, the light circle paled, and I felt as if I were being crushed under an enormous
weight. It wasn’t the thought of death, and it wasn’t fear; it was something anonymous. My cheeks were burning
hot and my head ached.
I roused myself and looked at my two companions. Tom had his head in his hands and only the fat, white nape
of his neck was visible. Juan was by far the worst off; his mouth was wide open and his nostrils were trembling.
The doctor came over to him and touched him on the shoulder, as though to comfort him; but his eyes remained
cold.
Then I saw the Belgian slide his hand furtively down Juan’s arm to his wrist. Indifferent, Juan let himself be
handled. Then, as though absent-mindedly, the Belgian laid three fingers over his wrist; at the same time, he drew
away somewhat and managed to turn his back to me. But I leaned over backward and saw him take out his watch
and look at it a moment before relinquishing the boy’s wrist. After a moment, he let the inert hand fall and went
and leaned against the wall. Then, as if he had suddenly remembered something very important that had to be
noted down immediately, he took a notebook from his pocket and wrote a few lines in it.
“The son-of-a-bitch,” I thought angrily. “He better not come and feel my pulse; I’ll give him a punch in his
dirty jaw.”
He didn’t come near me, but I felt he was looking at me. I raised my head and looked back at him. In an impersonal voice, he said,
“Don’t you think it’s frightfully cold here?” He looked purple with cold.
“I’m not cold,” I answered him.
He kept looking at me with a hard expression. Suddenly I understood, and I lifted my hands to my face. I was
covered with sweat. Here, in this cellar, in mid-winter, right in a draft, I was sweating. I ran my fingers through
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my hair, which was stiff with sweat; at the same time, I realized my shirt was damp and sticking to my skin. I had
been streaming with perspiration for an hour, at least, and had felt nothing.
But this fact hadn’t escaped that Belgian swine. He had seen the drops rolling down my face and had said to
himself that it showed an almost pathological terror; and he himself had felt normal and proud of it because he
was cold.
I wanted to get up and go punch his face in, but I had hardly started to make a move before my shame and
anger had disappeared. I dropped back onto the bench with indifference.
I was content to rub my neck with my handkerchief because now I felt the sweat dripping from my hair onto
the nape of my neck and that was disagreeable. I soon gave up rubbing myself, however, for it didn’t do any good;
my handkerchief was already wringing wet and I was still sweating. My buttocks, too, were sweating, and my
damp trousers stuck to the bench. Suddenly, Juan said,
“You’re a doctor, aren’t you?”
“Yes,” said the Belgian.
“Do people suffer—very long?”
“Oh! When …? No, no,” said the Belgian, in a paternal voice, “it’s quickly over.” His manner was reassuring
as if he had been answering a paying patient.
“But I … Somebody told me—they often have to fire two volleys.”
“Sometimes,” said the Belgian, raising his head, “it just happens that the first volley doesn’t hit any of the vital
organs.”
“So then they have to reload their guns and aim all over again?” Juan thought for a moment, then added
hoarsely,
“But that takes time!”
He was terribly afraid of suffering. He couldn’t think about anything else, but that went with his age. As for
me, I hardly thought about it any more and it certainly was not fear of suffering that made me perspire.
*
I rose and walked toward a pile of coal dust. Tom gave a start and looked at me with a look of hate.
I irritated him because my shoes squeaked. I wondered if my face was as putty-colored as his. Then I noticed
that he, too, was sweating. The sky was magnificent; no light at all came into our dark corner and I had only to lift
my head to see the Big Bear.
But it didn’t look the way it had looked before. Two days ago, from my cell in the archbishop’s palace, I could
see a big patch of sky and each time of day brought back a different memory. In the morning, when the sky was a
deep blue, and light, I thought of beaches along the Atlantic; at noon, I could see the sun, and I remembered a bar
in Seville where I used to drink manzanilla and eat anchovies and olives; in the afternoon, I was in the shade, and
I thought of the deep shadow which covers half of the arena while the other half gleams in the sunlight: it really
gave me a pang to see the whole earth reflected in the sky like that.
Now, however, no matter how much I looked up in the air, the sky no longer recalled anything. I liked it better
that way. I came back and sat down next to Tom. There was a long silence.
Then Tom began to talk in a low voice. He had to keep talking, otherwise he lost his way in his own thoughts. I
believe he was talking to me, but he didn’t look at me. No doubt he was afraid to look at me, because I was gray
and sweating. We were both alike and worse than mirrors for each other. He looked at the Belgian, the only one
who was alive.
“Say, do you understand? I don’t.”
Then I, too, began to talk in a low voice. I was watching the Belgian.
“Understand what? What’s the matter?”
“Something’s going to happen to us that I don’t understand.”
There was a strange odor about Tom. It seemed to me that I was more sensitive to odors than ordinary. With a
sneer, I said,
“You’ll understand, later.”
“That’s not so sure,” he said stubbornly. “I’m willing to be courageous, but at least I ought to know … Listen,
they’re going to take us out into the courtyard. All right. The fellows will be standing in line in front of us. How
many of them will there be?”
“Oh, I don’t know. Five, or eight. Not more.”
“That’s enough. Let’s say there’ll be eight of them. Somebody will shout, ‘Shoulder arms!’ and I’ll see all eight
rifles aimed at me. I’m sure I’m going to fell like going through the wall. I’ll push against the wall as hard as I can
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with my back, and the wall won’t give in. The way it is in a nightmare. … I can imagine all that. Ah, if you only
knew how well I can imagine it!”
“Skip it!” I said. “I can imagine it too.”
“It must hurt like the devil. You know they aim at your eyes and mouth so as to disfigure you,” he added
maliciously. “I can feel the wounds already. For the last hour I’ve been having pains in my head and neck. Not
real pains—it’s worse still. They’re the pains I’ll feel tomorrow morning. And after that, then what?”
I understood perfectly well what he meant, but I didn’t want to seem to understand. As for the pains, I, too, felt
them all through my body, like a lot of little gashes. I couldn’t get used to them, but I was like him, I didn’t think
they were very important.
“After that,” I said roughly, “you’ll be eating daisies.”
He started talking to himself, not taking his eyes off the Belgian, who didn’t seem to be listening to him. I
knew what he had come for, and that what we were thinking didn’t interest him. He had come to look at our
bodies, our bodies which were dying alive.
“It’s like in a nightmare,” said Tom. “You want to think of something, you keep having the impression you’ve
got it, that you’re going to understand, and then it slips away from you, it eludes you and it’s gone again. I say to
myself, afterwards, there won’t be anything. But I don’t really understand what that means. There are moments
when I almost do—and then it’s gone again. I start to think of the pains, the bullets, the noise of the shooting. I am
a materialist, I swear it; and I’m not going crazy, either. But there’s something wrong. I see my own corpse. That’s
not hard, but it’s I who see it, with my eyes. I’ll have to get to the point where I think—where I think I won’t see
anything more. I won’t hear anything more, and the world will go on for the others. We’re not made to think that
way, Pablo. Believe me, I’ve already stayed awake all night waiting for something. But this is not the same thing.
This will grab us from behind, Pablo, and we won’t be ready for it.”
“Shut up,” I said. “Do you want me to call a father confessor?”
He didn’t answer. I had already noticed that he had a tendency to prophesy and call me “Pablo” in a kind of
pale voice. I didn’t like that very much, but it seems all the Irish are like that. I had a vague impression that he
smelled of urine.
Actually, I didn’t like Tom very much, and I didn’t see why, just because we were going to die together, I
should like him any better. There are certain fellows with whom it would be different—with Ramon Gris, for
instance. But between Tom and Juan, I felt alone.
In fact, I liked it better that way. With Ramon I might have grown soft. But I felt terribly hard at that moment,
and I wanted to stay hard.
Tom kept on muttering, in a kind of absent-minded way. He was certainly talking to keep from thinking.
Naturally, I agreed with him, and I could have said everything he was saying.
It’s not natural to die. And since I was going to die, nothing seemed natural anymore: neither the coal pile, nor
the bench, nor Pedro’s dirty old face. Only it was disagreeable for me to think the same things Tom thought. And I
knew perfectly well that all night long, within five minutes of each other, we would keep on thinking things at the
same time, sweating or shivering at the same time.
I looked at him sideways and, for the first time, he seemed strange to me. He had death written on his face. My
pride was wounded.
For twenty-four hours I had lived side by side with Tom, I had listened to him, I had talked to him, and I knew
we had nothing in common. And now we were as alike as twin brothers, simply because we were going to die
together. Tom took my hand without looking at me.
“Pablo, I wonder … I wonder if it’s true that we just cease to exist.”
I drew my hand away.
“Look between your feet, you dirty dog.”
There was a puddle between his feet and water was dripping from his trousers.
“What’s the matter?” he said, frightened.
“You’re wetting your pants,” I said to him.
“It’s not true,” he said furiously. “I can’t be … I don’t feel anything.” The Belgian had come closer to him.
With an air of false concern, he asked,
“Aren’t you feeling well?”
Tom didn’t answer. The Belgian looked at the puddle without comment.
“I don’t know what that is,” Tom said savagely, “but I’m not afraid. I swear to you, I’m not afraid.”
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The Belgian made no answer. Tom rose and went to the corner. He came back, buttoning his fly, and sat down,
without a word.
The Belgian was taking notes.
We were watching the doctor. Juan was watching him too. All three of us were watching him because he was
alive. He had the gestures of a living person, the interests of a living person; he was shivering in this cellar the
way living people shiver; he had an obedient, well-fed body.
We, on the other hand, didn’t feel our bodies any more—not the same way, in any case. I felt like touching my
trousers, but I didn’t dare to. I looked at the Belgian, well-planted on his two legs, master of his muscles—and
able to plan for tomorrow.
We were like three shadows deprived of blood; we were watching him and sucking his life like vampires.
*
Finally he came over to Juan. Was he going to lay his hand on the nape of Juan’s neck from some professional
reason, or had he obeyed a charitable impulse? If he had acted out of charity, it was the one and only time during
the whole night.
He fondled Juan’s head and the nape of his neck. The kid let him do it, without taking his eyes off him. Then,
suddenly, he took hold of the doctor’s hand and looked at it in a funny way. He held the Belgian’s hand between
his own two hands and there was nothing pleasing about them, those two gray paws squeezing that fat red hand. I
sensed what was going to happen and Tom must have sensed it, too. But all the Belgian saw was emotion, and he
smiled paternally.
After a moment, the kid lifted the big red paw to his mouth and started to bite it. The Belgian drew back quickly and stumbled toward the wall. For a second, he looked at us with horror. He must have suddenly understood
that we were not men like himself.
I began to laugh, and one of the guards started up. The other had fallen asleep with his eyes wide open,
showing only the whites.
*
I felt tired and over-excited at the same time.
I didn’t want to think any more about what was going to happen at dawn—about death. It didn’t make sense,
and I never got beyond just words, or emptiness. But whenever I tried to think about something else I saw the
barrels of rifles aimed at me.
I must have lived through my execution twenty times in succession; one time I thought it was the real thing; I
must have dozed off for a moment. They were dragging me toward the wall and I was resisting; I was imploring
their pardon.
I woke with a start and looked at the Belgian. I was afraid I had cried out in my sleep. But he was smoothing
his mustache; he hadn’t noticed anything. If I had wanted to, I believe I could have slept for a while. I had been
awake for the last forty-eight hours, and I was worn out.
But I didn’t want to lose two hours of life. They would have had to come and wake me at dawn. I would have
followed them, drunk with sleep, and I would have gone off without so much as “Gosh!”
I didn’t want it that way, I didn’t want to die like an animal. I wanted to understand. Besides, I was afraid of
having nightmares.
I got up and began to walk up and down and, so as to think about something else, I began to think about my
past life Memories crowded in on me, helter-skelter. Some were good and some were bad—at least that was how I
had thought of them before. There were faces and happenings. I saw the face of a little novilero\fn{Truant} who
had gotten himself horned\fn{Gored} during the Feria, in Valencia. I saw the face of one of my uncles, of Ramon
Gris.
I remembered all kinds of things that had happened: how I had been on strike for three months in 1926, and
had almost died of hunger. I recalled a night I had spent on a bench in Granada; I hadn’t eaten for three days, I
was nearly wild, I didn’t want to throw in\fn{The text has here: give up.} the sponge. I had to smile.
With what eagerness I had run after happiness, and women, and liberty! And to what end? I had wanted to
liberate Spain, I admired Py Margall,\fn{ Francesc Pi i Margall (1824-1901) Catalan federalist and libertarian socialist statesman,
historian, political philosopher, romanticist writer and briefly president of the short-lived First Spanish Republic in 1873:W,H } I had
belonged to the anarchist movement, I had spoken at public meetings. I took everything as seriously as if I had
been immortal.
At that time I had the impression that I had my whole life before me, and I thought to myself,
“It’s all a god-damned lie.”
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Now it wasn’t worth anything because it was finished. I wondered how I had ever been able to go out and have
a good time with girls. I wouldn’t have lifted my little finger if I had ever imagined that I would die like this.
I saw my life finished. For a moment I tried to appraise it. I would have liked to say to myself,
“It’s been a good life.”
But it couldn’t be appraised, it was only an outline. I had spent my time writing checks on eternity, and had understood nothing.
Now, I didn’t miss anything.
There were a lot of things I might have missed: the taste of manzanilla, for instance, or the swims I used to
take in summer in a little creek near Cadiz.
But death had taken the charm out of everything.
Suddenly the Belgian had a wonderful idea.
“My friends,” he said to us, “if you want me to—and providing the military authorities give their consent—I
could undertake to deliver a word or some token from you to your loved ones. …” Tom growled,
“I haven’t got anybody.”
I didn’t answer. Tom waited for a moment, then he looked at me with curiosity.
“Aren’t you going to send any message to Concha?”
“No.”
*
I hated that sort of sentimental conspiracy.
Of course, it was my fault, since I had mentioned Concha the night before, and I should have kept my mouth
shut. I had been with her for a year. Even as late as last night, I would have cut my arm off with a hatchet just to
see her again for five minutes. That was why I had mentioned her. I couldn’t help it.
Now I didn’t care any more about seeing her. I hadn’t anything more to say to her. I didn’t even want to hold
her in my arms. I loathed my body because it had turned gray and was seating—and I wasn’t even sure that I
didn’t loathe hers too.
Concha would cry when she heard about my death; for months she would have no more interest in life.
But still it was I who was going to die. I thought of her beautiful, loving eyes. When she looked at me
something went from her to me.
But I thought to myself that it was all over; if she looked at me now her gaze would not leave her eyes, it
would not reach out to me.
I was alone.
*
Tom too, was alone, but not the same way. He was seated astride his chair and had begun to look at the bench
with a sort of smile, wit surprise, even.
He reached out his hand and touched the wood cautiously, as though he were afraid of breaking something,
then he drew his hand back hurriedly, and shivered.
I wouldn’t have amused myself touching that bench, if I had been Tom, that was just some more Irish playacting. But somehow it seemed to me too that the different objects had something funny about them. They seemed
to have grown paler, less massive than before.
I had only to look at the bench, the lamp or the pile of coal dust to feel I was going to die. Naturally, I couldn’t
think clearly about my death, but I saw it everywhere, even on the different objects, the way they had withdrawn
and kept their distance, tactfully, like people talking at the bedside of a dying person.
It was his own death Tom had just touched on the bench.
*
In the state I was in, if they had come and told me I could go home quietly, that my life would be saved, it
would have left me cold. A few hours, or a few years of waiting are all the same, when you’ve lost the illusion of
being eternal. Nothing mattered to me any more.
In a way, I was calm. But it was horrible kind of calm—because of my body.
My body—I saw with its eyes and I heard with its ears, but it was no longer I.
It sweat and trembled independently, and I didn’t recognize it any longer. I was obliged to touch it and look at
it to know what was happening to it, just as if it had been someone else’s body. At times I still felt it, I felt a
slipping, a sort of headlong plunging, as in a falling airplane, or else I heard my heart beating. But this didn’t give
me confidence.
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In fact, everything that came from my body had something damned dubious about it. Most of the time it was
silent, it stayed put and I didn’t feel anything other than a sort of heaviness, a loathsome presence against me.
I had the impression of being bound to an enormous vermin.
*
The Belgian took out his watch and looked at it.
“It’s half past three,” he said.
The son-of-a-bitch! He must have done it on purpose. Tom jumped up. We hadn’t yet realized the time was
passing. The night surrounded us like a formless, dark mass; I didn’t even remember it had started. Juan started to
shout. Wringing his hands, he implored,
“I don’t want to die! I don’t want to die!”
He ran the whole length of the cellar with his arms in the air, then he dropped down onto one of the mattresses,
sobbing. Tom looked at him with dismal eyes and didn’t even try to console him any more. The fact was, it was
no use; the kid made more noise than we did, but he was less affected, really. He was like a sick person who
defends himself against his malady with a high fever. When there’s not even any fever left, it’s much more
serious.
He was crying. I could tell he felt sorry for himself; he was thinking about death. For one second, one single
second, I too felt like crying, crying out of pity for myself.
But just the contrary happened. I took one look at the kid, saw his thin, sobbing shoulders, and I felt I was
inhuman. I couldn’t feel pity either for these others or for myself. I said to myself,
“I want to die decently.”
Tom had gotten up and was standing just under the round opening looking out for the first signs of daylight. I
was determined, I wanted to die decently, and I only thought about that. But underneath, ever since the doctor had
told us the time, I felt time slipping, flowing by, one drop at a time. It was still dark when I heard Tom’s voice.
“Do you hear them?”
“Yes.”
People were walking in the courtyard.
“What the hell are they doing? After all, they can’t shoot in the dark.”
After a moment, we didn’t hear\fn{The text has: heard.} anything more. I said to Tom,
“There’s the daylight.”
Pedro got up yawning, and came and blew out the lamp. He turned to the man beside him.
“It’s hellish cold.”
The cellar had grown gray. We could hear shots at a distance.
“It’s about to start,” I said to Tom. “That must be in the back courtyard.”
Tom asked the doctor to give him an cigarette. I didn’t want any; I didn’t want either cigarettes or alcohol.
From that moment on, the shooting didn’t stop.
“Can you take it in?” Tom said.
He started to add something, then he stopped and began to watch the door. The door opened and a Lieutenant
came in with four soldiers. Tom dropped his cigarette.
“Steinbock?”
Tom didn’t answer. Pedro pointed him out.
“Juan Mirbal?”
“He’s the one on the mattress.”
“Stand up,” said the Lieutenant.
Juan didn’t move. Two soldiers took hold of him by the armpits and stood him up on his feet. But as soon as
they let go of him he fell down.
The soldiers hesitated a moment.
“He’s not the first one to get sick,” said the Lieutenant. “You’ll have to carry him, the two of you. We’ll
arrange things when we get there.” He turned to Tom.
“All right, come along.”
Tom left between two soldiers. Two other soldiers followed, carrying the kid by his arms and legs. He was not
unconscious; his eyes were wide open and tears were rolling down his cheeks. When I started to go out, the Lieutenant stopped me.
“Are you Ibbieta?”
“Yes.”
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“You wait here. They’ll come and get you later on.”
They left. The Belgian and the two jailers left too, and I was alone.
*
I didn’t understand what had happened to me, but I would have liked it better if they had ended it all right
away. I heard the volleys at almost regular intervals; at each one, I shuddered. I felt like howling and tearing my
hair. But instead, I gritted my teeth and pushed my hands deep into my pockets, because I wanted to stay decent.
An hour later, they came to fetch me and took me up to the first floor in a little room which smelt of cigar
smoke and was so hot it seemed to me suffocating. Here there were two officers sitting in comfortable chairs,
smoking, with papers spread out on their knees.
“Your name is Ibbieta?”
“Yes.”
“Where is Ramon Gris?”
“I don’t know.”
The man who questioned me was small and stocky. He had hard eyes behind his glasses.
“Come nearer,” he said to me.
I went nearer. He rose and took me by the arms, looking at me in a way calculated to make me go through the
floor. At the same time he pinched my arms with all his might. He didn’t mean to hurt me; it was quite a game; he
wanted to dominate me. He also seemed to think it was necessary to blow his fetid breath right into my face.
We stood like that for a moment, only I felt more like laughing than anything else. It takes a lot more than that
to intimidate a man who’s about to die: it didn’t work. He pushed me away violently and sat down again.
“It’s your life or his,” he said. “You’ll be allowed to go free if you tell us where he is.”
After all, these two bedizened fellows with their riding crops and boots were just men who were going to die
one day. A little later than I, perhaps, but not a great deal. And there they were, looking for names among their papers, running after other men in order to put them in prison or do away with them entirely. They had their opinions on the future of Spain and on other subjects. Their petty activities seemed to me to be offensive and ludicrous.
I could not longer put myself in their place. I had the impression they were crazy.
The little fat fellow kept looking at me, taping his boots with his riding crop. All his gestures were calculated
to make him appear like a spirited, ferocious animal.
“Well? Do you understand?”
“I don’t knew where Gris is,” I said. “I thought he was in Madrid.”
The other officer lifted his pale hand indolently. This indolence was also calculated. I saw through all their
little tricks, and I was dumbfounded that men should still exist who took pleasure in that kind of thing.
“You have fifteen minutes to think it over,” he said slowly. “Take him to the linen-room, and bring him back
here in fifteen minutes. If he continues to refuse, he’ll be executed at once.”
They knew what they were doing. I had spent the night waiting. After that, they had made me wait another
hour in the cellar, while they shot Tom and Juan, and now they locked me in the linen-room. They must have
arranged the whole thing the night before. They figured that sooner or later people’s nerves wear out and they
hoped to get me that way.
They made a big mistake.
*
In the linen-room I sat down on a ladder because I felt very weak, and I began to think things over. Not their
proposition, however.
Naturally I knew where Gris was. He was hiding in his cousins’ house, about two miles outside of the city.
I knew, too, that I would not reveal his hiding place, unless they tortured me (but they didn’t seem to be
considering that). All that was definitely settled and didn’t interest me in the least.
Only I would have liked to understand the reasons for my own conduct. I would rather die than betray Gris.
Why?
I no longer liked Ramon Gris. My friendship for him had died shortly before dawn along with my love for
Concha, along with my own desire to live. Of course I still admired him—he was hard. But it was not for that
reason that I was willing to die in his place; his life was no more valuable than mine.
No life was of any value. A man was going to be stood up against a wall and fired at till he dropped dead. It
didn’t make any difference whether it was I or Gris or somebody else. I knew perfectly well he was more useful to
the Spanish cause than I was, but I didn’t give a God damn about Spain or anarchy, either; nothing had any
importance now.
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And yet, there I was. I could save my skin by betraying Gris and I refused to do it.
It seemed more ludicrous to me than anything else; it was stubbornness.
I thought to myself,
“Am I heard-headed!” And I was seized with a strange sort of cheerfulness.
They came to fetch me and took me back to the two officers. A rat darted out under our feet and that amused
me. I turned to one of the Falangists and said to him,
“Did you see that rat?”
He made no reply. He was gloomy, and took himself very seriously. As for me, I felt like laughing, but I
restrained myself because I was afraid that if I started, I wouldn’t be able to stop. The Falangist wore mustaches. I
kept after him,
“You ought to cut off those mustaches, you fool.”
I was amused by the fact that he let hair grow all over his face while he was still alive. He gave me a kind of
half-hearted kick, and I shut up.
“Well,” said the fat officer, “have you thought things over?”
I looked at them with curiosity, like insects of a very rare species.
“I know where he is,” I said. “He’s hiding in the cemetery. Either in one of the vaults, or in the gravediggers’
shack.”
I said that just to make fools of them. I wanted to see them get up and fasten their belts and bustle about giving
orders.
They jumped to their feet.
“Fine. Moles, go ask Lieutenant Lopez for fifteen men. And as for you,” the little fat fellow said to me, “if
you’ve told the truth, I don’t go back on my word. But you’ll pay for this, if you’re pulling our leg.”
They left noisily and I waited in peace, still guarded by the Falangists. From time to time I smiled at the
thought of the face they were going to make.
I felt dull and malicious. I could see them lifting up the gravestones, or opening the doors of the vaults one by
one. I saw the whole situation as thought I were another person: the prisoner determined to pay the hero, the
solemn Falangists with their mustaches and the men in uniform running around among the graves. It was
irresistibly funny.
After half an hour, the little fat fellow came back alone. I thought he had come to give the order to execute me.
The others must have stayed in the cemetery.
The officer looked at me. He didn’t look at all foolish.
“Take him out in the big courtyard with the others,” he said. “When military operations are over, a regular
tribunal will decide his case."
I thought I must have misunderstood.
“So they’re not—they’re not going to shoot me?” I asked.
“Not now, in any case. Afterwards, that doesn’t concern me.” I still didn’t understand.
“But why?” I said to him.
He shrugged his shoulders without replying, and the soldiers lead me away.
*
In the big courtyard there were a hundred or so prisoners, women, children and a few old men. I started to walk
around the grassy plot in the middle. I felt absolutely idiotic. At noon we were fed in the dining hall. Two or three
fellows spoke to me. I must have known them, but I didn’t answer. I didn’t even know where I was.
Toward evening, about ten new prisoners were pushed into the courtyard. I recognized Garcia, the baker. He
said to me,
“Lucky dog! I didn’t expect to find you alive.”
“They condemned me to death,” I said, “and then they changed their minds. I don’t know why.”
“I was arrested at two o’clock,” Garcia said.
“What for?” Garcia took no part in politics.
“I don’t know,” he said. “They arrest everybody who doesn’t think the way they do.” He lowered his voice.
“They got Gris.”
I began to tremble.
“When?”
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“This morning. He acted like a damned fool. He left his cousins’ house Tuesday because of a disagreement.
There were any number of fellows who would have hidden him, but he didn’t want to be indebted to anybody any
more. He said,
“‘I would have hidden at Ibbieta’s, but since they’ve got him, I’ll go hide in the cemetery.’”
“In the cemetery?”
“Yes. It was the God-damnedest thing. Naturally they passed by there this morning; that had to happen. They
found him in the gravediggers’ shack. They opened fire at him and they finished him off.”
“In the cemetery!”
Everything went around in circles, and when I came to I was sitting on the ground.
I laughed so hard the tears came to my eyes.
59.520 Madame Parpillon’s Inn\fn{by Noël Devaulx (1905-1995)} Brest, Finistère Department, France (M) 4
I discovered my boarding-house in a winding street not far from the jail.
A little-frequented district with over-fragrant gutters, where I lodged at the smallest possible expense, before I
obtained—can I say by what labor and through what a spirit of saving—the situation that … my God! which …
Yes, it was a charming inn. Simple of course: you emptied your own conveniences without turning up your
nose, you refilled the water jug at the cistern for yourself. But if, in spite of the enthusiasms of the present age,
you prefer the glories of the table to those of society, how could you do better, I ask you, than by keeping an eye
of Madame Parpillon’s small cakes and golden fritters?
A plump old age, wrinkled in little folds, ruffled like an owl.
A treasure house of proverbs trotting along, with falling stockings, leaving behind a whiff of aniseed.
Oh, I don’t recommend the place to experts in trifling escapades! One never discovered an amorous chambermaid slipping either a keepsake into the omelet or a love-letter into one’s shoe.
On the other hand in the winter I found my bed warmed and my shirt aired, and when the time of year for
coddling was gone, my hostess made it up to me by lacing my coffee with a thimbleful of brandy or an
armagnac:\fn{A distinctive brandy produced in the Gascon region of the same name:H}
“Ha, if my coffee’s good, it’s because I know how to make it!”
When Monsieur Parpillon, that great sportsman, prince of good fellows at feasts and drinking bouts, was alive,
there was a rowdy coming and going of guests and feminine spectators. The wife had a kitchen-boy, a manservant
who looked after the woodpile and the stables, not to mention a little scullery-maid—nymph of the grease and of
the dishwater. At Christmas time half the town (by half I mean the gossips and the horse-copers\fn{ Horse thieves}),
scrambled to take part in a frantic lottery, where ducks and plovers were the prizes. And the inn-sign,

† At The Departure Of The Hours †
wrought in iron open work by a blacksmith who was something of a poet, auspiciously represented a holiday from
care and time.
After the old man died there were no more songs.
The winter ingratitude roughly overtook the stags’ heads adorning the hall which once flowered with capes and
coats.
The cook boy profited by his skill with creamy puddings and crisp soufflés at the Comet Inn.
The stableman retired more discreetly taking a few odds and ends of silver with him.
But the scullery maid, showing a surprising amount of feeling for such an amphibious creature, would only
leave when all the rooms had been closed, one after the other, the carpets rolled up and the mattresses embalmed
in camphor.
Madame Parpillon, given over to her memories, continued for some time to lay the table, either from habit or
from false shame. Then the enormous dining-room, where the red plush and the yellow fly-blown ceiling once
watched over the doubtful jokes of the old days, was in its turn condemned and the chandelier wrapped up in a
cocoon of green paper ready for uneasy metamorphoses.
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Henceforward nothing was heard but the babbling of the old clock and the purring of the cat. The yard, which
used to echo with pawing horses and with quarrels, became a refuge on market days for children playing hopscotch and quoits.
*
My arrival was the signal for a great disturbance.
Followed by the silent discontented old woman, I routed mice and black-beetles, opened the shutters, lifted up
the covers in a cloud of moths, and returned from an expedition to the dining-room with my legs black with fleas.
Nevertheless I stood firm. I willing put up with the most extraordinary conditions.
Yes, I would split the wood and empty the ash-trays.
I undertook the dust-bin, I swore to keep the polished floor in apple-pie order … In all this you will rightly
suspect that my main motive was economy, but I must say that to my great astonishment I began to feel the charm
of this deserted inn.
So successfully did I make myself out gently flattering, roguish and affectionate, that after having grumbled
for the first few days, spoilt the dishes and sulked like a schoolgirl, the hostess found me an attic away from the
ants, feasted my Sundays with a cup of creamy chocolate and slices of bread and butter, and finally started on
long hours of mending for the benefit of my three pairs of stockings (my wardrobe, at the beginning of my career,
went in threes).
When I seemed sufficiently domesticated, resembling the clock and Minesse the cat, becoming part of the
smells and the semi-drkness, she liked talking to me more intimately. During the first warm days we began the
lazy habit of dawdling in the yard at the kitchen-door, beneath a dead wistaria which sheltered a rude bench and
round iron table. There we chatted peacefully and I soon saw that Madame Parpillon, like so many of my custommers in the back-shop after lunch, shared my taste for great problems, homely discussions about God and Fate
and Death.
If she left the perennial subject of the inn’s past glories, it was to expound her ideas on hell which she pictured
for herself with the help of an old illustrated catechism. One could recognize the unscrupulous stableman and the
faithless cook mixed up with the other damned whom she had had to put up with or who still hid their formidable
identity.
As for heaven, she filled up the gaps in the anthology by imagining an inn to her own taste, stuffed with preserves, with pies and with potted meats, frequented by commercial travelers. She added, aiming at me, “a
distinguished clientèle …”
Finally she often liked to return to a quarrel she had with death. She accused it in general of braking the basic
laws of housewifery, the rules of thrift and of stores; but however comical it may seem this was the root of her resentment.
She did not know how to read. It was the great sorrow of her life and, according to her, the only source of her
troubles since the death of M. Parpillon. Whatever one might tell her to try and make her understand how one
acquired such a talent, she was convinced that the real reason was optical and lay in a certain conformation of the
eye. Thus she felt herself defied and frustrated by those multitudes of eyelids sealed down upon their secret.
“If I could only wear their eyes,” she would say bitterly …
She was horribly envious and it was lucky for the repose of the dead that she had so lively a respect for
memory and for tombs.
*
Her anger calmed down, I told her how for my part I used to imagine all the hours of my life, with one
exception; how even those belonging to extreme old age bore a familiar and friendly aspect, but that when I tried
to stare at the last one, it obstinately turned away its head and left me to my own devices.
In this diorama it was the far off projects belonging to the future that were the most clearly illuminated: the
haberdashery business that I dreamt of acquiring with my savings augmented by my small family inheritance.
I saw my wife, my devoted wife, the one in fact I later selected, with her mittens and her love for bills.
It is true that I expected a girl and a boy and life has decreed otherwise. But I foresaw, fairly and squarely, the
suburban house and the palm tree in the middle of the garden, which for a long time feared the frost.
I remember that everything shone in the richest colors, just as today the immediate future lights up that picture
in which, shaking off our rheumatisms, and enjoying the first spring sunshine, we shall promenade arm-in-arm
down the covered walk.
Thus my imagination gave me the effect of a magic lantern, in which the future called for a flood of light and
condemned the past to a dreary black and white. Not that my memories were muddled or incomplete. But things
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and people only preserved a diminished life without warmth or depth. The long days at school which typhoid
fever forced me to give up, as well as the evenings spent in the dining-room between Aunt Caro and Aunt Emily,
had the same discolored threadbare aspect.
But the last hour of all, that was totally invisible.
And if I presumed to raise my voice, to call upon my rights, to speak about compulsion, the struggle with the
imperceptible sooner or later turned against me and only the night delivered me. (My sleep was proof against
ghosts.) The night delivered me from that intractable hour by dismissing them all together.
All this told, punctuated by the approval of my confidante, I went upstairs leaving her noisily fastening the
bolts and rummaging in the kitchen.
Shortly afterwards in her nightdress she brought me a tisane.\fn{ An infusion (as of dried leaves or flowers) used as a
beverage or for mildly medicinal effects.}
Then I remained for some moments breating in the cool air, my head thrust through the dormer window.
I looked on to the yard. Below, my hostess’s little light soon went out. The stables were swallowed up in the
mist.
*
The main building looks out on the rue Grenouillère, a dark and tortuous alleyway which follows the remains
of the old ramparts, whereas the carriage entrance, now condemned, opens on to the rue Fusterie. In the square the
inn-sign advertises its promises of enjoyment and carefree comfort.
Leaving the inn and following the windings of the alley, you come to an undistinguished well in the middle of
a triangular open space; to a decaying tower, where the knife-grinder’s family grows and multiplies; to a dry
fountain, where the street urchins ride astride on the tritons.
Finally, there is the prison crowned with broken glass, and with a girl waiting before its nailed door.
A stairway leads to the Capitol gardens, mounting freely between the heaps of household rubbish. I advise you
to watch your feet as you climb. But when you have reached the last step, turn round; it is a three star view.
Well, every single day, I finished up by giving myself this treat before returning on my proper course. It
became almost an obsession. Whether I tried to loiter along the rue du Canal where the old tanneries are, or to
acquaint myself with the small business on the Place St. Ferdinand, an opportune turning always brought me back
to the staircase.
Minesse, the cat, and Madame Parpillon, placid as a priest’s servant, encouraged my regular tastes. One day
long after the view had lost its novelty, I half sprawled on the best-placed bench, sunk in listlessness, watching the
tossing of a nearby cypress against the sky, or dozing in the warm sun.
To my left, cut off by thick shrubberies, a terrace overlooked the river. A slope of pink gravel between two
tamarisk hedges mounted towards me, proffering an invitation.
But I guessed that it was a spot for lovers’ meetings. One often heard excited giggles, shared scuffling which
suggested rowdy behavior. At that time I still retained my modesty.
“Nothing is so charming,” they used to say, “as a young man’s bashfulness.” (“And if he sings …!” my Aunt
Emily would add, but I was less favored on this score.)
Anyway I avoided the terrace.
*
Now one very hot day when the town seemed to simmer beneath a light golden crust, which the steeples could
hardly pierce, I was dragged out of my drowsiness by a rustle of skirts, and before I had time, remembering where
I was, to pull myself together, a lady appeared at the top of the steps, swinging her ample petticoats. Her demeanor was off-handed and impulsive; humming to herself she described a thousand patterns in the air with her longhandled parasol, until, on reaching my level, she bowed with great ceremony and cried out, “Hail, Stranger!” then
again, honoring me with another curtsy,
“Hail, Stranger!”
You will easily imagine my surprise. I think I may be forgiven for finding myself nailed to the bench without
being able to greet her nor to show the most ordinary sign of gratitude.
And I have good reasons for anticipating the indulgence of my readers if I admit to having stared at her almost
rudely, even betraying an unmannerly shrinking.
But how can I make it credible that although I carry in my mind after so many years the least trimming on her
bodice, her knots of peach-colored velvet, the sides of her poke bonnet, at the same time her face escapes me,
leaving a blank between the fluttering curls, a deep emptiness which the eye plumbed in vain?
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I think that I was going to yield to terror, I was going to scream or run, when a violent peal of bells sounded
form the almonry of the Black Penitents a stone’s throw away. This chapel adjoins the prison, and the brotherhood, which still on All Saints’ Day walks in cowled procession, used to officiate for the condemned. However,
this dismal duty never much embittered its devotions, and the little church was the most delicious boudoir you can
imagine, decorated with smiling paintings and a thousand knick-knacks.
Little used for many years and give over to tourists, it so seldom gave tongue that, take aback by the clamor, I
threw a rapid glance toward the belfry.
My visitor seized the opportunity to give me the slip. It was nearly time for business and I had to make an
effort to shake off my stupor.
*
At that time I traveled in haberdashery, and I may say that prospecting in country districts, however complicated, due to the bad organization of transport, was child’s play compared to the work in town.
Think of all that world of home dressmakers, inexhaustible for a lively and conscientious commercial traveler.
Consider that they inhabit by the thousand impossible districts, where narrow passages, full of blind alleys, leads
you on from court to court up to the stairway, which is almost never the one you are looking for. It takes nearly a
week to sell a gross of cotton-reels.
In addition—one can’t blame them for it, poor girls, and I couldn’t be sure that my prepossessing face and shy
manners weren’t the real culprits—in addition, I say, I had hardly unpacked my samples but they made me hold
one end of a sheet in order to fold it, or wind their tatting,\fn{ Delicate handmade lace.} or go down on all fours to
look for a needle.
Moreover, as I obtained my list of addresses from the vestry (since the district is mixed), most of my custommers consisted of sentimental old maids, delighted to find a fresh and compassionate heart, so much so that a
whole day could pass between the piles of linen, in stories of fictitious love affairs, of broken engagements, without any appreciable profit on so much forbearance.
*
But how describe the pickle I was in after this last encounter? What would have become of my brilliant
projects and of my magic lantern, if I hadn’t broken the charm by main force and become once more conscious of
my task?
Every morning I bravely took out my attaché cases, but I soon hid them in some nook, in some abandoned hut,
in order to follow an illusory trail. I haunted the terrace where lovers used to meet. Now it was minus both
sunshine and park benches, and it was rare for me to encounter some dismal old man. I even hoped in my blindness to find some support, who knows? a hint which might be useful, from Madame Parpillon.
She listened to me with no sympathy. I was foolish enough, it is true, to lay stress on the very unusual personality of the apparition. But she might at least have spared me her sarcasms and not wantonly diminished a
memory of whose fragility I was quite aware. In fact she went so far that she became remorseful, if one can so
interpret her embarrassed attitude; if I risked the least allusion to the Lady, she immediately stole away, having
suddenly become occupied with hypothetical gooseberry jam.
Hypnotized by this absent face, and encouraged in addition by the coolness of the evenings, the idea struck me
of carrying on my futile pranks after supper.
But whether the old woman really thought of herself as my soul’s guardian, or whether I had spoilt her so
much that she was afraid of sitting up alone, she made difficulties. How dangerous if I were to come back to my
attic-one might guess in what state—with a lighted candle! Was someone going to go down at midnight to unlock
the door for the gentleman …?
She spoke to me of my reputation of a young man’s situation in life.
She put forward, which still amuses me, the scandal of the neighborhood, the noise, the harm it would do her
inn.
In short, however I might go to the expense of a small oil lamp, of a duplicate key, and undertake never to stay
out later than eleven o’clock, after my first excursion our relations lost their friendly openness. I found myself
suspected, almost spied on. And, as the cooking itself began to feel the effects of this, I was only half sorry when
my hasty furtive departure took place following the event which I am about to relate.
*
I have always had the foible of not being able to go to sleep-even after a tiring journey-without having put
everything around me into apple pie order. I hardly get into bed before getting out ten times over to pick up a
thread or to smooth the fringes of a rug. …
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One evening when I had overstepped the allotted hour and had, in addition, been very late tidying up, I felt as I
put out the light the moon’s fingers on my cheek. A pleasing, lazy caress which beguiled me into leaving my bed
and which lingered as I thrust my head out above the wooden roof-gutter.
The yard was dazzling. Three heavy traveling carriages, harnessed with four horses apiece, and ready equipped
for the night were lined up in front of the lit coach houses, facing the wide open gate. Not far away a group of
young women whispered together, excited by the departure. I counted them by means of their straw bonnets
which nodded together, following the tittle-tattle and the laughter. I could not properly see the faces but I could
easily make out the poke bonnets, the general demeanor, the gestures with the parasols. … I counted twelve of
them .. plus Madame Parpillon, since she was there, examining the harness with the ease of one who performs a
daily tasks, trimming the lanterns and serving stirrup cups to the drivers!
So much deceit on the part of my hostess took me aback, so much pretended goodwill.
After our abandoned talks, aggravated by her tendency to false confidences, what a blow to see her busy in the
very heart of my destiny, in possession of the one gap in my life, of the only dark patch!
Too late I understood her meddling and interfering. The shabbiness of the inn was only a pretence, the better to
disguise what guests she lodged.
The evening tisane was a trap. The quarrel with death was a trick. I was embittered by finding that it was one
and the same person who, as she allowed my stew to simmer, prepared for me this courteous interview with the
empty mask, then, blinding my eyes, frustrating my progress, inflamed my passionate expectations!
Yes, she who rummaged in the corners of the cellar, who flavored the tarts for my sake, would it be she who
quite soon, tomorrow, after the return from this nightmare ride, would enter into my attic, leading by the hand my
mysterious fiancée?
*
I dressed myself in the greatest confusion. I was going to fly, abandoning my samples and my luggage, when a
regret, stronger than my fear, led me to give a last look at the yard.
Already the lights were going out on top of the stables which were decaying visibly. The horses pawed the
ground. The drivers turned towards the travelers who prattled with renewed ardor.
But I despaired of recognizing my fugitive among her sisters. More so as the voices no longer reached me. I
could just imagine that I recognized her manner when another of them, dropping a malicious curtsy, again filled
me with doubts.
Once more there was a delay; they must embrace before each one regained her carriage and the large bonnets
were in the way. This done, they got in decorously, lifting up their lace petticoats the drivers took an eternity,
buttoning their capes. At last the old woman made a sign. One carriage got under way.
The street was paved with mist into which the coaches vanished. As the last one shaved the corner stone the
carriage-door indiscreetly flew open.
She who is promised to me leant forward a moment and immediately disappeared.
43.171 The Fashionable Tiger\fn{by Jean Ferry aka Jean Lévy (1906-1974)} Capens, Haute-Garonne Department,
France (M) 1
Of all those music-hall turns that are stupidly dangerous for the audience as well as for the performers, none
fills me with such uncanny horror as that old turn known as The Fashionable Tiger.
For the sake of those who have never seen it, since the present generation has no notion of what big musichalls were like in the days after the First World War, I will describe the performance.
But what I can never explain, nor even try to communicate, is the state of panic-terror and abject disgust into
which that spectacle plunges me, as though into a pool of impure and horribly cold water. I ought not to go into
theaters where the programme includes this turn, which as a matter of fact is seldom put on nowadays.
That’s easily said.
For reasons I have never been able to fathom, The Fashionable Tiger is never announced beforehand, so I am
never forewarned, or, rather, some obscure, half-conscious sense of uneasiness spoils my enjoyment of the musichall. If I heave a sigh of relief after the last turn on the programme, I am only too familiar with the fanfare and the
ceremonial that prelude this performance, which, as I have said, is always made to seem impromptu.
As soon as the band strikes up that characteristic blaring waltz I know what is going to happen; a crushing
weight settles on my heart and terror sets my teeth chattering, like a low-voltage electric current. I ought to go
away, but I dare not. In any case, nobody else is stirring, nobody shares my anguish, and I know that the beast is
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on its way. It seems to me, too, that the arms of my seat protect me, though very feebly …
*
At first the house is plunged into complete darkness. Then a spotlight comes on at the front of the stage and its
ludicrous lighthouse beam shines on to an empty box, usually very close to my seat. Very close. Thence the pencil
of light moves to the far end of the lounge and shines on a door opening on to the wings. And while, in the
orchestra pit, the horns dramatically attack The Invitation to the Waltz, they come in.
The tiger-tamer is a thrilling redhead, with a somewhat languid air. Her only weapon is a fan of black ostrich
plumes, with which at first she hides the lower part of her face; only her huge green eyes appear above the dark
wavy fringe. In the spotlight her arms gleam with the misty irridescent sheen of a wintry evening; she wears a
low-cut, clinging, romantic evening dress, a strange dress with black depths and rich reflections. This dress is
made of the frnest, supplest fur. Above it all her blazing hair, spangled with gold stars, streams down.
The general effect is oppressive and yet slightly comic. But you wouldn’t dream of laughing. Flirting with her
fan, disclosing her fine-cut lips set in an unaltering smile, the tiger-tamer moves forward, followed by the beam of
the spotlight, towards the empty box, on the arm, so to speak, of the tiger.
The tiger walks in a fairly human fashion on his hind legs; he is dressed like the most exquisite of dandies, and
his suit is so perfectly cut that one can hardly make out the animal’s body underneath the gray trousers with spats,
the flowered waistcoat, the dazzling white jabot with its faultless pleats, and the expertly tailored frock coat.
But the head is there with its appalling grin, the wild eyes rolling in their crimson sockets, the furiously
bristling whiskers, the fangs flashing now and then under the curling lips.
The tiger walks forward very stiffly, holding a light gray hat in the crook of his left arm. The woman moves
with well-poised steps, and if you see her brace her back, if her bare arm twitches so that an unexpected muscle
shows under the pale tawny velvet of her skin, it is because with a secret, violent effort she has jerked up her
partner as he was about to fall forwards.
*
They come to the door of the box and the Fashionable Tiger, pushing it open with his claws, stands aside to let
the lady walk in. And when she has taken her seat and is leaning nonchalantly against the shabby plush, the tiger
drops into a chair by her side.
At this point the crowd usually breaks into ecstatic applause.
And I stare at the tiger, almost weeping with longing to be somewhere else.
The tiger-tamer greets us majestically, bending her blazing curls. The tiger begins operations, manipulating the
properties set out for him in the box.
He pretends to examine the spectators through an opera-glass, he lifts the lid of a box of sweets and pretends to
offer one to his partner.
He takes out a silk sachet and pretends to sniff it; he pretends to consult the programme, to everybody’s great
amusement. Then he pretends to flirt; he leans over towards the lady and pretends to whisper flattering words in
her ear.
She pretends to take offence and coquettishly raises her feather fan as a fragile screen between her lovely pale
satin cheek and the beast’s foul-breathing jaws, fanged with sword-blades. The tiger pretends to be in the depths
of despair and wipes his eyes with the back of his furry paw.
And during all this sinister dumb-show my heart batters my ribs, for I alone can see and realize that all this
vulgar exhibition is only held together by a miracle of will-power, as the saying is: that we are all in a state of
such precarious equilibrium that a trifle could shatter it. What would happen if, in the box next door to the tiger’s,
that pale, weary-eyed little man who looks like a humble clerk were to relax his will for an instant?
For he is the real tiger-tamer; the red-haired woman is only a super, everything depends on him. It is he who
makes the tiger into a puppet, a piece of machinery controlled more firmly than with ropes of steel.
*
But suppose the little man suddenly began to think of something else?
Suppose he died? Nobody suspects the ever-imminent danger. And I know all about it, and I start imagining—
but no, better not imagine what the lady in the fur dress would look like if …
Better watch the end of the turn, which never fails to delight and reassure the spectators. The tiger-tamer asks
if anybody in the audience will lend her a baby. Who could refuse such a charmer anything? There’s always some
nitwit ready to hand over, into that fiendish box, a smiling baby which the tiger cradles gently in his folded paws,
yearning over the tiny morsel of flesh with his toper’s eyes. Amidst a great thunderstorm of applause, the lights go
on in the theatre, the baby is handed back to its rightful owner, and the two partners bow before retiring the same
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way that they came.
As soon as the door has closed behind them—and they never come back to make a bow—the orchestra breaks
out into its loudest fanfares. Soon afterwards the little man crumples up, mopping his brow. And the orchestra
plays louder and louder to drown the roars of the tiger, who reverts to his natural state as soon as he is inside his
cage.
He howls like the damned, he rolls on the ground tearing his fine clothes to rags, so that they have to be
renewed at each performance. His hopeless rage finds vent in anguished yells and curses, in wild leaps that batter
the walls of the cage.
On the other side of the bars the bogus tamer undresses as fast as she can so as not to miss the last train home.
The little man is waiting for her at the pub near the station, the one called The Blue Moon.
The storm of howls let loose by the tiger, entangled in his tattered garments, might make an unpleasant
impression on the audience, however distantly heard. So the band strikes up the overture to Fidelio with all its
strength, and the producer, in the wings, hurries the trick cyclists on to the stage.
I hate The Fashionable Tiger, and I shall never understand how people can enjoy watching it.
17.1 FTP\fn{by Edith Thomas aka Edith d’Auxois (1909-1980)} Montrouge, Hauts-de-Seine Department, France (F) 3
He was told:
“A train full of Germans will be passing tonight at eleven thirty-four.”
It was hardly five minutes from the station to the forest. So the Germans would pass at eleven thirty-nine. But
he went to the bistrot near the station where Rene usually had lunch. Rene was eating with the stationmaster in a
comer of the room. They greeted each other nonchalantly and talked about the weather.
Rene said: “Aren’t you eating here? There’s some rabbit and potatoes. It’s fabulous.”
He replied: “No, my wife’s expecting me. She’ll be livid if I’m late.”
So Rene got up and said: “I’ll go a little way with you. I’ll be back for my coffee in a minute,” he shouted to
the stationmaster.
They went out as nonchalantly as ever and lit a cigarette on the doorstep.
After a few steps they turned down a side street. Grass was growing between the cobbles. From time to time an
old woman raised a curtain and dropped it again. Familiar faces—they were part of the street. It’s Rene who
works at the station, and Paul, the bank clerk, they’ve always been pals. They did their military service together
and they were in prison together during the “phony war.”\fn{ So-called; the time between the formal declarations of war between France and Germany that initiated World War II in Western Europe, and the actual outbreak of armed hostilities—September 3,
1939-May 10, 1940—over eight months.} But they managed to escape before being sent to Germany. And I know Paul’s

mother: we went to school together. He married a schoolteacher, a little brunette from Paris, rather proud, but
better than one thinks. Rene’s still a bachelor. It’s too bad he doesn’t marry: he could make a girl happy. Paul’s
going home: he lives at the end of the road, nearly in the fields, a house with one story, and a flower garden in
front, but he’s planted some potatoes and spinach in it.
They dropped the curtains: nothing ever happens in this street worth looking at. It’s not as if I were living in
the Grande Place with all the movement of the market and the Kommandantur in the town hall; or even the Rue
de la Republique, which is now called the Rue du Maréchal Pétain.\fn{ After Philippe Pétain (1856-1951) Marshal of
France (from 1918) but also Prime Minister of the collaborationist, puppet Fascist government of France (June 16, 1940-April 8, 1942),
arrested and condemned to death after World War II}

Paul’s going home and Rene’s with him because they’re two old pals, that’s all.
Paul asked: “Is it true that a train full of Germans is passing at eleven thirty-four this evening? Have you
checked?”
“Yes,” said Rene, “I’ve checked.”
“What time is the last train before it?” asked Paul.
“It’s a freight train. It passes at ten and doesn’t stop.”
“Five minutes from the station to the forest,” calculated Paul. “That’s five past ten. You need ten good minutes
to go from Pierre Levee to the railroad. So you must be at Pierre Levee at five to ten. You’d better come directly
to make sure the freight train has been passed. Tell Louis and Alain. I’ll tell Big Paul” (because he was bigger
than Paul and Robert).
They stopped to light a cigarette—“I smoke a mixture of tobacco and cornsilk”—someone passed them. The
road inspector. They greeted him.
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“All right,” said Rene.
“All right,” said Paul. And Paul pushed open the garden gate, making the bell tinkle in the empty lane. His
steps creaked on the gravel path.
Paul went home for lunch while Rene went back to the station.
“That boy should get himself a wife, Madame Gentillon, I’m telling you.”
And now he told Alice.
“This afternoon you must warn Big Paul and Robert: tonight, five to ten, at Pierre Levee.”
She paled slightly: her skin turned gray. She didn’t ask anything. She waited.
“Tell them not to forget their notebooks.”
She knew what “their notebooks” meant. But the blood returned to her cheeks. She didn’t say anything. She
waited. He added:
“It’s for a train.”
She threw her coat over her shoulders and went off to school.
She was training her class for the school certificate,\fn{ A note reads: A primary-school diploma.} and she was sure
that at least fifteen of her pupils would pass. She made sure no one could detect her anxiety. Then she went to get
a book from the school library. It was the Song of Roland.\fn{A note reads: Chanson de Roland: Twelfth-century French epic
of Charlemagne, his valient nephew Roland, and their battle against the Saracens in Spain .} She slipped a note into it. At four
o’clock she kept back her best pupil, Marie-Catherine, for a few seconds. She said:
“Here, Marie-Catherine, give your father this book. He asked me for it. Don’t forget, Marie-Catherine.”
But she knew that Marie-Catherine never forgot anything.
On her way back she stopped at the cobbler’s. There were some people in the shop. She asked:
“When can I bring you my clogs to repair? The sole has broken again.”
“That’s all junk,” said Big Paul.
“And please, would you remove a nail from this shoe immediately. It hurts.”
She was sitting on a low chair and had started to take off her shoe. In the meantime the other customers had
left. She said very quickly:
“This evening, at five to ten, at Pierre Levee. You won’t forget your notebook.”
Then she put on her shoe again.
He smiled with all the wrinkles in his face which lined his mouth and eyes. He was about fifty, well built, but
lined.
“So when can I bring my clogs?”
“Not before next week, “ he replied. “I’ve got too much work.”
They had dinner. They listened to the radio. He pretended to be calm. But she sensed his anxiety. No, it wasn’t
anxiety, it was interest, great interest in everything. But for her it was anxiety. She watched him as she dried the
dishes and said to herself:
“If this were the last time I were to see him.”
And she felt her heart. She wasn’t made to be a hero’s wife. She wasn’t made to hand a shield to her husband
or her son, and say,
“Come back on top of it, or beneath it.”
She was made for everyday life and peace, reading and writing lessons, dictation, domestic problems, coming
home to clean the house and cook at night. She was made to have a child and cradle it, to have a husband she
loved and love him to the end.
What was missing for them to be happy?
But she knew that happiness was impossible, that you had to forget the rest and that every moment reminds
you there is no happiness, even the simplest, even the humblest, now, without lies or selfishness. So much the
worse: happiness will be for tomorrow and maybe for others. But not for us, for tomorrow.
He must go if he wants to be on time. And he mustn’t be late. But Paul never knows the time.
“It’s nearly a quarter to ten,” she said. He kissed her vaguely. And what if it were the last time, she wondered.
She heard his steps on the gravel path. But the bell didn’t tinkle. She unhooked it at night so that nobody could
hear who was coming or going. She put it back early in the morning.
*
She took her knitting, and her hands worked fast. Then her hands fell onto her knees again and there was
nothing but waiting and the anguish of waiting.
There was no moon, but there were stars. A warm night which forecast summer nights. A fine night, and who
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were you under it?
First he had to leave the town. That’s easy: at this time of night one doesn’t meet anybody. And even if he did
meet someone he could say he was going to smoke a cigarette on this fine night before going to bed. And his
papers were in order: he was a conscientious employee who did his job and was well known in town. What’s so
strange about smoking a cigarette on such a fine night?
He took a lane which passed behind the wall of the gasworks. After the fences came the fields and his feet sank
into the soft earth.
Pierre Levee was where the paths crossed: there was a large beech tree and no stones. Long ago there may
have been a standing stone, a menhir,\fn{A note reads: Large upright stone of a type that can be seen in Brittany today and which
was perhaps linked to a Druid cult.} or something like that, as Alice would say, who knew all the old stories and old
names. He thought of Alice, of what he’d acquired since she had been his wife. And if she hadn’t been his wife he
might not have had the courage and faith to be here tonight: a man.
A shadow, two shadows, were glued to the trees. He went up to them: there was Big Paul, there was Alain.
There was Louis, then Robert.
“Rene’s expecting us over there. Have you got the machine guns? Have you got the sleeper screws?”
They said “Yes, yes,” one after the other. Why were they here tonight, all six of them, instead of being asleep
in the dismal slumber of the little town?
There was Big Paul, walking ahead. He had once believed in the peaceful transformation of the earth, the
disappearance of injustice, abundance, peace, joy; that you only had to stretch out your hand and talk of justice;
that the rich would renounce their riches and share them. And then he gradually discovered that you only earn by
toil. And that was why he was with those who knew what they wanted and wanted the means of what they
wanted.
There was Paul. His wife Alice had taught him that man created history by his will and that his will of
liberation continued, today as it had yesterday, through the history of every day, and that history isn’t something
you submit to; it’s something you accomplish.
And there was Robert who was here because he wouldn’t admit that his country could be conquered and do
nothing to gain its independence. And that was why he sided with those who no longer expected help from
elsewhere, and fought for the liberation of his country.
And there was Louis, the tanner. He was here to be together with the workers and peasants of the U.S.S.R.,
who had accomplished their liberation and knew what they were defending and why they died.
And there was Alain who wasn’t seventeen yet, because he liked to be near the fighters, because he liked blows
—giving them and if need be receiving them—because he liked courage, without even knowing its name.
And there was Rene walking in the distance, alone, along the track to meet them. Rene who was from the
Public Assistance\fn{A note reads: A governmental department for the assistance of the needy.} and had never known his
parents. He knew how hard the world was if you had no parents, and that working in a station was a success for
him.
“You see that anybody can do anything in our society.”
But he knew it was a lie and that there was a terrible handicap at the start which settled the future, and that this
future should at last be settled justly.
And so these six men walked in silence on the empty earth under the naked sky, and because these six men
were there together in an act of will and liberty, something had been changed in the history of men, something in
the Europe bruised by the blows of jackboots, in the bleeding Europe without a face or a voice.
And because these six men were there, and others like them in France and other European countries, men who
wouldn’t yield, who refused to be dupes, who committed themselves entirely, something was changed, a step had
been made which moved man from the abyss and put him closer to that other Man, the Man he would be
tomorrow.
They got to the main road which cut the forest. They stopped a moment, listening to the noises—frogs croaked.
Then the wind blew and the still, leafless branches waved. That squeak was one pine grating against another.
Above the noise of the sky and the forest they tried to hear the sound of men: the steps of a patrol, the imperceptible tinkle of a bicycle, the distant roar of a car. But there was nothing.
Then, rapidly, they crossed the road and assembled under the trees on the other side. A few yards on and there
was the railroad. A kneeling shadow was already working on it. They went onto the ballast. And now, crouching
or bent over the rails, they looked like odd gnomes curiously lit by electric lights.
Paul looked at his watch.
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“Is it done?” he asked.
They replied in a whisper: “Yes, it’s done.”
Then they met again under the trees with their machine guns.
They heard the train in the distance. It had gathered speed since the station, and in a few more minutes it would
be there.
They saw the engine heel over and the tender follow it in a crash of iron. The other cars stayed on the track.
They saw frightened Germans get out of the cars.
And calmly the six men started shooting. With no more hatred than a surgeon.
With no more hatred.
47.10 The Mouse\fn{by Marianne Hauser (1910-2006)} Strausburg, Bas Rhin Department, France (F) 6
It had not come over him for months—“his weakness,” as he had named it prudently, an obscure desire, rising
like blood to an old flesh wound. He had, he told himself, “gone straight” since July.
Now it was winter, and close to Christmas. He woke up in the middle of the night, chilled by a gust of wind
that had driven a flurry of first snow onto his pillow, his face, his hair. He sat up, drowsy, baffled by the crystals
melting on his cheeks, and by the leaden light. When he rose and crossed the cold, wet floor to shut the window,
the elevated train swished past with a muffled sound, as though the snow had gagged the din of speed. Third Avenue lay amid swirling snow. He saw the street lamps like phosphorous hedgehogs in the night, and the tail end of
the train between heaven and earth, curving as it receded into space.
Now there was, at least to his abused ears, a sudden absence of sound, an ingrown stillness that roused him to
vigilance. He waited incredulously for the south-bound train to break the quiet of which he was wary as an owl of
the sun. For his days were shaken by unending noise—the shrewish voices of women shoppers crowding around
the bargain counter where he sold soiled or “irregular” blouses at a reduced price; the raucous loudspeakers
coughing up announcements of the day’s best buy, and Christmas carols amid the funeral bells; the clangor of
cafeteria dishes, and at home at last, in his lopsided furnished room, the iron screech of trains above the canyon of
shadows.
He drummed his fragile fingers against the pane, waiting. Then, as the train would not come, and his bare feet
were like ice, he pulled the blind down with a resentful snap, and turned away from the window. Perhaps the train
was snow-bound, he said to himself with a high foolish giggle, puzzled by the fleeting vision of a rolling countryside shrouded in white, and between globular, milkwhite twin hills a train deep in the snow and motionless.
A trying day lay behind him, shoved into darkness as into an ill-kept drawer. The Christmas rush had swept his
counter. Female hands, the swarthy bulls charging, the hens picking, the sandcrabs digging, had invaded and
uprooted the musty heap of shirtwaists. With dazed eyes he had stared at the jealous contortions of snatching
fingers. He had stood on his sore, flat feet, repeating over and over the same stoic phrase that the merchandise was
not exchangeable that the management disclaimed all responsibility for wear and tear. He had come home worn
and torn, and crept into bed without tuning in on his favorite program, Amos and Andy.\fn{ The most highly-rated radio
situation-comedy ever (1928-1948); it translated briefly to television (1951-1953). } So tired had he been, he had not even laid
out the customary piece of cheese for the half-tame mouse who was his friend.
*
But now, having pulled the blind down on the mute, spinning scene, he felt no desire to return to his bed. He
switched the lamp on, a weak, unshaded bulb that hung on a twisted cord from the blotched ceiling. He slipped
into a pair of embroidered house-shoes, and into a dressing gown of copper satin richly printed with birds and
beasts and belted with tasseled curtain rope. Thus arrayed like a Persian dignitary, he sat down in the tattered armchair and lit a cigarette.
Through the wavering curtain of smoke he saw the discolored wall, and pinned to it with yellow thumbtacks
the long-familiar view of photographed chorus girls with their glazed flesh like frosted cake made by a master
baker, and their measurements perfect from bosom to spike heel. They had been with him so long, he fancied he
knew the number of hairs on their heads. They clung to the wall in what seemed a 280illful, disorderly pattern,
close together or far apart, high up at the frontier of the ceiling, or down below eye level. However careless the
arrange-ment appeared, there was method in it, for he had used the photographed body of each flawless girl to
cover a hideous spot on the wall. The blood smear of a squashed bedbug, the stain of a stranger’s greasy head, a
stranger’s greasy hand, spilled gravy, dried spittle—the moist blisters of the diseased house lay hidden behind
ikons of flesh.
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He had masked the dread of his walls pedantically the day he had moved into this room which he had chosen
for its cheap rent. His income was small. And as he was a devout dresser, enamoured with clothes of supple materials and bright color, he could afford only the lowliest quarters.
He lived in his fine clothes rather than in his bedraggled room. If he bathed so rarely—it was not for want of
cleanliness—his body, though scarcely washed, was spotless. But he was shy or wary of exposing his nakedness
too often to his own eyes lest he should lose his grace and savoir vivre and lie, helpless like a snail without its
house, in the public zinc tub across the tubular hallway.
Now as he sat in the old chair, his little face mouse-like above the turned up satin collar, and his features finely
chiseled as though with a delicate needle, his eyes steady in their sockets like the eyes of an imprudent mouse—
now as he sat smoking and stroking his satin-draped knee, he had the notion that this was a favored night.
His blood, his brain seemed electrified. Silence, not sound, snow, not grass had released in him the vivid sensation of being intensely alive. It was as though at any moment a curtain might rise and bare the spectacle of a
brilliant future; a festive ballroom, a party in his honor, a promotion to the department for better gloves, umbrellas
and handbags. It was as though his past had been burned in a furnace. There was neither shame, nor hate, nor sorrow in the ashes. Ashes to ashes, he thought, smiling with gallant conceit, and glancing sideways toward a chest
the height and length of a coffin.
The chest held the record of his past, the tangible evidence of his “weakness” which he had put behind him and
laid away: curls and snips of female hair, curled, straight, coarse, silken; twenty-nine specimens of female hair, to
be exact, each specimen wrapped in tissue paper and placed in a flat Christmas box inscribed with a date.
He looked as his collection.
*
For he had risen from the chair and approached the chest, against his will, it seemed, at the very moment when
his mind’s eye had witnessed the cremation of his past. He had lifted and scratched the lid of the chest, and stooping, had felt underneath a stack of shirts. One by one he had extracted the boxes and laid them before him on the
floor where he now sat with his legs spread out flat at an angle.
He unwrapped the hair.
Methodically he presented each sample to the light of the naked bulb. For a while he sat with his head held
high and his face composed into blank arrogance, the mask he would wear in the store, behind the chaotic counter.
Then slowly his hands which had been folded in his lap unlocked, reached out and touched gingerly, like fingers
of a diffident shopper. His shoulder began to sag, his head dropped until his face, still blank, hung close above the
treasure. He sat, immobile, staring, as if in voiceless communion with his sweetheart’s embalmed corpse.
He could with an almost legal precision remember the case history of each trophy. But now, with his small
black eyes so near the laid out booty, the diverse kinds of hair, their textures and shades, melted into one stream—
a flooded gutter in which the liquid copper of sunset was caught.
There it flowed below the mute, turning whiteness which lingered in his mind’s mirror. It was all one thing, the
bleached strand which he had snipped off the head of a fat blonde in a crowded subway, the red curls sliced out
from the center of cascading locks at a busy street corner; the tailend of a bobby-soxer’s pigtail, the wisp of black,
the string of gold, the snatch of gray. He saw them all dissolved within the copper flow. The smell of scalps, stale
perfume, mildew, the smell of the streets and taverns and public vehicles where his sharp little scissors had boldly
cut or furtively snipped or hacked in a panic of hate and fear—the odor preceding and following each attack was
lost within a remembered childhood fragrance of apples.
He thought of the apple tree in his mother’s sooty backyard, the sound of green apples falling, and trembling,
he raised his head.
It was a cold night, too cold for the mouse to slip out of her hole and greet him. He pulled his feet underneath
his stately dressing gown, and let his thin hands curl up inside the wide, soft sleeves. Why, he thought, had he not
rid himself of his prey last summer, that sultry July night when he had sworn on a stack of imaginary Bibles that
his scissors would never again harm a hair on anyone’s head?
A-shiver and squinting, his cheeks suddenly creased like an old woman’s, he gazed at the red curls spread fanwise before him.
It was the last hair he had cut. It was the most profuse and exquisite, unmarred by chemicals, colored and
curled by nature. Even now after five months in the grave it seemed to live, to grow, to multiply like the cocoon of
invisible worms. It was aglow with amber sparks. Each filament flickered and rose as if to surmise the touch of
his wet, pointed mouth. There was enough of it to make a wig. Yet it was only a small fraction of the hair pouring
down from under a skull cap that hot night of the Fourth of July.
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He saw it again now as he had seen it then, the street corner dense with a loud crowd waiting for the traffic
light, the street lamp vaporous under a sky swathed in purple mist, and amid the writhing emulsion of shoppers,
heads, laughter, the glare of red which he had trailed from corner to corner. It had sailed through the explosive
night, now like a swarm of fish in troubled waters, now like a wild goose with her wings on fire. It had burned
with the heat of his own fever as he had followed and followed.
The scissors in his clenched fist had been moist and warm and part of his hand.
The odor of tar and honey and dying peonies, the red wine, blood red flow of hair—he relived it again, how at
the congested crossing he was suddenly pushed against her from someone behind him, how having been too far
from her before, he was at once too near, his motions stifled and eyes bleared by her nearness.
Fire crackers burst. A distant brass band played. Shreds of “God Bless America” were caught and pieced
together by a cluster of old men suddenly singing. Across the inflated sky raced a fictitious moon.
He felt it again now, the beat of his heart, a low drum beat not in his chest, but in his skull.
She made a step forward, her shoulders swinging and her hair gliding as if it were to fall and drop at his feet
like a garment. There was on the instant a small distance between them, space for the attack which he made with
feverish quickness, her eyes seemingly staring at him green and intense through the back of her head. He slashed
and hacked through the imaginary eyes with his little scissors. He slashed deep into the center of the effluent hair,
leaving a rift which bared the unexpected ice-cold whiteness of her neck.
He could not remember what had come first, the incision of his instrument, or her wild outcry. He had stuffed
the cut-off hair into his coat pocket, meaning to run, yet petrified for a split second as he stood alone with her
under the fogged street lamp, abandoned by the crowd which had crossed the street and dissolved on the opposite side walk. He had seen her natural eyes, beryl and drawn with an upward slant upon the young, lean, chalky
face. She had with both hands reached backwards into the mutilated cloak of hair, and again had shrieked in
terror.
He still heard the shriek echoed by tumbling walls as he had fled criss-cross through the chequered night,
hunted, he had imagined, by the spongy mass of people who had melted before him and gathered behind his back.
The ends of the hair had spilled from his pocket like a fox’s bushy tail. He had lost his hat. He remembered the
blast of firecrackers drowned out by the shriek which had been carried high and northward by a passing train as
he had reached his house.
He had lain on his bed, naked and alone.
The hair watered with his seed and tears, the trains shrieking, he had sworn te resist the devil.
*
The hands of the alarm clock had barely moved. The cigarette, which he had laid on the ashtray, was still
burning and sending a spiral of smoke up to the flecked ceiling. The figment of his double’s face peered at him
with the wooden grin of Punch popping up above the rampart to scare tots and fools. For was it not, he thought as
he gazed at the stolen hair, was it not, if one looked at it from the outside, a laughable matter, no crime or sin in
any earnest sense, but really a prank, the kind of joke a boy might play on his sister?
He wiped his forehead which was beaded with cold sweat as though with snow drops.
The twenty-nine specimens of hair, absorbed a moment before within a spectral stream, were again separated,
oddly detached from living, like a cut-off or shaved-off hair on the untidy floor of a barber shop. There was no
beauty in them, not even in the red mass curls which reminded him of a monstrous squashed beetle. But the
boxes, he thought deliberately while his mouth dropped at a crooked angle, the boxes with prints of holly-wreaths,
stars, angels, were stainless, as good as new. He might use them to wrap up the Christmas gifts for his fellow
workers. Of course he would have to erase the date on each box. There must be no stray hairs left in them. There
must be no evidence.
He chuckled noiselessly.
He thought of Miss Minnie from the corset counter, her wire-stayed breasts, her painted eyes like spiders, her
smile contemptuous, yet intimate, and knowing. He would give her a dime-store pin in a flat little box, the one
which now held the wad of gray snatched off a head at Coney Island; the head of a middle-aged plump woman
asleep with her face in the sand, the swollen veins on her mud-streaked thighs like rivers on another planet. A few
grains of sand still clung to her hair box. He licked, and moistening his lips, began to pour the contents of the
boxes onto the floor. There was not as much hair as he had thought. A small, lustreless knoll in which the red hair
was hidden grew from the floor.
He contemplated the hair with a frown, then instantly sat bolt-upright, his beady eyes fixed upon the sound, his
thin nostrils quivering. The rattle of a heavy cough rolled up the stairs, and in its wake the sound of his name,
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hollow as though from the depth of a mountain shaft. He became aware only at this moment of the mouse who
had left her hole after all, who had perhaps watched him all the time from underneath his iron bedstead. He saw
the mouse scurry like the shadow of a small wavering hand alongside the chest and underneath it into a hole in the
wall. He heard Gallagher’s drunken footfall, and the same cough, a tumbling and gliding of rocks outside his door.
“Hey—Jason—you son-of-a-bitch. I saw light in your window.”
Had he locked his door? He could not remember. Jerking, he swept the hair under his dressing gown, and then
again sat motionless, certain all at once that he had forgotten to turn the key. He tried to speak, to keep the
drunken Gallagher out with a few sharp words, but his tongue seemed pinned to the roof of his mouth.
“Whatyappto, Jason?”
He saw the knob turn back and forth. The door was locked. He continued to stare at it, mortified, waiting for
the panel to break under the force of Gallagher’s grunting and knocking. However, now at last he could speak.
“Is that you, Gallagher? I can’t let you in. I have company.”
“Company! Not one of them dames you got on your wall!”
Gallagher’s roaring laughter was like another wild cough. His boots moved on and up the stairs, a herd of elephants stamping. Above his stiffened head, Jason heard the thud of a body dropping. Again there was silence.
He leaped to his feet. The hair spilled out from under his dressing gown. What on earth was he to do with the
hair? He had no fireplace, no stove on which to burn it. He dared not throw it into the garbage can where the sniffing landlady might find it and draw conclusions of painstaking subtlety. The terror of that night when he had run
through the streets with the fox’s tail swinging from his pocket, the suspicion of being hunted, or even caught perhaps, was upon him again like large hands clutching.
For a second he meant to throw the hair out of the window, but imagined Gallagher’s crimson face in the
window above his own, a creepy lantern, staring. Gallagher had not believed him, he thought, had not believed it
possible that the little man with fingers like peeled, wilted mushrooms should be with a woman made of flesh and
hair, not paper.
Gallagher despised him, as they all despised him for his quiet manners, his good clothes, his dignity.
What on God’s green earth was he to do with the hair?
But the earth was white. The snow swirled and fell in the awful silence. He wrapped the hair in a piece of
wrinkled paper which he tied with an old shoelace. Then he began to dress with care, choosing, he did not know
why, his best clothes in spite of the rough weather.
*
Clad in a pinstripe suit, black Chesterfield,\fn{ Since 1901, a type of gentleman’s overcoat, named after the Earl of Chesterfield} galoshes, a pair of new pigskin gloves, and a black derby hat, he walked out of his room and downstairs
across the clumps of melting snow that Gallagher’s boots had left behind on the steps.
The flakes sprang against his blinking eyes and settled on his shoulders and derby. Soon he resembled a statue
in a snow-bound park that had come to life and motion. Perhaps a breath of fresh air, a little exercise was all he
needed, be said to himself. The pin pricks of the driving snow made his blood rush up his face, and dissipated the
dread he had felt in his room where the light was still burning. Indeed, he turned his head to spy the orange square
of his window, to spy, perhaps, the silhouette of the mouse. The small parcel clamped under his arm, he strode out
more boldly, slipped and almost fell. He caught his balance, and held on to the parcel more firmly, afraid to lose it,
although to lose it had been the purpose of this midnight walk in the snow.
Third Avenue was almost deserted. He might, quite unobserved, throw the hair into an ashcan, a flower-pot
filled with snow, or behind the seatless cast-off rocking chair that swayed and creaked below a nailed-up window
—a dim apparition he passed without surprise. He might rid himself of the weightless burden at any step of the
way. The three drunks huddled in a sheltered doorway were drinking from a bottle; they would pay no heed to
him.
How low some people can sink, he thought, hearing their hoarse stammerings as from a great distance. He
himself had never been drunk in his life, he thought, and he pushed the parcel down his wide coat pocket.
On he walked past the smirched tavern lights, the unknown doorways. A little exercise was all it needed to
keep a man’s mind off himself, he thought, stamping. The first day after New Year’s he would enroll in a physical
culture class at the YMCA. If he were less timid, and wealthy, he would go to the mountains and ski. His mind
tried to evoke the delightful scene of a winter resort high above sea level.
*
But a sudden memory barred that vision. Instead of Sonja Henie\fn{ Norwegian figure skater and actress (1912-1969) .}
pirouetting and leaping on a moonlit lake of glass, he saw the frozen pond of his soot-laden hometown near
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Pittsburgh. A serpentine of little children, boys and girls, were flying hand in hand across the pond, a pond vast as
a sprawling lake, since he him-self was small. He was undersized and underweight. He stayed by himself close to
the edge of the pond to prac-tice on the figure eight. Again and again he traced the same overlapping circles.
“Get him … get Jason … let’s give Jason a free ride.”
They were upon him, the serpent of children crowding in on him, uncoiling. His hand was caught in Betty’s,
the butcher’s daughter. He was on his knees, dragged along at the end of the serpent—across the bumpy ice, up
and down and around at a mad speed, and then on the instant abandoned, motionless on the frozen pond while fire
bells rang from the soiled sky.
The church was on fire. Helter-skelter the children were racing ashore and tearing their skates off to run after
the engine and the great fire.
Capless, with torn pants, he lay on his stomach. He vomited. Then he cried. The sky was tumultuous with redrimmed smoke-clouds, and the clammy air filled with sound. Yet not a soul was in sight, only a dead fish encased
in ice and a crow fluttering above a wooden outhouse.
Walking along on Third Avenue, across the extension of his cold exile on the pond, he remembered how he had
staggered to his feet, conscious suddenly of the ball of fur in his fist, Betty’s bunny mitten. It had come off her
hand and remained in his.
He remembered how he had hated Betty, her piggish face, her yellow hair stringy and oily and redundant with
the cadaverous smell of her father’s butcher shop. He had hated her so, he had hoped she would come back for her
mitten, so that he could kill her and strip her and push her greasy body into a hole in the ice.
Yet her mitten, curled up in his frost-bitten hand like a live small beast, had filled him with a sweet sadness. He
had laid the mitten against his tear-streaked face. He had pressed his cold mouth into it. He had turned the mitten
inside out and stuck his hand into it so that his fingers might draw life and warmth and love from the pelt of a
skinned rabbit.
“Boys will be boys,” he thought, shrugging.
*
Overhead a train sped by with a brief, compact thunder. Blue fireworks sprang up from underneath its wheels,
and in the momentary glare of lightning he saw a hooded figure moving through the snow, a few feet in front of
him at his pace.
The sudden discovery that he was not alone, but walking in the footsteps of another wanderer, seemed to arrest
his heartbeat. Or had the figure emerged from one of the countless black hallways only a moment before?
It was a woman cloaked in a long wide cape. She resembled a large bell, silent and marching. A shawl was
wrapped around her head. She might have been one of the old women selling pretzels on Fourteenth Street in
front of the store where he worked. But he knew from her effortless gait that she was young.
Now that he knew she was there, he saw her more clearly outlined from moment to moment. As if to help his
vision, the wind shifted and thinned the snow-screen between him and the woman whose arms and shape were
hidden under the cape. Like himself she seemed to wander through the snow without purpose, abandoned to an
aimless motion, her speed determined by the falling and mounting snow. Like himself or the cast-off rocking chair
he had passed, she had become part of the night.
The snow had piled high on his derby. He seemed to be wearing a clown’s hat. He followed her. Yes, now he
followed her, for what appeared to him her aimlessness had effaced his own. It was as if she wanted him to follow
her, although she could not know that he was there. She never turned her head to look behind her. He never saw
the shadow of her face. Should he walk faster to reach her side and speak?
“Excuse me, Miss. Could you tell me where I am? I’m a stranger in this part of the town.”
Or simply, touching her shoulder:
“I hope I didn’t scare you. But I think we know each other from way back.”
Yet the mere thought of such an approach impressed him as an immense vulgarity. He kept the same distance
between himself and her, imagining the lines and color of her face which, he felt, must be beautiful; flawless like
the dancers on his wall, or more exactly still, like the small painted plaster figures of patron saints and guardian
angels which his mother—a widow as long as he could think—had sold over the counter of her religious, triangular shop.
He thought of his mother fleetingly, her fat, melancholy face framed by a brown lace shawl that hid her
earphone. She was almost deaf, still living in the same grimy town, ageless, perhaps, still selling her gilded goods
under the faded emblem of the Virgin Mother.
He maintained the pace of the woman before him. Should he walk alongside her, speechlessly?
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“What is it you want from me?” she would ask.
And permitted to open his snow-rimmed mouth, he would reply that he wanted her nearness; that was all. He
wanted nothing else. She must trust him, please, he would say, and tip his hat. If only it were lighter, she would
surely see from his clothes that he was a gentleman.
Now he took a deep breath. He shook the snow off his derby and walked a trifle faster. At that moment the
woman stood still, then turned to the right. She had reached the Eighteenth Street station.
*
Her cape billowing wide and high, a swirl of snow about her, she ascended the steep staircase like a cloud
rising.
He had passed the cage of the ticket vendor asleep behind the square of meshwire. He had squeezed himself
through the turnstile, panting as he had scurried upstairs in a sudden fear that the train might arrive ahead of him
and swallow the woman. No train, however, was in sight, nor anyone waiting, only the woman alone on the windy
platform. There she moved up and down the shabby colonnade of iron, against the gauzy snow, the decomposing
lights. He saw her through a window pane cracked and margined by soiled, ruby glass. For he would not follow
her into the open, but remained in the vacant anteroom, next to the potbellied stove in which the fire had long died
down.
He saw her move without rhythm, now halting and stamping her feet, now drawing close to the edge of the
platform to watch for a sign of the train. She had untied the scarf that covered her long head, and the fringed ends
fluttered in the wind like wet banners. He thought that the scarf, a man’s muffler of uncertain colors, would tear
loose and fly off into the blizzard. But it stayed on her head, pinned, perhaps, to her hair which he could not see.
Surely she was ignorant of his presence, the small glittering eyes behind the fly-specked window, the small
mouth that clung to the pane, three-lipped, with the tip of the tongue red as a cherry and peering. Surely, she could
not know of his pursuits, not once had she looked behind her. Yet it seemed to him as if she knew. She moved, he
felt this increasingly, for his benefit alone, in a cage against a backdrop of iron pillars evenly shaped. Her cape
was not, as he had believed, of heavy stuff. It was flimsy, synthetic, a bell-shaped transparency through which he
spied her figure, almost, he thought, her hard, living flesh. She was tall and bony. A furpiece with many tails hung
down her straight back under the cape. She wore red rubber boots. She rocked in her hips, slowly, deliberately, he
thought, and as she turned her face, not at him, but toward the deserted tracks, he saw the angular shape of her
chin which was like a clenched fist, and above it the wound of her mouth.
His pointed teeth bit into his tongue, and tasting blood, he thought:
“Sometimes at night when I was a boy, mother’s darling, sometimes (why always in the dark?) my nose would
bleed and I would sit in the dark and lick my blood.”
His accelerated breath filmed the pane, and he wiped his gloved hand across it, and then held his hand against
the dead stove as though he suspected a fire to have sprung from the cinders. He saw her pace for his eyes alone, a
caged, outlandish bird below a row of dim symmetrical lights. Again she edged close to the track, her fur-rimmed
sleeve emerging unexpectedly through a slit in the cape. She raised her hand, a sharp, unnatural glare of white
flesh, waving at him, he thought, before he saw that she was shading her invisible eyes against the wayward snow.
A presentment of absolute, final horror fell over him and forced his own eyes shut. He saw her in his mind’s eye,
more real than life, her body smashed on the track, drawn-out and flattened between the black rails, and her face
covered with wads of blood-caked hair.
*
In an instant this vision was eclipsed by the savage howl of the train. The wooden walls about him, the soaked
floor under his feet began to moan, and writhe, and shake as though at the first low tremors of an earthquake. The
pane rattled against his face. The stove appeared to fall upon him.
He opened his eyes in terror, conscious only at this moment of the thick ammoniac odor streaming through the
door of the urinal. On the opposite track, an express train passed and vanished.
The woman, handless once more, was pacing the night. The walls were static again, and the air packed with an
odorous stillness.
God, he said aloud, trying to think.
His brain was like hot, loose stones under his skull—a load that seemed to draw him downward as he groped
for the swinging door, down and down as he stood on the platform behind the woman and pressed his hand
against the back of her shrouded neck.
She shrieked, the brief, high, pitched, ludicrous shriek of a woman frightened not by man, but by a mouse. She
jerked away from him, forward toward the brim of the drenched platform.
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With a wild, quick beating of his small fists he pushed her down onto the track, the sound of the approaching
train like the hum of water in the ears of a drowning man.
*
He walked home on the same sidewalk, through the same snow.
Tired as he had never been tired before, not after endless hours on his aching feet in the store, not even on the
frozen pond—dead tired he dragged himself through the white night.
Not far from the doorway where the three drunks were still squatting—noiselessly now under an old horse
blanket—he slipped and fell into the soft snow. The package with the hair was still in his pocket. He must throw it
away, he thought emptily, he must get rid of the hair in his pocket. Sooner or later he would pull himself up and
move on toward the light behind the drawn blind of his window.
Ignorant of the clearing sky, the loveless stars, he sat in the snow.
He sat dumbly, with his legs spread out before him, his derby hat cocked over one burning eye. Once he heard
a siren—a police siren, he thought indifferently.
But it was only a fire-engine speeding to a fire he neither smelled nor saw.
271.189 Excerpt from Outwitting The Gestapo\fn{by Lucie Aubrac (1912-2007)} Mâcon, Saône-et-Loire
Department, France (F) 12
1: Preface
I was born into a family of winegrowers in the Mâcon area of Burgundy on June 29, 1912.
Thanks to my father, who had been gravely wounded during the First World War, I became a passionate pacifist in my youth. During my university studies at the Sorbonne, from 1931 to 1938, I for the first time confronted
the problems of fascism and racism, through a number of foreign youths as well as Communist students—young
Poles, Hungarians, Rumanians, and Germans—all of whom described the racial and political persecution in their
countries.
My first assignment as a history teacher was at the Strasbourg lycée for girls.\fn{Lucie Aubrac’s title, ogrégée
d’histoire, indicates that she had earned one of the highest academic degrees offered in France. Those holding the agrégation received
teaching assignments at lycées or secondary schools, in choice locations } On the other side of the Rhine was Hitler, backed by

a fanaticized nation. We knew that leftists and German Jews were being rounded up and thrown into camps,
guarded by the SS and the police. We already called them “concentration camps.”
During the 1938-39 school year, I met a young engineer who was doing his military service as a second
lieutenant in the Engineer Corps, building roads and bridges. He had just spent a year at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology—and I was to go to the United States on a fellowship the following year to begin my
dissertation. He became my source of information on life in America.
He also became much more. We fell in love and agreed to marry when I returned from the United States. But
war broke out on September 3, 1939, and I decided not to leave France. On December 14, 1939, we were married.
Raymond Samuel was of Jewish origin; his ancestors had come from Poland at the beginning of the eighteenth
century. After the collapse of the French army in 1940, and following his own escape from a prisoner-of-war
camp, his professors in Boston offered him a job as an assistant. I still had my fellowship, so in September 1940
we applied for American visas in order to go to the United States.
But then we changed our minds; could we really leave our families and our friends behind, while our country
was occupied by the Germans?
*
With the decision to stay, our destiny became clear: to participate in the creation and development of a resistance movement, an everyday life, professional and clandestine, with a child born in 1941. We had the incredible
good fortune to live as ourselves—we did not have to adopt false identities or go into hiding—until the spring of
1943.
During this period we led two sharply distinct lives. Just as geometry defines parallel lines, we did everything
possible to avoid the collision of our two lives. One of our major concerns was keeping up the appearance of
normalcy. Our home was for us a refuge of relaxation, of equilibrium. In our clandestine world we were a rarity—
a couple, a family capable of sheltering solitary, furtive passersby. We were just Raymond and Lucie Samuel,
completely aboveboard.
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Officially, beginning in the autumn of 1941, we lived in the city of Lyon, in a small house on the avenue Esquirol, with a maid, Maria, and our little boy. I taught at the lycée for girls on the place Edgar-Quinet. Raymond
was working as an engineer for the Chemin Company, directing repair work on the landing strips at Bron Airport.
That was our everyday, respectable routine, but we were totally different persons in our parallel life. In 1943,
to all his Resistance contacts Raymond was Balmont and later Aubrac, an officer of the secret army of the
Liberation movement. In case he were to be stopped by the police, or even worse, arrested, he had been given a
fabricated identity. He carried forged papers in the name of Francois Vallet and an identity card with the address
of a small apartment in the silk workers’ district on the Croix Rousse hill.
For many months we thought it wise to stockpile provisions there, even though we would rather have eaten
them with our friends. We had to be able to hold out, alone, in hiding, in the event of a serious incident.
As for me, my Resistance comrades knew me as Catherine. For any missions that ran the risk of interception, I
used the identity papers I had carried as a single woman, which had the address of my student lodgings in Paris:
Miss Lucie Bernard, rue Rataud, Paris.
*
In February 1943 a new decree creating compulsory labor service suddenly altered the priorities within the
Resistance. The German defeats in Russia obliged Hitler’s General Staff to comb the factories of the Reich for
every possible recruit, giving rise to the idea of replacing German manpower with young people from the
occupied countries. The labor decree, promulgated simultaneously by the collaborationist Vichy government and
the German occupation authorities, was not met with enthusiasm in the occupied areas. Large numbers of young
people left their jobs and their homes to escape forced deportation to Germany.
In early March a meeting was held at our avenue Esquirol home.
The Resistance was to attempt to organize the assembly, induction, and training of these réfractaires, who
were resisting compulsory labor.
Suddenly the secret army was presented with unexpected forces.
Raymond and another Resistance leader, Morin-Forestier, had sent scouts into the Jura and Savoy regions to
look into how all these people could be absorbed into the movement. Several meetings were set up for March 15
to review their findings. Raymond was to meet his deputies, Ravanel and Valrimont, in a borrowed fifth-floor
apartment at 7, rue de l’Hôtel-de-Ville.
In the course of these hasty preparations, through a stupid error one of our couriers was arrested at the railroad
station in Ambérieu. The Resistance had issued him a blank identity card, and he had written his date of birth in
the space intended for the date of issue. He broke down during interrogation and began to talk, and as a result
many names and addresses fell into the hands of the French police.
There were mass arrests between March 10 and 15, including twenty liaison people and two leaders of the
secret army of the Resistance with their deputies.
Raymond thus walked into a trap when he went to the meeting on March 15. Valrimont had already been
arrested. Serge Ravanel arrived shortly afterward and immediately attempted a spectacular escape. When he rang
the doorbell, a policeman opened the door, threatening him with his revolver:
“Empty your pockets!” Serge obeyed, grabbed a small folding blackjack from his coat, whacked the cop over
the head, and raced downstairs, only to collide with another policeman who was on his way up the stairs. In their
struggle they fell to the floor, but just as Serge was gaining the upper hand two more cops came to their partner’s
rescue. Needless to say, the party was over.
Ravanel had bungled his escape attempt; Raymond too was seized when the police came to search the
apartment. And to make matters worse, Valrimont had the same bad luck when he tried to escape. He had fled at
daybreak from the police station where he was being held, pursued by a policeman who turned out to be less
sleepy than he had seemed. Valrimont had raced ahead, turning into a small street at the corner. It was a dead end.
Then we went through the usual routine: police station, police headquarters, prison, after a cursory interrogation by the police court judge …
In June, after several betrayals, the Gestapo managed a string of arrests, catastrophic for the Resistance. In
Paris, they caught General Delestraint, chief of staff of the secret army. In Lyon, on June 21, 1943, Jean Moulin,
representative of General de Gaulle in occupied France and president of the National Council of the Resistance,
was arrested by Klaus Barbie and tortured to death.
Fortunately, it was too late to jeopardize his mission. He died under torture, but the chain of command
remained intact.
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As these tragic events took place, life continued, with its material difficulties and daily responsibilities; the
underground fight had to go on. Repression grew more and more brutal, as Vichy police forces and Gestapo
agents grew in numbers.
*
I had my place in the Resistance. A young woman passionately attached to my husband, I had succeeded in
freeing him, in May, from the French prison where he had been held since March 15. I now mustered all my spirit,
and my comrades in the groupe-franc\fn{These were small armed resistance units, often more effective and secure than combined
forces, in view of the Nazi military power } all their courage, to save him from the firing squad that the Gestapo had
promised would be his fate after his arrest in Caluire with Jean Moulin.
At the same time, I was pregnant with my second child. Because of my deep involvement in the underground
war, keeping a diary was out of the question.
That, however, is the form I want my narrative to take. It covers nine months—from May 1943 to February
1944—of my life as a member of the Resistance, a wife, and a mother. I have tried to tell things as accurately as
possible. I was helped in this effort by my own memory, that of my husband, and the testimony of our comrades.
In November 1943, and again in January and February 1944, among the numerous messages—all in code—
that the BBC broadcast from London to the Resistance in France, there was one for the Aubrac family. Because of
bad weather, the British plane could not land in November 1943 or in January 1944 on the secret landing strip
where our reception team was waiting for it.
On February 8, 1944. under a full moon, the plane got through to the rendezvous. That day the BBC had
repeated three times the following message: “Ils partiront dans l’ivresse”—“They will leave with joy.”
February 12, 1944
As I wake up, everything is hazy. Hospital odors, whispers …
I raise my head, then, lifting myself on my elbows, I see an iron bassinet hanging from a rack. Inside is a
sleeping baby, its head down at the end. Our daughter …
“Stay in bed. Your daughter weighs ten pounds; she’s the biggest baby in maternity.”
Mechanically I register the nurse’s words, spoken in schoolgirl French. I obey; my haziness slowly dissolves.
Nearby in the room I hear other women chattering in a language I don’t understand. I am in London. It’s February
12, 1944. 1 am thirty-one years old. My name is Lucie Aubrac.
The nurse places the baby on my bed for a moment. She unwraps the baby from a large white woolen shawl.
My naked daughter thrusts her long, awkward limbs in every direction and screws her face up tight. Her scalp is
covered with pale down.
“We mustn’t traumatize her,” the nurse says, putting her back in her cradle. “You can nurse her tomorrow.”
I am exhausted. With the sheet pulled up to my chin, I cry silently. My pillow is drenched. I’ve got to get rid of
this haziness and reassemble my memories one by one. London, February 1944—Catherine weighs ten English
pounds: nearly five kilograms, after all.
Now I start to remember: last night, London was bombed at dinner time. The Germans choose full moon nights
for bombing, as the British do for their parachute drops. I was with Jérôme, the head of the maquis,\fn{A word
which originally referred to the Coriscan underbrush where bandits were able to hide indefinitely from the police, but which later hecame a
general term for all underground activities between 1940-1944 and in particular, for armed resistance } who like me arrived on a

secret airplane flight. We followed everybody else into the shelters. Down there, on a couch, I felt sick. I had a
sharp pain in my back. The bombing was interrupted, then resumed almost at the same pace as my pains. Jérôme
was leaning over me—would I be scared this time?
“Jérôme, I have to get to a hospital. I’m going to have the baby. I feel it.”
I thought of my suitcase back in my room at the Savoy Hotel. There was a whole layette inside it. And what a
layette! Diapers cut from old sheets, swaddling clothes sewn from pieces of blanket, baby vests made out of
cotton shirts … This time, no one said “pink for a girl, blue for a boy.” In my child’s layette there is one yellow
jacket, which I knit; the rest is in every shade—from gray and brown to green and red.
Yes, ten English pounds is about four and a half kilograms in France …
I’m more awake now. My English roommates keep up their chatter. I’m no longer crying. Memories fall into
place: against the advice of the young woman in charge of security, I had left the shelter to get my suitcase, clenching my teeth and tightening my fists to keep from screaming when the contrac tions came. The hotel manager,
alerted by Jérôme, came upstairs carrying a hot-water bottle, thinking I had indigestion. He then called for an
ambulance.
“You’re lucky the air raid alert is still on, otherwise they would all be out on emergency service.”
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It was eleven o’clock at night, a night lit by bombs and searchlight beams. The stretcher in the ambulance was
hard, the London streets full of holes, and the rattle of the bursts of antiaircraft shells reverberated on the roof of
the vehicle. I remember the woman driver sounding the siren. We finally reached the hospital.
“Shut up, it’s a war.”
The midwife didn’t like my screaming with each contraction. She wanted to make me lie on my side to give
birth, but I protested in French.
“For four years now we’ve been working with bombs exploding everywhere. Be brave, madame, we’ve never
seen a woman like you.”
The nurses had just put an asbestos bracelet around my wrist, with my name. They undressed me, rather
roughly, shaved my pubic hair and my armpits, painted me with Mercurochrome, and gave me an enema.
Stupefied and in pain, I couldn’t understand any of their questions. These English are peculiar. Then, as I knelt on
the delivery table, one of them came up behind me and pushed me down on my right side. I screamed. Another
one held up my left leg. They’re crazy! And a third one tried to put a mask over my face. I ripped it from her
hands and bit down on it with all my strength. At that instant I felt a horrendous tearing pain between my thighs. I
would not see the birth of my baby!
Now, in the ward, on my soaked pillow, I cry again. But this time without grief or anger. I’m crying peacefully
—it’s an overflow just oozing out of me. And now I know: Raymond is alive and Catherine was born on February
12, 1944, at three-thirty in the morning. In London. I have won my battle.
*
The first one to visit me is the French consul, Mr. Gauthier, who comes to my bedside to register the birth. He
explains in English to the other women who I am and where I come from. One thing puzzles them: how could
someone produce such a big baby in a country where people are starving?
I listen as the consul answers at length. He talks about how we kept on the move in the Jura; how in our
successive hideouts the French peasants had been solicitous of the fugitive heroine. In London now, they speak of
me as “the heroine.”
“A funny kind of heroine,” mutters the matron later as she picks me up when I faint on the landing. The matron is the head of the maternity ward; she was escorting me to the elevator to take me to a private room.
My little girl is voracious. She sucks with fervor and grunts like a little animal; then she lets go and falls
asleep. My nipples are leaking and are becoming painfully chapped.
In my new room, a large table covered with a white cloth has been set up; bottles, glasses, and a dish with
biscuits are brought in. About noon the matron comes back, along with a small group of men.
Raymond is there. I recognize two others—François Morin-Forestier, whom I had freed in Lyon in May 1943,
and François d’Astier, an Air Force general whose two children had started their Resistance apprenticeship with
us in Lyon.
D’Astier takes a document from his pocket and begins reading a citation from the army. It’s about me. I’m
amazed. In France, we were not accustomed to this sort of honor.
We fought, sometimes we won, sometimes we lost. We met in prisons or surreptitiously in the homes of
sympathizers, and without ceremony. In this maternity bed, I suddenly understand what it is that separates a
regular army from our secret organizations, whose leaders were accepted by all without need for rank or insignia
and into which men and women of all ages were recruited.
How I wish that the comrades of my groupe-franc were here so this citation could give them some measure of
glory. The military men here fight the same enemy we fight, and they demonstrate their fraternal esteem by
treating me like a soldier, by giving me what is for them recognition of military accomplishment—a medal.
The general is deeply moved. He is going to pin the ribbon with that heavy medal on my chest. Disconcerted,
being used to the thick fabric of military uniforms, he fumbles nervously with the light fabric of my hospital
gown. Seeing the big black prongs of the medal, I fear for my vulnerable breasts, filled with milk.
Raymond hugs me. He too is moved. He whispers a thank you in my ear; the most beautiful of gifts.
*
During the night the sirens wake me. I take my daughter in my arms. Using the elevator is not permitted during
air raid alerts, so I walk down the stairs—seven flights—to the shelter, which is lined with armchairs and beds. I
choose a bed near a corner, put the baby next to me, and fall asleep. I am awakened by some commotion overhead; I was sleeping so soundly that I didn’t hear the all-clear signal. Perhaps that night I regained my status as a
heroine.
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Some phosphorus bombs fell on the hospital. One wing was destroyed. We have to find a new shelter! My war
is not over yet!
In a few days, on February 20, 1944, as prearranged with my comrades in France, the BBC daily broadcast
will include a message that only they will understand:
“Boubou has a little sister, Catherine, born on the twelfth.”
Like all mothers, I carried her for nine months (minus two days). She was conceived on May 14, 1943.
Lyon, Friday, May 14, 1943
About nine-thirty in the morning, I catch sight of Raymond from the window of my room. The prosecutor had
signed his release, contingent on bail. For a long time I have been watching the street, lined with small bungalows
and tiny yards, deserted up to now.
There he is—holding a strange bundle at arm’s length. I recognize it at once: tied by the coattails and sleeves,
it is the overcoat he was wearing the day he was arrested. I wait for him at the garden gate. Once the door is
closed, our initial effusiveness is cut short.
“I really need to wash up.”
Some dry wood goes into the stove, a shovelful of coal is added, a large pan of water goes on top; it heats
quickly. He undresses in the bathroom on the second floor and throws his clothes out the window into the yard.
“Those lice! I didn’t have them anymore at the hospital, but they took me back to the prison office to be
discharged. Also, my overcoat had been left in the office of the court clerk. It must be completely infested.”
Holding the coat by my finger tips, I spread it on the fence at the end of the garden. We bought it in the fall of
1940, thanks to Maurice, Raymond’s cousin, who is in the retail business. It’s a fine, warm weave in a raised blue
and gray check. You can’t find one like that today.
Now it is filthy and wrinkled, with streaks of white plaster along the back and a reddish stain on the left
shoulder. Looking at it up close, I see a round hole right through the shoulder pad.
Later, inside our house, stretched out on the bed, our longing for each other satisfied, I say nothing, but I
already know: we will have that second child that I have been wishing for for months. I count: nine months—that
would be mid-February.
Raymond is talking. He knows I saw the hole in his overcoat.
“The cop missed me. But not by much. When they took me to search the apartment in the Croix-Rousse
district, the address on my identity papers, I had an idea. I asked the two police inspectors escorting me to stop the
car a little before the house. I told them:
“‘For the sake of my reputation, you understand—I don’t want my landlady to refuse to rent to me after seeing
me get out of a police van. But if the three of us arrive on foot, it won’t look so bad.’
“See, I wanted to give them the idea that I didn’t have anything to hide except a little black marketeering and
that I’d been caught in the police dragnet on the rue de l’Hôtel-deVille. They laughed at my attempt to appear
respectable, but they agreed. I had my keys. I opened the door and left the key in the outside lock. I said:
“‘Come in, gentlemen, and do your job.’
“Then I opened the cupboard for them. There were about a dozen tins of sardines, another dozen packages of
noodles and bags of sugar, several packages of tobacco, some rice, some salt, a little chocolate—my activities as a
small-time dealer seemed established.
“I asked them for permission to wash and change clothes while they were ransacking the place. For a whole
week I had been dragged from police station to prison and back again. … They said it would be all right, adding
that I wasn’t done with jail and that I was going to spend that very night at the Saint-Paul prison. I pretended to be
upset at this news and stammered out a request to pack a toilet kit and a change of underwear. They looked at each
other, laughing:
“‘Go ahead.’
“They must have thought: ‘Poor idiot, he still doesn’t understand what’s happening.’
“I picked up my things—razor, shaving brush and soap, handkerchiefs, socks, and briefs—and set them on the
table. Then, as if it were the most natural thing in the world, I took a chair into the hallway:
“‘I’ve got to get my suitcase from up there on the shelf.’
“They weren’t even paying attention to me anymore. Then I opened the door, went out, and locked the door
before bounding down the stairs. Alas, they wasted no time. Before I got to the street they were hanging out the
window, waving their guns. They were shouting:
“‘Get back up here or we’ll shoot!’
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At first I thought at that distance they couldn’t miss. But then I took a gamble: if I went outside, they would
surely shout another warning before they fired. So I dashed into the street, zigzagging.
“‘Stop!’ they yelled. ‘Stop him! Stop the murderer!’
“Then they both started shooting, and a bullet went through my overcoat, just above the shoulder. I think what
made them miss was the driver of the police van chasing me.
“I dived into the traboules, those cavernous tunnels that you and I had explored, leading from house to house
to the quay. I pushed in a door at random. Rotten luck! An old lady was on her way out with her shopping basket.
I bumped into her so hard that she fell. As I helped her to her feet (simultaneously apologizing and trying to keep
her from yelling for help), the barrel of the police driver’s gun suddenly appeared under my nose.
“He took me back to the apartment. That was a bad moment, but I had one consolation: they hadn’t found
anything. An attempted escape isn’t enough to build a criminal case. Of course now washing, changing, or taking
a suitcase was out of the question. The whole neighborhood could see me being taken away in handcuffs in the
van. I knew that you hadn’t been there yet, but that it wouldn’t be long before you heard of my attempted escape.”
*
I had rushed over there the next day. I needed to recover the papers that we had hidden there. Our security rules
stated strictly that the apartment of any résistant\fn{Résistants were all French people who rejected the policy of colla-borators
with Germany and participated in the underground struggle against the occupation and its police forces } who was arrested was to be
emptied as soon as we were sure the place hadn’t become a police trap.
Raymond had rented this apartment from a woman whose husband was a prisoner of war. She lived with her
parents, while drawing a small income from renting the two furnished rooms with a kitchen. She had asked
Raymond to take particular care of the furniture, which was still like new after ten years. Raymond had
introduced me to her as his fiancée, saying that if he were away on business too long she could trust me
completely, and give me the keys. The neighbors knew him by sight.
In Lyon, people are neither curious nor talkative, and it takes a long time to get acquainted, but this very reticence is a guarantee of discretion. They appreciated the polite, courteous young man who was not noisy and who
often was away. Maybe he had to travel on business.
Besides, they would say, it was no concern of theirs.
When I called on the landlady, after Raymond’s arrest, to get the keys and recover the papers—the police
obviously had not found anything—she told me everything. The place was still a shambles.
“It’s strange, just the same,” she said, “for a man to risk his life for a black market operation, and for such a
small amount of merchandise. They could have killed him, you know; they emptied their clips firing at him. Now,
you understand, I’m not asking you any questions,” she added with a smile.
“Naturally; besides, the less one knows these days, the less one risks telling.” I think she guessed the truth.
“It was that old lady Raymond knocked down that put a flea in our ear. A black marketeer or a murderer, as
they called him, would never have stopped to help her up and apologize so politely. She said she’d never forgive
herself for screaming. She told us that after Dunkirk, her grandson got to England and she was sure that he had
joined de Gaulle.”\fn{The extraordinary evacuation of British and French troops at Dunkirk, surrounded by overwhelming German
forces, was accomplished by a myriad of small boats and, of course, some large warships, while under German air bombardment }
*
While Raymond and I trade thoughts of whatever comes to mind about these two months of separation, the
morning passes quietly. Relaxed, scrubbed clean, satisfied, Raymond lights his pipe after drinking the roasted
barley “coffee,” which we are all used to now.
He still can’t believe that he is here this morning. His lawyer had requested bail, which is standard procedure
for an indictment for black market activities. Raymond knew that the police court judge favored a release on bail,
but that the prosecutor opposed it. That clever bloodhound of a prosecutor had five young men in custody; he had
proof that two of them were not mere small-time racketeers. His hatred of Gaullism and of Communism as well as
his racism made him a fearsome adversary for résistants. To him, they were all enemies to be destroyed.
While Raymond, still amazed to be free, paces the floor, leafs through a book, straightens a picture on the wall
where I have hung snapshots of our little boy, I keep asking him questions. It will take days to satisfy my curiosity.
How did it go with the police and with the judge?
The lawyer had mentioned interrogation by the Gestapo; what was that like?
Raymond takes plenty of time in answering me; he circles and hovers, giving me long kisses as he goes by. He
follows me downstairs and fiddles with his pipe while I fix lunch.
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“Our first judge was relatively good-natured,” he says. “He entered a vague charge of black marketeering
against the three of us.
“For Morin-Forestier, who was arrested with his secretary, his office clerk, and all his records, it was trickier.
Well, the judge filled out our arrest warrant as a group, so as to minimize Morin’s case.
“How did the Gestapo come into this? Some zealous French cop probably was in touch with the Germans. One
day, a German police officer and two French inspectors arrived at the prison. They said:
“‘The German police wish to interrogate three of the detainees.’
“They used the names under which we were held: Asher (that’s Serge Ravanel); Kriegel (that’s Valrimont); and
Vallet—that’s me. First they took Ravanel out and questioned him for a very long time. When he was arrested he
was carrying some Michelin maps with notes on reception centers for those refusing to accept compulsory labor
service. When he returned after three hours of questioning, we were relieved and happy to see him again.
“Then it was our turn—Valrimont’s and mine. The French police signed a regulation prison administration discharge, just as they had for Serge, and off we went.
“There were three people in the office of the German police chief. We steadfastly maintained our cover as petty black marketeers. Valrimont, who understands German, heard them discussing us.
“‘We're wasting our time with these guys—they’re not worth the trouble. Send them back to the French.’
“Once back in our cell at Saint-Paul prison, we breathed a big sigh of relief.”
I shiver. Knowing about the collusion between the Vichy government and Hitler is one thing; to be confronted
with the reality is another matter. I swear to remember this after the war: these were French policemen, real government employees, not just fascist rabble like the Milice,\fn{ The innocuous description Milice referred to the infamous
military hordes that Vichy authorized to parallel and eventually supplant regular police forces. It had started honorably, as a veterans’
organization, the Légion des Combattants, but early on was permitted to serve as the [military] arm of the facist Vichy government }

obeying German orders as a matter of routine! They had agreed to hand over to the Gestapo some Frenchmen
whom they themselves had arrested and whose cases were being investigated by French judicial authorities.
It is inconceivable!
There were exceptions. When Raymond was being held at the police station inside the Palais de Justice, where
he remained almost a week with his comrades, French police and officials seemed to take the mandatory close
watch over their prisoners quite lightly. One pleasant policeman who was on duty at the police station had even
suggested to Julien and me as we were waiting around that we could visit the prisoners.
At first we were suspicious, thinking it was a trap. But he convinced us of his sincerity. This is how we were
able to find out, roughly, the circumstances of their arrest on March 15 in the rue de l'Hôtel de-Ville. The policeman led us to the basement of the Palais de Justice, the dark corridors and musty cellars, but we didn’t have time
to help our friends escape before they were transferred to the prison.
“When the Germans were around,” Raymond tells me, “French inspectors behaved like real doormats. They
escorted us to the office of the Gestapo, saluted, and left.
“After interrogation, we met the French officials again—they had been waiting downstairs, by their car, like
obedient children. Since the Germans considered us small fry, they hadn’t sent along any of their own personnel
to take us back to the French prison. As the inspectors delivered us back to the warden I told them:
“‘You can really be proud! A fine job you’re doing and you call yourselves French!’ One of them replied:
“‘Your buddy said the same thing this morning. But we’re just following orders.’”
*
The kitchen table is set for a meal. On the plates is everyday fare: potatoes in their skins (we waste less by
peeling them after they are boiled) and a salad of dandelion greens. Today is a feast! A tin of pate, a whole salami,
and a bottle of Moulin à Vent, set aside for such an occasion.
Under Raymond’s napkin is a small package; he is really touched to find a brand-new pipe. We are celebrating
not only his freedom, which is still almost impossible for him to comprehend, but also an anniversary very dear to
us.
Four years ago, on May 14, 1939, in Strasbourg, we realized we were truly in love. Not just love at first sight,
but a harmony so definitive that we swore always to be together on the fourteenth of May as long as we lived.
Sitting at the table across from each other, in silence, deeply moved, we could stay like this forever.
Raymond still can’t get over being free, and just in time for our fourteenth of May. He suspects me of being
involved in that miracle. How on earth did I manage this?
“Since you hadn’t succeeded in escaping on your own, we decided, with the help of the groupe-franc, to get
you out. There wasn’t much spare ‘human material’ with which to replace you, and the Resistance needed you,
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your skills and your contacts. It’s not that easy to get out of jail, so I thought we would re peat the trick that
enabled you to escape from the POW camp on August 25, 1940.”\fn{ At that time, Raymond's brother, a physician, had
given me some pills that would make Raymond feverish. I was able to slip them to him in the Uhlans barracks at Sarrebourg, where his
whole regiment was confined. The pills worked, and the German military command transferred him to the hospital run by the Red Cross. In
1940 the Germans still observed the Geneva Convention on prisoners of war. That night Raymond scaled the wall of the hospital and
escaped, wearing the blue overalls that I had brought to replace his uniform. [An editorial insert made by the author, presumably to supplement:H]}

“This time, my problem was to get all of you transferred out of the prison and into the disciplinary section of
the Antiquaille hospital. An obliging prison guard gave you some medication, which he thought was candy. You
were in civilian clothes, so no change of clothes was needed.
“On the other hand, we had to neutralize the French police who were guarding you. With the groupe-franc, we
tried to organize a way for you to get out, the most plausible being that the German police had come to take you to
be interrogated. But the earliest date this plan would work was the twentieth of May, because we didn’t have the
necessary transportation. We knew you could manage to stay at the hospital by raising your temperatures when
they came to take them. Though poor Serge didn’t have to pretend, with his bronchitis and bad cough.”
Raymond listens without interrupting.
“The plan had to be put off for so long that I wondered how we would be together on May 1. I said to myself:
This man who hates de Gaulle and the Resistance, this ferocious prosecutor, perhaps he makes such a fuss
because at heart he is a coward.
“I found his address, and the day before yesterday I rang his doorbell. I told the woman who opened the door
that I had a personal message for the prosecuter. She gave me a funny look. Maybe she thought it was a lovers’
tryst. The prosecutor agreed to see me. I told him straight out:
“‘You have in your prison a man named François Vallet. Twice you have refused to sign his release on bail.
The police court judge understood immediately that it was better to sign it, and you’ll soon see why. Of course,
his lawyer has not been told what this case is all about. As for me, I am here representing General de Gaulle, who
is Vallet’s supreme commander. If you don’t sign this release tomorrow at the Palais de Justice, if Vallet is not
free on the morning of May 1, you will not see the sun go down that evening. I can substantiate what I’m saying.
Listen just this once to tonight’s BBC broadcast. Among the personal messages you will hear the following:
“Continue to scale the mountain.” That message is for you personally. You have heard correctly: “Continue to
scale the mountain.”’
“The prosecutor was speechless, and I didn’t want to waste time. Before he could come to his senses, I opened
the door, calling out for good measure:
“‘See you tomorrow! And don’t forget our rendezvous on the fourteenth.’
“Until I got to the bridge over the Saône, I was terrified of being caught by the police. You know, all he had to
do was call the Saint-Jean police station nearby. On that stretch of road, along the high bank of the river, there’s
no place to hide, and with so few trolleys running.
“And so here you are!” Raymond is stunned:
“And if the message hadn’t been broadcast?”
“Yes, it was taking a chance, but at one o’clock the message was broadcast. Besides, I’m always lucky; isn’t
this the best proof?”
“Now listen, Lucie, if you keep tempting fate, you’ll run into trouble.”
“But now you are here and at six-thirty I have an appointment with your lawyer, Fauconnet, who must already
know about your release. We’ll go together.”
“If you think he’s going to be overjoyed by your blackmail, get ready for a good lecture!”
“We’ll see. For the moment, we have a whole afternoon to make love, to make plans.”
*
As a precautionary measure, we decide to go separately and meet at the lawyer’s door. When we get to Fauconnet’s office, all the other clients have gone. The big dark waiting room with its somber paneling and drapes, its
empty chairs, retains the odors of the people who came to see him that afternoon.
I rather like this man, whom I have known for only two months. He is from Lyon, unmarried, Catholic and
liberal, full of good sense. He is a learned jurist and absolutely opposed to Vichy collaboration!\fn{ Vichy advocated
full collaboration with the Germans. The term collaborator eventually became a synonym for traitor }
Our cousin Maurice, who knows everybody in Lyon, had recommended him to me after Raymond’s arrest on
March 15. The first time I entered his office I naïvely expected a sort of spontaneous complicity between us.
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However, he was not exactly a backslapping type. He was about ten years older than I, not very tall, a bit stout,
with blue eyes and graying hair.
Fauconnet dressed conservatively, and a slightly misshapen upper lip gave him a rather sarcastic expression.
He received me quite formally:
“Madam, the only client I know is François Vallet, a seedy black marketeer. You are willing to take an interest
in his legal defense and therefore will pay my honorarium; I will in turn keep you informed of the steps I take and
eventually of my conversations with him.”
This is how we began, and our weekly meetings remained rather formal. Once I remarked on the magnificent
bindings of his library and on his valuable collection of snuffboxes. Still later, with Raymond, in the visiting room
at the prison, there were some confidential exchanges of information, matters were hinted at or alluded to obliquely, and a sense of trust created. One day, Fauconnet took a wedding ring from his vest pocket and gave it to me,
smiling:
“Mr. Vallet asks you to keep this for him. Of course, you and I have already forgotten this transaction.”
“Of course, sir.”
Either because he is shy or because he has the typical Lyon reserve, he does not show emotion easily. Today, as
he welcomes us warmly, I begin to understand that.
“Sit down. How happy I am to see you together! It’s a miracle. But I must confess I don’t understand it at all.
Just the day before yesterday, the prosecutor seemed deaf to everything I said.”
“Well, sir, when you gave me the wedding ring that Raymond had succeeded in passing to you, I said to you: ‘I
will give it back to him on May 14.’ And I did.”
Once again I describe my intervention and the bluff I used with the prosecutor. Raymond watches me out of
the corner of his eye. I am much less relaxed than I was with him this morning, all the more so as the lawyer
seems shocked, becoming more and more distant and reproachful. I feel uneasy, even guilty, as if in this proper
office I had committed some unseemly act or had burst out swearing.
Suddenly, he explodes:
“But you can’t do this, it’s simply not done! You have threatened an officer of the court, and that’s a very
serious matter. What would become of the independence and dignity of the law if everyone acted like you?”
I rise to my defense:
“Well, in this case it was effective, and you know very well that your justice is not what it was before 1939. In
any event we’re fighting it. Besides, if your prosecutor had a clear conscience or even was able to act independently, he would never have signed the release!”
From a low sideboard, the lawyer takes three glasses and a bottle of Izarra liqueur, its color a wonderful gold.
“Let’s say no more about it; let’s drink to your reunion, to your freedom that you are going to have so much
trouble keeping, for I suppose you will go on with what you do.” Clinking our glasses in a toast, this good man
looks at me severely:
“My dear child, those are not legal procedures; after the war, you’ll have to be sure not to use them again, not
even think of them.” My eyes fill with tears, like a naughty child who has been scolded, then forgiven.
*
We go home without lingering.
It is seven-thirty at night. The sun is red in the west. The sky with all its constellations reflects our joy.
We decide to wait until Monday before asking Maria, our maid, who is staying with my in-laws, to come back.
Tomorrow morning, Saturday, I have to teach two hours of classes.
We will still have the whole afternoon to ourselves!
Sunday, May 16, 1943
Our family is once again complete. My sister-in-law brought back our Jean-Pierre from the Auvergne, where
she had left him with very dear friends after Raymond’s arrest on March 15.
His life as our cherished little boy picks up where it left off. Outside the underground life of the Resistance,
with its more or less dangerous activity, daily life must be confronted—for a woman more than a man: a household to take care of, a husband and child to feed, clothes to be washed.
Raymond is watching me soak the weekend’s dirty clothes in a tub filled with water warmed in the sun.
“At least now you won’t have to do the wash for five prisoners.”
“And what wash!” I told him of my difficulties with the disgusting rags brought back periodically from SaintPaul prison. “First I had to delouse your undershorts and shirts, your underwear. That was awful. How could you
live with those lice? There were so many of them, big black ones.
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“You know, a louse is extraordinarily tough and nearly indestructible. Even after boiling the wash, I found
some in the seams; by then they were transparent, completely bloodless, but still moving! I finally got them with a
hot iron.”
“It was worth it, though,” Raymond says. “You can’t imagine what a pleasure it is to put on clean underwear.
We were all right until nighttime, but then the whole business started again with the lice-infested straw mattresses.
They don’t allow even the smallest can of Fly-Tox in that jail. It had never occurred to me that lice could become
the number one problem. I told my buddies,
“‘Sparks will fly over these socks; Lucie with her suffragette mentality has made them the symbol of feminine
independence. She’s liable to throw them out!’
“When they came back clean, the others all made fun of me.”
“You don’t understand. The socks belonged to prisoners. I was a free person. So there was no dependence. It
was only natural that I washed the socks and the rest of the clothes. But one thing was totally disgusting: the
handkerchiefs. Oh—that slimy stuff that came out when I scrubbed them under running water! I often told myself
that after the war a woman would surely invent paper handkerchiefs to be thrown away after they’re used.”
*
On my desk is a batch of papers to be corrected; it’s the map of France’s subterranean resources. I also have a
class tomorrow with my third-year students: agriculture in France.
My preparation consists of just two short paragraphs devoted to soil conditions and climate, and sneakily
develops at length what fits with present reality—the shortage of manpower resulting from more than a million
being held as prisoners of war, three-quarters of whom are farmers.
Agricultural equipment is wearing out. Spare parts are extremely rare, obtainable only with a coupon. Then
there is fuel, distributed in dribbles because it is the most valuable commodity of all for the occupying power.
I examine agricultural resources and outlets at even greater length: pre-war statistics showing the surpluses of
wine, wheat, and meat. A wheat office had even been created to help farmers sell the harvest. I found a terrific
passage reprinted in a 1938 economics journal, encouraging the French to consume more bread and pastry:
Advice to mothers: French pastry, the finest in the world, so attractive and diverse, is a complete food. Made from
fine flour, butter, eggs, and milk, it is a pleasant way to feed your children and aid their growth.

This course will be taught on the very same day the authorities are releasing the coupons: KC, which entitles
“hard laborers” to five ounces of cold cuts and K8, which provides an extra half-pound of sugar to the three youth
categories (J1, J2, J3)—these children certainly will have something to talk about at home!
These ration cards and coupons that you have to get every month at the municipal offices are a real headache.
When are you entitled to what? Unless you consult the announcements posted at the town hall and in store
windows, you have to read the newspaper announcements to find out.
The whole population is divided into categories. And what conversations you hear at the stores!
“Do you have a J3, madam? (J3s are the adolescents.)
“No, but I have two ‘hard laborers.’” (These are also given to pregnant women.)
What labor isn’t hard these days, when rutabagas replace potatoes, when you have to be on intimate terms with
the fishmonger to buy even a carp’s head without a ration coupon?
Each adult is entitled to one liter of wine every ten days. So there are three liters per month, for adults only,
and even this works only if the store has been supplied. As you have to return empty bottles, I am always carrying
six empties in my bicycle rack that I try to get filled during my various trips.
It’s also a ten-day cycle for tobacco. One pouch of tobacco or two packs of Gauloises—for adult men only, of
course. This is where there is the most bartering: one loaf of bread, two liters of wine for one pack of cigarettes.
It is all so degrading. Adults show the same kind of raw energy, the same serious intensity, as children do
trading marbles or candy.
I have to decide before I leave to run my errands whether it’s safe to use the coupons that are still valid on
François Vallet’s ration card—the identity that Raymond has just abandoned. That could mean three rations for
two. When Raymond arrived at Saint-Paul prison, he surrendered all his ration cards to the jail dietician, who
gave them back to him when he left. I still had his genuine card under his own name, which I used to make up the
food packages that I sent with the clean clothes for the prisoners.
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Since Jean-Pierre was being fed decently in the Auvergne, I also had the baby’s flour, milk, sugar, and cocoa
coupons. When they got out, every one of Raymond’s companions told me he had never eaten so well as during
those two months in prison.
Besides the prison food that the prisoners got, the money their lawyers gave them made it possible to buy
certain items from the prison canteen. Pathetic purchases of whatever was available without ration cards, things
like bran biscuits and fruit jelly made with grape sugar. Also the social services of the Resistance gave me some
canned food, which enriched the weekly package. Raymond told me,
“Your chocolate crepes! Only in jail could one hope to get them.” And in the same vein of black humor:
“You know, when it comes to that, it wasn’t all that bad a life there.”
Silly jokes.
Monday, May 17, 1943\fn{This was the day I was born:H}
At the lycée, when I open my mailbox in the teachers’ lounge there isn’t much mail, but I recognize two items
from their distinctive folds and shape: underground newspapers. An issue of Combat and one of Liberation.
I will read them later in the toilet and find out what’s in them. But for the time being I calmly pick them up
with the other mail. If it is a trick, people will plainly see that I’m not reading them. But if someone is really
distributing them, that means there are other résistants here besides myself.
I get along very well with my students; the final-year students and I had a good laugh together on May 8. That
day, following a government directive, all history professors were required to pay homage to Joan of Arc, whose
birthday, May 9, the state was officially celebrating. They were to show that Marshal Pétain\fn{ Pétain was credited
(though some of the best military historians and analysts dispute his merit) with winning the crucial battle of Verdun (1916) during the First
World War. He was allowed to take over the government after the fall of France in June 1940. His authoritarian regime tried to safeguard
France’s interests. Too weak to resist German demands, however, it soon became a mere puppet government. and it did a great deal of harm
to the population in general and to minorities in particular } was her “worthy heir” and that the personal qualities of these

heroes were identical.
I called two students to the blackboard, which I had divided into two sections with a vertical line; on one side,
Marshal Pétain; on the other, Joan of Arc. Then the game began: age, sex, profession, personal situation (married
or single), enemy or ally. As I wrote down the responses, the class kept inventing new categories, and they all
laughed until tears came to their eyes.
There was no reaction from parents during the next few days. However, not all the parents opposed the Vichy
regime, but I believe that for the young, school is a private domain that does not concern their parents.
Today I have chosen to discuss the presidency of Marshal MacMahon after the 1870 defeat in the Franco-Prussian War. To be sure, it’s not every week that I find such marvelous opportunities to dramatize today’s situation
while keeping up my role as teacher.
This afternoon no one was missing, none of the girls with Biblical or foreign names, emigrants from Paris or
even farther away who hoped that Lyon would be their last stop. When the school secretary comes around toward
the end of the class with the register of absentee students, I am unconcerned and sign the book promptly. In this
Lyon lycée, its population increased by the arrival of refugees from the north, enrollment has changed considerably. There are several Jewish or foreign students in every class.
At the beginning of the month, among my third-year students, the little Lehmann girl stopped coming.
Why?
Nobody knows. One of her classmates went to her home, but nobody answered the doorbell. The shutters were
closed; the mailbox was overflowing; the concierge had received no instructions.
All my students fell silent at this news. My history class did not go well that day.
Tonight I come home after slipping the newspapers I found in my mailbox into two neighboring mailboxes. It
was out of the question for me to take them home; we must be prepared at any time for the house to be searched.
*
All week long my time is divided between the lycée, my home, and the groupe-franc. Our three comrades
arrested with Raymond on March 15 are still at the Antiquaille hospital, and we have to get them out of there as
soon as possible. Two men are sent out to reconnoiter the place during the visiting hours for regular patients; they
are to make a precise map of the reception and administration offices, as well as of the section reserved for prisoners.
The drivers run through a plan in advance with our two cars; arrival, parking, and especially departure must be
swift and without mishaps. We are also making an escape route study of Lyon in order to evacuate our liberated
comrades.
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Raymond finds inactivity hard to bear. He plays with his son—but only for a time. He wrote the editorial on
foreign policy for the newspaper Liberation. Pascal Copeau came to see him when he returned from Paris, where
the National Council of the Resistance is being formed.\fn{ Our various resistance movements were created in the fall Of
1940; within two years, they grew in parallel and along similar lines. There were regional organizations and the dif ferent services were
established: for manufacture of false identity papers, social services, the underground press, propaganda, information and intelligence, the
secret army, and labor action. During the winter of 1942-43, Max, General de Gaulle’s representative within France, contacted every leader
of every resistance group with the intention of fusing them all into a single organization: the MUR ( Mouvements Unis de Résistance). All
had foreseen such a union and most were successful in implementing it. The various newspapers maintained their autonomy and kept their
names—Combat, Libération, Franc-Tireur. They were printed whenever they had the good fortune to find a cooperative print shop and a
supply of newsprint, which was so severely rationed that we had to either steal it or buy it on the black market. Max (Jean Moulin) arrived
in France from London on December 31, 1941. At that time, he used the name Rex. In early January, Raymond welcomed him to Lyon on
behalf of our group. They met under the theater arcades. Rex took Ray mond to a small room near the town hall, produced a box of matches
from his pocket, and emptied it on the table. He then handed Raymond the box, together with a magnifying glass. At the bottom of the
match box was a microphoto of the official military order signed “de Gaulle” identifying Max as the representative to the resistance movements. “You must destroy that,” Raymond said to him. “It’s no proof in my eyes—the proof for me is that d’Astier vouches for you. But if
the police find this, it means your arrest and perhaps your death.” Once the unification of the Resistance movements was a reality, Rex,
who then changed his name to Max, undertook to convince the different parts of the newly unified move ment to create a national
organization that would combine the Resistance movements from all France, as well as all the political parties opposed to Vichy and Hitler
—which was no easy task. He also proposed that the National Council of the Resistance take over the political direction of the Re-sistance.
He succeeded in having the paramilitary groups form a single secret army led by an officer designated by de Gaulle whose staff would be
made up of secret army representatives from the various movements. [This is an extended insert by the author, apparently into the original
text of the book; I have edited it into a footnote:H]}

Raymond is fascinated by the methodical way the Resistance is being organized, which he takes to be a sign
both of growth and of vigor. He accepts Pascal Copeau’s suggestion to postpone decisions on the resumption of
his own activities until after the escape from Antiquailie hospital has been carried out.
That escape has been set for Monday, May 24, in the morning. I have no classes on Monday mornings so I can
be part of it. This afternoon we’ll reconnoiter at the hospital as a last-minute precaution. No one will notice us
among the many Sunday visitors.
*
What the hell are they doing?
We are getting nervous. Christophe, one of the members of the group, is at the wheel of the car, sit ting next to
me, ready to take off as soon as Raymond and André Lassagne get here. The other car, driven by Daniel, is closer
to the hospital gate; it will be the one to carry to safety the freed comrades and the fellow from Luxembourg in
German uniform, who lends an air of authenticity to the whole expedition.
I don’t doubt for an instant that we will succeed, but I am anxious about letting Raymond participate in the
operation. Out of solidarity with his three comrades who were still locked up, he was determined to be in on the
venture.
“Good,” said Ambre (he is a member of the groupe-franc). “Here, Raymond, this is the last pistol we have. It
has no hammer, so it’s useless; you stay in the hallway, near the office, and keep the secretaries away from the
phone. The pistol should be enough to scare them. André, no one here knows you, so you come up with us.”
André is a professor of Italian at the Ampere lycée; he is a childhood friend of one of our cousins. He is in his
thirties, handsome, dark-haired; his sense of humor is irrepressible, he always has a funny story to telh He doesn’t
even hesitate.
“Listen, I’ll be the cop, with a raincoat and a felt hat and a loud voice. You’ll see, it’s going to be perfect.”
The groupe-franc of the Liberation movement found a man from Luxembourg who had been forced into German military service and had then deserted. They subjected him to all sorts of clever tests and finally became
convinced that he wasn’t a spy. His German uniform and flawless German make him an invaluable accomplice.
“Here they come now …”
They all bolt from the hospital. Engines start. The cars are heading in the right direction. Serge Ravanel gets in
between Raymond and André, and we’re off.
There is a lot of joyful shoulder slapping to ease the nervous tension that we all had so carefully concealed.
Serge Ravanel describes what happened:
“They charged into the room, followed by the hospital director and a male nurse, shouting,
“‘German police! Get dressed quickly! Come with us for interrogation!’
“For a moment, I thought they were the real thing—I was panic-stricken. I didn’t know these three men and the
one in uniform was much too natural to be fake. So I said to them,
“‘Show me your identification.’
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“That really made them laugh. The director protested,
“‘Gentlemen, these men are ill, they were entrusted to my care by the health services of Saint-Paul prison.
They are in my charge; I can’t let them go even if I wanted to. Besides, these two policemen on guard duty will
confirm it.’
“But when he turned around, they were gone!
“After seeing how these guys broke in, they wisely took off, not caring either to interfere or even to witness the
action.
“So then,” Serge continues, “to make the whole thing look even better, on the staircase André kicked me in the
pants, and I went down faster than I meant to.”
*
We leave our Ravanel on the Rhóne embankment. He is the youngest of the trio: at age twenty, having just
graduated from the École Polytechnique, he has the serious, systematic bent of the young mathematician working
hard to succeed in the rigorous competition of his school. But with all that serious side, he moves easily from his
role as the amazed innocent to clobbering a policeman who threatens him with a gun.
Raymond has stuffed his hat into a pocket of the gabardine raincoat, which he carries over his arm. Hand in
hand we take the trolley home.
At the house, Jean-Pierre is quietly playing with his building blocks. Viewed from the outside, the Art Deco
stained-glass windows of the dining room, with their black lead frames, seem dull. But indoors, on this sunny
morning, bright spots and all the colors of the rainbow vibrate on the wooden floor. Our little two-year-old
patiently tries to line up his blocks with these patterns. It all has to be redone in a few minutes. As the sun moves,
the colors go with it, and he tirelessly starts again.
Our good little guy, our joy, wanted and made after Raymond’s escape from the POW camp. We of course
think he’s the most beautiful child in the world, and hope with all our might for a second baby. I already know we
started it on May 14 …
Pascal Copeau, who has been watching for our return, arrives with a bottle of wine, his deep, beautiful voice
booming:
“I was sure it would work—let’s drink to it! But now you’ll have to go away for a while. The French police
won’t take this slap in the face very well—the Krauts even worse. There will be a big fuss. Get away until all this
blows over. Off you go! Take a ten-day vacation.”
“I have obligations as a teacher—I can’t just stay away from the lycée without giving notice.”
“Come now; it won’t be the first time Dr. Riva will discover that you are in bad need of a rest so you can
undertake a special mission. The mountains are no longer safe, what with all the men who have gone there to
escape the forced labor edicts and the organization of new maquis units. Anyway, there’s no place for you to stay
there. Why not the seaside? The Mediterranean, maybe, near Saint-Aygulf—so far there are only garrisons of Italians there.”
As soon as the meal is over, while the child takes a nap, I only feel like doing one thing: being in those
welcoming arms. But I have to see the doctor right away.
As usual, I’m lucky. It’s not his consulting day, but he’s just coming home between house calls. He knows me
well, as he was the one who examined my baby in 1942. At that time, he quickly understood what we were doing,
and he brought me—I was still nursing—a famished baby. The parents had to flee and weren’t able to take the
baby. They were German Jews who had been warned, just in time, that the Vichy police were on the way to their
apartment.\fn{The Vichy government agreed to hand over to the Nazis thousands of foreign Jewish refugees. Many others—like the
translator of the present book—were warned in time by French police officials loyal to the Républic and were able to survive underground,
with the help of both Catholic and Protestant French people. Those interned by Vichy were transported by cattle car to the German
concentration camps, which turned out to be extermination centers, like Auschwitz}

While efforts were made to find the parents, the baby had to be fed, and so he shared my milk with Jean-Pierre
for a week. It was also this doctor who procured the medication that made it possible to get Raymond and the
others in prison transferred to the hospital.
The doctor has established a solid medical file on me, because from time to time I’ve had to carry out a
mission while school was in session. According to that file, I am a former tuberculosis patient, with convincing Xrays, medical records with proper dates, and a clinical analysis of my recovery.
There were four examinations that showed no disease, since one cannot teach if contagious. Still, according to
the file, I’m anemic and have a tendency to tire easily. That’s easy to verify; at five feet eight I weigh only 118
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pounds. I nursed my son for fourteen months and really did have a decalcification, which my clever doctor had a
colleague diagnose.
However, I am actually in good health, vigorous, and without the least scruple about deceiving the school administration.
So I’m off now to the lycée office, where they agree I look really sick. I hand in the medical certificate recommending two weeks of complete rest, which means a leave of absence. When I say good-bye to the principal, she
tells me,
“You have been nursing far too long, my dear, and now you must suffer the consequences; try to rest up someplace where you can find some milk, that’s the best recalcifier.” …
43.172 The Offensive\fn{by Henri Joseph Thomas (1912-1993)} Anglemont, Vosages Department, France (M) 4
The voice of the captain, which had sounded so loud in the company offices a short time ago, seemed thin and
weak in this forest. Perhaps he really had been made hoarse by the night’s march in the rain and the one-hour rest
against the dripping banks of the forest path.
But this was no excuse. In fact for Claude, it was yet another telling sign, this sensitivity of the captain’s to bad
weather.
Everything was weak: the captain’s voice, the ludicrous little offensive meant as help to Poland, already defeated, the arming of the troops, the fortifications left behind—and, behind these fortifications, the whole country,
peasant homes, small-town cafés, and the thoughts, dreams, reason and will of the people.
Even the dullest soldier should have realized that all the strength was on the other side, beyond the forests
which blotted out the horizon. Instead of their taking in the situation, the attack was on, ridiculously on, in short
scurries, from tree to tree.
“First section, forward!” said the captain’s voice.
The first section moved off in single file beneath the trees, the sergeant who had studied for the priesthood in
command; Claude saw him leave with long strides and a devout air. It would be all the same to him if he stepped
on a mine.
“Second section, forward!”
This section was commanded by an Arab sergeant; Claude did not remember his name.
The captain’s voice no longer trembled so much; it just seemed weaker than ever.
Claude was in the last section, the fourth. The order “Fourth section, forward!” reached down into every nerve.
“Fourth” was no longer just an ordinal number, one in a series.
“Fourth” meant him, Claude.
He came last in the section, in charge of supplies, of which he had only the vaguest idea, and as bearer of the
section’s barbed-wire cutters. The section was commanded by the Corsican sergeant, Fremigacci, who moved off
heavily, bent forward, like the dolt he was.
During the one-hour halt on the forest track, the lieutenant had explained that the company had a mission to
rendezvous with the 21st Company of Light Infantry, engaged in fighting in the forest, from whom there had been
no news.
“And another company from the 23rd, right behind us, will start out on our trail tomorrow,” said Claude, who
was in the little group surrounding the lieutenant.
Nobody had noticed his words, presumably no one had heard them. Except that Sergeant Fremigacci had let
out a slight grunt, which probably included the odd word, amongst incomprehensible Corsican oaths.
For some days now, Claude had hated Fremigacci. His earlier antipathy towards the Corsican sergeant had
turned to hate when the company had been billeted in an evacuated Lorraine village, close at hand to the frontier.
Waking one morning in the barn, Claude felt a rather sharp pain near the bottom of his right calf, just where the
legging covers the boot-laces. He did not look for the source, because of the bother of unrolling the legging and
then rolling it up again. But he wondered about it as he made his way to the cattle trough to shave. He dragged his
foot a little. Fremigacci, standing at the entrance of the barn, saw him leave.
Claude did not have long to wait for the consequences.
At eleven o’clock that day Fremigacci designated Claude to get the soup. The canteen was in a small hollow at
least a kilometer to the rear of the village. Claude had done this fatigue two days before; he knew that his turn
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should not have come up again for another week. But he said nothing, having immediately understood. A protest
would have got him nowhere, or would have gone too far.
On his way back from the canteen, with soup rations for ten men, so difficult to carry across the fields, and
with three canteens of wine on a bandolier, he felt his foot really hurting; the pain made him limp slightly. Even as
he sat in the barn during the meal it made itself felt again in hot stabs every time he moved his leg.
“They’ve only got thirty guns over there,” said Fremigacci, when the meal was almost finished.
“And how many have we got on our side?” asked Claude.
“Didn’t you hear the big guns of the Maginot line\fn{The elaborate 200-mile line of permanent fortifications built on the
north-eastern French frontier between that country and Germany during the 1930’s, and named after André Maginot (1877-1932), who
implimented their construction during his last term as Minister of War (November 1929-January, 1931) .} on your way over to get

the soup?” said Fremigacci. “Don’t worry, you’ll have the chance to hear them.”
“Don’t be too sure,” said Claude.
Several quarts of wine had put Fremigacci in a good mood. He laughed:
“Nothing’s ever sure with you: but just wait a while.”
They left the village at nightfall, and around midnight the company passed near the overthrown frontier post
lying across the trench.
*
The distance between Claude and the last soldier in the section was becoming greater. It was Dauphin, a hairdresser from Lyon; he marched bent over, not turning round, with a heavy cartridge-pouch on each hip. As for the
other soldiers in the section, even if they had turned round they would not have seen Claude; the trees grew close
together, and bushes and high ferns rose out of the undergrowth.
They left the paths, and the section followed a ravine, halfway up the slope; farther on the ravine seemed to
close up, and the trees, including many firs, formed a somber barrier.
The big guns of the Maginot line could certainly be heard now. Streams of shells shot through the sky above
the forest; and the whistle of each one ended in a dull explosion a long way past the dark forest barrier. After a
short while Claude no longer hoped the firing would soon cease.
Shells shot across from the other direction, animating the sky even more. But there was no plane to be heard;
the sky was gray and low.
Claude did not deliberately break away from the rest of the section until he heard the whistle and zip of many
bullets biting into the trees. Up till then he had walked with his body almost upright; he was not carrying cartridge-pouches as Dauphin was. He doubled up, dragging his rifle butt along the ground, and, as though forced by
gravity, turned towards the bottom of the ravine.
He made his way down from tree to tree, choosing the biggest ones, settled in against the roots, huddled up at
the foot of the huge trunk, and rested a while there. The four sections scattered through the forest could not really
have been far ahead of him; they were rather at about the same height on both sides of the ravine, to judge from
their voices, which he heard faintly at times. They seemed to have come to a stop. On his left he heard the trigger
catch of a machine gun being brought into action, and the gun began firing. Another gun started up on his right,
and then another farther to the left, and yet another. The noise of the company’s, four machine gunners mixed in a
continual din.
They were not in front of Claude; in fact they were considerably behind him, because the gunfire whistled over
him; he had the impression they were criss-crossing from one side of the ravine to the other. He went down
farther, and reached the bottom. A little stream flowed between enormous rocks hanging with damp mosses:
*
Claude slid between the rocks despite the encumbrance of his rifle and kitbag. Here he could not be hit even by
stray shots from any of the machine gunners; the rocks were piled up, forming hiding places whose inner walls
had never been touched by rain. Claude took down the bag from his shoulders, and shoved it into a recess where
he then lay down, his head on the kitbag, his rifle by his side. The machine-gun volleys were interspersed now
with silences, in which Claude heard, with immense pleasure, the sound of rain falling on dead leaves and the
stream murmuring near by. Day at the bottom of the ravine was a gray twilight and Claude could no longer see the
sky. Way up above, as in another world, the heavy artillery’s projectiles went on with their din.
Then suddenly something else, and much closer, happened: a rapid flash in the twilight obscurity, an explosion
followed by echoes, then another flash, an explosion, the sound of a tree cracking on the top of the left slope. The
Germans shot off small shells in the direction of the four sections.
In panic the machine gunners started up their firing again, without a break.
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Claude smiled.
Alone, out in front of the company, quite sheltered from this blind shooting, he sized up his situation. It was
good. He had not known such security for weeks; since the days he spent alone in the farm which served as headquarters for the company, when the others were digging trenches several kilometres away. He was guarding the
provisions depot, and made himself chips every night, and ate the apples, pears and plums from the neighboring
orchard. War had been declared some days before, but not one gunshot had been heard, only a few bursts from
aeroplanes high up in the sky, pale blue at the end of autumn.
At that time Claude thought that the war would end even before it started and, as he had written to a friend,
that they would see Hitler, Stalin, Daladier\fn { Édouard Daladier (1884-1970), French politician .} and the rest grow old
and disappear without anything having been fundamentally changed.
But now the situation was obviously different, and did not correspond with his forecasts. The regiment had entered Germany; the far end of the ravine where Claude at that moment lay in hiding was Germany, and shells continued to burst and light up the higher reaches of the ravine. And yet the situation was not essentially that much
different; clearer, that was all. Up there they went on with their imbecilities, and here, protected from rain as from
shell-fire, Claude was turning things over in his mind. The only thing to do was to stand aside, to keep out of the
way of their madness.
Hitler, Daladier and Stalin could grow older and get better or worse, it was all the same to Claude. The important thing was to be in Paris once again, sitting on the bank of the Seine in the sun. He did not give a damn
whether the authorities would be German or French. If the real fighting started right now they would be German,
of that he was sure. And bad luck for idiots like Fremigacci.
As he turned round to change his position in his rocky hiding-place, Claude’s right foot hurt him a lot; the fiery
pain shot up as far as his knee. As a prisoner in a camp at the other end of Germany, the days would pass, he
would dream of Paris, the war would finish, and he would find himself in Paris sooner or later.
He had succeeded in the most difftcult task—of separating from the company with complete discretion. Now
he had only to be picked up by the German patrol without being shot at. Surely that would not be too difficult, and
the awful moment would not last long; he would just have to make a few signs and perhaps shout a word or two.
Claude lost himself in memories of the schoolroom for a moment and constructed in German an elementary and
precise phrase. Besides there was no hurry: he had the following day and night to prepare himself. By dawn he
would be far away, he would be a prisoner.
He unbuckled his kit and ate half a bar of chocolate and a big piece of bread; using his drinking-can he drew
some water from the stream flowing under the mosses. There was no doubt he had a touch of fever, for he drank
an enormous amount. Then he lay down again in his hole in the rocks. The explosions along the top of each side
of the ravine made time pass quickly; he strained to guess the spot where the shells were falling, and to make out
the positioning of the gunners. The machine guns had hardly stopped their chatter since morning, and with it were
mingled single rifle shots. Now and then a broken branch rolled gently down the slope, like a man sliding down a
tree.
It was possible to go quite a way along the bed of the stream without beinig hit. However, he would keep his
helmet on, leaving most of his equipment where he had been hiding. For a moment sunlight lit the bottom of the
ravine; dead leaves glistened, still damp from rain; and lifting his head Claude saw a hole of blue sky through the
trees.
How beautiful the Seine was in such weather! He was on his way up to see his young girl-friend, who was a
potter and lived in the rue de l’Echaude; autumn sunshine lit the bed and the bowl of fruit on the table. On
Claude’s last leave it was already autumn in Paris.
He would never be able to tell anybody what he was doing at that moment. Certainly not her. If only the others
up there, and in all the warring countries, had been less stupid; he would so much have loved to stay with them,
sharing worthwhile risks, and taking the lead in good causes. Instead of cutting each other to pieces they should
practise peaceful rivalry, convince the world by their example that they were nations capable of sorting themselves out, of doing away with unemployment, of making the most of their resources … In such a state of affairs it
would be possible to tell the truth. What Claude was doing now was the consequence of a just view of things; no
one could reproach him for acting on his convictions.
And fear?
Everybody was afraid when the company set off on an attack, even the sergeant who was going to become a
priest.
Or to put it bluntly, cynically, Claude saw himself stretched out on the bed with his sweetheart in the sun- shine
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of a summer to come. Suddenly he would say:
“I deserted.”
He would see how she took it.
Fear? He was not afraid when he came out from his hole in the rocks as night fell. He did not even take the
precaution of following the very bottom of the ravine. There he would have had to walk over stones, taking care
not to slip; and his foot hurt too much.
As the darkness grew, so the light from exploding shells became more intense, reddening and seeming closer.
Each time one went off Claude threw himself forward on to his hands, then got up again and walked on. But when
he heard the sound of wheels on the pebbles he lay completely flat, and did not budge for quite some time.
*
He was at the top of the slope at the side of the ravine when he heard voices. He could not make out what mey
were saying; they were impatient voices, shouting orders. Then there was only the noise of the wheels. The
vehicles of his company had all been left strung out at the last encampment.
Had it not been night-time, Claude might have climbed up the slope, unarmed and with his hands in the air. At
any rate the terrible moment would soon be over. Claude was behind the German lines. The farther he went on the
better it would be for him. Surely they would not shoot at him well inside the lines. He would drag his foot; a
sick, lost soldier.
At that moment, once again on his way, he stumbled into something which made him leap back. Then moving
very slowly, with his face close to the ground, he looked to see what it was.
A huge cable, clearly visible in the darkness, made its way down the slope and became lost in the depths of the
ravine, which it must have crossed and come up the other side.
It could not have been a mine; it would have exploded. It was the cable for the German field telephone. Claude
grasped it in both hands and felt its wrinkled casing.
*
Christiane brought in the coffee, real coffee which Claude had got by using a little flattery at the grocery shop
in the rue de l’Echaude, where he was registered on his return to Paris. The sunlight of autumn 1945 gently lit the
large room, a corner of which was stacked with flower vases and ashtrays, some of Christiane’s work, brought
from the pottery kiln the day before.
“I had a lot of trouble cutting the cable,” Claude went on. “I’d never have succeeded if I hadn’t had the wire
cutters. And then I was scared I might electrocute myself. The hardest part was finding the section again. I’d
walked for longer than I thought, I was well inside the Gennan lines. And my foot hurt more and more. You’ve
seen the small scar; it hasn’t gone after five years.”
Christiane stroked his hair; he was lying on the bed, his arms folded.
“In fact you could say it all hung by a thread,” he said quite dreamily.
“You didn’t have to cut it,” said Christiane. “That wasn’t part of your duties.”
“Oh, my duties, I was never too clear exactly what they were. You know, one makes things up as one goes
along in such cases. I might just as easily have deserted. Nobody would have suspected. I’d have been a prisoner
for five years, instead of going through Dunkirk, England, North Africa.”
“You’d have died in captivity,” said Christiane. “You’re too fond of your bit of freedom to stand being held
prisoner.”
“Nevertheless, I must say I regretted not having been captured, once I was back with the section. That week in
the forest was the worst in the whole war for me. I could hardly move my foot, and that bastard of a Corsican sergeant refused to believe me; he kept sending me three kilometres to get the soup.
“It’s quite simple. He’d got it into his head that I wanted to desert. If I hadn’t brought back a bit of the telephone cable he’d have sent me to the commanding officer. Absent from the section one day and one night, that
was serious. Funniest thing of all is that he himself was taken prisoner later on in Belgium.”
“Perhaps he wanted to give himself up too …”
“‘Too’; that’s a bit much,” laughed Claude. “I never wanted to surrender.”
“Poor love,” said Christiane. “Even if you had, it wouldn’t have changed the end result of the war; the whole
French army surrendered afterwards.”
“I didn’t,” said Claude, “because I went to Algeria. But I admit that I’d had enough in that blessed forest. And
then my foot hurting so—”
“How horrible,” said Christiane. “Something working its way up under your skin!”
“Like those insects that burrow into the flesh of cattle,” said Claude more precisely. “You should have seen the
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face of the male nurse at the medical centre. He had to stun the creature with ether to make its claws let go, and
pull it out slowly with tweezers.”
“Oh, keep quiet,” said Christiane, “it makes me feel ill. I’ll dream about it.”
“In the long run,” Claude went on after a pause, “I’ve been lucky. I’ve seen a few countries, and then I’ve
found you again, and Paris. Listen, I was always thinking about Paris on days like today, a beautiful sun, not too
hot—”
“You only have to look at the lines in your hand,” said Christiane. “You’ll always be lucky. Show me your
palm again … no, the left one, the palm of reality.”
43.5 The Gift\fn{by Joseph Zobel (1915-2006)} Rivière Salée, Martinique, France (M) 4
Of course there were sorcerers.
Real ones.
So many things happened which the old women and the old men blamed on sorcery, and not just to scare the
children! But I didn’t know any. Perhaps I didn’t know where to look.
In any case, I had never come across any proof that a particular person was endowed with supernatural powers.
No matter how often people reminded me that, by day, sorcerers seemed like anyone else, that their evil activities
blossomed forth only by night or in secret hideaways, I was still not convinced. I saw no one whose appearance or
behavior seemed to fit the image I had formed from fables we children heard during the vigil for the dead or from
the many ghost stories passed from person to person throughout the countryside and in which we loved to steep
our imaginations.
No one, that is to say, until I discovered Monsieur Atis.
Perhaps “discovered” is not the right word. Monsieur Atis was someone I had known as long as I can remember, who was there as soon as I began exploring the world around me and recognizing what I saw: grown-ups,
things, trees; Monsieur Walter who made the bread, Madame Walter who ran the bakery shop; Mademoiselle
Choutte who made coconut macaroons on Saturday night and Sunday afternoon; the wheelwright and his apprentice who, both armed with long tongs, placed a huge, red-hot hoop of iron around a wooden wheel, not quite so
large, and then splashed it with cold water so that it tightened fast about the wood, and the whole thing became a
beautiful wagon wheel, which I would have liked to roll about until the carter came to fetch it.
And the carpenter who seemed to enjoy making corkscrew shavings, blonde or mahogany, like the hair on little
girls in books.
And the mango trees! Those on town property whose fruit we could gather from the ground or even pick
whenever we liked, and those which belonged to Monsieur Tertulien or Madame Zizine, whose fruit had to be
gathered on the run when it was ripe enough to be blown down by the wind.
And then there were the animals, the insects, and also the plants, those which were sweet to chew on, and those
which were poison.
And the tasty wild fruit.
All those things, all those rules of living, all that knowledge which we acquired so effortlessly, day by day.
*
It was just this way that I came to know Monsieur Atis.
His trade was the most solitary of all. Even more solitary than that of the shoemaker, who, while beating the
leather on the bottom of an old clothes iron laid on his knee, or while tugging on the greased thread, liked to laugh
and chat with those who came to sit in his shop.
But Monsieur Atis could neither talk nor even look up from his task. In addition, he had one eye riveted, so to
speak, to his work by means of a strange black device with a glass lens, which he wore like a monocle.
With delicate tweezers, leaning over a stand covered with small instruments, he adjusted the dainty spoked
wheels of the clocks which no longer ticked until he had brought them back to life.
No one else in town had this power, this magic skill, but there was no need for him to hide, to live under cover
of darkness. He worked in broad daylight, in sight of passersby, of anyone, or all alone. That was what delighted
me about him. To me, Monsieur Atis himself did not seem to belong to exactly the same race as the others in town
—and yet he had been born here like anyone else, like the trees which grew here, and had never been away.
*
He did not have fancy clothes, but was always clean-shaven. (One could even watch him shave every morning
in front of a little mirror, the kind the Syrian peddlers sell, hooked onto his half-open door.) He fixed his woolly
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hair by applying a great deal of 304aseline and parting it down the middle with determined brush strokes. He
always wore a clean shirt and hemp sandals on his feet.
He certainly wasn’t rich; his wife brought bread, gasoline, rice, lard, and salt cod on credit, like all the
“unfortunates” of the town; and though the house he lived in belonged to him, it was actually no more than a
wooden shack, like all the others that clustered humbly at the bottom of the village and whose courtyards lay next
to the cane fields which dominated our lives.
So he was not rich, but he enjoyed as much prestige as those who had two-story houses at the top of the town:
Monsieur Aristide, for instance, a mulatto who owned a huge estate at Morne Regal and ran a café right opposite
the church where the plantation managers came to play pool, along with the tax collector, my schoolmaster, and
the foremen at the factory.
Even the white plantation owners brought Monsieur Atis their watches to repair.
*
No, certainly not rich, but the watches of every size, of every description, which adorned the wall behind his
workbench, and the alarm clocks lined up on the shelves above created a marvelous world in which he was
master, and into which I had managed to penetrate.
Since then, I have lived in constant awe of Monsieur Atis. His craft seemed to me a calm, honest, and
unpretentious form of magic of the most authentic and convincing sort. And because I have never been able to
love anything whatever without showing it, he became aware of my devotion and, in return, considered me one of
the most polite, helpful, and perhaps most intelligent children in town.
I was the only one whom he entrusted occasionally with a watch, nicely packed in a small box, to deliver to a
client who had forgotten to fetch it Saturday night or Sunday after Mass.
“Make sure he sees the bill right on top, and wait.” Sometimes I collected money, but more often I was told:
“Thank Monsieur Atis for me and say that I’ll be around tomorrow to settle up with him.”
Then I would suffer the humiliating sensation of having failed in my mission. When I began, he would remind
me again and again:
“Whatever you do, don’t drop it.”
After hearing this so often, I soon understood that a watch is like a fresh egg, with one difference: if it falls, the
case may not break, but everything inside will die quietly, instead of splashing dramatically over the ground like
the yolk and white of an egg.
I could feel the watch ticking in my hand, through its wrappings, like the heart of a frightened little bird
captured or rescued on a windy day. I had learned to make my own heart beat fall into rhythm with it. In the end,
Monsieur Atis’ apprehensions subsided, and when he gave me a watch to deliver, he reminded me instead to
persuade the client that he was badly in need of money.
Eventually, too, my admiration for Monsieur Atis led to a taste, a passion, for watches. A classic passion,
nourished by the pain of never possessing the desired object.
*
But how was it that given the special brand of ethics, defiant of all morality and resistant to spankings, by
which we children never hesitated to appropriate anything that seemed necessary to our games, our fancy—and
that we dared not ask from the grown-ups for fear of being rebuffed—how was it that I never felt tempted to steal
even a small watch from Monsieur Atis? Whether it was the purity of my feelings for him, or a result of the magic
powers which I had conferred upon Monsieur Atis, the idea never crossed my mind.
I think, on the contrary, that if by some miracle I had acquired a watch, I would have entrusted it to him.
*
My greatest delight at that time was the catalogue he had given me. This catalogue had become for me a kind
of imaginary world. An enchanted world which I felt as though I had created myself. I knew it by heart; I could
describe every watch illustrated in it. There were also alarm clocks, chimes, mantelpiece ornaments, and barometers, but it was only the watches, pocket watches, wrist-watches, and chronometers that interested me.
To enter this enchanged world, all I had to do was open the catalogue. It was even more intriguing to me than
Monsieur Atis’ workshop. I could recite the contents with my eyes closed, pointing out that such and such a model
was in stainless steel, with ten rubies, a phosphorescent face, and a five-year guarantee, and that another was
wafer thin, with twelve rubies, and waterproof.
Of course I had my favorites.
I could have chosen a gold one, with a ten-year guarantee and a case. Three or four of these were scattered
through the catalogue, but I had grouped them together into a kind of glittering constellation which did not tempt
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me the least bit. The one I had chosen, and which to me was worth the whole catalogue, was a little silver watch
with a guilloche pattern (I did not know what this meant, but felt it must be pretty) with a gold emblem, thirty-five
millimeters in diameter, twelve rubies, a five-year guarantee, and a silver chain. That was the one I intended to
buy when I grew up, and never had I desired anything so ardently, or with such conviction.\fn{ Guilloche is “a
decorative technique in which a very precise, intricate and repetitive pattern is mechanically engraved into an underlying material via
engine turning, which uses a machine of the same name, also called a rose engine lathe.”W }

The picture of it in the catalogue so dominated my mind that the watch somehow reserved a place in the
inevitable chain of events which the future held in store for me.
*
It was Monsieur Atis himself who put an end to this ambition—but in the most extraordinary way. The more I
knew him, in fact, the more reasons I had for considering him a magician.
One day, for no particular reason—it was neither my birthday, nor Christmas, nor New Year’s Day—Monsieur
Atis gave me a watch.
“Here, this is for you. Do you like it?”
If at that very moment he had waved his hand and turned a toad to marble, I wouldn’t have been more
surprised.
I was seized with panic. With the watch clutched tightly in my fist, I ran off as though I had just committed a
theft, or were being pursued by an evil spirit, and did not stop until I reached my mother’s hut, where I quickly
hid it in the rag stuffing of my mattress. All day I kept the secret to myself, but that evening I went to meet my
mother on her way home from work, far outside the town. As soon as I saw her with her big bamboo basket on her
head, I ran up shouting:
“I have a watch! Monsieur Atis gave me a watch!” I was out of breath and could say no more.
“What’s the matter?” asked my mother, who hadn’t understood any of my shouting.
“A watch! I have a watch! Monsieur Atis gave it to me.”
My mother seemed to find my excitement extremely childish. At first she thought I had some kind of bad
news. But when I showed it to her, back in our hut, and she realized it was a beautiful watch, ticking away
energetically and insistently, she exclaimed:
“But it’s a man’s watch! It’s a good one. And you want me to believe Monsieur Atis gave it to you?”
I couldn’t possibly convince her. Without another word, she took the watch, grabbed me by the hand and
marched off to Monsieur Atis’ shop.
“Oh, yes,” Monsieur Atis assured her, “I gave it to him. How else, after all. The child is so well behaved, so
honest and thoughtful! It’s a very old watch.”
“Just what I thought,” said my mother. “When he told me you gave it to him, I realized it must be an old watch
that doesn’t work any more.”
“Oh, no! It works very well,” said Monsieur Atis. “I gave him the key to wind it up. But you should buy him a
chain for it. Just a little silver chain. The works are excellent, you know. Better than watches nowadays. Why, I
don’t expect to see the day it stops working!”
My mother seemed dumbfounded, both with surprise and delight. Monsieur Atis began to laugh.
“It works, don’t worry, otherwise I would never have given it to him. It will go on working as long as I go on
living.” To show her gratitude, my mother promised:
“I’ll hide it away. He won’t have it until he’s grown up. A watch like that isn’t a toy!”
I was delighted that my mother shared my joy. I was grateful to her for appropriating the watch and hiding it
for me. She did not even talk about it, for fear of arousing jealousy.
*
My catalogue immediately lost its magic; the photographs of watches lost their haunting effect upon me. Even
the little silver watch with the guilloche pattern now left me cold. I no longer spent hours perusing the pictures.
Instead, my watch, hidden away where I could not find it, became an obsession with me, all the more powerful
in that I had hardly looked at it or handled it when Monsieur Atis had given it to me. In my mind it was like a
place or a person I had once known and would like to see again.
So one day, I started looking. It shouldn’t be hard to find; our bare, cramped hut had few comers in which to
hide things: the angles of the beams, the heap of crates and planks used as a frame for the bed, the army of little
tin cans gathered here and there. The search was soon over.
Only the big basket was left, the wicker hamper which served both as a trunk and a strongbox, for linen,
Sunday clothes, jewels, everything that must be cared for and treasured. The watch was there, simply tucked away
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beneath a lace petticoat which my mother wore with her mauve sateen dress for Mass on New Year’s Day, for the
funerals of local dignitaries, and (this had happened once) when she had to hold a friend’s baby at its baptism.
It was in a cardboard box—a flat box which had once held medicine—its key tied on with a crude bit of string,
among the religious medals, the offering card for the church, and a necklace of gamet-colored glass with a gilt
fastener, no doubt my mother’s most precious belongings. It was as though I saw it for the first time, and yet I
recognized it. It was not very shiny, silver probably, worn to a smooth patina, with a locomotive engraved on the
back, and on the front, its fascinating white enamel face with handsome blue numerals each set apart from the
next by a gold dot. My first move was to take the key, open the case, and wind the movement, as I had seen
Monsieur Atis do so many times. And the watch began to palpitate with a powerful, discreet rhythm, like a pulse
which began in the very bowels of the earth. I handled it with a thousand loving gestures—a kind of adoration, of
improvised worship. But at last I had to bring myself to put it away, exactly as I had found it, so as not to leave
any traces of my intrusion.
The watch was no longer mentioned.
Neither by Monsieur Atis, nor my mother. Nor by me, of course. But two or three times a week, I would slip
into the hut, open the hamper, take out the watch, wind it, listen to it, put it in my pocket, look at the time. I would
put it on the table and stare at the hands until they marked a new hour. I would have liked to polish it with lemon
juice and ashes, as I had seen people do with rings, chains, and silver medals. Or better still, if only I had been
able to obtain some of the liquid which Monsieur Atis used on a flannel rag! But it was better to avoid anything
which might betray me.
After a while, I lost my scruples; the watch belonged to me, I was only looking at it, handling it gently, all
alone, putting it carefully back in place, every time. I was doing no harm.
I would be lying, however, if I pretended that I never once wanted to take it out with me, to show it off. But I
knew very well that to yield to the temptation was to give away my secret, to expose myself to a dreadful
spanking, and to risk not seeing the watch again for a long time, since it would be hidden away more carefully
than ever.
*
Soon the first Sunday of the local festival was at hand.
For the occasion, my mother gave me two pennies. I was to pay my second annual visit to my godfather (the
first took place on New Year’s Day) and this would mean as much as ten pennies for me. In one way or another,
and without asking—for I really was a well-brought-up child who did not ask grown-ups for anything, certainly
not for money—in one way or another, I managed to collect about a franc to treat myself to a few of the
amusements that were not free, especially a few rides on the merry-go-round.
This first Sunday of the festival was the occasion I had waited for. Just this once—still unbeknown to my
mother—I would take my watch out with me. The truth was, this time the temptation had been so great that my
scruples and fears gave way; I could not resist.
That Sunday I waited until my mother had returned from Mass and had put the scarf which she had worn that
morning back in the hamper. I was then almost certain that she would not open the hamper again until the
following Sunday. As soon as she had left to go to market, I pulled out the watch, wound it up, and put it in my
pocket.
But disobedient children never get away with anything; they haven’t a chance!
In the crowd near the merry-go-round, where the horses flashed by to the roar of drums and the clarinet, I took
out my watch to look at the time, rather proud but pretending to be casual. Someone passing behind me jostled my
elbow; the watch flew out of my hands and fell on the pavement.
*
I picked it up so quickly that it might not have fallen at all. But it had stopped ticking.
I shook it, pressed it again to my ear, looking at it as though it were a person who has lost consciousness but
will revive at any moment. I moved away from the crowds, taking the watch off by itself the way one would
isolate someone who suddenly felt faint; I opened it, wound it; the key turned and turned, but the watch remained
still.
What could I do?
I thought of putting it back where it came from. My mother would never notice. At least not for a long time.
Yes, of course, but it was sadness much more than the fear of being discovered that hung over me now. There was
only one solution: to take the watch to Monsieur Atis, to tell him that it had stopped working for no particular
reason. Perhaps because it hadn’t been used for a long time, one never knew. Then he would repair it; I would put
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it back in its hiding place and not touch it again. Since my mother never went to Monsieur Atis’ shop, there was
every chance that she would never find out.
Heartened by this thought, I set out resolutely to see Monsieur Atis.
*
In spite of my preoccupied state of mind, as soon as I came into town I noticed a certain commotion in the
streets. People ahead of me were running. I even thought I heard shouts.
There was a crowd milling in front of Monsieur Atis’ house. It was Madame Atis who was shouting.
Neighbors were rushing into the house, clutching bouquets of those leaves whose odor is used to revive
women when they succumb to heat prostration on Good Friday, following the Way of the Cross. Others brought
vials of medicine. They came out of the house wearing the expressions of passengers who arrive at a bus stop just
as the bus has left. Madame Atis’ lamentations kept bringing more people to the scene.
Monsieur Atis was dead.
“His heart,” said someone.
“All of a sudden,” said someone else, “at about four o’clock.”
I took out my watch.
Just as I thought: it had stopped at exactly four o’clock.\fn{ H has continued the story beyond this point 02/22/16)}
*
There were women in his house, crying out and weeping hysterically. Stunned, I stood there, blinded by tears.
Not for long.
Shoving the watch into my pants pocket, I ran to the back of the house of Monsieur Atis and through the cane brakes, batting the cane
stalks blindly out of my path, heedless of cuts and scratches, until I reached the center of the field. The cane was at it highest there; no one
could see me.
Sobbing wildly now, I tore off my shirt and with a sharp stone, slashed away a thick stalk of cane, cutting and shaving it away away to a
sharp point at one end..
Grasping it in both hands, I plunged it into my chest.
*
I woke up with a start. I was lying on my bed. The night was quiet and dark. I sat up and felt myself all over; but I was sound. There was
no pain and my shirt was whole
What had happened?
I hurriedly felt in my pocket. The watch was there. I pulled it out and put it to my ear.
I was ticking away calmly; the time was seven minutes past four
And then I saw him.

151.124 Excerpt from The White Negress\fn{by Mayotte Capécia aka Lucette Ceranus (1916-1955)} Carbet, Martinique,
France (F) 7
It must have been midnight and there was no one else in the bar other than Major Miquet and du Taillant.
Suddenly, at the sound of racing footsteps in the street, the door was pushed open violently and a sailor dashed
headlong into the room. Outdoors, a woman’s scream rang out, then shrill voices in dispute. Isaure looked at the
two officers who had risen.
“What’s that all about?” asked the major in the severe tone he assumed when giving orders.
“Major, sir,” began the sailor, both confused and breathless, “I was followed … by two blacks … They took
out their knives … They wanted to kill me …”
“Or cut your ass. And that woman’s scream?”
“What scream sir? …”
“Just now. You didn’t hear it?”
“No, major, sir.” The officer threw a disdainful glance at the sailor.
“Don’t play the fool. You were with a woman?”
“Yes, major, sir.”
“A black?”
“Yes, major, sir.”
“Naturally. I know about this kind of business and I’m beginning to be fed up with it. Ok, we’ll talk about it
again tomorrow.”
The sailor withdrew in a corner, seeking to make himself as inconspicuous as possible, but the major turned
abruptly toward him:
“So why don’t you beat it?”
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“You don’t understand, major, sir,” Isaure said, “They’re keeping watch in front of the door.”
*
She had a gentle voice with a slight lilt, the accent of the island’s young girls, resembling the English accent. It
wasn’t altogether like that of the black girls who completely swallow their “Ts.” She barely articulated hers, lingering on the preceding vowels, but she pronounced them when she talked to békés.\fn{Or béké goyave, the designation
for white people who are descendants of European colonists and born on the island of Martinique. }
So as to have her hair appear more sleek (which was frizzy only at the roots), she flattened it with care. She
was one of those many mixed-bloods, so common in Martinique: her skin had a touch of banana, orange, coconut
and coffee; her lips full, her teeth dazzling, but her face, highlighted with a bit of rose on the cheek bones, had the
look of a white person.
Lastly, everything about her, even her accent and her gestures, indicated that she was of mixed-blood.
*
Major Miquet and Lieutenant du Taillant were listening closely, for it was evident that the blacks, too excited
to be still, were fidgeting on the other side of the door.
“How many were there?” asked the major.
“Two at first, but while chasing it’s possible they took on others.”
“Of course,” affirmed Isaure.
“And as usual, they only had razors? No other weapons?”
“Yes, I think so,” said the sailor. Obviously, he did not want to leave.
“Even if they don’t have their razors, they know how to throw rocks,” said Isaure. “Ah, you have to see that,
how they throw rocks! …”
The major got up. He was now holding his revolver in his right hand and du Taillant had followed him.
“Let’s go,” he said.
But, more swiftly than a cat, Isaure bounded to the door. Arms crossed, she barricaded the path of the two
officers.
“You must not leave, they’ll kill you!”
The major smiled. He was fully aware of the tendency of the natives to exaggerate and dramatize. For him, a
Breton, these Martinicans were worse than the people of Marseille. Nevertheless, the state of Isaure’s fearfulness
impressed him, for he knew her to be a courageous girl, but now she was trembling.
“I know them, major, believe me … I swear to you … I swear to you that these dirty niggers, when they are
worked up, they’re capable of anything. They don’t know what they do … They’re savages … You don’t know
black blood, major … If you kill a single one of them …”
“I don’t want to kill anyone,” said the major, “I just wanl to scare them.”
“All the blacks will be on their side,” Isaure continued, “That could be the signal for a revolt, for Liberation, as
they say. You don’t realize how excitable they are. They’ve understood nothing about this war.\fn{ World War II is
meant.} They’re hungry and they think it’s your fault, I mean Admiral Robert’s, Marshal Petain’s fault. When the
Emile Bertin\fn{The name of a French cruiser that brought gold from the bank of France to Martinique, rather than let it fall into Nazi
hands.} arrived in Fort-de-France, they thought the boat was bringing them food. It was quite the contrary. The
sailors took their women.
“That, above all, got to them. They’ve had no women since the ships were in the roadstead. And if you kill one
at my door, they’ll come back to get revenge.”
*
“All right, let’s wait a while,” said the major. He put his revolver back into its holster and sat down again at the
table.
“Come, have a planter-punch with us.”
Isaure filled three glasses with planter-punch, her specialty, and seated herself between the officers. But she
was ill at ease; she could not calm down or keep herself from lending an ear to the door. The blacks were there, a
few steps away; their whisperings and the nearness of their presence bothered her in a strange way.
“The woman’s not screaming now,” said the major, “perhaps they took her away.”
“What did they do to her?” asked du TaillanL
“Made love,” answered Isaure in a terse voice.
“Then they’re not so terrible.”
“They can make love in a terrible way,” Isaure declared gravely. Since the two officers looked at her quizzically, she hastened to add:
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“No, I’ve never slept with a black. They disgust me and I’m afraid of them.”
That was true, she had never had a black lover. Perhaps, solely because the first one who had taken her at
seventeen and who had given her that son with such a light complexion, was white. A first love orients one’s life.
Perhaps it would have been altogether different, perhaps she would have married …
Wouldn’t marriage with a black man be better that living with a white man? At least the children wouldn’t be
bastards.
She shuddered, feeling extremely nervous. On the other side of the door, she still heard steps and voices. How
many were they? Who were they?
She cast a contemptuous look at the sailor, who, in his corner, was trying to remain unnoticed.
“In the past,” she explained, “when a black man met a béké in Didier,\fn{Didier is a residential district in Fort-deFrance where, traditionally, only upper-class white people or very wealthy gens-de-couleur live.} he politely took off his hat and
said ‘Good-day, suh.’” (She imitated the black by lowering her eyes with a hypocritical smile). “The béké didn’t
answer.
“Now, the black no longer bows and it’s the béké who runs after him, who taps him on the shoulder and asks:
‘Say Pierre, how goes it,’ and so on and so on.”
Even though she was not yet twenty-five, she had not adapted to the upheaval in conditions.
She was unable to rid herself of the respect for whites that her mother, abandoned by the sailor she had loved,
nonetheless had instilled in her. It was not only to please the officers who frequented her bar and through pride
that she did not want to accommodate blacks. When that dreadful Blanchard had dropped in on her and, idiot-like,
perhaps to assert his rights, had awkwardly ordered a planter-punch, she had refused to serve him.
When he insisted, she became angry and shouted:
“Get out! I don’t want to see you anymore. What good is it that your name is ‘Whitey,’\fn{ Isaure associates
Blanchard with blanc/blanche, meaning white in English.} you’re only a dirty nigger …”
Blanchard had left midst the laughter and jeers. But one month after that incident, Isaure, terrified, had to
appear in the court of law. Her white defender didn’t shine in the presence of the glib mulatto whom Blanchard
had chosen for his lawyer.
The court found that a black is not to be treated like a “nigger,” for Martinique is not a part of the United
States. Isaure had said “dirty nigger,” an insult that was against the law.
Astounded, she heard herself condemned to six months in jail, and the postponement was of no consolation.
However that dreadful Blanchard, blacker than ever, had left the court room swearing that there was no more
justice and that things wouldn’t stop there.
Once more, she told that story which still made her indignant.
She was talking, perhaps, in order not to hear the steps, which, it seemed to her, were quickening. From the
other side of the door, voices were mounting in anger, with desire. Having suddenly become silent in order to hear
them, she thought she understood one sentence. They were speaking in that Martinican patois, the language of her
mother, of her childhood.\fn{The Creole language.} Her eyes were fastened on the sailor and their fieriness died
away. She detested that man with a vehemence that astonished her.
“They still haven’t left,” said the major, looking at his watch. “I wonder if we had best call the police—”
“Don’t mix the police in this,” Isaure retorted sharply.
Surprised, the two men looked at her. They didn’t recognize that guttural tone, like that of the voices coming
out of the night.
Isaure scorned them for their amazement She felt so terribly nervous and would have liked to become angry,
for a row would have done her good.
But could she get angry with white officers?
In despair, she wrung her hands.
Outside, they seemed to be running in place without stopping. A tom-tom. Haunting voices rose feverishly.
Was this a quimbois\fn{A kind of evil spell with esoteric proceedings, or witch-craft, by which means it is claimed to harm people, to
cure the sick, to chase away or conjure evil spirits in a predetermined place. } the zombi?\fn{An apparition, phantom or spector, a
wandering soul which terrifies the one who sees it, and which appears almost always in black. } She shivered, opened her mouth
and, in order not to howl, she seized her temples in her hands; her body was on fire.
“The police mustn’t be mixed up in this,” she repeated indistinctly.
What business was it of these whites?
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What did they know about it?
What did they understand?
Why did they keep their eyes on her?
Suddenly, without knowing what she was doing, she rose, and like a mongoose fascinated by the snake she
dashed toward the door, wrenching rather than opening it. Before the two officers had recovered from their
stupefaction, she had flung herself into the night.
*
“Now, Isaure,” du Taillant asked timidly, “will you tell me what happened to you last night?”
On that day in Fort-de-France, an unaccustomed liveliness prevailed, especially in the port area.
Sailors with red pom-poms and blue collars were leaving the Transat.
Thick-lipped harlots, their faces grotesquely made up, awaited them. Their wooden heels, giving them height,
clacked joyously on the pavement as they walked along, hips swaying in white, blue and yellow dresses, most
often the background for huge red flowers, which added to this ambience of gaiety.
The ill-famed cafés that were on a level with the clientele—the Venise, the Sourire de Paris, the Brest—were
packed with sailors and strumpets of every color who let themselves be hugged and pawed in front of the white
wood tables laden with punch glasses.
Melodies of the beguine, swing and mazurka floated confusedly. Every other step, a street-walker was smiling
and the few taxis on the island stuffed with officers moved at snail’s pace.
“If we hadn’t rushed out behind you, the major and me, if we hadn’t made that rabble take off, I don’t know
what would have happened to you.”
“I don’t know either,” said Isaure. She shuddered on remembering the incident of the last evening: the two
officers and the sailor who had taken refuge in her bar after having fled from the blacks, the ones who had kept
watch in front of her door. She could hear their tom-tom like footsteps that had driven her mad.
Why had she opened the door?
Why had she rushed toward those black brutes?
Was it the revenge of that blood she had tried to suppress since childhood?
She didn’t want to know nor did she want to put the question to herself. The market women who sold oranges,
bananas, pineapple, apple-creepers, cinnamon-apples, and sugar cane were also smiling and behind fine displays
of fruits, called out to the passers-by like street-walkers:
“Come here, my mistuh. Come see mama. Come sweetie.”
The sailors laughed. The officers, more reserved, sought out the big cafés, the Coupole, the Europe, or went to
find more respectable women in the Patisserie Suisse, in the Petit Belge.
“Do you mind if we don’t talk about that any more?” Isaure pleaded. When the two officers had caught up with
her in the street, she had burst into tears, for which she was now ashamed.
“Leave me alone,” she had said to them.
“Leave me alone, I’m only a wretched negress, I’m not worth the trouble you’re taking.”
*
Firmly and gently, they had led her home.
Isaure hadn’t even thanked them. She really liked du Taillant. The timidity and friendship of the smooth-faced
young officer appealed to her. She mended his socks; he told her about his fiancée who lived in England. Never
had there been a kiss or any such act between them. Isaure found that quite all right.
On the pavilion, groups of sailor were singing songs from every corner of France, and the children gathered
around them, listened and laughed. There were still more vendors shouting:
“Hot pistachio-nuts here! Hot pistachio-nuts!”
Isaure recognized the odor and colors, all familiar to her. She needed them. She also needed du Taillant’s presence, even though she sensed that, henceforth, something had changed between them. Above all, she must keep
from thinking about that.
“Du Taillant,” she asked, “have you ever been with a woman?”
The young man’s face grew red.
“No,”he finally responded.
“Well,” she said, “don’t try to understand.”
She left the young officer at the Transat and quickened her pace. This was the fatal day of the full moon, she
could wait no longer. She first went to the bank, where she asked for a thousand franc bill untouched by human
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hands; from this moment on, everything became serious. She next went back to the market, being careful not to
return greetings from those who said hello. On that day, it seemed to her that her acquaintances were especially
numerous. But they didn’t insist, for they knew the meaning of Isaure’s attitude and without always believing in
it, they respected the quimbois enough, at least, not to make them fail. These women knew that whoever is
carrying them out is not to utter one unnecessary word.
At the market, Isaure went straight to the canari vendor who sold those earthenware pots, locally known as
“coconut-niggers.” She made her purchase without bargaining, quite unusual in Fort-de-France, and left the
vendor without a doubt of the use planned for the canari.
Then Isaure went into a jewelry store and asked for two silver rings. There too, without haggling, she accepted
the price given by the salesman, all the while taking care to hand the bills with the right hand and to receive the
rings with the left, murmuring: “Moin ka p’end ou, moin ka po’té ou” and then “Tant la té’ ni soleil s’étend ou ka
aimé moin.” This means: “I take you, I feel you” and “As long as the earth is warmed by the sun, you will love
me.”
As she left the shop, the sky, heavily laden with clouds, burst torth, and the street, instantly transformed into a
muddy torrent, soon held few pedestrians. Several men making their way with precaution, their skinny blacks legs
hanging from white pants rolled up above the knees, looked like the spindle-leg cranes that haunt the marshes.
Isaure hurried toward the pharmacy.
“I would like,” she said, “some parchment-paper, oil of humming-bird, oil of roses, oil of ‘bring-him-back,’
oil-of-three-thieves and English honey.” The mulatto who was waiting on her smiled, saying:
“Nothin’ like it to soothe the disposition like English honey. Sometimes they use it to tame bulls.”
But lsaure, not saying a word, paid with her right hand and quickly checked the purchases that she had taken
with her left hand. On the flask that held the oil-of-three-thieves was pasted a sticker representing the three
crosses of the Golgotha.
Happily the shower was over, but torrents of water were still running into the gutters. A huge rat crossed the
street almost at the same time as Isaure. She was accustomed to seeing and hearing them, the city being infested
with them, but even so, she felt a revulsion. In the notions shop, she bought a pen, a new ink stand and a yard of
white cotton cloth. Finally, in a grocery store, she ordered a pound of red beans and a half pound of corn.
“I would also like a quart of oil,” she said.
“Three hundred francs a quart,” stated the clerk, after having glanced at the packages her client was holding.
Isaure gave a start of indignation. Oil, like many other commodities, was rare during times of war, but even in the
black market a quart ought not be over 100 francs.
At last, she was home. Lucia, her black maid, was waiting for her.
“Do you have supper ready?” Isaure asked.
“Yes, Miss Isaure, I fix supper. Two places, like always.”
“François in bed?”
“Yes, Miss Isaure.”
“Good. Ok, you can go help Ophelia. She’ll surely need your help this evening. There’s bound to be a crowd.”
Every other evening (Daniel’s evenings), Isaure’s sister filled in for her at the bar. Lucia glanced with curiosity
at the packages the young woman had brought back. Of course, she was fully aware of the male sheep’s brain that
had been marinating for three days in alcohol, even though her mistress had been careful to shut it up in a closet.
She was also aware that four days prior, when the Gouverneur Moutet arrived at the Pirogues Wharf, Isaure had
gone to buy a live sheep so as to be sure the brain was truly male. She had then muttered, “Daniel (this could be
no one other than her Daniel), I bought you so that you’ll be mine,” and she had killed the sheep by hand. For
three days they ate nothing but mutton.
But Lucia also knew that a quimbois is done with the greatest secrecy and that, since acquiring the brand-new
bank bill, her mistress was not to say anything superfluous.
Hadn’t she said too much already?
Did she really need to ask whether the dinner was ready or François was in bed? She was devoted to her
mistress and the best way to prove her devotion was to leave as discretely as possible.
So Isaure was alone at the opportune moment. She took the ink stand and the new pen and began to write
diligently on the fine parchment-paper:
“Isaure Theresia, September 27, 1920—Daniel Duret, February 10, 1914.”
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Then she brought the receptacle that held the brain into the bedroom, carefully spread the white cotton cloth
over a little table and put the canari on top. She took the brain out of the alcohol and put it in the canari and, this
time, said aloud:
“Daniel, I set you down. I take your brain and it’s you I take.”
Then, she grasped the two silver rings in her right hand and pushed them into the soft brain, while uttering
these words. “In your brain, I thrust them so that you will be jealous no more,” after which, she placed the red
beans and corn in the earthenware pot and over them poured the oil of humming bird and all the others—rose,
three thieves, “bring-him-back”—which she mixed with the English honey. Lastly, she poured out some oil and
dipped a wick in it which she lighted, pronouncing with great solemnity:
“Lamp, it is not you I light, but Daniel. May you be loving!”
Following all this, she contemplated her work with satisfaction.
Not everyone can do a quimbois. She had not forgotten a movement, a word, and she felt rather proud of that.
The lamp was to remain lighted for eight days. At that time, Isaure would bury the canari and its contents with
the parchment paper, on which she had beautifully inscribed her name and her lover’s, and all would go well.
She went into the ajoining room to look in on François. He was already asleep, his little hands resting on the
edge of the sheet like birds. He was of a lighter complexion than his mother, but his hair frizzier than hers. The
black race fades out less than the white.
Gently, tenderly, Isaure placed a kiss on his small, stubborn forehead. She loved children and would have liked
to have a host of them, but Daniel was indifferent toward that. She tiptoed back into her room. The night-light in
the canari was burning gently, facing the other one on the shelf in front of the statuette of the Virgin, the one she
had maintained as her mother had counseled since her first communion.
The Virgin, however, despite her solicitude, had hardly protected her; she obviously disassociated herself from
Isaure’s relations with Daniel, who was becoming more and more jealous. He didn’t understand how his lover,
who happened to be around such a large number of men in her bar, could remain faithful to him. Nonetheless,
Isaure admitted to herself:
“It’s true, I’ve never been unfaithful.”
The incident of the night before suddenly came to mind, but she instantly pushed it away. She was not herself;
she must surely have been bewitched. But the new quimbois she had just performed, by restoring confidence to
her lover, would set things right. It wouldn’t be long before he arrived.
Slowly, she took off her muddied shoes, put on red mules and changed to her Chinese house gown, the one
Daniel liked best. And why not put on earrings? Those gold loops were heavy and sometimes gave her a
headache, but Daniel liked them because they accented the exoticism in her face. Then too, they matched her
necklace. She carefully put on make-up, wishing to be prettier than ever.
From time to time, she glanced over at the tiny flame rising from the canari. Being very sentimental, she
already imagined their dining tête-à-tête; it would be like their first meal two years ago when he was gay, kind
and in love.
She listened closely.
Yes, it was his step that sounded in the hallway on the planks covering the gutters that carried flowing waters.
But that step did not forbode anything good. She threw a supplicating look toward the canari.
At last, the door opened; Daniel banged it behind him. He was now in the room, flushed, ruffled like a gamecock. He went toward the young woman, who had risen, and tried to take her by the shoulders, but she freed
herself dexterously and managed to get away. Then turning abruptly, he noticed the canari.
“What in the world is that? What’s it for?” he shouted. He tried to grab the parchment-paper, but Isaure, more
agile, seized it and crumpled it in her hands into a ball.
“Why are you mincing about so?”
She didn’t answer; she couldn’t answer. Nothing on earth could make her say:
“It’s for you, darling.”
With wide-eyed indignation, she stared at the man for whom she had just gone to so much trouble. She saw
him as ugly, vulgar and odious. He had gone over to the little table. With an unexpected movement, he removed
the cloth. The canari fell noisily, spilling its contents, and around the brain, flattened on the floor, the oil spread
out.
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“You brute!” cried Isaure.
She, too, was now trembling with rage, her eyes aflame, her color darkening. Her head appeared to enlarge, her
body to thicken, and as she faced the man she seemed ready to spring.
She was beautiful. All at once, Daniel felt desire mingled with anger. He took a step ahead and raised his right
arm, not knowing whether he intended to strike or embrace his mistress.
“Don’t touch me!” Isaure screamed. “I forbid you to touch me!”
While the man hesitated, she grabbed a heavy ash tray and brandished it above her head.
“I hate you, do you understand? If you come near me, I’ll clobber you!”
She would have done it. Ordinarily so gentle, so submissive, when she was angry she was no longer in control.
All the while, she knew that the simple threat sufficed because Daniel was cowardly. Indeed, he had stepped back.
The quarrel, henceforth, continued with words, all the more violent because they had to replace actions.
“Give me that paper,” he said reproachfully, pointing to the ball of parchment-paper that Isaure clasped in her
hand.
“I won’t give it to you.”
“What is it? What’s written on it?”
“That’s my business.”
“I know you’re sleeping with du Taillant,” he roared.
“With du Taillant? How do you know? So you’re having me followed?”
“Everybody knows it. You are seen everywhere all the time with him. Three days ago you went to Morne
Rouge. Today, you had the nerve to go walking with him on the docks.”
Isaure could have explained, and no doubt proved, that there was nothing between her and the young man, but
she absolutely had to get revenge.
“Ok, yes,” she said in a quivering voice, “I have a lover.”
“It’s du Taillant?”
“No, it’s not him.”
“You have a lover? Do you dare repeat that?”
“I have a lover, I have a lover.” she repeated.
“Who is he? I demand that you tell me.”
Daniel’s feature’s were contorted, for he was visibly suffering. Isaure observed this with fierce jubilation while
she kept a long silence.
“It’s not true,” he finally exclaimed.
“I’m lying? Do you think I’m not young or pretty enough to find a man who loves me? You think a man would
turn me down?”
“You were willing?”
“Why not? I’m not married to you; I’m free to do as I please.”
“I want to know who it is and when this happened.”
“When this happened? You think we made love just once?”
“For how long?”
“For two months. No, three months … He’s good at making love, you know.”
Daniel grabbed a vase from the dressing table and threw it to the floor where it broke into smithereens, but
Isaure paid no attention.
“He makes love better than you,” she explicated.
“Is it an officer who comes to your bar?”
“No.”
“A white?”
She burst out laughing. My laugh is like the guiablesse’s; I am the guiablesse,\fn{A legendary diabolical creature
who appears in the form of a seductive young black woman and who preys upon hapless men and steals their souls. } she said to herself
with real pleasure.
“It’s a black,” she finally admitted. And since Daniel protested, saying that he didn’t believe her, as if
inebriated by her own words, she repeated:
“A black, you understand? A black, a ‘nigger.’ One of those ‘niggers’ you detest and who will run you away
one day, if they don’t kill you.”
“You’re lying,” he screamed.
“I’m lying?”
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With a swift gesture like a smack, Isaure threw the ball of paper in his face; it struck him between the eyes
before falling to his feet. He won’t pick it up, she said to herself, he won’t humiliate himself in front of me.
Daniel waited a second, then the temptation won over his pride. He stooped quickly, picked up the paper,
unfolded it and read:
“Isaure Theresia, September 27, 1920—Daniel Duret, February 10, 1914.” At a loss, he raised his eyes.
“Isaure,” he began.
She turned her back to him.
“Isaure, my little Isaure, forgive me.”
“I won’t forgive you,” she said. Her anger had also subsided, but her shoulders and thighs were still trembling.
“Come here,” he said as he took a step forward, “Let me hold you, let’s forget this silly business.”
“No, I want nothing to do with you.”
“Why did you tell me those lies?”
“If you believed me, it’s because you don’t trust me.”
“But how do you expect—?”
“You believed them. You were hurt, so good for you.”
“I feel like making love.”
“Not me, I don’t want anything to do wi th you tonight. You’d better leave.” She motioned her head toward the
crushed brain lying in the perfumed oils and the other oil.
“I’ve got to clean up all that mess. Don’t you smell how that stinks?”
Her voice had softened, but she still wanted to punish him. Nonetheless, she let him draw close, open her
dressing gown, lay bare her two small breasts which were pointed upwards provocatively.
This she noticed with regret, but felt an excitement which he immediately took advantage of by pulling her
against him.
Then she closed her eyes, thinking that perhaps the quimbois had not been a complete failure. …
59.524 The Secret Room\fn{by Alain Robbe-Grillet (1922-2008)} Brest, Finistére Department, France (M) 2
The first thing to be seen is a red stain, of a deep, dark, shiny red, with almost black shadows. It is in the form
of an irregular rosette, sharply outlined, extending in several directions in wide outflows of unequal length,
dividing and dwindling afterward into single sinuous streaks. The whole stands out against a smooth, pale surface,
round in shape, at once dull and pearly, a hemisphere joined by gentle curves to an expanse of the same pale
color-white darkened by the shadowy quality of the place: a dungeon, a sunken room, or a cathedral-glowing with
a diffused brilliance in the semidarkness.
Farther back, the space is filled with the cylindrical trunks of columns, repeated with progressive vagueness in
their retreat toward the beginning of a vast stone stairway, turning slightly as it rises, growing narrower and
narrower as it approaches the high vaults where it disappears.
The whole setting is empty, stairway and colonnades. Alone, in the foreground, the stretched-out body gleams
feebly, marked with the red stain—a white body whose full, supple flesh can be sensed, fragile, no doubt, and
vulnerable. Alongside the bloody hemisphere another identical round form, this one intact, is seen at almost the
same angle of view; but the haloed point at its summit, of darker tint, is in this case quite recognizable, whereas
the other one is entirely destroyed, or at least covered by the wound.
In the background, near the top of the stairway, a black silhouette is seen fleeing, a man wrapped in a long,
floating cape, ascending the last steps without turning around, his deed accomplished. A thin smoke rises in
twisting scrolls from a sort of incense burner placed on a high stand of ironwork with a silvery glint. Nearby lies
the milk-white body, with wide streaks of blood running from the left breast, along the flank and on the hip.
It is a fully rounded woman’s body, but not heavy, completely nude, lying on its back, the bust raised up
somewhat by thick cushions thrown down on the floor, which is covered with Oriental rugs. The waist is very
narrow, the neck long and thin, curved to one side, the head thrown back into a darker area where, even so, the
facial features may be discerned, the partly opened mouth, the wide-staring eyes, shining with a fixed brilliance,
and the mass of long, black hair spread out in a complicated wavy disorder over a heavily folded cloth, of velvet
perhaps, on which also rest the arm and shoulder.
It is a uniformly colored velvet of dark purple, or which seems so in this lighting. But purple, brown, blue also
seem to dominate in the colors of the cushions—only a small portion of which is hidden beneath the velvet cloth,
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and which protrude noticeably, lower down, beneath the bust and waist—as well as in the Oriental patterns of the
rugs on the floor.
Farther on, these same colors are picked up again in the stone of the paving and the columns, the vaulted
archways, the stairs, and the less discernible surfaces that disappear into the farthest reaches of the room.
The dimensions of this room are difficult to determine exactly; the body of the young sacrificial victim seems
at first glance to occupy a substantial portion of it, but the vast size of the stairway leading down to it would imply
rather that this is not the whole room, whose considerable space must in reality extend all around, right and left, as
it does toward the faraway browns and blues among the columns standing in line, in every direction, perhaps
toward other sofas, thick carpets, piles of cushions and fabrics, other tortured bodies, other incense burners.
It is also difficult to say where the light comes from. No clue, on the columns or on the floor, suggests the
direction of the rays. Nor is any window or torch visible. The milk-white body itself seems to light the scene, with
its full breasts, the curve of its thighs, the rounded belly, the full buttocks, the stretched-out legs, widely spread,
and the black tuft of the exposed sex, provocative, proffered, useless now.
The man has already moved several steps back. He is now on the first steps of the stairs, ready to go up. The
bottom steps are wide and deep, like the steps leading up to some great building, a temple or theater; they grow
smaller as they ascend, and at the same time describe a wide, helical curve, so gradually that the stairway has not
yet made a half-turn by the time it disappears near the top of the vaults, reduced then to a steep, narrow flight of
steps without handrail, vaguely outlined, moreover, in the thickening darkness beyond.
But the man does not look in this direction, where his movement nonetheless carries him; his left foot on the
second step and his right foot already touching the third, with his knee bent, he has turned around to look at the
spectacle for one last time. The long, floating cape thrown hastily over his shoulders, clasped in one hand at his
waist, has been whirled around by the rapid circular motion that has just caused his head and chest to turn in the
opposite direction, and a corner of the cloth remains suspended in the air as if blown by a gust of wind; this
corner, twisting around upon itself in the form of a loose S, reveals the red silk lining with its gold embroidery.
The man’s features are impassive, but tense, as if in expectation—or perhaps fear—of some sudden event, or
surveying with one last glance the total immobility of the scene. Though he is looking backward, his whole body
is turned slightly forward, as if he were continuing up the stairs. His right arm—not the one holding the edge of
the cape—is bent sharply toward the left, toward a point in space where the balustrade should be, if this stairway
had one, an interrupted gesture, almost incomprehensible, unless it arose from an instinctive movement to grasp
the absent support.
As to the direction of his glance, it is certainly aimed at the body of the victim lying on the cushions, its
extended members stretched out in the form of a cross, its bust raised up, its head thrown back. But the face is
perhaps hidden from the man’s eyes by one of the columns, standing at the foot of the stairs.
The young woman’s right hand touches the floor just at the foot of this column. The fragile wrist is encircled
by an iron bracelet. The arm is almost in darkness, only the hand receiving enough light to make the thin, outspread fingers clearly visible against the circular protrusion at the base of the stone column. A black metal chain
running around the column passes through a ring affixed to the bracelet, binding the wrist tightly to the column.
At the top of the arm a rounded shoulder, raised up by the cushions, also stands out well lighted, as well as the
neck, the throat, and the other shoulder, the armpit with its soft hair, the left arm likewise pulled back with its
wrist bound in the same manner to the base of another column, in the extreme foreground; here the iron bracelet
and the chain are fully displayed, represented with perfect clarity down to the slightest details.
The same is true, still in the foreground but at the other side, for a similar chain, but not quite as thick, wound
directly around the ankle, running twice around the column and terminating in a heavy iron ring embedded in the
floor. About a yard back, or perhaps slightly farther, the right foot is identically chained. But it is the left foot, and
its chain, that are the most minutely depicted.
The foot is small, delicate, finely modeled. In several places the chain has broken the skin, causing noticeable
if not extensive depressions in the flesh. The chain links are oval, thick, the size of an eye. The ring in the floor
resembles those used to attach horses; it lies almost touching the stone pavement to which it is riveted by a
massive iron peg. A few inches away is the edge of a rug; it is grossly wrinkled at this point, doubtless as a result
of the convulsive, but necessarily very restricted, movements of the victim attempting to struggle.
The man is still standing about a yard away, half leaning over her. He looks at her face, seen upside down, her
dark eyes made larger by their surrounding eye-shadow, her mouth wide open as if screaming. The man’s posture
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allows his face to be seen only in a vague profile, but one senses in it a violent exaltation, despite the rigid
attitude, the silence, the immobility.
His back is slightly arched. His left hand, the only one visible, holds up at some distance from the body a piece
of cloth, some dark-colored piece of clothing, which drags on the carpet, and which must be the long cape with its
gold-embroidered lining.
This immense silhouette hides most of the bare flesh over which the red stain, spreading from the globe of the
breast, runs in long rivulets that branch out, growing narrower, upon the pale background of the bust and the
flank. One thread has reached the armpit and runs in an almost straight line along the arm; others have run down
toward the waist and traced out, along one side of the belly, the hip, the top of the thigh, a more random network
already starting to congeal. Three or four tiny veins have reached the hollow between the legs, meeting in a
sinuous line, touching the point of the V formed by the outspread legs, and disappearing into the black tuft.
Look, now the flesh is still intact: the black tuft and the white belly, the soft curve of the hips, the narrow
waist, and, higher up, the pearly breasts rising and falling in time with the rapid breathing, whose rhythm grows
more accelerated. The man, close to her, one knee on the floor, leans farther over. The head, with its long, curly
hair, which alone is free to move somewhat, turns from side to side, struggling; finally the woman’s mouth twists
open, while the flesh is torn open, the blood spurts out over the tender skin, stretched tight, the carefully
shadowed eyes grow abnormally larger, the mouth opens wider, the head twists violently, one last time, from right
to left, then more gently, to fall back finally and become still, amid the mass of black hair spread out on the
velvet.
At the very top of the stone stairway, the little door has opened, allowing a yellowish but sustained shaft of
light to enter, against which stands out the dark silhouette of the man wrapped in his long cloak. He has but to
climb a few more steps to reach the threshold.
Afterward, the whole setting is empty, the enormous room with its purple shadows and its stone columns
proliferating in all directions, the monumental staircase with no handrail that twists upward, growing narrower
and vaguer as it rises into the darkness, toward the top of the vaults where it disappears.
Near the body, whose wound has stiffened, whose brilliance is already growing dim, the thin smoke from the
incense burner traces complicated scrolls in the still air: first a coil; turned horizontally to the left, which then
straightens out and rises slightly, then returns to the axis of its point of origin, which it crosses as it moves to the
right, then turns back in the first direction, only to wind back again, thus forming an irregular sinusoidal curve,
more and more flattened out, and rising vertically, toward the top of the canvas.
50.92 Excerpt from The Cat-fish\fn{by Monique Lange (1926-1996)} Paris, France (F) 10
1
… One afternoon in February 1946, after seven years of colonial life, I rediscovered France.
It was the smell of rain on the pavements that took me back to my childhood in the Paris of roundabouts, of
black, coiled-up liquorice with a little pearl in the center, the Paris of the Eiffel Tower and of innocence, that I had
left for Asia.
I was eighteen. I was full of resentment towards the world because I was fat and ugly, my eyes would fill with
tears at the slightest provocation. I was nauseatingly sentimental. I imagined I was generous-minded, but I thought
only of myself; I could see no distinction between the distress of the world and my own stupidity, and I projected
my self-pity on to other people.
My father was getting married for the third time to a very young wife who was much more attractive than I.
At the wedding-breakfast I sat next to Bernard Meunier. Small, ugly and very elegant, he had much charm and
huge, sad eyes. Men said that he had a brilliant political career before him, and women fought over him.
“Tell me, Meunier, didn’t you have a guilty conscience?”
“What should I have done with a conscience during the war, my poor child?”
“You’re inhuman, Meunier …”
I looked at them with repugnance. I felt sad and alone. As one is at eighteen. Nobody was capable of understanding me. I was too fastidious for this world—too pure. With my red eyes I had the face of a little drunkard.
Me, me, me, I could think of nothing but me. I wallowed in the thought of thousands of little Indians dying of
hunger, of little martyred Jews, of Jesus who died for us. I was an inspired and misunderstood saint. To what idiotic cause could I devote myself? To whom? I was very far from imagining (for I still more or less believed that
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one could become pregnant by the ear) that it would be the cause of the cat-fish.
At last the meal was over. I was sadly kissing my father and my young stepmother when Bernard Meunier
said:
“Wait for me; I’ll come with you.” And, in the street, he took my arm:
“Your tears reminded me of the existence of purity. Ah, it’s so easy to forget—”
“To forget?”
“Yes, you have to be very strong to survive. You’ll never know how precious your tears are.”
“But I cry all the time.”
“How precious these tears are, then.”
“Don’t you ever cry?”
“You’re crazy, my love. Tears can only spring from a living source. I’m arid, dried up, dead.”
“Why?”
“Because other people died instead of me; but don’t make me talk about myself or I shall hate you.”
“Died instead of you? But why?”
“In the war; it was the others who died. It’s indecent to be still alive. My legion of honor, my stripes, my
decorations—they are Helene and two boys.”
“Helene?”
“A wonderful girl who died for me—because of me. A girl who was shatteringly in love with life, whereas I
hate it.”
“Where did she die?”
“At Ravensbrück in 1944. They caught her instead of me.
2
“It’s abominable. I go to see her parents every Sunday. They love me like a son. You can understand my
shame.”
“But it wasn’t your fault.”
“No, it wasn’t my fault. But that isn’t enough.”
“You were incredibly brave during the war.”
“Stop it, you don’t know what you’re talking about. War is something out of this world. You live an inhuman,
contemptible adventure, completely divorced from life. You can only be yourself, otherwise you’d be a traitor; but
it’s when it’s all over that you ought to see them, the heroes. If you could only see my comrades of 1940! A few
months after the liberation they married their fiancées who’d kept themselves busy knitting while they waited for
them. They don’t want anything more from life, they’re so staggered at having got out of the adventure alive. It’s
terrible.”
“What about you?”
“I’ve already told you, I’m alive, that’s all. It’s a frightful awakening. You go to war. You want to change the
world. You’re bursting with love. Your best friends get themselves killed because of you and what do you get?—
an armchair. What happened to me is that I didn’t die. The others did what I did, only more so. Do you understand?”
“Yes, I understand.”
We had been walking along the Seine for hours. He had taken my arm. We were very upset and we couldn’t
bring ourselves to part. And yet I had to go back to our empty house where my brother was expecting me.
“When shall I see you again? Where do you live?”
“And when are we going to get married?” shouted Bernard. “Oh you women, you’re all the same. The moment
anyone looks at you you rush off to the palmist to find out whether it’ll last. You’re seeing me now, aren’t you?
No plans, whatever happens, and no questions. I can’t stand them. I don’t know myself who I am, nor what I’m
going to do.”
Even so I managed to get him to agree to come to tea with me on Thursday, and I discovered that he lived near
the Bastille, and until the Thursday I lived a wonderful imaginary life with a Bernard Meunier who was madly in
love with me and who told me so.
On the Thursday, at four o’clock, I opened the door to him with a beating heart, draped in a purple sari that I’d
brought back from the Indies.
“What on earth’s the fancy dress for? How terrible. She’s completely mad. How awful, how awful!”
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“Bernard, I wanted to give you a surprise.”
“To give me a surprise! You’ve succeeded. You’re grotesque. Go and put something else on.”
I ran. My effort to make an impression hadn’t come off.
My brother Jean, who was familiar with my exotic repertoire, was laughing in his room. I put on a skirt and
jumper and went back to the sitting room.
Bernard said, almost as if he were talking to himself:
“Talk about a let-down. Well, if you wanted to spoil everything you certainly have.”
“Why have I spoilt everything?”
“Just imagine. You start out with the idea of a rather sad, rather ingenuous little girl and you find she’s a
barbarian.”
“But I am very sad and very ingenuous.”
“And you dress up to seduce old gentlemen.”
I was in a panic. I darted off to make the tea, I kissed his hands, I put on a record, I came back. After an hour
he said:
“Come on, let’s go out.”
When we were outside he relaxed a little.
“My poor gipsy-girl. And to think that I was relying on you to cure me.”
“But to cure you of what?”
“To cure me of the world. But I was mad.”
Bernard saw me twice a week. It was always he who arranged our meetings. I wasn’t allowed the slightest
initiative. He invited me to lunch one day. I arrived with a bunch of anemones in my hand.
“Flowers, my gipsy, you’re too beautiful …”
He lived in a luxurious flat, full of records, books, pictures, leather armchairs and Persian rugs.
“It’s gorgeous here.”
“It won’t be for long; I’m broke. It’s my swan song. We’ll sell the lot, my love, and be happy.”
A little inner staircase—it was a studio—led to his bedroom.
“You’re not allowed up. I know you women. Afterwards there’s no way of getting you down again.”
“But I don’t want to go up, I want you to tell me about yourself.”
“Don’t try and bleed me,” replied Bernard. “I’ve already told you too much about myself.”
“Tell me about other people, then; about my father, about his wife, about London.”
“No, you tell me about yourself. I hate questions. People always lie. I’m not going to tell you that I adored
parachute jumping. I was afraid. I didn’t like pushing the others out, either. It was the women who really finished
me, though, during the war. Heroines think of nothing but love-making. You understand. That’s where my gray
hair comes from. Not from parachuting, but from the Princess, your stepmother, Rosica, Marianne—”
“Have you slept with my stepmother?”
“Well, sweetie, I’ve never been able to resist a woman.”
“But my father’s wife?”
“When there’s a war on people share everything, my love, and she wasn’t your father’s wife then.”
“You’re disgusting.”
“It’s true, my gipsy-girl, you’re quite right, I’m disgusting. Come and dance and let’s forget it.”
Bernard rolled back his lovely carpet, put on a record, danced with me, gave me lunch and sent me home.
Every time I went to see him he danced with me. He liked old-fashioned tangos and he pressed me close to him. I
trembled all over. Sometimes I leant my cheek against his, he kissed my neck, and I tried to push him over on to
the divan.
“You’re a real whore.”
I put my hands round him as I’d seen people do in films. I dreamed of a mirror that would reflect my body
entwined in Bernard’s. I prayed that time would stop, that he would desire me and that his desire would be the last
living thing before the end of the world. I quivered in his arms, and my adventure ended with the tango.
Bernard often took me to museums, too. He studied me in front of the Duchess of Solana, and with all the
pictures around me I became terribly self-conscious. It seemed to me that if I once said the wrong thing I should
be signing my death warrant.
He taught me everything. Paris, painting, flamenco, Monteverdi, dancing and trees. He taught me everything.
Except love.
He would tear me to pieces with his flamenco, and then say:
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“Leave me alone, I have to work.”
He would drive me crazy explaining Cezanne to me, and then suddenly leave me in the middle of the street.
“Bernard, let me come with you.”
“No, I need to be alone. You understand?”
“But I can walk without talking, Bernard, as if I were your shadow.”
“Let me go, Anne. Please.”
He informed me one morning that he was leaving for Africa.
“Something had made me very unhappy and I thought you’d be some consolation. But I was wrong. I’m going
away for six months.”
“With a woman?”
“Of course not; alone, my sweet one. You still don’t understand that I’m solitary by nature.”
“I’ll wait for you.”
“Wait for me. She’s mad. No, my gipsy-girl, listen. Try and make something of yourself. Tame yourself, make
love.”
“To you, Bernard.”
“The thing is, Anne, I can’t stand virgins. Learn to live a little. Later on we’ll see.”
*
With Bernard gone, Paris was empty. I wandered about in the streets I loved and I didn’t recognize them. At
the end of a month, during which I’d been more or less in a coma, I determined to take advantage of his absence
to become a woman and I started chasing my brother’s friends.
My six months of pseudo-amorous life with Bernard had made me very provocative. I should never have dared
tell anyone just how naïve I was, and I picked on the most perverse of Jean’s friends, a pornographic writer of
about forty.
“Since he’s so depraved,” I thought, terrified, “he’ll initiate me without hurting me.”
He arranged to meet me in the bar of a newspaper office. I was naked under a turquoise suit. He wrote on the
marble table:
“I like you.”
“I like you too. Let’s go.”
“Where do you want to go to?”
“To your hotel.”
He burst out laughing.
“You don’t waste much time.”
And he took me to a little hotel in Montparnasse. I undressed very quickly.
“I’m a virgin, you know.”
“So am I,” he replied.
I wasn’t very clearly aware of what happened. I was in a hurry to leave. I went away very quickly, slightly
nauseated. Men disgusted me. I got into a bus and sat down beside an enormous woman whom I found reassuring.
“You’ve hurt yourself, Mademoiselle.”
I leant over and saw a trickle of blood running down my leg. ,
“It’s nothing, Madame, I cut myself.”
I had cut myself off from my childhood. I had cut myself off from love. I had cut myself for Bernard.
I was very pale when I got home.
“What’s happened?” said my brother.
“I’ve just lost my virginity.”
“That’s clever; and with whom?”
“With Vauthier.”
“Pornographic and prolific, you’ve made a good start, my poor girl.”
Jean was right. The next month I was pregnant.
And I started the abominable search for an abortionist that almost all women know. I didn’t want to tell
anyone. Particularly Vauthier, who avoided me as one does a virgin. I looked in the telephone directory for the
names of gynaecologists that seemed to me the most human. It was terrible. Those moments when, in a more or
less total sexual naïvete, you have to lie on a table and open your legs, could disgust you with love forever.
They all refused to abort me. One suggested I should marry the father, another that I should abandon my child
at birth, a third pawed me a bit and told me that this happened to every woman.
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I was alone and I could see that I should never solve the problem without telling someone, and I finally
confessed to Jean, who sent me to a good-looking boy with, blue eyes whose profession it was.
“Don’t you want to keep the child?”
“I can’t keep it.”
“Which day will suit you best?” he said, opening a little notebook which was full of women’s names.
He asked me no questions, put me to sleep and delivered me. My brother was the only person who knew about
it.
Bernard was still not back. I was afraid of men. It was then that I started going about with the cat-fish.
3
It was August. I had a temporary job in a bookshop in the Boulevard Saint-Germain. Eric Simon often used to
come and buy books. He was a cat-fish, as indeed he informed everyone, and I liked talking to him. He often used
to take me out to dinner, and afterwards to the cinema. He treated me like a little animal and he was totally
ignorant of women, but he was so very kind in his own way that when I was with him I began to forget myself a
little. Moreno, the owner of the bookshop, which was called “The Sweet Cheat Gone,” was delighted with our
idyll.
Eric was a writer and lived with Guy Lefrancq, a young professor of philosophy. They had been frantically in
love for two days, they slept, tenderly and collusively, in a very narrow little bed, and each went “hunting” on his
own. Theirs was a strange relationship. Eric loved Guy, Guy loved Eric, but they didn’t love each other. Guy went
out every evening and came back at dawn, his bright eyes full of another boy, and slipped into their little bed.
Every day he died of love for a different boy, and each time it was a real love and a real death. Eric and Guy felt
no physical jealousy, and I enjoyed being taken into their confidence. They were delighted by my comments and
my advice.
“She’s crazy,” Guy would cry, and this phrase admitted me to the secret world of the homosexuals and I felt
that it was a sort of initiation into a world that I liked because it was as sad as mine and much more bewildered
than the other world.
Guy often used to bring his stupid little gigolos to Eric’s place for a day or two, and they would imitate the
James Dean of the period. One might love jazz, another the cinema, a third racing cars, but really they loved
nothing but themselves. Their conversation was idiotic and they used to spend hours doing their hair. As flawless
as statues, they were little liars who were beautiful to look at and sad to listen to, but we knew they were only
temporary and they were easy to get on with and completely interchangeable.
At the end of August Eric and Guy decided to go to Venice.
“Come with us, as your Meuniere isn’t back yet.”
It was a real homosexual’s idea, this triangular journey, but in the magic alleyways of Venice there are surely
some people who aren’t in love, surely some bogus lovers in the gondolas.
Eric knew Venice and. watched our eyes in the Vaporetto while we, Guy and I, discovered It. So they were
real, the palaces between the Rialto and the Academia, so they were real, the bridges, the gondolas, San Marco,
the Zattere, and Garibaldi. Eric gave us Venice and watched Guy, who was already in a state about the gondoliers.
My own feelings were those of agitation, of happiness, of being in a dream. The unreality of Venice was just what
we needed, the cat-fish and I. I almost forgot Bernard. I imagined that I was in a gondola with him and that he
loved me, and this became a dream of such perfection that it made me laugh as I might at a postcard. And my life
projected into this fairytale, Venice that exhausted me and escaped me, was like Bernard, was like love.
It was like running in a maze. I thought I knew it and I kept losing myself. Water looks the same everywhere. It
was an adventure, and for the first time I was taken out of myself.
Eric and Guy used to sleep a lot. We used to meet every day at noon in St. Mark’s Square, we would look for a
cool trattoria, and then they would go back to their room to sleep.
I had a whole life in between their slumbers, and at night Venice was ours.
In the evenings we would go for a walk—we would start off all three together, but Guy soon gave us the slip.
He’d seen Rimbaud.\fn{Jean Nicolas Arthur Rimbaud (1854-1891), a French poet of striking originality and striking good looks .}
He discovered a new one every evening; Eric and I used to call them his Rimborettos. Then soon afterwards Eric
would leave me and go hunting too, and I would walk alone in the streets for hours. Often I used to sit down at the
bottom of the campanile in St. Mark’s Square and see life being made and broken as I watched.
Guy went off for three days with the son of a gondolier. Eric wasn’t worried, nor was I. We knew he’d come
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back. During those three days Eric and I lived the artificial life that only homosexuals understand. We looked like
a young married couple, we looked much happier than anyone else, because deceiving the world to such an extent
gives you a light-hearted look. Homosexuals, because they have to leave the world, because they have to make a
new, three-dimensional world, are apt to be a bit disjointed and provocative, and they sometimes find in a relationship with a woman who is complaisant but not in the least equivocal, an exterior harmony that amuses them.
Women often display some vanity in their relations with homosexuals. There is not the slightest ambiguity in
such relationships. No one is less “the only woman with whom it might be possible” than the woman who is the
homosexual’s confidant. I knew this in my association with Eric. My femininity was completely foreign to him. If
I wore somewhat low-cut dresses in the evenings he would say: “No really, Anne, we aren’t on the beach,” and if
a boy looked at me he used to ask me: “What’s the matter with him?”
I pointed out his “sectarianism” to him and he admitted it. He confessed to me that he couldn’t in the least see
either the place or the necessity of women in the world. He couldn’t stand the virgins in the museums, particularly
those who were suckling, but he liked battles, adolescents, Christs, and even old men. The sadness I felt at the
Academia came from not seeing a single picture by a woman painter, but I took care not to say so to Eric. To say
in front of him that a man was madly in love with a woman was to say something he couldn’t understand. Woman
was an abyss which he preferred not to think about, and in which the few men who hadn’t the courage to love
other men allowed themselves to be engulfed.
Eric’s certainties on this subject didn’t help to reassure me; it was only m speech that I was free, and I was stIll
much more afraid of disgusting men—Guy had told me of the disgust all his married friends felt for their wives
after they had made love to them—than of pleasmg them. I said to myself:
“You disturb, you disgust, and you get pregnant. To understand love must be the rare privilege of people who
have shown extraordinary courage in their sexual debut.”
Now and then I would “give” myself hastily, without letting the cat-fish know, to a boy who had scarcely
looked at me. Afraid of letting them discover my ignorance, which I took for a frigidity which it was impossible
to disclose, I would direct operations as far as the bedroom where, in more of a flutter than any dove, I would dart
naked between the sheets, thinking that the essential part of my work was done. I also told myself that I was under
a curse, from which only Bernard could deliver me. And finally I told myself a thousand idiotic things, and the
only one that suited me was this life with the cat-fish, where I dIdn’t have to thmk about my body.
*
Guy came back on the third day. His gondolier’s son was an ass. He had the softest skin that Guy had ever
seen, and he had sworn that he was the first man in his life, but Guy had discovered him in the arms of a
handsome Amencan with whom he had immediately fallen in love.
“Anyway I was beginning to get tired of him. He stole all my shirts.”
Guy’s shirts were pink, purple, olive green or sky blue. He wore them with very tight, colored trousers, and in
the summer he used to moisten his jeans before he put them on. Guy was a professor of philosophy. He revealed
to adolescents a world where Plato was important, and Socrates, but Heidegger\fn{ Martin Heidegger (1889-1976),
German philosopher.} as well. His job, which he did well, constituted the social part of his life, and his clothes, the
anti-social part. If he hadn’t made himself conspicuous in this way Guy would have considered himself in a state
of homosexual sin. He would have let his class down. It was his own way of being a militant cat-fish. Eric, who
always dressed in navy blue, was proud of Guy’s courage, which was real, and we were a comic sight. Eric in
navy blue, me, looking as little like a woman as possible, with a shirt I’d stolen from Bernard, corduroy slacks
and my short hair, and Guy, our woman, pink and blue, his hair tinted, adorable and unfaithful.
We lived another few days in Venice, days of all kinds and all colors; as red as the palaces, as gold as the
basilica. To astonish Bernard I lost myself in the Tintorettos and Carpaccios, and I gaped at the Veronese ceilings
until I made myself giddy. But we had to go home. It had been marvelous. It had made something possible out of
our chaotic lives, and we got back to Paris looking like lovers.
4
Paris in September was lurid and sad. The sky and the grey buildings, the black Seine, and the pavements
glistening with rain, already reflected the miseries of winter. I had left home at the time of the abortion after a
mild little scene. My father had seemed relieved when I told him that I wanted to leave. I lived in an attic in the
Belleville district, and I was looking for work. The people in the bookshop suggested that I should stay on
permanently.
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Back in the surroundings where I'd been so unhappy, I rediscovered, intact, my sadness and my love for
Bernard. Every evening I would roam the streets in the Bastille district. He had forbidden me to call on him
unexpectedly. I came to love the little bistros with their accordion players where lonely people go every day
without ever coming together. If you stay long enough in the same place you see the couples for the night coming
together and breaking up again. Alcohol joins bodies and the street separates them. While they are making love
these vinous lovers forget themselves, but you see them a few moments later walking like strangers with nightlike eyes.
After two months I heard that Bernard was back from Afnca. He was to be seen every evening in an art gallery
that belonged to a beautiful and volatile woman. I wrote him a note begging him to come and see me at the
bookshop. He didn’t come for three days. The whole three days I don’t think I took my eyes off the door. I had
promised myself that I would keep calm when he came, but I threw myself into his arms the moment I saw him.
“You haven’t improved at all in six months,” he said, kissing me on the neck. “But you’re becoming beautiful,
my gipsy-girl.”
“Why didn’t you write to me?”
“Reproaches. I’m off. But where have you been?”
“I’ve left home.”
“I know. I’ve seen your father.”
“What did he say?”
“That you’re mad. But I knew that.”
“About you.”
“Don’t start all over again, Anne, or I shall go. Where do you live?”
“In a little room in Belleville.”
“And if you’re ill then I’ll have to climb all those stairs. Find another way to make my heart beat. Come and
live at the studio.”
“At the studio? Live with you?”
“No, live at my place. Don’t forget your toothbrush. I can’t stand people using mine.”
“When shall I come?”
“Tonight; not before midnight, I’m dining with the Princess.”
“The Princess?”
“Your rival. And don’t spy on me, I can’t stand it. She’ll be gone by midnight.”
I arrived at five past twelve, with my pyjamas and my toothbrush. The studio smelt of fresh paint. Bernard had
taken up painting in Africa.
“Did you paint all those?”
“Yes.”
“They’re lovely.”
“Don’t talk nonsense, you don’t know anything about it.”
“And what was Africa like, Bernard?”
“There you are, an interview, at midnight! She’s mad. It’s late. It’s time to go to sleep, my sweet.”
“Where?”
“You sleep on the brown divan.”
“Kiss me, I’m not a virgin any more.”
“At last,” said Bernard absent-mindedly. “It was about time. I hope you drive men crazy and make them suffer
a little.”
“I’m not very good at that, you know. In fact I’m the one who always does the suffering.”
“But you like it, my love, you’d make love all day and every day, but you want to make a bit of an effort. The
first suicide makes quite an impression on you; afterwards, you’ll see how; soon you get used to it. You say to
yourself: ‘What, I’ve been saying no for three weeks and he’s not dead yet—he’s a coward.’”
“Why do you say that, Bernard; do you want me to commit suicide?”
“I want you to go to sleep, my angel, and I want you to make men suffer.”
“But all I want is for you to make me suffer.”
“Go to sleep then, will you?”
Whatever happenes I mustn’t rush him. I slept on the little divan. I was the happiest of women.
I was woken up by a shout.
“Get up, Anne. Music and coffee.”
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“I made the coffee, I put on a record, and I told him about the last few months. He was horrified by the abortion.
“But it’s terrible, my love, how you must have suffered.”
Then I told him about the cat-fish.
“But you’ll soon be perfect, my gipsy-girl. In six months it’ll be women, and then I’ll marry you.”
“Truly?”
“If there is any truth, yes, but don’t go and put up the banns!”
I didn’t want anything: I was there.
We began a dream life. In the mornings we had our coffee together, then we rolled back the carpet and danced.
Then Bernard threw me out because he wanted to work, and I went off to the bookshop. Each day he told me what
time I was to come home. On Tuesdays and Thursdays, never before midnight. Those were my days for the catfish. They had been kind in my tragic period, I wasn’t going to abandon them now I was happy, and for Bernard
those were his evenings with the Princess.
I suffered a little from the existence of the Princess, but I imagined that she was married as she always left
before midnight, and I didn’t really feel I had anything to fear from her. I told myself that I might be in her
position and only have two evenings a week. Once, though, she left some traces behind her: a hairpin in the
shaving soap. I acted like a Fury. Bernard laughed a lot.
'You're all the same. You use our razors and you stab our shaving soap.”
“You’re unspeakable, with your plurals.”
“You’re quite right, I’ll strangle the Princess. But if you only knew the scenes I have to put up with.”
“Scenes?”
“Because of you, my love, of you and all the mess you make.”
“But whom do you love; her or me?”
“What a frightful question! The problem is to find out which of you loves me better.”
“And you don’t know?”
“If I knew, my angel, you wouldn’t be here.”
“You’re inhuman, Bernard.”
“I’ve already told you that you enjoy suffering, my sweet, and you’ll never do any better with your questions.”
“I love you, Bernard.”
“No, you don’t love me, you think you love me. You don’t know what love is.”
“And do you know?”
“I wouldn’t be so old, so tired and so ugly if I didn’t know, and that’s why I don’t want to bother about love
any more.”
“And what do you want to bother about?”
“My work.”
“Your painting?”
“I’ll never be a painter.”
“But you are a painter. What you do is marvelous.”
“You’re blind, my gipsy-girl. You look at my pictures with the eyes of love.”
“No, I believe in you.”
“You believe everything you see.”
“Well, Bernard, I love you.”
“Stop it. You’re all the same. One laments one’s insignificance and you try to inveigle us into the register
office.”
I hated Bernard’s plurals, but he only liked generalisations, abstractions.
Time passed. He didn’t touch me. In the mornings I often roamed around naked under his dressing gown.
“Aren’t my pants too tight for you?”
Sometimes, at breakfast, I crossed my legs so that he would see that I was naked.
“Strip-tease, now. You seem to think you’re at the Mayol. And I can’t even get you to pose, you fidget all the
time.”
“But Bernard, I'll keep as still as the grave.”
I hoped that if I was naked and he was turning me into someone else on his canvas, he would come to desire
me.
Bernard made me read, too. Laclos,\fn{ Pierre Ambroise François Choderlos de Laclos (1741-1803), French author .}
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Stendhal,\fn{Aka Marie-Hjenri Beyle (1783-1842), French author.} Proust.\fn{Marcel Proust (1871-1922), French author.}
“Read this, and you can tell me all about it tomorrow morning. Summarize the thought of Camus.\fn{ Albert
Camus (1913-11960), Franco-Algerian author.} Who is Genet?”\fn{ Jean Genet (1910-1986).} And at night, in my little divan,
trying to keep my eyes open, I used to read to be able to tell him about it. I imagined that in this way I might
become indispensable to him.
He worked all day, and he had never had time to read. He suffered from being self-educated, and had invented
a sibylline style of writing to conceal his spelling mistakes, and I imitated his writing because I loved him. . . .
“If you think that one has time to read Marx when one is parachute jumping.”
Only too happy to educate him, I was educating myself, and I read everything that I thought worthy of him.
And my life was spent between Bernard, books, and the cat-fish.
My relationship with them was very tenuous. I lived with Bernard Meunier. They didn’t ask me any questions.
My private life was an abstraction for them. They liked my face, my laugh, my sadness, and my taste for
homosexuals. It was with my family and my non-homosexual friends that I had the most difficulty in keeping up
the pretence.
One evening my father called for me at the bookshop. He looked very embarrassed and took me for a ride in
his car.
“Floquet is wondering,” he began—Floquet was the intellectual leader of my father’s group of friends—“if
you aren’t messing about sexually with Meunier.”
“And what about you, Father, don’t you mess about sexually with your wife?”
“Anne, please, it’s no joking matter.”
We were driving slowly. Whatever happened I didn’t want to have to admit that I wasn’t Bernard’s mistress.
And I didn’t know very well, either, what words to use to give an air of truth to our liaison.
“Listen, Father, I love Bernard. It was at your wedding that I met him. I’m happier than I’ve ever been.”
“And what if you get pregnant?”
“In that case we’ll see. We’re very careful.”
My father went away, feeling better. Ever since I was a child I had shocked him. Meunier, whom he knew, was
better than all the riff-raff I might have fallen in love with. Meunier was rich and idle. My father didn’t know that
Bernard was broke and was selling his mother’s pictures and jewels.
Meunier was a libertine, he was perhaps even depraved, but he was a bourgeois.
I realized that I wouldn’t even have set his mind at rest if I had admitted that Bernard didn’t touch me. My life
was a scandal, and the basis of the scandal didn’t matter.
I meticulously recounted to Bernard my conversation with my father.
“Your father acting the noble father. He’s irresistible, the old rake. You’re a genius, my gipsy-girl.”
His glee made me thoughtful. What did he want me to say? I didn’t understand a thing. What had he really got
to hide? I was becoming more and more confused, and even feeling less desire because I loved him. In our life
together I was gay, but if I saw him in the Boulevard Saint-Germain with his friends, or if I caught sight of him in
the art gallery whose owner I suspected of being the Princess, then I broke out in a cold sweat, my heart stopped
beating and I had to hang on to the wall to stop myself screaming.
The moment I saw him outside the house, where I thought I was happy, and I discovered that he knew other
people than me, that he didn’t belong to me, I became crazy. Even within four walls you can’t get away from your
unhappiness, and I know now that, when one is jealous, it is only what one imagines that is intolerable. Not
knowing the Princess, my jealousy was abstract, but that Wanda of the art gallery, whose love letters Bernard left
lying about, I didn’t know if she was happier or unhappier than I, but to watch him through the window with his
arm round her was more than I could bear.
He knew that I followed him.
“I’ll have to buy you a bicycle.”
“What for?”
“Because I’m getting around more and more.”
We always ended up by laughing. That was the key to our relationship. We didn’t sleep together, but we
laughed. It was our own particular way of being lovers.
One night, I couldn’t help myself, I went up and watched him sleeping. Huddled under the bedclothes, a
pinched look about his face, a silk scarf round his head, and with the ear-plugs he couldn’t sleep without, he
frightened me. Where was my handsome, fragrant lover of the morning tangos? This rape, which would certainly
cost me dear, made my heart beat. At one moment I thought he was dead, and I gave a little scream. Bernard woke
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up with a start, in spite of his earplugs.
“That’s the absolute limit, so you spy on me when I’m asleep. Thief! Swine! Slut! And to think that now and
then one forgets what women are capable of. Get out! Horrible bitch.”
He was beside himself. He scared me stiff. I went down again without a word. But something inside me had
broken.
The next day, at breakfast, Bernard said:
“Congratulations.”I didn’t answer.
“You saw how ugly I am when I’m asleep,” yelled Bernard. He always said just the right thing to prevent me
liberating myself from him.
“I thought you were dead.”
“That’s it. To be ugly is to be dead. I’ve already told you that I’m dead.”
“Well, Bernard, if we slept together perhaps we’d both stop being ugly.”
“Love by osmosis, communicating vessels. Whore. Idiot. Come and dance, you don’t know anything about
love.”
He put on a record, held me tight against him. He smelt good. I forgot his ugliness of the previous night, and
once again I found myself as before.
Bernard often took me to the theatre. I adored showing myself with him. Sometimes I persuaded him to walk
home. We came through the market, where the melons made the night fragrant.
“Shall we spend the night in a hotel, Bernard?”
“You’re mad.”
I suddenly thought that in the anonymity of a hotel bedroom, love would become possible.
“You see what you’re like. I agree to go for a walk with you at night and you offer me bed-bugs and tableaux
vivants.”\fn{Living pictures}
The rue de Rivoli ended with the old houses of the Faubourg Saint-Antoine.\fn{ Where the French Revolution
began.} We reached the Bastille and went up towards the studio like two lovers.
Bernard always arranged to meet me in anonymous places: little bars in the rue de Lappe, branches of the
Dupont cafés, which were like aquariums, station buffets: these were my favourite meeting places. Each time I
had the feeling that I was about to go away with him, and in the midst of all these hurrying people—and I was
never in a hurry—I once again had the illusion of being happy. I always arrived first. One day, though, I found
him in the arms of a blonde young woman whom I had met at my father’s wedding. He used to forbid me the
slightest show of jealousy. I went up to them, scarlet in the face.
“Goodness,” exclaimed the young woman, “it’s the little Duval.”
“Yes,” replied Bernard, “on Thursdays, you see, my beautiful, I take the children out.”
“But she’s grown a lot since our Colonel’s wedding.”
“You know very well that love makes people grow up more quickly.”
“Meunier, you’ll never change. You talk of nothing but love.”
“My beautiful, when once one has made your acquaintance, what else do you suppose one can think of?”
The frightful blonde started laughing, with a laugh that implied a remembrance of past nights, and I hated it.
“Well, I’ll leave you to your little girl. I’ll see you on Sunday, dear Meunier. Good bye, little Anne.”
“Why don’t you meet that woman in a brothel? Why do you inflict these horrible ex-mistresses on me, when
you never touch me?”
“Ah well, my love, you’re quite mad, I’d just met her by chance. Don’t forget that I don’t put up with scenes,
and that if you were capable of making me walk on all fours, as she is, perhaps I should touch you?”
“On all fours?”
“I believe she makes love better than Nijinsky\fn{Vaslav Nijinsky (1890-1950), Russian ballet dancer.} used to dance.”
“And do you see her often?”
“I don’t see her any more, my sweet. I tell you once again—they are women I knew during the war. In peacetime one doesn’t make love as if one were going to die.”
Make love. On all fours. As if one were going to die. This night-time world was closed to me. He would never
want to have anything to do with me. Bernard on all fours, it didn’t make me laugh; that was certainly what love
was, and there I was, ingenuous, vertical, stupid.
“And you’re going to see that woman?”
“On Sunday, as you heard; you’ll see the rings round my eyes on Monday.”
“Bernard, why are you so cruel?”
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“Because of your eyes, my gipsy-girl; when you’re sad, they distract me.”
5
But this encounter was purely accidental. I never saw Bernard’s friends.
“I like compartments, you see. General conversations don’t interest me.”
As I dreamed of nothing better than being alone with hin I didn’t find this rule onerous, and anyway my
jealousy madc me dread meeting the others and seeing him with them.
One day, though, very early in the morning, the bell rang Bernard went to open the door and I heard him
exclaim:
“Go and shave; you’re disgusting.”
He shut the door again and came back with two painting: which he looked at for a long time.
“Who painted them, Bernard?”
“An ass; you’ll see him, but he’s very talented.”
A quarter of an hour later there appeared a very thin young man with huge eyes, newly shaved and rather dirty.
Bernard introduced us.
“Marc, Anne; and no getting together, eh.”
He went to warm up the coffee.
“Does he always treat you like that?”
“Yes,” Marc smiled, “but he’s quite right. I am dirty, I hate shaving and I’m lazy.”
“He says your paintings are wonderful.”
“I didn’t say anything at all,” exclaimed Bernard, opening the door. “Stop being my interpreter, will you?”
I didn’t answer. Marc’s arrival was more than I could have hoped for. I wouldn’t be alone any longer, and I’d
have someone to ask questions. Marc smiled at me.
“And don’t start a club, you two,” Bernard went on. “No trade unions. It won’t work with me. I’ve always
been thoroughly reactionary.”
Then he sent me away, as he did every morning, and they started to paint.
That evening, when I got back, the studio was full of canvases. I liked the smell of paint. I always liked Bernard’s pictures better than Marc’s. Sometimes, even, in the evenings, 1 turned Marc’s to the wall.
“What’s come over you?”
“Nothing; I didn’t want to be unfaithful to you.”
“He’s very talented, that child, you know.”
Then Marc arrived and Bernard bullied him.
Marc was surprisingly unassuming. He was very intelligent. Bernard made him read books on history and philosophy, and I was relegated to poetry and novels. I was delighted. Marc explained very clearly things I had great
difficulty in understanding.
Bernard hadn’t been afraid of confronting our two sorts of innocence. He was right, because we loved him.
Marc said to me:
“I can quite easily read Marx for him. I should have given up painting if I hadn’t met him.”
“Do you think he loves me, Marc?”
“He likes you, there’s no doubt about that.”
“But does he love me?”
Marc blushed.
“I don’t know about that.”
I was stupid. Marc was a virgin. It was obvious. Bernard was going to throw him into life as he had thrown me
into it, but for the moment he was naïvete personified. He had a big, asexual body, made abrupt gestures, had a
nervous laugh and blazing eyes. He was the eldest of a family of eight. His father, an austere catholic doctor, was
very good to him and allowed him to paint, but he didn’t understand him. In Bernard, Marc had found someone
who liked his work and who really helped him. Through being with us he became calmer and happier. This
threesome life was marvelous.
I had now been living with Bernard for nearly a year. Nothing had changed, but I had become familiar with
everything in the studio, his dressing gown, the coffee pot, the key, the books. When I remembered what I had
been like when I first came, how unnatural, miserable, timid I had been, I told myself that I had come a long way,
but when I looked at my little divan, I also told myself that I should end my days in it. I loved Bernard more and
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more. It was a slightly less stupid love than it had been at the beginning, but nevertheless it occupied me wholly
and totally. …
43.168 The Finest Story In The World\fn{by Annie Saumont (1927(F) 2

)}

Cherbourg, Manche Department, France

Okay. Let’s get things properly organized. Yes. The list. As usual.
She tears a page out from her notebook. Someone’s gone off with my pencil again.
dry-cleaner’s
Medical humph
parent’s evening-Charlene appointment paediatrician
water hydrangeas
paint velux adaptor
cleaning stuff
frozen food order

She gets back from the dry-cleaner’s. Crosses that off. She fills in the medical expenses claim form. Jean had
flu then asthma. Jean’s the one who doesn’t want to go and live with his mother. She sticks the stamps on the
form. Must get Pascal to sign it and send it off to his firm’s insurance.
Parent’s evening. Five o’clock sharp. She can drop the baby off at the playgroup.
Velux. That can wait.
There’s another thing—not on the list, in her head—always being shelved, always back on the table that will
have to get done one day, her wild dream of writing the finest story in the world.
Yes, everyone knows. The Finest Story in the World goes back nearly a century. For Kipling\fn{ Joseph Rudyard
Kipling (1865-1936), English author.} it was the story of the writer who tries to tell the finest story in the world but who
abandons his project when the bank clerk holding the key to the story falls in love with the young salesgirl taken
on by the tobacconist. And loses all interest in the story.
Woman, then, is an obstacle to writing.
*
But there are women who write. She writes.
When she gets a spare minute. When everything is sparkling. When the final of the Cupwinner’s Cup is live on
television and she can forget that she lives with a man who needs a sympathetic listener in the evenings. After a
good dinner. She starts cooking. She starts writing. The osso bucco\fn{“An Italian dish made with veal shank containing
marrowbone, stewed in wine with vegetables and seasonings.”W } bubbles gently then turns to cinders. She opens all the
windows, puts the charred pan in to soak. Gets out a tin of sausages with lentils, meal-in-a-minute. No way is a
burnt dinner going to mean the end of the finest story in the world.
She’s going to get this story written. Just as soon as she’s scrawled an affectionate invitation to Aunt Josiane to
come for the weekend—poor Aunt Josiane— lonely and depressed.
vacuum bag
tax payment
repot geraniums
clear chest of drawers
shorten curtains

She’s writing. She’s writing in her notebooks. She enters it into the Mac.\fn{ The Mackintosh computer, a brandShe writes while the baby’s asleep. She writes between bouts of anxiety—has he vomited his bottle? That
little spot on his cheek that she noticed just now, could it be the first symptom of some infectious illness? Why is
he so quiet? She runs to check if he’s still breathing.
*
She’s writing. She’s not writing. Charlene is whining, nobody likes me. Charlene is complaining that she’s fat
and ugly. Don’t be so silly. Look at yourself in the mirror. I got D in my end of term test. Ooh! That’s rather different. Charlene resolves to give up chocolate eclairs and to go through her homework in future with her mother.
name.}

go through homework
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sort out winter clothes
Ironing
mothball cupboards
senior citizens’ club visit
press-studs
50 cm velcro tape
fruit
vegetables
subscription TV magazine

Jean wants to have his friends round one Saturday evening. For a mega rock and rap session. She shudders.
Had no idea what she was taking on when she agreed to be it stepmum. Chin up, others have been in the same
boat. Listen Jean, we’ll see. Just now I have to write. And it’s time for your basketball training.
Write? says Jean. Write to who? Nobody writes any more. What for, with mobiles …
She’s not writing. She is writing. In between she decides that the kids can use the garage and make sandwiches
in the kitchen on condition that … but what’s the point in having conditions when the promises are bound to be
broken, recriminations inevitable … don’t let Jean get on at you advises Pascal, retreating to the safety of his
study. This from a man who has never been able to say no to his son.
From a man who has a study.
A room of one’s own. How can she sort out a refuge for herself in a house of modest proportions in which the
children all have their own room and Dad has a study?
There is no bar on writing the finest story in the world on the kitchen table. Nor on thinking about questions of
syntax whilst stirring the tomato coulis\fn{“A thin fruit or vegetable puree, used as a sauce.”W} with a wooden spoon.
Charlene’s long hair is infested with vermin. The school nurse said to take emergency measures. Don’t want
my hair shaved off. The shampoo guarantees the nits will die a perfumed death. To be repeated twice more this
week. Nits in the baby’s hair. Bugs in the word processing system. Women and computers, Jean sniggers. You just
pressed shift when you should’ve pressed alt. Shall I put it right for you, he suggests, good Samaritan. Okay, for
the rock and rap session she will supply an enormous pizza and a whole crate of cans of coke. She will send
Charlene off to her best friend’s house for the night. And suggest to Pascal that it’s about time they visited the
grandmothers. She and Pascal and the baby will stay with one or other of them until Sunday afternoon. Heaving
out through the hatchback a mountain of stuff, folding cot, high chair, pack of nappies, jars of baby food,
inflatable bath, cleansing milk. Hello stranger. Thought you’d forgotten you had parents. Armelle (Jean again)—
Armelle, is my Beachmania T-shirt ready? Still in the dirty washing basket! I’ve got nothing left to wear.
Baby’s gums are sore. Can she imagine writing the finest story in the world with her right hand, whilst rocking
a baby with teeth coming through in the crook of her left arm?
I hate to disturb you, says Pascal, I don’t suppose by any chance you’ve seen …
Have I seen, haven’t I seen, what can I say (the missing folder, the watch that Pascal takes off and puts down in
a different place every night, the credit card that he is quite sure he put away in its case, Jean’s gameboy,
Charlene’s fluorescent pogs.\fn{“Cardboard or plastic disks printed with a design or picture, used in a children's game involving the
flipping over of piles of such disks.”W} See nothing, say nothing, hear nothing, keeping her head down, she writes.
Ever since she was a kid she’s dreamed of being a writer. Without ever telling her parents, they would have
shrugged their shoulders, where does she get these funny ideas. Her mother would have added that girls need only
…
Yes: spin wool and keep house. Peace at last. Then the telephone. Elsa, her best friend from way back. Hello
Armelle, Gerard is having an affair. Look Elsa, you’ve thought this too many times before. Armelle, this time I
swear he is. The tenth time at least (the twentieth even?) that Elsa has rung her in desperation, Help he’s having an
affair. That could be the subject of the saddest story in the world. And the most farcical.
The computer is purring. Charlene, watch the plug. Have I saved it? Pascal opens the door a crack, Armelle,
would you have a second to read over my article, you’re so good at spelling.
Charlene is complaining, the baby is just ridiculous, throws everything he’s given on the floor. Next time,
young man, I am not picking your car up. The Ferrari crashes noisily to the floor. Too bad, I warned you. The
baby starts howling.
Just at that moment the health visitor rings at the door. Sorry, just a routine visit, don’t take it the wrong way.
She doesn’t take it the wrong way. Sighs. While I’m here I wanted to let you know that the old lady next door
is having problems remembering things. Perhaps you could, discreetly …
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Mum, you said.you’d help me make some paper flowers, the teacher wants them for the school fête. You
haven’t got time? Don’t be surprised then when I don’t get to move up to secondary school next year.
Wednesday. The kids out of school in the neighborhood are making a racket. The play area down the street is
showered in bits of glass. It takes her for ever to pick them up. What is the best way to give meaning to life? Write
the finest story in the world or rid the planet of broken glass?
Or take a lover. She’ll pick a good one. Rich and loving and generous. She’ll talk to him. When they’ve made
love. Pascal goes to sleep after lovemaking. The lover will listen to her. She’ll tell him about writing, about how
demanding it is. He’ll understand.
He’ll take her away from this place. Somewhere where no one needs her any more. Pascal will have to cope
with Jean’s behavior, Charlene’s moods, his aspirations in senior management, his choice of tie, the baby’s vaccinaations. And the plumbing.
Far away beneath a panoramic blue sky she’ll open her notebooks and fill them up in future without wasting
any pages on lists of domestic tasks, blissfully untroubled by thoughts of shopping baskets.
No. There would be regrets and remorse. The pain of having hurt and betrayed. There would be anguish. The
sky has turned gray.
And the finest story in the world will never be written.
130.34 Excerpt from Bozambo’s Revenge: Or Colonialism Inside Out—A Novel\fn{by Bertène Juminer (19272003)} Cayenne, French Guiana, France (M) 9
… If we may believe the account of certain historians, Bantouville is a kind of small paradise which African
genius has created from a swamp by the banks of the Sekuana, a lazy and capricious river which the natives call
the Seine. Her monuments, built by a noble and distant motherland, bear the great names of world history: from
Queen Saramakaye of a thousand conquests, political and amorous, to the illustrious physicist Abou-Zuzuf, father
of the theory of absolutivity. They arrive in the form of colored post-cards at even the most remote villages, from
arid Provence to rainy Brittany.
Many of the back-country natives, reassured by the existence of a capital of such beauty, ultimately come to
feel an unqualified pride in it, and gratitude towards the Providence which had them born in this part of Europe
reached by African expansionism. They live in the secret hope of one day seeing this privileged city which is,
after all, theirs. They dream of strolling gallantly down the great boulevards, visiting the famous monuments such
as the Tour Abdoulaye, all metal and trapezoids, whose steel spire rises 150 spans into the air; or the splendid
Baobabist Basilica built on Mozamba hill, the highest point of the city.
Sometimes the great day comes. Having bought a third-class ticket, and settled as best they can in an amazing
chaos of baggages, food, and pestilential smells (to which are added the other dubious effluvia of bargainbasement travelers), they throw themselves into an adventure which, during an entire night, is a prelude to the
labyrinthian dangers which make up their arrival and sojourn in Bantouville.
The clouds of cinders invading the compartments and turning you into a rheumy-eyed Negro in a twinkling,
the spine-shattering jolts, the din which makes sleep impossible, the ticket-takers interruptions, all this is nothing
compared to the reality of Bantouville.
After getting off the train, the white native is sifted through Customs and the Internal Migration Service. There
are never any Blacks in the long waiting lines, since they are exempt from these formalities. While only a few
migrants may be selected, apparently at random, for the baggage check (taking into consideration, among other
factors, your expression, your clothes, and the Custom agent’s mood), there is no chance of being overlooked at
the identification control.
Policemen in blue or khaki bubus, according to the season, galooned and leather-strapped, assist the Migration
Inspectors, and check each passport in an imposing file cabinet shoved against the wall. Their fingers seem to be
perpetually pillaging the sliding shelves of the gaping cabinet which contains a directory of the local
nonconformist fauna: politicians out of favor, underground labor organizers, saboteurs on the run, tax-payers who
have disregarded a second notice, smalltime smugglers, deserters and others on the white-list, each more
ungrateful to the motherland than the last.
The white line is silent, waiting patiently at each window. Here and there on either side of the line, suitcases,
baskets and bundles lay at the feet of their disillusioned owners, who are getting flustered as they muster the
necessary papers: permit to circulate; certificate of Baobabist baptism; of employment; of good character; of noncontagion; and of residence in Bantouville. And so it goes in Baoulian Western Europe.
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“Dagobert Martin!”
The man in question already has his hand out to take back his papers; he has not counted on the speed of the
policemen at the files.
“Martin, huh?” the civil servant says again, “Any relation to the alderman?”
“What alderman?”
“Don’t play dumb with me, everybody here knew Martin.”
The inspector is correct in using the past tense. It has been a long time since that Martin was in Bantouville. He
was sent to Baoulia for having dared to criticize administrative practices, a subversive activity if ever there was
one. He would certainly have done better to have kept quiet in his white place as substitute teacher promoted to
the rank of Sixth Deputy Mayor.
“Well, I don’t know him!” replies the Sixth Deputy Mayor’s namesake.
“What are you here for?”
“To work, what about it?”
“That’s pretty vague. Got a job?”
“Well, I—”
“Okay, I get it. You’ll get your passport back tomorrow at the Federal Building at ten o’clock.”
Martin leaves the ranks with a hang-dog look. Perhaps he had thought that these misfortunes happened to other
people. Or perhaps he hadn’t thought anything at all. In any case, his number had been drawn from the Occupation’s bag of tricks. There’ll be quite a show at the Building tomorrow.
*
This is the first time that Anatole Dupont, young Provençal, is arriving in Bantouville. He has dodged Customs
and after a bitter dispute with the Internal Migration inspector, has been able to justify his coming here, despite
the family ties between himself and Edgar Dupont, his uncle, who seems to be well known to the Central Bureau
of Information. Holding a Colonial School diploma, he would have preferred to go to Africa to drink at the fount
of civilization so praised by his educators; but having no connections, he received only a half-scholarship for
study at the local university. Any application to the Ministry of the Overseas Territories, seeking to attend one of
the Home universities, is automatically rejected. So Anatole has resigned himself to coming to the Colonial
capital and pursuing his studies here.
This very Amadou-Koumba train station where he has just disembarked, is quite instructive in itself. In a
corner of the concourse the wall is torn open and covered with great patches of soot. Thick dust turns rainbowcolored in the rays of light falling obliquely from a large hole which an explosion has ripped in the glass roof.
People come and go, affecting a feigned indifference toward this concrete wound, which is only the reflection of
the one which festers in every conscience. Every indication, however, seems to point to an attempt on the part of
the African militants, the Grayos, in response to Autocthonous\fn{ Indigenous} propaganda.
A ground stewardess, an elegant African draped in a multicolored bubu, approaches Anatole with a smile and
hands him a tourist brochure. She asks him about his impressions of the trip, and his plans for his stay. He
answers with a string of lies which appear to satisfy her. The Administration has undertaken a grand scale offensive; in other words, there is nothing going on in Bantouville or throughout the rest of the Federation. The country
is quiet and enjoys the unrestricted beneficence lavished by the motherland who can be proud of her achievement.
Proof that all is for the best is the smile and the elegance with which the colonial capital receives her visitors.
Across from the station, huge slogans on the walls contradict each other with an obstinate and dry finality:
“Free Escartefigue!” or “Down with imperialism!” express the demands of the Gallic Anticolonialist
Movement, the ACM, whose Secretary General, the aforesaid Escartefigue is in jail.
“Up the Baoulian nation!” or “Down with secession!” are the militant slogans of the Pale Hand, the terrorist
arm of the White Faces.
A cardboard suitcase at his feet, Anatole is looking through his pockets for the notebook on which he has
written his uncle’s address. He is overtaken by impatience and is going through contortions in the middle of the
sidewalk which is swarming with people. He is shoved around, elbowed aside, tossed about. He is making a
visible effort to stay calm. Suddenly, hit violently in the back, we see him thrown off balance by a white porter,
panting and grimacing under his burden. He lets out a cry of protest which is immediately taken the wrong way by
the other native.
“Hey! Who are you kidding? Think you’re a big shot ‘cause you talk like the bosses? Where do you think you
are, anyway, Baoul-Bled?”\fn{ A near anagram of Bab-El-Oued, a section of Algiers which was a center for French activists during
the war for Algerian independence.}
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A circle of gawkers forms on the spot. Comments are running back and forth, noisily in favor of the porter,
causing Anatole some discomfort. Hurt and embarrassed, he says nothing. The lower classes of Bantouville are
not about to let a blackhorn like him give them the runaround. What could have possessed him to speak Baoulian
to a native? In cases like this, even the African “bosses” speak Gallic.
To save face, Anatole starts to read the tourist brochure. This does nothing to increase his popularity, since a
gesture like this can only create a humiliating gap between himself and those around him, who are, for the most
part, illiterate. They turn away from him and a few offensive remarks reach his ears:
“Assimilated!”
“Baoulia-kisser!”
Seething with rage and confusion, he is careful not to look up. He learns the following from his reading:
During the barbarian, pre-Baobabist period, Bantouville, formerly a small village of pile-dwellings on the banks of
the Sekuana, was called Paris and was the capital of a fairly advanced nation. Many Africans visited at that time and
attempted to establish the healthy Negro ethos. But domestic troubles led to such anarchy throughout the entire Light
Continent that the Baoulian Republic found herself forced, in the interest of peace and universal civilization, to impose
her rule. Bantouville is today a magnificent city, numbering 300,000 inhabitants who live in harmony. The worldfamous Champs-Baobabs,\fn{Formerly the Champs-Elysées.} that splendid avenue laid at the beginning of the present
century by African engineers, bears witness to the civilizing influence of our immortal Baoulia . . .

Anatole slips the sheet into his notebook where he has just found the elusive address, stuffs both into a pocket
of his bubu, and makes his way toward a raised traffic platform, occupied by an enormous Black policeman.
“Excuse me, Officer! Where is Rue Birago,\fn{ Rue Birago Diop, named for the famous Senegalese author (1906-1989). }
please?”
The officer is pretending not to hear. Anatole, haunted by the recent squabble, has just expressed himself in
Gallic. Unfortunately for him, his interlocutor is from the motherland. Realizing the inappropriateness of his
action, Anatole repeats the question in Baoulian. Only then does the policeman condescend to lean over, to come
down from his pedestal.
“Go straight along Avenue Modibo,\fn{After Modibo Keita, a former President of Mali (1915-1977). } until you get to the
fourth intersection. That’ll be Black-Hosts Square. Follow it around on the left. Straight ahead of you will be Boulevard Sékou.\fn{After Sékou Touré, a former President of Guine (1922-1984).} Take that and after about two hundred spans
you’ll run into Rue Birago. Got that?”
“Yes sir, Officer.”
“Okay, and from now on, watch how you talk! So long!”
“Thank you. Thank you very much, and I’m sorry,” says the downcast Gaul.
*
Suitcase in hand, Anatole is walking up Avenue Modibo. The main arteries of the capital bear the names of the
great men of antiquity, writers, artists, and statesmen.
The sign on a tobacco shop reminds him to stock up on cigarettes since, although he didn’t sleep a wink during
the overnight train trip, he did smoke more than a pack of filter-tipped Baouliennes. On either side of the
doorway, illustrated magazines and dailies hang from each other on metal clips. Some of the newspapers just in
from Baoulia follow the hilarious adventures of the Galvinized Feet, Bobo Fikokin and other youth-cult figures.
Head up, Anatole comes out of the tobacco shop. An enormous inscription scribbled awkwardly on the wall in
front of him hits him head on:
“Peace in Corsica!”
It is a condemnation of the tragedy which has been going on for years in the Overseas Territory of the
Maghrebin Republic. The Corsican fellagha are carrying on a fierce struggle for national independence despite the
intervention of a regular army of Pacification, and, aided by members of a native auxiliary contingent, they are
striking a serious blow to African imperialism. Sardinia and Sicily, who have only recently gained their independence, support the rebels, and the Ministers of the Provisional Government of the Corsican Republic (the PGCR)
have taken asylum in these sister countries. This fence is scribbled upon by the Pale Hand, no doubt about it.
“One Maghreb, from Tamanrasset to Bastia!”
“Lose Corsica and you lose the Maghreb!”
Anything goes in this peculiar war: sabotage, liquidation of personnel, hijacking. Five of the principal Corsican
leaders are rotting in Maghrebin prisons following their capture in a plane over the Mediterranean.
One could, for that matter, wonder what Europe did to bring onto herself the implacable African domination.
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Decadence? Congenital weakness? Historians and archeologists agree that at one time, Europe had reached a
certain stage of social organization, but opinions differ when it comes to explaining its importance and nature.
The question is absurd for those who admit no civilization or culture save the Black. A civilized Europe? You
must be joking! She was nothing but a wasteland, or nearly; a place of anarchy and bandits, until establishment of
the colonial outposts.
Even here, the myriad archeological remains in Bantouville could not persuade these scholars of the reality of
a European Antiquity which reached its apogee around 40 Before Great Baobab and was the work of pink-skinned
Africans who settled in the area. Where did these Africans come from? We do not know with certainty, but no one
disputes that they existed, the unusual coloration of the epidermis being, from all the evidence, an adaptation to
the climate.
The Europe of that time appears to have checkmated herself, to have become rigid and weak from being
unable to choose between two ways of life, both, however, conceptualized by her. While one aimed at national
develop-ment by initiative in the private sector, the other postulated well-being as a result of the resources being
in com-mon ownership.
When peaceful coexistence between these two systems became impossible, there rapidly followed the deaththroes and, finally, the death of the white continent.
*
A few learned men, officially regarded as dreamers or anarchists, have held other, rather startling beliefs:
White and non-Baobabist, Ancient Europe had lived in prosperity until its people came to pursue a fatal course
which led to imperialist expansion, that lethal poison which as we know, strikes a brutal blow to the motherland.
*
This heroic attempt at demythification, deemed scandalous by Baoulian colonialism, categorically refutes the
thesis of a pink-skinned Negro, referring to authentic documents where it can be formally verified that the great
men of ancient Europe had white skin and straight hair.
Their vassals, on the other hand, were almost all dark-skinned or black, and were labeled niggers, spooks,
coons, shines and niakhes, generally accompanied by an abusive qualifier. Living in a patriarchal society, these
Europeans of old practiced a monotheistic religion which represented God in the image of a man. This evidence
should, according to the author (to whom we can only wish a speedy release from prison), suffice to invalidate
once and for all the racist theories of Black scholars …
*
The violent beep of a horn causes Anatole to jump, interrupting his reverie and forcing him back onto the
sidewalk. With a screech of tires, a car has just come to a stop, and the middle-class African behind the wheel
makes an obvious gesture of tapping his temple with his index.
“Why don’t you watch where you’re going, paleface?”
Anatole does not reply. There is nothing to reply. Besides, the car has already taken off. Heavily, he begins
moving, and mutters through his teeth:
“Son of a colonialist!”
*
Around Black-Hosts Square, political propaganda has given way to huge billboards advertising Bora Belkoukoune’s (aka B.B.)\fn{I.e., Brigitte Bardot, Brigitte Anne-Marie Bardot (1934- ) a French former actress, singer and fashion model,
who later became an animal rights activist.”W,H } latest film in wide-screen and Africolor. She is a very attractive African,
whose legend has reached a planetary dimension.
Anatole stops to contemplate her. A generous brush has accentuated the flashing smile, given an added touch to
the perfection of the bust, sculpted the curve at the small of the back, raised the posterior contours of the famous
star, superbly molded by a clinging minibubu.
He knows that he has never imagined a more desirable woman, and, like so many other native fans, he will not
miss her in this superproduction in Africolor. During his childhood, he has seen, for the most part, films tracing
the colonization of ouolové\fn{An imaginary word, meant to evoke in memory the term evolué (evolved), used by the French to
designate Africans who have received and accepted a European education; and hence thought to have thus evolved into a state of
civilization greater than their original “savagery,” though applied here differently/} America.

Lost in an impressive luxuriance of sand and forest, African pioneers, champions of civilization, sacrifice their
lives to bring the continent out of the darkness. Aside from these edifying spectacles, adolescent Anatole thrilled
at the exploits of Zartan,\fn{Meant as a form of Tarzan.} the black hero who lived in the heart of the European brush,
in daily contact with primitive tribes and wild animals.
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Today, this kind of film disturbs him. There are always the colonial dances: bourrees, sardanes and other farandoles: whites cavorting to the sound of tambourines, instruments which have neither the majesty nor the depth
of the tom-tom.
Here is Boulevard Sékou.
Anatole turns on to it pensively. The mere prospect of finding himself in a line of Bantouvillians marking time
in front of a box office window, of finding himself forced to elbow his way through, of being told off by some
impertinent person, unnerves him. He asks himself if he will go see B.B. after all.
He has gone scarcely a few spans before a startling scene presents itself, although what he is discovering is
fairly commonplace in Bantouville. A native beggar is trying to soften the hearts of passersby by whining an old
song imported from overseas. By the wretch’s outfit one may guess that he took part in a military campaign at one
time, or that he forced the generosity of a native infantryman. Shod in old down-at-heel military boots, his legs
encased in frayed puttees, he is lost within an old khaki bubu, while a shock of grizzled hair peeps in washed out
tufts from under a chechia.\dn{“A Maghreb brimless cap with a tassel and straight sides.”W,H } There he is, settled in against
the wall, directly on the sidewalk. His eyes are maliciously febrile, one leg is crossed over the other in a paradoxically aristocratic pose. He is conscientiously attempting to sing:
“I want to see my Baoulia again, where I first saw the light of day!”
At the corner of the boulevard and Rue Birago there stands a café from which emanate the strains of a jukebox,
sending forth a best selling folk tune: a javanaise solidly arranged with balafons, ritis, koras and tom-toms.
When did Anatole come in here?
*
Here he is standing at the bar under the forceful eye of the President of the Republic of Baoulia whose color
portrait hangs above the well-stocked shelves. He is in full regalia: across his bubu the massive braid of the Order
of the Immortal Baobab. Despite the threat of obesity following his recent operation (in which he cheerfully
sacrificed a banana to save the regime), President Mango Zékodène\fn{ A Creole expression designating a variety of mango
which is about the size of a turkey egg. } cuts his usual fine figure. About one span tall, massive, his abdominal muscles
visibly held in in front of the camera, he looks his best and does not fail to impress.
Elsewhere, on the other walls and in the room, the power of the African which seems to pour from the presidential gaze is reflected everywhere. There are painted panoramas of Baoul-Bled, the city of lights, and artistic,
military, and legislative capital as well; there are ebony and ivory figurines and masks, reproductions of the works
of ancient and modern masters, obviously arranged with care to strike the imagination.
Bursts of customers’ voices discuss current events, such as the struggle of the whites of ouolove America to
obtain integration in the schools hitherto reserved for Blacks. A few, more civilized, Europeans, wearing African
dress and speaking the same but with a strong toubab accent (they rasp their r’s instead of eliding them properly),
reinforce the conviction that, in these places, the African is indeed in conquered lands.
*
Signs on the walls stipulate that correct dress is required. This means nothing more than that black foot must
be shown at the door; that is, bubu, Baoulian and, on gaining admittance, a bow or short meditation before the
presidential portrait. Anatole has fulfilled these requirements, yet he does not dare take a seat at a table. We should
mention that they are all taken by Blacks in the company of emancipated Gallic women, who are particu-larly
arrogant.
Most of the colonial administrators leave their legitimate wives in the motherland, frightening them with the
rigor of the colonial climate. As soon as they arrive in Europe they set themselves up with a string of native mistresses. Polygamy remains a firmly established institution throughout the entire Baoulian empire and is without a
doubt the only one enthusiastically embraced by everyone, regardless of faction.
Barely a cubit away, two administrators are regaling each other, unconcerned by Anatole’s proximity. At each
rejoinder they churn the air with copper-colored hands and the panels of their bubus spread like the wings of giant
butterflies. Carried away by the discussion, they begin little by little to drift, forcing Anatole to bend backwards
and to read on an individual level a metaphor of the rapport de force between two continents.
Europe keeps quiet and backs off before Africa. There is not, nor could there be, a dialogue between them and
this is even in the best interests of the people whom history has condemned to silence.
Everything which is happening in here and outside cannot but reflect the difficult confrontation between the
African spirit and the backwardness of the rest of the planet, and testify to the Black man’s burden.
“Can’t wait to get back to the Big Apple!”\fn{ Slang for New York City.} says one of them. “This rotten European
climate is killing me. I’m planning a good sun and health cure in Timbuktu\fn{ Capital of Mali.} over the holidays.”
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“I’m going to the shore. Already rented a place in Dabou, on the Opal Coast.”\fn{ Côte d’Azure.}
“I don’t think I’ll come back here. Three years in the colonies working like a honky is plenty.”
“Then there’s the problem of the kids’ education. They certainly can’t continue their studies in Bantouville!”
“Of course not! A little more iced lagmi?”\fn{Palm wine} And on that note, already a little pale from drinking,
they clink their glasses.
Anatole leaves without ordering anything. He feels ashamed. He has traveled almost five hundred kilospans to
come to Bantouville for an education, and he finds out that those who are serious about it go back to Africa where
even the climate is better.
*
The reverberation of the street catches him up as he walks, head down, carrying with him his silence and his
bewilderment. In the café there echoes an enormous peal of laughter, resounding with a terrible sardonic quality: a
Negro laugh. He will never know if this laughter was directed at him, but he suffers nonetheless an atrocious
internal wound.
His suitcase in hand—what reflex allowed him to avoid forgetting it at the bar?—he walks slowly down the
street. The house he seeks is still far, very far, in the direction of the outlying districts; it does not even have a
number. On the piece of paper lost in his pocket there is written only: Dupont, extension of Rue Birago.
Extension?
That places the area: certainly a half-abandoned nauseating neighborhood, where poor whites are crowded into
disgusting promiscuity; the native quarter; the ghetto.
*
Farther back, behind Anatole, steel-tipped boots are hitting the sidewalk rhythmically and the sound is all the
more distinct since the street is practically deserted. He does not deign to turn, but just keeps his head up and
looks straight ahead. But for the entire length of this slightly winding street, leading to the outskirts of town,
nothing catches up to him and nothing recedes. He is alone, his burden in hand, ideas in his head, followed by this
mechanical squeak, whose echo strikes him with the regularity of a clock. He remembers what he saw in the
Amadou-Koumba station concourse: the waiting lines; the peace-of-faction police here, there, everywhere; those
fierce inspectors from whom he has just escaped.
Suddenly he is disturbed.
That’s a patrol coming up back there. He is carrying a suitcase.
These days, any person with blancoid features found so equipped at more than three hundred spans from a
train station is considered suspect. There ensues a systematic, meticulous, hassling search accompanied by an
interrogation which ends with the opening of a criminal dossier. This always takes several hours, at the end of
which there is little chance that the questionee will be blackwashed, exculpated.
It is well-known that nationalist groups do not shrink from the most underhanded methods: distributing
leaflets, writing subversive graffiti on public buildings, mutilating statues of the African benefactors to humanity.
This says a lot about the proverbial ingratitude of the natives. They’re all the same, just liars and layabouts.
Try to tell the good ones from the bad ones, especially when anticolonialist propaganda has reached their
child-like consciousness! What’s more, they do not even trust each other and without the Baoulians it would be
chaos.
“Kiddo, there are two dangers to watch out for in Bantouville: the whites—our brothers!—and drafts.”
Thus spake Anatole’s father.
And now this patrol of native infantry in their puttees and field-service blue bubus.
He would have liked to have continued walking calmly, to have appeared unconcerned, and to have let them
pass without even appearing to notice the six white soldiers, armed with cocomacaques\fn{Billy-clubs.} and led by
a black sergeant.
Instead, instinctively, he starts to hug the wall and his step quickens. At the same time, the cadence of boots
sounds like the rumble of a locomotive. He has to gain distance if he doesn’t want them to catch up.
He makes a quick turn at the next corner and runs as fast as his legs will carry him.
*
When the patrol arrives at the intersection where Anatole has vanished, they realize that the native with the
suitcase is now no more than a desperate fugitive. This is all it takes to convince them that it is a question of a
subversive element preparing to strike a blow at the domestic and foreign security of the State. At a brutal whistle
from the sergeant, the infantrymen take off after Anatole whose bubu is fluttering absurdly in the wind.
If you do not have the good fortune to be Black, it is not advisable to run through the streets of Bantouville.
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This situation, already serious in itself, becomes complicated when the fugitive has to wander at random, running
the risk of going in circles, encountering a guard at a public building, getting busted by plain-clothes cops, or
seeing 100m before one an urubu-wagon,\fn{White Maria.}
Feeling himself pursued, Anatole abandons his suitcase onto the sidewalk. Although he is greatly disturbed at
leaving a valuable possession, which could, moreover, help to identify him, he is discovering the surprising power
which his position of outlaw suddenly confers upon him. The same expression of bewilderment and fear crosses
the face of each person who looks up or turns to see him coming. Blacks alone, women especially, are frightened
(the Pale Hand displays heroism only when backed up by the forces of so-called order).
Anatole, meanwhile, is pitting all his courage against his desire to become invisible, and his raging stride
becomes a sidling glissade up to the corner of a building before taking off again, nervous and halting.
A few overly made-up and perfumed Negresses, holding children by the hand, or accompanied by white boys,
laden with baskets and the little students’ book bags, shriek with terror. When the patrol arrives on the scene they
pull themselves together, pointing in Anatole’s direction, where he is stumbling into yet another corner.
“That way! He went that way!”
The boys, who are already lucky to get room, board and drink at their bosses’ expense, become as inconspicuous as possible. In their hearts they wish the fugitive success, but they are also relieved at not being in his place.
As a matter of fact, it doesn’t matter if one has anything to explain or excuse or not, since it is obvious that any
white without an alibi will do.
Soon the whistles cease blowing; the chase ceases as well: the soldiers have just fallen over their commanding
officer who has stopped abruptly to examine the abandoned suitcase.
*
Anatole doesn’t want to know what is going on behind him. He doubles his efforts and starts to wander
through a quarter which becomes more and more densely populated. And here he is, out of breath, coming out
onto the place Léon G. Soumaké.\fn{ Léon-Gontran Damas, a great Guyanese poet. } Some men, their chechias pulled
down over their eyes, whom Anatole keeps jostling, do not appear to have clear consciences.
They freeze, pale and haggard. Electrified, they contemplate Anatole for an instant, since he is already on his
way without so much as an excuse me. Then, they understand without another moment’s hesitation:
“Beat it, you guys! The Man is after a brother!” one of them, who seems to have some experience of this kind
of native-hunt, shouts.
There is a sudden rush toward improvised shelter, a real panic. A few ladies of the night, paralyzed with surprise or unable to run in their tight clothes, suddenly take on the role of maids on an errand. Others, who have
jumped parole from the vice squad, hike their bubus up to mid-thigh and scamper away like kantchulis.\fn{Rats.}
Some illicit merchants, called banabana toubabs, who make a living slipping vials of wine or pornographic photographs of the local prostitutes onto the white market, disappear into the cafés run by fences. A few white-isbeautiful songwriters and artists who have come to this picturesque area at the foot of Mozamba hill to find
inspiration, find themselves suddenly alone, blonde or brown hair disheveled, brows wrinkled, brush or pen
suspended in mid-air, among the thiep-sellers\fn{Fish-and-rice sellers.} who are trapped with their carts against the
sidewalk; while the strains of a javanaise still filters out from a few pubs.
Place Léon G. Soumaké, despite the good-natured air which its central fountain, the bistros surrounding it and
its undershirted athletes lifting hundred-kilo weights lend it, is one of the rare sections of Bantouville where the
Man does not venture, whether in plain clothes or in uniform. On the whole, the individual elements of the local
fauna know each other well and while some rivalry may pit them against each other, they observe an unspoken
truce and show a common front to intruders, without, however, ceasing to fear each other.
Police detectives, policemen and their minions on the police payroll are immediately exposed, tracked down,
sometimes liquidated between two hallways with the suddenness of black lightening. One does not enter this
world without the safe-conduct of unconventionality, and one leaves only via white-maria or ambulance (which
often amounts to the same thing, as the urubu-wagons have been known to pull up at the morgue).
So, all things considered, Anatole is fortunate to have made an entrance which earns him both respect and
attention.
When he sees everyone scatter and no attempt to stop him or report him to the police, he feels that henceforth,
this is his world. True, those who fled from him were primarily concerned with their own well-being, but there is
a kind of sympathy directed towards him which emanates from the rout.
So it is here that he must stop to rest, especially since he is overtaken by fatigue and since to continue his
course along the Boulevard Sékou (where, by happenstance, he has found himself once again) would only expose
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him to another unfortunate encounter.
*
In the Bistrot de la Butte, he is greeted by a questioning and solemn silence; this native Areopagus is evidently
a newcomer. A few pseudo-customers, partially concealed behind open newspapers (which they would be hardpressed to decipher, since most of them are illiterate) and others, not daring to reach for their hastily-served
glasses, observe him furtively, convinced that this man who has arrived in their midst is a V.I.P.
Anatole parks himself, panting and disoriented, at a table where a red-headed woman is seated. He takes no
notice of her. No doubt about it, they think, this guy is a heavy. This must be his neighbor’s opinion as well. She
smiles at him now with a kind of deferential gratitude.
“Would you like to order, sir?” asks the owner who has appeared instantly.
“Hey! Why’re you talking to me in Baoulian? Where do you think you are, Baoul-Bled?”
This last is spoken in a loud and distinct voice, with a 360º glance around, as if to call all present to witness,
and, at the same time, to edify them.
The result is immediate and conclusive.
Anatole is a patriot and a reprobate, and therefore true-pink. The porter’s lesson has not been in vain. A simple
sound of boots, and a few whistle blasts have added the finishing touches.
“Bring me a shot of wine!” he goes on calmly in Gallic, pulling a short clay pipe from his pocket. “Then I’ll
want a paper!”
*
The owner, who was disappearing, turns, acquiesces with a bow, revealing his hopeless baldness, and, in that
posture, backs away until he backs his coccyx into the cashier’s desk. He will not have to execute the order since
the young woman has promptly plunged her hand into her bag and come up with Baoulie-Soir\fn{The newspaper
France-Soir.} which she offers to Anatole.
An enormous headline on the front page:

The terrible drama of Babacar Grobonda Square
It tells the sinister story of a substantial robbery of some African administrators, compounded by murder. Needless to say, the white boy is under suspicion. Furthermore, he has disappeared. It was certainly the best thing for
him to do, since innocent or guilty, he would have had a few uncomfortable moments with the Bantouville police
who are almost exclusively made up of Blacks.
On the second page, another headline catches Anatole’s eye:

Two hundred thousand Whites marched on far away Samoryville yesterday!
Then, in bold-face italics, “We will go as far as we have to, non-violently, to obtain equal rights with Blacks,”
asserts their leader.
In the four centuries since Africans first set foot in America, the misfortunes of the white race have been multiplying.
First there was the slave trade, where Whites were sold by their own people to break their backs under the
whip in mean agricultural tasks for ten generations. Then came the abolition of slavery, not without a struggle that
shook the entire continent, from the foulbephone United Provinces of America to the Tierra del Hielo in ouolove
America. Paradoxically enough for anyone acquainted with the Negro’s innate inhumanity, a few men and women
of the black race joined this struggle whose goal was to throw off the yoke of African imperialism. Koumba
Couli-Cagou did this with his thrilling book Uncle Jules’ Hovel;\fn{Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(1852).} then Vivi Oumarou\fn{Victor Schoelcher, a French politician who advocated the abolition of slavery in the French
colonies.} in the Caribbean carried on after the white hero Lacloture/fn{ The black military leader Toussaint L’Ouverture, first
President of Haiti (1801). } died of thirst and heat, deported to the farthest confines of the arid Sudanese savannah,
\fn{He was arrested and taken to France in 1802. } despite which his victorious country became the first white republic of
the New World.
At the present time, there exists in the U.P.A. an atrocious segregation at the expense of the white minority. To
each race its own neighborhoods, its own public establishments, its own vehicles within the public transportation
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system. Side by side but never together, except in the case of a general mobilization, and even then! Even soldiers
killed in action are rigorously separated.
If segregation implied equality, it would be at least a lesser evil. In fact, however, the standard of living, the
societal possibilities, and the political rights of Whites are, for all practical purposes, reduced to nil. They say that
in front of certain public places in the U.P.A., reserved for the Black privileged classes, one can see the sign “No
dogs or Whites.”\fn{An allusion to such a sign posted at one time at the gates of the International Concession in Shanghai: “No dogs
or Chinese allowed.”}
It is sadly straightforward, albeit rather unfair to the dogs, who in many cases are permitted where Whites are
not. So true is this, that some recent anti-segregation demonstrations have been quelled by police dogs—Kabyle
shepherds specifically—who had no reservations about tearing cornered white trash to shreds while a powerful
blast of water pinned them to the ground or hurled them against a wall. And after all this, there are still Whites
who say that the more people they come to know, the more they love their dogs.
As for the American Whites, they still cling to non-violence, they still volunteer to be loaded onto trucks,
hymns on their lips, to be taken off to prison. It appears to be a mania with this race to sing while it’s being
martyred.
To Anatole, this attitude is insane. Any struggle for equality with another is absurd. One does not use reason in
fighting to share the future of the privileged, one overthrows them. Since inequality is at the very foundation of
their society, there can be no possibility of an equitable distribution. One might as well suggest a full tube of Congonal for each of them, to be taken at bed-time.
Here in Europe, the essential struggle is not for integration, but rather for liberation, that is, the departure of the
Occupier. As the Corsican fellagha proclaim: We must choose between the supply-wagon and the hearse.
The deep roots of the racism perpetrated by Negro power around the world must be sought in the basic structure of African society. The African has never ceased to try to free himself from the matriarchal yoke and all his
expansionist tendencies bear the mark of this obsession.
Thus, the two advanced bastions of African civilization overseas, Baoulian Western Europe and ouolove America, are at the whim of black emigrants trying to escape the matriarchal eye and practicing a rigorous compensatory exploitation of .the subjugated white tribes.
In Europe this takes the form of colonialism, in America, racial segregation.
The white woman exerts an erotic fascination over all these racist Negroes, lynchers and White-baiters. Clearly
there would be no racial problem in the United Provinces of America if the white minority were made up of only
women.
It may seem paradoxical, but in the motherland, the African woman is rarely blancophobic. Her preeminence is
assured—there is practically no competition. On the contrary, since she is permitted everything, she carries refinement to the point of disdaining black men in favor of the Whites who come to drink at the source of Baoulophonia.
As for the Creole woman of America, she is certainly as racist, if not more so, as the African. It is a sign of
great realism on her part because she knows that the white man must be kept down if she is to maintain her
supremacy. This acts as an excellent outlet for black males, subject since time immemorial to an oppressive vulvar imperialism.
*
“Real bastards, those Blacks!” The woman has just spoken. Anatole starts, then considers her thoughtfully.
“Bunch of sadists,” she continues, “I’ve seen in the newsreels how they treat us: trained dogs, cocomacaques,
fire-hoses … they beat on women, old people, children singing in their best Sunday clothes, with nice clean
gloves, going to church—”
“Us Whites, we’re fools! As long as we keep singing hymns we don’t deserve any better than to get thrown in
the can for blocking traffic.”
“Don’t say these things. They hurt me as much as they do you. We saw you come in a minute ago.”
“So? Did I sing? Did I wait to get arrested?”
“What are you going to do now?”
“Why do you want to know? Who are you, anyway? I don’t know you.”
“What does it matter as long as we’re on the same side?” …
46.236 Excerpt from The Opoponax\fn{by Monique Wittig (1935-2003)} Dannemarie, Haut-Rhin Department, France
(F) 1
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… You are walking through the tall grass repeating verses that you found in the text book to yourself, La
nature t’attend dans un silence austere l’herbe élève à tes pieds son nuage des soirs .\fn{A note reads: Nature waits for
you in austere silence the grass raises the cloud of evenings at your feet .} The sun strikes the tops of the grasses at an angle,
you see its rays go through, the grass is lighted from beneath, you can see the ocher shadows or the spaces between the stalks, between the heads, sometimes even between the sheaths that form them. There are blankets of
light along the ground. The grass and flowers are getting damp as if water were rising. There is a smell.
Catherine Legrand doesn’t know the names of the weeds that you see caught in the last light like this. Most of
them are of indeterminate species. You see some that are long and tall, the elements that make up their heads look
braided, they are hard between your teeth. Some are feathery like oats except that the sheaths containing the grain
are smaller more widely spaced and more numerous. You see some that have downy tufts. Others are pink. There
is plain grass. There are grains that are completely flat, there are compound umbels. When you run the grass hits
your bare legs.
Catherine Legrand’s lips are bloody from the grasses she pulled up while she ran without looking at them, their
edges are sharp, they have hairs a lighter green than the rest on both sides, they are so small that you have to hold
the grass right in front of your face to see them.
Catherine Legrand begins shouting her name with all her might. You can hear Catherine Legrand, her voice
carries, you can hear it on the hills, people will rise up and move, on the hills an army will be on the march and
will come toward the cry which has been heard far and wide.
Catherine Legrand begins shouting other names—Marguerite, Marie Le Monial, Anne-Marie Brunet, Sophie
Rieu—drawing out the syllables modulating them shouting the same name several times.
Catherine Legrand begins shouting the names of pupils in her class. Several times Catherine Legrand shouts
the names of the pupils in her class but she doesn’t shout the name of Valerie Borge. The people on the hills have
lain down again.
Catherine Legrand begins to run she jumps over the grasses so they won’t cut her legs. Somebody once told
Catherine Legrand that if she jumps above the surface of the ground, that if she can just stay in the air a certain
length of time and if the earth turns beneath her during this time, she won’t fall back in the same place. It’s one
way to travel.
Catherine Legrand jumps as high as she can and tries to keep herself up with her fists. Up there like that you
are Gulliver or, Goliath but you fall back in the same place, maybe it’s because the earth doesn’t turn fast enough.
*
Catherine Legrand walks normally again. The poppies are shapeless, some of them are still in the sun, there is
a red haze around them, the daisies don’t hold their heads the same way, some are crossways at different angles,
some are vertical, the field is all white with them.
The end of the field which Catherine Legrand is reaching is mowed. The grass which has been cut today is
standing in green piles in which you can see flowers that haven’t faded yet. Farther on there are piles of dry grass.
You lie on the ground with your head resting on the pile of hay. Your cheeks are scraped by the edges of the
grass, pricked by their stems which the scythe has cut off. The heads are dry but the bodies and branches are
resting on the damp ground.
You hear a dog bark. You don’t hear a sound. The vegetation is motionless. The air is still warm.
You see that the sky is empty of clouds except at the horizon where the sun is disappearing.
Catherine Legrand is drunk from the smell of the grass, she rolls on the ground from one pile to another, she
sinks her head into them and inhales.
You don’t see a house. The cows the heifers the bulls aren’t in the fields, they are inside.
You don’t hear any mooing. Everything is motionless. The light is receding from the grass. A few patches of
the field are still struck by it which makes the rest of the field around them look black.
*
So Catherine Legrand gets up and begins to run toward the sun which looks enormous, which looks very close.
Catherine Legrand runs through the field, she feels her heart beat, her heart is beating so hard in her chest that you
can hear it, you can feel it knocking against your ribs.
Catherine Legrand runs toward the sun, her heart rocks back and forth through her body, the blood beats at her
temples, in front of her eyes, it’s like a fog, the sun begins to beat, you can see the contractions of the blood beaten back, sucked in, passing across the sun, you hear the sun begin to beat harder than your heart on the horizon,
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back and forth, through Catherine Legrand’s body, you hear it, the noise is so loud it explodes in your head, so
loud that your heart and the sun explode that Catherine Legrand falls on the ground with her face in the grass.
When Catherine Legrand turns over there is no more sun in the sky, her clothes are soaked from the grass or
sweat, then a breeze comes up, you see the trees stir, you feel it in the clipped grass, you hear it. …
43.186 The Challenge\fn{by Philippe Sollers (1936-

)}

Bordeaux, Gironde Department, France (M) 9

I was in a strange unhappy frame of mind.
I looked down on life from the top of a sort of pedestal that kept me up in the clouds. I longed to touch the
earth and could not do so, because I did not know where the earth was.
Being young, I adored my own failings and hated having them pointed out to me. In fact, the malady of adolescence, which is not to know what one wants and yet to want it at all costs, possessed me to the point of frenzy.
I wearied my friends, I could no longer number my enemies, and I fled: from everything. I was untouchable,
believed myself accursed and may well have been a poet.
Great misfortunes ensued which, although invisible, were all the more grievous on that account; I lost my love
and my peace of mind.
But after all, what had I most suffered from?
Not so much from not being loved as I wished to be loved, but from being myself incapable of love.
Was this, then, a basic incapacity of my nature?
I felt within myself only scorched earth and aridity. I did not know how to escape from myself and in any case
I had no wish to do so. Awareness of my peculiarity made me imagine that I was special. I experienced spells of
dizziness which would have frightened me had I not been so sure of my destiny.
Then came the time of lucidity, or a sort of self-weariness. Like a boat which has cut its moorings—and is seen
for a moment hesitating and turning round on itself before being carried away by the stream—so, in the twilight
of adolescence, I wandered through my labyrinths, where I met only whirling eddies that spoke to me of my
death.
My passions now gave out only the hollow sound of a rattle. On all sides I witnessed the collapse of that which
I had thought unassailable, the corruption of that which I had loved for its incorruptibility. It seemed as if all creatures had conspired to betray me.
But I have to admit that they made things easier for me; did I not claim the utmost liberty, the highest place on
the steps of indifference?
*
I must be excused: I know too well what lies I should need to tell in order to speak unconcernedly about this
very recent period of my life.
The weight of my childhood stifled me. When silent, I felt I was giving myself away; talkative, that I was
repeating myself. I uttered wild denials, I sought to destroy things and to put myself beyond their reach. I bore a
grudge against the security of things.
Was not my bewilderment a proof of my excessive sensibility?
I dreamed of being inaccessible, and succeeded only in benumbing myself.
Hatred of reality and hatred of self made up the daily ground-swell of my actions. I wandered about like a
thief, and my unhappiness was shot through with sudden flashes of hope of which I was ashamed.
This sort of inaptitude, which I held sacred, made me an object of suspicion; it was obvious that I was alone
and, to my misfortune, free. I exaggerated the hostile looks of others and belittled their approval. Never had I been
so harsh towards myself. It formed part of the programme of destruction which gave me an illusion of will-power.
Moreover 1 went through the absurd experience of repudiating my youth. For would it really be one’s youth,
that lovely, unreliable vision capped with oblivion, if one did not repudiate it?
I had taken to writing, which enabled me to glimpse a solution to my misery; putting it down in the imperfect
tense dimmed its glare. I wanted to compose a book, the only way, I thought, to speak about oneself without
witnessing the boredom of others.
But writing is an aptitude only acquired after countless contortions; I lacked the courage to perform them all.
“To think that it takes one twenty years to learn that what’s self-evident must be true!” I sneered.
Above all, it seems to me now that I must have been extremely weary.
*
After certain sentimental disillusionments such as any youth of my age, I suppose, endures with a woman more
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self-assured than himself, I made a kind of vow that withdrew me from the play-acting of this world.
I sought above all to renounce the stupidity which in my mind remained inseparable from my experiences with
human beings, whether in friendship or in love.
I went to war armed to the teeth and eventually, for greater safety, set flippancy between myself and other people.
*
Youth implies the art of wasting one’s time at home. A stormy season. For my holidays, I asked for a fortnight
alone.
“I can make it a good month,” I thought.
My parents made no difficulty about letting me go. They thought me too much absorbed in books which, to
their minds, could only do me harm to object to my getting some fresh air. We parted with relief on both sides.
After a certain age, family relationships depend entirely on the looseness with which they are kept up.
Journeys delight me by that quality of absence which they convey to me and in which I recognize my true element. You’ve started off, you have not yet arrived, you don’t know if you ever will arrive, and you seem to belong
everywhere and nowhere, with a marvelous intensity.
Heaven knows how I have reveled in those mornings of departure! I have always loved to feel things in motion. Moreover I have seldom set off at random, or left the house, without imagining that I might be going away
forever. I have retained the habit of considering everything I have as lost, at the very moment when I might be enjoying it. My pleasure is infinitely enhanced by knowing it to be so fleeting.
When the journey was over I relapsed into the lethargy of my dark days. The motions one goes through on a
holiday distracted me a little. But sometimes, stretched out on the sand, I felt a sting that was more than the sun’s
heat, a sharp pang coming inexplicably from my breast.
What was I doing with my life?
Although I realized the absurdity of the question and its out-of-date romanticism, although I tried to convince
myself that happiness is a dish that’s soon eaten, nothing was powerful enough to please me and deaden my passionate desire for solitude.
A few friends incited me to laughter.
Do people know what a certain sort of gaiety conceals? Extreme contempt, a murderous longing and maybe
even madness.
Dissipation—or at least a rather subtle form of diversion—is a satisfying reply to all questions that are not
worth answering. The soul delights in its manifold activities and is thus spared a sense of their vanity.
At that time I had grown almost indifferent to women. I would take one, of course, from force of habit, but it
did not count. The only thing that mattered was my frantic longing to accomplish something, wedded to a loathing
for action.
The insoluble and the contradictory were indeed my proper realms.
Right in the middle of the joking and laughter, I would abruptly leave the groups on the sand and walk off
along the beach until the nervous tension that had gripped me had disappeared. It was like a sudden attack, an
attack of something unknown. The chalky cliffs attracted me and repelled me like spectres.
Suicide? That might be possible after a good week’s preparation. But I always ended by imploring fate to let
something happen.
My asphyxia had reached this point when I met Claire.
*
How can a mind that has spent the best part of itself in seeking its salvation realize at last, weak and exhausted,
that its wishes have been granted?
Perhaps the final feverish tremor begets that mirage which makes one mistake for a solution what is merely a
survival reflex. I hesitate to describe that shiver that runs through me when I feel a presence.
I don’t know; I daren’t know.
I was with a few friends in a smoke-filled room. Some music, which must have excited me, set two couples
dancing, and with a friend on my right I discussed their relative skill. As on other evenings, our mood was one of
half-sceptical amusement. I was in high spirits, for I had just been talking to a foolish acquaintance (a diploma’d
fool, the most enjoyable kind).
Suddenly the door in front of which I was sitting opened and let through a merry group that came over to join
our own. The third person was a tall dark girl whose bright black eyes immediately attracted me, for they seemed
to be passing judgement.
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I was not drunk, for the menace of the outside world was still present to my mind instead of that sudden selfconfidence that alcohol restores.
Apparently the friend on my right knew the girl who had attracted my attention. He invited her to sit between
us and introduced her to me as Claire.
I tried to follow their conversation, which was lively and, thanks to Claire, tended to the most scathing irony. I
scrutinized her with some insolence, which earned me two or three mocking glances. How old might she be? I
have never been able to date the things I love. At all events, hardly more than nineteen. Her subtlety was the thing
that struck one most, for “you couldn’t really call her pretty.” Now and then, an expression of great charm.
Everything, absolutely everything was in her bearing or, if you like, in one’s knowledge of something unseen. I
noticed with a touch of irritation that she did not let herself be taken by surprise. I like discerning in other people’s behavior flaws through which mockery can creep in.
But Claire was strangely on the defensive. Her remarks, besides revealing a very sharp intelligence, fascinated
me by their immoderate tone. (That way she had of lifting her head, while her expression grew now ironical, now
grave.) You could sense great pride in her, as well as great awareness.
All this was not unattractive to me. For her part, she seemed to understand that she had found in me an attentive spectator. I noticed this from the way she imperceptibly exaggerated her effects.
We were soon talking together, in my case with that imaginative extravagance that only comes from drinking
brandy. We promised to see one another again; as she went off
*
I felt a sudden emotion overwhelm me which could not be explained solely by alcohol. A phrase took shape
within me, of which I promptly made a note:
“It is a great mystery that we should be able to love life so wildly, in spite of the unknown that lies in wait for us, of
sickness, doubts, sorrows, as if everything was, at certain moments, settled, and we were free, boundlessly free, capable
of exhaustmg the world with one sharp intake of breath.”

This phrase seemed to me then to sum up my sensation exactly and carry it to its extreme point. Thus, periodically, our life needs to be taken by surprise, no longer chained to events; it needs, in short, to walk out of step.
What is known as a “bolt from the blue” is probably only one of those sudden gusts that bring us air from an unknown world, the real world.
For one instant, a crack lets through light from imagined possibilities. It depends on us not to let that light be
dimmed. We can give the lie to the proverbial saying, and to the second-rate mind that uttered it, by declaring that
a door may stand ajar.
And after all, what can we expect from life, except such furtive glimpses into wonderland by means of some
apparently quite ordinary incident?
*
Although I was fore-armed against my own nerves, I allowed myself to daydream about Claire from the very
beginning.
And yet what was there in it? A girl and I had enjoyed being together and discussing things freely. Of course,
there were certain disturbing likenesses between us. But I was not unfamiliar with that exaltation of one’s personality which follows from an encouragement to one’s vanity, and which it would have been very dangerous to
mistake for love. When you barely know somebody, those endless cross-questionings! …
I had soon noticed that Claire was going through the same struggles as myself, at grips with the same phantasms. I recognized in her all that I had adored and yet hated being and seeming. She affected me more deeply
than I should have liked and certainly more than she should have done. Was I going to break with my adolescence, or let it invade me once again? What a charm there is about those beings who are young and have, as yet,
no real existence! Do they know the extent of their power?
“With me,” I said to myself, “Claire can only get burnt, or get tarnished. There is no instance of my having left
quite intact the beings that I have known. We talk to one another, of course, but where does speech lead? It disturbs without convincing, it gives glimpses without reaching conclusions, it allays none but mediocre hungers. I
can provide no answers for a rebellious spirit like Claire’s without falsifying my own mind. Am I really sure that,
as I tell her, I have come through the terrible condition of adolescence?
“It is rare, however, to meet ultra-sensitive beings whom everything offends and revolts and whom solitude
draws like a magnet in passionate self-discovery.
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“When I advise her to follow her own leanings eagerly and do them to excess, maybe I am speaking to her in a
language which is far above her head and of which she can see only the absurdity and confusion. But it is better to
puzzle her than to disappoint her by answers that are too simple.
“How grateful I am to those few beings who, during my dead period, kept me in suspense! I am the work of
such people and I fashioned them, as any work eventually moulds its author. I can say to Claire:
“‘If one’s interesting oneself, one always meets interesting characters;’
“I should have added, in order for her to understand me properly, that one projects on to those one loves or
likes the reflection of one’s own heart and imagination. After all, the person whose image we have loved may or
may not have been worthy of our love, what does it matter, provided he has opened for us the doors of human
experience?
“Whether we exalt him or, later, degrade him, the important thing is that he should have lived a special life for
us.”
*
I had scarcely come to know Claire, and already she impelled me to such ~er\fn{ Imperfect scan.} soliloquy! As
yet, I only liked her. But my liking was not strong enough to deaden my mental clarity, which inclined to give it
quite another name.
Is love blind?
What nonsense! In a realm where everything depends on glances! I found myself noticing my blunders, I who
had always been completely casual in my dealings with other people.
Was I going to embark once more on that dangerous elucidation of feeling which had so often led me to disaster? In order to live at peace with anyone, one must decide not to look too closely at them, and in the first place
not to understand them.
But could one make contact with a heart like hers without taking it seriously?
Surely not! Already Claire fascinated me and I sought to discover the reason for her power over me. Little by
little I came to transform it into a dangerous myth.
“At our age,” I said to myself, “one knows oneself to be different and one suffers from it, with a certain ecstasy. How easy it is to cavil under one’s breath at the density of those around us! We fancy ourselves at the very
center of a subtle universe, haunted by our fine-spun feelings and our daydreams whose doors none can force
open.
“Those dragons of youth! How I love them, pitiless and brusque as they are, with their uncompromising passions!”
*
I dwelt with private pleasure on the thought of Claire. It brought into my existence, at last, a little of that easing
of tension which I welcomed like an oasis.
For the first time I stood outside my own anguish, within which I was taming a phantom. I was a willing
victim of this delusion, and I took the risk of associating a stranger with a wholly personal state of mind.
Already I uttered the word love as if everything could be changed by the mere incantation of that childish term.
I had long wanted to speak such words and let them reverberate within me. The first pretext, a chance encounter
exaggerated into a mystery, set me harping on the same theme.
Sometimes one’s illusions save one. Thus I disdained to follow my rational self, and returned to my folly with
delight. To speak truth, that was all my mind had been waiting for: passwords which would open up for it the
sleeping world of feeling.
My attention (this was the main thing) was now diverted, and had something to work on. I battered my
heart,\fn{“Batter my heart, three-person’d God; for you | As yet but knock, breathe, shine, and seek to mend; | That I may rise, and stand,
o’erthrow me, and bend | Your force, to break, blow, burn, and make me new.” Lines 1-4, Holy Sonnet 14, by John Donne (1572-1631) }
the seat of everything save, perhaps, of genius. The first impulses of feeling unite the ridiculous to the sublime.
“How hard it is to love,” I sighed, as though I were a few centuries out of date, “and how vague and terribly
unsubstantial are the signals we send each other across great gulfs! We wander along parallel paths, we stiffen on
shores unknown each to the other, we are alike and yet irreducible, frightened and yet lucid, burning with love and
yet solitary.”
Such is the language of passion.
Believing in its sovereign powers it drowns everything in its tumultuous flood. At the time, we cry eureka; the
moment after, we long only for silence.
*
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In the midst of laughter, we spent our days on the sun-baked sand. The vital thing was to live as lazily as possible. Some people declared that a state of nonchalant boredom was the best proof of being on holiday. This was
true, it seemed to me, for those that boredom suits. As for myself, boredom never meant rest.
When night fell, Claire and I went out for long walks. She reproached me gently and, it seemed, contentedly,
for treating her as the subject of an experiment. Never, in any case, did we go to such lengths of subtlety as in our
earlier meetings. Each of us knew how to make the other speak.
Usually I disguised my thoughts lest they should be considered too violent, but with Claire I could give full
vent to my rage for destruction, which was on a level with her own feelings. Some individuals seem sustained by
the hatred they bear, without apparent reason, towards all that exists. We fiercely tore apart whatever the world
holds respectable, and naturally our appetite was never glutted.
“At last,” I thought, “here’s someone whose eyes are open!
“And it is no pose assumed for my benefit; I’d swear that all she tells me is a cry from the heart.”
I confessed to Claire:
“I know many charming and cultured people with whom it’s a pleasure to talk. And yet it seems as if just because they have so much wit it’s impossible to broach anything important with them. They become indignant or
enthusiastic about moral or aesthetic problems, but nothing that they say has any relation to human life. Moreover, since they are blind to reality, they attempt nothing against it.”
“That’s because inconsistency is the most evenly divided virtue in the world,” Claire replied. “And it is indeed
a virtue! By preventing men from realizing, if only on a single occasion, the fathomless depths of their futility, it
enables them to live. I used to suffer a great deal because I never met anyone I could really talk to and because I
was so often laughed at for what was called my ‘pedantry.’”
Even if Claire had not spoken so well I should not have noticed. Her voice had obsessed me from the first
words it uttered. It was a dreamy voice, very low and sounding a little hurt, as though burdened with all the secrets and hesitations of the world; the voice of a rebellious captive, striving obstinately towards the light; a deep
voice, for which I could find no parallel in my memory; a lost voice, which always gave out unexpected sounds,
pronouncing au-revoir on three notes as if it sought to delay your going with a last lingering melody.
“As far back as I can remember,” Claire told me, “I have always said no. My family has given me up in despair, after driving me to despair. I am capable of an uncompromising insolence which may be absurd, but which
attracts me like an abyss. To feel oneself so alien that one is terrified, rather than be happy—that’s what has dominated my whole life.
“I don’t feel that I am exceptional, but rather separate. I know many whose minds are more intelligent, stronger, more resolute than my own, and yet it sometimes seems to me that I’m alone in understanding the causes of
events and seeing the ridiculous side of things. To be incapable of sharing in anything, of becoming attached to
anything!
“And above all, to feel no longing to do so!”
“And to see that no one understands,” I replied.
“And that unctuous advice: ‘You’ll grow out of it, come on, make an effort; be like everybody else.’ Why, it
sounds absurd but they must really think themselves immortal. Now I have always lived haunted by the thought of
death, as if I were actually in death’s service …”
“Are you fond of Schubert?”\fn{ Franz Peter Schubert (1797-1828), Austrian composer .} Claire once said to me, “there’s
a wonderful quartet of his, Death and the Maiden, which has been my favorite for a long time. But I probably
only loved it for its title, which always sets me dreaming about certain things. Persistent romanticism!” she added
with a laugh.
We walked in silence, distracted by the furtive sounds from the beach.
Shooting stars filled the August sky with their hazardous flight. When Claire caught sight of one she never
failed to call out; then she would breathe the word:
“Away!”
*
How she loved music! And yet what I admired most in her was that she had not tastes but real passions.
I wondered whether Claire had ever been in love.
“She would like me to think so,” I told myself, “but I doubt it, for she seems scarcely distraught, and less disillusioned than myself. Does she know that it means to search [an]other’s face to learn what fate it has decided for
you, into what spheres you are to be flung and abandoned?”
“At the start of life, in the first relations we may have with the world and other people, we surely need great
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intelligence to assess what is important and what is less so. On the contrary, it’s at the very moment when we are
liable to be disappointed forever that we show the greatest stupidity, the least awareness of the value of actions or
feelings. We accumulate sudden reversals of mood, fits of temper, tactless blunders, as if the sole aim of our behavior were to make ourselves unbearable or inaccessible. If we had included in our incomplete wisdom a single
grain of simplicity or generous warmth, we might without a doubt have succeeded in forging for ourselves enduring bonds of love and friendship.
“But should we have learnt as much about man? I doubt it.”
Claire’s wisdom irritated me a little, and also the fact that she had an answer for everything.\fn{ My father said that
to me once. He said it bitterly, and I knew that he spoke the way he did because I was only in my early twenties, and could not really know
very much of anything at all about the (literally, thousasnds) of truths I was thinking and speaking and feeling—and yet, even so, the statements of themselves were true, for I was an acute observer of human interaction and an accurrate ponderer of circumstance; and so he, who
had spent his life in scrimping and saving and earning and marriage and reading the evening paper at the end of the day—he could not
altogether veil his jealousy at the perspicacious nature of his adopted offspring—and this was the man my step-mother told me, two weeks
before she died, in a wrathful and sneering voice: “Love you? Why should I love you! Nobody ever loved me! He loved you! I never did!”
But of this, when I was growing up, although he declared it to me—on his knees, once—I could never trust; because children reason as
children, and they see alliances simply, as between friends and enemies, and, after all, he married her: he must be like her. Kids don’t know
shit about this, me too. But God I loved. From just a little boy. That love is simple, like a child’s love, direct, silent, lighted up and vast.H }
“Loving,” I began to protest, “means submitting.”\fn{Actually, it means having the ability to accept. When I loved God as a
child, what I really loved then was the beauty of the love itself; only in growing up did I come to realize how difficult it would be to accept
that love:H}

I could not help feeling that I was afraid of Claire. Perhaps, after all, that’s what love is: a sort of desperate resistance, a silent dread of coming close to what one loves.
I missed those reassuring loves of mine, of whom I could think undisturbed, those women whose thoughts one
can never read, if they do have any thoughts. Claire, on every occasion, wanted to be in the right. She was incisive
and peremptory, and her pride had delighted me so long as it had not clashed with mine.
“Come, you’ve no respect for anything,” I told myself, “including the woman for whose fall you’ll be responsible.”
For her fall?
I chiefly longed for her to lose that charm that dispossessed me of myself. I had begun to tire of verbal embroideries.
Secretly, my relations with Claire were turning into a duel. We had the same gifts and it was imperative that
one should get the better of the other. Rightly or wrongly, I imagined that she was seeking to dominate me,
whereas she may merely have been trying to make contact.
Was I to go on letting myself be duped and ensnared by excitement?
I purposely exaggerated Claire’s defects: the imperfect shape of her nose, her somewhat common laugh. This
method, which worked in most cases, only served to warn me how deep was my infatuation.
And yet, might not things still be possible?
No, something would have to give way. After which I should be relieved of that secret threat that weighed on
me; I had to be.
One day I noticed that Claire was gazing at me curiously.
“Well,” I said to myself, “let’s sleep with her and have done with it! And suppose she’s in love with me? The
mere certainty of that will be enough to alienate me from her.
“Yes, that’s it, let her fall in love with me and immediately my soul will be cured.”
*
Faithful to my inconstancy, I suddenly summoned storms. A curious incident, such as we naïvely call coincidence, strengthened me in that desire to fight against Claire and deny her the attachment which was beginning to
frighten me.
*
One night we had parallel nightmares which we told one another next morning.
In my dream I was walking through some hay, and my foot slipped into a hole where I knew that a serpent was
biting me. This bite was killing me, although nobody would believe in it. I spoke without hearing my own voice
and I felt myself slipping through empty space amidst general indifference.
In Claire’s case, after a horrible bird had swooped down at her feet, she wandered about endlessly in an empty
garage while a voice spoke to her and anothter voice hummed the Toreador’s Waltz from Carmen.
It seemed to me that this piece of music that haunted Claire as she walked must be a symbol of my presence,
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since she knew that I adored Spain, about which we had been arguing a couple of days before—for my part passionately. More remarkable still seemed to me the choice of that tune, which we both loathed, to accompany such
frantic wanderings. There was something terribly acid about this phenomenon which did not escape my notice, although Claire sought its explanation in vain. The words of the famous air recurred to my memory:
Love is a gipsy child
Which has never known laws
If you don’t love me, I shall love you,
And if I love you, beware!

in a tone which was grotesque and threatening at the same time (I pointed out, an ogre’s voice) which made me
laugh, but with a certain anguish. I had always analyzed my dreams and their power of foresight. This time, I was
surely justified in feeling uneasy.
My uneasiness was increased by noticing, that very evening, as Claire and I were listening—how well I remember it—to the Beethoven violin concerto, that she was wearing a bracelet shaped exactly like a serpent about
to strike.
I could not see her face, which was hidden by the half-wall that divided the room, and only, from time to time,
caught sight of her arm as she lowered it towards the ash-tray close to her. At the moment when the larghetto
breaks into the soloist’s cadenza, before he springs forward like an athlete into the final rondo, I glanced towards
her wrist, caught sight of the ornament and was so startled that I lost my breath. My dream came to life again with
a peculiar sharpness, made more sinister, in contrast, by the impetuous joyfulness of the music. If we had spoken,
I should have been incapable of finishing my sentence or even of uttering a word. The melody gradually carried it
all away, not without a certain deliberate lyricism.
Claire suspected nothing.
From that moment, the threat that seemed to come from her grew more definite and my terror more urgent.
Details of this sort determine everything. Or else one’s mind, resolved to venture on some dangerous action, seeks
to justify itself by recognizing omens.
*
I had resolved to get rid of Claire, and with this end in view to make our relationship unequivocal. My plan
was to speed up the affair (I felt sure she would be willing) and in so natural a way as to strip all mystery from the
too absolute idea I had formed of her.
I started throwing my arm about her shoulders whenever the occasion allowed, and often when it did not.
I would stare at her insistently, make stupid speeches.
As I had foreseen, Claire seemed to approve of my manoeuvres, which I made no attempt to render tactful. I
began to breathe more freely: we were coming down from the heights. Claire no longer puzzled me. I found her as
clear as daylight, or as spring-water, whichever cliché appealed to me at the moment.
I began to treat her in that high-handed manner with which you can keep a woman under control. She encouraged me so much that I thought she was making fun of me. Far from it: she must have thought I was acting unconsciously, and I was careful not to reveal to her that even my stupidities were calculated.
“This time she’s being really up-to-date,” I thought, “perhaps she doesn’t want to miss this chance of being
like everybody else.”
I was in high spirits, as always happens when I indulge in telling lies. Play-acting suited me wonderfully. But
in the long run one tires even of acting the fool.
*
One evening we went down to the beach. Immediately she came close to me, leaning back against me a little,
and so obviously willing that I restrained myself, out of spite, from kissing her too soon. I noted with satisfaction,
mingled with sadness, that I kept terribly detached. There was none of that agitation, that incoherence with which
desire floods one’s soul.
“Obviously, Claire’s beauty is not the sort that arouses my emotion.. I feel a keen and lucid interest in her,
which provides a marvelous accompaniment to my mind’s activity. But how can one feel desire for that outer
shell, so frail and vulnerable?”
We stood in silence, while the sea, against the sand, breathed instead of us. Claire, too much like myself, why
could you not appear to me as a stranger, so that I might at last long to pursue you?
She was shivering; to force me to tighten my embrace?
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“Come on,” I said to myself, “let’s get started, the rest will follow of its own accord.”
In spite of the obvious absurdity of the situation and of my thoughts, I felt no wish to smile. Her kisses were
too adept and this surprised me.
“Why, so she’s been around!” I said something rather horrible:
“This is what comes from being at a loose end!”
I expected her to shrink back from me—nothing of the sort, not the slightest spark of self-respect.
I was astonished.
Already the spell by which Claire had bound me was beginning to dissolve. I had brought her on to ground
where I had the upper hand. She offered no resistance to vulgarity. Seeking to gain the advantage over her, I was
in fact seeking for a pretext to despise her in something that I had hitherto declared to be natural and uncomplicaed. I grasped at what was easiest and most instinctive, and found there my safety. Now safety, for me, lay in not
getting caught.
Of the two impasses, desire without love and love without desire, I had known only the first. With desire,
things always work out.
But with esteem?
I had been afraid of not being able to bring it down to earth. And yet I’d needed proof that this love could never
be complete. I had it, and this made me feel both pleased and frightened.
I made love to Claire with every sort of consideration, trying to satisfy her although I realized that her pleasure
must be weak and limited. What counterpoint might habit and her memories supply? She kept her eyes closed: to
think of someone other than myself?
As she seemed somewhat distraught, while my own excitement was very slight, a reassuring phrase came into
my mind, a true and reassuring comment of Rousseau’s I had noted the day before:
“Sensations are what the heart makes of them.”

“Now she will fall in love with me,” I told myself, “that’s certain. If she doesn’t, then I vow I shall fall in love
with her!”
Pitiful youth, enamoured only of that which rejects and betrays it
*
During all the time that we were making love, Claire had kept silence, imagining no doubt that my pleasure
would admit no commentary. Our hair was full of sand and the cold had prevented us from undressing completely. My arm was pinned down behind her neck and I withdrew it rather roughly. Claire’s eyes sought mine, which
were already turned away from her.
“I wonder whether this evening has killed something or started something,” she said softly.
I did not answer.
“In any case I shan’t be slow to understand. You need only act in the most obvious way.”
Claire lay on the sand like a statue that has fallen from its pedestal, motionless and as though awaiting some
verdict, her face turned towards the shimmering water and her whole body expressing sadness and indifference. I
pretended not to see her hand, which hung there wretchedly, seeking rome.\fn{ Imperfect scan.}
What could I tell her?
The truth?
What has become of those words that we never spoke for fear of not being listened to, or being misunderstood?
We are prisoners, till we have played out our parts; why can’t we break the circle, try to attain a deeper truth?
I sometimes feel a wish to reverse my course and, in a flash, to contradict myself … but what’s the good?
“If only I could discover the image of a new purity,” I thought, “a purity that comes after action. Why do I
refuse to believe in the possibility of it, to trust it or strive for it?”
The cold felt sharper to us, for the wind laid a shivering carapace on our sweat-soaked faces. Separately, with
two yards between us, we walked back towards the road. I felt my interest in Claire crumbling away, and on
account of what? of the bad habit that bodies have of coming together, out of boredom and idleness.
“Anything’s allowed, unfortunately,” I said with pathos and amusement in my voice.
I was trying to reduce the whole affair to something commonplace and casual. Claire shivered rather more violently, exactly—yes, exactly—like the bull into whom the agile and elusive opponent has just thrust the last banderilla.
“Let’s go in, I feel drops of rain,” she whispered very quickly.
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But the sky was clear, and her remark inexplicable. For a brief moment I thought I felt sorry for her. I saw the
abyss and flinched. From then onwards, everything was lost.
*
I was conscious of my own incoherence, and far from railing at this characteristic of my age, I felt thankful to
it for enabling me to be so free and so glad to be free.
Instead of going to bed I went back to the beach. The night was thronged with wonders and the sound of the
sea surrounded me. My freedom was an ache and a song within me, a painful insistent melody.
Drunk, drunk with myself, I ran for a long time over the sand, making sudden swerves to avoid the aggressive
waves. I had recovered my absurd longing to live and to live without respect for anyone, all my thirst for
insolence, all my light-hearted passions.
Was Claire the name of anyone I knew?
Did it really exist?
And I had nearly been tripped up by that illusion! Oh, I swear that I felt no bitter qualm, that I was at that
moment at the peak of my joy and of my liberty.
Back in my room, I experienced states of extreme elation.
“I don’t desire her!” I repeated, almost screaming, “I can’t force my own nature, I won’t, and I don’t want to. I
belong wholly to those for whom I feel desire, even if they’re unworthy of it—and no doubt because of their unworthiness! Desire, the only master—if to call it so does not kill it—the only master I assign myself and declare
myself ready to serve!
Yes, I belong wholly to those for whom I feel desire, even at the cost of cruelty and injustice. Charity? Never
heard of it. I know only pleasure, which is a dangerous game in which there’s no time to lose. Moreover, I should
only want to show charity towards someone I esteemed, and that no doubt would not take me far …”
I fell asleep at last amid a whirl of exclamatory phrases.
*
Next day I did all I could to appear unbearable. I saw Claire turn pale, force herself to show indifference, but
her uncertainty spurred me on further. I can’t swear that if she had seemed unmoved I should have had the courage to persevere.
But I remembered my vow and it seemed to me that chance had granted me the virtue of forgetfulness in full
measure. And after all I was not the sort of man to be upset about a woman.
I hastily barricaded myself agaiinst emotion, thinking that my strength lay in this ambiguous retreat.
Claire had not expected such brusque behaviour. I was horrible all that day, and I delighted in it.
*
When I think about the days that followed, it seems that unconsciousness saved me from despair. I did not
assess the facts that took me by surprise, and thereby I escaped from their power.
Suffering does not appear as one likes to imagine it. It is rather a sort of boring serenity and isolation, as if all
bridges were cut between oneself and life.
That evening I did not see Claire. I didn’t worry excessively. She was apt to go off alone for long walks, which
she considered essential to maintain her equilibrium, “never very stable,” she would add with a smile. I thought
that I might have been by her side, as on previous days, fostering that rarefied conversation which is characteristic
of a certain sort of love. As I endeavoured not to think about her, I had, no one else, of course, to think about.
“She’ll believe that I am lacking in love for her, whereas it is love itself that’s lacking in me,” I kept saying,
like Fabrice.
But the joy of being alone was once again so great that it took away all anxiety.
Why should I have been anx-ious? I pretended to myself that Claire was capable of the same casualness and,
with sudden modesty, discovered excellent reasons why she should not be fond of me.
In short I spent a schoolboy evening, inveighing against all literary subtleties and full of a wildness which I
took for my natural self returning, double-quick, from banishment. I chased a coy girl, from whom I got some
favors.
Songs mingled confusedly in my memory.
I consigned Claire to the devil with her rebelliousness and her ennui.
*
Having decided to leave, I began my packing joyfully.
“Only on a journey can I be really happy,” I thought.
I was eager to feel the motion of the train, as if it would make me feel even freer, more detached and more
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anonymous.
“To be nothing but a passenger. To weigh on nothing, to endure nothing,” I cried out within myself. I fell
asleep rejoicing that sleep would bring me nearer to my departure.
Next morning I had a note from Claire, hastily scribbled, announcing that she was going to commit suicide.
The tone of it was so ordinary that I shrugged my shoulders:
“That old story!”
But one of my friends hurriedly came to tell me that he had had a letter from Claire, full of precise instructions for after her death. Appalled, he showered questions on me:
“But what really did happen?”
I did not answer, having no liking for useless lies. My only reaction, really, was great resentment at being disturbed. We had to set off, make inquiries, race about, arouse anxieties. Nobody had seen Claire since the day
before, and everything pointed to her not having spent the mght at her hotel.
We went off to look for her. Nobody said a word for fear of having to take it back later. I was in a very bad
temper, and, thinking myself a monster, blamed Claire for having given no indication as to where she meant to kill
herself.
For I no longer had any doubt about her suicide. She was not the sort to play with serious matters.
Ice-cold and devoid of feeling, I reflected that anyone else’s disappearance would have affected me more than
Claire’s. It was as if she no longer existed for me, as if she had gone right out of my emotions and my life.
Even before her death she had already become a ghost for me. As quick to flare up as to withdraw, the love or
at least the passionate interest I feel towards certain beings has always changed into absolute indifference, as if
forgetfulness were taking its final revenge on passion.
To judge by the others’ glances, my silence was being mistaken for the depths of grief. I found this extremely
touching.
*
We did not find her body till late that evening. She had chosen the very spot I had pointed out to her during our
walks. Without seeming to, I eventually led the search party to it. The chalky soil had drained the blood from her
face and made a dreamlike background for it. There was something fascinating in the sight, due to that carpet of
whiteness where death was at work. The tide was low and we could see, beyond the fringe of cliffs, the incoherent
landscape of seaweed-covered rocks. The moon shone over the silent scene and, against our will, made us take
pleasure in our anguish.
The procession was formed. Within me, some demon was smiling at this final tragedy, staged with the precision of a melodrama: no single effect was missing. Claire’s ghost impelled me to pass contemptuous judgement
on the scene.
Did she also want to impel me to that instinctive movement of affection or revolt which, in fact, I did not feel?
She would doubtless have wanted me to be absorbed into the anonymous and panic-stricken group and to lose, at
last, that deathly smile that I had worn when seeking to please her. I rejected over-simple answers. After all, Claire
had been past the stage of emotional clichés. I had perhaps provided the occasion, but surely not the pretext, for
this act which had been weighing on her for a long while.
And yet, by this final gesture which had been for her, as for myself, the supreme temptation, I was sure that she
wanted to defy me in my gambler’s self-confidence, just as I defied her, dead, by my indifference.
We were still trying to disturb one another. I remembered her words:
“We are all condemned to death, what’s the use of this tenderness? Life’s just short enough to say good-bye
in.”
“She hurried on her departure,” I thought, “like those travelers who are afraid of showing emotion. For each of
us, the apprehension of attachment to the other was a daily source of anguish. We could each love only as a victor,
not in harmony. Pride, too, has its martyrs.”
*
Scandalizing everyone, I went off next morning.
“Such haste, as if he were running away,” I heard people mutter.
To hell with convention! Would not Claire have approved of my rebelling, even against her own memory? I
liked to imagine this, and thus revived a complicity which was now harmless, and in which I had control of
everything.
“That’s it, a marvelous friend against the whole world,” I reassured myself, forgetting how passionately I had
sought to escape her. I almost forgave her for nearly capturing me. Now that she was defeated, I wanted to keep a
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memory of her which would protect me from the slightest remorse. I armed myself against time, and what did it
matter if I was being insincere?
My only concern was to live.
*
The train tore through a landscape of ponds and woods, which the pale sunlight seemed to have conjured up
out of a dream.
I was calm, reconciled with myself, and probably happy.
“There’s youth that’s dangerous, and the other sort,” I said to myself, “and for all its defeats and its imperfections, I know for certain that only the first kind really had to be lived.”
74.244 Abbreviated World\fn{by Angelina Muñiz-Huberman (1936-

)}

Hyères, Var Department, France (F) 1½

Next to the forest was where the men erected fences of barbed wire and created an abbreviated, enclosed
world. They constructed watch towers, and steel-helmeted soldiers with machine guns waited. Inside, they placed
naked houses, gray and cold, without chimneys, and with windows lacking panes of glass.
They say that butterflies did not fly there nor did flowers grow, that the sun did not warm nor was the air
transparent. Neither were there trees, nor birds which might find a place to nest.
The soft bustle of the nearby forest, rubbing of leaf against leaf, little crystalline river, muffled buzzing of
winged insects, unique fragrance of variegated flowers, a track which surprises or a discordant sound, verdure of
cool shadow, soft bustle, in short, never reached the fenced camp.
As if the birds suspended their flight faced with the unknown, as if the water and air kept silent, as if life ended
and a cosmic paralysis floated menacingly. No living being crossed that piece of sky.
Who can look into the void?
*
And below, within the limits of that camp fenced by men, a little life began to grow.
Children, many children dressed in an unwonted fashion, long dark topcoats down to the ground, pants which
drag along, clothing from other bodies which does not find its measure. Mistaken clothing, but desired clothing.
Whoever has an overcoat, even if it is stained with blood, will not let it go.
Whoever could remove a shirt from a dead person will use it. And the most fortunate of all, the one who managed to get a pair of shoes of any size.
Moth-eaten, sweaty, dark and foul-smelling clothing. Clothing, all of it, however, with a symbol: upon the left
sleeve, an embroidered yellow star.
This is the uniform of the children who fill the gray houses of the camp surrounded by barbed wire and
watched over from gray towers by soldiers with high black boots.
*
The children are numerous and they don’t know why they have been taken there. They are hungry and fatigued
and the cold at night does not let them sleep.
When they understand that they are to spend days or months or perhaps years in that place, they wash their
clothes and hang them in the pale sun. Their naked bodies shiver and their bones collide. They have all been
shaved and short tufts of hair are beginning to grow.
Some perhaps may live until their heads are covered again with hair turned topsy-turvy. Others, perhaps, will
not live.
Within the camp there is a spell: nothing shines nor does anything have any color. If the sky is not seen it is
because evil black wings cover it.
*
Black wings of a dragon, king of death and desolation.
The dragon which is born again every time that man sins and invokes him is obedient and faithful to the lips
which imprison frogs and snakes.
Dragon with green scales which one by one, a thousand by a thousand, mesh perfectly and go from more to
less and from less to more, molding the imposing body, the extremely long wings, the cruel tail and the legs
ending in powerful claws.
His head, if not so ferocious in repose, with the jaws opened, shoots flames to right and left without pity.
A dragon which we believed existed only in fairy tales and because of our error was born again.
*
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Thus it is that the man who invokes the dragon becomes his slave and has to feed the swollen belly and its
insatiable appetite. Because the dragon promises him everything but demands everything of him.
The dragon continues contaminating slowly with his lethal fire and the men who adore him mark their bodies
in front of him and spill drops of blood like an auspicious sacrifice.
These men, with the engraved sign of dragon fire, are no longer free, they are the sword which gradually
penetrates the bodies of men who are still free. They aspire to total power in the world and make the asphyxiating
branches and poisonous herbs grow. The dragon reigns in the heart of these men and their eyes no longer see, nor
does their skin feel, nor their ears hear; but, on the other hand, their pulse is an infallible dart, their strength, a
weighty chain, their muscles, appliances of steel.
They manufacture powerful weapons and torture those who do not convert to their madness.
The dragon knows how to implant in them drops of blindness and lightning bolts of hatred. At their passing,
they destroy and trample and spit on everything. They have sworn to kill all the children who wear the yellow star.
They bring them from all the corners of the earth and wait until the time of death arrives.
*
The dragon also, from high above, cheerfully awaits the tender food which he is to receive, extends his wings
and darkens each day even more.
The darkness is such that one can barely distinguish the cycle of the sun from the moon. It is getting colder and
the children join together, body to body, to gather some bit of heat. They take each other by the hand and sing and
begin to dance, a slow dance and an unintelligible song.
Children are like that.
The dragon becomes disturbed and beats its wings. Its glittering scales fall like small splinters of glass in a fine
rain. Such is the dragon.
But the soldiers are not like that and they clutch their weapons and redouble their vigilance. They polish their
high boots and make their guns gleam.
*
It happens that one day the children begin to draw, and everything that was missing in that narrow, enclosed
world begins appearing on scraps of paper gathered from any corner.
Red suns, houses with doors and windows with cheery curtains, smoking chimneys and roads bordered with
flowers which lead to the house and tall trees in the background.
Boys and girls who jump and play; even dogs and cats and birds and butterflies, especially butterflies. Great
blue flowers stuck on the walls. Sunlight overflowing everywhere.
But this is not tolerated. It is not possible to create light in a dark world. A smile is not permitted.
The dragon brings total blackness. The soldiers take the children out one by one. One by one they are raised in
fire towards the jaws of the dragon.
And yet higher and higher still, until they reach the open sky.
*
Wrapped in flames, their bodies gleam and illuminate.
The intensity of the light is such that the soldiers and the vanquished dragon are blinded, but not before they
are able to contemplate, in astonishment, a new enclosed paradise where the multicolored butterflies of fire are so
numerous that the children will not be able to catch them.
17.67 Observation Of Quadranges\fn{by Jean Pierre Andrevon (1937France (M) 8

)}

Bourgoin-Jaillieu, Isère Department,

Bro. I have placed the two Quadragnes in two observation cages, transparent only from the outside looking in,
and separated by a temporary partition that is for the moment opaque. The cages are empty, except for a narrow
orifice intended to receive their excrement. Food will be transmitted to them by matter decoder during their sleep:
it is important for exactness of observation that the Quadragnes be completely unaware of me, for it is well known
that the physical presence of an observer alters the behavior of the creature under observation.
Brou. I have observed the two Quadragnes for a major part of the cycle. Quadragne A passed the greater part of
his time pacing back and fourth in the cage. He ate voraciously the fruits of the eligourne and drank the milk of
the adrache, but he refused the flesh of the bzigalgue: tomorrow I will have it cooked.
I saw him expel at two intervals a clear excremential fluid by means of his ventral tube: the first time against
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the wall of the cage, the second time into the hole reserved for this use, whose purpose he understood only after
long contemplation.
Quadragne B has not touched her food. She has remained immobile in a corner of the cage, withdrawn into
herself, all her limbs folded.
Bru. The attitude of the two Quadragnes appears to evolve toward a norm of common activity. Quadrnge B has
drunken and eaten a little, has made several circuits of her cage, and has squatted over the hole to expel liquid and
solid excrement. Quadragne A has behaved very similarly. He has shown himself considerably less agitated than
B.
*
I still don’t understand what is happening to me. They've put me in a completely empty room and taken away
all my clothes. The walls are made of a weird silvery material that doesn’t seem to be metal—it’s hard to the
touch, but it’s warm and luminous. As far as the ceiling goes, I can’t even tell whether it’s high or low, solid or
not. It looks like a sky with a low fog. It gives me a funny feeling, this ceiling. I’m almost afraid to look up.
In any case, I’m in jail, no doubt about it. In the clink, yes sir. But I don’t have the impression I’m being held
by the police. They would have interrogated me by now, made me sign papers … and then they’re not usually so
discreet.
No, I figure they’ve packed me off to some kind of hospital. Maybe even an insane asylum. I must have been
really loaded the other night. And yet I didn’t have any more than usual … but that slob Buster Brown must have
put some kind of slop in his brew. Just wait till I get my hands on him! I remember leaving the bar, it must have
been one or one-thirty in the morning, I took a few steps on the pavement, and then—pow! Blackout! I must have
collapsed and got myself picked up by—but, my God, who was it? I’ve been here three days and haven’t seen
anyone!
This damned cell can’t be more than six by ten yards. I paced it off. And bare as my hand! There isn’t even a
bed—just a hole for the can. I have to sleep on the floor when the light goes out. What do I mean, “light?” It’s
really the walls that go out. What a place to live!
In the morning, there’s food at my side when I wake up. They must bring it to me on the sly when I’m asleep.
The first day there was a piece of stinking raw greenish meat. What do they think I am, a savage? But things have
improved since then. Now they serve me hamburger—it has a funny color, but it’s edible.
And weird fruits like I’ve never seen anwhere. There are these big sugary purple oranges (purple oranges!),
and then these long black things—not bad at all. They’re certainly taking good care of me! Too bad there isn’t a
little wine or brandy from time to time, But the only thing they give me to drink is milk—that’s why I figure I
must be in a hospital, I bet they’re doing experiments on me. I’ve heard of cases like that, They round up guys in
the street under the pretext that they’re fat, and then they make them do all kinds of crap, tests and stuff. It’s no
joke! And my rights as a citizen!
I’m an American, not some foreigner!
I always thought a nuthouse was a place where they put you under the showers and measured the electricity in
your brain with those gadgets they put on your head. But maybe that’s still in store for me. I’m ready for them!
Just let them show themselves! They’re going to hear from me! You better believe it!\fn{ The text has: You’d better
know it; but this appears an attempt to render an American idiomatic expression .} They’ll hear from me!
*
Bro, I have rendered transparent the partition that separates the two Quadragnes. Their reactions differed
considerably: Quadragne A hurled himself against the partition and made an admirable effort to break it or push it
back, while Quadragne B retreated as far as possible, covering her ventral surface and especially her two pectoral
excrescences with her upper paws. I concluded that among the individuals of type B there exists a taboo to do
with nudity. In their native world, Quadragnes cover their bodies with thick fabrics, but inanimate matter is
unfortunately not transmitted by the substance extractor. Quadragne A, confronted by the futility of his efforts,
then endeavored to communicate with his congener by sounds, but the cages are soundproof. Then he waved his
upper limbs in all directions—another probable system of communication.
This first emotion did not last long. Quadragne B sat down against the wall of her cage that was the farthest
removed from the transparent partition; Quadragne A recommenced walking back and forth, frequently stopping
in front of the wall to look at Quadragne B.
I was able to record that at about the third decima of the cycle, the ventral tube of Quadragne A, a small
appendage usually half concealed by a tuft of very localized hairs, lengthened in a surprising manner, at the same
time horizontally erecting itself. The Quadragne seemed to want to conceal this transformation from his congener,
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presenting his dorsal surface to her throughout the elongation. I limit myself for the moment to registering these
facts, without seeking to attribute a particular significance to them. Time enough for that later …
I note also that since the partition has become transparent, the Quadragnes have expelled no excrement.
*
How’s that for a surprise? This morning when I woke up, the cell had doubled in size, and not far from me
there was a woman, also completely naked. I wanted to go over to her, ask her what she was doing here, have a
little chat or something—but damn it, the cell is divided in two by a transparent wall. No way to push it out or
break it, and even sounds don’t get through. I had to give up.
She seems pretty unsociable herself. So what if she’s naked? I’m not going to gobble her up, not with this
invisible barrier. Besides, she’s not my type, and she’s no spring chicken, either. She must be about forty or fortyfive years old. Not exactly in the first bloom of youth. Of course, if I forced myself a little … She’s not as bad as
all that, mind you. Blond (but not natural! I saw that right away: there’s one little detail that doesn’t lie), on the
chubby side, with big boobs, the way I like them. They sag a little, but you can’t be choosy all the time.
Meanwhile, I don’t see how I can possibly get to her. And I’d sure like to know what she’s doing here. Did
they grab her off the sidewalk like they did me? She doesn’t <look> like a wino. She looks distinguished. But
we’ll have to see. After all, plenty of middle-aged women start taking a little on the side. I’ve known a few
myself. Or did they put her there just to get me aroused? It looks to me like that might be it. With their pitiful
experiments, they’re capable of anything. But they’ve got another think coming. I know how to behave, all right.
Look, I’m even afraid to go piss in the hole in front of her.
Just the same, I’d like to talk to her. Good God! Simply talk to her!
*
Brou. Wishing to confirm certain suspicions, I observed the Quadragnes during the dark half of the cycle
which I maintain in their cage, so as not to interrupt the periodicity of night and day of their native planet. Hardly
had this darkness been produced than both of them rushed to their holes to expel their excrements; there is, then,
in the matter of defecation, another ritual taboo which is of interest to note.
During the period of illumination which followed, the activity of the Quadragnes presented few points of
interest. The mobility of Quadragne A is consistently greater than that of Quadragne B. He frequently goes to
palpate the surface of the transparent partition, as if he entertained the hope of seeing it dissolve before his eyes.
His ventral tube has likewise lengthened on several occasions; but this physiological transformation has
apparently not affected him in the same way as before, as he has not tried to hide his condition from his congener.
On the contrary, it is Quadragne B (who, as I have neglected to note, does not possess a ventral tube) who has
turned away from A during the periods of extension. There is a line of conduct there that escapes me.
On the other hand, Quadragne A on this occasion ejected his liquid excrement in the period of full
illumination; this ritual instability seems much more developed in this individual than in Quadragne B.
Nevertheless, I must not forget that captivity necessarily influences the behavior patterns of these animals. But I
have been thinking of a conduct, rites … while it may very well be possible that the activity of these creatures is
governed merely by a mass of reflexes and other tropisms.
*
Heavens! As if the situation were not already painful enough as it is! They had to confront me with this ignoble
individual, who has not stopped looking at me and snickering, and who does … who does everything in front of
me, as if we were animals.
But what am I saying? We are animals. We are in a zoo, and I am certain that eyes are watching us, through
this ceiling that constantly scintillates.
Why, why must I undergo such humiliation? Why me? Oh Lord, wasn’t I a good wife, a good mother, a good
Christian?
But I suppose I will have to accept my fate with resignation. It is a trial that I must undergo, as others before
me. My only concern is for Martial and the children. What are they doing? What must they think? If only I knew
where I am, and why I am here, and how long they intend to keep me here. If only someone would come to tell
me, explain … but no. Nothing. It is an absolute nightmare. And this waiting is unbearable.
I still can’t understand how this could have happened. . . I was walking in the street, it was six in the evening,
people were all around me, and then … I don’t know any more. Everything vanished. I found myself here,
between these four walls, as naked as Eve.
Has there been an atomic attack? Am I in a center for decontamination? But surely they would have come to
inform me.
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Sometimes I begin to imagine—but I mustn’t—sometimes I begin to imagine that I am dead, that I am in hell
or at least in purgatory. It is justly said that hell is the others … but that is literature. Bad literature. A blasphemy. I
must not have such thoughts. I am somewhere. Everything can be explained. There is nothing to do but wait.
If only there weren’t this cad, eying me continually, stroking his moustache. Fortunately, he is not able to
approach me. But enough—it remains only to pray …
*
Bru. In the course of the last dark period, I witnessed a curious phenomenon. While I was observing
Quadragne A through the light-toner (he was lying on his back in a position which they habitually assume for
sleep), he seized his ventral tube between the flexible appendages for grasping of one of his upper paws, and
began to rapidly manipulate it back and forth. The tube soon achieved its maximum length. The movement to and
fro which was imparted to it accelerated still more, while the body of the Quadragne convulsed in a disquieting
manner on the floor. He finally emitted a series of short groans, while from his ventral tube spurted in six spasms
drops of a whitish liquid which appeared to be different from the habitual yellow liquid. This ejection—
apparently accompanied by violent suffering—terminated, and the ventral tube was rapidly resorbed. Then the
Quadragne turned over on his side and soon fell asleep. I do not know how to interpret this latest event.
I am now going to transfer myself to the Sphere of Gondonax to replenish my pharmocopoeia with vernamoual
Double-Z. I will resume my observations when I return: it will be necessary to conduct tests on the practical
intelligence of the Quadragnes, in suggesting to them by visual or material indices that it is possible for them to
do away with the partition themselves.
*
Cso. I manipulated the atomic structure of the transparent partition so that it will become permeable both ways
however little one influences its molecular alignment by means of a simple Psy-O wave. I then materialized in the
cell, by the side of individual A, a green gandarche which I caused to pass through the wall several times, so as to
make it clear to the Quadragnes that it was possible to annihilate this apparently solid barrier by mind alone.
The results were nil. At the apparition of the green gandarche, Quadragne B emitted a piercing shriek and took
refuge fearfully in a distant corner of its cell. This creature is definitely affected with hyper-emotivity. Quadragne
A, without displaying the same kind of repulsion (after all, the gandarche is a charming animal) prudently kept his
distance from it; then, as soon as he had registered the fact that the wall could be traversed, he threw himself
agianst it—and naturally banged his head! He then tried to push it, but unfortunately, it does not seem to have
occurred to him that he was able to make it disappear by a simple effort of thought.
I then caused the green gandarche to disappear, and I materialized by the side of Quadragne A, who seemed to
me nonetheless to possess faculties superior to those of his cogener, the six elements of a multa-X series, which
permit, however sloppily they are arranged, a passage to be opened in any inert matter even if it is atomically nondecynethisized. The Quadragne contemplated the elements for a long time, hefted them one by one, attempted to
pile them up in the evident intention of clambering up to reach the supposed summit of the cage, and finally, after
the scanty success of these initiatives, he hurled one against the wall, in the senseless hope of breaking it by
simple impact.
I caused the elements to disappear in their turn, and as a last shift I activated the wall so that it would emit, in a
gamut of colors perceptible to the imperfect eyes of the Quadragnes, and in an accelerated yet irregular rhythm,
the three universal signals of the Recognition of Matter: Danger-Neutral-Welcome. No sooner had the projections
begun than the two Quadragnes put their heads between their upper paws and turned their eyes away from the
flashing wall, as if the syncopated signal dangerously injured their visual centers.
I soon stopped this, careful not to injure them. But I am very annoyed: I have abandoned any idea of testing the
intellectual coefficient of these creatures, who must be placed quite low in the universal scale of intelligence. And
to think that the Quadragnes are indexed as “creatures with a fair measure of civilization!” There is nothing left
for me to do but observe them in the position of physical contact: on Csou, I will eliminate the wall.
*
They’re crazy! Completely crazy! But what do they want? What are they looking for?
First there was this little animal that suddenly appeared in the cell, like an octopus, but green all over, with
clusters of tentacles and hair everywhere. And its eyes, waving around on stalks! Where the hell did they pick that
up? What’s worse, it got through that invisible wall and I couldn’t. It’s as if they’re trying to drive us crazy!
The woman over there was scared out of her mind! Not me. I’ve seen a lot, after all. But I can’t figure out how
the octopus could get through the wall. It disappeared just as it came. Ffft! Gone! In its place, six big tubes arrived
with bunches of—bunches of little tubes that branched out in all directions. I’m not a complete idiot. It was
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perfectly clear to me that it was a test, and that they wanted me to do something with these tubes. But what? In the
end I just gave up.
And finally the invisible wall began to vibrate, vibrate … with blinding colors, green, orange, red, spinning
around, dazzling me. I couldn’t stand it. Fortunately, it’s over now. They’ve given up. But it doesn’t seem natural
to me, all this stuff. I’ve got my own theory: what if our kidnappers are Martians? That’s right, Martian—
Martians or people from God knows what planet. Because with all these stories about flying saucers, you’ve got
to be ready for anything!
Yes sir! Martians!
*
Csou. I have eliminated the wall. As I have been able to observe, it was totally invisible to these creatures, who
register only a pitifully limited range of vibrations; nevertheless, Quadragne A, who was in the habit of going up
to feel it continually, soon perceived its disappearance. He reacted to this with excitement, and crossed the former
line of demarcation to approach Quadragne B. The latter seemed to display signs of fear, and retreated. The two
Quadragnes then exchanged a series of modulated sounds from their head-mandibles: as I have noted elsewhere, it
is their primitive mode of communication.
What followed is more curious, and exhibits that character of fundamental strangeness which characterizes the
vital norms of the Quadragnes. I did not really observe how the situation first became tense between them, but it
is certain that hostilities were declared when Quadragne A started to run his upper paws over the body of
Quadragne B. The latter tried to fend off these attacks by backing away and by disordered movements of her
paws. Then the two Quadragnes, one pursuing the other, made several rounds of the cage in rapid propulsion.
Quadragne A finally succeeded in pinning Quadragne B against a wall, holding her firmly to him with his two
upper members, and pressing the sucker of his mandibles to his adversary’s head (as well as the intermediary
articulation). It was my initial fear that I was about to witness a scene of cannibalism—I prepared to turn on the
ongdal gas—but it soon appeared to me that this mandible-play was quite superficial and presented no real danger
for the assaulted Quadragne.
Finally, Quadragne A introduced his ventral tube (which had in the meantime achieved its maximum length)
into the small vertical cleft which Quadragne B possesses completely beneath her posterior parts, concealed under
a hairy surface and through which she ordinarily discharges her liquid excrements. Quadragne A, holding his
victim firmly upright, then began to jerk up and down in place, with the effect (of course I was observing the
process with a powerful magnifying lens) of slipping his ventral tube into the interior of the cavity of Quadragne
B. The back-and-forth movement achieved an accelerated rhythm, and the two Quadragnes began to moan softly.
Quadragne B no longer seemed to be struggling, but passed her upper paws over the posterior parts of Quadragne
A with a kind of gentleness. Then the two animals separated rather abruptly, without my clearly understanding the
reason. I saw them squat against the wall of the cage, rather distant from each other. The ventral tube of
Quadragne A had returned to its size that I will henceforth call “in repose.” In the eyes of Quadragne B a colorless
liquid formed and abundantly exuded.
*
O Lord! … What have I done?.. What has been done to me?
You are my witness that I resisted, that I did what I could to avoid … what happened. But this young good-fornothing threw himself on me like a wild animal. And like an animal, he sated his basest instincts.
What a shame … what terrible shame!
And this, under those invisible eyes which, I well know, never cease from watching us.
And under Your eyes, Lord! But I must not spend my time lamenting. One day this martyrdom will end, I
know; I have faith. I have only to wait, to be calm, to think of my dear Martial, of my little Pierrot and little
Annette … and to pray.
*
I couldn’t resist..
Put yourself in my place! For eight days I was stuck there, going around in circles. And then this naked woman
in front of me all the time!
When I realized that the goddamn wall had disappeared, I … and besides if she hadn’t screamed, if she hadn’t
started running. That’s what excites me, broads who are scared.
Never mind … it’s okay now.
She’s putting on her crying act, but in a few days she’ll calm down and ask for it again. Yes sir! I’ve known
them, ones like her. Middle-aged broads who haven’t kissed anyone for a long time.
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It’s hard to loosen them up, but after that … real furies!
The stupid thing is that we can’t understand each other. I would never have figured her for a foreigner. She
must be French … or Italian. Apparently Italian women don’t care about getting old. And they’re really hot for it.
Yes, I’d really like her to be Italian. I never had an Italian before!
*
Csu. The two Quadragnes appear to have reached a mode of peaceful co-existence. Towards the end of Csou,
they resumed their oral communication—although the exchanges seemed rather brief to me—and when I made it
dark in their cage, they lay down with each other, and mutually passed their upper paws over all the surfaces of
the other’s body, particularly over (and in) their excretory organs; the tube of Quadragne A again grew to the size
which I will call “in labor.” Again there was introduction, Quadragne A being extended horizontally on individual
B, and the two animals were “facing.” The same grotesque dance recommenced, the transition from a vertical
position to a horizontal position having in no way modified the ritual. Then they rapidly fell asleep, very
entangled. I ended the observation, quite puzzled and, I must admit, sufficiently disgusted.
I’m ashamed to say it, but I feel myself taken with a sort of tenderness for this young rascal. Despite his
violence and his lack of education, I am sure that he is basically good. The young people of today are like that, it
seems: impulsive, unaccustomed to retraining their instincts. Headstrong, in a way …
*
And what could I do, in the situation in which we find ourselves? Struggle, resist to my last breath? That
would have been quite stupid and would have done no good. When one finds oneself in an exceptional situation,
one must adapt onself to exceptional contingencies. Rather than be enemies, it’s better to be comrades, no longer
having to ignore certain inconvenient needs.
Besides, if Martial were able to see me, I am sure that he would understand me, that he would pardon me and
even approve.
Poor Martial. With him I have never … but after all I am a good Christian, and there are some things it’s better
not to talk about.
Nevertheless, it would be foolish to be ashamed of our bodies. God has made us thus, capable of experiencing
sorrow as well as pleasure. My modesty forbids me to insist on this point, but when enforced contact makes the
simplest decency impossible, why desperately wish to go against the natural order of things? And then I should
also put myself in the place of this young man, whom the sight of my naked body incites to lust. It is true that I
am still young: I am just barely thirty-six years old. And I do believe that I am not unattractive. To refuse my body
in such a situation would be mere hypocrisy; I even believe that it would be contrary to the simplest Christian
charity. One can only give what one has!
I only regret that we do not speak the same language. It would have been truly comforting to exchange ideas
on this impossible situation. And then we would have been able to know and understand each other better. He
might have said nice things to me, told me that he finds me beautiful. But he’s English, alas, English or American
—and I have completely forgotten the few words of English that I learned at school.
No matter! Words don’t count for much in comparison with a simple presence. And his is, all things considered, as comforting as that of anyone.
What is important, in this endless nightmare, is not to be alone. And thanks to you, my pet, I am no longer
alone. Despite his long hair and his moustache, I almost find him handsome!
*
Dro/Drou/Dru/Dso. I have kept the activity of the Quadragnes under constant supervision for four cycles, noting
the periodicity and the frequency of their meals, their evacuations and their “copulations.”
Copulation: this term was suggested to me by 11.427 Green In Sky Of Topaz Nadir, who has a certain amount
of experience with “bisexual” subjects (another new term!). It seems that the introduction of the tube and the
subsequent dance are the preliminaries to semination, strictly speaking; Quadragne A releases his seed into
Quadragne B, who is then “fecundated.” All these rites, then, have simply to do with reproduction. I am quite
willing to accept the explanation of Green In Sky Of Topaz Nadir, but I nonetheless note two things: why these
repeated relations, when in principle a single releasing of seed is enough for the germination of a new being? On
the other hand, if we grant that these so-called organs of reproduction are bound in with orifices of liquid
evacuation, then copulation must not be a very enjoyable act for the Quadragnes. In brief, there is more mystery
in these animals than in all our philosophy!
To come back to more practical notations, I was able to observe, during the four illuminated periods and the
four nocturnal periods which have just elapsed, that the Quadragnes copulated eleven times, always horizontally,
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the sole variants being found in their respective posture of domination, Quadragne A sometimes being on top,
sometimes on the bottom. On several occasions, prior to the introduction of the tube, the Quadragnes reversed
their position (I am tempted to represent this new caprice by the sign of a horizontal 69—which is not far
removed from the symbol of infinity!) to devote themselves to buccal-reproductive contacts: at one end,
Quadragne B absorbs in her buccal air-hole the tube of Quadragne A, while he introduces his re-tractile lapper in
the cleft of Quadragne B. I think that these singular maneuvers must be considered as a sort of symbolic toilet, or
washing performed on the reproductory organs before the act properly so called: it is easily understandable, when
one knows for what uses the said organs are otherwise employed.
Aside from these details, I have nothing in particular to note. The observation of the Quadragnes has become
for me a sort of routine, and I no longer take very much interest in it. Moreover, I am going to break off for a
while this tedious study, since we are nearing the megacycle of Fouge-Framme and I will have to put myself in
stasis for recharging.
*
Bed and board, with a pretty woman whenever I want her—who could ask for anything more? A little
something to drink from time to time, of course. But I’ve crossed that one out.
The Martians are A-okay with me!
*
Eru. Here I am again (with an index of 1481) at the cage of the Quadragnes. I have hardly observed them today,
since the success of my charging stasis has impelled me to enter into contact with numerous other individualities
of class F. Besides, I have resolved to materialize a dorzz with the help of 11.427 Green In Sky Of Topaz Nadir, to
the limit of instability of our two influxes. This is infinitely more creative than the study of these two primitive
organisms. Moreover, their activities seem to have become rarefied: the two Quadragnes remain squatting, each
on his own side, against the wall of the cage and no longer seem to be prey to this reproductive madness which
agitated them prior to Fouge-Framme. But perhaps now that Quadragne B has finally been fecundated (all this is
perfectly clear to me since stasis, when I integrated in my circuits a spool on the customs of sexual beings), these
two animals no longer feel the need to copulate.
How well I understand them!
*
They’ve started up again! Their filthy tricks, tests, whatever it is … it’s started up again.
My God, I really thought I was going to pop out of my skin, I was so scared!
There I was, peaceful, almost asleep—I have to say that I’ve started to have enough of the old girl—when the
cage vanished. Yes sir! The walls, the ceiling, the floor—pffft! All gone! Just me and the dame, standing there in
mid-air! But the most incredible thing was, we didn’t fall. At first I said to myself,
“This is it, they’ve seen enough of our faces, they’ve dropped us without parachutes from their cotton-picking
flying saucer.”
But no. We floated in a sky, a sky that was a funny violet color. And then, all of a sudden, objects came flying
toward us. Like balls of fire … well, not exactly balls of fire … I don’t really know how to describe them.
Comets, maybe, with wriggling tails of fire. They were coming right down on us! I thought it was curtains, that
we’d go up in flames like a couple of Buddhist monks.\fn{ Probably an allusion to the self-immolations filmed during certain
periods in the Vietnam War, in which certain Buddhist monks committed public suicide as a way of calling attention to the terrible suffering
of their countrymen.} The broad was screaming her head off—you should’ve heard her.

And then suddenly there were no more flaming balls. We began to descend very gently, like feathers. Far
below us, in the purple void, I saw a luminous white circle that got bigger and bigger. Actually, it wasn’t getting
any bigger; we were falling onto it, but very slowly. Finally we landed on it, and she throws herself into my arms,
jabbering something or other in her French or Italian. I told her not to get excited, but of course she didn’t understand me.
The white thing on which we landed was so big that I couldn’t see where it ended. I told myself it might be a
planet—not Mars, of course, because Mars is all red. I tried the ground with my foot. It was hard … harder than
the hardest rock. And so shiny that it made me cry just to look at it. We stood there a while without knowing what
to do, and then all of a sudden something new appeared on the horizon. It was like a gigantic pink board that
grew, and grew so fast that it soon became as big as a mountain. I had the impression that it was like a giant saw,
cutting up the white plain and coming right toward us. We started to run, and suddenly we found ourselves in a
kind of pink molasses. It wasn’t liquid—we would’ve suffocated—but something like a thick dust, and it made us
cough. The pink board had overtaken us, but it wasn’t as solid as I’d thought.
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I didn’t realize until later that the white plain had disappeared out from under our feet, and that we were
floating in the molasses just like we’d floated in the sky. There were also piles of stuff moving around in this jelly.
Stars, it looked like, that expanded and divided, stuff riddled with holes like sponges, things with lots of threads
coming out of them, like big worms … I asked myself if they were plants or animals … or something else. I really
thought for a minute I recognized a weird green octopus, like the one who appeared in the cage, but I’m not sure.
Luckily, none of that crap got too close to us.
And then the molasses started to get thicker, and it was getting hard to breathe. My mouth and nostrils were
full of it, and I really thought I was finished.
Then we found ourselves floating along its surface, as if we were being carried along by a warm and very salty
sea (because I don’t know how to swim, is that it?) Above us, there was this purple sky again, very luminous,
almost phosphorescent, which was really weird, since there wasn’t any sun. We floated on our backs for a long
time, and then bit by bit the molasses disappeared, but it wasn’t like a swimming pool emptying out—it was as if
it was slowly evaporating, breaking up into pools that moved over the ground like patches of fog. And we never
got wet at all …
Then we found ourselves standing on our own two feet again, but not on the white plain. On the contrary, the
ground was as black as coal, and it didn’t seem to be very solid, since our feet sank right through the surface up to
the ankles. Like walking through a layer of very fine dust. After a minute, enormous balls began to roll all around
us on the black plain. They came from the horizon, and disappeared as quickly as they had come. It was terrifying.
At first I thought we were going to be crushed, but actually they were shooting by at some distance from us. They
must have been a good couple of hundred yards in diameter, and they kept changing color. Sometimes they were
white, sometimes blue, red, yellow, orange, sometimes they took on a weird color I wouldn’t begin to know what
to name.
But the worst thing was the noise they made. A drumroll of thunder. Up until then we hadn’t heard any sounds
at all on this planet, even if everything did keep changing from one minute to the next. But this made a noise in
my head loud enough to drive me crazy. Like bowling balls, except that we were right in the alley and the balls
were as big as houses.
And then like everything else it quieted down, and the last balls disappeared at the edge of the black plain. It
was at this moment that I realized that the plain was tilting in the distance, all around the horizon. After a couple
of minutes it looked like big walls of coal were rising toward the sky. Soon I felt like I was standing in the crater
of a volcano, and then there was nothing more over us but a small bright circle, like a purple sun in the middle of
all this blackness—and then it was absolutely dark. Much worse than the darkest night. Like being in a
completely sealed-off room.
I didn’t know what to do, I felt her hands all over my shoulders, scratching me. I wanted to talk to her, but I
couldn’t even hear the sound of my own voice, as if I’d turned into a deaf-mute. I couldn’t even hear her
screeching.
I think there must have been something there in the dark, because it began to stink, a real putrid odor, it choked
me. I had to vomit … but then the smell went away after a while and all of a sudden, in the dark, a cube appeared,
just like that, a brilliant silvery cube that was absolutely visible even though it was pitch black.
Naturally I couldn’t tell how big or how far away it was. Then there was another, and another, a whole pile of
them appeared in the dark and began to pile themselves up one on top of the other, like when a kid piles up
building blocks. Lucky for us we didn’t see the hand that was piling them up!
Little by little the cubes were getting closer to us, and soon we were surrounded on all sides by these blocks, it
wasn’t dark at all any more, and I thought we were about to be crushed to death by the last block, which would fit
right in the spot where we were. But luckily it remained empty, and it was a good minute before I realized that the
part that had remained empty was in fact our cell, and that its walls, floor and ceiling were the sides of the blocks
piled together.
Then the worst thing of all happened.
But that—I can’t talk about it. I can hardly think about it. There aren’t any words to explain the horror that
appeared in the cell. My God! … I’d seen my share of unbelievable things since I’d been on Mars. But this! When
I think of it, I get the shakes and my heart starts thumping again.
The woman had a real nervous breakdown and almost took out one of my eyes with her nails while I was
trying to calm her down. Luckily it didn’t stay too long, but, my God! … Where do they find these things?
They seem to be real jokers, these Martians … And why are they showing us all these monsters? Do they want
us to die of fear?
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I’ve had it up to here! If I could just get out of this place.
And now everything is quiet, but the broad’s on my back again, blubbering, and she wants me to be her little
lover boy. What a life …
*
Esu. Taking advantage of a position necessary for the growth of certain tardy radicles on the upper surface of
the dorzz, I gave my attention to a new experiment on the Quadragnes. Not daring to let them out of their cage, I
projected simulacrae of environment of the A-I Superior zone, so as to be able to observe their reactions to a
model series of situations and settings forming the usual backdrop of our existence. I hoped in this way to obtain a
positive result, which would perhaps have permitted me to integrate the Quadragnes in one of the threedimensional inserts of the Sphere, in company with other familiar animals captured in the lower spheres.
Unfortunately, this experiment was a total failure: from all indications the Quadragnes are incapable of
adapting themselves to a milieu that differs in the slightest from the surroundings of their primitive existence. In
short, these stupid animals do not seem to be happy except in their cage. Whether it was on the defalcating geyser
of the transverse Arce-de-Creuse, whether it was in the nourmance of the Miol Vector or between the demionyctisized Olphases of the Pyrre-Bouge, the Quadragnes did not display the least glimmer of intelligence in
attempting to understand their new environment. The cervical captours even registered the waves characteristic of
the most total panic.
As a last resort—although the thought of physical contact with these repulsive animals hardly enchanted me—
I materialized myself personally in their cage. The result was disastrous: the Quadragnes emitted piercing sounds
and gave themselves up to frantic gesticulations, as if my presence inspired in them an active terror. I did not
linger in this trying proximity. The Quadragnes are manifestly incapable of perceiving the radiance of a superior
being …
I am going to return to my dorzz, which gives me infinitely more satisfaction.
*
EsQ (along with many others!) add to the file of incomprehensible enigmas which the behavior of the
Quadragnes gives rise to. Quadragne B, who seemed to me to manifest an abnormal agitation, performed a series
of mimic actions on Quadragne A which ordinaily precede copulation (caresses of the upper paws, play of the
jaws). Quadragne A disengaged himself, followed by his congener. After a new tentative on the part of B, A struck
her violently and she went to squat in a distant part of the cage. B subsequently made a series of piercing sounds,
while a clear liquid flowed from her eyes. She then stretched herself on the floor and began to rub her pectoral
excrescences and inside her cleft with her upper paws, until she uttered several of these plaintive sounds that I
was accustomed to regard as a signal indicating the end of copulation. At no point, however, did A intervene.
I do not seek to logically analyze these latest facts any more than the general activity of the Quadragnes, which
seems to me to be governed by the most impenetrable incoherence and stupidity. I will have to consider some
radical solution of their problem.
*
The broad is really starting to get on my nerves. I never have been able to stand the same woman for more than
eight days.
My God, if they’d just let us go!
*
As if the waking nightmares which our torturers inflict on us weren’t enough! But now, my companion in
misfortune has turned away from me.
Lord! Why multiply my torments? Why have I been permitted to taste the joys of the flesh, to leave me prey
now to the torments of frustration?
But perhaps it was a trial to which You subjected me? A trial in which I stumbled. Like Eve tasting the
forbidden fruits of the Tree of Knowledge, I innocently tasted the fruits of lust. I was ignorant of the most sacred
law of the married woman. I have committed the sin of adultery.
Oh! Martial. Forgive me!
*
Esou. I have decided to end my observations here, for I am convinced that I will learn nothing more of interest
from these two Quadragnes. The renewal of their atmosphere and the preparation of their nutrients takes
considerable time, and there is no question of my continuing thus for such meager results. During their next
nocturnal unconscious period, I will expose them to a C+ ray, which will end their existence immediately and
without pain.
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I have nonetheless had the foresight to register the cervical influxes of these creatures. Perhaps one day it will
be possible to decode them and retranscribe them into a clear language, which would permit a great step forward
in the study and comprehension of the Quadragnes.
And who knows—perhaps later on, in the course of the next transference to Lower Sphere C X 66, I might
decide to amuse myself by capturing two other Quadragnes with the substance extractor. But for a change, I
would take care to obtain two individuals of the same “sex”—two A Quadragnes, for example. Observation of
their cohabitation would doubtlessly hold other surprises in store for me.
Signed:
Blue of Blue-Earth Peer
59.526 Wayang Kulit\fn{by Maryse Condé (1937-

)}

Point-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe, France (F) 4

My father is the palace puppet master. So was his father before him. And his father’s father. And his grandfather’s father. It’s been like that for eternity.
I too was destined to become the puppet masrer after him if the world had not altered its course. I know the
faces of every puppet, their domed foreheads, their elongated noses and the brightly colored greasepaint around
their eyes and mouth.
I know the coarse fiber of their hair, the soft silk of their costumes and their shaky movements against the
transparent screen that is used as a backdrop in the theater.
I know the high and low-pitched sound of their voices and their cries of anger or ecstasy. But above all I know
every note of the gongs and cymbals of the orchestra that accompanies their every movement.
Because my mother is one of the musicians.
She sings. Like her mother before her and her mother’s mother and her grandmother’s mother. It’s been like
that for eternity.
When I was just a baby at her breast, newly emerged from the warmth of her womb, she would carry me in her
arms and lay me on the ground among the musical instruments that shone like pieces of gold. When the music
stopped she gave me the sweet milk from her breast to drink. When I was full, I fell into the sleep of the blessed
with little fists tightly clasped.
Neither the clash of the metal around me nor the roars of my father, as he changed from man to beast to spirit,
nor the shrieks of laughter from the audience could wake me. On the contrary.
All this mingled in my dreams and, in a certain way, arranged them into colored images that were both
forbidding and pleasurable; when I ventured my first steps, it was against the hard edges of certain instruments
that I stumbled while I held on to others to stop myself from falling.
My childhood, I could say, was confined to the universe of the theater pit where my father sat with the other
artists.
*
All their life my parents have lived behind the walls of the palace. A palace where you can lose yourself,
almost as big as a city with its inner courtyards, its ornamental pools of stagnant water covered with splashes of
green, its centuries-old trees, its statues that glare or stare benignly and its rows of pavilions squeezed under their
tiled roofs.
That’s where they were born and that’s where they would die.
They have never traveled and never visited the capital.
They have never seen with their own eyes the green of the sea or the green of the rice fields. All they know is
what they glean from the words of our court poets. My father sometimes goes out—seldom I must say—to attend
some ceremony at the Central Mosque or to convey his sympathies to one of his friends who has been rushed to
hospital en route for the journey of no return.
As for my mother, she never goes farther than the second courtyard. She was born, she grew up, she became a
woman and married my father, all within these narrow confines.
*
Recently my father has been going out more often to attend the meetings organized by the members of his
profession; for the puppet masters from north to south, from east to west of this land are worried—their art is in
its death throes. Movies, television, videos, all these things that come from countries on the other side of the
world, are changing the hearts of men. During the days they are fostering other desires and at night dreaming of
other dreams.
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Everything that entertained their elders now bores them.
When I was two or three years old I would attend the puppet shows every afternoon in the midst of a crowd.
The room was packed. People clapped, whistled and made a commotion. Sometimes the grown-ups, more
boisterous than the children, would roar with laughter so loudly that my father had to thunder out his words to
make himself heard.
Nowadays the puppet theater is deserted, except for a few loyal supporters. All that’s left are a few tourists sent
by the travel agencies. Some are blond, others brown-haired, most of them gray or quite simply white as if for
them life goes on while ours ended a long time ago. Some are dirty and scruffy, others dressed impeccably in
white, but all with the same deeply convinced look they are attending a religious ceremony.
Every time my father comes back from one of his meetings, he has aged several years. His face is ravaged. He
sits me on his knees and looks as though he is about to cry while he caresses me.
“My son, my only son, the apple of my eye, what’s to become of you?
Tell me what is this I’m leaving you in? A world where there’s no place for your art, a world where you won’t
be able to earn your living.”
My mother gently chides him while she pours out for him the strong, sweet tea he is fond of.
“Why do you worry so? The boy’s learning hard at school. There will surely be another profession for him
when he’s old enough.”
*
But I have the feeling she says these words of comfort as a dutiful wife and that she does not believe a word of
them. She too is worried.
My father and mother have never set foot inside a school and know nothing of books or newspapers. But then
came the Revolution and education was declared compulsory for everyone. So the sultan ordered a school to be
set under the fig trees in the fourth courtyard next to the ancient water tanks.
Of course he didn’t send his own children—those of his wives and his concubines—those continued to study in
the serenity of the palace with their own private tutors. The school in the fourth courtyard was intended for us, the
children of the servants, the gardeners, the butchers, the cooks and batik painters right down to the stable boys.
Alas, as time went by, it became increasingly difficult to find teachers who were not merely interested in idling
their time away and flirting with the many servant girls in the palace. So the sultan closed the school and all the
children went to school in town.
His own children left for the United States of America.
*
I love school. Almost as much as the puppets. Books make me dream as do the names of all those countries
colored dark brown, green and yellow on the blue of the seas and oceans in our atlases. Canada. Chile. Russia.
Ethiopia. Benin.
But my school friends can’t abide me.
First of all because I come from the palace. They say I act superior to them when I’m nothing but a slave and
the son of a slave.
Secondly because I’m small and puny and I don’t know how to fight.
Lastly because I didn’t wear jeans or Nikes and have never seen Batman. The school mistresses, however, like
me and always refer to me as an example of politeness and obedience. This only encourages my class mates to
make fun of me even more.
Last September, shortly after we had gone back to school, I went down with bronchitis. However many cups of
tea boiling with mushrooms my mother gave me, however many thick poultices of efenil she laid on my chest, I
went from bad to worse. I coughed, I had a fever. All in all I was away from school for two long weeks.
*
The day I went back, still shaky on my legs, I had no sooner set foot inside the yard than the mistress bore down
on me like a typhoon.
“Well there you are, at last. Allah is great. You’re well again. I want you to meet someone.”
She briskly took me by the hand and dragged me to the Administration. Seated in the air-conditioned office we
were never allowed to enter was a little girl.
I had never seen a little girl like this one before. Her skin was black. Not brown like ours. Nor even very dark
like one of the musicians the others make fun of. But really black. Like the water in an ornamental pond whose
bottom is never scrubbed. Her hair too was something I’d never seen before. As black as her skin it was cropped
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so close it clung to her head like a rough woolen bonnet. In the middle of all this blackness her fleshy lips were as
pink as litchis.
And yet despite her strangeness she seemed to me to be the loveliest little girl I had ever set eyes on. She
looked at me in a frightened, brazen way, as if she were about to put up a fight, but knew she was beaten in
advance. The mistress put our hands together in the way you celebrate a marriage and said:
“I’m entrusting you with Oumou. She’s from Nigeria.”
Nigeria? I had seen that name somewhere in my geography book. A large green square of forests crossed by
the meandering line of a river that ended in a delta.
*
Oumou was the daughter of an agronomist sent to improve the production of our rice fields. He worked for an
international organization. Her mother was an African-American who drove a car and dropped her off at school
every morning. She had a baby brother a few months old.
Since her arrival, two weeks earlier, the schoolchildren had been horrible cruel to her. During class they had to
keep quiet for fear of punishment. But once the bell for recess rang, all hell broke loose. Gangs of boys, some
already as tall and sturdy as a grown-up, would hide behind the mango trees in the yard and swoop down on her.
They would roll her in the dust and swipe her with their metal rulers while the girls clapped their hands and spun
round shouting the song they had composed specially for Oumou.
You’re as black as a cauldron’s behind.
You’re as ugly as the spit of a toad.
You’re black, you’re ugly,
You must disappear from the face of the earth!
You’re not fit to be called a human being!

Once, one of the girls threw a stone that hit her right in the middle of the forehead, and it left a scar, a rosette of
hatred encrusted on her ebony skin.
I was certainly ill suited to play the role of defender, for more often than not I returned home to the palace in a
state that made my mother weep—my face all bloodied and my clothes all torn. Yet the mistresses thought that I
was the only child capable of accepting differences. This was a huge com-pliment they were giving me.
Unfortunately, I was not in a position to understand it, even less to be proud of it. I was terrified by a
responsibility that at the same time I could not refuse.
Every morning I would wait for Oumou in front of the school gate. As soon as she got out of the car and kissed
her mother goodbye I grabbed her hand and together we made our entrance into hell. Yet when I recall those days
I forget the suffering and the blows and remember it as a time of happiness.
When school was over at four, Oumou and myself would take a flight from our aggressors. Running as fast as
our legs would carry us we took refuge inside the palace walls.
*
At first, everyone, including my parents, were surprised and even a little frightened by Oumou. Infants in arms
would cry and yell when they saw her. Then everyone got used to her color. They realized she was gentle and shy.
Inside the palace the centuries-old trees would hug us tightly in their long arms. The statues would tell us their
story. We would take off our clothes and bathe in the pools of stagnant water. We would enter the theater pavilion
and watch the puppet show, surrounded by foreigners, Dutch, English and Americans, who, after having delivered
their death blow, have now become the most ardent admirers of our ancient culture.
The musicians sat down in their respective places. Then the women raised their voices in song. Queen
Kausalya, her hair untidy and disheveled and dressed like a hermit, meets Sita in the forest of Chitra-kuta and
wails at his feet. Ravan, the cruel king of Ceylon, turns Marisha into a deer in the hope of tempting Rama.
Episodes followed one after the other and sent us into raptures.
After the show we went back home where my mother gave us tea and ginger-flavored cookies. Just before
nightfall I would accompany Oumou to her doorstep. She lived in the residential district where only the foreigners
live. She never invited me in and usually I said goodbye in front of the hedge of Bougainvileas.
*
One evening, to my great astonishment, she made an exception. It was the day before school broke up for the
end of year holiday and we were not going to see each other for many weeks.
“Are you coming in?” she murmured.
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I did not heed an intuition that whispered to me to say no. I was tempted. I had never been inside another house
except for the humble dwelling of the palace servants. Once a year, at Tabaski, dressed in new clothes, I went with
my parents to present out greetings to the sultan. But he received us in a hall reserved for us, far from the
splendors of his living quarters.
Holding my breath, tiptoeing on my dusty gray feet in their worn-out sandals, I remember crossing a series of
rooms, each more sumptuously furnished that the next, it seemed to me. The floors were thick with carpets.
Chandeliers hung from the ceiling. We entered the kitchen and there she opened a huge white cupboard that I
guessed was the freezer.
“Would you like some coke?”
Would I! She put some cubes as clear as crystal into a little bucket! And then she filled two blue glasses on
long stems. All this beauty took my breath away. She gave me some chips and peanuts. I was in seventh heaven.
Then she asked:
“Would you like to watch television?”
Would I! We went back to the living room. I sat down in an armchair. I carefully set down my glass and my
chips on a small table and the magic eye began to radiate its fairyland of colors. It was a Walt Disney film: The
Lion King. My eyes were brimming with tears when suddenly a voice behind us thundered out:
“Oumou!”
Startled, we turned round. It was her parents who had come home, probably earlier than expected. Her father
had a beard and a mustache with a skin even blacker than Oumou’s and a forbidding face. Her mother was lighterskinned, made up like my father’s puppets but with less on, and her arms and legs were bare. There was fear in
her eyes as if the ten years old that I was could scare her.
In the father’s, however, I could read contempt and saw myself poor, puny, ridiculously rigged out with dusty
feet.
“Who’s this little urchin?” she asked in a threatening voice.
I was waiting for a protest. But rooted to the spot, Oumou did not say a word. She made no attempt to explain
who I was, me, her friend, her loyal defender for weeks. She even made a move towards her mother as if to seek
refuge and dissociate herself from me.
He father then made a threatening gesture in my direction.
“Get out! Get out immediately!”
I didn’t wait a second longer. I rushed out into the garden and ran like a madman to the palace. Everything was
spinning around me. I threw myself onto my bed.
*
After the holidays Oumou did not show up at school.
What had happened?
Had she finally told her parents the way she was being treated at school day after day?
Horrified, had they decided to send her back to Nigeria?
Or to America?
Or had there been something else?
43.1 Excerpt from The Bridge Of Beyond\fn{by Simone Schwarz-Bart (1938-

)}

Guadeloupe, France (F) 4

… A man’s country may be cramped or vast according to the size of his heart. I’ve never found my country too
small, though that isn’t to say my heart is great. And if I could choose it’s here in Guadeloupe that I’d be bom
again, suffer and die.
Yet not long back my ancestors were slaves on this volcanic, hurricane-swept, mosquito-ridden, nasty-minded
island.
But I didn’t come into the world to weigh the world’s woe. I prefer to dream, on and on, standing in my
garden, just like any other old woman of my age, till death comes and takes me as I dream, me and all my joy.
When I was a child my mother, Victory, often talked to me about my grandmother Toussine. She spoke of her
with fervor and veneration: Toussine, she’d say, was a woman who helped you hold your head up, and people
with this gift are rare. My mother’s reverence for Toussine was such I came to regard her as some mythical being
not of this world, so that for me she was legendary even while still alive.
I got into the habit of calling her, as men called her, Queen Without a Name. But her maiden name had been
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Toussine Lougandor.
*
Her mother was Minerva, a fortunate woman freed by the abolition of slavery\fn{ 1848.} from a master notorious for cruelty and caprice. After the abolition Minerva wandered in search of a refuge far from the plantation and
its vagaries, and she came to rest at l’Abandonnee.
Some runaway slaves came there afterwards, and a village grew up. The wanderers seeking refuge were countless, and many would not settle anywhere permanently for fear the old days might return. One Negro from Dominica vanished as soon as he learned he had sired a child, and those in l’Abandonnee whom Minerva had
scorned now laughed at her swollen belly.
But when dark-skinned Xango took on the shame of my great-grandmother Minerva, the laughter stopped
dead, and those who had been amusing themselves at others’ misfortunes choked on their own bile.
Little Toussine came into the world, and Xango loved her as if she were his own. As the child grew, shooting
up as gracefully as a sugar cane, she became the light of his eyes, the blood in his veins, the air in his lungs. Thus
through the love and respect lavished on her by Xango, Minerva, now long dead, could walk without shame along
the main street of the hamlet, head high, back arched, arms akimbo, and foul breath turned from her to blow over
better pastures.
And so life began for young Toussine, as delicately as dawn on a clear day.
They lived in a hamlet swept alternately by winds from the land and winds from the sea. A steep road ran along
by cliffs and wastelands, leading, it seemed, to nothing human. And that was why it was called the deserted
village, l’Abandonnee. At certain times everyone there would be filled with dread, like travelers lost in a strange
land.
Still young and strong, always dressed in a worker’s overall, Minerva had a glossy, light mahogany skin and
black eyes brimming over with kindness. She had an unshakable faith in life. When things went wrong she would
say that nothing, no one, would ever wear out the soul God had chosen out for her and put in her body. All the
year round she fertilized vanilla, picked coffee, hoed the banana groves, and weeded the rows of sweet potatoes.
And her daughter Toussine was no more given to dreaming than she. Almost as soon as she woke the child
would make herself useful sweeping, gathering fruit, peeling vegetables. In the afternoon she would go to the
forest to collect leaves for the rabbits, and sometimes the whim would take her to kneel in the shade of the
mahoganies and look for the flat brightly colored seeds that are made into necklaces. When she came back with a
huge pile of greenstuff on her head, Xango delighted to see her with leaves hanging down over her face, and
would fling both arms in the air and shout:
“Hate me, so long as you love Toussine. Pinch me till you draw blood, but don’t touch so much as the hem of
her robe.”
And he would laugh and cry just to look at the radiant, frank-faced child whose features were said to be like
those of the Negro from Dominica, whom he would have liked to meet once, just to see.
But as yet she was not in full bloom. It was when she was fifteen that she stood out from all the other girls with
the unexpected grace of a red canna growing on a mountain, so that the old folk said she in herself was the youth
of l’Abandonnee.
There was also in l’Abandonnee at that time a young fisherman called Jeremiah who filled one’s soul with the
same radiance. But he paid no attention to girls, to whom his friends used to say, laughing:
“When Jeremiah falls in love it will be with a mermaid.”
But this didn’t make him any less handsome, and the girls’ hearts shriveled up with vexation. He was nineteen
and already the best fisherman in Caret Cove. Where on earth did he get those hauls of vivaneaux, tazars and blue
balarous?\fn{A note reads: Fish of the Caribbean Sea.} Nowhere but from beneath his boat, the Headwind, in which he
used to go off forever, from morn till night and night till morn; all he lived for was hearing the sound of the waves
in his ears and feeling the tradewinds caressing his face. Such was Jeremiah when Toussine was for everyone a
red canna growing on a high mountain.
On windless days when the sea was dead calm Jeremiah would go into the forest to cut the lianas\fn{A note
reads: The name given to various climbing and twining plants that abound in the tropics .} he made into lobster pots. One
afternoon when he left the beach for this purpose, Toussine appeared in his path, right in the middle of a wood.
She was wearing one of her mother’s old dresses that came down to her ankles, and with her heap of greenstuff
coming down over her eyes and hiding her face, she looked as if she didn’t know where she was going. The
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young man asked her:
“Is this l’Abandonnee’s latest fashion in donkeys?”
She threw down her burden, looked at him, and said in surprise, almost in tears:
“A girl just goes to collect green stuff from the forest, and here I am, insulted.”
With that, she burst out laughing and scampered off into the shadow.
It was then Jeremiah was caught in the finest lobster pot he ever saw.
*
When he got back from his excursion his friends noticed he looked absentminded, but they did not ask any
questions. Real fishermen, those who have taken the sea for their native country, often have that lost look. So his
friends just thought dry land didn’t agree with Jeremiah, and that his natural element was the water.
But they sang a different tune in the days that followed, when they saw Jeremiah neglecting the Headwind,
deserting her and leaving her high and dry on the beach.
Consulting among themselves, they came to the conclusion he must be under the spell of the Guiablesse, the
most wicked of spirits, the woman with the cloven hoof who feeds exclusively on your desire to live, and whose
charms drive you sooner or later to suicide. They asked him if he hadn’t met someone that ill-fated day when he
went up into the forest. Eventually Jeremiah confessed:
“The only Guiablesse I met that day,” he said, “is called Toussine—Xango’s Toussine.” Then they said, chuckling,
“Oh, so that’s it! Now we see. But it’s not such a problem as you might think; if you want our opinion there are
no prince’s daughters in l’Abandonnee that we know of. Fortunately we’re only a pack of Negroes all in the same
boat, without any fathers and mothers before God. Here everyone is everyone’s else’s equal, and none of our
women can boast of having three eyes or two tourmalines sleeping in the hollow of her thighs.
“True, you’ll say she isn’t like all the others, the women you see everywhere, like lizards, protected by the very
insipidity of their flesh. We answer: Jeremiah, you say well, as usual. For we too have eyes, and when Toussine
brushes against our pupils our sight is refreshed.
“All these words to say just one thing, friend: beautiful as she is, the girl is like you, and when you appear with
her in the street you will be a good match for her.
“One more thing. When you go to tell her parents of your intentions, remember we don’t have any cannibals
here, and Xango and Minerva won’t eat you.”
Then they left Jeremiah to himself, so that he could make his decision like a man.
*
Thank God for my friends, thought Jeremiah the day he went to see Toussine’s parents, dressed as usual and
carrying a fine catch of pink crabs. As soon as they opened the door he told them he loved Toussine, and they
asked him right in, without even consulting the young lady.
Their behavior gave the impression they knew all about Jeremiah, what he did in life on land and sea, and that
he was in a position to take a wife, have children, and bring up a family. It was the beginning of one of those
warm Guadeloupe afternoons, lit up at the end by the arrival of Toussine with a tray spread with an embroidered
cloth, with vermouth for the men and sapodilla syrup\fn{A note reads: A syrup made from an edible-fruit tree indigenous to
tropical America.} for the weaker sex.
When Jeremiah left, Minerva told him the door of the cottage would be open to him day and night from now
on, and he knew he could consider the vermouth and the invitation as marking definite victory: for in the case of
such a choice morsel as Toussine it isn’t usual for people to fall on someone’s neck the first time
of asking, as if they were trying to get rid of a beast that had something wrong with it.
That evening, to celebrate this triumph, Jeremiah and his friends decided to go night fishing, and they brought
back so much fish their expedition was long remembered in L’ Abandonnee. But they had enjoyed catching those
coulirous too much to sell them on the beach, so they gave them away, and that too remained in everyone’s
memory. At noon that day the men, with glasses of rum in their hands, threw out their chests with satisfaction,
tapped them three times, and exulted:
“In spite of all, the race of men is not dead.” The women shook their heads and whispered:
“What one does a thousand undo.”
“But in the meanwhile,” said one of them, as if reluctantly, “it does spread a little hope.”
And the sated tongues went full tilt, while inside Jeremiah’s head the sound of the waves had started up again.
*
Jeremiah came every afternoon. He was treated not as a suitor but rather as if he were Toussine’s brother, the
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son Minerva and Xango had never had. No acid had eaten into the young man’s soul, and my poor great- grandmother couldn’t take her eyes off him. Gay by temperament, she was doubly gay to see this scrap of her own
country, the man sent by St. Anthony in person especially for her daughter. In the overflowing of her joy she
would sometimes tease her:
“I hope you’re fond of fish, Miss Toussine. Come along you lucky girl, and I’ll teach you to make a courtbouillon that’ll make Jeremiah lick the fingers of both hands, polite as he is.” Then she would hold out her wide
yellow skirt and sing to her daughter:
I want a fisherman for a husband
To catch me fine sea bream
*
I don’t know if you know
But I want a fisherman
*
O oar before, he pleases me.
O oar behind, I die.

But Toussine scarcely listened. Since Jeremiah had taken to spending his afternoons with her his image danced
continually in her mind’s eye, and she spent the whole day admiring the one she loved, unsuspected, as she
thought, by all the world.
She looked at his figure and saw it was slim and supple. She looked at his fingers and saw they were nimble
and slender, like coconut leaves in the wind. She gazed into his eyes, and her body was filled with a great peace.
But what she liked best of all about the man St. Anthony had sent her was the satiny, iridescent skin like the
juicy flesh of certain mauve coco plums, so delicious under one’s teeth. Minerva with her song about the fisherman knew very well how her daughter passed her time, but she still sang and danced just for the pleasure of seeing Toussine go on dreaming.
*
Here, as everywhere else, reality was not made up entirely of laughing and singing, dancing and dreaming: for
one ray of sun on one cottage there was a whole village still in the shade. All through the preparations for the
wedding, l’Abandonnee remained full of the same surliness, the same typical human desire to bring the level of
the world down a peg, the same heavy malice weighing down on the chambers of the heart. The breeze blowing
over Minerva’s cottage embittered the women, made them more unaccountable than ever, fierce, fanciful, always
ready with some new shrewishness.
“What I say is, Toussine’s more for ornament than for use. Beauty’s got no market value. The main thing is not
getting married, but sticking together year in year out,” said one.
“They’re laughing now, but after laughter come tears, and three months from now Minerva’s happy band will
find itself with six eyes to cry with,” said another.
The most savage of all were those living with a man on a temporary basis. They grudged in advance the scrap
of gold that was going to gleam on her finger, they wondered if she really possessed some unique and exceptional quality, some virtue or merit so great it elicited marriage.
And to console themselves and soothe a deep-seated resentment, they would come right up to Minerva’s cottage at dusk and mutter, with a kind of savage frenzy, incantations like:
Married today
Divorced tomorrow
But Mrs. just the same.

Minerva knew these women had nothing in their lives but a few planks balanced on four stones and a procession of men over their bellies. For these lost Negresses, marriage was the greatest and perhaps the only dignity.
But when she couldn’t stand hearing them any longer, Minerva would plant her hands on her hips and shout:
“I’m not the only one with a daughter, my fine windbags, and I wish yours the same you wish my Toussine.
For, under the sun, the saying has never gone unfulfilled. All they that take the sword shall perish with the sword.”
Then she would go inside and shut the doors and let the mad bitches yelp.
*
On the day of the wedding all the village paths were swept and decorated as for the local feast day.
Xango and Minerva’s cottage was surrounded by huts of woven coconut palm. The one reserved for the bridal
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couple was a great bouquet of hibiscus, mignonette, and orange blossom—the scent was intoxicating. Rows of
tables stretched as far as the eye could see, and you were offered whatever drink you were thirsty for, whatever
meat would tickle your palate.
There was meat of pig, sheep, and cattle, and even poultry served in the liquor it was cooked in. Blood pudding
rose up in shining coils; tiered cakes were weighed down with lacy frosting; every kind of water ice melted before
your eyes—custard-apple, water-lemon, coconut.
But for the Negroes of l’Abandonnee all this was nothing without some music, and when they saw the three
bands, one for quadrilles and mazurkas, one for the fashionable beguine, and the traditional combination of drum,
wind instruments, and horn, then they knew they’d really have something worth talking about at least once in
their lives.
And this assuaged the hearts swollen with jealousy.
For three days everyone left behind hills and plateaus, troubles and indignities of every kind, to relax, dance,
and salute the bridal couple, going to and fro before them in the flower-decked tent, congratulating Toussine on
her luck and Jeremiah on his best of luck.
It was impossible to count how many mouths uttered the word luck, for that was the theme they decided to
adopt for telling their descendants, in later years, of the wedding of Toussine and Jeremiah.
*
The years flowed over it all, and Toussine was still the same dragonfly with shimmering blue wings, Jeremiah
still the same glossy-coated sea dog. He continued to go out alone, never bringing back an empty boat, however
niggardly the sea. Scandalmongers said he used witchcraft and had a spirit go out fishing in his stead when no one
else was about.
But in fact his only secret was his enormous patience. When the fish would not bite at all, he dived for lambis.
If there were no lambis, he put out long rods with hooks or live crabs to tempt the octopi.
He knew the sea as the hunter knows the forest. When the wind had gone and the boat was hauled up on the
shore, he would make for his little cottage, pour the money he’d earned into his wife’s lap, and have a snack as he
waited for the sun to abate.
Then the two of them would go to tend their garden. While he dug, she would mark out the rows; while he
burned weeds, she would sow.
And the sudden dusk of the islands would come down over them, and Jeremiah would take advantage of the
deepening dark to have a little hors d’oeuvre of his wife’s body, there on the ground, murmuring all sorts of foolishness to her, as on the very first day.
“I still don’t know what it is I like best about you—one day it’s your eyes, the next your woodland laugh, another your hair, and the day after the lightness of your step; another, the beauty spot on your temple, and then the
day after that the grains of rice I glimpse when you smile at me.” And to this air on the mandolin, Toussine, trembling with delight, would reply with a cool, rough little air on the flute:
“My dear, anyone just seeing you in the street would give you the host without asking you to go to confession,
but you’re a dangerous man, and you’d have buried me long ago if people ever died of happiness.” Then they
would go indoors and Jeremiah would address the evening, casting a last look over the fields:
“How can one help loving a garden?”
*
Their prosperity began with a grass path shaded by coconut palms and kept up as beautifully as if it led to a
castle. In fact it led to a little wooden house with two rooms, a thatched roof, and a floor supported on four large
cornerstones. There was a hut for cooking in, three blackened stones for a hearth, and a covered tank so that Toussine could do her washing without having to go and gossip with the neighbors by the river.
As the women did their washing they would pick quarrels to give zest to the work, comparing their respective
fates and filling their hearts with bitterness and rancor.
Meanwhile Toussine’s linen would be boiling away in a pan in the back yard, and she took advantage of every
minute to make her house more attractive. Right in front of the door she’d planted a huge bed of Indian poppies,
which flowered all year round. To the right there was an orange tree with hummingbirds and to the left clumps of
Congo cane from which she used to cut pieces to give to her daughters, Eloisine and Meranee, for their tea..
She would go to and fro amid all this in a sort of permanent joy and richness, as if Indian poppies, Congo
canes, hummingbirds, and orange trees were enough to fill a woman’s heart with complete satisfaction.
And because of the richness and joy she felt in return for so little, people envied and hated her.
She could withdraw at will into the recesses of her own soul, but she was reserved, not disillusioned. And be366

cause she bloomed like that, in solitude, she was also accused of being an aristocrat stuck-up.
Late every Sunday evening she would walk through the village on Jeremiah’s arm to look at the place and the
people and the animals just before they disappeared in the darkness. She was happy, herself part of all that spectacle, that close and familiar universe. She came to be the thorn in some people’s flesh, the delight of others, and
because she had a distant manner they thought she put on aristocratic airs.
After the grass path came a verandah, which surrounded the little house giving constant cool and shade if you
moved the bench according to the time of day. Then there were the two windows back and front, real windows
with slatted shutters, so that you could close the door and shut yourself safely away from spirits and still breathe
in the scents of evening.
But the true sign of their prosperity was the bed they inherited from Minerva and Xango.
It was a vast thing of locust wood with tall head posts and three mattresses, which took up the entire bedroom.
Toussine used to put vetiver roots under the mattresses, and citronella leaves, so that whenever anyone lay down
there were all sorts of delicious scents: the children said it was a magic bed.
It was a great object of curiosity in that poor village, where everyone else still slept on old clothes laid down
on the floor at night, carefully folded up in the morning, and spread in the sun to get rid of the fleas. People would
come and weigh up the grass path, the real windows with slatted shutters, the bed with its oval-paneled headboard
lording it beyond the open door, and the red-bordered counterpane, which seemed an additional insult. And some
of the women would say with a touch of bitterness:
“Who do they take themselves for, these wealthy Negroes, Toussine and Jeremiah, with their two-roomed
house, their wooden veranda, their slatted shutters, and their bed with three mattresses and red borders—do they
think all these things make them white?”
*
Later on Toussine also had a satin scarf, a broad necklace of gold and silver alloy, garnet earrings, and highvamped slippers she wore twice a year, on Ash Wednesday and Christmas Day.
And as the wave showed no sign of flagging, the time came when the other Negroes were no longer surprised,
and talked about other things, other people, other pains and other wonders.
They had got used to the prosperity as they had got used to their own poverty.
The subject of Toussine and wealthy Negroes was a thing of the past; it had all become quite ordinary. …
46.57 Excerpt from As The Sorcerer Said (Le Quimboiseur l'avait dit)\fn{by Myriam Warner-Vieyra (1939Guadeloupe, France (F) 6

)}

… The day after Mr. Felix’s intervention, I went back to school as usual.
Mrs. Paule ignored me. That didn’t worry me in the slightest; all I wanted was to pass my exam at the end of
the year.
On Saturday afternoons Mrs. Paule let us out half an hour early. Zelia and I rushed home and set off immediately to go for a swim in the river Corossol. A merry party of children were splashing about in the pool.
I washed my hair and then rinsed it with the prickly-pear infusion, and Zelia tied it in curling rags so that I
would have curls for Mass the following day. Then we walked upstream with two schoolfriends, Laurence and
Marie, to fill our water-bottles with drinking water, a long way up from the pool and the places where we usually
did our washing.
The Corossol was not much more than six feet wide where we stopped. The water was unbelievably cold and
clear; on the banks “pink apples” and wild peas grew in abundance. We sat down for a while to eat some on the
spot. Then we ran back to the beach again. A few fishing-boats were coming in. The last rays of the setting sun
were reflected in thousands of tiny copper-colored flakes, turning the horizon red.
Father and Louis came back a little later than usual, their wide-brimmed hats pushed to the backs of their
heads, their faces drawn. The catch had not been good, the sea was rough. A few small fish squirmed in the bottom of the boat. But we were in seventh heaven as Louis had caught a chatou, a shell-fish like a large lobster. We
would have it for Sunday lunch cooked with rice and it would be a change from our daily diet of sweet potatoes
with cod, or fish soup.
The next morning we were up early, as on every Sunday, so as to clean up the house a bit and prepare lunch
before leaving for church. It was an absolute duty to go to Mass every Sunday. Father John was always saying it
was a mortal sin to miss Mass unless one were seriously ill. So the whole village and the surrounding hamlets
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flocked to fill Cocotier’s little Saint Sophie’s Church, the only brick building in the village. It also served as a
shelter in the event of a cyclone or a tidal wave.
The men in their heavily starched white duck trousers arrived in a chorus of “plop! plop.” The women, for the
most part, wore long dresses of flowered cotton and funny straw hats with bunches of fruit, flowers and all sorts
of ribbons, or else cotton headscarves. Father John wouldn’t let any women or girls into church without some sort
of head covering.
The Mass was always too long. Father John would go on and on, exhorting us to chastity, goodness, charity
and many other virtues. He could see sin everywhere. Knowing, as all the inhabitants of Cocotier did, that I spent
most of my leisure hours almost exclusively with Charles, he once asked me during confession:
“Has Charles ever touched you, my child?” When I looked uncomprehending, he said:
“Never let him see what you’ve got between your thighs, and much less touch you there; it would be a mortal
sin.”
I felt terribly ashamed. He must have asked Charles the same question, but I never heard anything more about
it …
*
It was beautiful weather that Sunday, contrary to the forecast. The sky was quite clear. When we came out of
the dim, cool church at eleven o’clock, the sun was quite dazzling. For once the idea of the succulent dish of rice
and chatou sent us straight home, instead of dawdling for long outside the church. It’s true that we never had
anything to eat before Mass as we had to take communion on an empty stomach …
In Cocotier nobody ever locked their doors, even if they had a lock on them. No one would ever think of
entering a house when the occupants were out. One would just wait on the verandah till they came back. When
we went out we used to put a big stone up against the front door; that was the way everyone shut up their houses.
When we got as far as the Felixes’ we were astonished to see the stone moved and the door open. Someone
was in our house. Not one of the inhabitants of the village, nor any of the surrounding hamlets; but perhaps it was
an animal—and suppose it had eaten our chatou …
Without a word we started to walk faster and Louis and Jose broke into a run. When they reached the front
door they stopped as if turned to stone, hesitated a moment, then went in. Zelia and I followed behind Father and
Grandma, as we weren’t very brave in circumstances like this. As I reached the verandah I heard a woman’s
voice, a voice that I had not completely forgotten:
“Oh! How you’ve grown, Jose!”
My heart started to dance a frenzied gros ka.
I recognized her immediately. She was even more beautiful than I had remembered. She looked like one of the
ladies in fashion magazines. Her eyebrows were replaced by a pencil line, her lips and cheeks were made up. Her
hair was drawn back to form an imposing chignon in the nape of her neck. She smiled.
A cigarette was burning out in a plate that she had taken to use as an ashtray. Her white dress with little blue
polka-dots was made out of a silky material with hundreds of tiny pleats in the skirt. She was wearing white shoes
with heels so sharp that I wondered how anyone could really stand perched on them. The whole room was
pervaded by a discreet but clinging perfume that was nothing like the cheap toilet waters we used on Sundays. It
was as though a dazzling sunbeam were sitting there on the only decent chair that we still possessed, making
everything look wretched and poverty-stricken in a way I had never noticed till then.
“Why now, my little Zetou, don’t you recognize me? I’m your mother!”
I went up to her to kiss her. In spite of the smile on her face, her expression was quite different from the rest of
her appearance; it was cold and almost contemptuous.
She had come back just as she had left six years ago, without any warning, once more upsetting the peaceful,
regular rhythm of our simple life as a fisherman’s children. Father, after a brief greeting, as if to someone he had
left five minutes earlier, went off to the bar, probably to drown in rum the memory of his flouted love. Jose, Louis,
Zelia and I were too intimidated by this beautiful lady to say a word. Grandma was in ecstasies of joy at her
daughter’s return and asked her a thousand and one questions.
“What do you intend to do now?” she asked.
“I’m thinking of staying in town for two or three months to see about my divorce.”
“Divorce!” cried Grandma.
“Yes, I want to be free, you understand?”
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“Oh, well … I thought you were going to stay with us now. Well, I’ll go and see about lunch.” Grandma was
clearly very disappointed. She must have thought that like the “prodigal son” in one of Father John’s sermons, her
child had returned, repentant. When Grandma went out Mother turned to me.
“How are you getting on at school, Zetou?”
“Er … all right.”
“What class are you in?”
“Standard six.”
“Is that all! You’re very behindhand. In France children of fifteen have already passed their School Certificate.
And you haven’t even got your primary certificate, have you? It’s true your father doesn’t think education is of
much use. I suppose he hasn’t done anything to encourage you to study.”
“I’ve never been kept down a year,” I said.
She had forgotten that she had sent me to school very late, at eight and a half instead of at six, and that it had
taken me a year to learn French. Like all the village children I had spoken Creole until I started school.
“And you, Jose, you’re getting on all right?”
“Me! Oh, I’m all right!”
Jose, obviously too embarrassed to admit that he didn’t go to school any more, after Mother’s outcry on the
subject, dashed out of the house. Zelia, who was not very talkative by nature, slipped away discreetly, to avoid
any awkward questions. Louis was fairly shy; nevertheless, he had no complexes; in fact he was rather proud of
his job as a fisherman. Anticipating Mother’s question, he said:
“I’ve left school. I help Father with the fishing.”
“You’re going to become a fisherman, then!” she said, in a voice that clearly indicated that she meant “What a
disgrace!”
“Mother, I want to go on studying after my primary certificate. Take me back to Paris with you.”
I blurted this out rapidly, without thinking.
“We’ll see You’re already old enough for secondary school. Look,” she went on, pointing to a box on the table.
“Open it. I’ve brought some little presents for you.”
Then she took out her packet of cigarettes. They were Players.\fn{ Players were (and are) English cigarettes:H } The
only brand of cigarettes you could buy in Cocotier were called “jobs”. But most men smoked a pipe or rolled their
own cigarettes with the thin papers that they bought from Mrs. Felix. Normally I didn’t like the smell of tobacco,
but the smoke from the Players was like a real perfume, and I enjoyed sniffing it.
Louis got to the box first and opened it. There were clothes for all of us, including a shirt for Father. The dress
intended for me was far too big. The fact is that at fifteen and a half I was small for my age. I was slender rather
than thin, and quite strong. The people in the village used to say that I took after my mother and that I was pretty
like her.
I didn’t think I was beautiful, not even pretty, or even at all nice-looking. It’s true I had my mother’s big eyes,
but my lips were thicker, my mouth bigger, my nose too large for my face and my front teeth decayed. I had never
been to a dentist; whenever I’d had toothache it had been treated with cloves put into the cavity, which gave my
breath a spicy smell. Mother had healthy, even, white teeth. Her smile could have been used as an advertisement
for some brand of toothpaste.
Grandma had surpassed herself. The rice with chatou was delicious and Mother did our cooking the honor of
taking a second helping. Grandma even found a few pence to buy us some iced lemonade from Mrs. Felix.
At about three o’clock a black Peugeot 203 stopped in front of our house. It was Mr. Milan. Mother left,
promising to come and see us again while she was still in town.
Father came in after supper. He had reverted to silence and did not answer when I asked him what he had been
doing all day.
*
The next morning we all resumed our normal activities. School with Mrs. Paule didn’t bring me much satisfaction. I couldn’t see how my school year was going to end. She was quite capable of refusing to enter me for the
exam. She had taken me back, contrary to her custom, to do Mr. Felix a favor. She never addressed a word to me,
never asked me any questions in class. However, she did correct my exercises.
Mother did not come back to see us as she had promised. But she saw Grandma every Saturday at the market
in town. Six weeks after she had turned up in Cocotier, she got her divorce without any difficulty, and under all
the conditions that she had asked for. They had been married under community of property, but she let Father
keep everything, not out of generosity, but simply because she had no use for a fishing-boat and a wooden hut—
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Father’s sole possessions. She obtained custody of Zelia and myself, although she had no wish to take us away
with her. We were to remain with Grandma.
Mother’s lawyer was a white man from town, a friend of Mr. Milan. Father didn’t engage a lawyer. He went
off twice in Mr. Felix’s bus at six in the morning to attend the court hearings in town.
Having always associated his domestic troubles with too much schooling, Father decided to keep Zelia and me
at home now, for fear of losing us too. He went to let Mrs. Paule know and she was quite pleased since, as far as
she was concerned, fisherfolk’s children didn’t need to know anything except the three Rs.\fn{ “Readin’, Ritin’ and
’Rithmatic,” they were called, in the colloquial speech of my father’s day.H } Then he announced after supper that the next day
Zelia and I were to go off to help Grandma in the fields.
“What!” I shouted. “I want to go on with my education!”
My left cheek smarted from the resounding slap I received. It was the very first time Father had ever struck
me. I fled, more surprised than angry.
The beach was deserted, the sand still warm, the sky sprinkled with twinkling stars. I sat down for a moment to
try to see clearly into my own mind. I understood my poor father’s reaction, nevertheless I was determined not to
give in. Later on he would be only too pleased to have an educated daughter when he was too old to spend all day
out at sea, waiting for the fish to bite, or pulling on a net that comes up empty more often than not.
I couldn’t understand how Zelia could accept Father’s decision without a word. I couldn’t understand how she
could put up with everything with the same equanimity. A shooting star! I just had time to make a wish before it
disappeared.
Suddenly I remembered that Mother had not said no when I asked her to take me to Paris. I went home and
wrote her a letter, asking her to help me; she was my only hope now. The next morning I went to Mr. Felix’s as he
was leaving at six o’clock and gave my letter to Charles who knew where Mother was staying, telling him of this
new nasty blow. I asked him to insist on Mother giving him an answer immediately, and in any case before she
left town, which couldn’t be very long now.
Mother took three days to think about it. I learnt some time later that it was Mr. Milan who advised her to take
me, saying that after all it was her duty as she had obtained custody of her daughters. So, three days after I had
written my letter, I received a reply that surpassed all my hopes, as I had never imagined that Mother would
decide to take me back with her straightaway. There was a five-franc note in the envelope and a few lines telling
me to send three photos and my birth certificate so that she could get me a passport.
Grandma was delighted that I was going with her daughter. I left her the responsibility of telling Father, whom
I didn’t dare confront since he had slapped my face. Zelia was completely opposed to my leaving. She thought it
was quite unwise for me to set off on this unknown venture.
“You know what you’re leaving behind, you don’t know what you’ll find over there.”
She wouldn’t leave her village for anything in the world. Her ambitions went no further than the village of
Cocotier, even the nearby town didn’t attract her, as it was too noisy. I thought that Zelia was a little fool. What
danger could I run? None at all. In Paris my future was assured; all I had to do was to settle down seriously to my
school work; my future depended on myself, and so it was quite assured.
*
Two days after receiving Mother’s letter I went off to town in Mr. Felix’s bus. Jose took me to a photographer
who specialized in passport photos. Then I went to the hotel where Mother was staying. It was in the square from
which the buses left for the different villages and regions of the island. I didn’t know what name Mother was
going under, so I asked for Mr. Milan. Without taking his nose out of his newspaper, the gray-haired old white
man, who must have been the proprietor of the hotel, replied that he was out.
“And the lady with him?”
“She’s out.”
“Can I wait for them?” I asked, more and more intimidated by this man who looked just like the polar bear in
my reading book, with his hairy arms and mop of white hair.
“Please yourself.”
Finally I decided to go and wait for them outside. I didn’t feel at ease sitting opposite this man who seemed so
starved for news that he was devouring his paper rather than reading it.
After a good half hour, during which I could have gone for a tour round the island in one of the multicolored
buses that were arriving and departing from the square, I caught sight of Mother coming back alone. She was
wearing trousers and low-heeled shoes. She didn’t look like the lady I’d seen six weeks before at Cocotier; her
hair was short, whereas I’d seen her at our house with a large bun, which gave the impression that she had long
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hair. Naturally I knew nothing at that time about how one could change one’s appearance with wigs and false
pieces. As for the trousers, it was the first time I’d seen a woman dressed like that.
She greeted me quite pleasantly, but without warmth.
“Well! How are you, Zetou? Have you got the papers and the passport photos?”
“Yes, Mother.”
“Right then, give them to me. Roger” (she meant Mr. Milan) “will see about your passport. He’s got friends at
the prefecture; it won’t take long. You’ll have to have a smallpox vaccination … and … only take what you’ll
need on the boat. I’ll buy you some decent clothes in Paris. We’ll be leaving early next Tuesday, that’s in one
week’s time exactly. You can sleep here on Monday night. Well, I must leave you, I’ve got a lot to do before
lunch.”
She left me standing there on the pavement and disappeared into the hotel. I couldn’t go back to Cocotier
before evening and anyway Mr. Felix’s bus was no longer in the square. I didn’t dare wander off by myself as I
didn’t know my way about in town. Besides, I didn’t know where to go for this vaccination. After several
minutes’ hesitation I plucked up all my courage and went back into the hotel.
“I’d like to see Mr. Milan’s lady.”
“Number 6, first floor.”
The old polar bear was still buried in his newspaper. I went along a rather dark corridor and found a staircase
right at the end. On the first floor I knocked at the door which bore the number indicated. As soon as Mother
opened it I blurted out very quickly, for fear she could intimidate me:
“Excuse me, I don’t know where to go for the vaccination and Mr. Felix’s bus isn’t there any more.”
“All right, come in. Roger won’t be long. He’ll show you where to go.”
The room, which was really quite simple, seemed luxurious to me as I’d never seen anything like it. It was
large and harmoniously furnished with curtains and a bedcover of flowered cretonne, a table and two bamboo
armchairs.
As far as the “lot to do before lunch” was concerned, Mother was doing her long and carefully manicured
nails. I felt ashamed as I watched her and crossed my arms, clenching my fists to hide my nails which were cut
extremely short. We didn’t exchange another word for the rest of the time until Roger arrived, which seemed an
age to me. Finally he appeared, smiling and much more pleased to see me than my mother had been. He was
sunburnt, with prominent cheekbones, gray-green eyes, golden-brown hair, an Adam’s apple that bobbed up and
down, and a genuinely warm smile.
“Hello! It’s our little Zetou. Now, isn’t she a little beauty! Of course we know who she takes after.”
He took both my hands and planted a kiss on my forehead. Mother smiled and a gleam of happiness appeared
in her eyes; it must have been pleasure at Roger’s return!
“Are you coming? I’m starving,” he said. Then, taking each of us by the hand, he led Mother and me into the
hotel restaurant where five or six tables, covered with red-checked tablecloths, were set out in the courtyard under
a pergola of apple-creepers. I greedily gobbled up the mixed hors d’oeuvres, not realizing that there would be two
more courses to follow, taking no notice of Mother or Roger. When I had wiped my plate clean I looked up, my
hunger satisfied. Then I met my mother’s cold angry gaze, while she said in a very sweet voice:
“You eat too fast, Zetou!”
Whether it was the effect of the look she gave me, or the excessive sweetness of her voice, or a combination of
the two, I can’t say, but I felt as though a huge lump were blocking my throat and I could swallow nothing more
for the rest of the meal.
That evening, on the way back to Cocotier, Charles and I had a long discussion. He was very pleased with the
way things had turned out.
“You’re very lucky, and then when I get to Paris, after I’ve got my matric, I shan’t be lost as you can show me
around.”
“Of course,” I said, “on one condition.”
“What’s that?”
“That you write to me every day for the next four years, giving me all the news of the village, even the most
harmless gossip.”
“Is that all! I don’t make any promises; that’s really asking a bit too much. One letter a week will be quite
enough.”
“All right! Then you can look for another guide when you get to Paris.” We burst out laughing noisily, waking
a dried-up, bent old man who was a stranger to me, who had been dozing.
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“That’s right, young people can laugh at anything.”
“You’re not going to get much sleep today, Gaffer Tison, with those two,” Mr. Felix said to the old man.
“Mmm!!” was his reply.
“That’s Destinville’s kid, the fisherman. She’s going off to Paris next week with her mother. That’s what
they’re all excited about.”
“Hmm! That’s nothing to rejoice about. Those towns aren’t the place for us. I was there in 1918 for their war
with the Germans. In a whole week I never saw the sun once and it was so cold that one day when I had to sweep
the yard with a Senegalese, we started to cry like two little kids, our fingers were so stiff and sore with the cold;
we couldn’t hold the broom. Fortunately it was nearly the end of the war; we were sent to the south where it
wasn’t so cold. All those who went out at the beginning of the war died; not a single one came back to the island.
Those that weren’t killed by the Germans, the cold must have done for.”
Nobody believed a word of old Tison’s rambling talk. Nevertheless we all listened in complete silence until he
got out at Bananier, the little village before ours.
*
Father took things very well, at least outwardly. After his brief outburst, when he had hit me, he reverted to his
taciturn habits. The news of my departure had spread rapidly through the village and the neighboring hamlets.
Many people came to see me; some of them brought me some little souvenir or other, according to their means.
Unfortunately I had to leave the majority of their gifts behind: bags, shell-necklaces, fruit, among other things.
Mother had insisted that I mustn’t take anything useless. As far as she was concerned, nothing from Cocotier had
any value. To avoid any temptation on my part, she had bought me the smallest possible suitcase.
Mrs. Paule took the trouble to come and say goodbye to me the day before my departure. Now that I was going
to live in Paris and go to school there, I was no longer simply a fisherman’s daughter, good for nothing except
sewing patches on the men’s trousers. She gave me the address of her brother in Paris. I made a note of it, quite
determined never to meet this brother.
When the last visitors had gone, it was half past ten. My brothers were chatting on the verandah with other
boys and girls of their own age. Grandma then announced that we must set out for Corossol where we were to pay
a visit to the sorcerer who would see if my journey was to take place under lucky omens.
Grandma took a chicken, a large yam, a candle and a little money to pay for the consultation.
*
It was a bright moonlit night. The cocks of the neighborhood were paying their tribute to the silver moon in a
noisy concert, to which the night birds added their cries and the rustle of their wings. We were lit on our way by a
cheerful escort of fireflies. The ground was warm beneath our bare feet. A pleasant smell of freshly crushed grass
mingled with the faint scent of the ylang-ylang. Oh! how pleasant my last night in Cocotier was!
The sorcerer lived on the outskirts of Corossol. A tiny footpath behind the hamlet led to a hut that came into
sight some little way from the steep climb. A dog greeted us in quite a friendly fashion. He seemed to know us,
preceded us to the hut and growled slightly as if to say, “Here they are …”
The man was smoking a long, crudely carved pipe. He was much younger than I had imagined a sorcerer to be.
His sole garment was a piece of red material tied at his waist and he wore a necklace made of shells and the teeth
of animals that I had never seen before.
"Ah! Moune en main! Moune en moin! My people, my people!” the sorcerer said slowly. “Is this the child who
is going on a journey?”
“Yes, Papa Logbo,” Grandma replied.
Papa Logbo got up. Grandma took my hand and we followed him. The room we went into was smaller than the
first one. Above the door was a wooden cross and opposite it was another cross drawn in white chalk in the
middle of which was fixed a pair of scissors. Wooden statuettes stood on a table with rickety legs, projecting their
shadows up to the roof of corrugated iron, from which hung a tangle of strings. At the end of each piece of string
hung a bunch of leaves. The inside walls were covered with inscriptions and geometric drawings. An oil lamp
made out of half a coconut shell cast a feeble light on a statue of Christ which stood on a shelf covered with a
white cloth.
Papa Logbo sat down on the edge of a narrow bed covered with a jute cloth. He traced a cabalistic figure on
the ground, composed of a double triangle that looked like a star. He wrote some letters and figures in it, then
drew up a block of wood that served as a seat and made me sit on it. He lit the candle that Grandma had brought
and gave it to me to hold. Still smoking his pipe he tapped the ground with his left foot. After a moment he gave a
start, then began to snigger while he rocked backwards and forwards.
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“Mamma Gastonia! Hee! hee! hee! You ought to have come to see me sooner so that I could do something for
the child.”
“Yes?” said Grandma, very worried.
“Enhan! Enhan!1 I see good and bad. Our gods of Africa are not favorable for the immediate future. Enhan!
Enhan! Enhan! I’ll do what I can tonight.”
Thereupon Papa logbo left us and went out. After ten to fifteen minutes he came back carrying a large tub
filled with a mixture of greenish water and leaves. He told me to undress and get into the tub. The water was
warm and gave off an indefinable but pleasant smell. The sorcerer took the leaves and rubbed my body, while
repeating incantations in a strange language—that of the gods of Africa, no doubt. Papa Logbo was really quite a
nice person who knew where we came from and how to talk to the gods of Africa. I was so full of wonder that,
forgetting my shyness, I asked him:
“Have you been to Africa, Papa Logbo?”
“Yes, my child. I go back there every day, several times a day, to consult our gods.”
After the bath, the sorcerer lit a charcoal fire in a clay pot. He poured a few drops of a liquid and various
powders on to the fire, then made me step over this fire seven times.
“The river does not wash away what is meant for you.” …
294.79 The Mountain Of The Living God\fn{by Jean-Marie-Gustave le Clézio (1940- )} Nice, Alpes-Maritimes
Department, France (M) 9
1

Mount Reyðarbarmur was to the right of the dirt path.
In the light of June 21 it was very high and wide, dominating the land of steppes and the great cold lake, and
Jon saw nothing else. And yet, it was not the only mountain. A bit farther there was the massif of Kalfstindar, and
then there were the long valleys that had dug their way down to the sea and, to the north, the dark mass of the
guardians of the glaciers.
But Reyðarbarmur was more beautiful than all the others; it seemed higher, purer, because of the gentle line
that rose uninterrupted from its base to its summit. It touched the sky, and the scrolls of clouds passed over like
the vapors from a volcano.
Jon was walking toward Reyðarbarmur now.
*
He had left his new bicycle against a mound by the side of the path, and he was walking across the field of
heather and lichen. He did not really know why he was heading toward Reyðarbarmur. He had always known this
mountain, had seen it every morning since childhood, and yet, today, it was as if Reyðarbarmur had appeared before him for the first time.
It looked just as high to him when he set off on foot for school, along the paved road. There was not a single
place in the valley where you could not see the mountain. It was like a dark castle reaching a pinnacle above the
expanses of moss and lichen, above the sheep pasture and the villages, looking down over all the land.
Jon had left his bicycle against the damp mound. Today was the first day he’d gone out on his bicycle, and he
was out of breath from struggling against the wind, all along the slope that led to the foot of the mountain, and his
cheeks and ears were burning.
Perhaps it was the light that had made him want to go to Reyðarbarmur. During the winter months, when the
clouds stole along the ground, trailing their fine stones of hail, the mountain seemed very far away, inaccessible.
Sometimes it was surrounded by lightning, all blue in the dark sky, and the people in the valley were afraid.
But Jon was not afraid of the mountain. He looked at it, and it was rather as if the mountaoin were also looking
at him, from the depths of the clouds, above the vast gray steppe.
*
It may have been the light of the month of June that had led him to the mountain were also looking at him,
from the depths of the clouds, above the vast gray steppe.
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It may have been the light of the month of June that had led him to the mountain today. The light was beautiful and
soft, despite the chill wind.
While he was walking across the damp moss, Jon saw insects moving in the light, young.mosquitoes and midges
that hovered above the plants. Wild bees circled among the white flowers, and in the sky slender birds suspended above
the pools of water flapped their wings very quickly, then disappeared suddenly in the wind. They were the only living
creatures.
Jon stopped to listen to the sound of the wind. It made a strange and beautiful music in the hollows of the earth and
the branches of the bushes. There were also the cries of the birds hidden in the moss; their high-pitched cheeping grew
louder on the wind, then was stifled.
The mountain was clear and bright in the beautiful light of June. The closer Jon came, the better he could see that
the mountain was not as regular as it seemed from a distance; it rose in a single mass from the basalt plain, like a large
ruined house. Some of the rockfaces reached very high, others broke off halfway up, and black crevices split its walls
as if cracked by some great blow.
*
At the foot of the mountain flowed a stream.
Jon had never seen a stream like this one. It was limpid, the color of the sky, gliding slowly as it wound its way
through the green moss. Jon went closer, slowly, feeling the soil with the tips of his toes, so as not to sink into a bog. He
knelt by the edge of the stream.
The blue water flowed melodically, very smooth and pure like glass. The bottom was covered with tiny pebbles, and
Jon plunged his arm into the water to take one. The water was icy and deeper than he thought, and he had to reach in all
the way up to his armpit. His fingers closed around a pebble that was white, almost transparent, in the shape of a heart.
Suddenly, once again, Jon felt as if someone was watching him. He stood up straight, shivering, the sleeve of his jacket
soaked in icy water. He turned and looked all around him. But as far as he could see there was only the valley,
sloping gently beneath him, and the vast plain of moss and lichen where the wind blew. Now there were not even
any birds.
At the very bottom of the slope Jon could see the red spot of his new bicycle leaning against the mossy mound,
and this reassured him.
It wasn’t exactly something gazing at him, that feeling when he was leaning over the water of the stream. It
was also something like a voice that might have said his name, very quietly, inside his ear—a light, soft voice that
didn’t sound like anything he knew.
Or it was a wave that had enveloped him, like light, and made him quiver, like a cloud parting and revealing
the sun.
Jon walked along the stream for a while, looking for a place to ford it. He found one higher up as he came
around a bend, and he crossed over. The water cascaded over the flat pebbles of the ford, and clumps of green
moss that had come loose from the banks slipped noiselessly downstream. Before continuing on his way, Jon
knelt again by the edge of the stream and drank several gulps of the fine icy water.
*
The clouds parted, closed again; the light was constantly changing. It was a strange light, because it seemed to
owe nothing to the sun; it floated in the air, around the walls of the mountain.
It was a very slow light, and Jon understood that it would last for months, without growing any weaker, day
after day, without yielding to the dark.
It was born now, it had come from the earth, it was illuminated in the sky among the clouds, as if it would live
forever.
Jon felt the light enter him through the skin on his body, on his face.
It burned and penetrated his pores like a hot liquid; it soaked his clothes and his hair.
*
Suddenly he wanted to be naked.
He found a spot where the field of moss made a bowl sheltered from the wind, and he quickly removed all his
clothes. Then he rolled on the damp ground, rubbing his arms and legs in the moss.
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The spongy earth squelched beneath the weight of his body and covered him with cold droplets. Jon remained
motionless, lying on his back, his arms widespread as he looked at the sky and listened to the wind. At that
moment, above Reyarbarmur, the clouds parted and the sun burned Jon’s face and chest and belly.
*
He got dressed and headed once again toward the wall of the mountain.
His face was hot and his ears were ringing, as if he had been drinking beer. The soft moss made his steps
spring, and it was hard to walk straight.
When the field of moss came to an end, Jon began to climb the foothills. The terrain became chaotic, made of
blocks of dark basalt and paths of pumice that crunched and crumbled beneath his soles.
Ahead of him the face of the mountain rose so high that he could not see the summit. There was no way he
could climb from here.
Heading north, Jon went around the great wall, looking for a way through.
Suddenly he found it. He had been sheltered from the wind by the great wall; now suddenly a blast of air made
him stumble backward. In front of him a huge fault split the black stone, creating a sort of giant door.
Jon entered.
Between the walls of the fault, large blocks of basalt had fallen in great disordered heaps, and he had to climb
slowly, using every notch, every crack. He climbed up the blocks one after the other, without pausing to catch his
breath.
He felt a sort of haste inside him; he wanted to get to the top of the fault as quickly as possible. Several times
he nearly fell backward, because the stone blocks were damp and covered with lichen. Jon grasped the stone with
both hands, and at one point he broke the nail of his index finger without feeling a thing. The warmth continued to
flow in his blood, despite the chill of the shade.
*
At the top of the fault, he turned around.
The great valley of lava and moss stretched below him as far as he could see, and the sky was immense, rolling
gray clouds. Jon had never seen anything so beautiful. It was as if the earth had become far away and empty,
without men, without animals, without trees, as vast and solitary as the ocean. Here and there above the valley, a
cloud broke apart, and Jon could see the oblique rays of rain and halos of light.
Without moving, his back against the wall of stone, Jon gazed at the plain. He searched for the spot of his red
bicycle, and the outline of his father’s house at the far end of the valley. But he could not see them.
Everything he knew had disappeared, as if the green moss had risen up and covered everything. Only the
stream shone at the foot of the mountain, like a long azure snake. But it too disappeared, in the distance, as if it
were flowing into a cave.
*
Suddenly, Jon stared at the dark fault above him, and he shivered; he had not realized, while he was climbing
up the blocks, that each piece of basalt formed the step of a giant stairway.
Once again Jon felt the strange gaze enveloping him. The unknown presence weighed on his head, his shoulders, his entire body, a dark and powerful gaze that covered the entire earth.
Jon raised his head.
Above him, the sky was filled with an intense light that shone from one horizon to the other in a single brilliance. Jon closed his eyes, as if he had been staring at lightning.
Then the huge, low, smoky clouds joined together again, covering the earth with shadow. Jon stood for a long
time with his eyes closed, not to feel the dizziness. He listened to the sound of the wind stealing over the smooth
rocks, but the strange soft voice did not say his name. It was merely whispering, incomprehensible, in the music
of the wind.
*
Was it the wind?
Jon could hear unfamiliar sounds, women’s voices murmuring, the beating of wings, the rush of waves. Sometimes from the end of the valley came strange bee buzzing noises, the humming of a motor. The sounds mingled
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together, resounding in an echo on the slopes of the mountain, flowing like water from a spring, to be buried in
the lichen and the sand.
Jon opened his eyes. His hands clung to a rockface. There were drops of sweat on his face despite the cold.
Now it was as if he were on a vessel of lava that was turning slowly, touching the clouds. Very gently, the great
mountain was moving across the land, and Jon felt the swaying motion as it rocked. Like immense waves in
flight, clouds infurled across the sky, causing the light to flicker.
It lasted a long time, as long as a journey to an island.
Then Jon felt the gaze moving away from him. He lifted his fingers from the rockface. Above him the mountaintop was clearly visible. It was a great dome of black stone, inflated like a balloon, smooth and shining in the
light of the sky. The flows of lava and basalt formed a gentle slope on the side of the dome, and Jon decided to
continue his climb along that slope.
He took small steps as he climbed, zigzagging like a goat, leaning forward. Now that the wind was free it came
at him in violent gusts, causing his clothes to snap. Jon squeezed his lips, and his eyes blurred with tears. But he
was not afraid, and he no longer felt dizzy.
*
The unfamiliar gaze no longer weighed upon him. On the contrary, it seemed to be supporting his body,
pushing him ever higher with all its light.
Jon had never felt such an impression of strength.
Someone who loved him was walking next to him, in step, breathing at the same rhythm. The unfamiliar gaze
was drawing him toward the top of the rocks, helping him to climb.
Someone had come from the deepest origins of a dream, and his power was growing constantly, swelling like a
cloud. Jon placed his feet on the slabs of lava exactly where he ought to, because, perhaps, he was following
invisible tracks. The cold wind made him gasp for breath and blurred his sight, but he did not need to see. His
body found its own way, putting the distance behind him with each step as he climbed higher and higher along the
curve of the mountain.
He was alone in the middle of the sky. All around him there was no longer any earth, any horizon, only air,
light, gray clouds. Jon went toward the top of the mountain, light-headed, and his gestures were slow, like a
swimmer’s. Sometimes his hands touched the smooth cold slate, his stomach rubbed against it, and he could feel
the sharp edges of the crevices and the traces of the veins of lava.
The light made the rock swell, made the sky swell; it was growing inside his body, vibrating inside his blood.
The music of the voice of the wind filled his ears, resonated in his mouth.
Jon did not think about anything, did not look at anything. He was climbing, a single effort; all his body was
climbing, without stopping, toward the mountaintop.
*
Gradually, he was getting closer. The basalt slope became gentler, longer.
For Jon now it was like in the valley, at the foot of the mountain, but it was a valley of stone—vast and beautiful, reaching in a long curve to the source of the clouds.
The wind and rain had worn away the rock, polished it like a millstone. Here and there were sparkling
bloodied crystals, green and blue striae, yellow spots that seemed to ripple in the light. Higher up, the stone valley
disappeared into the clouds as they slid over the valley, trailing filaments, streaks, behind them, and when they
dissolved Jon could once again see the pure line of the curving stone.
Then Jon reached the very top of the mountain.
*
He did not realize right away, because it had come about gradually. But when he looked around him, he saw a
big black circle with himself at the center, and he understood that he had arrived.
The summit of the mountain was this plateau of lava, touching the sky. Here the wind no longer blew in gusts
but continuously, powerfully, slicing along the plateau like a blade. Jon took a few steps, stumbling. His heart was
pounding wildly in his chest, driving the blood into his temples, into his neck. For a moment he was suffocating,
as the wind pressed against his nostrils and his lips
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He searched for a shelter. The summit of the mountain was barren, not a blade of grass, not a hollow. The lava
shone coarsely, like asphalt, cracked in places, wherever the rain had carved its rivulets. The wind ripped away
motes of the gray dust that drifted out of the crust in hesitant puffs of smoke.
*
This was where the light was sovereign.
It had called to him when he was walking at the foot of the mountain, and that was why he had left his bicycle
flung onto the mound of moss at the side of the path. Here, the light of the sky swirled around, completely free. It
poured incessantly out of space and struck the stone, then rebounded to the clouds. The black lava was penetrated
with this heavy light, deep as the sea in summer.
It was a light without heat that had come from the farthest point in space, the light of all the suns and all the
invisible stars, and it relit the most ancient of embers, rekindled the fires that had burned on earth millions of
years ago. The flame burned in the lava inside the mountain; it shimmered in the breath of the cold wind.
Jon could now see before him, beneath the hard stone, all the mysterious moving currents. The red veins
slithered, like serpents of fire; the slow bubbles frozen in the heart of matter glowed like the photogens of marine
animals.
*
The wind suddenly dropped, as if someone were holding their breath. So Jon was able to walk to the center of
the lava plain.
He stopped in front of three strange marks.
There were three basins carved out in the stone. One of the basins was filled with rainwater, and the other two
contained moss and a scrawny bush. Scattered around the basins were black stones, and the red lava dust flowed
along the grooves.
This was the only shelter. Jon sat at the edge of the basin with the bush. Here the wind did not seem to be blowing
so hard. The lava was soft and smooth, warmed by the light of the sky.
Jon leaned back on his elbows and looked at the clouds.
*
He had never seen the clouds this close.
Jon liked the clouds. Down in the valley he had often looked at them, lying on his back behind the farmyard
wall. Or hidden in an inlet on the lake, he would stay for a long time with his head flung back, until the tendons in
his neck grew as taut as ropes.
But here, at the top of the mountain, it wasn’t the same.
The clouds came quickly, level with the lava plain, their immense wings widespread. They swallowed air and
stone, soundlessly, effortlessly; they forced their membranes open, to the extreme.
When they passed over the summit of the mountain, everything became white and phosphorescent, and the
black stone was covered with pearls.
The clouds passed without a shadow. On the contrary, the light shone with greater strength—it left everything
the color of snow and foam.
Jon looked at his white hands, his nails like pieces of metal. He threw his head back and opened his mouth to
drink the tiny droplets mingled with the dazzling light. With his eyes wide open he looked at the silver glow that
filled the space.
And there was no more mountain, there were no more valleys of moss, or villages, nothing. Nothing left at all
but the body of the cloud as it fled southward, filling every hole, every crevice. The chill mist circled for a long
time over the summit of the mountain, blinding the world.
Then, very suddenly, the cloud went away again the way it had come, rolling toward the far end of the sky.
*
Jon was happy to be there, close to the clouds.
He loved their country, so high, so far from the valleys and roads of men. The sky constantly took shape and
came apart again around the circle of lava, the intermittent light of the sun shifting like the beams of lighthouses.
Perhaps there was nothing else, really.
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Perhaps everything would be in constant motion now, steaming, wide whirlwinds, slipknots, veils, wings, pale
rivers. The black lava flowed too, spreading, sliding toward the valley, the cold slow lava that spilled from the lips
of the volcano.
As the clouds departed, Jon looked at their round backs scurrying across the sky. Then the atmosphere of the
very blue, vibrant sunlight reappeared, and the blocks of lava hardened once again.
Jon lay on his stomach and touched the lava.
*
Suddenly he saw a strange rock lying at the edge of the basin filled with rainwater. He crawled over on all
fours to look at it.
It was a block of black lava that had probably become detached from the mass through erosion. Jon wanted to
turn it over but was not able to. It was firmly welded to the ground by a huge weight that was not in keeping with
its size.
And Jon felt the same shiver as before, when he was climbing the blocks in the ravine.
The rock was exactly the shape of the mountain. There was no doubt about it: it had the same wide, angular
base and the same hemispheric summit.
Jon leaned in closer, and he could clearly see the fault where he had climbed up. On the rock the fault was no
more than a crevice, but jagged, like the steps of the giant stairway he had climbed.
Jon brought his face closer to the black stone, until his vision blurred. The block of lava was growing bigger,
filling all his gaze, spreading around him.
Jon gradually began to feel that he was losing his body and his weight. Now he was floating, lying on the gray
back of the clouds, and the light went right through him. Below him he could see the large sheets of lava shining
with water and sunlight, the rusty stains of lichen, the blue circles of the lakes. Slowly, he slid above the earth,
because now he was like a cloud, light, changing his shape. He was gray smoke, a vapor cloud, clinging to the
rocks, depositing fine droplets.
Jon did not take his gaze from the stone. He was happy like that, and for a long time he stroked the smooth
surface with his open hands. The stone vibrated beneath his fingers like a skin. He felt each bump, each crevice,
each mark polished by time, and the gentle heat of the light made a light carpet, like dust.
*
His gaze stopped at the top of the rock. There, on the rounded, brilliant surface, he saw three tiny holes. There
was a strange intoxication in seeing the very place where he was at that moment. Jon looked with almost painful
attention at the marks of the basins, but he could not see the strange black insect who was motionless at the top of
the stone.
He stood for a long time looking at the block of lava. He felt as if he were gradually departing from himself,
escaping through his gaze. He did not lose consciousness, but his body was slowly becoming numb. His hands
were getting cold, placed flat on either side of the mountain. He leaned his head with his chin against the stone,
and his eyes stared ahead.
All this time the sky around the mountain took shape and came apart. The clouds slid over the lava plain, the
droplets fell on Jon’s face, clung to his hair. The sun glowed at times, with great, burning shards. The wind blew
all around the mountain for a long time, sometimes in one direction, sometimes in the other.
*
Then Jon heard his heart pounding but far away, deep within the earth, down into the depths of the lava, to the
arteries of fire, to the root of the glaciers. The pounding shook the mountain, vibrated in the veins of lava, in the
gypsum, in the cylinders of basalt. It resounded deep within the caverns, the faults, and the regular sound surely
reached along the valleys of moss as far as the homes of men.
“Ta-dom, ta-dom, ta-dom, ta-dom, ta-dom, ta-dom.”
It was the heavy sound that pulled you toward another world, like on the day of your birth, and Jon saw before
him the great black stone, throbbing in the light.
With each pulsation all the clarity of the sky vacillated, intensified by a dazzling charge. The clouds dilated,
swollen with electricity, phosphorescent like the clouds that glide around the full moon.
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Jon heard another sound, a sound as from the deep sea, a heavy scraping, a sound of vapor gushing, and that
also pulled him farther on. It was difficult to resist sleep. Other sounds constantly emerged, new sounds, the
vibrations of engines, the calls of birds, the creaking of winches, the bubbling of boiling liquids.
All the sounds were born, came, went away again, came back, and it was like a music carrying him far away. Jon
no longer made an effort to come back. Completely inert, he felt himself going down somewhere, toward the
summit of the black rock, perhaps, to the edge of the tiny holes.
2
When he opened his eyes again, he immediately saw the light-faced child standing on the lava slab, by the
water reservoir. Around the child the light was intense, for there were no more clouds in the sky.
“Jon!” said the child. His voice was soft and fragile, but his light face was smiling.
“How do you know my name?” asked Jon. The child did not reply. He stayed motionless at the edge of the
basin of water, turning slightly to one side as if preparing to run away.
“And you, what’s your name?” asked Jon. “I don’t know you.” He didn’t move, for fear of frightening the
child.
“Why did you come here? No one ever comes to the mountain.”
“I wanted to see the view from here,” said Jon. “I thought you could see everything from very high up, like the
birds.” He hesitated for a moment, then said,
“Do you live here?”
The child continued to smile. The light surrounding him seemed to come from his eyes and his hair.
“Are you a shepherd? You are dressed like a shepherd.”
“I live here,” said the child. “Everything you see here is mine.” Jon looked at the expanse of lava and sky.
“You are wrong,” he said. “This doesn’t belong to anybody.”
Jon made as if to stand up. But the child leapt to one side, as if he were going to leave.
“I’m not going anywhere,” said Jon to reassure him. “Stay, I’m not getting up.”
“You must not get up now,” said the child.
“Then come and sit next to me.”
The child hesitated. He looked at Jon as if he were trying to guess his thoughts. Then he came closer and sat
down cross-legged next to him.
“You did not answer me. What’s your name?” asked Jon.
“It’s not important, since you don’t know me,” said the child. “I didn’t ask you your name.”
“That’s true,” said Jon. But he felt he should have been surprised. “Tell me, then, what are you doing here?
Where do you live? I didn’t see any houses on my way up.”
“This is all my house," said the child. His hands were moving slowly, with gracious gestures that Jon had never
seen.
“You really live here?” asked Jon. “And your father, your mother? Where are they?”
“I don’t have any.”
“Your brothers?”
“I live all alone, I just told you.”
“Aren’t you afraid? You’re very young to be living alone.” The child smiled again.
“Why should I be afraid? Are you afraid, in your house?”
“No,” said Jon. He thought it wasn’t the same thing, but he didn’t dare say so. They were silent for a moment,
then the child said,
“I’ve been living here for a long time. I know every stone on this mountain better than you know your room.
Do you know why I live here?”
“No,” said Jon.
“It’s a long story,”said the child.
“A long time ago, a very long time ago, many men arrived and built their houses on the shores, in the valleys,
and the houses became villages, and the villages became towns.
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“Even the birds fled. Even the fish were frightened.
“So I too left the shores, the valleys, and I came to this mountain. Now you have come to this mountain too,
and others will come after you.”
“You talk as if you were very old,” said Jon. “And yet you’re just a child!”
“Yes, I am a child,” said the child. He stared at Jon, and his blue gaze was so full of light that Jon had to lower
his eyes.
*
The light of the month of June was even more beautiful. Jon thought that perhaps it came from the eyes of this
strange shepherd, and that it spread up to the sky, as far as the sea. Above the mountain, the sky was emptied of its
clouds, and the black stone was soft and warm.
Jon was not sleepy anymore. With all his strength he looked at the child sitting next to him. But the child was
looking elsewhere. There was an intense silence, without a breath of wind.
The child turned to Jon again.
“Can you play music?” he asked. “I like music very much.”
Jon shook his head, then he remembered that he had a little Jew’s harp in his pocket. He took it out and showed
it to the child.
“You can play music with that?” asked the child. Jon handed him the Jew’s harp, and the child examined it for
a moment.
“What do you want me to play for you?” asked Jon.
“Whatever you know how to play, it doesn’t matter! I like all music.”
Jon placed the Jew’s harp against his lips and made the little metal blade vibrate with his index finger. He
played an air that he liked very much, Draumkvaedi, an old air that his father had taught him a long time ago. The
nasal twang of the Jew's harp echoed far into the lava plain, and the child listened, cocking his head slightly to one
side.
“That’s pretty,” said the child, when Jon had finished. “Play some more for me, please.” Without really
understanding why, Jon felt happy that the young shepherd liked his music.
“I also know how to play Manstu ekki vina,” said Jon. “It’s a foreign song.”
As he was playing, he beat the rhythm with his foot on the slab of lava. The child listened, and his eyes shone
with happiness.
“I like your music,” he said finally. “Can you play anything else?” Jon thought for a moment.
“My brother sometimes lends me his flute. He has a lovely flute; it’s all silver, and sometimes he lends it to me
to play.”
“I’d like to hear that music, too.”
“I’ll try to borrow his flute from him, next time,” said Jon. “Maybe he’d like to come, too, to play you some
music.”
“I’d like that,” said the child.
Then Jon began to play the Jew’s harp again. The metal blade vibrated loudly in the silence of the mountain,
and Jon thought that perhaps you could hear it to the end of the valley, as far as the farm.
The child came closer. He was moving his hands in time, his head slightly to one side. His light eyes shone,
and he began to laugh when the music became really too nasal. So Jon slowed the rhythm and made the long
notes sing and tremble in the air, and the child’s face again became serious, and his eyes again took on the color of
the deep sea.
At the end, he stopped, out of breath. His teeth and lips were hurting. The child clapped his hands and said,
“It’s beautiful! That’s fine music you know how to play!”
“I also know how to speak with the Jew’s harp,” said Jon. The child looked surprised.
“Speak? How can you speak with that thing?” Jon put the Jew's harp back in his mouth, and very slowly, he
said a few words while he vibrated the metal blade.
“Do you see?”
“No,” said the child.
“Listen carefully.” Jon began again, even more slowly. The child’s face lit up.
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“You said, ‘Hello my friend!’”
“That’s right.” Jon explained:
“Where I live, down in the valley, all the boys know how to do that. When summer comes, we go into the
fields, behind the farms, and we talk like that to the girls, with our Jew’s harps. When we find a girl we like, we
go behind her house, in the evening, and we talk to her like that, so that her parents won’t understand. The girls
like it. They look out the window and listen to what we tell them with the music.” Jon showed the child how they
said, “I love you, I love you, I love you,” just by scratching the metal blade of the Jew’s harp and wiggling their
tongues in their mouths.
“It’s easy,” said Jon. He handed the instrument to the child, who tried in turn to speak by twanging the metal
blade. But it didn’t sound at all like a language, and they both burst out laughing. The child was not the least bit
wary now. Jon also showed him how to play tunes, and the nasal sounds echoed in the mountain for a long time.
*
Then the light began to fade. The sun was very close to the horizon, in a red haze. There was a strange light in
the sky, as if there were a fire.
Jon looked at his companion’s face, and it seemed to him that it had changed color. His skin and hair were
becoming gray as ash, and his eyes were the color of the sky. The gentle warmth was waning. A chill arrived, like
a shiver.
At one point, Jon wanted to get up and leave, but the child placed his hand on his arm.
“Don’t go, I beg you,” he said simply.
“I have to go back down now. It must be late already.”
“Don’t leave. The night will be clear; you can stay here until tomorrow morning.” Jon hesitated.
“My mother and father are waiting at home,” he said. The child thought. His gray eyes were shining forcefully.
“Your father and mother have fallen asleep,” he said. “They won’t wake up until tomorrow morning. You can
stay here.”
“How do you know that they're asleep?” asked Jon. But he understood that what the child said was true. The
child smiled.
“You know how to play music and speak with music. I know other things.”
Jon took the child’s hand and squeezed it. He did not know why, but he had never felt such happiness before.
“Teach me some other things,” he said. “You know so many things!”
*
Instead of answering, the child leapt up and ran toward the reservoir. He took a bit of water in his cupped
hands and brought it to Jon. He lifted his hands to Jon’s mouth.
“Drink,” he said..
Jon obeyed. The child poured the water gently between his lips. Jon had never tasted water like that before. It
was sweet and cool but also thick and heavy, and it seemed to run through his entire body like a spring. It was
water that quelled both thirst and hunger, moving through his veins like a light.
“It’s good,” said Jon. “What is this water?”
“It comes from the clouds,” said the child. “No one has ever looked at it.” The child was standing before him
on the slab of lava.
“Come, I’ll show you the sky now.”
Jon put his hand in the child's, and they walked together along the top of the mountain. The child stepped lighty, slightly ahead of him, his bare feet hardly touching the ground. They walked like this to the end of the plateau
of lava, where the mountain overlooked the earth like a promontory.
Jon looked at the sky open before them. The sun had completely disappeared below the horizon, but the light
continued to illuminate the clouds.
Very far away, down in the valley, lay a light shadow that concealed the terrain. You could no longer see the
lake, nor the hills, and Jon could not recognize the countryside. But the immense sky was full of light, and Jon
saw all the clouds—long, the color of smoke, spread across the pink and yellow air. Higher up began the blue, a
deep, dark blue that vibrated with light, too, and Jon could see the white dot of Venus, shining alone like a lighthouse.
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Together they sat on the edge of the mountain and looked at the sky. There was not a breath of wind, not a
sound, not a movement. Jon felt the space enter him and swell his body, as if he were holding his breath.
The child did not speak. He was immobile, sitting very straight, his head thrown back slightly, and he was
looking at the center of the sky.
One by one, the stars appeared, spreading their eight sharp beams. Again Jon felt the regular pulsing in his
chest, in the arteries of his neck, because it was coming from. the center of the sky and through him and resoundding throughout the mountain. The light of day was also pounding, very near the horizon, answering the palpitations of the nocturnal sky. The two colors, one dark and deep, the other light and warm, had joined at the zenith
and moved together with one single swinging motion.
Jon sat farther back on the stone and lay on his back, his eyes open. Now he could hear the sound distinctly,
the great sound that was coming from all the corners of space and united above him. It was not words, nor even
music, and yet it seemed to him that he understood what it meant, like words, like the lyrics of a song.
He could hear the sea, the sky, the sun, the valley, crying like animals.
He could hear the heavy sounds that were prisoners of the abyss, the murmurs hidden in the depths of wells, in
the depths of the faults. Somewhere, out of the north, came the smooth, continuous sound of the glaciers, the
crackling sound moving and creaking over the base of stones. The vapors poured forth from the solfatara,\fn{ Volcanic crater} making hissing sounds, and the tall flames of the sun roared like forges.
Everywhere the water flowed, the mud burst clouds of bubbles, the hard seeds split open and sprouted beneath
the earth. There were the vibrations of the roots, the steady drip of sap in the trunks of the trees, the Aeolian song
of the sharp grasses.
Then there came other sounds, which Jon knew better—the motors of the vans and the pumps, the clanking of
metal chains, electric saws, the hammering of pistons, ships’ sirens. An airplane tore the air with its four jet engines far above the Ocean. A man’s voice was speaking somewhere in a schoolroom, but was he really a man? It
was the song of an insect, rather, now changing into a deep susurration, a rumbling, or it split into strident
whistling. Seabirds’ wings purred above the cliffs, gulls sqwuawked.
All the sounds bore Jon away, his body was floating above the lava slab, gliding as if on a raft of moss,
spinning in invisible eddies while in the sky, at ther limit of day and night, the stars shone with their immovable
brilliance.
Jon stayed like that for a long time, flat on his back, watching and listening. Then the sounds began to fade, to
move on, one after the other. The thudding of his heart became gentler, more even, and the light was veiled with a
gray opacity.
Jon turned on his side and looked at his companion. On the black slab, the child was curled up with his head on
his arm. His chest rose and fell slowly, and Jon understood that he was asleep. So he closed his eyes, too, and
waited for sleep.
*
Jon awoke when the sun appeared above the horizon.
He sat up and looked around him, failing to understand.
The child was no longer there. There was only the expanse of black lava and, as far as the eye could see, the
valley, where the first shadows were beginning to form. The wind was blowing again, sweeping space.
Jon stood up and looked for his companion. He followed the lava slope as far as the basins. In the reservoir, the
water was the color of metal, ruffled by gusts of wind. In the hole covered with moss and lichen the old dry shrub
shuddered and trembled. On the slab, the rock shaped like the mountain was still in place.
So Jon stood for a moment at the summit of the mountain and called out, several times, but not even an echo
came in reply:
“Hey!”
“Hey!”
When he understood that he would not find his friend, Jon felt so alone that it hurt to the core of his body, as if
he had a stitch in his side.
*
He began to go down the mountain, as quickly as he could, leaping over the rocks.
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Quickly, he looked for the fault where he found the giant stairway. He slid down the huge wet stones, toward
the valley, without looking back. The beautiful light was expanding in the sky, and it was fully day when he
arrived at the foot of the mountain.
Then he began running across the moss, and his feet bounced and propelled him forward ever quicker. He leapt
over the sky-colored stream without looking at the rafts of moss as they made their way downstream, turning in
the eddies.
Not far from there he saw a herd of sheep bolt from him, bleating, and he understood that he was once again in
the territory of man. Near the dirt path his fine new bicycle was waiting, its chrome handlebars covered in dew.
Jon straddled his bike and began to ride along the dirt path as it led ever lower. He wasn’t thinking; all he felt
was the emptiness, the boundless solitude, as he pedaled along the dirt path.
When he arrived at the farm, Jon leaned his bicycle against the wall and went into the house without making a
sound, not to wake his father and mother, who were still sleeping.
43.203 The Operation Of The Ground\fn{by Jean Échenoz (1947-

)}
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Since everything had burnt—mother, furniture, photographs of mother—there was immediately a lot of work
to do for Fabre and his son, Paul: all that ash, and that mourning, moving house, racing round the supermarkets to
replace everything.
Too quickly Fabre found something less vast, two rooms with interchangeable uses set beneath a brick
chimney whose shadow told the time, and which had the advantage of being fairly close to the quai de Valmy.
In the evening, after dinner, Fabre used to talk to Paul about his mother, Paul’s mother, sometimes as soon as it
was dinner-time. As they no longer had any picture of Sylvie Fabre, he would tire himself out in wanting to describe her ever more precisely: in the middle of the kitchen were born holograms that were deflated by the slightest
inattention to detail.
“It won’t come,” sighed Fabre, laying a hand on his head, over his eyes, and despondency sent him to sleep. It
often fell to Paul to unfold the sofa-bed, thereby transforming the room into a bedroom.
*
On Sundays and certain Thursdays they set off on the quai de Valmy towards the rue Marseille, the rue Dieu, to
go and see Sylvie Fabre. She looked down at them from on high, holding out to them the bottle of Piver, Forvil
perfume, and smiled at them in fifteen metres of blue dress. The grille of a basement window made a hole in her
hip. There was no other picture of her.
The artist, Flers, had painted her image on the side of a block of flats, just before you reached the street corner.
The block of flats was thinner, more solid and better maintained than the old buildings that stuck creakily against
it, terrified by the plan for the occupation of the ground.
Without an awning, its doorway, which drowned in mouldings, bore the name (Wagner) of the architect-sculptor, engraved in a cartouche in the top right-hand corner. And the wall, on which the artist Flers had labored with
all his team to paint a full-length portrait of Sylvie Fabre, overlooked a small rudimentary green area, a sort of
unadorned square whose only function was to form the corner of the street.
Chosen by Flers, urged by Fabre, Sylvie had agreed to pose. She had not liked it. It was three years before the
birth of Paul, for whom this wall was merely a slice of life before his time.
“Just look at your mother,” said Fabre, all worked up, for this sight drove him to tears or to sexual arousal,
depending on his mood. But he could also look for an argument and become frankly hostile towards the effigy,
against which his reproaches rebounded in echo—Paul endeavoring to calm his father down as soon as a crowd
threatened to gather.
Later, when he was so separated from his father that they did not even speak to each other any more, Paul
visited his mother with more varied frequency, two or three times a month, not counting the unplanned occasions
when he was just passing that way.
He had almost called his father from a booth set firmly in Sylvie Fabre’s field of vision when they began to
demolish the rather old nasty edifice that adjoined the Wagner block of flats. The latter stood alone, rising like a
lighthouse on the edge of the canal. The restoration of the façade created on the blue dress, through the effect of
contrast, a sheen as well as unsuspected nuances of shade.
It was a beautiful dress with a plunging neckline: she truly was a mother. They replaced the old edifice with a
dynamic building, fully tiled in white, clad with curved little balconies, the other side of the Wagner fortunately
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being protected by the inviolability of the green area, which formed an additional lawn at Sylvie’s feet.
*
By accident or design, the area was allowed to fall into neglect.
Green plants became more and more rare, replaced by brown residues littering the mud from which jutted out
scrap iron with menacing edges, stretched out towards visitors to the area like the very claws of tetanus. Visitors
were readily offended by such practices. Upset, the visitors boycotted this area, which had been erased from the
chlorophyllous world, no longer sent their offspring there, no longer took their pets to defecate. Finding it blocked
off with a fence one morning, they gave their support to this quarantine with not a tear in their eyes, without
wondering who had taken the initiative; their hearts are empty of emotion, their consciences are private.
The fence would fall into disrepair sooner or later: a perfect place for posters and contradictory writings, it had
soon been broken through, the wear and tear of time, becoming part of the comings and goings of life.
Completely unruffled, dogs came to pee against the boards that were already swollen with glue and ink, and
which quickly rotted: they had fallen apart, and what one could just see between them caused heads to turn away.
Her perfume wafting above the decay, Sylvie Fabre none the less struggled against having her body erased,
holding out against erosion by the wind with all the strength of her two dimensions. Occasionally and worryingly,
Paul saw the freestone chase away the blue, rise naked, breaking a stitch of the maternal clothing; although all of
this remained a very slow process.
*
One object is all that is needed to set off a chain reaction, and there is always one which seals that which
precedes it, colors what is to follow—thus the permission to build follows the initial plan.
Immediately, everything happens very quickly, someone probably having sold his soul with the area, there is
the hole. There was the hole, carpeted with that fresh earth which is beneath towns, no more infertile than any
other; calmly, men with yellow helmets dug it methodically, using machines, two yellow bulldozers then a yellow
crane. The broken boards of the fence burnt without a flame in a hollow, sending spirals of black glue into the air.
Stretched on rusty stakes, red and white tape marked out the stage. With the foundations deeply dug, all the
raw materials delivered, they erected the superstructure, and new boards, brand new ones, were littered just about
everywhere, covered in lumps of cement.
The storeys drank up Sylvie like an advancing tide. Paul once spotted Fabre on the building site when the
block of flats was about to reach his mother’s stomach. On another occasion it was about chest height, and the
widower was talking to a foreman as he unfolded his scale plans. Paul stood at a distance, beyond earshot of that
irritating voice.
In place of the green area there would be a block of flats that would be almost identical to the successor to the
old edifice, with bow-windows instead of balconies. Later, both would show solidarity, bodyguards to the Wagner, which had been preserved, casting the crossover of their protective shadows on to its old zinc roof. But when
it reached the shoulders, the building site became unbearable to a son, and Paul stopped visiting when the entire
dress had been walled up.
*
Weeks went by before he returned to the quai de Valmy, and then it was by accident.
The building was not entirely completed, finishing touches still needed to be made, and there were still bags of
cement torn open; though they had been sealed with putty only recently, the windows were still painted over with
whitening so that they would not be confused with nothingness. It was Sylvie’s sepulchre, not an effigy of her;
one approached it with a different step, with a less supple tread.
Through the entrance, in the middle of a paved courtyard, a terrace of loose earth presaged the return of the
greenery that had been betrayed. As Paul contemplated it all, a woman who was coming along the pavement
stopped behind him, looked up to the sky and shouted,
“Fabre!” Paul, whose surname it is all the same, turned to face the woman, who was shouting Fabre, Fabre
again,
“I’ve got some milk.” The irritating voice fell from the sky, from a window high up in the middle of the sky:
“You’re pretending, Jacqueline.” The woman went away, and we do not know who she was.
“Come up, Paul.”\fn{I have restored the quotation marks, in the interests of clarity:H}
*
Very many misfortunes must have befallen him since they had stopped seeing each other for there were no
longer any of those large pieces of furniture bought in semi-mourning, made so appealing by the insurance
money. There was only a foam mattress pushed up to the wall on the right-hand side, a stove, a trestle table with
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plans on top; crumbs and bits of fluff were already vying for space on the unfinished floor.
But Fabre was well dressed, unafraid of cold water. He had cleaned the windows, through which could be seen
the bottom of the canal, deprived of its liquid content because of its triennial draining: too few weapons from the
crime were in there, the only skeletons being frames of iron chairs, bodies of mopeds. Otherwise, there were
wheels and tyres lying apart from each other, exhaust pipes, handlebars; the number of empty bottles seemed par
for the course, though it was disturbing to see so many trolleys from rival supermarkets. Studded with skua snails,
it all wallowed in the mud gently pumped up by huge pipes under their sticky rings, emitting siphon-like noises.
Fabre had been the first to go to the letting agency, even before the painters had arrived, casting a mournful
look over the show flat. It was quite impossible to dissuade him from moving in immediately, to the fourth floor,
on the Wagner side of the building, into a studio flat situated beneath Sylvie’s eyes, which were two dull lamps
behind the right-hand wall. According to his calculations, he slept against her smile, hanging from her lips as
though in a hammock; he showed his son this on his plans.
Fabre’s voice outlined a superior mission, born from an idea in comparison with which his son’s nerves might
as well bury their head in the sand.
Even so, Paul left after twenty minutes.
He packed a few things together and came back on Saturday evening. The father had done some shopping:
another block of foam, a few tools, a lot of yoghurt and potato crisps, a lot of light food.
Neither said anything about those recent years, nothing was evoked beneath the bare bulb; they simply talked
about what was needed, then about the color of a lampshade.
Fabre was a little more loquacious than Paul, before going to sleep he grumbled softly, as though to himself,
about the underfloor heating system.
“Just look at the sun today,” he also said the next morning.
*
Indeed, the sun would sweep the flat, like a roving spotlight in a frontier music-hall.
It was Sunday, outside muffled murmurs could scarcely be heard, almost to the point where they were missed.
As on a very public holiday, meal-times would tend to blend into each other, they agreed upon 2:00 p.m.—then
they got down to it.
“A sun like this,” suggested Paul’s father, “really gives you the desire to get the hell out of here.”
They also said little to each other about the difficulty of their task, which would require, it is true, patience and
muscle, then the scrupulous care of an Egyptologist in the final stages. Fabre had written in detail every stage of
the process on a piece of paper stapled to the plans.
So, they ate at about 2:00 p.m: but without much appetite, their jaws ground their way through it, their chewing was merely clockwork. With a countdown such as this, one can, should one so wish, reach zero ahead of time.
So, they might as well set about it, they might as well start scraping immediately; no need to get changed, first
thing in the morning they had put on those sloppy white overalls, spattered with old paint; they scrape and layers
of plaster are hanging in the sunlight, leaving dots on their foreheads, in the coffee they have forgotten to drink.
They scrape, they scrape and then very soon they have difficulty breathing, they sweat and it starts to be very
hot.
44.42 Sweat, Sugar And Blood\fn{by Suzanne Dracius (1951-

)}

Fort-de-France, Martinique, France (F) 4

I don’t know if Emma loves Emile. But that’s not the point. The mulatto girl is sixteen. As milky white as a
corrosol,\fn{A note reads: A tree of medium height resembling a European pear tree bearing a juicy, refreshing fruit considered to have
a calming effect.} as tender as a heart of palm, in just two days a wedding will officially make her my great-aunt
Emma B.
The day after tomorrow Emma is going to marry the eminent Mr. Emile B., Esq., a lawyer from Fort-de
France. Everything is ready: from the lilies, the organdy, the damask, the tulle, the vertiginous chiffon down to the
royal orchids brought from Balata, still trembling and damp from the tropical forest, everything is immaculately
white. All you hear around her is talk of trousseaus, hairdos, veils, fittings, her umn, her posture, and then her attire again.
Emma getting married is like being engulfed in a whirlwind of white.
*
The third day after the wedding Mr. Emile B. gave her a quick peck on the lips and then advised her in leaving
that under no circumstances should she venture off in the direction of the distillery.
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Besides his law office located on the rue Perrin on in Fort-de-France, in the center of town, Mr. Emile B. has
inherited an ancient little distillery that has managed to subsist up on the Didier plateau. Because the property is
vast, he has restored the old plantation house, made of old stones and wood from Guiana.
This is where Emma is now living with a new husband—new to her alone, for there’s quite a bunch of chabins
\fn{A note reads: People of mixed-blood who appears to bear the characteristics of only one, the lighter skinned parent; sometimes
referred to in English as being “yellow.”} in Morne Coco now, who can claim that they’re B.’s little bastards.
But Emma never meets any of these illegitimate kids. She never goes to Morne Coco on the other side of the
road. That’s not a place for her, according to the plump cook Mama Sonson.
Every God-given day, Mr. Emile drives to his office, leaving her alone at Haut-Didier with the women of the
house: Mama Sonson and the little da\fn{A note reads: Black nursemaid for creole families.} Sirisia. Emma didn’t think
she needed any other help.
Every morning it’s the same peck, the same “have a good morning,” and the same advice:
“Don’t go walking in the direction of the distillery.”
*
“What does he think?” wonders Emma, protesting to herself. “Is he worried that I’m going to get drunk on
rum?
“Who does he think I am? I’m not a baby anymore! Besides the decanters are all within my reach on the
pedestal table in the living room; they’re not even locked up. If I felt like getting drunk, I’d just have to reach for
them.”
Maybe Emile is afraid of the powerful erotic charge that emanates from those big, supple bodies with their
long, bulging muscles and their skin pearled with sweat? Emma barely caught a glimpse of the workers from the
distillery when they came—their hair all marcelled\fn{ A note reads: Translator’s choice for translation of calamistre: a style of
carefully waved hair attributed originally to the nineteenth-century French hairdresser Marcel .} and slicked down with vaseline,
\fn{A note reads: A special hair product used in Martinique made from vaseline and a mixture of other cosmetic products .}all dressed
up wearing ties and smelling of eau de Cologne Etoile—to present their congratulations to the newlyweds. But
they disappeared as fast as they came.
*
Thus went the first weeks of her marriage. On the morning of the eighth day, while Emile was busy washing
and dressing—a daily activity which always seemed to last as long as a day without bread—Emma made sure, by
peering into the bathroom, that her husband was busy passing his straight-edged razor over his greenish mulatto
beard, carefully tailoring the contour of a goatee that Emma caught herself at that moment finding a tiny bit
ridiculous.
Only half awake, the young bride flew as in a dream to the end of the verandah, at the other end of the house
from the bathroom, to the spot where she knew she’d be hidden by the foliage of the poinsettias and the crimson
curtain of the Barbados hibiscus. From there she knew she could look all she wanted at a couple of the turns in the
road leading to the distillery.
True she’d never be able to take in the whole road in a single glance: tufts of giant bamboos hid most of it. But
there was a spot, a part in the vegetation’s woolly crop of hair, where a spot of light shone through revealing a part
of the road.
That’s all Emma needed.
*
The veils of early morning had lifted in silence. The blackbirds in the filao\fn{A note reads: Casuarinas; graceful
trees from Madagascar that resemble weeping willows .} trees had begun their racket: between chirping and squawking,
they had enough to keep them busy until nightfall. Noisy but serene, the early morning dampness gave new,
throbbing life to trees alive with the rocking of sissis,\fn{A note reads: Little birds comparable to sparrows .} to roosters
rushing to cockadoodledoo just to beat out the cackling hens and prove their supremacy, to acrobatic anolis\fn{A
note reads: Little green lizards.} spread out on the frond of a dwarf date palm hoping to catch their first prey, and to
Emma, who had leaped from her bed, barefoot on the damp tiles, drawing the lace of her nightgown over her
breast with her hand
“How cool it is at dawn!” Emma says to herself shivering—with cold? with fear? with a sense of having no
business being there?
Suddenly, clearly, penetrating the air, there arises the masculine voice of some fellow that unfortunately Emma
can’t see.
She closes her eyes and listens carefully:
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“I pé ké ni siklon, man di'w! Pa fè la fèt épi mwen! Asé bétizé, ou ka plen tèt mwen epi tout sé kouyonnad-la!”
(Ain’t gonna be no hurricane, ya hear me? Don’t want to hear nothin’ about it! Stop that nonsense. I’ve had it up
to here with your crap.)
A second voice loses patience, rings out stubbornly.
“Fè sa ou lé! Mwen, man za paré. Zalimet, luil, pétrol, bouji, man za fè tout provizyon mwen. Kite Misyé
Siklon vini!” (Do what you want! I’m ready. I’ve got me enough matches, oil, kerosene, candles. Come and get us,
Mr. Hurricane.)
“Gadé'y! I pa ka menm kouté. Yen ki chonjé i ka chonjé toubonnman.” (Look at him! He’s not even listening.
All he does is daydream, daydream.)
That voice is new; it’s trying to cover the other one and will succeed, without any difficulty. It’s a third man
who’s speaking. Emma can’t recognize either the tone or the language of the first two. This one speaks a heavy
creole that sounds rough and choppy. So, he’s from the North! she thinks, without wondering why.
“Sa ou ni an ka-kabèch ou, nèg? Asé dépotjolé ko-ko'w! ou ka sanm an t-toupi mabyal.” (Hey, what’s got into
your sk-skull, man? Stop wo-worrying so much! You look like a crazy spinning t-top,” a higher voice snickers.)
*
Which one of them just spoke? She can’t figure it out. She’s sure it’s not the first man. Now that she’s heard it
she’d recognize his voice out of a thousand.
She becomes flushed.
She represses a shudder. This time is it a fever? Oh, she can’t wait for them to get to the clearing soon so that
she can see them!
But when they get there she can’t hear them anymore. Their voices are already fading, the words wafting off in
the air. She can’t make out what they’re saying anymore.
All she hears now is a burst of the same, incoherent, hammered-out syllables—te-te-ke-ke-pe-ka-pou-pouki—
the steady barking of the one who stammers and articulates louder than the others, probably to compensate, she
thinks.
*
“The air is healthy in Haut-Didier, but at this time of year you still have to be careful about spiders, moths, and
cockroaches that are leaving deposits and laying all kinds of eggs in the hems of your clothes,” the little da
explains to Emma.
Startled, Emma quickly leaves her secret observation point. And Mama Sanson adds.
“You keep your clothes in the closet forever and ever, ain’t no way you’re still going to find them there! Hey
Sirisia, girl, stop jumping around, you’re not going to be able to do your ironing, girl, my lord! You’ll work
yourself up into a fever! If you think you’re going to use that hot iron wearing sopping wet clothes and you all
covered with cold sweat you've got another thing coming.”
Mr. Emile must have finished his endless morning routine by now for, tall and straight, with triumphal beard,
he comes to perform the daily ritual: have a good morning, here’s a good kiss, take my good advice.
There, it’s over, he’s left at the wheel of his Panhard.
*
Up there in the big house, Emma is bored. A hot smell of caramel and sugar cane alcohol rising from the
distillery tickles her nostrils.
They’re making rum, and the young woman enjoys the mystery that comes from inhaling the disturbing emanation, stronger than the odor of punch, more intoxicating than a planter’s punch or that tropical cocktail they
serve at the Annual Grand Officers’ Ball.
As she waits for Madame to get pregnant, the little da busies herself fancifully tending to the trousseau of the
future first-born child. There’s no end to what you can do with a trousseau. Sirisia never stops washing, rewashing, ironing, and then washing again the diapers, bibs, little shirts, little sheets with English embroidery, the minuscule mosquito-net. There’s no point in keeping in mothballs anything that will touch the newborn in any way!
“Poor little thing, his skin would come off and he’d suffocate from the smell,” Mama Sonson asserts knowingly.
It’s a matter of honor for the da to keep a jealous guard over Mr. B.’s future progeny, even if he hasn’t been
conceived yet, even if there’s more going on in Emma’s mind now than in her womb. Whether Madame likes it or
not, a child will be born; and he’ll be male, there’s no two ways about it, “no squirming out of it,” Mama Sonson
would chime in if there were any questions on the matter.
Besides, a boy’s first name has already been designated; if the misfortune of its being a girl arises, they’ll just
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put an “e” at the end. If Mr. B. had picked “Arsene” instead of “Henri,” it would have been even easier, there’d
be nothing to change at all.
That’s Mama Sonson’s opinion; even though “Arsene” means virile, she sees nothing wrong with imposing it
on a girl, who’ll be feminine enough, you can be sure! Anyway Mama Sonson doesn’t know Greek. That’s really
the least of her concerns.
On the other hand, there’s a serious problem for the baptism, because the person who’s been picked in advance
refuses to be a godfather for the first time in his life for a member of the feminine race:
“It’s bad luck. He’s only agreed for a boy. For a girl it’s another matter: he hadn’t even thought of that possibility when he proudly said yes. It’s an honor to be the godfather of a little male, but for some little female pissecrette …”\fn{A note reads: Creole word for a little tish which, while evoking smallness, also evokes the image of a “little pisser” .}
Sure Emma enjoys listening to the moralistic lamentations of Mama Sonson, who tells the beads on the rosary
of past, present, and future miseries while she scales fish.
But then there’s the mystery of those men!
*
Mr. B. announced in leaving that he won’t be back for lunch today. As is often the case, he has a business
luncheon that will keep him in Fort-de-France. Sometimes he even lowers himself to buy lunch at the market,
eating off of big wooden trestle tables, getting a blaff\fn{A note reads: A plate of fish seasoned by cooking on Indian wood .}
or a fish stew seasoned with red pepper served by imposing capresses.\fn{A note reads: Dark-skinned children of black
and mulatto parents.}
Mr. B. has never mentioned bringing Emma there some day.
She assumes that it’s not done.
*
“Little rummy, so you’re sipping your punch without even waiting for me?”
Aunt Herminie just arrived. Of course, Godmother’s having lunch here today, obviously! Every time Mr. B.
needs to have lunch downtown, he assigns “Cousin Herminie”—Godmother for Emma, for she’s not only her aunt
but was her godmother for her baptism. She’s a B. from Saint-Pierre, not from Fort-de-France, and that’s a big
difference. The B. family from Saint-Pierre has a certain paternalistic condescension toward the B. family from
Fort-de-France; a square bears their name in the center of Saint-Pierre in honor of one of their family members
who was a notable personage of that city—Emma can’t remember why—but the B. family of Fort-de-France has
more money.
The historically prominent but nevertheless impoverished mulatto lady gargles with pride as she affirms that
the B. family is a great family, but Emma responds by bursting out laughing:
“You shouldn’t confuse ‘great family’ with ‘large family’!” Great or not, the B. family has never intrigued
Emma.
Lunch drags on. Godmother talks to herself without realizing it: Emma’s not with her anymore. Emma’s lost in
thought. Emma’s thoughts wander off from the house.
If there’s one thing she can’t stand it’s not being able to know things, to know only one side of life.
She can’t see or know anything, at least not by herself. Because she’s “the mulatto’s wife,” “the boss’ wife,” a
mulatto herself, she doesn’t have the right to go see what’s going on below, what they’re doing over there, inside,
within the distillery. All she can do is steal a few bits of conversation when they arrive in the morning or when
they leave in the evening, when their workday is over. If she hears them it’s because they’re still invisible and,
finally when she sees them, she can’t hear them anymore because they’re too far away.
Then they go into the distillery. There she can’t see anything, she can only imagine what happens afterwards,
after the last twist in the road where she has her last view of the group of tall men walking, who despite the
distance always seem tall: she’s never stepped foot inside that beastly distillery!
For her the interior of the distillery is an unknown world. She wants to go inside, see what they do there, know
how they go about it, find out about these men that she sees from afar every day, that she observes on the sly and,
yes, find out how they manage to perform the metamorphosis of the juice from sugar cane into rum.
Emma has drunk rum, with a lot of syrup and lime.
She’s tasted sugar cane.
But what about the forbidden alchemy …
*
Oh! She learned many things at the Colonial Boarding School on rue Ernest-Renan, attended in Fort-de-France
by all the daughters of the “best families,” snobbish, straight-laced but nonetheless tolerant and committed to
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humanist values.
But she stopped learning things all of a sudden!
Emma yearns to know more. She wasn’t a bad student, she digested whole chapters of the history of France
and Navarre; she’s very familiar with school programs in the natural and physical sciences and even in world
geography; she knows quite well who broke the Soissons vase and there’s nothing she doesn’t know about
auricles and other ventricles.
Yet she knows nothing about the fabrication of rum that’s taking place over there, a few feet away from her.
Nothing seems more mysterious to her today than what’s right there, so near to her, in that distillery that holds
within its walls the tall men that she only sees passing by, with their handsome blue-black bodies.
Here she is now: married, a woman, a wife, the lady of the house, potentially a mother. Yet nothing is more
foreign to her than that world that is so close by, than that side of humanity to which she has no access.
A barrier has been built between Emma and that world, between Emma and their creole language.
A barrier has been built between their world and hers, between their language and hers, between their skin and
hers, between their sex and hers.
*
Taking advantage of Godmother’s nap, Emma has slipped away like a swift mongoose to the edges of the
Other World. She’s gotten away secretly, furtively, without Mama Sonson suspecting anything, and even without
Sirisia knowing, she who normally knows everything.
It’s the hour of the break, for them too, it would seem. That’s to be expected: with Godmother you have to eat
early out of respect for her age.
At the doorway stands a man, naked to the waist. After the work he’s done he puts his shirt back on so as not to
catch his death. The stretched-out fabric of his jersey sticks to his sweat-covered skin.
Emma recognizes him right away: he’s the one with the voice, the first voice, the clearest, the one that cuts
through the air the best at sunrise each day. She’d swear to it.
What he needs is a good shower. But a cold or even cool shower on a body all covered with sweat is just what
you need to get sick. At least that’s what grown-ups always preach, so forget the shower, there’s no way around it.
If Mama Sonson was there, that’s what she’d say, Lord, she would! Just as long as he knows it.
The man with the sweat-drenched jersey stretches his long limbs and then goes off slowly to crouch down in
the shade, off a way.
Others join him outside, sit down with him under the biggest mango tree. From their lunchpail they extract a
big piece of breadfruit, some fried balao,\fn{A note reads: A type of tropical seafish, also known in English as halfbeak .} some
acra,\fn{A note reads: Fritters made with codfish or vegetables .} a piece of codfish: it’s Friday. They concentrate on eating, saying not a word. Wet Jersey pours everyone big glasses filled with a clear liquid, probably rum, or maybe
just water?
Emma doesn’t dare go over to talk to them. She doesn’t even dare come close to them. Is it their silence that
intimidates her? She only knows them when they speak, when she spies on them each morning. It’s first and
foremost through language that their complicity has arisen, it’s through the shared secret of all those words that
she steals from them, day after day—those creole words.
Is it their silence that stops her, or is it the Insurmount-able Barrier between her and their universe? It may be
Insurmountable but surely one can get around it.
Emma goes around the group of men, at some distance, so as not to be seen.
She almost gets down on all fours to reach the back of the building, which she succeeds in entering by crawling through the opening of a low window.
*
Her blood spurts on the sugar cane, splattering the cane trash.
The escapade at the distillery has cost Emma three fingers. That’s the price. And at that, only because she
screamed and because the men ran back, amazed by the sound of the machine inexplicably set in motion. They
thought quickly and stopped the crusher in time while one of them, the strongest, Wet Jersey, grabbed onto
Emma’s body with the full force of his muscles, straining to the breaking point.
The man managed to hold back the voracious movement of the machine.
“If he hadn’t it would have crushed her hand, her whole hand, and then her arm, and then her whole body, who
knows! Ah, Jesus, Mary and Joseph and all the saints, why did Madame need to go play with those machines!”
laments Mama Sonson.
One of their cousins, a good doctor who answered the emergency call, has given the necessary treatment to
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Emma’s mutilated hand, and Mr. Emile B., called away from his office, makes no comment.
Hasn’t she been punished enough for her disobedience? He has never been so silent. She has never been so
pale, but with a glow in her eyes that will never go out. Yes, it is a light of jubilation that illuminates Emma’s
eyes.
Having lost the use of the fingers that she used the most, Emma B. lived her life as a lady from Fort de France
awkwardly, wearing a glove on one hand, the left one: first a white glove, then a navy one, and finally a pearl gray
one. Fools would say:
“Fortunately it wasn’t her right hand!”
For some people the whole thing was mysterious, for others it had a sort of troubling charm; still others interpreted it as a sign of uniqueness or a kind of provocation, although they would have been hard pressed to say what
kind. Very few knew what it was all about; very few knew the secret of Emma’s rebellion.
*
When Emma died, at the age of one hundred and two, Oreste, her seventeenth child, approached her death-bed
—or should I say her wedding bed?—and slipped on the pearl-white glove, the first one that she had worn until
the day of her silver wedding anniversary.
Washed, rewashed, and ironed, it wasn’t even yellowed with age.
Forget “Crick, crack.”\fn{A note reads: Caribbean expression, like “Once upon a time,” used to begin the recounting of a story .}
This is not a story.
It really happened to my great aunt, Emma B.
Thanks to that mixed frenzy of sweat, sugar and blood, Emma had at least one strong sensation in her lifetime.
43.209 Héloïse\fn{by Sylvie Germain (1954-

)}

Châteauraux, Indre Department, France (F) 4

Héloïse had never been away from her few acres of land covered in undergrowth, surrounded by apple trees,
ash trees and aspens with branches that had been twisted by the wind. She had reached a grand old age and
throughout her life she had known no adventures other than those that were silent, banks of clouds in full
migration, those that were so full of life, flocks of birds on their way to summer nesting grounds, and those full of
shivers and rustling, trees coming into leaf, coming into blossom and then losing their leaves again.
Her hair, slate-gray, for a long time had faded, and had become an ash-white color. Her whole being seemed to
have been silvered with ash and dust, and especially her voice.
Her cry, which replaced at one and the same time speech, song, moan and murmur, had completely lost its
vigor; all that remained henceforward were barely audible groans flecked right through with sadness. It rose
suddenly, but never screamed out; it was a cry with no variety of tone, with no strength, a muffled sob.
*
The woman who had bought this she-donkey more than twenty years before had given her this name because
the name of Héloïse had plagued her since childhood. Her name was in fact Marthe, but she had never liked her
first name, which she considered too harsh, and from the day when, still a little girl, she had discovered this other
name, so light, so fluid, she had never ceased to want it for her own. For years she had stubbornly begged for this
name from her parents, beseeching them to give it to her as a present at Christmas or for her birthday. She
received toys, picture-books, dolls—which naturally she all called Héloïse—but never that name whose softness
made her dream so much.
When she became engaged, Marthe asked the man who was going to become her husband to call her Héloïse;
he, a surly, taciturn young man, considered this whim to be absurd and paid it no attention.
So Marthe directed her obsessive passion to the girl to whom she hoped to give birth; in anticipation she bestowed upon the little girl the fine name of Héloïse, as though placing her under the protection of a saint, and she
changed the nappies of the child, rocked her, in the glow of this word, which blossomed with vowels.
But she never did have a child, her own body refused her the last chance finally to give flesh to the beloved
name.
And it remained buried in silence, a splendor that was ever more sad and distressing for having been left with
no heir. And so it was that a young she-donkey that Marthe acquired one day inherited this melodious name made
great by women of legend.
The mere fact that Marthe had given her this name meant that she became extremely attached to the animal;
she treated the she-donkey with more tenderness than she would have done had she been a pure-bred grayhound
or even a unicorn.
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She spoke to her as though to a child—the one she no longer was but who still dreamt within her, and the one
she had not had but who none the less slept within her.
She spoke to her as though to the lover that she was not, but who passionately kept watch within her.
She spoke to her endlessly, with words, with gestures, and with looks, as one addresses an angel who, unseen
and mysteriously, walks beside us. And she continued this lovers’ dialogue with even greater tenderness because
her life was weighed down with loneliness.
Guillaume, her husband, a silent man, did not utter ten words a day. He really was a product of that earth and
that sky where he had been born, parched and sombre. He was as avaricious with words as that stony earth was
with flowers and light.
*
One night a violent storm broke.
Marthe, woken with a start, immediately thought about the she-donkey, which was still outside. She leapt out
of bed and ran as fast as she could, without even pausing to put on her shoes or slip a coat over her night-dress.
Through the veil of sleep Guillaume was vaguely awar of the storm that was thundering and the footsteps that
were racing down the stairs, but he did not wake up.
Marthe had scarcely opened the door on to the stone steps outside when the wind tore it from her grasp and
crashed it against the wall, all but tearing it from its hinges. The rain was falling so hard that it rebounded in
spurts from the ground that it struck, and the water seemed to spring as much from the earth as from the sky.
Marthe raced into the yard; her bare feet slid in the mud and the rain lashed at her face. Between the trees in
the paddock, whose branches seemed to be swirling round, she spotted Héloïse, trembling from head to toe
beneath the blasts of the icy wind and the burning rain.
At that moment, the she-donkey appeared to her, in the incandescent whiteness of the lightning and the whirl
of torn foliage, like a mythical animal, with her long ears pointed straight towards the sky like the wings of a
motionless angel. The beautiful name of Héloïse was resplendent in the mud, streaming and vibrant with light,
winged for a flight into the exploding sky, into the turbulent night.
The body of Héloïse, transfigured by the storm, conjured up the mount of a horseman of the Apocalypse.
Marthe stretched out her hands to the she-donkey, whose eyes were wide with terror, as though to hold her
down on this earth that she seemed ready to leave with a great beat of her wings, and she called to her in a voice
terror-stricken with tenderness, “Hel—,” but the lightning cut her short and the name remained unfinished. She
collapsed in a heap, her face to the ground, her arms splayed. Then the she-donkey, stretching her neck in the rain,
let out such a long and piercing cry that it drove back into the distance all the noises of the storm.
*
It was this cry that woke Guillaume. He leapt up, without even taking the time to come round. His mind was
still clouded with sleep.
“Marthe,” he said, as though looking for an indication of where she was.
“Marthe,” he repeated in the darkness of the bedroom. He looked at the bed, felt at the pillows and muttered.
He slipped on his trousers and went out of the room. On the landing he called out again to his wife. But Marthe’s
name was lost in the silence of the house, and the only echoes that came back to him were the haunting cry of the
she-donkey and the loud banging of a door as it beat against the wall.
He went downstairs; he saw the gaping door, silver reflections shining from pools of water on the tiles, and
through the open doorway a large white mark that seemed to ripple in one place in the mud. The she-donkey was
stubbornly letting out her cry over and over again. Already the storm was moving away, spatters of bluish light
glowed over the hills, the lightning was cracking further and further away.
Guillaume was still standing in the doorway, motionless as if he too had just been paralysed with fear. He
watched the white mark fade slowly into the darkness of the reconstituted night. At last, he moved forward,
swaying slightly, towards that pallid, rippling shape.
Marthe’s brown hair sprayed all around her head was as one with the mud, some of her long locks were like
the roots of a charred shrub. The wind inflated her night-dress, which flapped, drumming out a staccato sound,
revealing the very tops of her .legs.
*
Guillaume knelt down next to Marthe’s body; his hands, numbed by disbelief, moved aimlessly with hesitant
gestures over her muddy hair, her stiffened shoulders, her bare legs shining like mother-of-pearl from the rain,
without daring to come to rest.
Finally, he forced his hands into action; he grasped in the palm of his hand one of Marthe’s heels, the round391

ness of which enhanced the arch of her foot. This coiled roundness in the palm of his hand awoke in him a new
awareness of Marthe’s body. An awareness born from astonishment and from infinite tenderness.
He held this heel, round and firm like a girl’s breast, he raised it to his lips, kissed it; he mistook the warmth of
his own lips for that of her foot, so attractively curved and from which the warmth had, however, disappeared.
The footsteps that had so very recently crossed through his sleep returned to dance against his mouth, to echo in
his body, to run all round his heart.
Marthe’s footsteps as she went off into the night banged in his chest and made his heart pound at the same
rhythm as the broken door knocking against the wall, at the same rhythm as the she-donkey with her mournful
cry.
The donkey!
Guillaume suddenly released his embrace; all the blood that he had thought he could feel beating in Marthe’s
body flowed back towards his heart bereft of hope. Marthe’s footsteps were sucked down into this blood of grief,
and a blood of anger flooded up from his deepest entrails.
Guillaume stood up, walked straight towards the she-donkey, whose stubborn cry was inflaming his anger. He
came to a halt facing the animal and struck her brutally in the eyes with the back of his hand.
Heloïse reared up and let out another cry, shorter and more piercing.
Guillaume seized her by the mane and rained blows upon her, with his foot, with his knee, in the stomach and
on the legs. So great was the hatred with which he struggled with the animal that they were almost entwined. He
even made her fall and continued the fight in the mud. He could not feel the blows that he received from the
struggling animal, he could only feel those that he was giving her.
The she-donkey finally managed to stand up and fled far from Guillaume.
For his part he remained for a long time crouched in the mud, breathless, his fury abated.
*
The years went by.
Guillaume lived a more reclusive life than ever since the death of Marthe, and the loneliness in which he immured himself held something bitter, something jealous. The days, the nights, piled up like iron waste cast up by
the sea on to a deserted shore. Time was no more than a slow coalescence of emptiness.
He talked to no one, not even to himself, not even in vague unspoken monologues. It was no longer so much
the case that he was mean with words, it was more that he had become totally devoid of words. Now all he uttered
were dull rumbles, unpleasant grunts when he addressed Héloïse. He eventually lost the meaning of language; he
could no longer compose sentences, and his thoughts hardened about his own suffering as the claw-like fingernail
of an old man bends and pierces his flesh.
But his suffering, which he could neither name nor express, had become corporal.
A sickly body with protruding bones, flanks and legs that had been flayed.
Heloïse’s.
The evening of the storm he had wanted to kill the she-donkey, but he had merely wounded her. He had allowed her to live—to live in wretchedness, in hunger, in terror. He felt towards the animal a hatred that was constantly on the watch for maliciousness. He kept the animal prisoner in the fallow paddock, permanently tied to a
stake with a rope that cut into her neck. He ill-treated her, made her endure thirst and hunger, deprived her of
shade in summer and of shelter in winter.
Yet the animal was determined to survive; the years went by, she grew old, becoming ever thinner and balder,
her eyes covered with a gray film, but she did not die.
This fierce determination to last, this endurance of misfortune, this resistance to death, intensified Guillaume’s
fury towards the tireless donkey.
He could have finished her off but, in spite of the desire to kill her that often overcame him, he spared it. The
sight of that slow death afforded him an indefinable joy, as if he were distilling the poison of his hatred,
sublimating his revenge. But above all else there was Héloïse’s cry, her quite muffled, rasping cry, immeasurably
doleful.
Guillaume could not bear it and, at the same time, he could not go without hearing it. He had to hear it; all day,
and all evening, and even at night, when sleep eluded him, he pricked his ears to listen to it.
*
For he listened to it avidly. He listened to it madly, that breathless braying which made strange inroads into the
invisible and the memory, which made the silence shiver, and evoked the wandering voices of those whose faces
have gone, whose stay is over in the land of the living.
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It was a cry that was human and animal combined, combined and torn.
It was the cry of his own loneliness, of his own distress, a cry uttered outside him.
It was the cry of everyone, of everything, of no one.
It was the cry of the living and the dead calling to each other.
It was the cry of the world, of the empty, abandoned world. A naked, archaic cry, which had risen from the
outer limits of time, and which ravaged all senses, memory and hope, turning the heart back in on its nothingness.
The cry of God perhaps; of God doubting Himself through the limitless suffering of mankind.
This cry haunted Guillaume, for it bound him to the she-donkey with more violence than the coarse rope tied
the animal to her stake driven into the scree. And he had no means of defending himself against this cry. As soon
as he heard it, his body was immediately seized by a shivering fit, it knotted his throat and his entrails, bit into his
flesh like a fever and plunged into his heart with a taste of tears and dust.
*
That winter the cold was particularly biting. It caused the earth and tree branches to crack, gutters to shatter,
rivers to freeze and birds to die. The nights were sparkling; the sky shone with the purest of blacks in which the
stars glistened like magnificent grains of mica, and the trees stripped of their bark by the frost twisted their pallid
branches, in mourning for the birds, towards these twinkling grains. But at dawn a whitish mist rose from the
earth and coiled around the trees, bringing the hedgerows into bloom with milky chrysanthemums that the wind
quickly stripped away.
*
It was on such a morning that Heloïse silenced her cry. On entering the paddock Guillaume noticed the shedonkey rigid by her stake, her body semi-veiled in mist. There was something about her that was astonishingly
fragile, humble and yet haughty at the same time. He went towards her, she did not move, did not even look
round.
Her head was held high and straight, out of the mist that rose like snowflakes up to her neck; her eyes, wide
open, looked even gentler and emptier than normal. Eyes so beaten by night and burnt with grief that their
sightlessness seemed like a kind of trance. Her forehead, the skin inside her ears, her eyelashes shone with frost.
The tiny ice crystals that encrusted her eyelids surrounded her eyes with a luminous ring.
Guillaume did not dare touch the she-donkey. He walked slowly around her, waving away with his hesitant
hands the mist that had stuck to her flanks as one brushes away a veiling of flax, as one lifts a bride’s veil. He
turned, causing the mist to eddy with the movements of a swimmer gliding slowly through the water that always
closes back around him.
By now he was almost brushing against the she-donkey, which, caparisoned with ice, her stomach and eyes
bristling with fine stalactites, her mane and tail sprinkled with crystals, her eyes the color of dull silver staring,
moonlike, into the emptiness, seemed to him like a ghost.
With the ends of his fingers he lightly touched the nose of the she-donkey, then, trembling, he placed both
hands on her head, slid them down her taut neck and, slowly, quite gently, he kissed her.
*
The ice cracked and melted beneath his palms and imperceptibly Heloïse’s body began to stream with water.
The drops slid over her flanks like a cold silent weeping.
And he leant towards her, overwhelmed by boundless emotion. He could no longer control his hands, they
seemed to have become detached from his body, to be moved by an unfamiliar desire. They delicately fussed
around the animal like the hands of a woman washing a new-born baby or even a corpse. His fingers brushed
lightly against the hardened eyelids of the she-donkey, and it was as though he were touching the very expression
of tenderness, of the most undisguised tendernesses.
The expression of grief, as well, or that of patience.
The expression of a love that has been neither returned nor shared, but has remained faithful.
*
Then Guillaume began to crave tears.
Suddenly his heart was thrown into turmoil, his movements lost obvious purpose. Now he did not have enough
hands, he would have liked to have a thousand hands to multiply his caresses.
He clasped the she-donkey’s head between his hands and began to lick her eyes, which were dotted all over
with minute flowers of frost, until these had a taste of salt. He was crying without realizing it and his tears flowed
into Heloïse’s eyes.
And he also began to crave words, a craving that went wild within him and that exploded in every part of his
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body in an incoherent hubbub. Words, names, came to him in swarms. They flowed to his trembling mouth, were
torn in indistinct syllables from his frozen lips. He began to utter laughable phrases, he called the she-donkey “my
beauty, my child, my angel, my sweetness, my love, my Heloïse!” The words filled his throat with roses of salt
and blood. He buried his head into the neck of the she-donkey.
Heloïse suddenly collapsed, the rope and the stake broke. She fell as one mass on to her side with the muffled
sound of a statue pushed off its pedestal. Her frozen legs stuck straight out, stiff, in the emptiness.
Then he understood, and the tears and the words were no longer enough to express his grief, his love, his
madness. He rolled on the ground, lay right up against the she-donkey and wrapped himself round her neck.
*
Devoid of words, devoid of tears and of reason, he began to shout.
And it was a braying noise.
It was a deep cry, made hoarse by the wind, the earth and the fog.
A long, monotonous cry, raucous and relentless.
It was a cry that was human and animal combined, combined and torn.
43.159 The Check-up\fn{by Hervé Guibert (1955-1991)} Saint-Cloud, Hauts-de-Seine Department, France (M) 2
“Then, I want you to blindfold your eyes,” said the child to the doctor. His mother had stayed behind in the
waiting room.\fn{I have replaced the quotations in this short story, in the interests of machine-readability, for the sake of the
requirements of the Protocol for World Peace:H}
Dr. Mettetal had taken over the practice from his father, who had himself taken it over from his father, and
nothing had changed in this middle-class flat in the rue Fontaine, since the grandfather had set himself up there at
the turn of the century.
Objects brought back from a series of journeys to the East were piled up in locked glass cases, barely
identifiable in their dusty clutter. Carpets deadened the sound of footfalls. A Buddha’s head still sat on the solid
desk, but the succession of pictures of women which had taken their turn there had lost their pride of place,
removed by the hands which had cherished them—
Dr. Mettetal was a bachelor. He was a tall young man whose appearance fitted his name, thin, stiff, with long
bony hands, a complexion which sometimes veered towards an opaque blue, sometimes towards a gray veined
transparency, with a beauty in his face which was more of a recollection of beauty or a nostalgia for it than an
immediately striking impression—it was impossible to contemplate him without a sickly-sweet sensation rising in
the throat, a deathly impression, as if a succubus had etched a filigree patterning on his skin, withering and
retracting the flesh with successive cuts of a scalpel, insinuating itself into the bone of his high Slav cheeks,
shading in a mauve circle round his eyes, making them float in a vague and aimless melancholy.
*
Shortly after the death of his father, as if suddenly liberated, he had brought to an end the tradition of general
medicine skilfully practiced from father to son, and chosen paediatrics as his specialism. Dr. Mettetal had a single
glory of which he was justly proud: he had a splendid head of hair, long and fine, but vigorous in growth, which
he tossed backwards, either side of a parting, after he had given it an energetic brushing; even the child, who was
not inclined to observe such things, was dazzled by the hair’s electric blondness and managed to forget his fear—
the consulting room did smell strongly of ether—as he thought that he would like to touch it.
Dr. Mettetal calmly repeated his injunction:
“I want you to get undressed.” And the child just as calmly repeated his reply, but he looked directly into the
doctor’s eyes and his voice betrayed a commanding lack of certainty:
“Then, I want you to blindfold your eyes.” Dr. Mettetal told himself that he must retain his self-control:
“I’m not going to blindfold my eyes because I have to examine you, young sir, and how do you expect me to
examine you with my eyes blindfolded?”
“That’s simply ridiculous,” the child responded, “in the United States they examine people through sheets of
paper.”
“You’re certainly well informed,” said the doctor taking on an amused look.
“And you should be better informed,” said the child.
“Right, get undressed or I’ll call your mother in.”
“My mother’s always on my side,” said the child.
“But why the devil don’t you want to get undressed?”
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“I don’t mind getting undressed,” said the child, “but not until you’ve blindfolded your eyes.”
“Perhaps you feel cold? It is a bit chilly. Shall I turn up the heating?”
“If you insist.”
“Will you get undressed?”
“Yes, when you’ve blindfolded your eyes.”
“Look here this isn’t a game of blind man’s buff,” exploded the doctor, “where do you think you are? I’m
going straight off to fetch your mother.”
“Don’t you think we should try to solve this little problem ourselves?” asked the child gravely.
“Yes, you’re right,” said the doctor, “so will you explain to me why you want me to blindfold my eyes?”
“So you can’t see me,” said the child.
“And why’s that?”
“I don’t know you well enough, why should I do you the favor of letting you look at my body?”
“My word, you must think you’re Isabelle Adjani,”\fn{ French actress (1955- ), known for her sensitive portrayals of
complex, intelligent women.} said the doctor.
“In a sense,” said the child who now seemed quite sure of himself, already convinced that he would get his
way.
“Well I swear to you that I won’t look at you, I’ll keep my eyes closed, but let me listen to your heart, and
unbutton your shirt at least!” To speed up the negotiations, Dr. Mettetal had unwound his stethoscope and was
preparing to put it to his ears.
“I refuse,” said the child, “you’re cheating, I want you to blindfold your eyes.
“But how can I examine you?”
“I’ll guide your hand,” said the child.
“But I’ll be forced to touch you, and that’s a kind of seeing, I’ll see you in my imagination.”
“You can imagine as much as you like, but you won’t see me.”
“Are you sure you wouldn’t like me to wear gloves as well?”
“No, no, the blindfold will do.”
“You’re as stubborn as a mule.”
“And you like wasting time; if we hadn’t spent so long arguing this whole business would be settled by now.”
“What do you want me to use as a blindfold?” asked the doctor, defeated.
“My scarf,” replied the child, who half a second earlier had no answer, “here you are,” and he held out the
inky-colored bit of wool knitted by his mother.
“And do you want to check it?” asked the doctor.
“Yes,” said the child.
Dr. Mettetal tied the scarf round his head, taking care not to catch his hair in it; the child went behind him and
added another knot, then positioned himself in front of the doctor and waved his hands before his eyes.
“Can you see anything?” asked the child.
“Yes,” said the doctor.
“You're lying,” said the child—“I tried it before I came out, that scarf is perfect.”
Then the child tiptoed off, like someone about to play a trick, and bent down to undo his shoelaces. His movements seemed to perform a secret dance, joyful and intimately triumphant.
“What are you doing?” said the doctor, automatically advancing the cup of his stethoscope.
“What you asked me to do, dear doctor, I’m getting undressed.”
*
Before starting on his shirt, the child looked all round him to make sure that no one could see him—that the
door of the consulting room was firmly shut, that the glass in the window was properly frosted; he bent down to
look through the narrow channel which ran along the wooden sill, but it looked out over a park, he even went up
to the large archaic X-ray machine and touched it as though to check that it wasn’t a living being.
Then, one by one, he undid the buttons on his shirt, enacting his sacred pantomime.
Beneath his shirt he wore a white vest. He took it off at last, in such a rapid movement that his hair, made
electric by the friction of the vest, stood out from his head like a crown.
He was naked: the painting of a woman sitting alone in a field hung over his head, he threw a glance of pity at
her, and folded his arm across his chest.
“You can come over,” said the child, trembling.
“You come over,” said the doctor.
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The child approached his outstretched hands, turned round to present the doctor with his back; he hung his
head like a defeated animal.
The doctor did not dare palpate him, scarcely to touch him, asked the child to breathe through his mouth, then
to cough; the child did as he was asked. Then he put an ear to the boy’s skinny shoulder blade, and knocked his
fist against several places on his back.
“Come in,” said the child.
“That’s an old joke,” said the doctor, “all children say that.”
“You see,” said the child, “it’s best to try and normalize the situation.”
“You think that’s possible,” said the doctor, “we must make a pretty picture!”
“Yes,” said the child.
And as the doctor gently took hold of each side of his body to turn him round, the child slipped out of his grasp
in fright—“let me do it,” he said. He raised his head again towards the woman in the painting as if to ask for
encouragement.
“And now,” said the child, are you going to listen to … my heart?”
“That’s right,” said the doctor, “haven’t you had it done before?”
“Yes,” said the child.
“Well,” said the doctor, “it doesn’t hurt, does it?”
“Yes,” said the child, “it does hurt.”
“You mean it feels cold?”
“Not just that,” said the child, and he took a step forward, and pulled the doctor’s hand towards him, groping
for the heart.
“So now you see,” said the child, with difficulty.
“No, I promise you I don’t see anything at all.”
“But now you see,” repeated the child, “you’ve seen—”
“No, I can only hear your heartbeat, it’s very slightly irregular.”
“You’ve seen,” said the child, “tell me the truth.”
“But what do you want me to see?”
“You’re saying that to be nice to me,” said the child, “you’ve seen but you don’t want to say so—if you’ve
seen, you might as well take off your blindfold.” The child’s voice was close to tears.
“No,” said the doctor, “I shan’t take it off until you tell me to, you can take it off for me and I hope you’re not
a kleptomaniac, my pockets are always full.”
“Oh,” said the child, as if this idea might make him laugh, “you’re a kind man.”
“A kind of man?”
“A kind man,” said the child.
“You can get dressed,” said the doctor.
The child took a step backwards and seized his vest, which he had laid out ready on the chair, facing the right
way round—his skin was impatient to be clothed again.
“May I take the blindfold off?” asked the doctor in a voice that was too loud, underestimating the proximity of
his patient who was silently executing his rapid movements a few paces from the doctor.
“You may,” said the child.
He threw a last furtive look at the woman in the painting—he hadn’t even noticed that she had a finger lifted to
her lips, as if she were saying “ssh.” The woman was protecting the sleep of someone lying at the edge of the
frame. The title of the painting, engraved on the surrounding, had become illegible; perhaps it was called The
Secret.
The doctor’s eyelids were fluttering, “you’ve brought me back from miles away,” he said, laughing, “that was
a real kidnapping.”
“May I touch your hair?” said the child.
“Why?” said the doctor.
“No special reason, just to thank you, because it’s nice hair.”
The child was at last touching the doctor’s hair.
When the doctor lay dying, and his veins were overwhelmed by a terrible cold and dessication, he recalled that
scene and it brought a glow more potent than any morphine.
95.70 Bessombè: Between Homeland And Exile\fn{by Natalie Etoké (1977396

)}

Paris, France (F) 2

A sweet, deep sleep.
I was in Douala.\fn{The largest city in Cameroon} The rainy season had just begun. It was summer vacation. The
boys were playing soccer on the corner. Tactical discussion was flying fast and furious:
“Weke to Elame hey pass me the ball you’re dribbling too long. Fake-out here, footwork there, but too much is
ugly brother. We have to play together daddy. Together!” screamed a young man annoyed by his teammate’s selfishness.
The bar across the way was playing Congolese music. My dear compatriots were tying one on with a few bottles of beer and trying a few steps of ndombolo, getting with the beat of this popular pastime.
A woman selling fritters was attracting a crowd of passers-by:
“BBH, fritters, corn brew, beans.\fn{ Beignets, bouillie, haricot, i.e., fritters, corn brew, and beans. The corn brew (unknown in
the United States) is particularly popular with the fritters.} Only 100 francs. It’ll fill you up until tomorrow night. In these
times of eco-crisis this is the meal you need. I’m not kidding either. It’ll fill you up nicely without costing much.
Come on, come and taste Madame Danielle’s fritters (that’s ‘Mama Dada’ to close friends and the faithful). Hey,
hey, over here, over here, ladies and gentlemen.”
Girls with round, enticing rumps were sporting alluring décolleté with equally alluring miniskirts. They all
adopted a rolling, lascivious gait as they took off on their high heels for the hunt near the big hotels on the square.
Offering one’s charms to pot-bellied, senile white jerks who are decrepit but loaded with francs, that’s just part of
daily life in a society with its back to the wall.
What can I say? One has to survive.
My lively spirit was roving through the little streets of Bonamouti,\fn{ A poor section of Douala.} my childhood
neighborhood. I recalled these scenes of daily life.
*
Suddenly my alarm went off, returning me to sad, daily reality. It was 5:30 in the morning.
Brutally ousted from a liberating sleep, I realized that I was in France. Empty sardine cans, cigarette butts,
used condoms, old newspapers, clothes, pictures of me in front of the Eiffel Tower, fragments of a wall in advanced disintegration, all these odd items coexisted peacefully in my unheated maid’s room.
The chaotic space that served as my refuge in the Goutte d’Or, the Paris quarter where the Third World has
found shelter. Curled up in fetal position, I took my head in my hands. Tears beaded up on my face.
Césaire dreamed of returning to the Native Land; my friends and I dreamed of New York, Paris, London,
Madrid, Rome, Amsterdam—Berlin, at the very least. I thought about my beloved country. About all those
Africans who want to leave and do not hesitate to sacrifice their lives on the altar of a salvation fantasy.
Remember Yaguine Koita and Fode Tounkara, martyrs of sacrificed youth
You left Africa to escape destitution, to move to a better place
To flee war, famine, disease
To seek beneath new skies a happiness unobtainable in your homeland.
Oh Yaguine! Oh Fode! You wanted only an ounce of hope
To believe in the promise of days to come.\fn{Yaguine Koita and Fode Tounkara were two teenage boys from Guinea who stowed away in the wheel
well of a Sabena jet bound for Europe. Their bodies were discovered on August 2, 1999, along with a letter focused on the distress of African children.}

The image of those two adolescents obsessed me. The memory of their tragic fate revolted me. The West was
definitely the promised land of a generation in search of a less uncertain future. Convinced that life in France
would give the best possible results, many young people opted for the big adventure. With or without papers. By
plane, on foot, by boat, or just swimming in the water.
I was one of those who managed to slip through the net, thanks to a miracle of providence.
My arrival several years ago in our dear land of liberty, equality, and fraternity altered my view of the world.
Once the brief joy of the first days had disappeared, disenchantment and discouragement took over.
Paperwork, worry-work, anxiety.
Residency permit card, student ID card, social security card, orange card, blue card.
Tough ends of months.
Labyrinthine university layout.
Small jobs.
Losing at love.
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Melancholy.
Nostalgia.
Cyclothymia.\fn{A bipolar disorder “characterized by marked swings of mood between depression and elation.”:W }
Neurasthenia.\fn{“An ill-defined medical condition characterized by lassitude, fatigue, headache, and irritability, associated chidfly
with emotional disturbabnce.”:W} When I was blue, some of my friends would say to me:
“Wake up, guy. Poverty is less painful here, man. There’s always a way to do something about it. It’s not like at
home, where you just die slowly but surely.”
I had trouble understanding them. Most of them worked on the black market. They were treated like dogs. Like
sub-humans. And yet they stubbornly maintained that in France their life was happier than in Africa.
What good was an illusory economic happiness if they were increasingly miserable inside?
At age twenty-five I look to the future with lassitude and worry. Relegated to the secret dungeons of an evanescent memory, my youthful dreams have become the gaping wounds of a soul bruised by the vicissitudes of life.
Wanderings.
Journey without return.
Despair.
Yes, I live in France. And lacking a better alternative, I plan to stay here. No one openly reproaches me for my
ebony skin. I notice only some perfidious mimicking and some cryptic comments that mask a controlled racism.
Le Pen, Maigret, Pasqua, and the others make life rough for me. Economically exiled and a refugee from
destitution, my heart is in Africa.
Why did I leave Africa? Why did I come to settle in a foreign land? Because I had no work.
I was becoming a zombie. I had had my fill of death-dealing idleness and lethargy. I was tired of watching my
life go by. The situation was only getting worse. Contrary to the statements of the president of the republic, I
could not see the end of the tunnel. I could no longer wait for the hypothetical changes promised us by the
politicians, hungry for power and money. Presidential elections rigged (with our beloved France’s blessing),
demonstrators imprisoned, young people assassinated, AIDS victims at death’s door, a criminal government.
I had had enough of conjugating the verb “to suffer.”
*
I have suffered, I am suffering, I will suffer.
*
Since I’ve been in the land of our ancestors, the Gauls, I’ve been getting by. Coins are not falling from the
skies. I barely have a life. I work endlessly. During the day I sweep the Paris subway. At night I am a security
guard at the Cocotier, an African nightclub. Every drop of sweat that springs from my face is worth its weight in
African francs. My family is happy that I send money at the end of every month, but I always have a lump in my
throat because I know I will never go back to live in Cameroon.
From now on I belong to the generation of young Africans struggling along in the West, aware that its future
will be forever prisoner of the mysteries of poverty and survival.
In my moments of solitude and despair, I think of the heroes who nurtured my adolescence: Ruben Um
Nyobé,\fn{Anti-colonialist Cameroonian leader (1913-1958) } Amilcar Cabral,\fn{Amilcar Cabral (1921-1973), leading nationalist
politician in Guinea, Cape Verde and Angola from the late 1950s until his death.} Patrice Lumumba,\fn{Patrice Lumumba (19251961), nationalist political leader of Congo/Kinshasha and briefly (1960-1961) its first Prime Minister. } Thomas Sankara.\fn{Thomas
Isidore Noël Sankara (1949-1987) President of Burkina Faso (1983-1987)} The hour of disillusion is here.
I see the Africa of tomorrow dying by inches: the child soldiers of Sierra Leone, Rwanda’s orphans, the street
kids of Abidjan or Johannesburg. Single mothers barely out of adolescence who spend their time playing mother
to fatherless tots.
Local urchins who have abandoned school desks for the street. Some of them fall into delinquentcy, others decide to take on the challenge of daily life.
These are the ones I admire. They are walking merchants who sell everything, anything. Shine your shoes for a
dime. Courageously, these little atypical Sisyphuses kill themselves all day long, with very little profit.\fn{ Sisyphus
was a mythological Greek king of Corinth who was condemned by Zeus to roll a stone up a very steep hill every time it rolled back down
again; which it always did.}

Victims of the founding fathers, heroic and deliquescent, distressed and lonely, Africa’s youth bends under the
burden of a dark future.
I would so have loved to live in my own land.
I would so have loved to participate in the birth of a prosperous Africa. But I am tired. Exhausted from the
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endless struggle that has transformed my beloved Mother Africa into a child killer.
I took fright. I left. Adopted by France, my dear stepmother, who gives me the warmth of her bosom, however
reluctantly, I cry from joy and sadness.
I who have such need for love, comfort, and hope.
Permanently Inhabited Territorial Dependencies
144.78 Turtle, Fowl And Pig: A Folktale\fn{by Mo’o (before 1825- )} Borabora Island, Society Islands, French
Polynesia, France (M) –1
In Havaiki were the beginnings made of many things that concern this world above. It was persons of that land
who brought forth turtles, fowls and pigs, all from one family. These people were Tu moana urife and his wife
named Rifarifa, and their son whom they called Metua puaka, that is Pig-parent.
While Tu and his wife were on a visit to the island of Pupua, turtles were born to them. These turtles crawled
down to the sea and swam away, and produced their young throughout all the low sandy islands of the Tuamotu.
When Tu and his wife returned to Havaiki they had a family of chickens. They let them go in the bushy valleys
of that land, and all the fowls in the world are descended from those progeny of Tu and Rifarifa. These things
happened when the world was new.
Fowl and Turtle met one day, and at once they began to argue.
“You!” said Turtle, “you are common! You will be eaten by women and children, but I shall be sacred to the
gods! I shall leap into the gods’ house!” Fowl replied,
“How can you leap into the gods’ house! It is you that is common. You yourself will be eaten by the women
and children, but I shall live in the depths of the sea and escape their hands!”
Just then Turtle was picked up by a strong man who took him to the chief of all that land. The chief was so
pleased, he sent Turtle straightway to the marae to be offered to the gods. Thus it is that the turtle is tapu and may
be eaten by none but chiefs and priests.
On seeing Turtle’s fate, Fowl made off to hide in the sea, but she had only got her head under the water when a
party of women and children who were gathering shellfish seized her legs and took her home. Thus the fowl
became common, the food of women and children.
Only white birds are offered up at the marae of the gods. White birds are tapu, like the turtle.
*
Tu and Rifarifa had one child like a man, Metua puaka. When Metua grew up his parents took him to Borabora
to marry a young woman whom they had chosen.
These two dwelt together, but one day that wife teased Metua for having no land in Borabora. This hurt his
feelings and he went to his mother. She said,
“Is that all your trouble? Well then, tomorrow morning go into the bush and open your mouth wide, like this.
There will rush out a great number of small animals making a noise. They will be puaka maohi. Tie them together
by their legs with sinnet, and gather many stones to make a wall. By night they will be fully grown. Put them in
the pen and bring your wife and present them to her.”
All this Pig-parent did next day. It happened as his mother had said, and Metua’s wife was pleased.
All the pigs in the land are descended from those pigs of Metua’s.
144.75 1. Tangora, Maker Of All Things 2. Havaiki The Land: Two Folktales\fn{by Tamera (before 1833Society Islands, French Polynesia, France (F) 3

)} Tahiti,

1
For a long time Tangaroa lived within his shell. It was round like an egg and in the lasting darkness it revolved
in the void.
There was no sun, there was no moon, there was no land nor mountain, all was moving in the void. There was
no man, no fowl nor dog, no living thing; there was no water, salt or fresh.
At the end of a great time Tangaroa flicked his shell, and it cracked and fell apart. Then Tangaroa stepped forth
and stood upon that shell and called:
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“Who is above there? Who is below there?”
No voice replied. He called again:
“Who is in front there? Who is behind there?”
Still no voice answered. Only Tangaroa’s voice was heard, there was no other. Then Tangaroa said,
“O rock, crawl here!”
But no rock was, to crawl to him. He therefore said,
“O sand, crawl here!”
There was no sand to crawl to him.
*
And Tangaroa became angry because he was not obeyed. He therefore overturned his shell and raised it up to
form a dome for the sky, and he named it Rumia, that is, Overturned. After a time great Tangaroa, wearied from
confinement, stepped out from another shell that covered him; and he took this shell for rock and sand.
But his anger was not finished, and so he took his backbone for a mountain range and his ribs for the ridges
that ascend.
He took his innards for the broad floating clouds and his flesh for fatness of the earth, and his arms and legs for
strength of the earth.
He took his fingernails and toenails for the scales and shells of fishes in the sea.
Of his feathers he made trees and shrubs and plants to clothe the land.
Of his guts he made lobsters, shrimps, and eels, for the streams and for the sea.
And the blood of Tangaroa became hot, and it floated away to make the redness of the sky, and also rainbows.
All that is red is made from Tangaroa’s blood.
But the head of Tangaroa remained sacred to himself, and he still lived, the same head upon a body that
remained. Tangaroa was master of everything that is. There was expansion and there was growth.
Tangaroa called forth gods. It was only later that he called forth man, when Tu was with him.
As Tangaroa had shells, so has everything a shell.
The sky is a shell, which is endless space, where the gods placed the sun, the moon, the constellations, and the
other stars.
The land is a shell to the stones and to water, and to the plants that spring from it.
The shell of a man is woman, since it is from her that he comes forth.
And a woman’s shell is woman, since it is from her that she comes forth.
No one can name the shells of all the things that are in this world.
2
Closed in, the earth was enclosed, firmness held it. Atmosphere, the earth was atmosphere. Searching, there
was searching for land. Nothing, there was no land.
Inland was not yet formed, seaward was not yet formed. Above was not yet formed, below was not yet formed.
The time for night passed by. There was quick growth, there was slow growth. There was thinness, there was
thickness.
The first generation of growth was born, it was affinity-rocks.
Rock of the cliffs and ocean rock may meet and unite, there is affinity between them.
Slate rock and clay rock may meet and unite, there is affinity between them.
Pebbles and crumbling rock may meet and unite, there is affinity between them.
Sandy rock and earthy rock may meet and unite, there is affinity between them.
Rock of the point and rock of the bay may meet and unite, there is affinity between them.
Yet in affinity there is otherness which will not let all things unite.

Rock that is sharp and rock to sit upon, these may meet but not unite: there is no affinity between them. A man
would grow impatient trying to unite these things.
*
Behold great Tangaroa! In himself were the devices that made uneven the surface of Havaiki. The first
unevenness took place, and there was applause: the earth looked well.
Te tupo o ’ai ’ai dwelt with Tumu iti, and there was born Taune’e. Land was creeping in. Taune’e dwelt with
Pau tere fenua: land came rushing in. Pau tere fenua dwelt with Ara ’arahu in the foundation: charcoal came in on
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the land.
*
Then Tangaroa cried:
“Let the stratum-rock stand out that sand may come, that Te Pori may be born for Ta’ere in the murmurings!”
Sand—there came sand to kneel on, also flying sand, fine sand, and muddy sand. Havaiki became full of sand:
sand in the space for armies, sand in the plains; sand in the stream-beds, sand for the mountains, sand for the
forest.
As the land came rushing on there was a narrow course around the base of Tumu nui Great Foundation. Fresh
water flowed from the right of Tumu nui and sea water flowed from the left.
Tangaroa’s standing place was above the churned-up waters of the passage in the reef. Upon the reef on one
side he placed one foot, upon the reef on the opposite side he placed the other foot, and he looked on all and said:
“Let the hard rocks stand to support the mountains! Let the sandstone lie as a bed for the earth and the sea!”
This chant of Tangaroa made the substance of the land. Havaiki became land by the chant of Tangaroa.
*
Then Tangaroa shaped the substance of the land: he shook it, and it did not break. And he said,
“What good property I have in this land of mine!” He therefore said this chant:
“O Tu, come forth to be an artisan for me!”
And there came Tu, the sacred one, the great artisan of Tangaroa. And Tangaroa ordered him:
“Lay out the sand for my small canoe! Lay out the sand for my great canoe! Run and do, run and do, run and
do till all is done!”
And Tu spread out the sand, he ran and did as Tangaroa commanded him.
*
Roots were born for growth in the world. When the Chief of the first generation of roots was born, he lived for
the second generation. When the Chief of the second generation of roots was born, he lived for the third
generation. When the Chief of the third generation of roots was born he lived for the fourth generation. When the
Chief of the fourth generation of roots was born he lived for the fifth generation. When the Chief of the fifth
generation of roots was born he lived for the sixth generation…
There were tens of roots.
There were hundreds of roots.
There were thousands of roots.
There were myriads of roots.

Roots that spread upwards and roots that spread downwards. Roots that spread inland and roots that spread
seaward.
As the roots spread out they held the sand: the land became firm.
*
Tangaroa fixed the dome of the sky, Rumia. He fixed it upon pillars. He said:
“O Tumu nui and Paparaharaha, bring forth pillars! Let there be a front pillar and a back pillar! There shall be
pillars upon our land. There shall be pillars, many pillars!”
When this was accomplished, there was applause, there was extension.
*
There stood Hotu i te ra’i, for a front pillar, and Ana feo for a back pillar, and Ti’ama tangaroa for the inner
pillar. And there also were the pillar to stand by and the pillar to sit by; the pillar to blacken by, the pillar to debate
by; the pillar of oratory and the pillar of going out.
There was extension of Tumu nui, there was extension of Paparaharaha, there was extension of the horizon.
The sky was extended, it was widened, with the pillars of the land of Havaiki.
The world beneath grew larger, darkness extended.
Mountains grew larger, mountains multiplied.
Water increased, it rushed on.
The ocean increased, it rolled forth.
Rocks grew and increased.
The skies increased, till they were ten in number.
Rain increased, it fell everywhere.
Moss and slime grew and increased.
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Forests grew and increased.
Food grew and increased.
The tree that gives tapa cloth grew and increased.
Creeping plants grew and increased.

Living things grew in the sea and the rivers, and on the land. And they increased in the sea and the rivers and
on the land.
Then Tangaroa looked below and he looked above, and he laughed with his pleasure at what he saw.
The face of clearness above looked down upon clearness below. The face of clearness below looked upward to
clearness above.
*
Then Tangaroa cried, “Who is behind, there?” and these now answered him:
“It is I, Tu moua, Standing-mountain”—“I, Tu fenua, Standing-land”—“I, Puna heuheu, Rushing-spring”—“I,
Vai ariki, Chief-of-rivers. Tangaroa produced us all!”
Then Tangaroa cried, “Who is in front, there?” and these now answered him:
“I, the twin-bodied Tino rua, lord of Ocean”—“I, Tahuri mai to’a, Rock-that-overturns”—“I, Tupu o te moana.
We myriads of ocean rocks were made by Tangaroa.”
And Tangaroa cried, “Who is above, there?” and answer came:
“I, Atea, the moving space, the sky space, the moving fatness, the fatness of the sky thrown off the earth.”
And he cried, “Who is below, there?” and he was answered by Pit-of-great-foundation, Pit-of-ripeness, and Pitof-noise. All these answered him.
He asked, “Who dwells upon the land? Who lives in the ocean?” and the answer came to him:
“We living creatures, that are running to and fro, that crawl and swim. Tangaroa made us, he is master of us
all!”
*
When Tangaroa saw all that was, he applauded. The earth had become land and it was filled with living things.
Fresh water flowed through all the land, salt water filled the ocean; and they were filled with living things.
But silence was in the thick darkness of the closed-in sky of Rumia; in Havaiki, the birthplace of land; in
Havaiki, the birthplace of gods; in Havaiki, the birthplace of chiefs; in Havaiki, the birthplace of men.
101.99 1. The Three Companions 2. The Five Wild Ducks 3. Who Speaks First?: Three Folktales\fn{told by Justina
Melander (c.1843- )} Gustavia, St. Barthélemey Island, France (F) 1
1
Three men went to seek their fortunes, one a shoemaker, one a tailor, one a blacksmith.
They went travelling and they found a great forest where they built a little hut. And every day two would go
out to seek their fortune and leave one behind to prepare their food for them. After the food was prepared each
day, an old man with great big eyes and long beard would go to the hut, and tell the one that remain,
“Oh, I am so cold!” So he tell him come by the fire and warm heself. And he said,
“Oh, I am so hungry!”
That was the tailor. So he told him,
“I have me comerade’s dinner prepared, I will give you a little out of it.”
After he ate it he wanted more and he tell him no, he could not give him any more. So he flew on him and he
beat him and he took all the dinner and he eat it.
So when his comerades come, he had nothing to give them. He told them the story about the old man, but they
would not believe him.
So the next day the shoemaker said he would remain and he would be sure to put up dinner for them. So this
day, after the shoemaker had provide his food and everyt’ing, up comes the old man again, but this time he had
two heads. He told him,
“Oh, I’m so hungry again and I’m so cold!”
He told him to go to the fire and warm himself, and he gave him some food. When he was finished, he said he
wanted more, and he said he would not give him more. And he done him the same, he flew on him and he beat
him and he took the food and eat it.
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This day the blacksmith said he would remain, and the other two would go to seek their fortune. So while they
was gone, and the blacksmith had cook dinner for them, up comes the old man, and this day he had three heads.
“Oh,” he said, “I’m so cold and so hungry!”
The blacksmith gave him some food, and he said he wanted more. He told him no, he had but what he had put
up for his comerades. He wanted to treat him as he had done de other two. But he took his blacksmith’s hammer
and he flew on him, and he knocked aft two of his heads. And with that the old man went away and he never seen
him again.
And after all they gain their fortune and went home very rich men.
2
Once on a time there was a widow that had five sons. And she always wish for a daughter, but never could
have one. The husband died, and she still wishing for a girl child to mind her.
And one day she went out walking, and it was snowing very much. And her nose commence to bleed, and as
the blood fell on the snow she made a wish again.
“Oh that I had a daughter as white as that snow and as rosy as that blood!”
And she had hardly made the wish before an old wizard stood before her and told her she would have a
daughter as white as that snow and as rosy as that blood, but her five sons would be his. And after making the
wish she felt sorry.
And after, she had a daughter born to her as white as the snow, as rosy as the blood. And the same day it was
born her five brothers disappeared.
And she never could tell where they went to. And, oh, she grieved so much!
The five brothers turned into five wild ducks and flew away. After, the old wizard told her he would give her
back her five sons if she went through some things she would tell her to do.
She would have to go every morning and pick the flowers of the dahliahs and weave them into cloth and make
a suit for each of them. And every morning she would go with her basket and pick the flowers so she would
weave them in cloth and make these suits. While doing it she was neither to speak, cry, nor laugh.
*
And the prince riding one morning saw her, and ask her what she was doing. And she wouldn’t speak because
she wasn’t to speak. So he took her up on his horse and carried her to his castle and he married her.
She had an old mother-in-law that was very jealous of her. She had two babies. And each time she would have
a baby, the old mother-in-law would steal it and carry it in the serpent’s den and make the prince believe that she
was a wizard and she was destroying her children.
But she told him it was not so and she would prove to him that it was his mother that stole the children. So he
ordered her to be burnt because he believed his mother.
So the fire was set to burn her, and she beg him to let her carry him to the cave, and they found the children
playing with the serpents. And he knew it was his mother’s doings. And all that time she was working on the suits
of her brothers.
But her youngest brother wanted a left sleeve in his coat. So she lay down all out in the yard, an five wild
ducks flew in and each took a suit in his beak and went with it. And a while after, her five brothers came riding
up, but her youngest brother instead of an arm he had a duck’s wing.
And he took her with the children and carried her home to her mother, and there was great rejoicing.
3
A woman had a frying pan.
A neighbor came to borrow a frying pan from her, and she lent it.
The neighbor burnt out the frying pan and she didn’t want to carry it back, she wanted her husband to carry it
back.
And her husband tell her whoever speak first would have to carry it back.
So they only make motion on the fingers. And after make motion so long, the wife got tired. So she struck him
a blow, and he cried out. So she said,
“You speak first, so you have to carry back the pan.”
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144.78 The Woman In The Moon: A Folktale\fn{by Mare (before 1849Polynesia, France (M) –1

)} Tahiti,

Society Islands, French

There was a noise at night at Marioro; it was Hina beating tapa in the dark for the god Tangaroa, and the noise
of her mallet was annoying that god. He could endure it no longer. He said to Pani,
“Oh Pani, is that noise the beating of tapa?” and Pani answered,
“It is Hina turning po beating fine tapa.” Then Tangaroa said,
“You go to her and tell her to stop, the harbor of the god is noisy.” Pani therefore went to Hina’s place and said
to her,
“Stop it, or the harbor of the god will be noisy.” But Hina replied,
“I will not stop, I will beat out white tapa here as a wrapping for the gods Tangaroa, ’Oro, Moc, Ruanu’u, Tu,
Tongahiti, Tau utu, Te Meharo, and Punua the burst of thunder.”
So Pani returned and told the god that Hina would not stop.
“Then go to her again,” said Tangaroa, “and make her stop. The harbor of the god is noisy!”
So Pani went again, and he went a third time also, but with no result. Then Pani too became furious with Hina,
and he seized her mallet and beat her on the head.
She died, but her spirit flew up into th4e sky, and she remained forever in the moon, beating white tapa. All
may see her there.
From that time on she was known as Hina nui aiai i te marama, Great-Hina-beating-in-the-Moon.
158c. 27 1. La Canne de Fer 2. P’tit Jean: Two Folktales\fn{by Désiré Orsini (1883- )} Miquelon, St. Pierre et
Miquelon, France (M) 4
1
C’était un homme qui voulait aller à l’aventure. Alors, il va trouver son … un d’ ses oncl’s. I’ dit:
—Mon oncle, tu vas m’ faire une canne.
C’ t’ un forgeron. Ça va bien.
—Où vas-tu comme ça?
—Ah! i’ dit, à l’aventure, j’ le sais pas trop, enfin. J’ vas chercher.
Ah! son oncle lui fait une canne. En fer … la canne … I’ prend la canne que son oncle ’i avait donnée, mais la
canne i’ la trouvait trop légère. Ah! il attrape la canne, p’is i’ la jette en arrière. Alors i’ dit:
—I’ m’en faut une plus forte que ça. Qu’est-ce que tu veux que je fasse avec ça?
Ça va bien…, son oncle ’i en fait une aut’e canne, qu’ est beaucoup plus forte.
—Ah! bi’n, i’ dit, avec celle-là, ça peut aller.
Le v’là parti. A l’aventurel Marche, marche. Un … un bon jour, i’ rencontre un bonhomme qu’ était en train d’
vider un étang avec une coquille de moule. Vous comprenez, avec ça, où ce qu’i’ pouvait aller. Ça va bien. I’ dit:
—C’ tu fais là donc?
—Ah! i’ dit, j’ su’s en train de vider…, essayer à vider l’étang.
—Jamais tu réussiras, qu’i’ dit, à vider l’étang avec une coquille de moule. Ah! i’ dit, viens-t’en avec moé,
tiens! J’ t’engage.
Ah! l’aut’e, i’ s’engage avec lui. Ça va bien. V’là parti. Un peu plus loin encore, ’tait en train de…, tombe dans
une p’tite forêt. Un bonhomme qu’ était en train d’ couper…, vouloir couper les arbr’s avec un couteau. I’ dit:
—Qu’est-ce que tu fais donc, toi?
—Ah! bi’n, i’ dit, j’ voudrais couper la forêt.
—Pas … pas avec ton canif, qu’i’ dit, avec ton couteau?
Ah! i’ dit, oui, j’essaille, mais ça va pas vite.
—Ah! viens-t’en done avec moi, toi aussi. J’ t’engage.
Ah! l’aut’e, laisse … laisse tout ça, p’is v’là parti à l’aventure avec ces deux hommes; le v’là parti. Ah! i’
marchent, i’ marchent, i’ marchent, i’ marchent…, longtemps. Un bon jour, dans la nuit, il’ aperçoivent une
lumière! … «Ah! i’ y a une lumière devant nous! Ah! marchons su’…, marchons su’ la lumière.» Ça va bien. Ah!
il’ approchent, il’ approchent. Tout à coup, c’était une grosse maison, une espèce de château! «Ah! tiens, i’ dit, on
va entrer ici.»
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Comme Canne de Fer craignait rien, lui, i’ avait peur de rien, ah! i’ ont entré. «On va voir c’ qu’i’ s’ passe làd’ans.»
Bi’n, tapent à la porte. Personne. «Entrons.» Ah! commencent à visiter, à entrer, à r’garder dans l’appartement.
I’ voyaient toutes sortes de choses. I’ y avait des tables qu’ étaient servies, même. Ah! i’ ont r’gardé, p’is i’ se sont
mis à manger, tous les trois. Ah! p’is ç’a resté un p’tit moment comme ça. Ah! Canne de Fer, un bon jour, bi’n, i’
dit:
—Vous allez … I’ y en a un qui va rester ici à faire la tambouille, la cuisine; p’is moi et p’is mon copain, on va
aller à la chasse, essayer d’ trouver … d’ tuer du gibier.
Ah! bien, les v’là partis tous les deux à la chasse, p’is le bonhomme reste à faire la cuisine, lui, dans la maison
… château. Dans la matinée, quand qu’i’ était en train de faire ça, tout d’un coup, un p’tit bonhomme qui arrive,
qui était haut comme ça. Ah! ça change là. Ah! ah! ah! I’ dit:
—C’ tu viens faire, qu’i’ dit, p’tit bonhomme?
—Ah! rien du tout, i’ dit, l’ p’tit bonhomme, rien du tout.
Bi’n l’ p’tit bonhomme attrape, attrape sa pipe, et puis i’ prend du feu dans … pour allumer sa pipe, j’ crois
bi’n.
Ah! l’aut’e ’i dit, qu’e’ c’est tu fais là?
—Bi’n, i’ dit, j’ai allumé ma pipe.
I’ attrape le … I’ soulève le couvert d’ la chaudière du cuisinier. I’ jette d’ la cendre dedans. Bi’n, l’aut’e, i’ était
pas content. Alors, i’ dit:
—Tiens, j’ te … j’ te ficherais bien une claque su’ la figure, qu’i’ dit, le bonhomme.
—Ah! qu’i’ dit, essaille don’, voir.
Bi’n, les v’là tous les deux, p’is le p’tit bonhomme est v’nu à bout de … du bonhomme, là, de l’homme. Ah! il
a été le cacher. Je sais pas où e’ qu’il a été l’ mett’e. Bi’n, quand les aut’es sont arrivés, c’était convenu que … i’
sonne la cloche là. Alors bien, midi est sonné, mais la cloche ne sonnait pas. Qu’est-ce qu’i’ est arrivé … Canne
de Fer dit: «I’ est arrivé que’que chose là-bas, sûrement.» Ah! … il’ avancent, i’ s’en viennent toujours. Mais, i’
pouvaient p’us trouver man bonhomme. Tiens! Ah! i’ l’ trouvent dans … dans un fagot d’ bois qu’était … caché
là-d’dans. I’ l’avait pas tué, mais enfin …
—Monsieur, comment ça s’ fait que te v’là logé là, don’?
—Bi’n, i’ dit, c’est un p’tit bonhomme qu’est v’nu, tout p’tit, tout p’tit, haut comme ça. Et puis, c’est lui qui
m’a arrangé comme ça.
Bi’n, l’aut’e dit:
—Bi’n, demain, j’ vas rester, moi. C’est moi qui vas rester demain. P’is qu’i’ vienne, ce p’tit bonhomme-là!
Ah! le lend’main, les v’là partis à la chasse, p’is celui qui … qui avait attrapé la secouée là, i’ était parti y aller.
Dans la matinée, v’là encore le même … le même truc qui arrive: le p’tit bonhomme qui s’ déniche et p’is qui
vient encore … I’ dit:
—C’ tu viens faire, toi, qu’i’ dit, ici?
—Allumer ma pipe! dans la malheureuse cheminée, là.
I’ a voulu en faire autant … il a … allumé sa pipe, il a j’té…, il a encore soulagé l’ couvert, p’is i’ a j’té la
cendre dans … dans l’ couvert…, dans la soupe du bonhomme.
—Ah! t’es pas content, aujourd’hui? Ah! i’ dit, j’ croyais qu’ tu f’rais mieux qu’ l’autre.
I’ a voulu en faire autant comme l’autre, mais le p’tit bonhomme est v’nu à bout d’ lui, p’is il a été l’ mett’e
dans un magasin r’tiré, j’ sais pas … Finalement, v’là midi qui sonne. Pas d’ cloche encore, aujourd’hui. C’est
drôle! I’ est encore arrivé que’que chose à celui-là. Ah! i’ arrivent à la maison tous les deux, p’is pas d’
bonhomme. I’ cherchent partout. I’ pouvaient pas l’ trouver. A force de chercher, i’ ont fini par l’ trouver qu’était
… Il l’avait caché dans une espèce de magasin qu’i’ y avait là au loin.
—Ah! i’ t’a arrangé, le p’tit bonhomme-là, qu’i’ dit, Canne de Fer, hein? Ah! c’est comme ça qu’ vous êtes?
Bi’n, vous êtes des fameux d’ bonhommes! qu’i’ dit. Oui. Demain, vous allez vous en aller, p’is demain, c’est moi
qui vas rester à table là, ici, à faire la cuisine. Nous allons voir si ce p’tit bonhomme-là va v’nir à bout d’ moi.
Alors, bien! Le lend’main, le malheureux Canne de Fer qui reste là. Ah! l’eau bout…, comme l’aut’e faisait,
les deux aut’es faisaient pareil. Tout d’un coup, à la même heure, v’là mon p’tit bonhomme qui arrive.
—C’ tu viens faire, qu’i’ dit, Canne de Fer, ici?
—Ah! pas grand-chose, qu’i’ dit. J’ peux-t-i’ allumer ma pipe?
—Oui, allume ta pipe si tu veux, mais fais…, n’en fais pas plus, qu’i’ dit.
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Ça va bien. Le p’tit bonhomme, i’ croyait avoir affaire aux autres aussi. I’ a allumé sa pipe, mais I’ veut…, i’
veut mettre d’ la cendre encore dans … dans la chaudière du bonhomme, là. Canne de Fer approche. P’is, i’ dit:
—Mon p’tit bonhomme, à nous deux à présent. Ah! c’est comme ça que tu veux t’amuser? Mais, c’est pas avec
moi que tu vas t’amuser comme ça.
Ah! il a secoué un p’tit peu l’ p’tit bonhomme:
—Qu’est-ce que tu viens faire ici?
Le p’tit bonhomme, c’ qu’i’ fait, lui, i’ tape dans un … dans un endroit là. I’ tapait tout l’ temps …
—Qu'est-ce que tu veux … qu’est-ce que tu veux que j’ fasse, qu’i’ a dit?…
Le p’tit bonhomme tapait tout l’ temps la … Un machin qu’i’ avait là. P’is à force … L’autre a compris, i’ dit:
«Tiens! Qu’est-ce qu’i’ veut … qu’est-ce qu’i’ m’ veut là? Tout l’ temps, i’ tape là.» Le p’tit bonhomme lui faisait
signe tout l’ temps dans c’ moment-là. Tout en regardant il aperçoit un anneau. C’ qu’i’ fait…, l’ bonhomme,
accroche l’anneau, et p’is… soulage l’anneau. C’était un panneau, un grand panneau. Et p’is i’ y avait un grand
trou là-d’dans, dans l’ panneau-là. Le p’tit bonhomme lui faisait signe de descendre dans ça. Ça va bien. Ah! v’là
les deux aut’es qu’arrivent là.
—P’is, ton p’tit bonhomme, là?
Ah! le p’tit bonhomme leu’ fait signe qu’i’ fait signe qu’i’ descendent la-d’dans. C’était creux, profond. Ça va
bien. Les deux aut’es arrivent. Bi’n, i’ dit: «On va … on va aller chercher du filin, p’is moi j’ m’en vais descendre
dans l’ souterrain.» Ah! i’ s’en vont. I’ prend … I’ y avait du filin. I’ trouvaient tout dans c’ château-là. Ah! i’
trouvent du filin. P’is Canne de Fer s’en va, lui. I’ descend l’ premier la-d’dans. Ah! i’ dit:
—Bi'n, là a’est l’ temps que … J’ vous f'’rai signe … J’ vous crierai quand que j’ s’rai rendu en bas. .. dans le
malheureux trou.
Une fois qu’il a été en bas, il a crié à ses hommes d’arrêter, qu’il était rendu en bas. Alors, ce qu’il y trouve,
toutes sortes de bêtes là-d’dans. Avec sa canne, lui, i’ tuait tout. Quand il a commencé à attraper sa canne, et p’is i’
a tué toutes les bêtes qu’i’ y avait là dans … dans l’ souterrain. Et p’is i’ a commencé à chercher. P’is, i’ voit … I’
y avait des … des … comme des chambres, des appartements. Enfin, i’ ouvre une porte. I’ y avait une bête qu’
était là, énorme. I’ tue la bête. C’est-à-dire que … i’ tue la bête, et p’is, i’ y avait une jeune fille là-d’dans. A’ ’i dit:
—N’allez pas … n’allez pas plus loin, parce que … I’ y a encore deux aut’es chambres. P’is i’ y a deux filles
encore. P’is si vous allez là la bête va vous manger.
—Ah! i’ dit, a’ m’ mangera pas plusse qu’ cette-là. Cette-là, j’ l’ai tuée, et p’is les aut’es, j’ s’rai capable …
Ah! i’ a délivré la fille qu’ était là, que la bête était en train d’ veiller. Ça va bien. I’ s’en va à une aut’e
chambre. Ah! i’ y a une jeune fille qui erie:
—N’en … n’entrez pas, parce que vous allez être dévoré par la bête.
—J’ai pas peur d’ la bête non plus.
Ça fait qu’i’ rentre. I’ ouvre la porte, p’is i’ tue la bête avec sa canne de fer. P’is i’ n’en fait autant à la
troisième. Ah! i’ a délivré les trois … les trois jeunes filles qu’i’ y avait là. Ah! trois beautés, qu’i’ paraissait, dans
l’ conte. Ça va bien. Quand qu’il les a eu délivrées, i’ avait tué toutes les bêtes, bi’n, il a crié à ses hommes d’en
… d’envoyer la corde, qu’il allait monter la jeune fille. I’ monte … i’ y en a une qui … qu’i’ mit su’ la corde. I’ la
met, i’ l’arrange comme i’ faut, p’is … monte en haut. Ça va bien. Quand i’ ont … qu’i’ ont aperçu la jeune fille
tous les deux, les deux qui étaient en haut:
—Bi’n, c’est pour moi! C’est pour moi! J’ veux m’ marier avec elle, moi.
Un tas d’ machins comme ça. Bi’n, l’aut’e qui crie:
—C’est pas la peine, qu’i’ dit, i’ y en a d’aut’es.
Ça va bien. La deuxiàme en fait autant. P’is la troisième, i’ la gardait pour faire sa femme, lui, ça, Canne de
Fer. «Cette-là, c’est ma femme.»
La troisième a monté aussi, mais elle était encore plus jolie qu’ les aut’es. I’ disputaient tous les deux à qui
l’a’rait. Mais Canne de Fer dit:
—I’ y en a … i’ y en a d’aut’e’ encore … C’est pas gênant.
Bi’n, c’est lui … I’ s’est mis su’ la corde à c’ coup-là. Mais, quand qu’ i’ ont aperçu qu’ c’était Canne de fer …
ffffuit! i’ ont tout laissé en … I’ ont tout laissé tomber en bas, vous comprenez. Mon Canne de Fer pouvait plus
monter. I’ pouvait plus monter, alors, ça va bien. «Me v’là bien ici, à présent, tout seul.» Mais, i’ s’était fait mal à
une jambe un peu, mais, enfin, ça allait. Ah! i’ a resté un moment comme ça. Tout d’un coup, un aigle qu’ arrive.
I’ a resté un peu … Un aigle qu’arrive. I’ descend dans l’ trou. I’ dit à l’aigle:
—Tiens! Tu ferais pas mal de m’ monter en haut, toi!
L’aigle lui dit:
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—J’ veux bien t’ monter en haut, mais à chaque fois que j’ crierai «couak!», tu m’ donneras un morceau d’
viande.
—Ah! i’ dit, s’i’ faut qu’ ça pour t’ contenter, j’ veux bien.
I’ coupe deux ou trois … trois, quat’e morceaux d’ viande, i’ s’ mettent en marche. I’ monte su’ l’ dos de
l’aigle, p’is l’aigle … Qui, mais … Quand l’aigle a arrivé … était paré à voir le jour, l’aigle a crié «couak», p’is i’
n’avait plus de … i’ n’avait plus d’ viande pour lui donner; alors, I’ a été obligé de r’descendre encore. Bi’n, i’ a
fait ça deux fois comme ça, p’is, la troisième fois, i’ est arrivé en haut. Bi’n, le v’là paré, i’ était en haut, à c’t’
heure. Ah! ça va bien. I’ dit: «A présent, faut que j’ trouve mes … mes ligniers, qu’i’ dit.» Ça fait que i’ s’en va, i’
marche, et p’is … pour tâcher d’ trouver ses deux ligniers qu’i’ avaient … qu’ étaient avec lui. I’ étaient partis
avec les jeunes filles, tous les deux. Alors, justement, il arrive le jour qu’ils étaient pour se marier, les deux-là. Ah!
pensez. P’is, il a été les trouver, p’is il leur a fouté une … chacun une dégelée à tous les deux, p’is lui s’est marié
avec la jeune fille qui … qu’il avait trouvée, la dernière, qu’ était plus belle. C’est pour lui.
2
Un bon jour, mon p’tit Jean était en colère, Alors, i’ y avait un tas d’ mouches sur la … sur la table de sa mère,
et puis, i’ donne un coup d’ poing là-d’ssus. I’ tue des mouches. Ah! il écrase j’ sais pas combien d’ mouches:
quinze, vingt, trente mouches, si vous voulez, d’un coup d’ poing. Ça va bien. Alors, le v’là parti, i’ fait son p’tit
… son p’tit sac, ses effets. Le v’là parti à l’aventure, lui aussi. Un bon jour, i’ rencontre un … i’ voit une maison,
une p’tite … une lumière, lui aussi … «Bi’n, c’est des lumières, ça!» Ah! i’ s’en va su’ la malheureuse lumière, là.
I’ rentre. Une vieille bonne femme qu’ était là. A’ dit:
—Où c’ que tu vas? Où c’ que te v’là parti, mon p’tit bonhomme?
—Ah! i’ dit, j’ sais pas où c’ que j’ vais. J’ vais d’vant moi, eh bien! … j’ sais pas où.
A’ ’i dit:
—Bi’n, en … ent’e ici, p’is on va t’ donner a manger; tu commences à avoir faim.
La bonne femme le sert à manger comme i’ faut. Bien, dans c’t inter-valle-là, les … les trois fils, hein!,—
c’était trois géants,—alors, les trois géants qu’ arrivent, Un qui dit:
—Mais … où c’ que … où c’ que tu d’ viens, i’ dit, mon p’tit … mon p’tit garçon?
—Ah! i’ dit, j’ le sais pas où c’ que j’ vais. M’en vais à l’aventure devant moi. J’ le sais pas trop où c’ que j’
veux aller.
—Comment t’appelles-tu?
—M’appelle Tit-Jean.
—Ah! Tit-Jean, bi’n tu vas rester avec nous, hein?
—Si vous voulez,
Ah! là, ça va bien, i’ reste là. Un bon jour là, les géants, i’ s’en vont chercher d’ l’eau … dans une fontaine. La
fontaine était un peu écartée. I’ s’en vont chercher…, les géants s’en vont chercher d’ l’eau avec deux grands…,
deux grands siaux qu’i’ avaient. Il’ arrivent. Chacun leur tour qu’il’ avaient été. P’is i’ disent à Tit-Jean:
—A présent, à ton tour d’aller.
—Oh! qu’i’ dit, P’tit-Jean, bi’n oui, j’ vais aller, mais … Bi’n, P’tit-Jean dit, j’ m’en vais, mesdames. I’ dit,
vous savez, la fontaine, j’ l’envoille par le d’vant d’ la montagne.
—Ah! non, non, fais pas ça, P’tit-Jean, fais pas ça.
—Ah! bi’n, i’ dit, moi, c’est … c’est comme ça que j’ fais, moi. Quand j’ai envie d’ faire … si c’est comme ça
… j’attrape l’eau, p’is j’ la jette toute l’autre bord’
Ah! non, non, i’ avait…, mon P’tit-Jean n’a pas eu la corvée là, i’ n’a pas pu aller chercher d’ l’eau. Les géants
a eu peur, quoi! Ça va bien! Un … un bon jour, après que’que temps après, i’ disent:
Bi’n … tu manges pas comme nous, toi, hein?
—J’ mange pas comme vous? … J’ mangerai bien plus qu’ vous aussi, qu’i’ dit, P’tit-Jean.
—Plus qu’ nous, toué? Jamais d’ la vie, tu mang’ras plus qu’ nous! Bi’n, on va essayer.
Bi’n, i’ y en avait un en train d’ faire la cuisine. I’ mettent des moutons et des moutons, j’ sais pas comment,
sept, huit moutons, j’ sais pas comment c’ qu’i’ y avait. Ah! ça va bien. I’ arrivent autour d’ la table. Mon P’titJean, i’ avait une grande chemise à laine. Les autres bouffaient, p’is lui, i’ fourrait toute ça dans sa chemise à
laine. Arrive un bon … un bon moment, l’ géant dit:
—J’en peux plus, moi, je …
—Bi’n, l’autre dit, moi autant.
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—Bi’n, qu’i’ dit, moi, j’en mang’rais encore d’autre. Bi’n, i’ dit, tiens! Voilà comment c’ qu’on fait.
Il attrape un grand couteau. I’ ouvre sa chemise. I’ dit:
—Bi’n fais-en autant, qu’i’ dit au géant, va.
—Ah! bi’n, qu’i’ dit, l’ géant, oui, on va en faire autant pour en manger, quoi!
Alors, les géants, ils attrapent un couteau chacun leur tour. I’ s’ font une boutonnière. Oui, mais eux, i’ se sont
tués … tous les trois. Avec un couteau, i’ sont … i’ s’ sont ouvert le vent’e. Ah! i’ se sont tués tous les trois. Ah! la
bonne femme, quand alle a vu ses trois garçons qu’ étaient tués, a’ était pas contente après mon P’tit-Jean, là.
—Ah! i’ dit, P’tit-Jean, i’ dit, c’est pas d’ ma faute … ils ont voulu parier que j’ mangeais plus qu’eux … que j’
mang’rais pas comme eux mais moi, j’ai mangé plus qu’eux, p’is moi, j’ me suis ouvert le vent’e, mais eux, i’
n’ont pas su s’y prendre. Alors, i’ se sont tués tous les deux; c’est pas d’ ma faute.
La bonne femme voulait faire cuire le P’tit-Jean. Alle a voulu aller le … le faire tomber dans une attrape, dans
une grande cave qu’il y avait…, mon malheureux P’tit-Jean. Mais, il a été plus malin qu’ la vieille, lui. La bonne
femme lui dit;
—Bi’n, tu vas v’nir avec moi, puis on va aller chercher du vin dans la cave. Bi’n, descends, qu’a’ dit à P’titJean.
Oui, mais mon P’tit-Jean dit:
—Non, descendez, vous, parce que moi, j’ai … j’ai pas l’habitude, j’ connais pas vot’e cave. Descendez la
premiere.
La bonne femme aurait pas voulu descendre la première. A' voulait fermer la trappe, vous comprenez. Oui,
mais P'tit-Jean a pas voulu d’ ça, lui. Ah! la bonne femme a descendu dans la cave. P’is, sitôt qu’a’ été descendue
dans la cave, P’tit-Jean a fermé la trappe, p’is … allez la chercher, la bonne femme!
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Alors, i’ y avait une fois…,une bonne fois…, c’était un vieux pêcheur qui halait le diable par la queue, comme
on fait, nous autres. C’est d’ la misère. Ah! un jour, il était en pêche, p’is i’ poignait pas d’ poisson. Bi’n … c’était
bien. … Si tellement qu’i’ prend un gros poisson qu’il hale jusque sur … sur le bord de son embarcation. Le
poisson lui dit: «Ah! mon vieux, si tu veux m’expédier, je te donne tout ce que tu voudras, p’is d’ poissons pour
remplir ta barque.»
Alors, si tellement que … il … i’ lave I' poisson, l’ saumon, enfin. Le poisson a parti. Mais quand i’ est arrivé
chez lui, i’ dit ça à sa femme, en arrivant, il lui dit:
—Ma femme, j’ai pris le poisson, le roi des poissons. Il a fallu que je le largue pour arriver à remplir mon
embarcation.
—Ah! c’est que’que chose que t’aurais pas dû faire. T’aurais dû, au moins, l’embarquer. Mais si toutefois tu l’
reprends, embarque-le, parce que je veux le manger…, je veux manger sa chair.
Ça va. Le lendemain ou l’ surlendemain, ah! í’ prend … i’ prend ce poisson-là, qu’arrive encore su’ le bord de
… de son embarcation. Il’ ont fait pareil. I’ dit;
—Ma femme veut manger ta chair!
—Ah! ça va! Ça va bien. Embarque-moi. Mais à une condition: tu vas donner mon sang à ta jument, ma chair à
ta femme, mes éca’lles,—c’ que j’ai su’ l’ dos: J’ai trois éca’lles su’ l’ dos,—tu vas les planter dans ton … dans
ton jardin; et les tripes, le boyau, pour ta chienne.
Là, c’est bien entendu. Alors, il a don’ fait tout ça, comme … En arrivant à terre, il a donné … donne tout. Au
bout d’ certain temps, alors, oui, mais v’là la mère qui accouche: trois enfants. Trois garçons! La chienne: trois
p’tits chiens. Alors, dans l’ jardin: trois fleurs, à qui aurait été la plus belle. La jument, qu’ avait bu le sang: trois
poulains. Trois poulains. Ah! trois … Alors, i’ s’ mit en devoir de … d’appeler les chiens … Alors, i’ y en a un qui
s’ nommait Plus-fort-que-tout-l’ monde, l’autre, Va-comme-le-vent, et Passe-partout, le troisième.
Alors, i’ ’n a un, le premier garçon, s’en va avec le Plus-fort-que-tout-i’ monde et son ch’val. Le v’là parti.
Arrive dans … dans un pays où il avait un grand chagrin. I’ demande pourquoi qu’i’ y avait ce chagrin-là. On lui
dit:
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—Vous comprenez qu’aujourd’hui, c’est la Bête à sept têtes qui mange une jeune fille tous les ans. Et ça tombe
su’ la fille du roi, aujourd’hui. A’ va … a’ doit se faire manger aujourd’hui. Tenez, voilà … voilà qu’a’ passe, la
jeune fille.
I' voit la jeune fille passer. I’ voit bien qu’ c’est une belle jeune fille. «Il est malheureux qu’une jeune fille va se
faire manger par une bête à sept têtes comme ça …» I’ prend son ch’val. Le v’là parti à la rencontre de cette jeune
demoiselle. Arrive à la demoiselle, il lui dit:
—Mademoiselle, où allez-vous?
—Ah! bi’n, qu’a’ lui dit, mon ami, c’est à vous de pas v’nir avec moi, parce que je vais me faire manger.
—Bi’n, i’ dit, avant d’ vous faire manger, montez sur mon ch’val. Montez sur mon ch’val, nous irons tous les
deux.
EIle, a’ voulait pas, a’ voulait pas. A’ dit:
—Non. Vous allez … Allez-vous-en, parce que … i’ y a assez d’ moi à me … à me faire manger.
Ah! non! I’ la prie, il a insisté. I’ dit:
—Montez.
Si tellement qu’elle a monté sur son ch’val. En arrivant à la Bête à sept têtes, la Bête à sept têtes leur dit:
—Ah! ah! Aujourd’hui, je va is faire un bon déjeuner. Je croyais manger qu’une et j’ vais en manger deux.
Et alors, c’est là qu’i’ dit à son chien: «Plus-fort-que-tout-l’ monde, allez!»
I’ saute dessus. Ah! i’ saute dessur la bête, il abat trois têtes. Lui, i’ r’descend d’ssu’ son ch’val avec un … Il
avait un sabre. Vous savez ce que c’est qu’un sabre, hein? Alors, il en abat une aussi. Ça faisait quatre. La Bête à
sept têtes lui demande grâce. A’ lui dit:
—Mon vieux, laisse-moi. Laisse-moi avec mes trois têtes. Je s’rai plus fort’ demain avec mes trois têtes
qu’aujourd’hui avec mea sept.
A’ va … Il lui laisse … Il la quitte avec … comme ça. I’ s’en r’tourne avec la jeune fille pour … pour revenir le
lendemain. Si seulement que la jeune fille retourne chez elle. A’ dit à ses parents:
—Aujourd’hui, la bête n’a pas voulu me manger. A’ … alle avait pas faim, mais c’est pour … ça s’ra pour un
autre jour, ça s’ra pour demain.
Vous comprenez bien que le roi n’était pas … satisfait de ça … quoi! Un jour de plus, p’is on croyait que … Si
tellement que le lendemain, la v’là partie, la même répétition, quoi! A’ arrive sur le champ de bataille, la Bête à
sept têtes, mais il allait être en peine de … que … le Plus-fort-que-tout-l’ monde avait mangé les trois têtes. Les
trois têtes. Alors … alors, donc, lui, i’ fait ni un ni deux, i’ coupe les langues. I’ coupe les langues des sept têtes. I’
les ramasse, i’ prend le foulard que la jeune fille avait dans l’ cou. Alors, i’ les enveloppe là-d’dans, et i’ les
ramasse pour lui. I’ quitte la jeune fille. Alors, la jeune fille lui dit, a’ lui promet le mariage. Lui, i’ lui répond:
—Oui, je veux bien, mais pas avant un an et un jour.
—Ah! compris!
C’est accepté pour un an et un jour. Alors, i’ se quittent comme ça, mais dans son passage, dans son chemin, a’
rencontre les trois … bandits, ou charbonniers, qui … qui traînaient les sept têtes. Alors, i’ attaquent la jeune fille
en lui disant:
Voilà, tu diras chez toi qu’ c’est nous qu’a’ tué la bête. Et va falloir qu’ tu nous promettes le mariage à un d’
nous. Et si tu veux pas, tu as pas été mangée par la bête, mais on va t’ tuer.
La jeune fille a été obligée d’accepter, quoi! A’ dit:
—Oui. J’ veux bien accepter, mais à la condition d’ pas me marier avant un an et un jour.
V’là partie. En arrivant chez elle, a’ dit:
—Voilà, mon père, ma mère, qui a tué la bête: c’est ces trois hommes-là. C’est ces trois hommes-là qu’a tué la
Bête à sept têtes et qui m’ont délivrée. Alors, j’ai promis le mariage. J’ai promis le mariage à … à un des trois.
Alors, le mariage arrive. Le mariage arrive au bout d’un an et un jour. Ça s’ faisait vite. Le temps passait! L’
mariage arrive au bout d’un an et un jour. Ah! v’là bientôt son repas. Le jeune homme arrive à ce moment-là, lui,
avec son ch’val. Ah! il arrive … l’endroit où il avait débarqué dans la … I’ voit que le pays était en fête. «Oh! i’
dit, mais c’ qu’i’ y a?» I’ ont dit: «Oh! oh! c’est la jeune fille du roi qui s’ marie aujourd’hui. Ah! c’est une grande
fête. C’est une fête … Tout l’ monde s’en … sont en fête, vous pensez bien que ces trois … ces trois hommes qu’a
tué la bête!…»
—Ah!
I’ dit rien. Alors, vous voyez tout d’ suite, bi’n, i’ sont au repas. I’ sont … i’ vont commencer le repas. Ah! c’est
là qu’i’ dit à son chien: «Bi’n, mon chien Plus-fort-que-tout-l’ monde, tu … tu iras chercher le premier gigot qui
va passer sur la table».
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Ah! i’ … v’là l’ chien parti. Alors, rentre dans la … dans la salle à manger, l’ réfectoire, j’ sais pas. I’ saute
dessus la table, attrape le premier … le gigot qu’ était su’ la table, sort avec. Les hommes ont voulu l’arrêter, mais
i’ y avait rien à faire, i’ traversait, i’ passait d’vant l’ monde sans … sans pouvoir l’arrêter. Alors, le gigot était … a
été porté au jeune homme. Bi’n, su’ l’ coup … Mais, i’ faut … c’est là qu’i’ dit à son chien: «Mon vieux, tu vas
aller chercher la bouteille de vin».
Son chien, ah! su’ l’ coup … la parole … Le v’là parti son chien, parti, saute dessur la table, attrape la bouteille
de vin, c’est là qu’en s’en allant que … i’ y avait un gardien, des bâtons; i’ ’i donne un coup d’ queue, ’i casse la
jambe, je l’ sais pas trop, seulement qu’i’ l’avait blessé …i’ avait blessé celui qu’ était à la porte. Ah! vous pensez
bien que le roi était furieux. I’ dit:
—A qui ce chien-lè? Arrêtez-moi ce chien-là! Arrêtez-moi l’homme qui a …
Et p’is, on lui dit que c’était un homme qu’ avait un chien comme ça, qu’ était un … à un hôtel, je l’ sais pas; j’
me souviens pas du nom. Alors, i’ l’envoie chercher. Il arrive.
—C’est vous qu’ avez un chien?
—En effet, c’est moi qui a’ un chien comme ça.
—Papa, qu’a’ lui dit, tu devrais l’inviter, p’is c’est tout, quoi! parce que c’est …
Alors, il l’invite à … à faire … à prendre le dessert. «Faites-le servir.»
C’était le dessert. Alors, c’est là que chacun a raconté leur histoire. I’ se met à prendre le dessert avec le … à la
table, quoi! Alors, il écoutait tout … toutes les chansons, les … toutes les rigolades qu’i’ … qu’i’ racontaient,
quoi! comme on peut en raconter dans … dans une noce. Alors … c’est le seul qui racontait pas ses histoires,
c’était lui, quoi! C’est la qu’ le roi lui dit … i’ dit:
—Non, mais, tu devrais … Vous n’avez pas rien à raconter, vous? … vous, monsieur?
—Ah! i’ dit, non. Moi, je … j’habite su’ l’ bord d’ la mer. Moi, je connais pas grand-chose, vous savez1 j’ su’s
pas habitué dans … dans les pays. Su’ l’ bord d’ la mer, on n’a pas connaissance de beaucoup d’ choses, quoit
Alors … un p’tit moment après, i’ dit:
—Ah! oui, tenez, je vais vous raconter une petite histoire.
Ah! c’est là qu’ les autres, quand i’ ont vu qu’i’ voulait raconter une p’tite … une p’tite histoire, i’s ont voulu se
… partir.
—Ah! tiens, i’ dit, comment ça s’ fait qu’ ces messieurs…, le marié surtout, veut partir, lui? Le marié veut
partir, parce que j’ vais raconter mon histoire. Alors, done, je raconte rien. Si ces messieurs veu’t rester, j’ raconte
mon histoire, monsieur.
Alors, le roi dit:
—Non, non, que personne bouge. Restez assis, restez assis. Monsieur va nous raconter une histoire.
Alors, v’là l’histoire qu’ arrive. I’ dit:
—Oui, vous avez bien raconté toutes vos histoires, mais, moi, je vais vous raconter une chose …
I’ s’adresse à monsieur le … au roi. Il lui dit:
—Avez-vous vu quelquefois des bêtes qui n’avaient pas d’ langue?
—Ah, bi’n, non, non, non, non!
—Mais, pourtant, la Bête à sept têtes ’n avait pas. A’ n’avait pas d’langue!
Si tellement qu’i’ s’en vont voir…, voir dans les têtes, qu’il’ avaient bien regardées, seulement a’ s’étaient
conservées, les têtes. I’ s’en va voir, mais les langues étaient bien coupées.
—Oui, mais i’ y en a eu, i’ dit, mais i’ ont été coupées.
—Ah! par qui?
—Par … par celui qu’a tué la bête.
Si tellement qu’i’ dit à Plus-fort-que-tout-l’ monde, i’ dit: «Tu iras chercher … va-t’en chercher dans ma
chambre … Tu vas prendre les langues qu’est dans un foulard, et p’is tu vas me l’ porter ici.»
V’là l’ chien parti chercher les langues. I’ arrive avec les langues, p’is là, i’ dit:
—Voyez, mais … i’ dit à la jeune fille: Mademoiselle, alors, c’est-i’ les trois qui vous a sauvée, qu’a tué la
bête, ou moi?
—Ah! a’ dit à son père, non, ceux-là … ceux-là, ici, m’ont fait … i’ m’ont trahie. I’ m’ont trahie, mais c’est ce
jeune homme-là qui m’a sauvée, qu’a tué la bête avec son chien, le chien qu’ est v’nu ici. Vous l’avez vu comment
c’ que c’est, le chien, qu’ est bien plus fort que tout l’ monde. Alors, c’est lui qui m’a sauvée.
Ah! vous pensez! c’est là qu’i’s ont mis les trois hommes-là en prison. Le bon Dieu l’ sait, i’ les ont p’t-être
fusillés, je l’ sais pas, mais seulement qu’il’ ont été punis.
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Alors, le mariage s’est … s’est refait avec le … celui qu’ avait tué la … la Bête à sept têtes. Alors … à la fin du
r’pas, le jeune homme a sorti … le marié a sorti … a sorti avec ses invités. Il a aperçu une petite lumière. Il’ ont
ete. .. Qu'est-ce que c'etait? II a frappe. Alors, i' y a une bonne femme, une vieille qui a sorti.
—Ah! a’ ’i dit, as-tu un chien méchant? As-tu un chien méchant? Donne-moi un d’ tes ch’veux. Donne-moi un
d’ tes ch’veux. Oh! j’ai peur de ton chien.
Alors, le jeune homme s’avance. A’ lui prend un d’ ses ch’veux. I’ tombe dans une espèce de panneau, une
balance qui se trouvait là. Ah! i’ tombe en prisonnier, à la cave, dans une cave, avec son chien. Alors, ils étaient
bien … bien prisonniers. Ah! oui, mais, là-bas, chez lui, son frere s’est aperçu que … une fleur était tombée.
—Ah! i’ dit à sa mère, il est arrivé quelqu’ chose à mon frère, parce qu’il y a une fleur de tombée.
Alors, i’ prend son ch’val et Passe-partout, j’ crois, Passe-partout. V’là parti avec son chien Passe-partout et
… et son ch’val. Dans son dans son chemin, i’ rencontre une bonne femme, une mendiante. A’ lui d’mande la
charité. I’ s’arrête pas. Ah! i’ dit non, qu’i’ a pas l’ temps d’ s’arrêter. Bon! I’ continue son ch’min, arrive où c’ que
sa … la fille du roi, où c’ qu’était l’ jeune mariée. A’ lui dit, en arrivant:
—Où c’ que t’as pu aller, donc? T’as dû te perdre. Mais pourquoi prends-tu pas un homme, quelqu’un pour te
faire connaître?
—Oh! i’ dit, je serai pas si bête … je serai pas si bête. A présent, je prendrai quelqu’un qui … qui connaît,
hein! parce que je … à chaque fois, j’ me perdrai comme ça, moi.
Alors, le soir, quoi! le deuxième, actuellement, Ie deuxième garçon sort avec les invités, aperçoit cette petite
lumière qu’i’ y avait. Ça l’attirait comme son frère avait été, mais la vieille lui dit:
—Oh! as-tu un chien méchant? Oh! donne-moi un d’ tes ch’veux. Donne-moi un d’ tes ch’veux.
Oh! Ah! il accoss’e; la vieille lui prend un … un d’ ses ch’veux. Ah! i’ tombe encore dans la cave…, au’ l’
panneau, au fond … au fond d’ la cave. Ah! bien été, mais là, ils étaient prisonniers tous les deux. Mais le … le
troisième frère, lui, quand il a été voir dans l’ jardin, l’ matin, p’is i’ aperçut une deuxième fleur tombée. «Bien
non! i’ est arrivé quelqu’ chose à mes deux frères!» Bon! i’ dit à sa mère:
Sûrement qu’il est arrivé que’que chose, parce que la … la deuxième fleur est tombée.
Sa mère ne voulait pas qu’il …
—Où ce que tu veux aller? Tu vois bien. Je vais rester … je vais rester tout … toute seule après.
Ah, non, non! i’ a pas d’ prix, i’ prend son ch’val et puis … Va-comme-le-vent, quoi! V’là parti. Arrive dans
certaine … dans … Ah! la vieille se trouvait là, la vieille mendiante.
—Où va’s-tu? Qu’a’ lui dit.
Ah! i’ r’tourne, i’ r’vire … i’ r’tourne sur ses talons, comme on dit. Alors, i’ … il dit à la bonne femme:
—Qu’est-ce que vous voulez m’ dire?
—Bi’n, je suis malheureuse …
—Ah! bi’n, il lui dit, vous savez, j’ peux vous donner c’ que j’ai. J’ vais vous donner c’ que j’ai là, le peu que
j’ai, quoi!
—Ah! bi’n, a’ dit, t’es bien gentil. T’es bien gentil! Mais … je vais t’annoncer une chose: tu sais, tes frères
sont prisonniers. Tu f’ras une chose. Tu sais, quand tu vas sortir, ce soir—tes frères ’n ont fait autant; ils ont sorti,
ils ont aperçu une petite lumière, p’is il’ ont été prisonniers par une vieille qui sort … A’ t’ demandera un d’ tes
ch’veux, mais fais attention. Tu cisseras ton chien d’ssus. Tu f’ras sauter ton chien d’ssus, juste le temps qu’a’ t’
delivre tes freres.
—Bien!
Ç’a été bien. Qui. Alors, il a bien réfléchi. Alors, il attrape tout c’ qu’il avait sur lui. Il lui dit:
—Bi’n, je vous donne tout c’ que j’ai, moi, j’ai pas aut’e chose … pour récompense.
Alors, le v’là parti. Arrive le soir, sa femme lui dit encore,—sa femme pensait que c’était son mari, ils s’
ressemblaient,—a’ lui dit:
—Oui, mais, pas fin, où vas-tu comme ça? Non, mais ça fait deux nuits que ça fait pareil, et puis quoi! la
troisième, comment ça va être?
—Oh! ce soir … ce sera pas pareil.
I’ attendait l’ soir avec impatience, vous comprenez bien. Ah! v’là le soir qui arrive. I’ sort pour aller voir ses
invités. I’ aperçoit cette petite lumière-là la petite lumière que la vieille lui avait dit de faire bien attention. Ah! le
v’là parti … Cette lumière! I’ frappe! Ah! la bonne femme, ah! a’ dit la même chose exactement comme elle avait
dit à ses frères. Ah! mais, i’ dit: «Non».
—As-tu un chien méchant? Donne-moi un d’ tes ch’veux.
—Non.
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I’ dit à son chien:
—Saute dessus la bougreese.
I’ saute, écrase, et mange.
—Tu vas la manger, hein! Tu vas la manger.
Ah! alle a peur. Ah! alle a peur. A’ lui d’mande une grâce, a’ lui dit:
—Non, ’tire-moi ton chien.
—Oui, mais à condition que tu m’ délivres mes frères, hein? Faut qu’ tu m’ donnes mes frères tout d’ suite,
autrement j’ te fais manger par mon chien.
Alors, alle a fait sortir les deux frères. Les v’là tous les trois … V’là tous les trois frères ensemble. Les v’là
partis tous les trois. Arrivent. Voient la mariée, mais la mariée, alle les regardait tous les trois, mais a’ savait pas à
qui elle avait affaire. Alle a r’gardé un, alle a r’gardé l’autre, tou’ r’gardés. A’ voit les trois pareils. A’ pouvait pas
voir lequel qu’ était son mari. Puis, i’ disaient pas un mot, tous les trois se contentaient de rire, c’est tout, quoi! I’ y
en a un qui s’ décide, i’ dit:
—C’est pas la peine te faire languir, voilà! Voici ton mari.
Voici son mari. Voilà! Et c’est là … C’est comme ça qu’ ç’a été fini.
2
Alors, c’était un jeune homme, un domestique. Vous savez c’ que c’est qu’un domestique? qui vivait dans les
fermes, hein? Alors, i’ pouvait pas garder une place; c’était un fainéant. Alors, i’ était mis dehors par ses patrons,
quoi! I’ voulait pas travailler. Il arrive à une certaine ferme; i’ veut s’engager. I’ d’mande à son patron…, au
patron, s’i’ veut l’engager. I’ lui dit:
—Oui, mais as-tu des certificats des maisons où c’est … où t’es passe avant?
Il lui dit:
—Non.
—Mais, j’ peux pas t’engager sans certificat. Je te connais pas, premièrement, j’ peux pas t’engager. Je sais pas
c’ que t’es. Je sais pas si tu travailles au point. Tu devrais avoir au moins des certificats des maisons où t’as passé.
—Ah! i’ dit, non, non, mais je vais vous raconter une histoire de la dernière maison où j’ai passé, dernière
ferme. Alors, on sait bien que j’ai travaillé … on travaillait dur. On travaillait dur.
D’un … d’un coup, v’là un cochon qui crève. Mais, savez-vous c’ qu’on a fait? On l’a pas enterré, ni rien, on
l’a mangé! On a mangé I’ cochon. Ah! c’était dur … un cochon crevé comme ça, hein? Ah! ils ont bien mangé.
Ah! au bout d’un mois après, v’là un chien qui crève. Ah! il’ ont fait autant du chien. Manger, c’était dur à
manger, ça. On a mangé du chien. Alors, ça faisait deux … Mais, i’ y avait une…, la vieille grand-mère qu’ avait
au moins ses peut-être quatre-vingt-dix-sept ou quatre-vingt-dix-huit ans. Elle avait pas tout à fait cent ans, mais
pas loin. V’là qu’a’ meurt.
Mais j’entends la conversation: «Tu vois, hein? On a mangé le cochon qu’ était crevé. On avait mangé le chien.
La bonne femme, ça … ça s’rait dur à manger. Ça s’rait dur; c’est d’ la vieille peau. On … on va la bouffer quand
même.»
Vous pensez bien, quand j’ai entendu ça, moi, la même façon, bi’n, j’ai dit: «Manger … manger du cochon
crevé! Manger du chien crevé! Manger une grand-mère qu’ avait p’t-être une centaine d’années! Oh!…» Qu’estce que vous auriez fait à ma place, vous? Voyez-vous, j’ suis arrivé … Voyez-vous … j’ai été obligé d’ partir, j’ai
pas pu …
3
Alors, c’était un … un p’tit jeune homme qu’ avait perdu ses parents très jeune. Alors, il n’avait ni père ni
mère. Alors, c’est son tuteur qui l’a adopté. Son tuteur, il était donc son parrain. Et, c’était le roi. Il l’avait nommé
Briquet. Son p’tit nom était Briquet. Alors, vous savez bien qu’il l’avait élevé à tous ses caprices. Si tellement
qu’en grandissant, i’ ’n avait fait qu’un … un vagabond, un bandit, quoi! pour bi’n dire. I’ avait…, il n’aimait qu’à
faire des tours, des méchancetés et puis toutes sortes de choses pour faire … mettre son … son parrain en colère,
hein! Si tellement qu’un jour, son parrain, pris de colère, i’ l’a mis à la porte. I’ dit:
—Va-t’en. Va-t’en, voyou qu’ tu es. Je peux pas rien faire de toi. Va-t’en d’ici.
Si tellement qu’il est parti. Mais i’ dit à son oncle:
—Tu es riche, mais je r’viendrai plus riche que toi. Je reviendrai plus riche que toi!
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—Bon, bi’n, va-t’en, qu’il lui dit. Val
Alors, le v’là parti. Le v’là parti. Il avait peut-être une vingtaine d’années. Dans son … dans son chemin, ah! i’
rencontre quat’e voleurs. I’ lui d’mandent:
La bourse ou la vie!
Ah! i’ s’arrête:
—Moi aussi, j;étais pour vous la d’mander «la bourse ou la vie».
Alors, les autres, pris d’ peur, lui disent:
—Oh, non, non! Oh! non, on veut bien … Qui es-tu?
—Bi’n, mon Dieu, j’ suis le Fin Voleur. Je suis le Fin Voleur.
—Ah! bi’n, écoute, viens … viens-t’en avec nous. Viens-t’en avec nous.
Alors, ils l’emmènent…, les quat’e voleurs l’emmènent avec lui. Il’ arrivent dans … dans leur ferme, là où c’
qu’ils avaient bâti … Il’ avaient bâti une maison comme ça, dans le bois, au milieu d’un bois. Alors, il’ arrivent tôt
le soir. Ils arrivent. Ils étaient quarante voleurs avec une vieille, soi-disant qu’ c’était leur mère. Quarante voleurs
avec une vieille de … Il lui restait plus qu’une dent, mais une dent énorme. Elle avait p’t-être six pouces de long,
mais une grosseur! A’ descendait jusqu’ici. Ah! i’ la regardaient. «Alle a plus qu’une dent, ça va bien.» Alors,
quand tou’ s’ sont réunis, les quarante voleurs…, la grand-mère dit:
—Ici, chacun va d’ son côté, hein? Et puis, on leur d’mande la bourse ou la vie, hein? Mais si t’es le Fin
Voleur, il passe un homme, ici, tous les matins, i’ passe de là, avec un veau. Ils n’ont pas su arriver à le prendre, le
veau. Je n’ sais pas comment c’ qu’il arrive …
—Mais, c’est pas…, c’est pas des voleurs. C’est pas des vrais voleurs. Ça va bien. Nous verrons.
Alors, le Fin, i’ dit:
—Avez-vous d’ la chaussure?
—Oui, nous avons d’ la chaussure de toutes … de toutes sortes.
—Alors, i’ m’en faudrait.
Alors, a’ va lui chercher la chaussure. A’ l’emporte.
—Ah! i’ dit, moi avec un soulier, j’en ai assez. Un soulier, ça suffit.
—Un soulier! Qu’est-ce que tu veux faire avec un soulier? Tu t’chausses des deux pieds?
—Oh! Qui, mais... juste un pied. Avec un soulier, j’en ai assez.
Alors, i’ prend un soulier.
—Vous pouvez ramasser l’aut’e.
Alors, le iendemain matin, i’ faut s’ lever. Ah! i’ prend son soulier, p’is l’ v’là parti. Mais dans l’ passage du …
du bonhomme qu’ avait son veau, alors, le gars, i’ s’était caché … —c’éait une grande côte, vous savez, qu’ était
boisée des deux bords— … i’ s’était caché dans l’ bois. Alors, quand que le bonhomme a passé, il a j’té son
soulier sur la côte … du bonhomme. Alors, le bonhomme arrive au soulier, aperçoit l’ soulier. «Ah! bi’n, ça f’rait
bien mon affaire si j’ trouvais l’autre. Mais, ’ien qu’un soulier…, tout neuf! Qu’est-ce que j’ vais faire avec un
soulier neuf, moi? Ah non! Ah! ça m’ servirait bien pour cette fois. Bien sûr, j’en ai déjà…, sont pas mal cassés. J’
peux pas garder un soulier, c’est impossible.» Alors, i’ jette son soulier, quoi! Et p’is i’ continue.
Mais lui, i’ le guettait, comprenez-vous. Il le eurveillait. Quante le bonhomme est arrêté à une certaine
distance, il a couru bien vite chercher l’ soulier. Reprend l’ soulier, et p’is i’ s’ dépêche bien vite pour être su’ le
mont encore. Le bonhomme arrive en haut. Finalement, quand i’ était v’nu à … à j’ter l’ soulier, le bonhomme
arrive encore à prendre ce soulier-là. «Oh! l’imbécile que j’ suis. Si j’avais ramassé l’autre, hein? Ça me f’rait…,
ça me ferait la paire. Ça me ferait la paire de souliers. Ah! pourtant, c’est pas tant bien…, pas bien loin d’ici. C’est
p’t-être … p’t-être à trois, quatre cents mètres peut-être d’ici. Oh! i’ dit, bi’n j’ vais aller l’ chercher, j’ vais aller l’
chercher.» Pousse le soulier qu’il croyait avoir quitté. Mais, pendant ce temps-là, le Fin Voleur le guettait, lui. Le
temps qu’il était parti chercher l’ soulier, il enlève le veau, p’is le soulier, p’is ffffuit! Quand … quand le
bonhomme est arrivé, vous pensez bien! …
Le veau et les souliers! … Il arrive à la ferme avec le veau! Ah! la femme se tapait dans les mains.
Ah! voilà, c’est le vrai Fin Voleur que j’ai là. C’est le vrai Fin Voleur de … Oui, il connaît son métier, vous
voyez, hein?
Ç’a bien été. Alors, le soir tout l’ monde comptait leur argent, tout c’ qu’il’ avaient volé. Il y en avait qui
avaient volé beaucoup, d’autres, pas beaucoup. Alors, le soir ils se désignaient…, chacun devait aller ici, devait
aller là.
—Ah! il dit, moi j’ai toujours l’habitude de partir après…, après vous. Je partirai après vous, puis je ramassersi
…
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Quand qu’ toute … toute la bordelle a été partie, les quarante voleurs, lui, i’ part après, quoi! Mais, il n’avait
rencontré personne. I’ s’ dit comme ça: «I’ m’ont dit de demander la bourse ou la vie.» Alors, il avait une vieille
bourse aussi…, il avait une bourse dans sa poche, mais elle était vide.
Ah! il arrive à la ferme. Alors, i’ montre la sienne; la bourse qu’il avait. Elle était bien vide. Ah! chacun ouvrait
sa bourse pour voir ce qu’il y avait. Lui, quand il est venu son tour, elle était vide.
—Oh! comment ça s’ fait qu’elle est vide donc?
—Ah! vous m’avez dit d’enlever la bourse, mais le contenu, moi, je leur ai donné, j’ai pas … j’ai pris sa
bourse, c’est tout.
—Ah! mais non, faut prendre plus d’ butin qu’ ça.
—Ah! i’ dit, mais ça sera pour la prochaine fois. Ça s’ra pour la prochaine fois.
Ah! le lendemain, v’là le lendemain qui arrive. Ah! les v’là tous partis encore, quoi! à part lui qui restait, quoi!
La bonne femme lui dit:
—Ah! tu es le Fin Voleur, toi, mais je vais parier, tiens! avec toi … Je vais courir tout alentour de ce poteau-là,
et si tu peux m’attraper, bi’n, t’auras gagné le pari.
—Ah! bi’n, i’ dit, m’as essayer, voir.
Alors, le v’là qui court, mais i’ court tout alentour du poteau. Quand il a eu à peu près son embelle que la
bonne femme était à moitié attaquée, il la pousse si tellement fort que la bonne femme tombe dans le poteau. A’
s’enfonce la dent, vous comprenez, ah! peut-être quatre pouces. Si tellement, i’ voyait qu’elle était presque … Il
avait une espèce de j’ sais pas trop … qui se trouvait à la main là, une espèce de marteau, un gros marteau en bois,
là. Il lui donne un autre coup sur la tête, comme ça. Bouc! A’ s’enfonce davantage. Alle est clouée, quoi!
—Viens courir autour! Viens courir au poteau!
Une fois qu’elle a été clouée comme ça, alors, il a dit: «C’est à moi de fouiller.»
Alors, i’ rentre dans une … où c’ qu’i’ y avait de l’or. I’ y avait des sacs d’or, une quantité d’ sacs d’or. «Ah! i’
dit, bi’n, c’est à moi de … de faire mon …» Alors, qu’i’ s’est dit … I’ prend un mulet. Vous savez c’ que c’est
qu’un mulet? I’ prend un mulet, le charge tant qu’il a pu de sacs d’or. Le v’l parti avec tout ça, quoi! Le v’là parti.
I’ voulait faire vite, mais i’ s’en allait pas bien vite, le mulet était chargé. Mais, entin, i’ s’en allait quand même.
Mais quand qu’ les premiers sont arrivés, ils ont aperçu leur mère comme ça,—parce que soi-disant, c’était leur
mère,—qu’ était enfoncée dans le poteau…, clouée au poteau. Il’ ont voulu courir après le Fin Voleur, mais ils en
avaient peur. Ils avaient peur de l’attraper; si tellement qu’ils ont été obligés d’ le quitter, s’en aller, quoi! Alors, il
arrive chez lui avec tout son chargement. Il était débarqué. Il est débarqué où c’ qu’il avait été, en bas. Ah! i’ s’en
va chez son parrain.
—Ah! il lui dit, te v’là encore ici, toi? Je t’avais expédié pourtant.
—Oui, mais j’ suis v’nu vous chercher vot’e mesure. Oui, Qui.
(Dans c’ temps-là, il’ avaient une mesure pour mesurer l’or. J’ sais pas si ça existe encore.)
—Oui? Alors, j’ voudrais qu’ tu m’apportes un …
—Ah! bi’n, j’ vais t’ l’apporter. On est du bon monde. Ah! oui, oui.
Alors, il avait apporté cette mesure. Oh! mais il avait … il avait mesuré j’ sais pas combien haut. Mais il était
riche de six de plus qu’ son roi. Il avait six choses de plus qu’ son parrain. Bien plus riche! Mais, forcément, quitte
son parrain, il laisse trois, quatre pièces en or collées dans l’ fond d’ la mesure. Quand il a été apporter ça, son
parrain dit:
—Qu’est-ce que t'as voulu faire? C’est pour t’ foutre de moi que t’as fait ça, toi?
—Ah! bi’n non, c’est pour montrer que j’ suis plus riche que vous, quoi!
—Ah! il lui dit, malin tu es. Eh bi’n, tu t’ fous d’ mes ordres tout l’ temps. Et puis, tu sais, tu n’as pas fini avec
moi. Tu n’as pas fini avec moi. Tu n’as pas fini! Va falloir, tu sais, … si tu es malin, eh bi’n! nous verrons. Viens
avec moi dans la pièce.
Alors, il avait … il avait caché sous un chapeau un briquet … Un briquet, c’est pour qu’on l’allume. Mais i’ s’
nommait comme ça, le Fin Voleur. I’ s’ nommait Briquet. Alors, i’ quitte le chapeau, il lui dit…, son parrain lui
dit:
—Voilà un chapeau de chaviré … Si tu viens pas à deviner c’ qu’i’ y a d’ssous, eh bi’n! tu sais, coquin, j’ t’en
dis pas plus long. I’ va falloir qu’ tu arrives à me dire que tu l’ sais pas.
I’ cherchait partout. I’ dit, comme ça: «Briquet, ma foi, mon Dieu, t’es foutu.»
—T’as bien fait d’ deviner, il lui dit, (Briquet s’ nommait en disant qu’il était foutu.) T’as bien fait d’ deviner,
mon vieux. C’était justement un briquet qu’i’ y avait. Qui, t’as bien fait. Alors, à présent, il lui dit, t’as pas fini. I’
va falloir qu’ tu viennes encore avec moi.
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Alors il lui bande les yeux. Bander les yeux. Ah! bi’n, les yeux bandés … Et p’is, il l’ prend par le bras. Le roi
prend sa … sa canne,—son parrain,—prend sa canne, le v’là parti. I’ rentre dans un grand pare.
—Suivez-moi, hein? ... voir un p’tit peu l’ pare.
Alors, ils marchaient.
—Alors, qu’il lui dit, qu’est-ce que je touche? Qu’est-ce que je remue?
—Bien, bien, vous savez bien, père …
Tout d’un coup, il arrive à toucher que’que chose.
—Ah! i’ dit, la merde! Après tout, qu’il lui dit … La merde!
—Oh! qu’il lui dit, t’as bien vite deviné.
C’était juste un seau de … C’était un tas de … Un tas de … Alors, i’ lui dit:
—Tu vas partir d’ici. Je veux plus te voir sous mes yeux, hein! Faut qu’ tu sortes d’ici.
Bi’n, il lui dit, oui, je vais partir. Mais, je ferai un autre tour avant de partir que tu entendras parler.
—Va-t’en! Va-t’en! Dégalle! Moi, j’ veux plus t’ voir devant mes yeux.
Le v’là parti. Ah! le v’là parti chez lui. Mais, dans l’ milieu d’ la nuit, i’ s’ lève. A minuit, i’ s’en va dans
l’église. Dans l’église. I’ commence à sonner la cloche. I’ sonne la cloche à minuit juste. Mais le prêtre de … de
là, c’était un vieux, vous savez, alors, il n’a pas entendu. Mais la servante a entendu, elle. Mais elle a pas voulu
réveiller le … le prêtre, parce qu’il était vieux. Le lendemain, a’ lui dit:
—Charles, a’ lui dit au prêtre, pensez-vous qu’a minuit, la cloche a sonné?
Ah! mais j’ai pas entendu. Pourquoi faire tu m’as pas…, t’es pas venu m’appeler? Sûrement c’est une … une
âme au purgatoire qu’a besoin de prières. Oui, t’aurais dû m’ le dire quand même. Oui, mais si quelque-fois tu
entends, bi’n, tu viendras m’ prévenir.
Alors … alors, le soir arrive. Il recommence à aller a l’église, puis resonner à minuit encore. Ah! la servante
entendit. A’ s’en va …
—Vous savez, la … la cloche qui sonne encore. La cloche sonne encore, et …
Ah! le prêtre s’habille puis court bien vite à l’église.
—Ah! le monde…, il lui dit! C’est ton Dieu qui t’appellel C’est ton Dieu qui t’appelle! Prépare-toi et va-t’en
dire…, faire tes adieux à ta servante et j’ t’attends ici, c’est ton Dieu qui t’appelle.
Alors, le v’là parti, p’is i’ s’en va trouver sa servante. Il lui dit:
—Tu sais, je suis obligé d’ te quitter, parce que c’est mon Dieu qui m’appelle. C’est mon Dieu qui m’appelle.
Alors … alors, le curé arrive à l’église. Il aperçoit un grand sac descendre. Il avait préparé un grand sac avec
une espèce de palan. Vous savez c’ que c’est qu’un palan, hein? C’est deux poulies, p’is arrangées. Il lui dit:
—Mets-toi dans ce sac. Pour aller au paradis, le chemin est très mauvais. I’ y a des secousses à r’cevoir, hein?
Prépare-toi à les r’cevoir, parce … avant d’arriver au paradis, c’est dur. Alors, mets-toi dans ce sac.
Alors, i’ se met dans l’ sac. Une fois qu’i’ est dans l’ sac … C’est un colis … Alors, i’ commence. I’ était à
moitié ch’min. Wrack! il le laisse tomber. Boum! Bon. Vous pensez bien, en tombant, quoi! un vieux comme ça,
c’est lourd. I’ tombait lourdement, seulement … Ah! il recommencit encore … Rrroum! Juste le temps que le
prêtre ait plus d’ conscience, quoi! Ahl quand il a vu qu’ le prêtre n’avait plus d’ conscience, i’ dit: «A présent, je
vois pas c’ que je vais faire.» Alors ! Mais il y avait une cale dans l’église où c’ qu’il avait toute sa volaille: ses
poules, ses oies. Alors, il’ étaient emparqués, quoi! Il ouvre le panneau. Ahl il aperçoit … il aperçoit un’ pagaille
de z-oies. «Ah! i’ dit, tiens, mais j’ vais l’ mettre là.» Alors, il affale … il affale le prêtre dans le pare. I’dit:
«Enfin, tu es là. Ç’a bien été. Mais le lendmain, la servante dit: «I’ faut pas que j’ laisse mes bêtes sans manger. I’
faudrait pas que j’ laisse mes bêtes sans manger. I’ faudrait bien que j’ donne à manger à mes bêtes. La v’là partie.
A’ arrive, ouvre le panneau, a’ voit l’ prêtre.
—Oh! qu’est-ce que vous faites, mon Pere? Qu’est-ce que vous faites dans le pare?
—Va-t’en d’ici, j’ suis avec les anges. Va-t’en, qu’il dit. Va-t’en d’ici, je suis parmi les anges.
Ces oies-là qui tapaient des ailes, hein!
—J’ suis avec les anges.
Ah oui! Si tellement que … vous savez quand iI’ ont retiré leur prêtre, il était sans conscience. Ils savaient pas
qui c’est qui lui avait fait ça. Mais le roi, lui, sa … savait bien qui c’ qu’avait fait ça. I’ dit: «C’est encore lui qu’a
fait ce tour-là.» Mais ils ont voulu l’ chercher, mais ils n’ont pu; ils n’ont pas pu l’ trouver. Il a passé, il a disparu,
l’ bon Dieu l’ sait où qu’il a pu passer. Alors, le conte s’est terminé là. Ça finit comme ça.
144.79 The Conflict Of The Gods: A Folktale\fn{by Chief Taroi-nui (before 1893Polynesia, France (M) 1
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)} Tuamotu Archipelago,

French

When Atea first existed he was formless. It was the enchantress-woman Vahine Nautahu who uttered chants
and molded him into comely shape. Then he became the god of the expanse above the third layer of the world.
Atea’s wife was Fakahotu. They had handsome sons and daughters, and birds, butterflies, and all kinds of
creeping things also were born to them.
Tane was the son of Te Hau and Metua. He dwelt with his parents and ancestors in the heaven called Vavau,
and at length they all came down to fight with Atea, but Atea’s warriors defeated them. Some were killed; some
escaped, and Tane the youth fell behind in the realm of Atea.
When he saw his danger Tane stepped down to the third layer of earth and dwelt with human.. beings. They
received him kindly, and from them he learned to eat food, which was not known above.
When Atea saw the young god on the earth below he set a guard at each corner of the earth and sent gods to
capture him. But Tane dodged back and forth and evaded his pursuers, until at last he found a doorkeeper crouching with his arms around his knees.
Thus he slipped through and escaped to his own heaven, where his parents had mourned him for dead.
Up in the heavens, Tane who had eaten food on earth grew hungry.
“There is no food here,” his father said to him. “All you can do is open your mouth and swallow wind.”
“That cannot satisfy,” said Tane. “How many men have you here?” His father answered:
“Most of our men were killed by Atea. Only your two grandfathers and their parties escaped alive. And there
are your ancestors, who did not leave this place.”
So therefore Tane killed one of his ancestors and ate him, and this was the beginning of the eating of men.
*
When Tane grew to manhood he vowed revenge against Atea for the former defeat of his parents. His father
warned against folly, but Tane went to his ancestor Fatu tiri, that is, Thunder, and he obtained lightning from him.
Then Te Hau said to his son:
“Do not go yet, Tane, lest you fail. Wait until my hair is gray with age. This will tell you that Atea also has
grown old. Then try your skill against him.”
So Tane waited until his father’s head was gray. Then he made spears, and he gathered his warriors. They were
led by Tall Ru, Short Ru, Tottering Ru, Ru the humpback, and Ru the turtle. All these came with chants of great
potency to make war upon Atea.
“Now go to your grandfather Mata’i,” said Tane’s father, “and ask him for seeds of the pia bush.” And Tane
did this.
“Now, my son, go down to the earth,” said Te Hau, “and if you see ants gathered at the stump of a toa tree to
feed upon its flowers, it will be the right time to plant your seeds, and you will know what to do.”
So Tane and his warriors went down to the earth, and ants were gathered round the toa tree to feed upon its
flowers. So they planted their pia seeds, and they grew. And on the spreading top of a pia bush Tane chanted:
Prop, now props the warrior
With the pillar of the friend of the skies.
Cast up by enchantment will be the heavens!
*
Tall Ru, the man, propped up the sky,
Which is held now by the warrior.
*
Remain raised up, O sky,
Remain raised up,
Upon the pia tree, the teve, and the au.

Then the pia rose up with Tane upon it, and so he extended the heavens and fixed them in their proper places.
And the pia remained as a post for the center of the first sky; and Foundation Rock remained on the lowest layer
of earth to hold up the world.
When Atea saw what had been done, and that Tane had come into his realm and fixed the heavens in their
places, he said:
“Am I to remain and kneel in the presence of the friend of Havaiki who will seek Atea’s blood?”
*
So he made spears, and gathered all his warriors to meet the warriors of Tane. But Tane wished to kill Atea
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alone. He therefore went to him one day and asked him to make some fire. Tane held the piece of grooved wood
while Atea used the rubbing stick. But when it began to burn, Tane blew upon it and put it out, and this he did a
second time, so therefore Atea changed places with Tane, and requested him to make the fire. So Tane worked the
rubbing stick, and he used enchantments, and when Atea blew upon the fire, it only blazed more fiercely.
Now one of Tane’s men when he saw this fire became jealous of Tane, and he stole some flame and set fire to
the heavens above them. But Tane saw the flames and put them out, and when he came back he threw lightning on
Atea, so that he died. And Tane took Atea’s body on his great canoe, the name of which was A toa e ruru ai hau.
Atea’s mana did not die. It remained great in these islands and it descended to men, and it came down to the
Pomare family, as is shown in the genealogy of these chiefs.
255.63 1. Can Poached Eggs Hatch? 2. Seven-Headed Beast: Two Brothers 3. He Meets The King’s Conditions 4.
He Saves The Vessel: Four Folktales\fn{by Ashley Richardson (1911- )} Philipsburg, Saint Martin Island, Saint
Martin Collectivity (F) (MXLI)
1
Oncet the king give he servant some poached eggs to hatch.
And she went down the street crying. And she met up with Rogersto. Rogersto asked her what is the trouble?
She say she can’t tell him because he can’t do no good for her. Rogersto tell her yes, he can do her good.
She told Rogersto the king give her poached eggs to hatch. And they call the court eleven o’clock in the day.
Rogersto went out parohin’ some pease.\fn{ Peas:H} And they looked for Rogersto; twelve o’clock striked,
Rogersto never come.
One strike and Rogersto appear.
The king asked him what he was doing? He told the king he was parching some pease to plant.
The king asked him how parching pease can grow?
He asked the king how poached eggs can hatch?.
The lead bend
And the story end.

2
It was a woman had two sons.
And they walked. Each of them found three animals, a bear, a leopard, and a lion. And each of them take deft
department with de three beasties.
They rear the beasts for a pet dog.
And one found the road to town. It was a beast with seven heads were going to destroy the king daughter. He
took his three beasties, and kill them.
And took his seven oiyes to the king. And the king give him his daughter to be married. While he was sitting
down with his wife and his three beasts, a woman cross and said,
“Follow me!” And she carried him to a long distance, he and his three beasts. And she told him,
“Look up!”
And she spit in his face, and he and his three beasties turn to stone.
The lead bend
And the story end.

3
Once upon a time there was man call Rogersto. The king told him that he don’t want to see his face. He went
in the oven and shove his face in and le’ he back come out. While the king was crossing he say,
“I bet you that is Rogersto.”
The next day the king see Rogersto coming down the street. He say,
“Rogersto, I told you I don’t want to see your face.” Rogersto told him,
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“Well, King, you haven’t seen my face, you’ve seen my back.” The king tell him,
“I don’t want to see you naked or clothed.”
Rogersto went home and take a net and cover hisself. The king met him up. He said,
“Rogersto, I told you I don’t want to see you neither naked nor clothed.” And Rogersto said,
“Well, King, I’m not naked nor clothed.” And the king told him,
“I don’t want to see you on French\fn{The text has, erroneously, American, here and just below} ground.”
Rogersto went to England. He bought a pair of large boots. He filled them up with sand and he came back to
America. And the king met him up and he told Rogersto,
“Didn’t I told you I don’t want to see you on French ground?” Rogersto take off his shoe and he said,
“King, I am walking on English soil.”
The lead bend
And the story end.

4
Oncet Rogerster heard there was a owner of a three-master want a captain. Rogerster came in to town. And he
told the owner he will go captain. The owner told him all right, he can go captain, and he (the owner) will be back
from the country in six month’s time. And Rogerster went on board the ship, and he told the sailors,
“Take off that main sail!”
He went ashore with the mainsail and he sold it. And he spreed the money away. He went back again, and he
told them,
“Take off that foresail!”
He come ashore again and he sold it. He come back again aboard the ship and he told them take the head sails
off, and he spreed the money away. He went back again on board the ship and he told them take the rigging off
and chop the mastheads out. And he spreed the money away.
The owner of the boat came back to town, and meet the vessel bare, and Rogerster cannot be found. And he
call Rogerster a thief.
And he get to hear it and Rogerster came to town. And the owner ask Rogerster why he did the boat so?
Rogerster told him in a week’s time there’s a cyclone coming going to sweep every vessel out of port and leave
her. The next day a cyclone past and take out all the vessels and leave that one. And Rogerster tell him that he
save his vessel for him, and he call him a thief, and he must pay him three thousand dollar.
144.82 1. Kae And The Whale 2. Tahia The Fragrant Girl: Two Folktales\fn{by Haapuane (before 1921Hiva Oa Island, The Marquesas Islands, French Polynesia, France (M) 10

)} Atuona,

1
In Vainoi there were no men. Only women by themselves lived in that land. Their husbands—they were pandanus roots!
When a woman was to have her child and the time had arrived, certain experts came and cut her open. This
caused her death. So it was always in Vainoi. When the women had children they were always cut open by the tuhunga, and they died.
Into that valley of Vainoi came Kae; he was a man of Vevau. He saw this good valley with only women in it
and not a husband between them, therefore he hid himself at their bathing place. The women’s custom was, they
went to that place each day and had their pleasure with the pandanus roots, then they bathed.
Some women came down from the valley when Kae was hidden. They were calling out to their chiefess, their
peiu:
“E Hina, come down to the sea to our work.”
Their peiu answered, “I am coming; you go on,” and they came and lay with their husbands. When they had
finished their play with the pandanus roots those women had their bath and dressed themselves again, but their
peiu stayed, she remained to bathe alone. Then Kae came out from where he was.
Now when that chiefess saw Kae and what he had she was delighted with this man, she said,
“A question, man: who are you?” Said Kae,
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“That is for me to ask. I am the stranger, you the resident.”
“I here am Hina i Vainoi.”
“I here am Kae.” Said the peiu,
“You are my husband.” Said Kae,
“You are my woman.”
Then he took her. Then indeed was that chiefess delighted with her husband, more than with pandanus roots;
she took him to her house and kept him there, she did not reveal him to the rest. Each day the other women went
down to their play with the pandanus roots, they called out to their peiu,
“Hina i Vainoi, come bathing.” But Hina opened the door of her house and said,
“You all go without me, I am sick.”
Three days it happened thus—“I am sick.” This made those women think. One said,
“Perhaps it is a man with our peiu.” Another said,
“How would a man come here?” Then certain women said,
“There are scratches on our peiu’s cheeks; we have seen them.” Therefore they went to Hina’s house and asked
her,
“Tell us, O peiu, is there a man here sleeping with you?” She said that there was not, and so they asked her,
“Then who has been scratching you?”
“I scratched myself on the pandanus spines.” But the women said,
“Pandanus pricks are not like that; those are nail-scratches.” They did not believe their peiu.
*
One day a young woman came to the house of the peiu and said,
“Come up to the old woman’s the day after tomorrow. She is ready to be cut open.” When this messenger had
gone, Kae asked Hina,
“Why do you cut open a woman’s belly?” Said Hina,
“To get the child out.”
“And when the child is out what happens to the mother?”
“She dies. With us in this land it has been like that always, O my husband.” Kae said,
“Well then my woman, you will have to get rid of that. With us the woman is not cut, she is caused to give
birth.” Then he said to her,
“Tomorrow when you go up-valley tell the women to break off nono leaves and bind three bunches of them
round this woman’s waist. Then two must hold her knees and one must stand behind her. Then tie the rope to the
top of the house-post, for her to pull on. After the waters, the child will come. When the child comes, bite the
cord. Then push the stomach, make the rest come out. After that, mash up some shrimps with coconut cream; give
that to the child, it will empty him. Then mix up some breadfruit paste and heat it, give it to the woman.” Said
Hina,
“Very well.”
Then those two gods Pohihia and Pohahaa arrived to cut the woman with the shark’s-tooth knives, her relatives
were wailing where she lay. But Hina went there also and she told them they must do all those things which had
been told to her; and those two gods knew what Hina was doing, and how she knew of it. So the women gathered
nono leaves.
“What are these for?”
“Tomorrow we shall see.”
At dawn those tuhunga were ready with their knives, but Hina said,
“You-two are not to cut this woman; stand aside. One of you others is to stand behind her and two of you in
front. Put the nono leaves in her bottom there, beneath the place. Now tie this rope.” Then Hina said to the woman
with child,
“Now pull, pull hard.”
That woman did so, she pulled on the rope. Said Hina,
“After this pain the water will come away, then the child.” And she said to Pohihia and Pohahaa,
“You-two are evil men.”
They were ashamed, and ran away from that place for ever.
Then the chiefess showed those women how to do this work. One woman husked a coconut, she brought
shrimps, and mashed them up with cream of grated nut. They made it warm, gave it to the child. Then for the
mother they mixed up breadfruit paste with certain juices. Said Hina,
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“When the cord drops off, stop giving shrimps.” Said the women,
“We will do as you have said.” Then Hina returned to Kae and said to him,
“But for you, O my husband, that woman would have died, cut open by Pohihia and Pohahaa.”
Afterwards some of the women saw their peiu’s husband, then they understood; they said to her,
“There is the man who has been sleeping with you, telling you things. It would be well, O peiu, if you would
let us all sleep with your husband.” Said Hina,
“I will not.”
“Only a little?”
“I absolutely do not wish it.”
Afterwards when the women of Vainoi were giving birth they used the rope. They never again sent for Pohihia
and Pohahaa.
*
One day Hina i Vainoi said to her husband,
“Do my hair.” While Kae was picking out the lice he said,
“Your hair is turning gray.” She answered,
“Never mind, when that happens I know how to make myself like a young thing again.”
Then she said to her husband, “Let me do yours,” and on Kae’s head she saw many grey hairs. Said Hina,
“You are growing old, husband. Tomorrow, we-two will go out surf-riding.”
In the morning they went to the beach. Kae said,
“You go first.” Said Hina,
“No, you go first, my husband; then I can see how you do it.”
After Kae had come in on three waves he looked the same as he was before, he had not changed at all. Then
Hipa rode. After riding in on three waves she came out looking as fresh as a shrimp that has just been shelled.
“See, husband! Do I look the same?” Said Kae amazed,
“No, no, my wife.”
Then Kae was much ashamed, for it was Hina who had youth. After this Hina became pregnant. Kae longed
for his own land of mortals.
*
When six moons had passed Kae said,
“It is time now for me to go and prepare for our child.” It was Kae’s duty in this land to plant one breadfruit
tree for the child, and aute trees for its tapa cloth; and to provide pigs, and make a bathing basin near the stream,
and other matters. Therefore he said to Hina,
“I shall go to my land now. If you have a boy, you are to name him Te Hina tu o Kae.” But Hina said,
“Not yet, husband. Wait for three days; then my brother Tunua nui will take you on his back.”
So Hina called her brother from the sea and that great whale came up to her. Said Hina,
“Take your brother-in-law to his land.”
“Yes, yes, I will do so.” Then Hina said to Kae,
“When you come to Matafenua give a kick to each of the islets that you pass. Kick Motutapu, Motutomotomo,
Mataukaaea and the other islets, kick them all. That will make Tunua nui turn his head towards Vainoi, then he
will return here when he has put you ashore.”
Therefore Kae climbed on Tunua’s back and this great fish carried him to Vevau here. But when they were off
Matafenua, Kae did not kick the islets Motutapu, Motutomotomo, Motuofio and the rest.
In Vainoi, Hina knew it. She said,
“You bad one, my husband. You have failed to kick the islets. Now your brother-in-law will die, because of
you.”
Tunua nui went up on the beach at Taaoa, here in Vevau, to let Kae off; but then he could not turn around again
because of what Kae had done. He was stranded there, that great whale, and the people came to cut him up. His
blood touched Hina’s breast; in Vainoi she felt his death. Then Hina wept, she wept for her brother, crying,
“You are a bad man, O my husband. You did not listen to the word of Hina.” Kae said to his people here in
Vevau:
“Make a bathing pool for my child that is to be born.” To others he said,
“Feed and breed pigs; plant sugarcane; plant bananas; cut down the old coconut trees; feed chickens; plant
aute for making tapa.” So the people did these things as Kae had told them.
Then Hina i Vainoi gave birth to her child, she had a son, and she named it as her husband had told her. That
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child grew and grew.
One day Kae’s son had a quarrel with another boy. This boy teased him, made him angry, then the others said,
“Who are you to talk to us? Your father is just some foreigner.” Kae’s son wept, he went to Hina, said to her,
“They are teasing me, they say my father is a foreigner. It is time you told me where he is. What is my father’s
name?”
Now Hina i Vainoi was still angry with Kae because of her brother killed, and she replied,
“You have no father. I am your mother, that is all. In this land there are no fathers.” He replied,
“Do not hide it from me, my mother. Those boys say I have a father and that he is some foreigner.”
He kept on crying, he would eat no food. In the end Hina said to him,
“Enough, now, of that crying. This is your father’s name: Kae. He is at Vevau, that is your father’s land. Now
eat your food. Tomorrow you can go to him; Tunua iti will take you.”
In the morning Hina called to her younger brother in the sea, Tunua iti. Said Hina to Small-whale,
“Take your nephew to Vevau.”
“Yes, yes, I will do so.” Then Hina said to the child this word:
“Now when you and your uncle go past Matafenua, you are to kick all the islets there. Kick Motutapu, Motutomotomo, Motuofio, Kahena te tupuna and all those islets. You are to do this so that Tunua iti will turn round and
come home again. When your father went there on Tunua nui he did not kick those islets and for that reason
Tunua nui could not turn round, he was stranded and was killed by the people of your father’s land.”
The boy said, “I will kick all those islets, my mother,” and Hina i Vainoi embraced her son and wept over him.
Then he climbed upon Tunua’s back and rode away.
When they-two passed the islets off Matafenua the boy kicked all of them and Hina i Vainoi wept with
gladness; the sound of the kicks had come into her ear. Then the head of the fish was turned toward Vainoi and its
tail was toward Vevau; and Tunua iti went ashore tail-first and set his nephew down at Taaoa, in Vevau here. The
nephew got off and pressed noses with his uncle, then he walked on the beach.
When the people saw the tail of that fish on the sand they thought of their last great feast of whale, therefore
they all rushed down, that tribe, and seized the tail to pull it up. But Tunua iti made off quickly, he dragged them
into the sea, they all perished.
Thus was the death of the older brother avenged.
*
Kae’s son went up-valley, saw his bathing basin there; he therefore bathed in that pool. Then he made the poko
with his hand, held his elbow against his side and clapped his palm on the hollow place. This loud noise made the
people angry.
“Who is that making the poko in the sacred basin built for Te Hina tu o Kae?” So they rushed after that person
with sticks and he ran away.
Then he saw some ripe bananas that were planted for him and he tore them down, tearing, tearing, tearing.
Again the people came after him, therefore he stopped, went away. Next that boy saw some sugar-cane growing, it
was his. He tore it all up, tearing, tearing. Then the people grew very angry with this boy who ruined every-thing,
they caught him and took him to the old tuhunga to strangle. These two old men put him in a hole as prisoner, to
keep him there for three nights, then strangle.
After three nights they-two put the cord around his neck, and all the people came to see it. The boy then
chanted from the pit:
“Oe oe oe oe oe oe oe,”
Answered my mother, Hina i Vainoi.
“That is your father: Kae at Vevau.”
Are you laying hands upon
Te Hina tu o Kae?

He chanted this three times. Then those two tuhunga stopped and sent a messenger to Kae.
“There is a boy in the hole at the tuhunga’s, to be strangled today. He said a chant, it had your name in it.”
“Let me hear that chant.”
The person said the chant to Kae.
Then stood up Kae, he took his club and strode. When he reached that place the people saw the tears in his
eyes and they were afraid, because they knew that the child in the pit was his first-born child. Said Kae to the
tuhunga,
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“Take the child out of the pit.” Then he asked the boy his name.
“I here am Te Hina tu o Kae.”
Then Kae took him on his sacred head; to consecrate the boy and make him tapti he placed him on his head.
Then the two tuhunga said,
“Now, sir, we shall perform the naming ceremony for this little child.” Said Kae,
“That is good. Let all the proper things be done correctly for the child.”
Then the tuhunga consecrated Te Hina tu o Kae. Many pigs were cooked, the cane was cut; bananas were
gathered, coconuts were split, aute was collected and fine tapa made. The tapa makers wove a chiefly girdle for
the son of Kae. A great feast was held in the land.
When all these matters were completed, the child lived here in Vevau with his father.
2
This girl was the daughter of Tuapu and Hina te ii, but when she had been growing in the womb three months
her father Tuapu went away, he went to another valley and took a new woman. Hina gave birth, she called her
daughter Tahia noho uu, and that girl grew in beauty most uncommon. Her body was sweet-scented entirely; her
hair was sweet-scented, her breath was a perfume, even that which came out when she squatted was sweetscented.
Therefore as soon as she was comely all the young men of Hiva Oa wanted her, they sought Tahia because that
girl was like the scent of all the flowers in Hiva Oa.
The good word concerning this girl went throughout the land, it reached that valley where her father was. And
when he heard about the perfumed girl, Tuapu had desire. He did not know that she was his daughter.
Tuapu went to see this girl, he went back to Hina’s valley to look at her. It was in a time of famine that he
went. The gardens and the breadfruit trees all were barren, therefore the men of Hina’s valley had gone up in the
mountains to look for food. The young men were on the ridges gathering wild yams and fern-root; the old men
were in the valleys collecting ihi leaves. Tahia’s mother Hina with her brothers Tika’ue and Namu was up on the
ridges also, they were away from home for three nights.
This was the time when Tuapu returned—when the mother and the uncles were away, and Tahia was at home
in charge of children.
That girl did not know him when he came, not know he was her father.
She let him take her.
*
After the man was gone, Tahia’s mother came home, and Tahia spoke to her of what occurred. She described
that man she had and how he did it. Said the mother, “Did he thus and thus?” and “Did he so, then so?” and Tahia
replied, “He did. And then as well did such, and such.”
From this that mother knew what man her daughter had had, and she was angry, was disgusted. Said the
mother to the girl,
“You sleeping-mat! You loin-cloth! You diseased and scabby head!” And she turned away in anger, took her
clothes and went to bathe.
After her bath Hina wound her best kahu around her and put on her finery. She placed a scented garland round
her neck, she put on her tortoise-shell crown and her ornament of white hair, she took her fan that was like no
other. Then went she in anger to that valley where Tuapu lived, and called out
“Husband! Husband!” As soon as he heard the voice of Hina calling “Husband” Tuapu desired her, and he
came to her like that. But Hina was angry with that man, she said,
“You sleeping-mat! You sanitary towel! You stench! What filth of yours is this, sleeping with our daughter?”
Tuapu said,
“O paa, paa, paa—silly woman!”
The woman shouted, “Don’t talk back at me!” and she went for him with her fan.
He ran off; but Hina caught him, and they-two came back to Hina’s house in this valley. Then was Tahia afraid,
because she knew this was the man she had had in that house. When her mother said “Here is your father,” Tahia
hid her face, she was ashamed.
*
They all dwelt quietly together there. The father and the mother slept in one half of the house, the girl and her
uncles slept in the other half of the house.
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The girl never came outside, never was her skin allowed in the sun. She had no food also. The wind alone was
her food.
After she had dwelt thus in the house some time, and the hot sun had not been on her, the skin of Tahia was fair
as flesh of coconut. She was white all over, that fragrant girl.
*
After this it was the work of Hina’s brothers to find a husband for their niece. They were searching everywhere, searching, searching. Not one man fit for Tahia could they find in all of Hiva Oa.
One day Tahia heard this news: the chief Tu Tona was making preparations for a voyage to Nuku Hiva. She
said to her uncles,
“Why do not you-two go to Nuku Hiva with Tu Tona, find a husband for me there?” They replied, “Yes, yes,”
and so Tahia said to them:
“Prepare all the scented things for me—red pandanus seed, some niapa, pua flowers, gardenia, mahatuhi and
mahapoa leaves, wild ginger—all those sweet-smelling things.”
Then she made them climb for coconuts, and when they had brought two nuts she told them to put the scrapedout meat of one nut with the scented things. They-two did all this, they gathered flowers and perfumed seeds and
stems, until they had every kind of scented thing that is; then they put them all inside a gourd, and closed it well.
Then said Tahia,
“Here, Tika’ue. Get Namu to bring the other coconut.” When Namu came she said,
“Now split the nut on Tika’ue’s head.”
So Namu tried. Once, twice, he tried to split the nut upon his brother’s head. It would not split; but Tika’ue’s
head was aching!
Therefore Tika’ue said, “Now let me try,” and at one blow he split the nut on Namu’s head. Then Tahia took
one half, and held it to her well-bleached skin.
“When you-two find a half that is as white as this,” she said, “that is my better half!”
*
Then those uncles knew her meaning. They took the white-fleshed nut, to find a man as fair. Then Namu and
Tika’ue were ready for their work, therefore they went to Tu Tona and asked him whether they might go with him
to Nuku Hiva. Tu Tona said,
“Yes, yes. Get your things ready.” They .answered,
“Our things are ready now. When shall we be leaving?” Tu Tona said,
“We will leave on the fifteenth night of the moon.” Therefore the uncles told Tahia,
“The chief wants us to go with him. We leave on Hotunui.” That girl was pleased.
When Hotunui came, Namu and Tika’ue went to Tu Tona’s, they joined the party who were going with him to
Nuku Hiva. That chief had his reasons for the journey; the uncles had another reason!
They sailed from here at evening, at the time of fires. They put the mat sail up, the night was calm, the stars
were good; but Tahia noho uu by her mana raised a steady wind to speed them on, and in a single night that canoe
reached Nuku Hiva. At daybreak certain Nuku Hiva people at the beach called out,
“There’s a foreign canoe coming in—with seven-score men!” Others who came to look then said,
“That is Tu Tona’s canoe, from Hiva Oa.”
Their chief was pleased, and the people too, they all began preparing for their guests. They collected
breadfruit, and brought our breadfruit paste from the storage pits; they killed a score of pigs, they sent our men to
fish; the women cooked poke, they made popoi.
*
The invitation went to Tu Tona and his party at the beach, the word went out to all the land, and so they all
assembled at the chief’s place, they exchanged their gifts and feasted on the food. Tu Tona and all of his people
were living in the visitors’ house, they slept together there and had their pleasure of the food; but the uncles of
Tahia were thinking always of another thing. Their work was looking for a man for their niece, a handsome
husband with a skin as fair as flesh of coconut. Not one man did they see among the people at the feasting.
“Then we shall have to try again on the night of Tua,” Namu said. “On that day they are to show all the tattoo
designs, and we will see everyone.”
The Nuku Hiva people were enjoying themselves being tattooed, and Tua the second night of the moon was
the time for seeing all the patterns. Therefore on that day when the third cock-crow , was heard in the valley, the
people who had been tattooed went down to the bathing ceremony, and Namu and Tika’ue watched them, watched
them all the time. As they bathed those Nuku Hiva people made the poko loudly, slapping their wet hands in their
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elbows by their sides. Namu and Tika’ue watched them, but they saw no lightning there—not one who was as fair
as flesh of drinking-nut.
As the dawn broke, they-two heard more poko noises and they went to look.
Then saw they lightning!
There was a handsome young man, a true poea! Tika’ue said to Namu,
“Bring the coconut of Tahia, get it quickly.” Namu did so, and they-two went to look at that poea, that
handsome fair-skinned youth.
“Who are you-two?”
“We are two of the men from Hiva Oa.”
“And what are you wanting?”
“We came to look at you. We could see that you are handsome—you are poea.”
Then said Namu to Tika’ue, “Here!” and he took the nut, and struck it on Tika’ue’s head; once he struck it,
twice he struck it. Still the nut would not split. The poea watched them at this work and thought,
“They must be fools, these two. Why do not they use a stone?”
Very sick was Tika’ue’s head, it ached and ached! And that poea laughed at them.
“Let me try then,” said Tika’ue; took the nut and with one blow he split it on his brother’s head. Then indeed
they held the white flesh of the nut beside the poea’s fair skin: just alike were the two in whiteness.
“All right, then,” said the poea. “And what of that?” They-two replied,
“This is the likeness of your woman.”
Then indeed was that poea much surprised and pleased, that these two knew so fair a girl. He said to them,
“If she is white like that, she is for me!”
*
Then Namu and Tika’ue put away the nut and opened up the gourd, the gourd filled with scented things of
Hiva Oa. At once the perfumes spread throughout the land, through all of Nuku Hiva went into the flowers of that
land. Before that day, no sweet scents such as those had grown in Nuku Hiva, only Hiva Oa had them. But from
the opening of that gourd the perfumes went to all that land, they have since grown there. Then Namu and Tika’ue
made a present of the gourd, they gave it as a kaoha to that fair-skinned youth, and all the people gathered round
to see his gift.
The Hiva Oa party came. Tu Tona smelt the perfumes of his home and said,
“Does that thing belong to Tahia noho uu?” The uncles said “Yes, yes,” and the chiefs of Hiva Oa and Nuku
Hiva talked together. Said the Nuku Hiva chief,
“Now we know what a lovely perfume it is!” And he turned to his people, saying,
“This visitors’ house where our guests are staying—let it be divided. Put in a tapa screen, and let half be for
this poea and his friends, the rest for the strangers.”
*
Next day Tu Tona’s party put on all their finery and went to see the feast at the dancing place, the feast—after
the tattoo showing. The drums were beating rhythms, the people were singing pue and dancing haka, more
visitors were arriving; but Namu and Tika’ue and the poea were late, they still were in their room in the visitors’
house, powdering themselves with turmeric and arranging their scented garlands.
The father and the mother of the poea had come to the feast to see their son, but he was nowhere to be seen—
he was still inside, with his friends from Hiva Oa.
Then they came out at last, those three—Tika’ue, Namu, and the youth, all brightly garlanded and oiled and
colored up.
Then indeed did everyone perceive that youth, his beauty, and the fairness of his skin. He was indeed like
lightning, handsome beyond all, and full of perfumes never known. All his dress was heavy with the scents of this
land, Hiva Oa. When he stepped out on the dancing space the people came from above, they came from below;
the drummers stopped, they could not continue; all the people at the feast stood still, they could not think of
anything but this youth, this poea so fair. The women—they desired him!
Just two haka, only two, did this poea dance for them. He danced along one side of the dancing floor, then
along the other, that was all.
The people gazed, they could not speak.
Then he came off, to his friends from Hiva Oa. And Namu and Tika’ue said to him,
“Let us three get ready now.” When the poea was gone, all the pleasure left the people.
“What is there to look at now?” So they all went off to where the food was—left the dancing, went to eat.
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*
Then did Namu and Tika’ue by their powerful mana cause the wind to swing about. The tokerau came up, it
made a rattling in the coconut trees, it started flurries up the valley, which could be seen far off. Then said Tu
Tona,
“This is the wind to get us home! It would bear us straight to Hiva Oa!” And the people of his party all agreed
with him.
“Then all make ready,” said Tu Tona. “The food is finished—let us go. Get the canoe down to the beach and
put everything ready to-night. We will leave at first light.”
Then Tu Tona’s people began gathering up their gifts from the Nuku Hiva people, and all their belongings; and
Namu and Tika’ue, behind their tapa screen, got ready the belongings of their friend. The main party were always
doing one thing, these two were doing another thing—always thinking of something else! By the time of fires the
Hiva Oa party were all packed up, they were ready to sail at first light. Their speeches of farewell were made;
they all lay down to sleep.
After they had been sleeping for a while Namu went outside in the coolness, and with his lips he made the call
of the koma’o, the bird that cries before the dawn. The rest turned over on their sleeping mats. Said some of them,
“It is time to be moving.” But said Tu Tona,
“It is only evening yet.”
“The koma’o did call out,” said some of them; but Tu Tona did not move.
Then Namu came inside and Tika’ue went out. He walked away a little distance, then he crowed like a rooster.
It was a real rooster’s crow!
“There is no mistaking that,” said those who were sleeping near Tu Tona. “Come on. Let us go.”
In this way, Namu and Tika’ue caused the Hiva Oa people to get up and leave while it was still dark. Then they
whispered to their friend,
“Come now. We will hide you beneath the flooring slats before the rest get down there.”
So they-three went, and no one saw them. And the uncles hid the poea beneath the slats, and put their mat-rolls
over him. Then all the rest came down, they loaded up, they pushed off in the dark and paddled out. They unrolled
their sail, and took their bearing from the stars, they rode before the northwest wind toward this land; they sailed
with a fair wind on a flowering sea.
*
It was not yet day when that canoe reached Aihoa here, on the north side of Hiva Oa. Then the wind dropped,
fell away; the paddles were brought out, and by the early light they started bailing out the bilge-water from the
bailing-place. On that water there was yellow stain floating!
“Look at this!” said the man with the bailing scoop. “We have a dancer stowed away, I think.”
Then did Tu Tona see the turmeric and oil that floated on the bilge.
“E Namu! E Tika’ue!” said that chief. “What is this? And where is that new relative of yours?”
They-two replied “Yes, yes,” and looked ashamed, folded their hands. Then was Tu Tona angry with them.
“And why have you concealed him, this husband of your niece?”
They-two had nothing to say, they looked downwards.
Then Namu and Tika’ue moved the baggage, revealed their relative, he came out from his hiding-place. And
all the party were amazed, the paddlers stopped and gazed at him, that fair poea, fair as flesh of coconut. They
could not continue paddling.
Tu Tona ordered, “Paddle on,” and in an instant they were round the point and off the beach at Atuona here.
“Stand up now,” said Tu Tona to the handsome youth. “Do you see that whiteness beyond the beach? It is your
woman.”
Then the poea shone like lightning, and the woman on the beach shone also.
In one more stroke of the paddles they reached the sand at Atuona. Namu and Tika’ue sprang ashore, the poea
walked before them. Old Tu Tona came behind him crying,
“He Tuia! He Tuia! The betrothed! The poea from Nuku Hiva for Tahia noho uu!” With shouting then they
went up-valley to the house of Hina—for the two women had gone to that house.
As they approached that house the poea saw two women sitting there; both white, both beautiful. He did not
know which one was his. Then called out Hina,
“Come here, my son-in-law.”
And Tahia, the other one, stood up and embraced her husband; they pressed noses. And they all went together
into the house. There inside the house Tahia took the half-of-coconut which Namu had, she touched her husband
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with it, matched the fairness of his skin; then she was pleased. Exactly like the half-nut was that mate.
*
Back on Nuku Hiva was there searching, searching for the handsome youth. Everywhere on Nuku Hiva was
his father searching for him, and the people said,
“Your boy has been stolen. Those two from Hiva Oa, they have taken him.”
Here in Atuona this handsome poea dwelt with his wife, with Tahia noho uu who was all the perfumes of this
land. But after six moons, grief came on him for his parents, he was homesick, said to Tahia:
“Time for me to go to Nuku Hiva. I long to see my parents.” Said Tahia,
“I am willing for you to go; but you must return within one moon. Should one night pass beyond one moon
and you have not returned to me, my husband, I shall die.”
That husband said, “Yes, yes,” and went to Nuku Hiva. Gladness in Nuku Hiva—gladness of his relatives to
see their son! They gathered round and asked him,
“What is all the news from Hiva Oa?” Said that poea:
“I have found a wife so beautiful, there is not a woman like her in all of Nuku Hiva here.” He lived quietly
with his relatives in Nuku Hiva.
Here on Hiva Oa, Tahia noho uu was counting all the nights. The thirty moon-nights passed—this husband of
hers did not come back! She wept for him, the people saw her weep. She said, “This husband of mine does not
come back!” and went on with her weeping. One day that grieving wife said to her uncles, to Namu and Tika’ue:
“I wish you two to climb for nuts. One climb one tree, the other climb another, bring me two coconuts. One is
to make pani for my head. The other is to make hoho for my body.”
They-two therefore did as Tahia asked them, brought the nuts.
Said Tahia, “One scrape one nut, one the other,” and they did so. Then she dried the flesh to get the oil, she
took perfumes, she took sandalwood and flowers, and she made pani for her hair and hoho for her skin. Then she
said to the uncles,
“I have a craving for some crabs.” So they-two thought,
“Our niece is pregnant, then.”
They went away to get the crabs she craved. But this was not Tahia’s thought—she only wished her uncles to
be absent, while she hanged herself.
Therefore Namu and Tika’ue went to catch crabs. On their way to the place, Tika’ue stubbed his toe against a
stone. Said he,
“This sign is evil; let us go back. Our niece has strangled herself.”
When they reached the house those uncles found the girl was dead.
Aue—much grief was theirs. They in their grief remembered words of hers, they went and climbed two leaning
trees, one each. Then down they threw themselves, like drinking nuts.
Wishing to die! But when they fell they did not die.
They climbed again, dived again. No death!
Three times those uncles flung themselves. They did not die!
*
Now three nights after the death of Tahia noho uu, her ghost went to her husband in Nuku Hiva. When the
ghost came to him in his sleep, he wept and wept. Said the ghost,
“You are weeping much for me, my husband!”
Then he awoke and saw her; they embraced, they pressed noses, they wailed together. Said the husband,
“How do you come to be here?” Tahia answered,
“I who am here, O my husband, have died. I have died of grieving, that you did not return.”
Then was the husband seized with fear.
“Not dead! You are not dead! Your body is good.”
“Even so, I have died. But you must tell your family, O my husband, this: they are to collect coconuts and
scrape wild ginger, scrape the meat of the nuts and go out gathering kaupe flowers and kokini berries; then put all
these good things together, press their juices in a food-trough.” The husband rose, he spoke to his relatives, and
when all had gone away to get those things the woman said to him,
“Now you are to close off our room with a piece of tapa, hide me from their sight. And tell them—in three
nights they are to take away the tapa curtain.”
The husband did this as his spirit-wife had said, he put up tapa, made the place tapu to his relatives. And when
three nights had passed, the cloth was taken down. Then all the family saw this girl, alive again.
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“How did this woman reach this place?”
“That was my work in the three nights when I made this room tapu to you.”
Then the relatives all marveled—marveled greatly at the beauty of this girl, and they were pleased indeed; they
knew that the woman of Hiva Oa was truly a great beauty.
*
Tahia and her husband dwelt quietly together there in Nuku Hiva. In one month a child was growing in the
womb, in nine moons it was born—a boy.
Tahia named him Tuapu, the name of her father and the man she had.
Another child grew in the womb, a girl was born. Tahia named her Hina te ii, the name of her mother.
Another child, a boy: she named him Te-poea-of-Hiva-Oa.
Another girl: the mother called that girl Tahia-noho-uu, from herself.
*
Here on Hiva Oa, five years passed since the day when Tahia-noho-uu hanged herself. Namu and Tika’ue were
making a stone paepae in which to place her bones; they were down at the sea looking for turtles, for sacred
offerings.
Now the soul of their girl who was dead saw them at this work, saw them from Nuku Hiva. Then said this
ghost to her husband,
“The time of my death is approaching.”
“What makes you know your death is near?” Tahia said:
“I looked, husband, and I saw Namu and Tika’ue seeking turtles, I saw them building a paepae to put my
bones in. The time of my going from you is near.”
When the paepae at Hiva Oa was finished and the turtles had been caught, the ghost of this woman long dead
spoke to her husband, she said this word:
“In three nights I am going to die. When I am dead, bring my first-born child and put in his hands a piece of
kava root and a pig; bring the girl, and give her two pieces of fine tapa to dry their tears for their mother.”
Then the husband wept, for he knew that Tahia had taken no sickness, her body was firm. He wished to know
what this was about, this dying in three nights’ time.
*
On the evening before she was to die the woman said to her husband at the time of fires,
“Gather around me, all of you; two children at one side, two children at the other; you, my husband, at my
head.”
Thus they all attended. The woman lay down; the family were wailing. All night they wailed. When the first
cock crowed in the valley, the feet of the woman disappeared. She said to her husband,
“My dying is near. Take my legs.”
When the husband and the children reached for the legs of Tahia, there were no legs. At the crowing of the
second cock, half of the body of Tahia disappeared. When it was nearly light the rest was gone, only her head
remained. Said this head:
“Enough. Let us make the hongi.”
Therefore the children pressed noses with their mother’s head, and the husband did also. Then that husband
twisted the hair of his wife around his finger to hold it, but the head said,
“I am going to die. You cannot hold that hair.” Then she died; the head flew up into the rafters like a young
green bird; and it chanted there, sang this:
Oe oe, oe oe, oe oe oe,
The seeking here of Namu and Tika’ue,
The seeking for the spirit of their niece.
Tahia noho uu.
Doing my work,
Looking for my turtle,
Building my paepae,
Carrying my body far.
O my husband—kaoha!
Kaoha to you and to our children!

Then the bird flew up to the ridge-pole and it cried again,
“Farewell!”
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They were all wailing, wailing. They wailed indeed because they would not see the spirit any more.
*
After three nights, those children departed from Nuku Hiva. They had with them the pigs, the kava, their
mother’s garment, and the tear-drying cloth. They left Nuku Hiva early in the morning, they reached Hiva Oa on
the same morning.
At Hiva Oa no one knew them, no one knew where they were from. They went directly to the paepae, the
sacred paepae built by Namu and Tika’ue. As they went up on that sacred place the sister loudly wailed,
“O my mother, Tahia noho uu! Ee-ee-ee!”
Namu and Tika’ue were in a house, they-two were at their work. They heard this noise, heard this wailing; they
looked out, saw a girl-child climbing on the paepae, the paepae intensely tapu to females. That girl was standing
on it, wailing!
Then were Namu and Tika’ue very angry; they took the stranger-children, threw them off with angry words.
But the children kept climbing back. Even though the uncles had thrown them off the paepae, they wailed and
climbed again. After they had been thrown off three times the children stopped, they said to the uncles,
“Why do you throw us off this place? I here am Tuapu and this is my sister Hina te ii. We-two are the children
of our mother who is buried here. We are bringing the gifts—the pig, the kava, and the tear-drying cloth.” Then
they wept again.
Then did Namu and Tika’ue know the children; they took them up and placed them sacred on their heads, and
wailed. Then they carried those children to their grandmother, to Hina te ii
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Rurutu Island,

… It was the end of 1939, and the schools had just closed for summer vacation. After Sunday evening prayers,
the muto‘j\fn{Policeman.} read the announcements at the meeting house. The next morning, we were alarmed to
find when we awoke that our mother was not at home. We rushed to the kitchen, where our father, loyal as always
to his chores, was setting the table.
“Daddy, where is Maman?” our older sister demanded. “Have you already done the wake-up prayer?”
“Yes, I said the prayer while you were still asleep,” he replied. “But your mother was awake all night. She was
upset after hearing the announcements that Pare had received a scholarship to go to school in Tahiti.”
“Is a scholarship bad? Will it harm us?” my sister asked.
“I’m not quite sure what a scholarship is, but your mother is very upset. She insists that Pare’s choice to accept
the scholarship is God’s punishment for Maman’s not respecting her parents’ wishes when she married me.”
*
The situation was getting even more confusing. The more the conversation continued, the more I trembled
from fear. I lost my appetite and started bawling. Just then, Maman burst through the door, her hair disheveled,
her pareu\fn{Traditional cloth wrap.} crooked, her eyes bloodshot. She immediately confronted me.
“You are certainly the granddaughter of your great-grandmother. They were all pagans and now you are one of
them, bringing bad luck. Your great-aunt Turaura is right: a child of lies attracts lightning from the sky.
“Stop that crying unless you want a slap across the face. Only children of the devil cry for nothing, since they
are incapable of repenting.”
Deeply touched by my tears, Papa picked me up, took me over to the ‘a‘ano\fn{Coconut shells that hold water. } to
wash my face, and held out a handkerchief for me to blow my nose with. Sniffling, I asked him why Maman was
yelling at me.
“Don’t cry any more,” he said. “She is the one who is the devil! You must be strong enough to confront all the
devils in the village and gather your energy for school. You know very well that I can’t read; my only wish is to
have children who are intelligent, like your mother, and as educated as Mme. Titi, the schoolteacher.”
*
To be honest, my father spoke like a prophet—the way most Rurutu people did—although he didn’t know how
to read or write. My mother had, however, taught him to write “Tu,” which was short for his first name, Tuari’i, so
that he could recognize his bags when he traveled. Because of his ignorance, he couldn’t read the Bible and was
never able to join the church. Maman taught him Biblical verses by heart so that when he went to evening service
he could sing the tarava\fn{Traditional chant.} he loved.
When we took him our slates scribbled with lines of writing and drawings, he would proudly do a village tour,
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showing our work to all his feti‘i\fn{Relatives.} so that they could see the light under which we lived.
That morning, he didn’t parade in the streets like our mother to show his disapproval and despair. He went
straight to the schoolteacher, Mme. Titi, who explained to him in detail the reason I was awarded the scholarship.
From that day on, I became tapu,\fn{Sacred.} and Papa begged Maman to not worry any more; he said he would
take care of any expenses and would not allow anyone to be put out just so that I could go to school.
In all his evening and morning prayers, I heard him ask God for help and a long life so that he could live to see
me finish my studies successfully.
*
Days went by, and Maman gathered our homemade crafts and all the goods from the garden, and Papa took the
animals he had raised to the Chinese merchant. Mme. Titi had given the merchant a list of all that I needed for my
boarding school in Tahiti.
What’s more, the schoolteacher was so touched by the courage and good will of my father that she wrote to her
brother in Tahiti who was married to my godmother’s sister, asking them to be my guardians. They agreed, and
everything seemed to be falling into place.
*
Maman, often a worrier, took me to Teau the Seer to help dissolve the doubts and bad feelings that were eating
away at her.
Teau was an astrologer and a cousin of my mother. He was the son of Emana, who became a pastor in Mangareva\fn{One of the Gambier Islands, which, together with the Society Islands, the Tumaotu Archipelago and the Austral Islands, constitutes one of the four island groups that comprise French Polynesia. } after evangelical school in New Guinea. When Pastor
Emana died, all of his children, including Teau, went to live in Auti with their uncle Teri‘itai, who was the chief of
the village.
Teri‘itai married his brother’s widow. It was in Auti that Maman took me to see Teau for this passionate consultation.
“My dear Teau,” she asked, “give me an idea of what the future has in store for this head as hard as a rock.”
She pointed to me. “I would have preferred that her younger sister were chosen for this scholarship; she is so quiet
and serious. In this one here, I have absolutely no trust. She only does what she feels like, and she’s very good at
starting trouble and sowing terror when she’s in a group of kids. I fear that once she gets to Tahiti, she’ll slip away
from her guardian and the boarding school. Her father is on cloud nine and refuses to listen to reason. Noth-ing
will change his mind.”
“Tell me her real name, the one that is on her birth certificate, plus her birth date, the day she leaves for Tahiti,
and the date of her baptism,” the Seer ordered.
Maman scraped around in her memory and scratched her head. She shook me and demanded that I remind her
of my birthday, and from that date she counted to my baptismal date, the first Sunday of the next month. When
sure of her calculations, she gave the Seer all the information he needed.
On a scrap of paper, the Seer wrote my first name, separating the letters. He then wrote the dates and split up
the numbers. Under each letter and number, he wrote other letters and numbers. He added the two numbers and
wrote some letters beside the answer.
During the long h6ur that the Seer worked, Maman pulled my hair and yanked my ears each time I leaned over
Teau’s paper and tried to read what he was writing. After letting out a long sigh, the Seer raised his head and read
all that the future had in store for me.
“The beginning is full of snags—”
“I told you, Teau, this filthy child catches trouble as it flies by,” Maman asserted. “No sooner do I turn my
back than she’s off.”
Maman peered at me, her eyes threatening. I could tell she wanted to pinch my cheeks.
“I do see a problem there,” Teau agreed as he placed a finger on the scrap of paper. “But hang on before you
get all upset, because the road ahead is still long. The end is very rewarding. I think that it’s worth the trouble to
encourage her and to support your husband in the realization of this decision.”
*
At home, Maman, relieved, read my father my trousseau list. She had opened a huge box, which had arrived
from the Chinese merchant, and wanted to make sure everything was in it.
Excited and curious, we were all glued to the sides of the box. Treasures came out of it: material to sew my
dresses, as well as sheets, pillowcases, quilts, a plate, a bowl, a fork, spoons, a knife, soap, toothbrush, toothpaste,
a glass. All that was just for me.
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But how was I to use it all? I had never eaten with a fork, or with a plate, and I knew even less about using a
toothbrush.
At Papa’s request, Mme. Titi came to the house to show me how to act at the table. As a leftie, I had a hard
time cutting my taro with my right hand. My taro kept jumping out of the plate, which disturbed Maman. Mme.
Titi noticed my parents’ anxiety and reassured them.
“Don’t panic! My brother René and Mama Moe in Pape‘ete\fn{ The capital of French Polynesia and the largest city on
Tahiti Island.} will teach Pare lots of good manners, and in the boarding school, a very nice monitor’s main purpose
is to educate the children who come from the islands. Pare is a very smart girl who is interested in everything.
She’ll learn very quickly.”
The day of my departure, nearly the entire village invaded our house, bringing bags of starch, taro, bananas,
fruits, pe‘ue rugs,\fn{Mats made of woven pandanus leaves.} and even money. Grandmother, uncles, aunts, cousins, and
even my great-grandmother, who used a cane, came by to massage me and bathe me in their tears, as well as
counsel me that I must pray to God and Jesus Christ so They could help me and keep me safe.
*
When my great-aunt Turaura came up to me, I remembered what my mother said, and I couldn’t restrain
myself from demanding,
“Mama Turaura, why do they say I am a child of lies?” She burst out laughing, and because of her loud voice,
everyone heard the story.
“You little devil, you never miss a chance to get revenge. After the birth of your three older sisters, my nephew
—your father—couldn’t stop telling me when your mother was pregnant with you how afraid he was of having a
fourth daughter. He always said that if it was a girl, that he’d lose the heart to go look for food. If it was a boy,
he’d bring all the fish in the ocean and all the fe‘i\fn{Plantains.} from the mountains and place them at my feet.
“When you were born, I sent my son Temo into the mountains to look for him and tell him that he had just had
a son and was to load up horses with provisions and send them to my house.
“The day of your baptismal, everyone was afraid of what would happen. At the church, when the pastor
declared your name and gender, I saw your father’s reaction. But he was so good and forgiving that later he was
beaming; and when leaving the church, he tapped me on the shoulder and assured me that he would always
consider you his son anyway and spoil you even more than the others.
“Today, you’re making up for everything. That is the lie, and I think it’s a good thing!”
*
My father signed on as a cook for the Tumuhau, the sailing ship of the Rurutu people, so that he could
accompany me to Tahiti for free. My scholarship included my trip. There were at least a dozen horses charged
with pandanus sacks, bananas, fe‘i, huge bags of poi, and pe‘ue rugs in rolls too huge to be put in sacks. My trunk
and my mattress were also on the ship.
After a few weeks—during which we stopped in Tupua‘i and Rimatara—Pape‘ete appeared before me at the
harbor: a magnificent city with immense houses and cars.
My guardian parents received us warmly on the quay. The mother cried as she kissed me. She spoke to Papa
about the sister of hers who had died—my godmother, Paremata, to whom I owe my name Pare. She was happy to
have me in honor of Paremata. We filled a pickup truck with all our stuff and headed off to Tipaerui, where my
guardians lived.
After putting aside part of the provisions for the house, my guardians and my papa left for town to sell the rest
of the sacks of starch, the pe‘ue rugs, the coffee, and everything else we brought from Rurutu.
Some days later, in the morning, my guardian introduced me to M. Gillot, the director of the school. He made
me read a page out of a book and declared that I’d be in Mlle. Stella Williams’s fourth-year class because of my
age. After a short meeting with my guardian, who was given all the information about what I needed for school,
we went home. On the way, we bought an ice-cream cone from a Chinese vendor on a bicycle.
*
Wearing my big pandanus hat and holding my basket, I was prepared to face the unknown world of
civilization.
The first day, the boarding-school supervisor led all the new students to class. After that, we were on our own.
My teacher, Stella Williams, was a young woman with curly blonde hair and blue eyes. She spoke so quickly
that I couldn’t understand what she was saying. She took me by the hand and made me sit at a desk. She took off
my hat and placed it at my feet, next to my basket. After repeating a sentence to me several times, I understood
that she wanted to know my name. That, I knew by heart. I got up, crossed my arms like Mme. Titi had taught me,
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and recited,
“My name is Taaria Teiaore. I was born on Rurutu in the village of Auti on the eleventh of October 1930. My
father’s name is—”
She interrupted me and pressed down on my head to make me sit. She silenced the entire class, which had
burst out laughing, their hands pressed against their mouths as if they were little mice. I found them peculiar, as
well as my teacher, who barely moved her lips as she spoke.
My classmates made faces and whispered, “Rurutu ‘amu poi,” which means “Rurutu are poi eaters.” My
savage Rurutu instincts boiled inside me, and in the depths of my heart, I screamed to Jesus to calm me down
before I twisted the necks of these ill-behaved people.
This went on for two days, until I was transferred to another class and was introduced to Mlle. Simone Raoul,
who must have been warned of my behavior. She welcomed me with a huge smile and showed me my desk,
which was next to that of a small girl.
The children in this class were more normal and didn’t pay any attention to me. They were busy copying
Toto’s bicycle, drawn on the board.
I had never seen a bicycle on Rurutu, and in the short moments I had glimpsed the ones the Chinese ice-cream
man and some of the teachers had, I couldn’t remember if they had two wheels or three. How many did Toto’s
have? I took my slate and copied my neighbor’s work, and she tattled on me right away. The teacher marched
over, bluntly erased my work, and ordered me never to copy, saying it was dishonest.
I took an instant dislike to my classmate, and for several days I was paralyzed with disappointment and regret
for having left my island, my friends in Auti, my sisters and brothers, my teacher Titi, and my parents.
Meanwhile, my papa was able to sell all his goods. He left a lot of money with my guardians to help them take
care of me, then prepared to return to Rurutu. He came to the boarding school to say goodbye. He looked so
handsome, dressed in new clothes and happy to see me well taken care of. In my head, I told myself not to
disappoint him, and during my long prayers that night, I yelled at Christ for His deafness and awful indifference
to me.
A third teacher then received me into her class. Her name was Mme. Moetu Herault. In a few short months I
had changed classes three times, always going backwards. Mme. Moetu’s class was the lowest, full of young
children. I couldn’t go any lower. They’d have to send me back to my island after this.
The work consisted of building houses with blocks. I was the only nine-year-old among those Lilliputians,
who, were six or seven, and I felt like a grandmother. I helped the little ones build their houses and watched over
them. At the board, I read about Toto, Titi, Lili, and so forth, and I drew a good picture of a bicycle to register it in
my memory for the rest of my life.
At the request of M. Gillot, the director, many of my fellow boarders and I were taken under the supervisor’s
wing. We were also monitored by some older boarders, who made sure we did our homework during study hour.
They spoke to us in correct French and wouldn’t let us speak pidgin. M. Gillot had the firm conviction that not
speaking French was a major handicap for the children of the islands: he felt that no Polynesian child could
advance without a perfect grasp of the French language. We were absolutely forbidden to speak Tahitian and were
threatened with punishment if we did. In my case, which was always out of the ordinary, I spoke neither French
nor Tahitian, and since no one spoke Rurutu, I ran no risk of being punished. But I decided to speak only in
French, for if I let a Rurutu word accidentally slip out, my classmates made fun of me ruthlessly.
Some months before the end of my first school year, M. Gillot again put me in the fourth-year class, and Mlle.
Stella expressed her admiration of the changes in my behavior and my speech. I no longer seemed like a deafmute, and promptly answered all her questions; almost at the same level as the other students.
The following years sped by as if on roller skates. Each time I returned to Rurutu during the long vacations,
Mme. Titi had me stay at her house. That way I was able to improve my French and refine my behavior, while
taking part in all the traditional ceremonies of my island.
*
The captains and passengers of the ship appreciated my father’s work so much that he was guaranteed a job,
and each time I had to travel, he was able to escort me between Rurutu and Tahiti.
But in 1942, I received a letter from my mother telling me that my father was gravely ill, bedridden, and
unable to come get me during the long vacation in either July or December. He had signed on to the Manureva as
a sailor so that he could come and wait for me in Tahiti.
Just before entering the Tupua‘i Lagoon, the ship was thrust upon a reef and was stuck there all night. The bad
weather and strong seas made things worse, and under the stress, the boat split in two. All the passengers jumped
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into the sea and swam toward land. Having gotten to the reef, my father stood up just as a huge sheet of metal
slammed against him in fury. He was pitched violently against a rock, hitting it with his stomach. Despite
tremendous pain, he continued swimming as best he could, crossing the immense Tupua‘i Lagoon, and then he
washed up onto the beach.
Some Rurutu people who were on the Tumuhau, which arrived sometime later, took him back to Rurutu. His
condition was hopeless; he had not left his bed since the accident and was tormented by agonizing abdominal
pains.
My guardians were happy to house me during the entire July vacation. They never tired of trying to raise my
spirits. One of my guardians, a police officer, spent his days off dictating passages to me with the help of a little
dictionary.
In November of that year, I received my certificate of study. The month before, I had just turned twelve. The
latest news about my father was not reassuring, so I decided to leave Tahiti and return to Rurutu at the end of
school. However, I would have to leave before my guardians came to get me, since they would have forbidden me
to return home by myself.
*
As soon as the exams were over, it was time for the traditional tour of the island. Some of the boarders went
home early because their ships were leaving; I decided to do the same. Thanks to the supervisor being gone and
everyone dancing and chanting “Vive les vacances!” I was able to run to town and find the Tumuhau anchored in
its habitual spot in front of Chez Taporo.
I raced back to school, grabbed my mattress, and hauled it onto the ship. During its call at port, Tumuhau
served as a sleeping area for people from the Australs who didn’t have anywhere to stay in Tahiti. There, I found
some mamas from Tupua‘i whom I knew from past trips. They were devastated to learn about my dying father, for
they remembered his kindness on board the ship. They took my mattress and found a spot for it. I ran back to the
school, fearful and thinking every officer I saw was my guardian.
I grabbed my trunk and walked innocently out of the school-yard. Without stopping, I walked to Sigogne
Beach. Exhausted, I lay on a bench by the roadside to catch my breath. Then I got up again and kept going—
sometimes carrying my trunk, sometimes dragging it on the grass. I finally arrived at the Tumuhau.
The mamas grabbed my trunk and hauled it onto the ship. I then took up residence on the ship under the care
of the mama tupua’i. About a week later, I was overwhelmed with joy when Rurutu people started to fill the ship
and I found myself among my own. I kept praying to soon be far away from Tahiti.
Back in Rurutu, I found my father was skeletal and hardly possessed the strength to caress my face and
congratulate me on passing my exams for the certificate of study. He wanted to cry but had no more tears. I kept
repeating to him,
“I did it, I got my first diploma. Papa, I came without telling anyone so that I could give you the good news
and prove to you that your perseverance, your patience, and your courage were not in vain.”
His hand, resting on my head, limply fell on the mattress, and he closed his eyes. My mother and my uncles
made me let him rest; his fatigue was so intense that he could hardly utter a word.
“We have tried everything but with no luck, and he can’t swallow without having awful spasms,” said my
mother. Then she explained that there was one last resort, passed down from my father’s mother.
“What last recourse? Have you talked to the nurse? The priests? And what about the healers?” I asked.
“We have tried everything and consulted even Teau the Seer, who spent nights by your father’s bedside. Your
grandmother finally appealed to the grand sorcerer, Matamoni de Avera. According to this dubious character, your
father has been possessed by an evil spirit and must be boiled in order to exorcise it from his body.”
Some people believed that if a sick person relapsed or his condition worsened despite all attempts to heal him,
he might be possessed by the devil. A pastor would then pray frequently for him over several days. If the patient’s
condition didn’t change, the next step was to consult seers and sorcerers, who identified possible spell casters. The
alleged spell casters were then sought out and threatened with death unless they admitted their crimes. If the spell
caster was already dead, then Rurutu people incinerated his skeleton.
Incineration always happened at night, in order to escape detection by the police. The tomb was opened, the
coffin was dug up and broken into, and bags of holothuria and sea urchins were emptied into it. Dry flowers and
coconut leaves were piled on the body, and it was set on fire. Sometimes, an entire night was spent tending to a
powerful fire to ensure the bones were reduced to ashes. Bones that were hard to burn were put in a sack and
transported to a secure, well-hidden place to finish the incineration. Every trace of violating the tomb was
carefully erased, and the gravediggers later made their way down to the beach, where they burned their clothes
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before diving into the water to purify themselves.
If the patient’s condition still didn’t improve, the sorcerer then ordered that the infirm be boiled to cast out the
spirit inhabiting his body. Several cauldrons of water and wild basil were put to boil, then poured into an outrigger
canoe. With the help of several heavily muscled men, the sick person was held under the boiling water for a
specific length of time. A struggle always ensued. If the sick person didn’t die after being immersed, he was
considered healed. This type of treatment produced more deaths than recoveries: covered in third-degree burns,
most victims died from pain and infection.
Horrified by my mother’s words, I started screaming. My sisters and brothers and I cried and begged all the
adults invading our house to stop this diabolic act from happening. But the next day, the dreaded ceremony was to
take place.
*
Matamoni the Sorcerer arrived early and, with the help of my grandmother, led the ceremony, which consisted
of boiling several vats of water and wild basil. Not far from the house, awaiting the boiling water, was a big
outrigger, propped up on rocks. As soon as the water spurted bubbles, it was poured into the outrigger. White-hot
rocks were also put in the water.
Three of our uncles carried our father in their arms, but were interrupted in their walk toward the canoe by our
youngest sister, who wrapped her arms around our father’s stomach and hung from him, weighing down the three
men. Together we children hung on to our uncles’ necks, and one of the men tripped, dipping our youngest sister’s
feet into the boiling water. The entire gathering was stupefied by our sister’s screams and immediately insisted on
calling off the ceremony.
The chief and the pastor were quickly summoned. Upon arriving, they threatened to punish this criminal
activity with imprisonment. My father, placed on the ground after my sister’s foot had been scalded, had just
missed being cooked in water. My mother now had two injured people to care for, as well as a deep hatred of my
grandmother, whom she blamed for our bad luck.
*
Right before New Year’s Day, Papa died, leaving Maman alone with eight children. When it was time for me
to return to school, Maman sold pe‘ue rugs and tifaifai\fn{Colorful.}quilts so that she could replace some things of
mine that had worn out. The day of my departure, she gave me a basket full of shell necklaces to sell in Pape’ete
for pocket money. All my feti‘i came to say goodbye and offer presents and good advice.
The Tumuhau arrived, and we left for Tupua‘i, where we were to have a five-day layover. The day after we
arrived was a Sunday, and all the Rurutu, devout Christians, filled the churches. While we prayed, we could see,
through the windows, violent gusts of wind bending coconut trees. Just before the end of the service, a messenger
arrived and announced that the Tumuhau—anchored in the lagoon by Mata‘ura Village—had snapped its ropes
and was stuck in the sand on Ta‘ahuaia Beach, three kilometers away, right across from the Catholic church.
The stampede of Rurutu at the back of the church put an end to the service. We found that the schooner was
indeed embedded in the sand. It sat very still, despite the waves whipping around it.
The Tupua‘i people scurried around to find families who would put us up for an indefinite period; there were at
least a hundred people on the Tumuhau, including the crew. At that time, Rurutu were known to drag along their
children, cats, and dogs on sea voyages for no apparent reason other than to spin tales of them being cradled by
the ocean.
Every day between the ebb and flow of the waves, the Rurutu tried to dislodge the boat using a coconut tree as
a lever. The next morning, the boat would be back in its original position, and they would start all over again.
Luckily, Tupua’i is an island surrounded by an immense lagoon with an endless supply of fish and seafood.
The Tupua’i people fished for the Rurutu who did not leave their boat. Though they established a permanent
rotation, months went by without the Rurutu making progress.
Women and children gathered shells on the islets. They cut pandanus and wove pe‘ue rugs so they didn’t get
bored. Even I filled my trunk with necklaces made of shells that I gathered, pierced, cleaned, and threaded. At that
time, shells were quite sought after by tourists, and there were never enough at the Tahiti markets.
Six months later, in June, the Tumuhau finally decided to move, and the Rurutu, exerting themselves, didn’t
give it time to sink back into the sand. As soon as she was afloat, the Tumuhau was tugged to Mata’ura and then
anchored with double ropes. After two days of the crew’s checking the boat for seaworthiness, we received the
signal that we were leaving for Tahiti.
A good wind helped us slide atop the waves, and the island of Tupua’i had long disappeared before we heard
loud creaking sounds coming from the cargo hold. Sailors informed the captain that the boat was filling with
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water and that all the trunks, cases, and wood at the bottom were floating and slamming against the sides,
producing a horrific racket.
We quickly threw things into the sea: water tanks, drums, chicken cages, pigs, and all the animals that were on
board. The sailors pumped water, and others in the hold passed buckets of water from hand to hand. All the men
and women frantically emptied the containers they had and cast their trunks and affairs overboard.
When the captain was informed that the water was still rising, he decided to return to Rurutu. Prayers rose up,
children shook with fear, and those emptying water gasped for breath. The captain did not leave the helm; the
sails, swollen with wind, seemed to fly over the waves. All this drama took place in the dark of night.
At dawn, we detected a black line on the horizon: Rurutu. The captain ordered one of the whaling boats to be
lowered into the water. Four sailors got in and disappeared behind the waves. When the sun fully rose, Rurutu was
visible and we could distinctly see the mountains. With the same relentless rhythm, the passengers continued to
empty the boat, and before noon the whaling boat came back accompanied by eight others equipped with coils of
rope. The men roped the boat from all sides, ready to save passengers in case she sank.
The good wind had not abandoned us, and the boat drew near Moera‘i Pass just before evening. The entire
population swarmed the beach and helped tie down the Tumuhau. The passengers piled into the whaling boats,
and the schooner was pulled and hoisted onto the reef.
*
This catastrophic journey made my mother lose all courage to send me to school. I had lost everything—my
trunk, mattress, shells—I was six months behind on my studies, and I didn’t have my father to save the day.
As usual, Mme. Titi showed up at just the right time, extremely touched by the intensity of our bad luck. Once
more, she begged my mother to not lose hope, saying Maman had to think about us children. Mme. Titi wrote me
a long letter to take to the school director, and she saw to replenishing my trousseau. Her brother René lived in
Pape‘ete and had asked to adopt me as his own daughter and see to my needs.
My mother had no choice; she decided to accept Mme. Titi’s proposition and thanked her for her divine charity. What’s more, the teacher’s family in Moera‘i were ready to help.
As luck would have it, the schooner Gisborne put down its anchor at Rurutu. Its crew and passengers were
amazed to see the Tumuhau stuck on the reef at Moera‘i. No one in Polynesia had even known about the boat’s
seven-month disappearance. The Rurutu people had thought the Tumuhau had long since arrived in Tahiti and
then sailed on to the other islands in its circuit.
Mme. Titi took advantage of the Gisborne’s presence to ask the ship’s captain, M. Columbel, for free passage
for me so that I could return to school. He agreed right away, which convinced my mother to accept everything
she was offered, and I left on good terms with her.
*
In Tahiti, my guardians greeted me with the same warmth and enthusiasm, but Mama Moe cried after reading
Mme. Titi’s letter and learning about my father’s death. Both my guardians forgave my running away to Rurutu.
They had been devastated after my disappearance from the boarding school. When some Rurutu told them they
had seen me leave on the Tumuhau, my male guardian dropped the charges of negligence he had brought against
the boarding school. I admitted to being the only one responsible. Because I was able to see my father before he
died, I didn’t regret anything.
The day after my arrival, one of my guardians took me to see M. Gillot. After reading Mme. Titi’s letter, the
director placed his hand on my head and informed us that the school had been closed and wouldn’t open until the
end of September due to an epidemic that had struck all of Tahiti. I wasn’t behind after all. I returned to the boarding school the night before school resumed on the first of October.
*
From that year, 1943, until 1951, I did not return to Rurutu. My guardians became my adoptive parents, but,
unfortunately, not for long. When my adoptive father visited Rurutu in 1946, he died there, and my adoptive
mother decided to move to Rurutu. I therefore stayed with my paternal grandmother, who was living in Pape‘ete
at that time.
This grandmother took me in even though she was already raising three of my cousins. I lived with her in the
garage of the Vivish family, close to the town hall of Pape‘ete. Grandmother was very poor, and we would all help
out by washing dishes for the Chinese in Fare ‘Ute. Before going home each evening, we would go to a hangar
behind Cinema Tony and fill our baskets with shells, which we would thread at night. A can of Nestle’s Milk filled
with shells cost us twenty francs, and the next morning we’d sell each necklace for five.
*
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During the next vacation, I decided to take a job as a maid for Mme. Nordmann, a sweet old lady whose two
grandchildren from Makatea lived with her. I became the children’s baby-sitter and loved my work. Mme.
Nordmann insisted that I live with her. In the evenings, I did the shopping, cooking, and housework, and cared for
the little ones. We lived above the Maeva Bar, where I got a job for an hour each morning cleaning the toilets,
whose nauseating stench permeated the entire building.
I didn’t turn down any work, no matter how menial, because I needed the money to buy clothes and school
supplies. I wanted so much to go home with a degree in hand, as repayment for all the goodness bestowed on me.
During other vacations, I worked for Mme. Brault in Orovini as a housekeeper and nurse’s aid. Every afternoon around four o’clock, I would prepare the table for tea, and M. Flosse would come by and bring cakes. I also
took care of many sick, elderly people, to whom I am indebted for having pulled me out of difficult situations in
life.
After receiving my brevet élémentaire, I put in a request to the hospital at Pape‘ete, where I had been working
for three years, to be transferred.
At last, I came home as a nurse to Rurutu. …
144.80 Maui-Of-A-Thousand-Tricks: A Folktale\fn{by Fariua (before 1934- )} Fangatau Island, Tuamotu
Archipelago, French Polynesia, France (M) 2
Hina was living with Tuna in his land beneath the sea; but she became tired of her eel-husband, also of the
coldness there. One day she said to eel Tuna that she was going out to fetch food for them. Then she traveled far
away, to find a new man for herself.
She came to the land of the Tane tribe. When she saw those husband-people Hina sang her chant about what
she wanted:
Inland eel here—manly thing!
Eel of the sea there—watery thing!
I here am a woman for the eel-shaped one,
I have come to find him at Raronuku,
I have come to find him at Raro vaio.
Your fame, O Tane tribe, is known to me!

But the men of the Ngati Tane, Husband-tribe, all shouted to that woman who invited them,
“There is the road! Keep going on! We will never take Tuna’s woman—he would kill us in a day!”
Therefore Hina went on to the land of the Ngati Peka, and she sang her chant to them. But the men of that tribe
answered in the same words as the Tane men.
Therefore Hina went on until she reached the Tu tribe’s land. They would not have her there; no man-erect of
Tu would take her, Tuna’s woman.
Then Hina passed the house of Huahega, sang her chant. And Huahega said to her last-born son, to Maui tiki
tiki a Ataraga:
“Take that woman for your wife.”
Therefore Maui did so, and they all lived quietly together there. After a time the people of Tuna’s land told
Tuna:
“Your woman has been carried off by Maui.” Tuna replied,
“Oh!—let him have that woman to lie on!” But they kept on going to him, always telling him,
“Your woman is taken by Maui.” Therefore Tuna grew angry, and he said,
“What sort of man is this Maui tikitiki?”
“He is a small man, and the end of his ure is bent.” Said Tuna,
“Then just let him see this dirty cloth between my legs, and he’ll be showing us his heels.” Then Tuna said,
“Go and tell this Maui that I am coming to have it out with him.” Then Tuna sang his song of lamenting for Hina:
Kua rio! Stolen from me!\fn{First voice.}
*
Grieving for the wife is the heart.\fn{Second voice.}
*
Kua riro! Stolen from him!\fn{Chorus.}
The winds have brought the word
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That she is taken. Now we go—
*
We leave for Vavau, land of speeding wave\fn{First voice.}
To see the loved one—
*
—Kua riro!\fn{Second voice.}
The wailing winds lament it!
Grieving love!

Then the people told Maui that Tuna was coming to have it out with him.
“Just let him come!” said Maui. But they continually told him of Tuna’s threats; therefore he asked them,
“What sort of ure is this Tuna?” Aue! He is huge! He’s as big as a whale’s!”
“Like a standing palm-tree?” They lying answered,
“Like a leaning one!”
“He is weak and bending?”
“Always drooping.”
“Then just let him see the crooked end of mine and he’ll go flying for his life!” said Maui.
Maui waited with his family, he dwelt there quietly in that place. One day the sky grew dark and thunder
rolled, the lightning flashed. All the people, knowing this was Tuna, were afraid, their skin was trembling, and
they cried out blaming Maui:
“This is the first time that one man has stolen the woman of another man! We will all die!”: But Maui said to
them,
“Just keep together. We will not be killed.”
On came the monsters, came Pupa vae noa, and Poroporo tu a huanga, Toke a kura, and Tuna nui himself—
they all came rushing on the land. And Tuna stripped off his loincloth, and he held it up; at once a mighty wave
reared up and swept toward that land. Then Huahega shouted to her son, to Maui tikitiki,
“Quick now! Show them yours! Pull it out!”
Did Maui then as Huahega told him, did as his mother said. That wave fell back, the great wave of the
monsters soaked away. The bottom of the sea was bare, and all the monsters floundered on the reef, they flapped
in pools. And Maui went out, he went with his weapon and he beat them dead, each one. He killed them all,
excepting Tuna.
Then Tuna went to Maui’s house with him and they two lived together quietly. One day Tuna said:
“We two are to fight this out. When one of us is dead, the other can have the woman.” Said Maui,
“What kind of combat do you wish?” Said Tuna,
“One of us enters into the body of the other, goes completely in. When it is over I will kill you, and take the
woman back to my land.” So Maui agreed, and Tuna said,
“I will try it first.” He began his chanting:
Hiki tautau orea,
Tautau orea,
He tangata nui i whano mai
I tena motu ra
…
It is I, Tuna,
That now enters your body, O Maui!

With this word Tuna went completely into Maui’s body, he went through the place for entering and disappeared. After a while he came out again.
Said Maui, “Now it is my turn,” and he spoke a chant like that which Tuna said:
I ia a u, e Te Tuna! …
Ko vau, ko Maui, e tomo ki roto

With this word Maui entered into Tuna’s body, and all of Tuna’s sinews came apart, he died.
Maui came out again; he cut off Tuna’s head to take it to his ancestor. But Huahega his mother took it from
him and she said:
“You must bury this head of Tuna beside the post in the corner of our house.”
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Maui did so, and that head grew up, it sprouted, it became a coconut tree. On the nut which is its fruit we see
the face of Tuna, eyes and mouth. All coconuts have this.
*
Maui and Hina lived quietly together with Huahega. One day when his mother was sleeping, Maui saw gray
hairs on her head. He said to Hina his wife,
“Your hair and my hair are the same—quite black. But Huahega has both black hairs and gray hairs.”
He. woke his mother up and asked her why this was. Said Huahega,
“Gray hairs in my head say that I am growing older. When all my hair is white you will know that I am an old
woman, soon I shall die, and you will bury me; you will never see me more.” Then Maui grieved, and he asked
his mother,
“By what means can people go on living in the world?”
“If you can get possession of the stomach of Sea-slug-of-the-deep-set-eyes,” that mother said, “then you will
never die.”
Therefore Maui went to the shallows of the white lagoon and he searched for Rori. He found him living in the
clusters of the coral. Said Rori:
“You must have some reason, Maui-of-the-many-tricks, for coming all this way to the coral beds of
Whangape.” Said Maui:
“That is so.”
“What is your purpose?” Rori asked him.
“I have come to get your stomach for myself, O Rori. In return, I shall give you mine.” Said Rori,
“If my stomach were taken by you, this would cause my death.”
“I will not kill you if you give it to me,” Maui said, “but if you will not, then I must kill you.”
“Never, never will I give it up! It is my stomach.”
Therefore Maui in his anger snatched up Sea-slug, squeezed his guts; it came. Then up he sicked his own.
Began he swallowing the stomach of Rori-of-the-deep-set-eyes. Just then, his brothers who had followed him
cried out,
“Here is Maui swallowing that demon’s guts!”
They ran at him, those brothers, ran to stop him doing it. So Maui had to bring up Rori’s stomach when he had
almost swallowed it. He took his own and put it back. Was furious with his brothers Maui then. He cried at them,
“Why did you stop me at my work? I sought the means by which we all might live, we need not die. Now,
because of you, it will never again be mine to try this deed.”
Then Maui sang his solemn chant concerning quest for everlasting life. Afterwards Maui returned to his house.
Huahega asked him,
“Have you taken Rori’s stomach?” He answered her,
“I had it indeed, O my mother. But suddenly my stupid brothers rushed at me; I had to bring it up again.” Then
gray-haired Huahega said to her last-born son,
“Evermore, O Maui, must you follow me upon this path which I do travel, until you yourself grow old and
die.” Not speaking then was Maui, he was silent.
*
One day Huahega said to Maui,
“Do not ever go again to seek adventures, O my son. Remain here in our land.”
And Maui consented. They all lived quietly together. After a certain time had passed, Hina bore Maui’s firstborn child, a girl. Her name was Rori i tau. Afterwards Hina conceived again, she gave birth to another girl. Her
name was Te Vahine hui rori. No sons were born to them. Maui named both of his daughters for Rori so that they
might never die; for Rori can live beneath the waters of the sea.
The fame of Maui’s thousand tricks was known to all men of the land, all lands. Therefore people spoke of him
and handed down the word; and afterwards he was called Maui peu tini, Maui-of-a-thousand-tricks.'
I have not been told of Maui’s death. There are many other tales of him—forgotten, cannot be remembered; I
have ended this telling with those things that I know.
144.131 On A Strange Ship\fn{by Louise Peltzer (1946- )} Huahine Island, Society Islands, French Polynesia,
France (F) 4
One day, a strange ship came to visit. Matari‘i had the time to appear twice on the horizon after the Providence
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left, when Captain Boughton decided to call at Matavai before going to where our cousins from Vaihi live. Oh …
the ship itself wasn’t strange—it was beautiful and majestic like all foreign ships—but the ship’s crew, or rather,
its passengers. It was the first time a Paratane\fn{British.} ship with passengers had come to see us. It contained
men, of course; but unlike the crew, these Paratane men were strange, even startling.
Also, for the first time ever, there were women.
Let me, in a few words, tell you the story of these people.
We knew something was going to happen. The omens are never wrong.
The night before had been atrocious because of violent storms and rain. I don’t remember ever having seen it
so terrible. Each strike of lightning lit up the fare\fn{Dwelling.} with a roar of thunder, revealing a family curled up
and trembling in fear. What had we done? Why did the atua\fn{God.} display their anger this way? As if our misery wasn’t intense enough, near dawn the gods picked up the earth of Tahiti with fury and the ground shook.
We greeted the dawn with huge relief, and the first rays of sun were like caresses. The sky was pure: Ra‘a, the
god of the wind, had tired from his exertions and calmed down. There were no traces of his huge upset of the
night before, and it was as if we had all lived through a bad dream. But we could hear the faraway roar of the
raging sea’s enormous waves smashing the reef and proving to us that we hadn’t been dreaming. Most of the fare
had been damaged, so men and women got to work fixing them.
It was at this time of intense preoccupation that we heard yelling. It sounded like an invitation to celebrate:
“Pahi! Pahi!”\fn{Ship! Ship!}
Children were the first to throng onto the beach. It took us a while to distinguish the top of the mast of the
strange ship that sailed alongside the reef at a respectable distance. Distressed after a night of terror, each person
felt grateful to the gods, who appeared to ask for forgiveness by sending us this ship and all the pleasures that
went along with it. Some men hurried into the valleys to gather fruits; others chased chickens and little pigs. The
women gathered flowers, rubbed themselves with mono‘i,\fn{Perfumed oil.} and competed to be the most beautiful.
The children copied them.
The ship didn’t enter the bay until the middle of the day, so we had enough time to prepare ourselves. Heavily
loaded outriggers waited by the beach. Men anxiously awaited the signal to leave. They couldn’t take off too soon
or they’d interfere with the navigation of the pahi. Cries of joy accompanied the clanking of the chain and the
thud of the anchor as it was lowered into the lagoon. The departure of the outriggers was flawless and, as usual,
splendid. Children dove into the water to follow the canoes for a while, then returned to the beach and hollered
impatiently.
From that moment forward, nothing was ever the same. The canoes attached themselves to the boat’s hull until
early evening, then one by one, they let go and slowly returned to the beach with their loads intact.
*
We were astounded.
Our men were silent and shy. Our women—exasperated by the lack of reaction to their charms—cursed the
strangers. I helped my father pull his outrigger onto the sand, my large eyes interrogating him in silence.
“Tomorrow,” he said without conviction, “tomorrow we’ll go back to the boat. Today, the strangers don’t want
to trade, nor do they want to come on land.” I continued to stare at him, not comprehending his words, so he
added with a mysterious air,
“The strangers don’t want to come down today. It is the day of the Lord!”
The next day, some outriggers went to the ship, but without enthusiasm. The joy of spontaneous welcome had
evaporated. In the afternoon, some women, men, and children started to disembark. The ari‘i, King Pomare,\fn
{Pomare I?; the first European settlers were from the London Missionary Society, and they arrived in Tahiti in 1796; it was Pomare II,
King of Tahiti and Moorea, who became a Christian (1815); and the last of his line, Pomare V, who ceded his kingdom to France in 1880,
and vanished from history. } went to welcome them, accompanied by Tu and Tetua, who were perched on the shoulders of a teuteu.\fn{A servant of the ari‘i, the chief.} I must admit that I was timid about approaching these strangers,

who didn’t look like the others we’d seen. Above all, I wanted to see the women, for we’d never seen foreign women before. Fearful, I stayed glued to my grandfather.
The women’s faces were even whiter than those of their husbands, so white that they appeared translucent, and
their heads were covered by hats that tied underneath their chins with a dazzling revareva.\fn{A strip of decorative
white cloth made from very young coconut leaves. }
What was really shocking were the layers of dresses, one over the other. The layers concealed their bodies so
much I wondered how the men could see their beauty. How could desire strike the men’s hearts? The women’s
feet were like ours, but so small that they could be easily overlooked. Their feet were almost entirely covered in
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pink and blue ribbons and were so adorable. I looked down at my feet and became embarrassed by the shape of
them. All of a sudden they appeared enormous to me. When I grow up, I want to cover my feet in ribbons of all
colors.
The to‘erau\fn{North wind.} wind rose up, cooled, and swept up the sails of these vahine popa‘ii,\fn{Female white
foreigners.} who wavered and staggered. The men surged forward to hold on to them, then made them sit down
before they flew away. I got up from a fallen coconut trunk, where I’d found a place to observe them, so that a
foreign vahine could sit down. She sat very close to me and had a nice smell.
*
Friend, I know that these words on paper surprise you, but all this is true, and I haven’t yet told you the most
shocking!
These women do not wear flowers in their hair or around their necks, nor around their wrists or at their waists
… nowhere. And I looked everywhere! I am old enough to know that a woman should never show herself this
way in front of men; in fact, it has been a while since I myself went out in public without flowers.
What was I to do?
I discreetly slipped away and picked all the flowers I could to form a bouquet, and then I offered it to the lady.
My fear had dissipated. The strangeness of the situation had made me bold. The lady gently took the bouquet and
gave me a timid smile.
But alas! She kept the flowers in her hands. When she looked at me again, I pointed my finger at the flower I
had in my hair so that she could see what I had done and follow my example. Lost cause: the flowers remained
prisoners of the long, white hands with pearly nails. Despite her odd clothing, I admired this lovely vahine.
Just then, Peter the Swede arrived. He was one of the deserters of the Daedalus. I know him by sight, but like
the rest of the popa‘ii, he scares me. It takes time to get used to them. Peter and his companion, Cornelius, are
good friends of the ari‘i. They are treasured because they possess spears that spit fire and they know a lot that we
don’t. That day, Pomare summoned Peter to serve as interpreter.
*
The Duff was the foreign ship, and Wilson, its captain, gave a little speech to introduce his friends, whom he
called missionaries. Then, one of the missionaries, the eldest and obviously the chief, stepped forward.
He was quite large for a foreigner, but seemed small next to Pomare, who sat on the shoulders of the teuteu.
The missionary was wearing black clothing, which enhanced the white of his shirt and scarf. His face was thin,
but his features were pleasant.
With a calm voice he announced the goal of his journey, already revealed by Wilson: he requested permission
for him and his companions to live among us. He had come from the paratane country to announce the Word of
God to the Tahitian people. He spoke in a loud voice to cover the noise of the wind and the sea; he was at ease,
and we saw that he was used to speaking in public like our grand tahu‘a.\fn{Priest.} He often paused so that Peter
could translate. He calmly and assuredly repeated the important parts of his speech several times, as if to avoid
any confusion, and Peter obediently repeated to us,
“I, Jefferson, missionary pastor from the London Missionary Society, come to the Tahitian people to announce
the Word of the true God, Jehovah.”
During the speech, the crowd got larger and a pourau rope was strung between two coconut trees to keep
people back.
“God Jehovah is a god of love. My companions and I are men of peace. Under no circumstances will we
participate in your battles. The few arms we have will only be used to protect the women and children. But soon,
if you listen to the Word, you will live in the peace of the Messiah and have but one goal: to praise the Lord for
His blessings. Tahitian friends, you are sons of God! We British men are your brothers!”
The eyes of the crowd flitted over Jefferson and Peter, then alighted on Pomare and Ha‘amanimani, the Great
Priest. Their faces were stoic as they listened attentively. Ha‘amanimani already knew the missionaries and crew.
From his outrigger, he had gone to meet the Duff when it sailed along the reef and found a place to anchor in
Matavai Bay.
Ha‘amanimani had asked Captain Wilson to be his taio.\fn{Friend.} It was a huge honor, but the captain ignored
him. It was not until the next day, when Wilson learned who Ha‘amanimani was—our tahu‘a nui, one of the most
important people in Tahiti—that he decided to rub noses with the high priest and call him taio.
Once Jefferson finished his speech, he stepped back and rejoined his companions.
*
It was Pomare’s turn to talk.
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He did so in his serious, loud voice. On a good day, his speech is a gift for those around him. We like games,
feasts, and cerert1onices, but all these displays of joy would not be the same without hearing, before, during, and
after, the words of the ari‘i that fire us up with the pleasure of being together.
Nothing is more exciting for us than a beautiful speech.
It is a difficult art that follows strict rules taught in special schools. Only those who through birth or duty must
uphold knowledge and authority can go to these schools.
Bad luck falls on the careless, the clumsy, for the judges in the crowd are merciless. They would mock a
speaker without regard for his title or his authority. A chief only has power if he maintains his gift of speech, and
Pomare has this gift.
The appearance of these strangers who came from faraway islands to speak of gods—was it not an homage to
the Tahitian people, a recognition of their elevated spiritual consciousness? Pomare was proud that such a
reputation managed to reach islands as far away as Paratane.
It is true that Tahiti lives in the intimacy of the gods. But how could it be otherwise when it is so close to
Ra‘iatea, the sacred cradle of the gods? There is not one action, one gesture, one thought that is not in harmony
with their desires!
There are many atua. They are everywhere: good ones, severe ones, cruel ones, important ones to whom we
submit body and spirit. There are also more modest gods, familial ones whom we honor. Each one has a role.
Each event, each gesture, each thought is addressed to one of them; and above this multitude of gods reigns the
great god, creator of all things: Ta‘aroa.
Several times, Pomare thought he heard Peter speak of the real god, as if there could exist such a thing! Of
course the foreigners had their own gods; it was only natural!
What a scoundrel! It wasn’t the first time that Peter had indulged in a fanciful translation. Could a god be
anything other than real? Pomare held back the desire to burst out laughing. It wasn’t the right moment to do so.
He had to welcome the noble paratane priests with dignity.
Pomare’s first words welcomed the foreigners. He asked them to consider him and his family as their friends
and protectors. In a few rapid sentences, he accorded to all the very same wishes that the missionary pastor,
Jefferson, had expressed. Yes, the foreigners could remain on Tahitian land as long as they wanted. It was true that
they needed shelter to rest and house their belongings. Stretching out his arms, Pomare pointed toward the big
fare, the largest in the mata‘eina‘a. Sometime before, it had been built for the ship captain who had come to
collect ‘urn\fn{Breadfruit.} plants\fn{This is a reference of the (justifiably famous) Captain Bligh who commanded the Bounty (of
Fletcher Christian fame) in a voyage to Tahiti in 1787 to secure a cargo of breadfruit; the purpose being to transplant this staple food to the
British colonies in the West Indies, where, it was hoped, it would feed the slaves working on the sugar plantations. } and who, despite

his promise, hadn’t returned. Pomare therefore offered it to the missionaries.
Like Jefferson, Pomare paused from time to time to allow Peter to translate.
After speaking for a while, however, he became so impassioned that his sentences became longer and the time
he allowed Peter to translate became shorter.
Jefferson had also humbly requested that a few acres of good land be put at the disposition of his companions
and himself in order to plant a garden. It was hard for the foreigners to understand our generosity and our laws of
hospitality. With a royal gesture that made the teuteu wobble, Pomare pointed to all the land of Matavai and
everything on it, offering it to his new friends, his brothers: fare, men, women, and children. The missionaries
could even consider Pomare’s own residence and all of its contents as theirs, but he didn’t think it necessary to
offer it. For him, it was understood.
*
After having seen to the needs of the missionaries, he started his speech on the ari‘i. He raised his voice a
notch and became more solemn. His arms began to gesture.
The crowd, which had been distracted until then, gave Pomare their attention despite the heat. Bodies pressed
forward to devour the words of the chief.
Peter sat down, his role in the ceremony over. The foreigners, composed and attentive, waited to see what was
going to happen. Only the children of the missionaries, unaware of the grandeur of the occasion, played in the
dust.
With a slight movement of his feet, Pomare’s servant widened his stance to stabilize his hold on the royal
charge on his shoulders. From then on, no matter what happened, he’d be as solid as a rock.
Pomare introduced himself and his relatives and, with huge leaps, crossed generations, naming ancestors one
after another and citing their names: all their names, including those they had acquired during their lives and those
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that signified a battle, a feat, a character trait, a title, a marriage. Each name brought an event in the people’s
history back to them.
Pomare conscientiously went through the past. Not one of the roots of the genealogical tree could be forgotten.
The specialists, the haerepo, would not have allowed such an omission.
From his great-grandmother Te‘uraoteatua, Pomare went to the end of the pa‘umotu branch, covering Tuheiari‘i, Paniroro, Tapaiaha, Tangaroa. He patiently reached his distant ancestor Tumakinokino, who was from Fakarava, and the gods of his family. He then tackled the roots of the chiefs of Pare via his great-grandfather Ari‘ipaea.
Calmly, he cited the eighteen generations leading up to Tahipuanu‘u and Ne‘eutatuateanui. This effort of memory
was considerable; and he paused before delving into Tetuahuria and the depths that eventually, generation after
generation, took him to faraway Vehiatuaitemata‘i, the chiefs of Taiarapu. Courageously, starting with his mother,
Tetupaiaihauiri, he began to list the members of the side from Ra‘iatea. He cited Rofai, the ten generations leading
up to Tamatoa and Moeterauri.
He spent a moment on the offspring of Porapora and Huahine, then came back to the main root in Ra‘iatea,
without which there would be no ari‘i with divine rights. With a superhuman effort, he named the fifteen
generations leading up to Uru and Hinatumuro‘o, and generation after generation, he pressed on.
At this point, few spectators could keep up. A squatting elder punctuated the recitation of each generation with
a slap on his thigh. The breathless crowd followed the ari‘i, supporting him in his passionate endeavor. Step by
step, Pomare continued on his dizzying descent. His rhythm slowed. Each new generation required phenomenal
efforts of memory. Soon, he attained the fabulous depths where men become merged with the gods from whom
chiefs descend.
As soon as Pomare ceased, a husky, spasmodic chant rose up from the chests of the men to signify their approval. The chief had been brilliant.
In the falling dusk, this brutal chant worried the popa‘a women, who got up to move closer to their husbands.
*
It was Ha‘amanimani’s role to mark the solemnity of the occasion by calling on the gods, for he was their
conduit. He did it in the typical manner that allows men to communicate with the gods, to seek counsel from
them, and to tremble before them. In this way, mortals are allowed to conduct themselves as immortals.
If Pomare could have violated a tapu through publicly reciting his family genealogy, which is usually kept
secret, there was no question that Ha‘amanimani could have done the same. Taking into account various resources
as well as the presence of the foreigners, he spoke only of the small gods of everyday life. The others were
reserved for the ceremonies on the marae.\fn{Sacred ceremonial site.} As to the more important gods, the invocation
was between him and the assembly of priests.
Despite this reserve, his speech was long and his last incantations were pronounced in the black of night. The
end of his speech was greeted with satisfaction by the chiefs and the entire assembly.
The Tahitian gods agreed to welcome the new paratane god with kindness. Ha‘amanimani warranted it.
*
Peter was napping. He was roughly awakened to announce the good news to the foreigners. So in this way, the
Tahitian people, loyal to the traditions of the ancestors, demonstrated their respect for the sacred laws of hospitality and rejoiced that, once again, circumstances allowed them to share what they had received in abundance from
the gods.
144.2 Excerpts from Breadfruit And Frangipani\fn{by Célestine Hitiura Vaite (1966French Polynesia, France (F) 9

)} Tahiti,

Society Islands,

1
It’s twenty past one in the morning and Materena is sitting at the kitchen table. She can’t sleep.
At six o’clock she’s going to get thee bread at the bakery and then she’s going to make the coffee. Materena
yawns. She’s tired, but she can’t sleep and there’s no point lying in bed with the eyes open.
She could go scrub the bathroom for an hour only she’s too tired to scrub but not tired enough to sleep a deep
sleep—the kind of sleep when you think of nothing. Materena sighs a long, heavy sigh.
She’s worried. Today at eleven o’clock, she’s going to court, and God knows what can happen to you when
you go to court. Eh, you can go to prison. Many of her cousins have been to court and proceeded straight into the
gendarme’s van. Direction: Nu‘utania Prison. Her cousin Mori, for instance. He borrowed a canoe, and the owner
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of the canoe sued him, and Mori spent two days in prison.
Materena is going to court because the gendarme caught her on private property. Here’s the story.
*
Behind the airport, there’s some land next to the sea. That land behind the airport used to belong to the Mahi
tribe, but an ancestor exchanged it for a few liters of red wine. The exchange was carried out under private seal, so
nobody knows the name of the popa‘a\fn{White foreigner.} who got the land for cheap. It’s not for certain that he
was a popa‘a, but back then (when the Mahi people lost the land behind the airport) the popa‘a people did a lot of
exchanging with the Polynesian people—under private seal.
Materena loves that place behind the airport. She’s been there six times. There’s ‘aito\fn{Ironwood.} trees for
shade, there’s white sand, and there’s the calm sea that is safe for the kids to swim in. Above all, there are lots of
mussels, and Materena loves mussels. Mussels fried with garlic and onions or raw mussels with a pinch of lime
juice.
Whenever she feels like eating mussels, Materena packs bread, limes, cordial, cans of corned beef, bucket, can
opener, and a knife and heads off with her kids to that special place. It takes them about twenty minutes to walk
from the house. When they get to the landing strip, Materena makes sure the traffic light is green and there’s no
planes in the sky. Then she gives the children the run signal, and they always race across the landing strip.
Materena stays behind the kids and yells,
“Hurry kids!”
As soon as they get to that place, the kids go for a swim (they’re not allowed to go past the rock where the
warm, shallow water ends and turns into dark-blue water) and Materena gets busy digging mussels. She sits in the
knee-deep water and digs her fingers into the sand. She always gets a mussel, but she only takes enough to fill up
the bucket.
And it happens that Materena feels the presence of the people who used to dig mussels there, the people way
before her time: her ancestors and their friends. They’re sitting in a circle, and they talk and they laugh, all the
while digging mussels.
Since discovering it, Materena had hoped to be digging mussels at that special place for years to come. But a
gendarme paid her a visit in his police car. Moana spotted the police car first. He hid behind his sister and
shrieked,
“Mamie, the gendarme!” And Leilani covered her flat chest with her hands, as she wasn’t wearing a T-shirt.
Materena stopped digging and hurried to the shore, where the gendarme was waiting for her.
“‘Ia ora na.” Materena smiled at the gendarme. The gendarme just looked at her.
“Bonjour. Monsieur.” Materena thought that maybe the gendarme didn’t appreciate the other greeting.
Again, the gendarme just looked at her, so Materena looked at him. There and then she figured out that the
gendarme was in a bad mood. His eyes were angry; maybe he’d had a fight with his woman.
“What are you doing here?” he asked in a bad mood.
“My kids, they swim.” Materena showed the gendarme her kids. “And I look for a couple of mussels.” The
gendarme was more interested in what was inside the bucket Materena was still holding, than in her kids
swimming.
“Are you aware this is private property?”
“Private property?” Materena asked, as if she didn’t know what the gendarme was going on about. The
gendarme took a black booklet out of his pocket.
“Name?” The gendarme clicked his black pen.
“Materena Loana Imelda Mahi.”
“Address?”
“Fa‘a‘a, PK 5, 5, behind the petrol station.” The gendarme furiously wrote the information down.
“Occupation?”
“I’m a professional cleaner.” Materena’s voice was louder. The gendarme looked at Materena and wrote CLEANER.

“Marital status?”
Materena grimaced. She wasn’t sure what answer to give the gendarme. She wasn’t married right that moment
but would be definitely in the next six months minimum. Perhaps even earlier, the way Pito kept giving her hints.
He called her “wife” twice this week, and yesterday there was an article in the Journal about a politician’s
daughter’s marriage and how it cost over two million francs, and Pito said,
“All that money … It’s not like we get married to show off.”
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“Marital status?” The gendarme sounded impatient.
“Monsieur,” Materena replied, “I’m not married today, but I’m getting—” The gendarme interrupted.
“Either you’re married or you’re not. Marital status?”
“I’m not married.”
“Are you a single mother?” The gendarme glanced at the children, who were still in the water.
“Non!” Materena didn’t know why she had to shout. “Non,” she repeated in a lower voice. “I’m still with the
father of my children.”
“So, you’re in a de facto relationship,” the gendarme said.
“Yes, monsieur.”
“Couldn’t you just tell me this earlier?” The gendarme looked annoyed. “I haven’t got all day to play guessing
games.” He scribbled DE FACTO and then ordered Materna to vacate the property immediately.
“And this is private property,” he said as he was leaving. “Do you know what ‘private property’ means?”
“You can’t go on the property.” Materena hesitated.
“It is against the law to trespass on private property,” he said. “Just you remember this. Vacate the property
immediately.”
He tipped his hat and left.
As soon as the gendarme’s blue car was out of sight, the children got out of the water and raced to their mother.
Materena explained the sad situation to them and immediately began to pack.
“That gendarme!” Tamatoa shouted. “Who does he think he is! If Papi was here—”
“You don’t tell the gendarmes what to do,” Materena said. “They tell you what to do. If you tell them what to
do, you get a court summons in return.” And very seriously, she added,
“The gendarmes are the law.”
“But, we weren’t doing anything against the law,” Leilani said. “The sea doesn’t belong to one person. It belongs to everybody.”
“God owns the sea.” Moana waved to the sea.
“We walked on the private property before we got to the sea,” Materena explained.
“But,” Leilani continued to argue, “when the gendarme came, we weren’t on the private property.” Materena,
already on edge, snapped.
“Leilani, it’s not the moment to show off, OK? We’re going home.”
*
That evening Materena told Pito what had happened behind the airport.
“Why did you give your name to the gendarme?” Pito was angry. “You never give your name to the gendarmes. You make up a name. And why did you give your address?”
In Pito’s opinion, and he was speaking from personal experience, if you don’t give your name to the gendarme, the gendarme can’t do anything. He can try to find you, but nobody is going to give him information because Tahitians—they don’t talk to the gendarmes. They only talk to the muto‘i.\fn{Policeman; police. Apparently, “native police” is meant; the gendarme in French Polynesia exercise police powers, but seem to have other powers; perhaps the distinction, if
there is one, is because they are staffed entirely by white foreigners. }

“And what are you doing crossing the landing strip anyway?”
“We only cross when the light is green,” Materena said.
“Eh, sometimes the traffic lights don’t work properly.”
Materena also told Loana what had happened behind the airport.
“What are you doing digging mussels there?” Loana was angry too. “I told you the mussels there are poisoned,
cursed, and no good to eat.” Once, Loana ate the mussels from the airport, and she nearly had to have an emergency operation.
“That gendarme,” Loana continued, “I’m sure his woman gave him trouble in the morning and he had to take
out his bad mood on you. Eh, maybe his woman left him for a younger man—a Tahitian.”
*
Three days after the encounter with that bad-mood gendanne, Materena received a court summons. She
showed it to Pito.
“Ah, it’s nothing,” he said. But Materena was in shock.
“I can go to prison for this?”
“Nobody goes to prison over a bucket of mussels.” Pito laughed and carried on reading his Akim comic. She
showed the court summons to Loana.
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“Don’t you worry about it, girl,” she said.
“I can go to prison for this?”
“Let them try a little. They don’t know my name. We’re going to see Maeva, and she’s going to fix the situation pronto.”
Maeva was definitely the woman to see—she knew about the law. Maeva is a distant cousin of Loana—from
her mother’s side. Maeva is a secretary of the boss of this big company, but she should have been a lawyer. She
took the government to court a few months ago over Crown land in Rangiroa, and she won the case. The story
was in the newspaper. There was a picture of Maeva, barefoot and carrying her pandanus bag on the front page
with the thirty witnesses she got to speak at the tribunal of Rangiroa. One by one, these witnesses told the judge—
who had flown from Tahiti for the case—a story about their land.
Loana and Materena went to see Maeva at her office. Maeva listened to the story as she typed a letter. She was
very busy that day.
“This is what I think,” she said, typing her fast typing still. “There was a private property sign and Materena
ignored it.”
Loana was about to explain that Materena ignored the private property sign because the land used to belong to
the Mahi family but an ancestor sold it for a few liters of red wine, but Maeva held up her hand—meaning, I
haven’t finished.
“I know about the liters of wine,” she said. “We all lost land over liters of wine and the land we lost over liters
of wine is not the issue here. The issue here is that there was a private property sign and Materena ignored it. Is
the sign really visible?”
“Well, it’s nailed to a tree,” Materena replied.
“How high?”
Materena wasn’t sure what Maeva was asking her.
“Is the sign nailed at eye level?”
“Non, it’s higher.”
“Do you have to lift your head to read the sign?”
“Ah, oui.”
“Do you always lift your head when you see a tree?”
“Oui, to see if there’s anything ripe in that tree.”
“We’re talking about an ‘aito tree here, yes?
“Yes.”
“And there’s nothing ripe in an ‘aito tree.”
“Well, the ‘aito doesn’t have fruit.” Materena was getting more and more confused.
“So, when a tree doesn’t have fruit, you don’t look up, correct?”
“True.” Loana made an interruption.
“Why are we talking about trees?”
“We’re talking about trees because the sign, which is the core of this story, is nailed to a tree.” Maeva looked at
Materena.
“Describe the sign to me.”
“Well … there’s a blackboard and the writing is in white.”
“How big is the board?”
Materena showed Maeva with her hands.
“OK,” Maeva said. “It’s not a big sign. And the letters, are they in capital letters?”
“Non, normal.”
“Is the sign only written in French?”
“Oui.” Maeva nodded.
“Did you see the sign the first time you went there?”
“Non.”
“How come?”
“You can’t see that sign if you don’t look for it.”
“Why is it that you can’t see the sign?”
“It’s a bit hidden by the branches.”
“Did the gendarme ever point out the sign to you?”
“Non.”
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Maeva stopped typing and swung her office chair to face Materena and Loana.
“OK. You go take a photograph of that sign. Make sure you can’t see the whole sign in the photograph. Don’t
you two cut the branches to make that sign more visible.”
“That’s all we do?” Loana asked.
“Yes.”
Loana had thought her cousin was going to tell them to argue about a particular article in the law that said that
when the land is sold over a few liters of red wine, the original owners of the land still have the right to the land in
some way.
“That’s really all we do?” she asked again.
“Can I go to prison for this?” Materena asked. Maeva did her serious business look.
“Girl, if you go to prison, your story is going to be on the television. Nobody can be accused of trespassing on
private property when the private property sign is not visible.”
*
So, Materena and Loana went to take a photograph of the not-visible sign. They also went to the courthouse
three days before to familiarize themselves with the environment: Loana’s idea. They sat at the back and watched
and listened.
There was a young man who stole a TV—he got convicted.
There was a young man who stole a car—he got convicted.
There was another young man who stole a hi-fi system—he got convicted. The judge spoke harshly to these
young men, like he was fiu\fn{Fed up.} of dealing with thieves. There were mamas and grandmamas crying all
over the place. One man (the one who stole the car) yelled out,
“I’m innocent!” And the judge said,
“Get a job—and pity your mother for a change.”
“You can’t compare yourself to them,” Loana reassured Materena once they were outside the courthouse.
“They’re hoodlums and you’re a hard-working mother. You’re going to get dressed nice; you have to look respectable. Those hoodlums, they didn’t even comb their hair.”
Loana advised Materena to take the kids to the tribunal because apparently the judge always feels sorry for you
when you’ve got kids, but Materena refused. The kids, they’re going to school.
The kids don’t know about the court summons. Materena’s boss doesn’t know about the court summons. And
Pito can’t take a day off because he’s had so many days off (due to hangovers) that he may lose his job.
*
Materena and Loana are in the truck on their way to Pape’ete. It’s nine thirty, there’s plenty of time, but Materena wants to be in the tribunal way before eleven o’clock, because it’s best to be in the tribunal early. Then you
don’t keep the judge waiting.
Materena is wearing a dress and her hair is plaited in two plaits. There’s no rouge on her cheeks, and there’s no
flower behind her ear. There’s just the dress and the bleached white flat shoes. And the pandanus bag.
The rock-and-roll music in the truck is annoying her. It’s too loud. But you don’t tell the driver what music he
can play in his truck.
“You’ve got the photos?” Loana asks in Materena’s ear.
“Yes.”
“You’re sure?”
“Yes, Mamie.”
But Loana wants to see the photographs with her own eyes, so Materena gets the photo holder out of her bag.
There’s thirty-six photos of the tree and the Private Property Trespassers Will Be Prosecuted sign that you can’t
really see. They used a whole roll of film. Loana flicks through the photos. She’s satisfied now. She puts the photos back in the holder. Materena puts the holder back in her bag.
“Don’t you get nervous,” Loana puts her comforting hand on Materena’s shoulder. “Stay calm.”
“Yes.”
“Because when you get nervous, you say a whole lot of nonsense.” Materena, looking out the window; nods.
“Like how you’ve gone to that place six times,” Loana goes on. “I told you not to go there. Ah, hia, hia, the
children, we think once they’re grownups, we don’t have to worry about them, but the worrying never stops.”
Materena keeps looking out the window.
“Stay calm,” Loana says.
“I’m calm.”
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“Don’t be afraid of the judge. He’s just a person. Just imagine him on the toilet. He’s somebody, but he’s not
God. Ah, if I had the money, I would have hired a lawyer to defend you. A lawyer has to be better than you defending yourself. A lawyer knows the tricks and the rules. All you’ve got are photos.”
“I can defend myself.” Materena strives to sound confident.
“Don’t cry at the tribunal,” Loana says.
“I’m not going to cry.”
“When we cry, it’s like we’re guilty. The judge doesn’t like it when we cry in front of him. He prefers it when
we stay calm.”
“Yes.” Materena wishes her mother would keep quiet. She’s concentrating here.
“Don’t forget that when you speak to the judge, you have to call him ‘Your Highness.’”
“Yes, I know.”
What is the boss going to say when she finds out about the conviction.
“And don’t talk to Your Highness the way you talk normally. We don’t say ‘eh’ to Your Highness.”
“Yes.”
Pito, he can’t even cook rice.
“Look at the judge in the eyes.”
“Yes.” Materena’s voice is now a sad murmur.
And my poor kids, eh. No way I’m going to prison.
*
“Do you think you’re a pilot?” the judge asks.
Materena is standing before him, her head held up high but not too high for the judge to misunderstand respect
for arrogance. She’s surprised about the question. She thought the first question Your Highness was going to ask
her would be, “Did you see the private property sign?” She would then have said, “No, Your Highness, because
the sign is not very visible and I’ve got proof, I’ve got photos.” Does she think she's a pilot? Of course not! Why
would she think that she’s a pilot? Is Your Highness trying to trick her?
“Non, Your Highness,” Materena hesitates. “I don’t think I’m a pilot.”
“Er, it’s Your Honor,” the judge says. “Imagine, you and the children are on the landing strip and a plane has to
land.” The judge looks into Materena’s eyes.
“Are you imagining?”
Materena wants to tell Your Highness (Honor) that they only cross the landing strip when the light is green and
the light is still green by the time they reach the other side. Also, she always checks the sky for planes; she knows
that sometimes planes have to do an emergency landing and the pilot doesn’t have time to contact the traffic
controllers. It’s a risk to cross the landing strip, Materena realizes, but it’s safer to cross the landing strip than it is
to cross the road. She can’t imagine herself and the kids on the landing strip and a plane has to land. But she‘s not
going to argue with Your Highness.
“Yes,’ she says. “I’m imagining.” There’s a moment of silence.
“Anything can happen,” Your Highness goes on. “The pilot might try to divert the plane and in doing so crash
the plane, killing hundreds of people … or he might choose to run you and your children over. Are you imagining?”
Ah yes, Materena is imagining now and she’s not feeling good.
“And I do not count the fact,” Your Highness says, “that you are endangering yourself and your children by
swimming at the airport. Underwater electrical cables for example.”
Materena gives Your Highness a shocked look.
“Underwater electrical cables? It doesn’t say on the private property sign that there’s underwater electrical cables.”
“So, you knew about the private property sign.” The judge looks a bit angry now. Materena too, she’s angry.
She’s not thinking about her defense. She’s only thinking about how her kids and herself could have been electrocuted.
“Monsieur,” she says, “I know all about electrical cables. My brother, he was an electrician once. I know you
don’t mess around with electrical cables. You can die when you mess around with electrical cables. Now, monsieur, that sign doesn’t say anything about the electrical cables.”
Materena is forgetting to call the judge Your Highness or Your Honor.
“You imagine a little, eh? My kids, they’re swimming and they get electrocuted because nobody told me about
the electrical cables. Imagine how I’m going to feel. I’m going to feel like I killed them. I’m never ever going
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near that place again. And, monsieur, that private property sign better be fixed. I’m glad the gendarme sent me a
court summons.”
Ah, yes, she’s blessing that man now. She’s taking back all the bad talk she and Loana did about him—how his
woman left him for a younger man because he’s a cranky old bastard, etc.
And then Materena starts crying. She tries to fight the crying, but the revelation about these underwater electrical cables—it’s too much of a shock.
“I’m happy we didn’t get electrocuted.” Materena is now wiping her eyes with the palm of her hand. “Give me
one hundred thousand francs, give me a million francs, I’m never ever going to that place behind the airport.”
Case dismissed.
2
The bathroom is scrubbed every day in Materena’s house because Materena can’t stand her bathroom being
dirty. Soap scum makes her cranky and so does hair in the bathroom drain, toothpaste smeared on the tap, grime
around the tap rings. Well anyway, Materena scrubs her bathroom every day.
She’s scrubbing, scrubbing really hard and wishing her twelve-year-old daughter, also scrubbing, would stop
talking, but when your daughter helps you with the housework, you don’t criticize. You just smile and nod, you
answer her questions, or you say nothing because you don’t know what to say.
“Mamie?” Leilani taps her mother’s hand. “Did you hear me?”
She’s waiting for her mother to explain why it doesn’t snow in Tahiti, and once again, Materena will have to
say that she doesn’t know.
*
This is happening more and more these days. Let’s just say that Materena can’t keep up with Leilani’s hard
questions. Who started the French Revolution? What’s the medical term for the neck? There’s a limit to what Materena knows. People can’t know everything.
‘Aue! Materena was much more comfortable with her daughter’s questions when they were simple. Who
invented the broom? (A woman.) Is it true that eating charcoal makes the teeth white? (Absolutely not; brushing
your teeth every day with toothpaste makes them white.) Who invented the rake? (A woman.) What time does the
first star appear? (The first star appears at quarter past six.) Who invented the wheelbarrow? (A woman.) Is God a
woman or a man? (God is everything that is beautiful.)
Leilani used to say how clever her mother was, but Leilani doesn’t say this any more. So, why doesn’t it snow
in Tahiti? How would Materena know this?
“Girl,” she says with a sigh. “I don’t know why it doesn’t snow in Tahiti.”
“Ah … I knew you wouldn’t.”
“Why did you ask me then—if you knew I didn’t know?” asks Materena, a bit cranky.
“I just hoped you knew.”
“Well stop hoping. Ask me about the ancestors, the old days, cleaning tricks, budgeting, who’s who in the family album and at the cemetery, plants, Tahitian words of wisdom, traditions. Don’t ask me why it doesn’t snow
in Tahiti. Ask your teacher.”
“I do, but Madame always says, ‘That’s not what this lesson is about, Leilani.’” Leilani drops her scrubbing
brush and stomps out of the bathroom complaining that she doesn’t know anybody who can answer questions, and
that all she gets is
“Be quiet, Leilani.”
‘Aue! Materena feels so guilty now. Here, she’s going to give her daughter a kiss … and some coins to get
herself an ice block at the Chinese store. My poor girl, Materena thinks. She’s always stuck at home with me.
Materena finds Leilani reading yesterday’s newspapers at the kitchen table—elbows on the table.
“Girl?” Materena isn’t going to say anything about the elbows on the table—how it’s rude and everything.
“You want to get yourself an ice block at the Chinese store?”
“Non, I’m fine.”
“You’re sure, cherie?” Materena kisses the top of Leilani’s head.
“I’m just having a rest. I’ll come and help you again in a minute, OK?”
“Non, just relax.”
“Non, I want to help you,” Leilani insists.
“All right then … But don’t worry if you can’t help me; you help me enough as it is.”
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And with this, Materena escapes to her bathroom and locks the door. Ah, what peace. Materena can sure use a
few minutes of silence. A few minutes later.
“Mamie?” It’s Leilani knocking at the door.
“Oui.” Materena chuckles, thinking, Already?
“There’s someone at the door.”
“Who is it?” Materena opens the bathroom door, scrubbing brush in hand.
“It’s a woman with a briefcase.”
“Eh, hia.”
Materena is annoyed. That woman at the door is here to sell her something like perfumes or to talk about
religion, and Materena is in the mood for neither.
“Tell that woman I’m not here.”
“Mamie, just go and say good afternoon to her. I feel so sorry for her.”
Leilani explains that she’s been watching, from behind the curtains, the woman door-knocking in the neighborhood. Two relatives closed their door on her, one relative opened the door and waved the woman away, and
one relative walked out without a word and proceeded to water her plants.
“What are you doing spying on the relatives?” Materena cackles. “It’s to give you ideas for your memoirs?”
“I was just looking,” protests Leilani. “Mamie, the woman is waiting for you.”
“She asked to speak to me?”
“Non. She asked, ‘Is your mother home?’”
“And what did you say?”
“I said, ‘Qui, my mother is home. She’s scrubbing the bathroom.”
“Couldn’t you say I was asleep?” Materena puts her scrubbing brush down and rearranges her chignon and her
pareu.
“People should know that we’re Catholics around here and that we’ve got no money,” she says, walking to the
door. “You only have to look at the houses.”
“Good afternoon,” Materena says, greeting the Frenchwoman, who can’t be more than twenty years old and
who looks a bit like a Gypsy with her floral dress, sandals, and loose hair.
“Oh, good afternoon, Madame,” the young woman says with a rather strange yet beautiful accent.
“Are you from France, girl?” Materena asks.
“Qui, from Marseilles,” the young woman says with a smile.
“Ah, Marseilles.” Materena nods knowingly.
“Have you been to Marseilles?” the young woman asks Materena eagerly.
“Girl, I’ve never been out of Tahiti in my whole life.” Materena laughs.
“Where’s Marseilles?” asks Leilani.
“It is in the south of France … I could show you on a map if you like.”
Before Materena has the chance to tell the young woman not to worry about it and to go on with her mission,
Leilani gives her consent. Yes, she’d like to see where Marseilles is on the map of France.
In a flash, an encyclopedia comes out of the woman’s briefcase as she explains that she always has one with
her to show people what the set looks like. And it’s just by chance that she has volume 6, E-F, with her.
“You sell encyclopedias?” Materena asks.
In one breath the young woman confirms that she is selling encyclopedias and says there’s a promotion: a
twenty-percent reduction. She goes on about how much she loves encyclopedias, she’s had an encyclopedia set
since she was eight years old, she’s on holiday in Tahiti—one of the most beautiful countries in the world—she
arrived two days ago.
Quf, that’s a lot to spill in one go, Materena thinks. But how nice to say that Tahiti is one of the most beautiful
countries in the world.
“Come inside the house,” Materena says. “Let’s sit at the kitchen table.”
The young woman doesn’t need to be asked twice. With one giant step, she’s in the house before Materena can
ask her (politely) to take her shoes off. It isn’t a Tahitian custom to take your shoes off before walking into a
house, but it’s nice when you do because then you don’t bring dirt in. Well anyway, it’s too late for Materena to
tell that woman about shoes and everything. But for Leilani it isn’t.
“You can’t come in the house with your shoes on,” she says, her eyes widening in stupefaction. “You’re going
to put dirt on Mamie’s carpet.”
The young woman’s face turns red with embarrassment, and she hurries back outside. She takes her shoes off
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and neatly places them next to the row of thongs by the door.
“I’m very sorry,” she says. “I’ve just arrived, you see. I’m not aware of this country’s customs as yet.” Walking in, she adds,
“Oh, it’s so lovely here.”
“It’s comfortable, girl.”
Materena smiles, relieved that her house is very clean today. Her house is always clean, but today it shines.
Everything has been dusted, and there are no cobwebs on the ceiling and no fluff on the carpet.
“Oh!” the woman exclaims, stopping right in front of the pot plant placed in the middle of the living room. “Is
this a real plant?” she asks, stroking the leaves. Before Materena can say, “Of course it’s a real plant!” the woman
inquires if it is a Tahitian custom to place a pot plant in the middle of the living room.
“Well,” Materena replies, “oui and non. In Tahiti, we believe that a pot plant—”
“It’s to hide the missing carpet square here,” Leilani informs the visitor.
And right before her mother’s horrified eyes, she lifts the pot so that the visitor can see for herself. Leilani
explains that everybody does this in Tahiti. They use pot plants to hide missing carpet squares, holes in walls,
anything.
“I see,” the woman nods. “It’s a very intelligent way of doing things.” She walks to the wall to admire a quilt
pinned up. “Magnifique! Whoever made that quilt is talented. This quilt is truly a piece of art.” She goes on about
the intensity of the bright flowers, the intricate patterns, the balance of the design, the use of geometry.
“My mother made that quilt when I got married,” Materena says, caressing it tenderly.
“Mamie is going to be wrapped in that quilt in her coffin,” Leilani adds.
Materena gives her daughter a quick annoyed look: You don’t tell strangers stories that only concern the
family! The woman looks at Materena.
“Is this a custom in Tahiti?”
“An old custom, girl. Not many people are wrapped in quilts when they’re dead these days, but I want to be
wrapped in one my mother made just for me because, you know, once you’re linked with your mother through the
umbilical cord, you’re linked for eternity.”
“These are such beautiful words, Madame … I’m so honored to meet you.”
Materena cackles, thinking that this girl has got to be the best salesperson she’s ever met.
The girl is now looking at the framed photographs below the quilt, and Materena doesn’t mind. If photographs
are on the wall, it means it’s fine for people to look at them; you don’t need permission. You only need permission to look through a photo album.
“This is my beautiful oldest son, Tamatoa, at his confirmation,” Materena tells the interested visitor. “He’s
playing football right now with his father and uncle. And this is my youngest son, Moana, at his confirmation.
He’s also playing football with his father and uncle at the moment. This is my mother when she was young, this is
me when I was young, and this is my husband when he was young. This is my husband and me when we got
married six months ago … with our beautiful children.”
“Is it the custom to marry late in Tahiti?”
“Oh, oui and non,” replies Materena. “In Tahiti we believe that it’s unwise to marry before—”
“Men don’t like to get married in Tahiti. They always give excuses, and they’re lazy.” Again, Materena gives
her big-mouthed daughter a discreet look to be quiet.
“And is that you?” the woman asks Leilani, pointing to a framed newspaper clipping.
“Qui, that’s my girl,” Materena says, sighing with pride. “It was after a running competition. She came in
fiftieth, but there were thousands of competitors.”
“One hundred and twenty, Mamie.”
“And this is a school award Leilani got when she was ten years old,” Materena says, ignoring Leilani’s last
comment. “For a story she wrote.”
“Do you like to write?” asks the woman, smiling at Leilani.
“Oh, oui, she loves to write!” Materena exclaims. “She’s always writing, that one. She writes, she reads, she’s
very intelligent. All my children are intelligent, and to think that I’m just a professional cleaner.”
“Oh, you’re a cleaner!”
“A professional cleaner,” Materena corrects.
“I admire professional cleaners!” the woman exclaims. “My mother is a professional cleaner. I believe professional cleaners ought to be decorated!”
Materena looks at the young woman with narrowed eyes. What’s this? she thinks. Is it to make me buy an
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encyclopedia set?
“I admire professional cleaners too,” says Leilani. ‘It’s so hard to clean. Last time I helped Mamie clean
Madame Colette’s house, I was so tired. I had to sleep in the truck on the way home.”
“You didn’t help me,” Materena hastens to add. She doesn’t want the encyclopedia woman to start thinking
things. “When you told me you wanted to be a cleaner, I had to show you how hard cleaning is.” Materena explains to the Frenchwoman that it is definitely not her plan for her daughter to become a cleaner. In fact, she’s
always pushed her daughter to see beyond cleaning and get a job that has nothing to do with a broom and a scrubbing brush.
“You are a clever woman,” the encyclopedia woman says. “May I show you the encyclopedia?”
“Sure. What’s your name by the way, girl?”
“Chantal.”
“Ah, what a beautiful name you have, Chantal. OK then, Chantal, you and Leilani make yourself comfortable
at the table. I’m going to make us lemonade.”
“And what is your name, Madame?” Chantal asks, with a genuine smile.
“Materena.”
“You have a beautiful name too, and,” Chantal adds, turning to Leilani, “your name is lovely as well.”
Leilani informs the visitor that she was named after a Hawaiian ancestor, but not Leilani Lexter, whose
husband (Tinirau Mahi) would soon regret having married her because she liked partying too much.
“I was named after Leilani Bodie,” Leilani says. “She was very serious. She was a medicine woman.”
“Oh … well, you might become a medicine woman too,” says Chantal.
“I don’t think so. I don’t like sick people.”
“We never know!” Chantal exclaims as she sits at the kitchen table.
“May I ask you a few questions?” Materena, cutting the lemons for the lemonade, hears Leilani ask: In no
hurry at all, Chantal invites Leilani to ask her as many questions as she wants. Materena cackles. Chantal, you
have no idea what you’ve just got yourself into, she thinks.
“Why doesn’t it snow in Tahiti?” Chantal repeats Leilani’s question.
“That is a very intelligent question, and the answer is that Tahiti is too close to the equator.”
She asks for some paper and a pen, which Leilani hurries to get, and the next minute, Leilani is getting a free
geography lesson. Then Leilani would like to know what the medical term for the neck is.
“Easy,” the Frenchwoman says. She quickly draws a human body, and the next minute, Leilani is getting a free
biology lesson. And who started the French Revolution? Easy … And do fish sleep?
“Of course.” Chantal smiles. “But because fish don’t have eyelids, they can’t close their eyes. But fish do
sleep.”
On and on and on, Chantal shares her knowledge with a delighted Leilani—the knowledge she insists she got
from years of reading encyclopedias and other books of interest.
The salt in the sea is the same as the salt people put on food. Its chemical name is sodium chloride. Plants
make much of their food from water, carbon dioxide, and sunlight. This process, called photosynthesis, produces
oxygen. When we’re sick, our body temperature goes up above normal, which is thirty-seven degrees.\fn{ Centigrade; still not the customarily used form of measurement in my country, where the universally recognized answer to this question would,
of course, be: ninety-eight point six degrees. (H) } This rise in temperature is called a fever and is triggered by the germs

that cause the illness. They release chemicals that act on the part of the brain whose job is to control temperature.
This, in turn, produces other chemicals that make us feel cold. The human body has more than six hundred
muscles, which together make up more than forty percent of the body’s weight. Sixty percent of the body consists
of water. Hiccups are caused when our diaphragm—the wall of muscle between the abdomen and the chest—goes
into a spasm. Fingernails grow four times as fast as toenails.
By the time Materena is signing her name at the bottom of the form binding her to thirty-six payments for the
encyclopedias, Chantal looks very drained.
She has earned her commission, that’s for sure. …
276.57 Excerpt from Kanaky: “Portrait Of A Colonised Person”\fn{by Jean-Marie Tjibaou (1936-1989)} Nienghéne,
Nord Province, New Caledonia, France (M) 4
What you studied at school was basically up to the missionary, in my case Father Rouel.\fn{ This memoir
was written in the context of an interview which took place in May, 1988 at Hienghè, New Caledonia. It was taken down by Li450

onel Duroy, who undertook a long investigation in New Caledonia at that time in preparation for his work Hienghène, le désespoir
calédonien (Paris, Barrault, 1989) }

He is the one who sent me to the junior seminary. Pascal Couilhat should have gone too but his father
was against it. I left with Joseph Levy, following others from the mission who had already left.
My father was in charge of a school at Tiendanite. I learned to read, write and count with him. Father
Rouel sent me to the junior seminary at Canala where I met up with all the others who had left ahead of me:
Felix, François, Louis and Joseph Levy (who was supposed to go to the monitor school at Saint Louis).
So I arrived as a nine year old at Canala in 1945, with Father Rouel. It was the only way for us to have any
schooling. The missionaries chose children from the most active mission families. At Pentecost, a collection was taken up to provide for the seminary, but parents also had to send food; every fortnight we had
yams and taros to eat.
My brothers went to school at the Warèi mission. They went by horse as the road to Tiendanite was only
built in 1956. I came back on holidays for the first time in 10 years,\fn{ I.e., he returned to his tribe at the age of 20,
after more than 10 years away } and the bulldozer was still two days work away from the tribe; that 10-year absence explains how I lost my mother-tongue.
It was early when I arrived up there. I didn’t even know of the existence of my other brothers: Vianney,
David, David Couilhat. I didn’t know they had been born, I had only known Louis. When I got there I saw
the little ones and my brother introduced them to me. They stood there staring at me; they had only heard
about me.
That first time, I travelled up in the truck belonging to René Devaux, the manager of the Castex station.
After that I stayed at Canala. I remember being hungry there. For lunch, we had a small piece of taro and
that was all; at night we had rice broth.
The first thing that disturbed me was to see a European boy come back with shoes and socks when everyone else went barefoot, and that he had sheets; in other words, he had special treatment. I was disturbed
that a religious institution discriminated like this.
Later on, I went to the seminary at Païta, in 1949. Ernest, the son of the chief of Warèi, went with me to
Païta, and Honoré Tiboin too. In March, at the start of the new school year, I was called in by the principal
and told:
“Now, we have a problem, someone has dropped out. You are going to the seminary at the Isle of Pines.”
I was very happy to go there as it was a big trip for me.
Life there was very hard. They were minor brothers, Javanese brought in by the Marists. It was a monastic regime, rising at 5 am for meditation, Mass and study. At 7:30, tea, good tea, then classes from eight till
one. We mimicked the whistle to say it was the end of class. I spent four years at Isle of Pines.
We grew crops there too—hectares of corn, we planted and we built things. It was a farm at the same
time. I have good memories because at least we learned those things well, to grow corn and to make cheese
from the farm’s milk. But there wasn’t much schoolwork. A boat took the crops away and through that they
financed the operation.
I stayed there until 1953. There were State subsidies available in 1953 and they insisted that I go and sit
the Certificate of Studies. We went to Nouméa to sit the exam. We were already grown up but we had to
pass it.
At St Louis\fn{ Near Nouméa} Kanaks ate their meals in the corridor that led to the toilet ... There was a
Spanish brother there and he did not eat with us, he was different and ate with the White Fathers. I remember that is how it was, Whites not mixing with the Blacks. To me, this was a bit peculiar.
The White sisters wore shoes but not the Blacks, only plastic slippers without socks. The Wallisian sisters also wore shoes—in short, Kanaks were always treated like scum.
Then I went back to Isle of Pines, from 1954 to 1955, for the noviciate. There were three of us, one from
Mare, one from Bondé and myself. We were going to become Brothers in order to help the missionaries.
I returned to Tiendanite after this in 1956, then I went to Lifou and taught there for two years. We left
Nouméa by boat in the middle of a cyclone, we felt the full force of it on the voyage, it lasted right until
Lifou. There the boat broke up in the bay, during the night.
There was someone waiting for me as I disembarked, a fellow student from Canala seminary; we left in
an old truck to go to the mission, all wet in the rain. At this place, however, we ate with the head of the mission. He drank coffee in the mornings, we drank tea. He listened to the radio so this meant that at the table
we never spoke.
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I played a lot of sport at that time. I went to see the Mother Superior and she said to me:
“We always make tea, there is enough to do without making coffee for everyone.”
The next morning there was a single little coffee pot with a little jug of milk—the Father listened to the
radio and we had nothing to eat. The Mother was not there and Father Cros kept his coffee all to himself.
The bell rang and we left the table without having eaten.
My friend went out and we asked for something to eat; all the kids brought us things to eat. That was the
day we really connected with the kids. The next day the incident was over and done with.
I followed this pattern for a year and a half. Then I fell sick bronchitis, hospital. I didn’t return to Lifou,
I went to Thio.
There I met up again with Father Denis Cros, the one who drank his coffee all alone. I really saw what
he was up to: he drank wine in his room with a Wallisian who was there; he had put some peppermint liqueur in the fridge and he tried to tell us it was medicine so that we wouldn’t drink it.
We helped in the building of the Thio mission school. I read a lot at that time. I had a good class for
grade 4. I asked Father Cros if I could continue my studies, if he could find me a course or a school.
I met Father Martin, who suggested I return to the Païta seminary. So I returned to Païta in 1958-59 and
there I completed the schoolwork for 3 rd year, then I did part of 2 nd. They didn’t teach languages there, only
Latin. Then I did philosophy for two years, followed by four years of theology.
When I arrived, it struck me that I came across the same discrim ination; in the refectory, there was a
table for the European seminarians and a table for the Kanaks and Wallisians. We didn’t sleep in the same
dormitory either; the Europeans were fee paying, while we were recipients of different bursaries.
Apart from that it was very good, very nice.
Having entered in 1959, I left the place in 1965 and I was ordained a priest here in August or September
1965 by Mgr. Martin. It was Father Rouel’s day of glory. I was posted to Bourail at the end of the year.
In 1966 I was the deputy curate at Nouméa’s cathedral. It was there that I began to see political problems, the difficulties in the way of the option for the poor. Sermons were very closely watched. The priest in
charge had to be advised of what we were going to say, we had to show him the sermon in advance.
Father Jacob Kapeta was the curate. He was the UC chaplain and so was very politically aware. When
the position of Cathedral priest in charge had to be filled, a concerted effort was made to block his appointment. He was very bright and was studying for a doctorate of theology in Rome.
I was also a military chaplain—I looked after the young conscripts at the time. We organised a small
newsletter, an association, hospitality for the families at Christmas etc.
Towards the middle of 1967, I encountered Professor Métais\fn{ Pierre Métais, a student of Maurice Leenhardt,
became a professor of ethnology at Bordeaux } and his wife on the Cathedral forecourt; we talked and he said that
he could get me a scholarship to study at the University of Bordeaux, in the ethnology department, but on
condition that I pass the university entrance exam. I studied for it at the Jean XXIII hostel, having taken
leave at the end of 1967. Then I did a short posting at Tiéon on the East Coast before leaving to sit the exam
in France.
It was supposed to be held in June 1968 but because of the May 68 events it was postponed. In the meantime, I had received an offer from the Catholic University of Lyon, one that came with a guaranteed schol arship. It was a Croissance des jeunes nations\fn{Growth of Young Nations } scholarship. So I left for Lyon.
I enjoyed the sociology lectures. I got to know Leenhardt. There was law, economics, politics, doctrine
(Marxism) and religion; for me it was easy enough.\fn{ At Lyon, Jean-Marie Tjibaou was to encounter Gérard
Leymang, among others, who was to become the last Prime Minister of the New Hebrides before independence in 1980. (The
former Franco/British Condominium is now called the Republic of Vanuatu:H) } It was a two-year scholarship, equivalent

to a diploma or a degree, and you could go on to do a doctorate. As the scholarships were in great demand, I
requested a third year; I surrendered the scholarship that I had which was for 800 francs a month so that it
could be used for someone else, and I had another scholarship for the following year.
After six months at Lyon, I went up to Paris to study ethnology at the Ecole pratique des hautes
études. \fn{Practical School of Higher Studies } When I was at the Nouméa Cathedral, I had cared for drunks—
Kanaks—and something which struck me was the way they always talked about their land, about their tribal
lands which had been alienated by the Whites. So with Professor Roger Bastide I worked in the fields of
ethnolo-gy and psychiatry, on mental health issues.
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Then I came back for the death of my father in 1970; I was involved in the custom ceremonies. I obtained an airline ticket as a study trip to New Caledonia. Then I stayed in the Territory and I gave seminars
on “Getting to know the Melanesian Milieu”—aimed at liberal Europeans.
Next, I worked for a period in the Administration, still concerned with the transition of a traditional society to a modern world, the connection with alcohol and the dream world in which alcoholics take refuge.
I took a proposal to the people of Union Calédonienne, to Roch Pidjot, and funding was found for me, as
I had asked. This budget was allocated for grassroots education. After a year, I presented a report but it was
stifled by the Administration and the experiment ended there.
Then there was an attempt to establish “tribal councils” to help people. It was at this time that I met my
wife Marie Claude.
In 1972, we formed the Melanesian Group for Social and Cultural Development, but the UC people and
the Administration were suspicious of it. It, too, came to a sudden end.
I started to be followed.
One Miss Duras, in charge of health education, called me in, and we had a row. Then I was transferred to
Youth and Sports.
In connection with these activities, I threw myself into the festival project which I saw as one means of
overcoming the insignificance we suffered then, when the whole environment was set up to alienate the
Kanak, who existed only through his relationship with the White, and in which all the images he gets of
himself are negative.
So he has to be led to see his unique qualities, what makes him special, so that he will see his own value.
The philosophy behind the festival could be summed up as getting the Kanaks to project their identity into
this environment and demonstrate their best qualities.
Stim was DOM-TOM Minister at the time. As an official in Youth and Sports Department, I was able to
steer the design of the festival program. We had noticed that people’s dancing was all over the place, they
were unused to it; after personal hygiene and cutting out alcohol, now we would tackle the cultural aspect.
I was hurt by the reaction to the festival of the Caldoches,\fn{ The name given to European inhabitants of the French
overseas collectivity of New Caledonia, mostly native-born French settlers } who threw up their hands at “yet another islandder show”, when it was such a fabulous event for the country—a gate of 50,000! But Caledonians weren’t
there; everyone but them ... Kanaks, metropolitan French but not the Caldoches. We had gambled that if
people could feel better about themselves, they would be better equipped for the struggle, and we were vindicated.
The Union Calédonienne was against the idea of the festival. By then, I was already a member of UC,
and we were insulted by our own people. However, we were supported by Roch Pidjot. What the people of
UC found hard to live with was that it was funded by the Whites. They said:
“It’s just bread and circuses for Kanaks so that they will forget their problems.”
It was the first time in the country’s history that there was a demand for such large funding (50,000,000
Pacific francs) for a Melanesian project. They sneered at us as Uncle-Toms.
It was 1975.
At the end of 1976, we started talking about the municipal elections for 1977 in Hienghène. At our feast
to celebrate the successful yam harvest, a speech was made urging me to run for mayor. They didn’t want
UC, whose Hienghène branch was run by Bob Alquier, the grocer, who was a loser. Maurice Lenormand’s
circle were wealthy business people, and this didn’t do anything for the tribes, only the Europeans. Whence
the idea of setting up the Maxha movement, maxha meaning to raise your head, as in the revolutionary act
of the slave.
We ran a good campaign and won eight places to UC’s five and the six of de Villelongue, the outgoing
mayor. Hienghène was a catastrophe for them and they shared their misery.
All the Whites came to the first Town Council meeting to see if we were capable of preparing a budget;
this was March 1977. There were some calls for my expulsion from UC, but things calmed down.
I took part in the Bourail Congress in May 1977. That was where we came out in favour of independence.
This led to a flood of resignations—one every day. All the Whites packed up and left. At the close of the
Congress, at night, I was going to get my car to leave and I put Pierre Declercq forward as Secretary
General. I was called back urgently because they didn’t have enough people to form the polit ical bureau. I
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was nominated as Vice-President with Roch Pidjot as President. We were now part of the machine, along
with Eloi Machoro, Yeiwéné Yeiwéné and François Burck.
That year, there were also elections for the Territorial Assembly, then fresh ones in 1979. In 1979, we
decided on the creation of the Independentist Front and we also attended the South Pacific Forum—we hung
around the corridors but without great success.
In our Hienghène municipality, we used the council trucks as a school bus. Previously there was only a
school bus service for the public school, which meant only for the Whites. So we used the Council truck to
take children to the church schools. We organised fêtes.
Then began the land claims. This was one of the strong points of UC. Still in 1979, we organised the
Ouérap Congress, near Hienghène; the issue which upset the settlers was that of land claims, they felt more
and more under siege. We had all agreed the whole country would be claimed but strategically, as a means
of building popular support, we started with clan-based land claims.\fn{ Jean-Marie Tjibaou concludes his narrative
by recalling the Hienghène massacre and previous conflicts with the settlers in the valley }
In November 1984, we had been threatened in Nouméa and two attempts were made to intimidate me: on
the 18 th, a grenade exploded under our house, in the garage; a stick of dynamite was thrown but it landed in
a tree: if instead of hitting the trees, it had hit a window where the children were watching TV … I did not
go to Hienghène on 4 December, the day of the ambush at Hienghène, because Edgard Pisani and Christian
Blanc were arriving—but I had planned to go there with the children and I had stated this on the phone. The
roadblocks had been lifted, as RFO had announced they would be.
After we had reclaimed the land at Hienghène, the settlers continued to let their horses loose on it. They
would come and tie up their horses near my place but not very tightly, so that when the horses were thirsty
they would pull up the stakes to which they were attached.
That was the horses of Raoul Lapetite, of his sons, of Raymond Franceschini and Gamier as well, I
believe. My brother Louis asked them to round up their horses and eventually he brought them back to the
tribe. Loulou went down with the tribal police to warn the gendarmes that he had impounded the horses as
strays that were causing damage; we didn’t want these people to continue behaving like this, as if they were
still in the darkest days of colonisation.
He told them they had to come and pay 200 CFP per horse to get them back.
They came one after the other. To each, Loulou explained that we didn’t want things to be done as they
were in the time of our fathers. This was before 1980, around 1978.
Old Raymond Franceschini who had a bit of a heart problem had even asked for a chair to sit down because it was too hard for him to hear such things.
After this episode Gamier began threatening people. He was looking after the Picard property, he had
fired shots and put out bits of poisoned meat for our dogs.
My brother took Gamier to court and it was from this point—at the same time as land claims—that
everything went sour. It was the period when our people began to believe that we would get lands back in
the valley, with the elders saying “that is so-and-so’s land, this belonged to such-and-such a clan”. They
were threatened by Gamier and Mitride.
I say all this to so you can understand the circumstances which led to the slaughter and the death of my
brothers. …
276.71 Excerpt from Les Transformations De La Tradition Narrative A L’ile Wallis (UVEA) : “Preface
Wallisienne de Malino Nau”\fn{by Malino Nau (c.1960?- )} Wallis Island, Wallis & Futuna Collectivity, France (M)
2
Eau fakamalo mua kia Laimoto i tana tuku mai kau haga a fakailo kite hahai te gaue nei kua lava. Emole au
mau he kupu malie mo feauga kite taki o tou ala Laimoto. Ka eau falala mo amanaki e tokolahi anai natou ka
fia mulimuli atu ia koe. E fia fai atu leva he fakaapaapa mohe fakasilou kia natou ka natou fuli ia nai pasina
ote tohi nei kua fai. Eke lau faka Falani anai pea eke lau taka Uvea\fn{ Wallis} foki. Kohe kole e fai atu keke
fakalelei moke fakamolemole kiheu lakahala anai kake felavei ia ite tohi nei i te aga ote faitohi mote aga ote
fakakaukau.
Etou lau mahani emole he talatuku o Futuna. E fealape la ke tau toe lau emole he talatuku o Uvea. Koteuhi
e tou iloi fulipe nee mole popoto atatou kui ite faitohi ite Temi mua. E mooni e tou mau te talatuku o Uvea ka
emole tou mau foki tona katoa maite kamataaga ote fakahahai o Uvea. Ka e tonupe ke tou fakamooni eiai te
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talatuku o Uvea pea e mau foki mote talatuku o Futuna. Eiai te hisitolia o Uvea pea e mau te hisitolia o
Futuna. Koteuhi kote tagata e tupu o mauli ihe fenua eina fai mo fau te hisitolia o tona fenua logo aipe pee
mole ina tohi te hisitolia aia.
Kapau etou iloi leleiage ía ahonei te talatuku o Uvea ite talatuku o Futuna pea e tonu ke tou fakafetai kia
natou nee natou tuku-tohi mai te talatuku aia o hagela ko Patele Sosefo Henquel ite 1910: Talanoa ki Uvea.
Kohe fakakaukau lelei aupito nee mau ete matua-tapu aia keina haga o tohi ite lea faka Uvea te talatuku ote
fenua. Koteuhi e mahino papau kia tatou kote talatuku o Uvea feiape mote talatuku o Futuna nee fetuku-gutu akipe ite temi mua maite kui kite mokopuna. Kae kote mea foki e tou iloi kote taofi-fakamau-loto ohe
takamatala emole hoholo totonu aipe. E feala ke he te atamai, kau kiai mote loto-galogalo o fakatupu ai he
magamaga ote fakamatala o piko ai mai tona ala pee pulinoa osipe leva o hage kote molehi ete tai moka
fanake mai te takaaga o otatou vae ite mata one.
Kola e tonu ai ke tou fai he fakamalo lahi kia Laimoto i tana manatu poto mo tana fakakaukau kua lelei ke
fau he tohi fenei. Kohe gaue takakinakina kae tou fakafetai mo fakafiafia hekoeni kua lava. Kote tohi a
Laimoto e talanoa tafito pe anai kiteu fagana o Uvea. Etou iloi i Uvea mo Futuna natou e higoa kote kau
tufuga. Ka tonu ke fakatuu he fale pee taaga he vaka pea e alu he kole kite tufuga. Etou iloi foki i Uvea mo
Futuna natou e higoa kote kau mau. Ka tonu ke ako he lakalaka pea e alu he kole kite tagata peko te fafine
mau. Kote tohi nei emole kohe fale peko he lakalaka ke takatahi kiai te hahai. E fakaamupe te loto ote tagata
nee ina fau te tohi nei ke hoko ia kohe kamataaga ohe gaue ki Uvea mo Futuna. E fakaamu Laimoto ke feala
he toe fakamauliuli ake ote talatuku o Uvea mo Futuna.
E fealape anai ke ui mai ehe tahi kote fagana kote mea ate tamaliki pea moteu finematua vaivavai. E hala te
manatu aia. Kote fagana ekau ia kiteu koloa fakafenua. Kote tukuholo mai ote fagana maite kui kite mokopuna
kote tahipe aia faahiga ako nee fai ete matua kite fanau. Kote fagana kohe tahipe aia faahiga tuku-taìa-tuku. O
hagela kote fagana o Lekapai nee mau i Uvea maia Malia Tuugahala, kei fakamatala ia i Toga o hage kohe
talatuku. Emau te fagana ite fenua fuli ote malama nei. Pea kua tuu tohi te fagana iteu lea kehekehe. Pea
koteala ae emole tohi ai atatou fagana hee iai atatou lea? Kua lagi vave maipe he temi e puli noa ai anai i Uvea
mo Futuna te fai fakamatala fagana ite afiafi. E lagi fetogi anai te fagana o hage ko Falani nei ete latio mote
senima pea mote televisio. E lagi lahi anai te fakahemala kae kovi hekua tou kau anai ite lea: tausala kua kaku
a Tea!
Kohe tahi mea e mauhiga ai te tohi a Laimoto e teala anai hona fakaaoga i teu faleako. Koteuhi emole tonu
ke iloi e atatou fanau teu fagana peko te lea faka Falani kae mole natou iloi atatou fagana mo atatou lea. Kote
tagata e tupu itona fenua e tonu mua keina iloi te lea a tona fenua pea hoki ina ako atu leva niihi lea e aoga ki
tona mauli mote mauli ote fenua. E tonu ke tohi fagana ote fenua. E tonu ke tohi te talatuku ote fenua naa
fokifa kua pulinoa osi. Tou fakamalo kia Laimoto ite taka-sika kua ave. Ofa ke tuu hou mua-sika, Laimoto,
pea ke liliu tau ulutoa kohe fefakahahaaga o taltupu ki muli.
E fia fai leva he fakamalo a Laimoto ki Uvea mo Futuna kia natou nee pule ite faiako ite temi aia nee gaue
ai Laimoto i Malaetoli 1969-1971. Malo takotou haga a fakagafua pea mo kole kite tamaliki-ako ke natou tahi
tohi tana fagana, fagana foki aia e fakaaoga ite gaue nei. E fakamalo lahi aupito age Laimoto kite tamaliki ako.
Malo takotou fai fagana. Emole feala ke tootoo fuli atu o kotou higoa hee loa fau leva. E hoki kotou laupe anai
o kotou higoa ite fakaosi ote tohi, pee hoki lau e akotou fanau ihe temi ki muli. E hiki atu te fakamalo a
Laimoto kihe finematua ko Malia Tuugahala pea moteu matua ko Tasiano Lilo mo Petelo Polelei\fn{ Misoni}. E
fakamalo atu itakotou haga o tali ke kotou tolotoa ite tamaliki. Malo takotou tali ke kotou toe haga o fakama natu te aga a teu kui. Malo takotou tali ke toe fakamauli teu fagana ote fenua. E fakaamu te loto ke mau niihi
Malia Tuugahala moniihi Tasiano Lilo pea moniihi Petelo Polelei iteu tau ka hau ke natou hoko atu aipe te
taupau mote fakamatala o atatou fagana. E fia fakamalo foki Laimoto kiteu finematua-fakamamahi ko Malia
Katalina Tagatamanogi mo Malia Valelia Takala. Malo takolua tokoni mai o tohi niihi fagana nee puke mai
Uvea aki te foi mea-puke-leo. E fakamalo atu foki kia Patele Sagato lau. Malo tau tokoni mai o fakatonutonu
niihi kupu ite lea faka Uvea.
E fia hiki mai leva te fai fakamalo a Laimoto ki Falani nei. Uluaki fakamalo mua ki Palesi kia Patele
Patelike O’Reilly o uhiga mo tana u tohi nee fai ki Uvea mo Futuna. Nee aoga mai teu tohi aia ki te gaue nei.
E fakamalo mai leva ki Lione\fn{ Lyon} nei kia Soane Girard, kote tagata aia e faiako ite Fale-ako-lahi e higoa
kote Université. Kote tagata aia eina iloi tafitope hisitolia mo talatuku o Afelika. E fakamalo atu kia Patele
Kolote Rozier. Kote Patele aia eina iloi lelei te hisitolia o Uvea mo Futuna logo aipe tana mole heeki folau o
sio ia motu aia. Kote Patele aia nee ina haga o tanaki fakamaopoopo mo fakaholoholo lelei teu tohi a Patele
Sanele. Nee ina fai he tohi, kohe tohi fake Falanipe toki e higoa kote Ecrits du P. Pierre Chanel. Emole tonu
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foki ke fakagaloi ia Patele Soane Delorme mo Patele Lutoviko Panier pea mo Patele Soane Calloud. Kole kau
Patele aia e fai ako i te faleako-lahi-fakalotu o te teolosia. E toe fakamalo maipe Laimoto ki Lione nei kia
natou e nofo ako ai: Apeleto Likuvalu, Sepeliano Tuikalepa, Tito Taufana, Kamilo Gata. Maio takotou tokoni
mai ite fakatonutonu ohe kupu nee tohala. E fia fakamalo foki Laimoto ki Tuluse\fn{ Toulouse} kia Likaleto
Rossille. Malo te tokoni mai. E toe fakamalo ki Poloto\fn{ Bordeaux} kia Petelo Falelavaki. Nee tokoni mai
moia kite gaue nei.
Pea mole galo foki teu famili nee tokoni mai mo takafi te gaue aki tonatou loto fiafia mo tonatou loto ofa
mai Uvea ki Falani nei: Mika mo Potapu Seo, Kimi mo Sapeta Sea, Lose Boisne mo tona ohoana Falai Taniela
mo Vitolina Remaud, Sepeliano mo Koleta Tuikalepa. Pea mo sii Lusiano Plazanet tau tokotahi.
E fia hiki atu leva te fakalaulau a Laimoto ki Honolulu. E fakamalo kia natou e gaue ite fale e higoa kote
Bishop Museum: ko Sai Timberlake, Malekalita Titcomb, Sanete mo Sanete, pea mo Lynn Davies. Malo
takotou tokoni mai kite kumi o teu tohi faka Pilitania, tohi afea nee fai eteu kapiteni o teu vaka nee oloage ki
Uvea mo Futuna i mua ote avake ote latu ki otatou motu. O hagela kote vaka gelu tafolaa nee higoa kote
Independence il nee hau mai Amelika ki Uvea mo Futuna ito 1828. E takamalo atu kia Patelike Kirch mo
Petelo Royen o uhiga moteu higoai akau e mau anai ite tohi nei. E fakamalo foki kia Ed. Bryan Jr. mo tona
hoa o uhiga moteu paaki o Uvea nee fai maite vakalele ite temi nee noto ai te kau Amelika i Uvea 1942-1945.
E fakamalo kia Ellie Williamson o uhiga moteu foimea-puke-leo. Kae tafito fakamalo Laimoto kite
Anthropology Department kia Likaleto Lieban. Malo Likaleto tau haga o malui mo takitaki te gaue a Laimoto
i Honolulu lolotoga mahina e tolu maite aho 20 o sunio kite aho 8 o sopetepeli ote tau nei. E toe fakamalo atu
ki Honolulu aipe kite fale e higoa kote Mission House Library kia Lela Goodell. Toe hiki age ai te fakamalo
kite University of Hawaii Library kia Lenata Heyum moona tehina fuli nee tokoni mai. E tukumuli atu leva te
fai fakamalo a Laimoto kia Barbara Smith pea mo Semisi Mack, ko naua aia ena fia iloi teu hiva faka Uvea
mo faka Futuna.
Kia natou fuli aia nee too atu onatou higoa, mai Uvea ki Falani nei pea mo Honolulu foki, pea mo natou
nee mole feala ke too atu onatau higoa ka nee natou tokoni mai kite fakahoko ote gaue nei, e fai atu he
fakamalo hee galo a Laimoto kia koutou fuli. Malo takotou tokoni mai. Koeni kua lava. Omai la hetou lau.
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The Cathedral of Our Lady, Paris, France. Below: The Basilica of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, Montmartre,
Paris
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The Cathedral of St. Lawrence, Paris

The Cathedral of St. Alexander Nevsky, Paris
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The (Latin) Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Paris

The (Orthodox) Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Paris
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The Church of St. Ambrose, Paris

The Church of the Invalids, Paris, France. The Revolutionary Hero and Emperor, Napoleon, is buried here
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The Church of St. Genevieve, Paris

The Church of St. Mary Magdalene, Paris
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The Church of St. Paul and St. Louis, Paris
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The Al Fatih Mosque, 64 Rue Faubourg, Saint Denis, Paris

Le Grande Mosquee, Paris
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The Basilica of Our Lady of Hope, Charleville-Mézières, Ardennes Department, Grand Est Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul (9th century), Troyes, Aube Department, Grand Est Region, France
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The Cathedral of Our Lady, Reims, Marne Department, Grand Est Region, France

The Basilica of St. John the Baptist (13th century), Chaumont, Haute-Marne Department, Grand Est
Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Sigisbert, Nancy, Meurthe-et-Moselle Department, Grand Est Region, France

The Church of St. Etienne, Bar-le-Duc, Meuse Department, Grand Est Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Stephen, Metz, Moselle Department, Grand Est Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Paul, Strasbourg, Bas-Rhin Department, Grand Est Region, France
467

The Cathedral of St. Martin of Tours (1234-1365), Colmar, Haut-Rhin Department, Grand Est Region,
France

The Basilica of St. Maurice, Ėpinal, Vosges Department, Grand Est Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Peter, Angoulême, Charent Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Louis, La Rochelle, Charente-Maritime Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region,
France
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The Cathedral of Our Lady, Tulle, Corrèze Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, France

The Church of St. Bartholomew, Bénévent-l’Abbaye, Creuse Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region,
France
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The Cathedral of St. Front, Périgueux, Dordogne Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Andrew, Bordeaux, Gironde Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, France
471

The Cathedral of Our Lady, Dax, Landes Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Caprasius, Agen, Lot-et-Garonne Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Mary, Bayonne, Pyrénées-Atlantiques Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region,
France

The Church of St. Andrew, Niort, Deux-Sèvres Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Peter, Poitiers, Vienne Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Stephen, Limoges, Haut-Vienne Department, Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, France
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The Church of St. Nicholas of Tolentin (1532), Bourg-en-Bresse, Ain Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
Region, France

The Cathedral of Our Lady, Moulins, Allier Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region, France
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The Church of St. Julien, Tourmon-sur-Rhône, Ardèche Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region,
France

The Church of St. Nectarine, Aurillac, Canatal Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region, France
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The Chapel of the Virgin Mary, Nyons, Drôme Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region, France
477

The Cathedral of St. Maurice, Vienne, Isère Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Charles Borromeo and St. Stephen, Saint-Étienne, Loire Department, AuvergneRhône-Alpes Region, France
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The Cathedral of Our Lady, Le Puy-en-Velay, Haute-Loire Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region,
France

The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Assumpion, Clermont-Ferrand, Puy-de-Dôme Department, AuvergneRhône-Alpes Region, France
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The Cathedral Basilica of Our Lady of Fourvire, Lyon, Rhône Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region,
France

The Cathedral of St. Francis de Sales, Chambéry, Savoie Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region,
France
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The Basilica of the Visitation, Annecy, Haute-Savoie Department, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes Region, France

The Church of St. Michael, Dijon, Côte-d'Or Department, Bourgogne-Franche-Comté Region, France
481

The Church of St. Madeleine, Besançon, Doubs Depatment, Bourgogne-Franche-Comté Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Peter, St. Paul and St. Andrew, Saint-Cloud, Jura Depatment, Bourgogne-FrancheComté Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Cyricus and St. Julitta, Nevers, Nièvre Department, Bourgogne-Franche-Comté
Region, France

The Church of St. George, Vesoul, Haute-Saône Department, Bourgogne-Franche-Comté Region, France
483

The Cathedral of St. Lazarus, Autun, Saône-et-Loire Department, Bourgogne-Franche-Comté Region,
France

The Cathedral Basilica of St. Christopher, Belfort, Territoire de Belfort Department, Bourgogne-FrancheComté Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Stephen, Auxerre, Yonne Department, Bourgogne-Franche-Comté Region, France
485

The Cathedral of St. Stephen and St. Brieuc, Saint-Brieuc, Côtes-d'Armor Department, Brittany Region,
France

The Cathedral of St. Corentin, Quimper, Finistère Department, Brittany Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Vincent of Saragosa, San Malo, Ille-et-Vilaine Department, Brittany Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Peter, Vannes, Morbihan Department, Brittany Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Stephen, Bourges, Cher Department, Centre-Val de Loire Region, France

The Cathedral of Our Lady, Chartres, Eure-et-Loir Department, Centre-Val de Loire Region, France
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The Church of St. Andrew, Châteauroux, Indre Department, Centre-Val de Loire Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Gatien, Tours, Indre-et-Loire Department, Centre-Val de Loire Region, France
489

The Chapel of St. Hubert, Chãteau d’Amboise, Amboise, Indre-et-Loire Department, Centre-Val de Loire
Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Louis, Blois, Loir-et-Cher Department, Centre-Val de Loire Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Croix, Orléans, Loriet Department, Centre-Val de Loire Region, France
491

The Cathedral of the Assumption, Ajaccio, Corse-du-Sud Department, Corse Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Mary of the Assumption (early 12th century), Bastia, Haute-Corse Department, Corse
Region, France
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The Collegiate Church of Our Lady, Melun, Seine-et-Marne Department, Ile-de-France Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Louis, Versalles, Yevlines Department, Ile-de-France Region, France
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The Church of St. Martin, Palaiseau, Essonne Department, Ile-de-France Region, France

The Basilica Cathedral of St. Denis, Saint-Denis, Seine-Saint-Denis Department, Ile-de-France Region,
France

494

The Cathedral of St. Geneviève and St. Maurice, Nanterre, Hauts-de-Seine Department, Ile-de-France
Region, France: two views

495

The Church of St. Léonard de Noblat, L’Hay-les Roses, Val-de-Marne Department, Ile-de-France Region,
France

The Church of St. Martin, Baillet-en-France, Val-d'Oise Department, Ile-de-France Region, France

496

The Church of St. Volusein, Foix, Ariège Department, Occitanie Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Just and St. Pasteur, Narbonne, Aude Department, Occitanie Region, France
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The Cathedral of Our Lady, Rodez, Aveyron Department, Occitanie Region, France

The Church and Reliquary of St. Foy, Conques, Aveyron Department, Occitanie Region, France
498

The Church of St. Perpetua, Nîmes, Gard Department, Occitanie Region, France

The Temple of Caius and Lucius Caesar (20-12BC), Nîmes, Gard Department, Occitanie Region, France
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The Church of St. Paul, (1849), Nîmes, Gard Department, Occitanie Region, France

The Church of St. Baudile, Nîmes, Gard Department, Occitanie Region, France
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The Cathedral of Our Lady and St. Castor of Nîmes, Nîmes, Gard Department, Occitanie Region, France

The Basilica of St. Sernin, Toulouse, Haute-Garonne Department, Occitanie Region, France
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The Cathedral Basilica of St. Mary, Auch, Gers Department, Occitanie Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Peter, Montpellier, Hérault Department, Occitanie Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Stephen, Cahors, Lot Department, Occitanie Region, France: two views
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The Basilica Cathedral of Our Lady and St. Privat, Mende, Lozère Department, Occitanie Region, France
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The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Sède, Tarbes, Hautes-Pyrénées Department, Occitanie Region, France

The Cathedral of St. John the Baptist, Perpignan, Pyrénées-Orientales Department, Occitanie Region,
France
505

The Cathedral Basilica of St. Cecilia, Albi, Tarn Department, Occitanie Region, France

The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Assumption, Montauban, Tarn-et-Garonne Department, Occitanie
Region, France
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The Cathedral of Our Lady, Laon, Aisne Department, Hauts-de-France Region, France
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The Church of St. Maurice, Lille, Nord Department, Hauts-de-France Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Peter, Beauvais, Oise Department, Hauts-de-France Region, France

The Basilica of Our Lady, Boulogne-sur-Mer, Pas-de-Calais Department, Hauts-de-France Region, France
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Amiens, Somme Department, Hauts-de-France Region, France

The Basilica of St. Thérèse, Lisieux, Calvados Department, Normandie Region, France
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The Cathedral of Our Lady, Ėvreux, Eure Department, Normandie Region, France

The Church of Our Lady, Avranches, Manche Department, Normandie Region, France
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The Church of St. Germain, Argentan, Orne Department, Normandie Region, France

The Church of Our Lady, Rouen, Seine-Maritime Department, Normandie Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul, Nantes, Loire-Atlantique Department, Pays-de-la-Loire Region,
France

The Cathedral of St. Maurice, Angers, Maine-et-Loire Department, Pays-de-la-Loire Region, France
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The Cathedral of the Sacred Trinity, Laval, Mayenne Department, Pays-de-la-Loire Region, France

The Cathedral of St. Julian, Le Mans, Sarthe Department, Pays-de-la-Loire Region, France
514

The Church of St. Louis, La Roche-sur-Yon, Vendée Department, Pays-de-la-Loire Region, France

The Church of the Sacred Heart, La Roche-sur-Yon, Vendée Department, Pays-de-la-Loire Region, France
515

The Cathedral of St. Jerome, Digne-les-Bains, Alpes-de-Haute-Provence Department, Provence-Alpes-Côte
d'Azur Region, France

The Cathedral of Our Lady and St. Arnoux of Gap, Gap, Hautes-Alpes Department, Provence-Alpes-Côte
d'Azur Region, France
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The Cathedral of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary and St. Reparata, Nice, Alpes-Maritimes Department,
Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur Region, France

The Church of St. Nicholas, Nice, Alpes-Maritimes Department, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur Region,
France
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The Cathedral of St. Mary Major, Marseille, Bouches-du-Rhône Department, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur
Region, France

The Cathedral of Notre Dame de la Garde, Marseille, Bouches-du-Rhône Department, Provence-AlpesCôte d'Azur Region, France
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The Cathedral of St. Leontius, Frejus, Var Department, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur Region, France

The entrance to the Chapel of St. Louis, Brignoles, Var Department, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur Region,
France
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The Cathedral of Our Lady, Avignon, Vaucluse Department, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur Region, France:
two views
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The Church of St. Peter and St. Paul, Pointe-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe Department, France

The Cathedral of St. Louis, Fort-de-France, Martinique Department, France
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The Cathedral of St. Saviour, Cayenne, French Guiana Department, France

The Church of Our Lady of Deliverance, Saint-Denis, Réunion Department, France
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The mosque of Mtsapere Village, Masmoudzou, Grande Terre Island, Mayotte Department, France

The Church of Our Lady of Fatima, Grande Terre Island, Mayotte Department, France
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† The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Imnmaculate Conception, Papeete, Tahiti Island, French Polynesia
Collectivity, France †

† The Church of Our Lady of the Assumption, Gustavia, St. Barthélemy Island, St. Barthélemy
Collectivity, France †
524

† Philipsburg Methodist Church, Philipsburg, Saint Martin Island, Saint Martin Collectivity, France †

† Notre Dame des Marins, St. Pierre, St. Pierre et Miquelon Collectiviy, France †
525

† Tepa Church, Wallis Island, Wallis & Futuna Collectivity, France †

† The Church of St. John the Baptist, Lifou, New Caledonia Sui generis Collectivity, France †
▲
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